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Abstract 
This project involves the integration of LEGO and Arduino to create a Piano Playing 
Robot. Within this paper, information is given describing the history of player pianos and 
will detail projects that have been done in this field. While a handful of hobbyists have 
created LEGO machines to play the piano, they relied on the LEGO Mindstorms software; 
this is the first known public attempt at using an Arduino to control such a machine. This 
paper will also provide plans which have been drawn up so that others can recreate this as 
well. These plans include step-by-step programming directions, troubleshooting, and also 
digital instructions for how to build the LEGO base and fingers.
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Composing the World of Player Pianos, Then and Now 
The piano dates back to the early 1700s and is arguably the most well-known 

musical instrument in existence (Phillips, 2006). As with many inventions, there are always 
improvements made upon the original and the piano is no different. Jean Louis Nestor 
Fourneaux, of France, pattened the first mechanical self-playing piano in 1863 (Roehl, 
1973). Ever since, the world of instruments that can be played by means of mechanical 
systems or robotics has grown. Many artists and students have become interested in this 
field but making these robotic musical instruments can be costly and require a strong skillset 
in computer programming. However, there are other options available to beginners and 
these include the LEGO Mindstorms system and Arduino. Both beginners and professionals 
are contributing to expand this field of robotic musical instruments. 
The Piano and the Player Piano 

The layout of a piano presented to a musician may seem simple at first glance: 88 
neatly laid out keys that play 88 discretely pitched tones. However, there are certain 
challenges that arise when interacting with this instrument. The pianist’s first step to playing a 
note is to navigating their finger towards it in relation to the other notes and their current 
position. The second step is to press the key at the correct time, at the correct volume, 
controlled by the speed of pressing the key (Gillespie, Yu, Grijalva, & Awtar, 2011). While 
this may seem simple at first, the more complex the song is, the more difficult time of finding 
the correct key and playing it at the correct time within the music. Because of this, it can be 
the most complex instrument to learn to play. For this reason, people began experimenting 
with ways a piano could play automatically, without human influence. 

One of the first examples of a musical instrument that could be played automatically 
by mechanical means is the player piano. This piano is a self-playing instrument that causes 
the hammers to strike the strings by moving the keys mechanically. These pianos did not 
require any electronic components to generate sound as they were powered by foot pedals or a 
hand-crank (Kapur et al., 2011). These pianos look and feel just like a normal piano as there is 
no difference between the pedals or keys and they could be played by hand if the player chose 
to do so. The only difference is that it has the additional capacity to play by itself. The player 
piano made it possible for any household to play virtuosic music, for a price. What they gained 
in song difficulty and tone perfection, they lost the expressiveness play style only a live player 
could provide (Emelianoff, 2007). 

There are two different types of player pianos that are available for use: integrated 
systems and systems that can be built inside the piano. Integrated systems have a built-in 
system of solenoids, sensors, and electronic circuit boards. An example of this would be a 
Yamaha Disklavier piano. These components, once installed within the piano, are nearly 
impossible to remove without damaging the piano or the parts. The solenoids are used to 
trigger the hammers within the piano and the sensors are placed at the key and the hammers. 
They also have an operational console such as IBM personal computer and a hard disk. 
Integrated systems offer high speed and precision between the computer and piano (Coenen, 
1992). An example of a system that can be built inside a piano is the Pianola, originally 
created by Edwin Scott Votey. Pianolas are played by using pedals and the music is produced 
by a perforated music roll. When the player changes the pedals’ locations, the louder or softer 
a particular chord or note will sound 
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(Colmenares et al., 2011). The hammers within the Pianola automatically create chords, 
melodies, and harmonies by reading the perforated music roll. (Ord-Hume, 2003). While the 
piano is an interesting musical element to recreate with robotics, it is not the only instrument 
that has been successfully played by robots or has been recreated using robotics. Before 
discussing the various instruments that have been recreated, it is important to first know what 
can be categorized as a robotic musical instrument. 
Robotic Musical Instruments 

A robotic musical instrument can be described as a device that can create music or 
sound with the help of various mechanical parts which include solenoids, gears, and motors 
(Kapur, 2005). There are a number of musical instruments, not just pianos, which play by 
means of robots interfaced with computers. Within the last ten years, this field has attracted a 
variety of people including artists and those in academia (Weinberg & Driscoll, 2006). 
Robotic musical instruments can be both robots that are instruments and robots which play 
instruments, as demonstrated by the League of Electronic Musical Urban Robots (LEMUR). 
This group built and programmed a variety of percussion and stringed robots which are 
controlled by MIDI software and hardware that they created themselves (Singer, Feddersen, 
Redmon, & Bowen, 2004). 

When designing these types of robots, there are a number of factors one must consider 
so that the robot can carry out the type of job that is desired. Motion planning is one of these 
factors. Through this, the motion in which the robot needs to execute to reach a given goal is 
calculated (Lasserre, Laumond, & Mansard, 2014). Another factor that can be problematic is 
that the majority of computer-controlled systems are inanimate by nature and this can be 
detrimental to the performance when physical and visual cues are essential for creating 
expressive music (Gillespie et al., 2011). However, it is possible to combat this problem by 
using an apparatus that changes the digital music into an acoustic sound (Weinberg & 
Driscoll, 2006). The last factor to think about is the cost of building such a robot. When the 
group, LEMUR, built their piano robot, it cost just under €450 to produce (Singer, Feddersen, 
Redmon, & Bowen, 2004). This high cost can be attributed to the numerous solenoids and 
motors that they had to put into project. Because of these factors, people are turning to cheaper 
and beginner-friendly methods to building robots and one of these outlets is the LEGO 
Mindstorms Intelligent Brick robotic system (Hansen, 2009). 

Examples of LEGO Mindstorms systems that can be put onto a keyboard to play the 
piano are crude designs, having one to two mechanical fingers for playing and they generally 
have two separate designs; either the machine is lined up with the keys horizontally, or 
vertically. In the horizontally lined robot, the track runs along the keyboard with the 
mechanical fingers operating much like a human’ fingers (Pinscience, 2009). The vertically 
lined robot towers above the keys and its fingers push straight down from the track that it is 
on (Lego Doctor, 2010). 
Lego Robotics and Advanced Techniques 

The LEGO brick has been in production since 1954 and has come to be a household 
name all over the world. In 1988, The LEGO Group began collaborating with Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology to develop a brick that could bring LEGO creations to life by 
computer software. In 1998, the first ‘intelligent brick’ was released under the Mindstorms 
RCX brand (Group, 2015).  Up until this point, LEGO focused solely on brick building sets 
that contained nothing but plastic bricks. The release of the RCX was an important step for 
the company as it opened a door with new possibilities that one could accomplish with the 
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LEGO brick (Gasperi, 2007). 
All around the world, LEGO enthusiasts have created astounding projects with this 

Mindstorms technology. In Finland, scientists from University of Technology at Tampere 
used LEGO Mindstorms to create a computer-driven robot that is programmed to sort coins, 
like a bank (Lauwaert, 2008) and in the US; a North Dakota man built a motorized brick 
combine (Gura, 2011). However, in develop more advanced robotic projects, using the RCX 
or Mindstorms Intelligent Brick is not a viable solution given its slow processing speed, the 
bulkiness of the hardware, and the lack of versatility when programming. 

In recent years, the Arduino, an open-source physical computing platform based on a 
simple microcontroller board, has played a large role in helping to program and control 
robots. The expansion of the Arduino is evident in the numerous amounts of add-on boards 
that can be plugged on top of the Arduino to extend its capabilities (Boxall, 2013). There are 
boards that enable a robot to connect to the internet, boards with LCD screen display, and 
boards that can combine with LEGO Mindstorms (Kapur et al., 2011). The last type of 
board, coined a ‘Bricktronics shield’, has the functionality to interface between the Arduino 
and the LEGO Mindstorms motors and sensors (Baichtal, 2013). With the help of an 
Arduino and the Bricktronics shield, the world of LEGO and advanced robotics can be 
combined. 

The use of an Arduino and the Bricktronics shield to control LEGO Mindstorms is the 
basis of this creative project. The Arduino has been coded in such a way that it sends signals to 
the robot, built from LEGO Mindstorms and LEGO components, that allows it to play songs 
on the piano. The Arduino used for this project is the Mega 2560 board and this board is 
compatible with the Bricktronics MegaShield which has the possible capacity of programming 
up to six LEGO Mindstorms motors as long as the power supply being used is rated high 
enough to handle it. This topic will be discussed in a later section. 

Methods 
Building Process 

The building of the robot went through three major design stages. Each will be 
discussed, along with a number of pros/cons associated with the design. 
Design 1 

The first design’s main goal was to devise a way to allow for one motor to control two 
‘fingers’ so that the maximum six motors could allow for the total possible number of piano 
keys to be utilized to be twelve. The first thought was to create a gear ratio on one side of the 
motor to reverse the direction for one finger, allowing for one finger to depress as the motor 
went forward and the other to depress when it went in reverse. Figure 1 shows the design of 
this set up. 
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Figure 1: Design 1 Configuration 
 

It should be noted that the gear ratio put in place within this design is 1:3, meaning for 
the finger attached to the bottom gear, its speed is three times less and the torque is three 
times more than its partner. This created an issue when programming as the speed of the 
motor cannot easily be utilized to send different signals when the two fingers are an inverse 
mirror of each other; when one goes down, the other up and vice versa. While this design 
lacked the functionality desired, it did prove that it was possible to have one motor controlling 
two fingers. 
Design 2 

The second design attempted to tackle the problem in a vertical way rather than 
horizontally like a lever. The idea was to create a piece that would bob up and down by 
using a gear track, much like a printing mechanism. Figure 2 illustrates one side of this 
design. 

 

Figure 2: Design 2 Configuration
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This design worked by moving the black piece, connected to the gears by white rubber bands, 
up and down. It relied on the gears to move the piece and there was an arm built to keep the 
finger pressed against the gear. Design 2 had a number of differences from Design 1. First, the 
motor was flipped 180o to allow for the finger to be closer to the key, thus less movement. 
Second, three times as many gears were used in this design. The gear ratio was a modest 
1:1.333, so the speed increased slightly and the torque decreased slightly. 

The largest flaw in this design was the unpredictability of the black finger’s position. It 
often slipped on the gear, making it very difficult to program precisely to a location. This 
design helped to to show that a simpler design with less moving parts may prove more useful 
and that the vertical finger idea has promise. 
Design 3 

Design 3 saw yet another different orientation of the motor, this time standing vertical. 
With this design, simplicity was the key and the use of gears was eliminated. This was 
accomplished by creating two large arms which were positioned at opposite ends of the motor 
connection. This allowed one arm to move up as the other moved down and vice versa. At the 
end of these arms, a vertical finger was created so that the piano key can be pressed down. 
This design can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Design 3 Configuration 
 
The design works by using minimal motor movements to move the fingers to the desired 
locations upon the piano. A demonstration for how this design works can be seen in Figure 4. 
By creating a digital version of the design, it was discovered that the arms rest at a 75o angle. 
After testing done with the Arduino, it was determined that a 30o angle movement within the 
motor either way would allow for the finger to depress the key. 
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Figure 4: Design 3’s Rotation Demonstration 

 
The biggest advantage of this design was the elimination of gears which lessened the chances 
of errors due to gear slippage. This design had the best control when programming and it was 
determined that Design 3 would be the configuration for the rest of the fingers. An alteration to 
Design 3 was created to allow for the integration of the black keys on a piano and this can be 
seen in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Alteration to Design 3 for Black Piano Keys 
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54mm 

Calculations 
During the first phase of design, it was decided that a series of calculations would need 

to be done in order to find out the two main variables: 
1. How fast the motor must go in order to hit the key 
2. The time it will take for the key to achieve the set distance of 2cm 

Figure 6 shows the dimensions of the main piece used in the first prototype, for which 
these calculations are based on. 

 

 
Figure 6: Demensions of LEGO part 

32009 
Before the calculations could commence, the parameters of the project needed to be set and 
the following conditions have been placed: 

• This part is a rigid body with one rotational point at the origin 
• Air, wind, friction, and gravity resistance are negligible and therefore were 

not included 
The distance the key would need to travel was set at 2cm and a visual of how the rigid 
body would rotate about A in order to achieve this distance is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Rotation Visual 
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𝟏𝟏 

By finding rD, or the position of D with respect to C, B, and A, the derivative of rD can be used 
to find the Velocity at position D. The equation below represents this relationship between each 
of the points: 

𝒓𝒓𝑫𝑫  = 𝓵𝓵𝑩𝑩�⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝒃  + 𝓵𝓵𝑪𝑪�⃗⃗⃗�𝒄𝟏𝟏  + 𝓵𝓵𝑫𝑫�⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝒅  
𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏 

Where   is equal to the length of B and �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝒃  is the velocity of B. 
By determining this equation, steps could be made to incorporate the use of a position vector 
matrix. This matrix aids in transposing one movement of a rigid body to another through the 
use of cosine and sine. Figure 8 shows the relationship between b1,b2 and c1,c2 and Figure 9 
shows the relationship between c1,c2 and d1,d2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 c1 c2 

b1 cosa sina 

b2 -sina cosa 

 
 

Figure 8: Vector Relationship Between b1,b2 and c1,c2 
 
By using this matrix, the following equations can be derived to find the position of C 
with respect to B: 

𝑐𝑐1   = 𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) − 𝑏𝑏2 sin(𝛼𝛼) 
𝑐𝑐2  = 𝑏𝑏1  sin(𝛼𝛼) + 𝑏𝑏2  cos(𝛼𝛼) 

 
 

 
  d1 d2  

c1 cosb sinb 

c2 -sinb cosb 

 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Vector Relationship Between c1,c2  and d1,d2 

-sinϴ
 

co
sϴ
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By using this matrix, the following equation can be derived to find the position of D with 
respect to C: 

𝑑𝑑1  = 𝑐𝑐1  cos(𝛽𝛽) − 𝑐𝑐2  sin(𝛽𝛽) 

The three equations found can then be combined to form: 
𝑑𝑑1  = cos(𝛽𝛽) [𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) − 𝑏𝑏2  sin(𝛼𝛼)] − sin(𝛽𝛽) [𝑏𝑏1  sin(𝛼𝛼) + 𝑏𝑏2 cos(𝛼𝛼)] 

Referencing the initial dimensions of the rigid body, the following can be calculated: 

 
After plugging in these initial values, this gives us: 

 
𝑑𝑑1  = cos(𝛽𝛽) [𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) − 𝑏𝑏2  sin(𝛼𝛼)] − sin(𝛽𝛽) [𝑏𝑏1  sin(𝛼𝛼) + 𝑏𝑏2 cos(𝛼𝛼)] 

𝑑𝑑1  = cos(36.66) [16 cos(51.34) − 20 sin(51.34)] − sin(36.66) [16 sin(51.34) + 20 
cos(51.34)] 

 
𝑑𝑑1  = −20mm 

 
This answer shows us that the initial position of D is 20mm below the position known, which is 
C. This information can be verified by referencing the rigid body dimensions. The equation 
found for d1 can be used further to find the velocity at that point. To do so, the derivative of 
the equation is found below. 

𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 
𝑑𝑑1   = (𝑡𝑡)1 

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 
𝑑𝑑1  = [− sin(𝛽𝛽) (𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) − 𝑏𝑏2  sin(𝛼𝛼)) + cos(𝛽𝛽)(−𝑏𝑏1 sin(𝛼𝛼) − 𝑏𝑏2 cos(𝛼𝛼))] 

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 
− [sin(𝛽𝛽) (𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) − 𝑏𝑏2  sin(𝛼𝛼)) + cos(𝛽𝛽)(𝑏𝑏1 sin(𝛼𝛼) + 𝑏𝑏2 cos(𝛼𝛼))] 

𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥  𝑑𝑑1  =  − sin(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) + sin(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏2 sin(𝛼𝛼) − cos(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏1  sin(𝛼𝛼) − cos(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏2 cos(𝛼𝛼) 

− sin(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏1  cos(𝛼𝛼) + sin(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏2  sin(𝛼𝛼) − cos(𝛽𝛽) 𝑏𝑏1  sin(𝛼𝛼) − cos(𝛽𝛽)𝑏𝑏2cos(𝛼𝛼) 
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥  𝑑𝑑1  =  −2 𝑏𝑏1sin(𝛽𝛽) cos(𝛼𝛼) + 2𝑏𝑏2sin(𝛽𝛽) sin(𝛼𝛼) − 2𝑏𝑏1cos(𝛽𝛽) sin(𝛼𝛼) − 2𝑏𝑏2cos(𝛽𝛽) cos(𝛼𝛼) 

70mm-54mm = 16mm = b1 

40mm-20mm = 20mm = b2 

tan−1 16 
= = 51.34 

20 

180 - (51.34 + 90) =b= 36.66 
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𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

 
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 𝑑𝑑1 =  −2(16) (sin(36.66) cos(51.34) + 2(20)sin(36.66) sin(51.34) − 2(16)cos(36.66) 

sin(51.34) − 2(20)cos(36.66) cos(51.34) 
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 

  1  = 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑1  = −32 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 

Therefore, at the position of d1, it is moving at a speed of -32mm/s. This velocity can be used 
to find the time it takes the rigid body to move down its required distance. 

 
𝑑𝑑 1 

𝑡𝑡 = =   −20𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ ( )  = 0.625𝑠𝑠 
𝑣𝑣 −32 ⁄𝑠𝑠 

This creates a limit for the speed of playing two adjacent keys as 1.25 seconds. After the first 
key is struck, the finger rises up to its original position in 0.625s and it will take another 0.625s 
for the adjacent key to strike the neighboring note. 
Arduino Code 

As mentioned previously, the Arduino is an open software tool which can be programed 
by using the Arduino computer application. The code used is similar to the C or C++ 
Programming language. In order to use the Bricktronics MegaShield with the Arduino, 
additional program files were added which can be found on the Bricktronics webpage. The 
creators of the Bricktronics Shields, Adam Wolf and Matthew Beckler, have an excellent 
website full of project tutorials which were referenced within this project. 

In order to control the LEGO Mindstorms motors, the PID (proportional, integral, 
derivative) control algorithm was utilized. This algorithm is an Arduino library extension that 
can be downloaded. This algorithm works by precisely driving the motor until it reaches the 
desired rotation angle. It recalls the relative position of each motor and by using this function, 
the motor’s location is always known, which means it can easily be updated. 

This angle control works by creating a desired rotation angle, as measured by the 
motor’s position encoders. It then periodically calls a function called m.update () which 
checks the motor’s current position, compares it to the desired position, and decides which 
way and how fast to rotate the motor to reach that desired position. In the case of each motor 
for this project, each motor would be moving within a 60o range, and a time delay would be 
used to determine how long each finger would hold each note. 

The following is a sample of the code, playing the first four notes, which is used to 
play the song “Mary had a Little Lamb:” 

 
#include <Encoder.h> 
#include <PID_v1.h> 
#include <BricktronicsMotor.h> 

 
#include <BricktronicsMegashield.h> 
BricktronicsMotor 
m1(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_1); 
BricktronicsMotor 
m2(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_2); 
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void setup() 
{ 
Serial.begin(115200); 

 
m1.begin(); 
m2.begin(); 

} 
 
void loop() 
{ 
m1.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1
); 
m2.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1
); m1.setAngle(0); 
m2.setAngle(0); 

 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
//m2, hit E 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 

 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
//m1, hit D 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 

 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
//m1, hit C 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 
1000); 

 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
//m1, hit D 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 
1000); 

} 
 
Now, this code was executed and the song was played, but it was tedious to type two lines for 
each note, every time that note was to be played. So, the code underwent a revision where 
functions were put into practice. By using functions, the Arduino can store a number of coded 
instructions under one specified name. Then, by calling the one specified name, the long list 
of coded instructions is carried out. Here is an example of the function for the E Note: 

 
void TimedNoteE(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 
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1000); delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit E 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 
1000); 
} 

 
With this function written, instead of including all of the information in the void loop, now all 
that needs to be written is “TimedNoteE(1000)” and the function TimedNoteE will be executed. 
To play the longer notes of the song, the delay can be manipulated so that a 1000 delay is used 
for a quarter note, 2000 delay is used for a half note, and so on. 

 
Figure 10 shows the first test draft of the robot in its position to play Mary had a Little Lamb. 
Two motors were used, one controlling the notes C and D and the other controlling E and G. 

 
Figure 10: First Test Set-up of Robot with Piano 

 
At this point within the project, the code could not handle playing more than one note 

at a time as the Arduino code is automatically intended to follow the code in a sequential order, 
working its way down through the loop. However, with the help of the interrupt function, the 
motors update functions can be changed concurrently. This technique was adapted from the 
Bricktronics MotorPositionControlInterrupt sketch example. To add this into the code, the 
following lines were added to the end of the setup() function: 

 
OCR0A = 0x7F; 
TIMSK0 |= _BV(OCIE0A); 

 
These two lines configure the timer overflow interrupt, or how often the update function 
should be interrupted. Then, an entirely new function was added between the setup() and 
loop() functions: 
ISR(TIMER0_COMPA_vect) 
{ 
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static unsigned char count_ms = 
0; if (++count_ms == 50) 
{ 

m1.update(); 
m2.update()
; count_ms 
= 0; 

} 
} 
This function is set up to be called every millisecond and the code can be adjusted so that 
instead of using the call line: m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000), the line 
m2.goToAngle(-30) can be used and the motor will automatically move to and stay at that 
angle until another goToAngle call is used. 
Problems Occurred 

After testing began, a reoccurring issue was found to be happening. The program 
loaded onto the Bricktronics Sheild would struggle to run just one time through and if back to 
back testing was ongoing, the board would overheat and half, or all, of the motors would stop 
playing. After researching further, it was found that each motor can draw up to 1A of current 
and if the power supply used is not rated to handle that much current, the shield and board will 
overheat and stop working. Therefore, a stronger power supply was needed. Initially, a 9V 2A 
power supply was used. After locating a power supply with 5A, but 12V, a test run was done 
on the robot. This test had unfortunate consequences when a motor driver chip blew and the 
aftermath of this be seen in Figure 11. After this failed test, it was decided that a 9V, 5A 
power supply needed to be acquired. 

 

Figure 11: Bricktronics Shield after Testing with 12V 
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After acquiring the 9V, 5A power supply, the shield still couldn’t handle six motors all at 
once without the motors shaking and stalling at random points within the program and the 
board getting hot. So, a motor was removed until results could be replicated again and again. 
Four motors could be used consistently and were able to execute different programs without 
stalling out or overheating the board. 
Results 

After testing was done to determine which power supply was to be used and further 
testing concluded with the new 9V 5A power supply, as stated above, four motor ports were 
used at the end of the project. Therefore, the key range on the piano was eight notes. Figure 12 
shows the final design of the robot using four motors. 

 
Figure 12: Four Motor Robot 

 
This was a disappointing outcome not being able to utilize all six motor ports on the board, but 
with a higher current rating power supply, it should allow all six to be used at once. 

While this paper discusses the ability to play two notes at once, past the initial testing 
phase to prove that it could be done, this function was not utilized in the final program and 
demonstration. It was found to overheat the board faster than singular note play so it was 
omitted in the final demonstration. It is assumed that with a higher current rating power supply, 
the robot could have the option of playing two, or more, notes at once. 

A number of songs were programmed for the robot throughout this project and they 
can be found in Appendix A. The building guide for how to build the robot which was used 
for this project can be found in Appendix B. 

Lastly, the creators of the Bricktronics Shield were contacted to discuss this project and 
any other projects that had been done in the past utilizing more than three motor ports. It was 
helpful getting their feedback on how to use the shield they created and this is the first project 
that they are aware of that has attempted to use more than three motor outputs. 
Further Study 

A number of items within this project could be expanded upon. Firstly, with a deeper 
understanding of Arduino programming, the interrupt function could be improved to aid in 
the programming of playing more than one note at a time. Secondly, further study can be 
done on the relationship between these Bricktronics Shields and the power supply utilized. 
This topic greatly affected my ability to utilize all six motor ports. Lastly, by integrating 
Shields together and creating more complex programs, a larger range of the keyboard could 
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be reached. 
Conclusions 

The most important takeaway from this project is that it has aided in expanding the 
research done within the field of integrating Bricktronics and the LEGO Mindstorms NXT 
system. This is still relatively new technology and by sharing the research with others in the 
field, especially the creators of the Bricktronics Shield, major improvements can be made 
with how LEGO and Arduino can work together. 
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Appendix A 
Amazing Grace 
Left Most Key Begins on D 
Note: Robot Requires Four Motors and Utilizes No Black Keys 

 
//the four lines below must be included with each Bricktronics Program written. 
//It establishes the connection to the board, allows for motors to be used, and enables 
PID 
#include <Encoder.h> 
#include <PID_v1.h> 
#include <BricktronicsMotor.h> 
#include <BricktronicsMegashield.h> 

 
//these below name your motor (m1,m2,m3,m4) and establish which port the 
connection is 

 
BricktronicsMotor m1(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_1);//d and e 
BricktronicsMotor m2(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_2);//f and g 
BricktronicsMotor m3(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_5);//a and b 
BricktronicsMotor m4(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_6);//c and dhigh 

 
void setup() 
{ 
// Be sure to set your serial console to 115200 baud; faster the baud, 
//faster the commands are being 
sent. Serial.begin(115200); 

 
OCR0A = 0x7F; 
TIMSK0 |= _BV(OCIE0A); 

 
// Initialize the motor connections 
m1.begin(); 
m2.begin(); 
m3.begin(); 
m4.begin(); 

} 
 

ISR(TIMER0_COMPA_vect) 
{ 

static unsigned char count_ms = 
0; if (++count_ms == 50) 
{ 

m1.update(); 
m2.update(); 
m3.update(); 
m4.update(); 
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count_ms = 0; 
} 

} 
 

void loop() 
{ 
m1.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m2.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m3.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m4.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 

 
// Reset the current position to "angle 0" 
m1.setAngle(0); 
m2.setAngle(0); 
m3.setAngle(0); 
m4.setAngle(0); 

 
//the number in the () can be manipulated to determine how long a note is held for. 
//The left most finger rests on key D. 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteD(750); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(5) TimedNoteB(166); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(166); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(167); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(166); 
delay(5); 
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TimedNoteA(166); delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(167); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteDH(2000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(166); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(166); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(167); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(250); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(250); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(166); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(166); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(167); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteB(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(500); 
delay(5); 
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TimedNoteG(2000); 
delay(5); 

} 
 

//the functions below can be used to shorten the code within the void loop. 
//You can see that each function has the coding to turn the motor one direction 
//for a certain number of degrees, and then return to the home position of zero. 

 
void TimedNoteD(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit D m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteE(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit E m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteF(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit F m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteG(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit G m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteA(int NoteTime) { 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit A m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteB(int NoteTime) { 
//This function does the same thing, but you will pass it a value, 
//which should be the time, in ms that it holds the note. 
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m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit B m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteC(int NoteTime) { 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit C m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 
1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteDH(int NoteTime) { 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit High D 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(0, 1000); 
} 

Exerpt from Go the Distance (from Disney’s Hercules) 
Left Most Key Begins on F (Four Notes Below Middle C) 
Note: Robot Requires 6 Motors and Utilizes Black Keys, 2 B-Flats 

 
#include <Encoder.h> 
#include <PID_v1.h> 
#include <BricktronicsMotor.h> 

 
#include <BricktronicsMegashield.h> 
BricktronicsMotor m1(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_1);//f and g lft hand 
BricktronicsMotor m2(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_2);//a and bflat lft hand 
BricktronicsMotor m3(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_3);//c and d 
BricktronicsMotor m4(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_4);//e and f 
BricktronicsMotor m5(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_5);//g and a 
BricktronicsMotor m6(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_6);//bflat and c 

 
void setup() { 
Serial.begin(115200); 

 
OCR0A = 0x7F; 

TIMSK0 |= _BV(OCIE0A); 
 

m1.begin(); 
m2.begin(); 
m3.begin(); 
m4.begin(); 
m5.begin(); 
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m6.begin(); 
} 

 
ISR(TIMER0_COMPA_vect) 
{ 

static unsigned char count_ms = 0; 
if (++count_ms == 50) 
{ 

m1.update(); 
m2.update(); 
m3.update(); 
m4.update(); 
m5.update(); 
m6.update(); 
count_ms = 0; 

} 
} 

 
void loop() { 
m1.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m2.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m3.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m4.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m5.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m6.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 

 
m1.setAngle(0); 
m2.setAngle(0); 
m3.setAngle(0); 
m4.setAngle(0); 
m5.setAngle(0); 
m6.setAngle(0); 

 
delay(1000); 
TimedNoteFL(500);//i delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(500);//have 
delay(5); TimedNoteD(1000);//of- 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(1000);//ten 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(1000);//dreamed 
delay(5); TimedNoteFL(500);//of 
delay(5); TimedNoteCL(500);//a 
delay(5); TimedNoteD(1000);//far 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(1000);//off 
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delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(1000);//place 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteFL(500);//where 
delay(5); TimedNoteCL(500);//a 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000);//great 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(1000);//warm 
delay(5); TimedNoteF(500);//wel- 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(500);//come 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(500);//will 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteFL(500);//be 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(1000);//wait- 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteBFL(500);//ing 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(500);//for 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteGL(1000);//me 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteF(500);//where 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(500);//the 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000);//crowds 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(1000);//will 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(1000);//cheer 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteF(500);//when 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500);//they 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000);//see 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(1000);//my 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteAL(1000);//face 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteFL(500);//and 
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delay(5); 
TimedNoteCL(500);//a 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000);//voice 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(1000);//keeps 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteF(500);//say 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500);//ing 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteF(500);//this 
delay(5); TimedNoteG(500);//is 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(500);//where 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteBF(500);//I'm 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteA(500);//meant 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteBF(500);//to 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(2000);//be 

 
delay(3000);//3 beat rest 

} 
 
void TimedNoteFL(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit f, the lower one 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteGL(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit G, lower one 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteAL(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit A 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
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} 
 
void TimedNoteBFL(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit B flat, lower one 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteCL(int NoteTime) { 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit C 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteD(int NoteTime) { 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit D 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteE(int NoteTime) { 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit E 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteF(int NoteTime) { 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit f, higher one 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteG(int NoteTime) { 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit G, higher one 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteA(int NoteTime) { 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
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delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit A, higher one 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteBF(int NoteTime) { 
m6.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit B flat, higher one 
m6.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteC(int NoteTime) { 
m6.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit C, higher one 
m6.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 
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Welcome to the Black Parade (Piano Intro) 
Left Most Key Begins on Note A (3 Notes Below High C) Note: 
Robot Uses 5 Motors, Utilizes Black Keys, 1 F# 

 
#include <Encoder.h> 
#include <PID_v1.h> 
#include <BricktronicsMotor.h> 

 
 
#include <BricktronicsMegashield.h> 
BricktronicsMotor m1(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_1);//a and b 
BricktronicsMotor m2(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_2);//c and d 
BricktronicsMotor m3(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_3);//e and f# 
BricktronicsMotor m4(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_4);//g and a 
BricktronicsMotor m5(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_5);//b and c 

 
void setup() 
{ 

 
Serial.begin(115200); 
OCR0A = 0x7F; 

TIMSK0 |= _BV(OCIE0A); 
 
 

m1.begin(); 
m2.begin(); 
m3.begin(); 
m4.begin(); 
m5.begin(); 

} 
 
ISR(TIMER0_COMPA_vect) 
{ 

static unsigned char count_ms = 0; 
if (++count_ms == 50) 
{ 

m1.update(); 
m2.update(); 
m3.update(); 
m4.update(); 
m5.update(); 
count_ms = 0; 

} 
} 
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void loop() 
{ 

 
 

m1.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m2.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m3.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m4.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m5.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 

 
m1.setAngle(0); 
m2.setAngle(0); 
m3.setAngle(0); 
m4.setAngle(0); 
m5.setAngle(0); 

 
TimedNoteG(2000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteF(1000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteB(1000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteE(2000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteD(1000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteCL(2000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteBL(1000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteE(1000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteAL(2000); 
delay(10); 
TimedNoteD(2000); 
delay(10); 

 
} 

 
 
void TimedNoteAL(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit AL 
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m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteBL(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit BL 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteCL(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit Middle C 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteD(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit D 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteE(int NoteTime) { 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m3, hit E 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteF(int NoteTime) { 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m3, hit F# 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteG(int NoteTime) { 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit G 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteA(int NoteTime) { 
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m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit A 
m4.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteB(int NoteTime) { 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit B 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteC(int NoteTime) { 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit C 
m5.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 
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Mary Had A Little Lamb 
Left Most Key Begins on Note Middle C 
Note: Robot Uses 3 Motors, Utilizes No Black Keys 

 
#include <Encoder.h> 
#include <PID_v1.h> 
#include <BricktronicsMotor.h> 

 
 
#include <BricktronicsMegashield.h> 
BricktronicsMotor m1(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_1); 
BricktronicsMotor m2(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_3); 
BricktronicsMotor m3(BricktronicsMegashield::MOTOR_4); 

 
void setup() 
{ 
Serial.begin(115200); 
OCR0A = 0x7F; 
TIMSK0 |= _BV(OCIE0A); 

 
m1.begin(); 
m2.begin(); 
m3.begin(); 

} 
 

ISR(TIMER0_COMPA_vect) 
{ 

static unsigned char count_ms = 0; 
if (++count_ms == 50) 
{ 

 
m1.update(); 
m2.update(); 
m3.update(); 

 
count_ms = 0; 

} 
} 

 
void loop() 
{ 

 
m1.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
m2.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
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m3.setAngleOutputMultiplier(1); 
 
// Reset the current position to "angle 0" 
m1.setAngle(0); 
m2.setAngle(0); m3.setAngle(0); 

 
 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteC(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteG(1000); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteC(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
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TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteE(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteD(500); 
delay(5); 
TimedNoteC(2000); 

} 
 
void TimedNoteC(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit C 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteD(int NoteTime) { 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(-30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m1, hit D 
m1.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteE(int NoteTime) { 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit E 
m2.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 

 
void TimedNoteG(int NoteTime) { 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(30, 1000); 
delay(NoteTime); 
//m2, hit G 
m3.goToAngleWaitForArrivalOrTimeout(1080, 1000); 
} 
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Appendix B – Build Instructions for Robot 
Base 
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Motor for One White Key/One Black Key 
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Motor for Two White Keys 
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Abstract 
The psychological aspects of treatments of sports-related concussions are an element in 

the studies of concussions that lack depth. The medical community focuses on physical 
symptoms when psychological symptoms can be more severe. The symptoms of concussions can 
include depression, anxiety, and stress but, can be even more severe. Chronic Traumatic 
Encephalopathy (CTE) has become one of the most dangerous and most interesting topics in 
concussions, most recently in the National Football League. CTE is a topic of concessions that 
also lacks depth and links to actual concussions in football. CTE and the severity are another 
important topic that needs to be studied and treated.  Using multiple psychological treatments 
can help improve rehabilitation for patients with a sports-related concussion. Treatments for the 
psychological aspects of concussions include positive psychology and cognitive behavioral 
therapy. When understanding the psychological aspects of concussions and their treatments, the 
field of sports medicine and sports-related concussions will be researched extensively enough to 
include psychology and the psychological concepts behind concussions. The psychological 
factors, in the future of concussion research, will have equal importance as the physical factors.  
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Introduction 
Although concussions have been a severe problem for many years, they are now gaining 

attention in the medical and psychological community. Sports-related concussions and brain 
trauma are a growing problem in all sports, especially CTE in the National Football League. 
Each year, there are between 1.6 and 3.8 million sport-related concussions in the United States 
alone (Collins, Kontos, Reynolds, Murawski, & Fu, 2014). However, this number is almost 
certainly low, as many athletes may not want to report an injury and seek medical attention. 
Many others may think that a concussion is not a reason to leave a game, and, therefore, may not 
report the injury knowing they will be removed from competition (Glauser & Steck, 2014). 
Because of the increased growth of the number of sports-related concussions reported, the 
psychological aspects, symptoms and treatments need to be studied.  

The pathophysiological effects of sport-related concussions have been well-documented 
in the literature, but the emotional and psychological effects of concussions may not be 
sufficiently addressed by athletic trainers and therapists (Chertok & Martin, 2013). The literature 
on concussions lacks research in the psychological factors. The psychological community has 
begun to develop multiple treatments to help the psychological side of concussions. An 
appreciation of the socio-emotional concussion sequela, such as feelings of helplessness and 
social isolation, can enhance the care that is provided (Chertok & Martin, 2013). The issue of 
CTE has also driven studies to shift toward the psychological symptoms and their severity.  

Concussion Symptoms 
Concussions are caused by a severe blow to the head or neck causing the brain to 

violently move in the skull. A concussion is defined as a complex pathophysiological process 
affecting the brain, induced by biomechanical forces (Hanson, Stracciolini, Mannix & Meehan, 
2014). Symptoms that come after concussions are called post-concussion symptoms (PCS), they 
are the symptoms that patients experience after a concussion. While PCS are usually considered 
relatively short-lived, up to 55% of individuals continue to report symptoms beyond six months 
post injury (Bohnen, Jolles, Twijnstra, Mellink, & Wijnen, 1995; Bohnen, Twijnstra, & Jolles, 
1993), and a small minority report persistent complaints for years post injury (Deb, Lyons, & 
Koutzoukis, 1998). One of the simplest and most important tools for assessing possible 
concussive injuries is a graded symptom checklist (GSC), a Likert scale that ranks the severity of 
the symptom. GSC keeps the way of measuring symptoms, constant. Several computerized 
neuropsychological tests are being promoted commercially as “baseline” tests; at best, they are 
an adjunct to clinical examination and cannot be used as stand-alone tests to diagnose concussion 
(Tator, 2013). Multiple tests need to be done on an athlete to be as accurate with a diagnosis as 
possible. An individual’s reporting of symptoms can be influenced or confounded by a number 
of clinical, demographic and methodological variables (Krol, Mrazik, Naidu, Brooks & Iverson, 
2011). Symptoms can be affected by many factors.  

Various diagnostic systems quantify the length of symptom duration and the degree of 
resulting impairment required to meet diagnostic criteria for PCS (Conder & Conder, 2015). 
Symptoms need to be studied and tested based on their severity. The large increase in reported 
symptoms after concussive episodes provides a clear way to distinguish between concussed and 
non-concussed athletes with moderate-to-high sensitivity and a high specificity (Guskiewicz & 
Teel, 2015). There are 21 disparate symptoms of concussions including headache, dizziness, 
confusion, and difficulty concentrating (Collins et al., 2014). Following a concussive episode, 
the most commonly reported symptoms include headache, balance problems, and mental slowing 
(Guskiewicz et al., 2003; Mansell, Tierney, Higgins, McDevitt, Toone & Glutting, 2010). 
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Patients can have any or all of these symptoms to be diagnosed with a concussion. To complicate 
the assessment of concussion further, some of these deficits may not be present for every athlete, 
thus making this an individualized injury (King, Brughelli, Hume, & Gissane, 2014). Every case 
is unique, making assessments difficult and specialized. The initial symptom presentation of a 
concussed athlete is dependent upon the biomechanical aspects of the injury, as well as the 
specifically affected brain structures (Collins & Hawn, 2002). Concussion cases have to be 
studied in detail to understand all the factors of the injury, including the symptoms. These 
symptoms of concussions are not only physical, they can also be psychological and often, 
psychological symptoms can be more severe than the physical symptoms.  

Psychological Symptoms  
 In both concussion research and concussion rehabilitation, physical symptoms are the 
focus. Psychological factors can often be worse than physical factors because they have long-
term effects and consequences. These injuries can deprive athletes of leading normal lives and 
can cause stress. They can cause fear of re-injury, sensation of loss, negative emotions, and other 
mood disturbances (Sparkes, 2000; Vergeer, 2006; Naoi & Ostrow, 2008). Concussions can also 
lead to anxiety and depression. Depressive symptoms after concussions are common and have 
long-term effects. Researchers have also linked perceived stress with depressive symptoms after 
traumatic brain injury (TBI), noting that the unsuccessful use of coping strategies or a lack of 
coping resources can exacerbate depressive symptoms (Roiger, Weidauer & Kern, 2015). Not 
only is depression a problem with concussions, it leads to stress and can make symptoms worse. 
In addition to increasing suicide risk, post-concussion depression symptoms (PCDS) have been 
associated with worsened functional outcomes, cognitive performance, and quality of life after 
injury (Vargas, Rabinowitz, Meyer & Arnett, 2015). Psychological factors have detrimental 
impacts on patients, including suicide, and they are still emphasized less than the physical 
factors. Focus on sports-related concussion management has been on tracking physical based 
symptoms (e.g. headache, balance problems, sleep disturbance/fatigue) and neurocognitive status 
(e.g. processing speed, attention/concentration, learning/memory) over time until the individual 
returns to baseline or asymptomatic status.  Emotional or psychological aspects, while seen as 
important factors in prolonged/persistent post-concussive syndrome, have not been discussed or 
investigated at the same level as the other symptom areas. (Coppel, 2015). This problem of 
severe psychological symptoms is especially a large concern in the cases of football players with 
CTE.  

The Psychological Responses  
Since psychological symptoms can be severe, there have been numerous case studies in 

determining the effects and psychological responses. In the case of Division I athletes, the link 
between depression and sport-related injury is significant, given that 40% to 50% of collegiate 
athletes sustain at least 1 athletic injury resulting in 1 or more episodes of time loss during their 
college years (Roiger, Weidauer & Kern, 2015). In the study, 18% of patients with a concussion 
had severe depression. Additional authors have reported increased incidences of depression and 
emotional disturbances after both chronic and serious injuries (Roiger, Weidauer & Kern, 2015). 
In a separate study of retired NHL players who received multiple concussions, one patient noted 
that multiple concussions altered his mood and he turned into a different person. He suggested 
that this altered mood contributed to his failed marriage (Caron, Bloom, Johnston & Sabiston, 
2013). Another player reported his psychological symptoms were exacerbated by feelings of 
isolation that resulted from negative interactions with medical professionals. He described 
feeling that “no one understood” what he was going through, which he admitted may have “led 
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me down a dark path” (Caron, Bloom, Johnston & Sabiston, 2013). The previous cases of 
athletes with concussions end with the athlete having psychological symptoms that can lead to 
depression and negative thoughts. These cases drive the importance to study the psychology 
behind concussions and its impacts. Psychological treatments have been found to help with these 
cases of depression, stress, and other psychological factors after concussions.  

Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE)  
 Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE) has been a severe problem in contact 

sports for numerous years. CTE is defined as “a progressive degenerative disease of the brain 
found in athletes (and others) with a history of repetitive brain trauma, including symptomatic 
concussions as well as asymptomatic subconcussive hits to the head” (Jarnagin, 2015). CTE also 
referred to as “punch drunk syndrome” is commonly found in athletes who take part in contact 
sports, mostly in football and boxing. Some symptoms of CTE can include memory loss, mood 
changes, confusion, problems with judgement and in severe cases, aggression and depression. 
CTE has become a growing concern by organizations such as the NFL because of the severity 
and strange cases. CTE, neurologically, puts pressure on the brain and causes changes that can 
lead to emotional and behavioral changes in athletes, especially recently in football players. In 
the case of Justin Strzelczyk, he was a Pittsburgh Steeler who played football for most of his life. 
He was one of the first players diagnosed with CTE, but not before his tragic and strange death. 
Strzelczyk was experiencing mood swings, aggression and memory loss before leading State 
Police on a high-speed chase that eventually lead to Strzelczyk driving full speed into an oil 
tanker. He was diagnosed with a severe case of CTE after his death and it was ruled to be the 
case of his aggressive and suicidal actions. In another more recent case, Terry Long, an ex-
football player committed suicide by drinking antifreeze in 2005. Long’s autopsy concluded he 
had CTE and it was the result of repetitive sub concussive hits to the head. Strzelczyk and Long 
were not the only two athletes who suffered from the effects of CTE. Numerous others have 
anxiety, mood changes, and depression that can lead to suicidal thoughts and death. CTE and the 
cases of it in athletes is driving the sports and psychological community to focus on treatment of 
the psychological symptoms before the condition worsens and effects more individuals.  

What is known about CTE is it is a dangerous and life-threatening disease of the brain. 
CTE is caused by the accumulation of tau protein in the brain, which causes stabilization of 
cellular structures in the neuron and can cause major interference with neuron functioning. CTE 
is also related to brain degeneration and an overall loss of mass. With this loss of brain mass 
from sub concussive hits, CTE is being recognized as a dangerous disease. Protocols in the 
National Football League are being taken to prevent serious concussions from developing into 
CTE. While a cure for CTE has not been found yet, there are many treatments and techniques 
that are being implemented to help with the symptoms of concussions.  

Treatments and Roles 
When it comes to treating and helping with the symptoms experienced after a concussion, 

there are numerous other professionals that are involved with concussion rehabilitation. Some 
important individuals include teams of medical doctors, neurologists and physical therapists. 
They are involved more with the medical healing of the concussion and its physical symptoms. 
Sports Psychologists are an important factor in helping an individual cope with their 
concussions. They deal with the mental and emotional toll that a concussion can put on a person. 
Sports Psychologist Consultants are being trained to deal with the specific psychology of 
concussions and the psychological aftermath on patients. As part of the sport medicine staff, it 
can be advantageous for SPCs to be able to recognize, communicate, and provide education 
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regarding the athlete's condition from a neurocognitive and behavioral perspective (Kontos, 
Collins, & Russo, 2004). Sports psychologists can use numerous different treatments and 
methods to help improve the mood and outlook of individuals with brain injury and concussions.  

Psychological treatments are important in improving the moods and thoughts of patients 
with sports-related concussions. Empirical research has identified psychological skills, including 
goal setting, positive self-talk, imagery and relaxation, that are considered to enhance 
rehabilitation adherence (Petitpas and Danish, 1995). Psychological help can make rehabilitation 
more enjoyable. Psychiatric aspects include the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of mental 
illnesses associated with sport concussions, such as depression and anxiety disorders, which can 
arise from neurobiological, pathophysiological, and psychogenic causes (Wiese-Bjornstal, 
White, Russell & Smith, 2015). Treatments that emphasize psychological factors have been 
proven to help with the rehabilitation process. Some of the most common of these treatments are 
positive psychology and cognitive behavioral therapy.  

 One technique used in sports-related concussion rehabilitation centers is positive 
psychology. Positive psychology is the scientific study of positive emotion, positive character, 
and positive institutions (Seligman, Steen, Park, & Peterson, 2005), it is used with concussion 
rehabilitation to improve the moods and outlooks of patients. If positive mental health is 
dependent upon the opportunity to experience pleasure, engagement and a meaningful life, then 
it can be understood how the consequences of a brain injury are impacting on each of those areas 
for each individual (Evans, 2011). Positive psychology helps patients regain mental health that 
can be lost through concussion symptoms, it was actually put into practice to help patients 
experiencing depression, stress, anxiety and negative moods, it is also linked to therapy in 
rehabilitation. In other settings, the process itself is a therapeutic intervention (Hart & Evans, 
2006). The practices and methods of Positive Psychology were deemed relevant in rehabilitation 
settings and is a recognized way to improve mental health.  

Another common treatment for sports-related concussions is cognitive behavioral therapy 
(CBT). Cognitive behavioral therapy is appropriate for treating mood disorder after brain injury, 
though the evidence base is to date somewhat equivocal (Evans, 2011). Beneficial studies have 
been done using CBT, but it has not been proven to be a standalone intervention technique used 
in rehabilitation. There should be a broader focus for treatment of mood disorder, in a manner 
consistent with the focus for PP, emphasizing engagement in valued, goal-directed activity 
(Evans, 2011). More recently, CBT has provided models and methods to treat a range of 
problems associated with PCS including depression and anxiety, sleep problems, chronic fatigue 
and pain (Potter & Brown, 2012). With use of these treatments in individuals with brain injuries, 
it can help them improve their overall quality of life, mentally as well as physically.  

Concussions not only have detrimental physical factors, there are also psychological 
symptoms that are equally damaging. Research suggests that health professionals involved in the 
rehabilitation of sports injuries should adopt a holistic approach to treatment addressing both the 
physical aspects of the injury, as well as the psychosocial needs of the athlete (Concannon & 
Pringle, 2012). The symptoms of concussions need to be focused on in detail, including the 
psychological symptoms, including symptoms of CTE. CTE has been proven to be caused by 
numerous hits to the head and can lead to suicides in individuals with the condition. Although 
psychological symptoms are not widely researched in literature, doctors and researchers are 
beginning to understand the severity of the problems relating to concussions. When the 
psychology behind concussions are understood, they will become just as important as the 
physical aspects in sports-related concussions. To further reinforce this research, a study will be 
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done to compare the attitudes and knowledge about symptoms of concussions. The purpose of 
the current study is to understand the relationship between the physical and psychological 
symptoms of concussions using college students as a sample. The study surveys college student’s 
knowledge about concussions and how they get information about concussions and their attitudes 
on concussions.  
Research Questions 
 Research questions were developed to survey information about the three categories: 
actual knowledge, perceived knowledge and attitudes toward concussions. The research 
questions that college students answered were what are college students (athletes v. non-athletes) 
attitudes toward concussion symptoms. The sub-categories of attitudes toward concussions are 
what are participants attitudes toward physical symptoms of concussions and what are 
participants attitudes toward psychological symptoms of concussions. In actual knowledge about 
concussions the main research question was if students received formal or informal education 
regarding concussions. Follow-up questions for actual knowledge is how effective do students 
perceive any formal or informal education to be and where are students obtaining knowledge 
about concussions. The last category is perceived knowledge of concussions and the research 
question asked how the perceived knowledge of college athletes compares to coaches, athletic 
trainers, and the general public. 

It was hypothesized that college athletes will be more concerned about the psychological 
symptoms of concussions while non-athletes will be more concerned about the physical 
symptoms. Regarding education about concussions, most students have not had formal or 
informal education on concussions and if they have, it would be somewhat useful. Most college 
students obtain their knowledge about concussions from the media and through personal 
experience such as sports, physical therapy, and coaches. The perceived knowledge of college 
students is hypothesized that the public will be the least knowledgeable about concussions, 
followed by college athletes, coaches and then athletic trainers.  

Methods 
Participation 

A convenience sample of 100 was used for the survey “College Students Knowledge and 
Attitudes Toward Concussions”. The participants ranged from freshmen to graduate students 
who are involved in Intramural sports on campus. The sample will be broken into the 
demographics of male and female and non-athlete and athlete. All participants provided 
informed consent to the survey and were 18 years of age or older.  
Instrumentation 

A 22-question survey constructed by the researcher was distributed to students. The 
survey was organized into three categories: Actual Knowledge, Perceived Knowledge and 
Attitudes. Actual Knowledge asked multiple questions about concussion education, the 
usefulness of education and the ways that students learn about concussions (Have you ever 
received formal or informal education on concussions in high school or college?). Perceived 
knowledge asked questions about how knowledgeable students perceive coaches, college 
athletes, athletic trainers and the public to be about concussions (How knowledgeable do you 
believe college athletes are about concussions?). The last category of the survey was attitude and 
gauged students about their attitudes toward concussions and multiple different symptoms (How 
concerned are you about receiving a concussion while playing sports?). The survey questions 
were developed to answer a series of questions regarding concussions in sports. Specific 
symptoms of concussions, both physical and psychological, were chosen to give information 
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about attitudes toward concussion symptoms. Questions about high school and college education 
were developed to survey actual knowledge of college students, as well as how effective the 
education was. Perceived knowledge questions were developed to give college students opinions 
on the education levels about different groups. The survey was developed to answer the research 
questions thoroughly and to gauge the actual knowledge, perceived knowledge and attitudes of 
college students.  
Research Design 

The research design of the survey consists of both yes and no and Likert-type questions. 
Participants provided consent to the survey and filled out the paper and pencil survey that took 
around 5 to10 minutes to complete. The survey was based on their actual knowledge of 
concussions, their perceived knowledge of concussions, and their attitudes about concussions. 
They answered 4 questions in the Actual Knowledge section, 4 questions in the Perceived 
Knowledge section and 4 questions in the Attitude section along with filling out a scale 
regarding multiple symptoms of concussions including anxiety, depression and sensitivity to 
light. At the end of the survey, a list of helpful resources was provided if the participants have 
any further questions or concerns about concussions.  
Procedure 

After approval from the Robert Morris University Institutional Review Board, the survey 
was distributed over one week of Intramural Basketball games. Participants were recruited 
through a convenience sample where there were multiple athletes and asked them to fill out the 
survey. Students who were participating in basketball games on Robert Morris’ campus to fill 
out the surveys and continued until the intended sample of 100 was met. After collecting data, 
the surveys were organized by the intended demographics: collegiate athlete and general 
population, as well as gender. 
Results 

Data from the survey was analyzed for significance using SPSS software. Using an 
Independent Samples T-Test to find significance between athlete type and psychical and 
psychological symptoms, there was significant findings for the psychological symptoms. There 
is significance the psychological symptoms of mood changes (.052) and depression (.016) for the 
NCAA and Club athletes. There was no significance in physical symptoms between NCAA/Club 
and non-athletes. There was only a .2 variation in the means between NCAA/Club (2.894) and 
non-athletes (2.622) in the physical symptom of fatigue. Finding significance between formal 
and informal education between high school and college, a descriptive statistics test was run for 
frequencies. 72% of students had some sort of formal or informal education on concussions in 
high school while only 24% of students had formal or informal education in college. Another 
descriptive statistics test was run to find the usefulness of the education and how college students 
obtain their information about concussions. 53% of students who had formal or informal 
education in high school or college believe it was useful or extremely useful and over 50% of 
students are getting their information about concussions from media and personal experience. 
Running an Independent Samples T-Test, there is significance between males in females in 
academic research (.089). More females learn though academic research while more males learn 
from the media. There was also significance between the athlete type in regards to the usefulness 
of informal or formal education about concussions. Per the Independent Samples T-Test, there is 
significance (.087) in usefulness of education between NCAA and Club athletes and non-
athletes. Athletes believed education was more useful but, reported it was still not highly useful 
and ranked the usefulness only a 2.447 out of 4. Using the frequencies descriptive statistics test 
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to determine perceived knowledge, the survey showed that 81% of college students believe the 
general public is not knowledgeable or somewhat knowledgeable. 83% of participants believe 
college athletes are somewhat knowledgeable or knowledgeable, 82% of participants believe 
coaches are somewhat knowledgeable or knowledgeable and 93% of participants believe athletic 
trainers are knowledgeable or highly knowledgeable. There was significance (.070) between 
perceived knowledge about the general public showing that NCAA/Club athletes perceive the 
general public to be less knowledgeable than non-athletes.  

Discussion 
Discussion of Findings  

According to the results of the survey, NCAA and Club athletes are more concerned 
about the psychological symptoms than non-athletes. The symptoms they were mostly concerned 
about are mood changes and depression. This could be because NCAA and Club athletes are 
more informed about the severity of psychological symptoms since they are more prone to risk 
of concussions. The norm in sports and society puts emphasis on the physical symptoms when 
the psychological symptoms are often worse and have long-term effects. The results of the 
survey indicate that there is a need for more resources for dealing with instances where athletes 
are dealing with psychological symptoms of concussions, such as depression and anxiety. This 
could be where psychological techniques can be beneficial to anyone, not only athletes. If the 
athletes are more concerned about psychological symptoms than the physical symptoms, they 
should know that there are resources to help with their mental problems and issues. Athletes 
should take advantage of sports psychologists and be able to use the techniques such as Positive 
Psychology and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to help with the problems they could be 
experiencing now or in the future. If athletes know that there are resources for them and 
therapies to help with psychological symptoms caused by concussions, they could be less 
concerned about their effects on their sports and their lives. Regarding education, 72% of 
students had some sort of concussion education in high school while only 24% of students had 
education about concussions in college; Most of the students who had concussion education in 
college were Division I or Club athletes and believed it was only somewhat useful. This shows 
that education in high school and into college is necessary and needs to be more effective for 
athletes who are at risk of concussions in their sport. Having specific education tailored for 
different groups could help with understanding of concussion symptoms and signs of negative 
mental symptoms such as anxiety, mood changes and depression. In regards to perceived 
knowledge in different populations, the general population was perceived the lowest in 
knowledge about concussions, followed by college athletes, coaches and athletic trainers. 
Information can be found easily through the media, personal research and from reliable sources, 
such as athletic trainers and doctors. Concussion education can help athletes, and even the 
general public, become more informed on topics in concussions such as the symptoms and 
therapies. 

 Limitations 
 The limitations of the findings in the survey is mostly involving the population 

and the type of survey. The population of college students may be more informed about 
concussions than the general population. The attitudes and knowledge about concussions could 
differ between college students and the general population, seeming like all college students are 
knowledgeable about concussions and have gotten some form of education. A convenience 
sample was also used which limits the generalizability of the results to the rest of athletes. It can 
limit the results to college students at a specific event, which was an intramural basketball game. 
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The participants were mostly male and were of the same age range (19-24) which could have 
yielded very similar results. The study could have also been limited in participants who had 
received a concussion. Results of the survey could differ if a participant had received a 
concussion or not. Having a concussion could cause participants to have negative feelings and 
attitudes about concussions. This bias could have skewed results. Although college students were 
a good population to gauge attitudes and knowledge about concussions, it may not always 
generalize to the rest of the population and the results were limited because of this convenience 
survey. Although there were limitations to this study, it was still effective for the group of 
college students it was intended to research.  
Recommendations for Future Research 
 The recommendations for future research would be to expanding the study to multiple 
different populations including professional athletes. It would be useful to the research to find 
out how professional athletes, who are at risk for concussions every day, perceive the symptoms 
and how knowledgeable they are about concussions. These populations could be compared to see 
the difference between groups such as high school, college and professional athletes. Future 
research should also work to understand the knowledge gap between the general public, college 
athletes, coaches and athletic trainers. Research can be done on different ways to close this 
knowledge gap and educate the public. Comparative research should also be done to avoid the 
limitation on bias from concussions. The study can be done to compare participants who have 
experienced a concussion and participants who have not. This can show if there is any bias in the 
results for someone who has experienced a concussion. Further research should also be done to 
find the effectiveness of psychological treatments on college athletes with mental problems due 
to concussions. Having research to reinforce the need for psychological treatments could solidify 
this research. Recommendations for research would involve expanding the research and growing 
on the information that was presented in this study. 
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Abstract 
 The popularity of foam rolling as a form of self-myofascial release is on the rise and it is 
believed to have a variety of benefits. Currently, individuals foam roll pre- and post-exercise as a 
way to increase recovery and flexibility, and as a form of treatment for injuries. Research is 
focused on determining the effects of foam rolling, specifically whether it is able to increase 
flexibility and recovery time without impacting performance, a drawback of traditional static 
stretching. This project aimed to further compare the benefits of foam rolling for different 
lengths of time on female women’s lacrosse players. Twenty players on the Robert Morris 
University women’s lacrosse team participated in the study. A sit-and-reach test was used to 
determine hamstring flexibility and was completed before and after the foam rolling. There were 
two treatment groups. Group One foam rolled for 30 seconds, then rested for 10 seconds and 
completed three sets of this combination (90 seconds total). The second group foam rolled for 60 
seconds, then rested for 10 seconds and also completed three sets of this combination (180 
seconds total). A t-test and a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test were used to interpret the data. The 
analysis revealed no significant difference (p<0.05) between the two treatment groups, but a 
significant difference between the before and after sit-and-reach values. The findings suggest 
that foam rolling for 180 seconds, compared to 90 will not allow for more of an increase in 
flexibility, then what is already seen for the 90 seconds. Also noted was that foam rolling 
increases hamstring flexibility when individuals foam roll for at least 3 sets of 30 seconds.  
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Introduction 
 Myofascial release is a technique that uses manual therapy to manipulate and increase the 
function of the fascia and muscles in the body. Fascia is a connective tissue that serves many 
roles in the human body (Sefton, 2004). The fascia wraps around all muscles and organs, helps 
attach muscle to bone, and allows muscles to have structure, yet at the same time it maintains a 
certain level of flexibility. When the fascia warms it becomes increasingly soft and fluid, but it 
can become more rigid and solid if it sits undisturbed, such as when an individual is injured 
(Sefton, 2004). Tightening of fascia due to trauma can cause it to lose its pliability and become 
restricted, which over time can lead to a decrease in physical performance (Barnes, 1997). In 
addition, delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) resulting from exercise can cause fibrous tissue 
adhesions to form in between the muscle tissue and fascia, which can lead to decreased range of 
motion (ROM) (Cheung, Hume & Maxwell, 2003). These fibrous adhesions can also be caused 
by overuse and trauma, potentially resulting in immobility and pain (Peacock, Krein, Silver, 
Sanders & von Carlowitz, 2014). Fascia is kept in a more pliable state through pressure and 
stretching, helping reduce pain and restore alignment and mobility of the joints. Overall, the use 
of myofascial release techniques allow for increased mobility of the fascia and muscles. These 
techniques can be used for many purposes, including injury prevention and recovery (Barnes 
1997).  
 Although myofascial release can be performed through Graston techniques, using 
scrapers and massages, a common form of myofascial release is self-myofascial release (SMR) 
(Simmonds, Miller & Gemmell, 2012). Many different objects can be used to perform SMR, 
including a lacrosse ball, a foam roller and a roller massager. These objects are rolled up and 
down the entire length of the muscle or focused at a trigger point to pinpoint specific areas of the 
fascia that cause pain or tightness, breaking up the adhesions in the fascia, allowing for improved 
movement (Macdonald et al., 2013). Since myofascial techniques allow for increased movement, 
many studies have considered that these techniques can be used to increase mobility and athletic 
performance on joints. Many researchers are studying myofascial release as a way to increase 
flexibility, similar to static stretching, but without a decrease in performance as seen in 
individuals who static stretch (Halperin, Aboodarda, Button, Anderson & Behm, 2014; Sung-
Hak, Soo-Han & Du-Jin, 2015).  
 A myofascial release technique that has been thoroughly studied as a way to increase 
flexibility is massage. SMR techniques and tools are becoming heavily researched since they 
provide effects similar to a massage; yet eliminate the need of a massage therapist or athletic 
trainer, who can be costly. Current tools include foam rollers and roller massagers. Foam rollers 
are mobile, allowing SMR to be performed anywhere the individual wants. This SMR technique 
can also be performed more often than a massage due to convenience. Researchers have studied 
foam rolling and massage simultaneously in order to show a comparison that illustrates why 
foam rolling is effective. There are currently gaps in massage research that parallel the areas 
lacking in foam rolling (Best, Hunter, Wilcox & Haq, 2008). Additional studies on SMR are 
focused on using foam rolling and similar myofascial techniques to increase flexibility. These 
SMR techniques could also be incorporated into a warm up (Sheffield & Cooper, 2013). Also 
being researched are the effects foam rolling has on performance and its comparison to static and 
dynamic stretching, since static stretching has been linked to decreased performance (Mohr, 
Long, & Goad, 2014). 
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Static and Dynamic Stretching Techniques  
 Stretching and warming up are very important before exercise since they help decrease 
the risk of injury by increasing ROM (Couture, Karlik, Glass & Hatzel, 2015). The two main 
types of stretching are static and dynamic. Static stretching is when an individual holds a stretch 
for approximately 30 seconds to help elongate the muscle. Dynamic stretching is when an 
individual performs a series of repeated movements simulating the movements used during their 
form of exercise, to help increase body temperature (Silveria, Sayers & Waddington, 2011). 
Often times athletes will utilize a combination of these methods during their warm up. 
 Static stretching has been a common method of warm up; however, studies have 
determined that it inhibits performance (Costa et al., 2013; Halperin et al., 2014; Sung-Hak et al., 
2015). For instance, one completed study showed static stretching to decrease speed in a 20 
meter sprint (Yildiz, Cilli, Gelen & Güzel, 2013), while another showed static stretching to 
decrease vertical jump height (Damasceno et al., 2014). These particular studies show a decrease 
in both power and performance. Both of these studies are recent, completed within the last few 
years, illustrating how more recent findings reveal that static stretching may not be the best 
practice before a workout. A possible physiological explanation for this decreased performance 
is during a static stretch, the muscle fibers temporarily become elongated, which causes a larger 
area that needs to be covered when the muscle shortens during contraction; in turn, this takes 
more time and uses more energy (Behm, Button & Butt, 2001). On the other hand, dynamic 
warm ups allow for an increased ROM and have been shown to help the body develop muscle 
memory, allowing for better performance in subsequent contractions of the muscle, after it was 
initially contracted in the dynamic warm up (Robbins, 2005). In addition, dynamic warm ups do 
not cause the increased lengthening in the sarcomeres as noted in static stretches; therefore, they 
do not slow the neuromuscular response (Behm et al.,2001). Within the past few years, studies 
have emerged on foam rolling and roller massagers as additional techniques that could be 
incorporated into a dynamic warm up to increase flexibility, instead of using static stretching 
(Feldbauer, Smith & Van Lunen, 2015).   
Using SMR to Increase Flexibility   
 Currently, SMR techniques are being used to alleviate pain, improve flexibility and 
increase the ROM of joints. Although, there is little peer-reviewed research that provides 
evidence foam rolling increases flexibility, many individuals use it based on theoretical 
application (Crane et al., 2012). These SMR techniques are presently being performed pre- and 
post-exercise, with foam rolling becoming an increasingly popular technique to use. 
Traditionally when foam rolling, an individual rolls on a foam cylinder (diameter average: 6 
inches) up and down the length of the muscle they are targeting. This can be completed on one 
target muscle or as a series, rolling all of the major muscle groups affected by exercise in the 
body. When foam rolling, the more pressure applied to an area, the more likely it will affect the 
muscle and fascia. A previous study investigated whether certain types of foam rollers exert 
more pressure than others, since the pressure of the foam roller has the ability to affect the level 
of treatment it provides. Their results suggest a foam roller with higher density foam exerts more 
pressure on the soft tissue, which allows for a greater impact on the muscle and fascia (Curran, 
Fiore & Crisco, 2008). 
 Present studies are aimed at determining whether foam rolling is useful during pre-
exercise, muscle maintenance and muscle recovery. Current research on SMR as a way to 
increase flexibility is based on the type of tool, the amount of time the tool is used and the 
technique used. One example is a roller-massager; the device is similar to a foam roller. The 
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authors of one study had the first group of participants take part in four trials of different times (1 
set for 5 seconds, 1 set for 10 seconds, 2 sets for 5 seconds, and 2 sets for 10 seconds), using the 
roller-massager on their hamstring. The second group of participants performed a control test 
without the roller-massager. It concluded that SMR techniques were an effective way to increase 
ROM, while having no significant effects on muscle strength. A sit-and-reach test was used 
before and after the trials to measure the change in range of motion of the participants. In the 
study, the researchers noticed a trend that ten seconds of rolling increased ROM more than 
rolling for five seconds (Sullivan, Silvey, Button, & Behm, 2013). In a similar study, participants 
used a foam roller three times a week during a four-week period to determine the effect on 
hamstring flexibility (Junker & Stogg, 2015). At the end of the four-week period, a stand-and-
reach test was completed and compared to the baseline test; it was concluded that the foam roller 
was an effective tool to increase hamstring flexibility. These studies used a sit- or stand-and-
reach test to evaluate change in range of motion. They determined that foam rolling and similar 
techniques were beneficial in increasing flexibility immediately and over a long period of time. 
 While some studies showed benefits of foam rolling, others showed no difference in 
ROM before and after foam rolling. One such study was completed to determine whether the 
duration of foam rolling had an effect on hamstring range of motion using an ANOVA test to 
determine knee range of motion. From the results, researchers established that after foam rolling 
for a duration of two sets of ten seconds or four sets of thirty seconds, there was no significant 
difference between the baseline ROM and the knee extension ROM completed after foam rolling 
(Couture et al., 2015). Another set of researchers had participants roll each muscle group for two 
minutes then complete a sit-and-reach test to measure change in flexibility. This study found no 
correlation between using a foam roller and an increased sit-and-reach score (Roylance et al., 
2013). 

These four studies were only a few of the studies completed on the effects of foam rolling 
and similar techniques. Two of the studies found that foam rolling increased the flexibility of 
individuals over short and long periods of time. The other two studies determined that there was 
no correlation between increased flexibility and foam rolling. Together they did not provide 
evidence that foam rolling has a significant effect on flexibility; but it is important to note that 
two of these studies determined there was a correlation between foam rolling and an increase in 
flexibility. It is also important to note that one of the tests where foam rolling helped was 
conducted over a longer time span than the two tests that showed it didn’t help, which measured 
flexibility immediately following foam rolling versus after the four week period. Additional 
research needs to be completed on foam rolling, specifically related to flexibility, since these 
four studies mentioned provided inconclusive data. As the literature on foam rolling increases, 
these particular studies could be used to distinguish the most effective parameters, including time 
and frequency. 

Methods 
Subjects 
 The participants in the study were volunteers from the Robert Morris University Division 
I women’s lacrosse team. A total of 20 individuals completed the study (average age: 19.15, 
ranging from 18-22). All participants prior to the study were foam rolling with a set series 4-6 
days a week. Every participant read and signed a consent form approved by the Robert Morris 
University Institutional Review Board. The subjects were then randomly assigned to the one of 
the two treatment groups, with 10 subjects in each group. The participants were told to continue 
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with their normal activity in the days leading up to the study, but not exercise or foam roll 12 
hours prior to the study.    
Pre-participation Screening 
 Participants who had a lower body surgery or major lower body injury within 6 months 
of the study were excluded from the participant pool. 
Procedures 
 To begin the study, participants were asked to complete a health history questionnaire 
asking information on age and past injuries/surgeries. The participants were then randomly 
placed in the one of the two treatment groups and instructed on how to foam roll during the 
study. Both treatment groups completed a pre-foam rolling sit-and-reach test. During the sit-and-
reach component of the test, the participants performed this reach twice, the second time 
immediately after the first. The average of the two values was used for the data analysis.  
 The participants then foam rolled both of their hamstrings simultaneously for the set 
amount of time. Treatment Group One foam rolled for 30 seconds, then rested for 10 seconds 
and completed three sets of this combination and then performed the sit-and-reach test. 
Treatment Group Two foam rolled for 60 seconds, then rested for 10 seconds and also completed 
three sets of this combination before completing the final sit-and-reach test. The treatment 
groups differed only in the length of time spent foam rolling. After the foam rolling and post sit-
and-reach test, the participants completed a short questionnaire about their experience, with each 
group completing the entire activity only once. 
Foam Rolling Technique 
 Before the study, the participants received standardized verbal and visual instructions by 
the examiner on how to correctly foam roll. During the study, the subject’s foam rolled both their 
hamstrings continuously for the set amount of time from the ischial tuberosity (Figure 1) to the 
posterior knee (Figure 2). The participants used their arms for support while foam rolling. The 
foam roller used was a Perform Better Elite Molded Foam Roller with the dimensions of 12 
inches long and 6 inches round. The foam rolling and rest periods were timed with a stopwatch. 

 
Figure 1. Foam roller on ischial tuberosity.  
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Figure 2. Foam roller on posterior knee. 
Measuring Range of Motion 
 The sit-and-reach box used in this study was a flat, rectangular, wooden board, as seen in 
Figure 3. There were footholds on the edge of the board where the participants placed their feet, 
without shoes. A meter stick was attached to the board between the feet of the participants. The 
meter stick was placed on the board starting with the 15-inch mark inline with the edge of the 
foothold closest to the participant. The participant sat on the board with both legs straight out and 
their feet flat against the front side of the footholds. In a steady movement, they leaned as far 
forward as possible with their knees and arms straight, sliding their hands, which were over top 
one another, up the ruler as far as they could go. The measurement to the nearest quarter inch 
was recorded.  

 
Figure 3. Sit-and-reach board. 
Statistical Analysis 
 The measurements from the two treatment groups were then compared using an unpaired 
t-test to determine the differences between the two treatment groups and the pre- and post-test 
measurements. The data from the two groups was also combined to complete a Wilcoxon 
Signed-Rank test.  
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Results 
 An unpaired t-test was completed to compare the data between Groups One and Two. 
The mean ± standard deviation for the Group One and Group Two sit-and-reach test was 1.21 ± 
1.19 and 1.57 ± 1.17 respectively, as seen in Figure 4. The t-test produced a t-value of 0.686, 
with a standard deviation of 1.18 and a p-value of 0.502 (N=10). The null hypothesis was 
accepted since the t-test revealed no significant difference in the pre- and post-foam roll sit-and-
reach test between the two groups.    

 
Figure 4. Mean difference between pre- and post-foam rolling sit-and-reach test.  
 To determine if there was a difference between foam rolling and no foam rolling a 
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was completed. The data from Group One and Two were combined 
and the before and after foam rolling sit-and-reach measurements were compared (Table 1). The 
p-value of this test was 0.0006 (N= 20). An 8.7% increase of hamstring flexibility from pre-to 
post-foam rolling was also calculated. This test illustrated a significant increase hamstring in 
flexibility based on increase in sit-and-reach score.  
Average sit-and-reach 

before foam rolling  
(inches) 

Average sit-and-reach 
before foam rolling  

(inches) 

Average sit-and-reach 
after−before foam 

rolling (inches) 
16.18 17.58 1.4 

Table 1. Average sit-and-reach scores pre- and post-foam rolling.  
Discussion 

 The objective of the study was to determine whether foam rolling was beneficial and 
whether the amount of time spent foam rolling affected hamstring flexibility in elite athletes. 
Participants were randomly placed in one of two groups, which either foam rolled for 3 sets of 30 
seconds or 3 sets of 60 seconds. Each participant completed a sit-and-reach test before and after 
their 3 sets of foam rolling. The results of this study revealed that although there was an average 
of a 0.36-inch increase in the sit-and-reach tests of Group Two participants compared to Group 
One. This value was not great enough to be statistically significant.  
 Both treatment groups had nine of the ten individuals improve their sit-and-reach score. 
The tenth individual in Group One, who foam rolled for 3 sets of 30 seconds, had their score 
decrease by 1.5 inches. The tenth individual in Group Two, who foam rolled for 3 sets of 60 
seconds, maintained her score, but did not improve. The greatest improvement in sit-and-reach 
score in Group One was an increase of 2.25 inches and in Group Two an increase of 3.125 
inches. The average score before foam rolling in Group One was 16.95 inches and in Group Two 
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was 15.41 inches. The average score after foam rolling in Group One was 18.16 inches and in 
Group Two was 16.99 inches.  
 A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was completed to determine if foam rolling had an effect 
on hamstring flexibility. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test had p-value of 0.0006, rejecting the 
null hypothesis, concluding that there was a very significant increase in the sit-and-reach scores 
after foam rolling compared to before foam rolling. Ultimately, there was an 8.7% increase seen 
from the sit-and-reach scores completed before the foam rolling to the sit-and-reach scores after 
the foam rolling. From the increase and the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test it was concluded that 
foam rolling for at least 3 sets of 30 seconds is beneficial in increasing hamstring flexibility.  
 A questionnaire was also completed before and after the study. The questionnaire before 
the study ensured that the participants had not experienced an injury since the initial screening. 
The questionnaire after the foam rolling asked about the participant’s foam rolling experience. In 
the questionnaire, 16 of the 20 participants noted they felt as if their flexibility increased from 
the foam rolling, while 4 of the 20 thought it stayed the same. Although some of the participants 
said they felt the same after the study, the majority of them concluded that they felt looser and 
well stretched. A few of the participants noted that they felt less sore, but one individual in 
Group Two did note that their hamstrings felt more sore after foam rolling. This increased 
soreness could be caused by the amount of time spent foam rolling since they were in the group 
that foam rolled for 3 sets of 60 seconds and may be an area of interest for future studies. The 
questionnaires of the two treatment groups were also compared to see if there were any 
similarities in the answers. Overall, the answers between the two groups were very similar with 
no notable differences.  
Suggestions for Future Research 
 Current research provides some basis on the use of foam rolling as a beneficial SMR 
technique in increasing flexibility, but other studies determine that it has no impact on flexibility. 
Due to the limited research on foam rolling as a tool to increase flexibility and the inconsistent 
findings, the benefits are still undetermined. It is also uncertain whether the SMR technique 
causes negative effects on performance, although existing research has not found any negative 
impacts (Healey, Dorfman, Riebe, Blanpied & Hatfield, 2011; MacDonald et al., 2013). 
 Future areas of research include further study on which muscle groups would benefit 
most from foam rolling, the amount of force that should be applied while foam rolling, and the 
ideal length of time to foam roll each muscle. Although SMR seems to increase ROM, additional 
studies should be done to establish the ideal parameters for duration of foam rolling and how 
often a foam roller should be used. Current research designs have participants foam rolling in 10 
seconds to 1 minute intervals, with multiple sets of the specific interval completed (Healey et al., 
2011; MacDonald et al., 2013; Peacock et al., 2014). There has not currently been a specific time 
frame determined that has been proven to illicit the best muscular response. Additionally, a study 
could be completed to compare the difference in flexibility using a knee ROM of motion test and 
a sit-and-reach test. These two tests are often used to determine whether an individual's 
hamstring flexibility increased, but they have produced different results in studies with foam 
rollers (Sullivan, et al., 2013; Couture et al., 2015).   

Conclusion 
 The current study revealed that foam rolling for at least 3 sets of 30 seconds increased 
hamstring flexibility by 8.7%. Also noted was that foam rolling for a long interval over a shorter 
interval did not affect hamstring flexibility. Through the study, it was concluded that there was 
no significant difference between foam rolling for 3 sets of 30 seconds and foam rolling for 3 
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sets of 60 seconds in hamstring flexibility. Further studies need to be completed to reveal the 
impact of the pressure, different time intervals and affect of foam rolling on other muscles.  
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Abstract 
 Hosting a diverse learning community and strict academic benchmarks, the modern 

American classroom has many factors that challenge both students and teachers alike. With the 
advent of the Common Core State Standards (2010), questions concerning the recommended 
books’ clarity and appropriateness have risen, especially concerning the English Language 
Learner (ELL) and English as a Second Language (ESL) student populations. The 
appropriateness of one recommended book for the 9th and 10th grade is evaluated for the 
following features: parts of speech being used in non-traditional ways, ambiguous slang, and 
unusual adjectives and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives. A recommended text is 
examined, evaluated, and solutions for the challenges that arise in the classroom are given as 
well, as the author explores the hidden difficulties ELL students may have while achieving with 
the Common Core. 
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Introduction 
The modern American classroom has many factors that challenge both students and 

teachers alike with benchmarks and national standards. With the advent of the Common Core 
State Standards (2010), questions concerning the recommended books’ clarity and 
appropriateness have risen, especially concerning the English Language Learner (ELL) and 
English as a Second Language (ESL) student populations. The appropriateness of one 
recommended book, The Book Thief, for the 9th and 10th grade is evaluated for the following 
features: parts of speech being used in non-traditional ways, ambiguous slang, and unusual 
adjectives and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives. The Book Thief is examined, 
evaluated, and solutions for the challenges that arise in the classroom are given as well, as the 
author explores the hidden difficulties ELL students may have while achieving with the 
Common Core. 

Literature Review 
Definitions 

The definition of ELL used in this paper will be the following: “an individual who is in 
the process of actively acquiring English, and whose primary language is one other than English. 
This student often benefits from language support programs to improve academic performance in 
English due to challenges with reading, comprehension, speaking, and/or writing skills in 
English” (Bardack, 2010, p. 5). This paper also uses the term ESL, or English as a secondary 
language learner, which is defined as, “students whose first language is not English” (Bardack, 
2010, p. 5). 

 Additionally, this research study recognizes ELL students as individuals pursuing more 
in life than the ability to speak English; this thesis merely aims to explore the texts ELL students 
may experience in the classroom and the techniques teachers can use to support their ELL 
students.  

This paper defines nouns as something that “’describes a person, place or 
thing’...nouns...express a range of additional meanings such as concepts, qualities, organisations, 
communities, sensations and events” (Parrott, 2010, p. 9).  An example of a noun is “dog.” Verbs 
are “’doing words’ or ‘action words’...[verbs] describe actions...express other meanings such as 
existence...mental conditions and processes...and relationships“ (Parrott, 2010, p. 106). An 
example of a verb is “walking.”  Adjectives are “’describing words’ because they provide 
information about the qualities of something described in a noun, a noun phrase or a noun 
clause” (Parrott, 2010, p. 51). In the following sentence, “soft” is an adjective describing a 
rabbit: “I pet the soft rabbit.”  Additionally, this paper understands that adjective phrases are 
“adjectives [that] form a phrase that extends the information in the noun, and can follow it” 
(Parrott, 2010, p. 57). An example of an adjective phrase is the phrase “greasy, but delicious” in 
the following sentence: “The meal was greasy, but delicious.” 

Additionally, non-traditional is a term used to describe certain parts of speech that are 
acting beyond their typical way. Non-traditional means that the part of speech is being used in a 
way that it is not normally used, such as a verb being used as an adjective or a noun being used 
as a verb. Slang is also mentioned, and this paper defines slang as words that are not typically 
found in academic writings and more commonly used in casual conversation. Slang includes 
words such as “ain’t” or “y’all.”  
ELL/ESL Background 

In the 2013-14 school year, 9.3% —roughly 4.5 million United States students— were 
ELLs, higher than previous years (Kena, Hussar, McFarland, de Brey, Musu-Gillette, Wang, et. 
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al., 2016). These students were primarily from the West, located in five of the six states with the 
highest ELL students (Kena, et. al, 2016). In California alone, roughly 22.7% of all students are 
identified as ELLs (Kena, et. al, 2016). Comparatively, only 13 states have less than three 
percent of ELL in their public school body, including West Virginia, which hosts the lowest 
percent of ELL students at 0.7% (Kena, et. al, 2016). ELL students mostly study in urbanized 
school districts, with an average 14.1% of total student enrollment in city schools being made up 
of ELLs (Kena, et. al, 2016). These numbers are anticipated to grow, as the percentage of ELL 
students has risen from 2002-03 and 2013-14 consistently in all but 14 states (Kena, et. al, 2016).  

Historically, ELL students have faced an ever-changing classroom, from emphasis on the 
traditions of English language to the emphasis on mastering basic writing skills (Applebee, 
1994). Language and literature became disassociated with one another. Previously, ELL students 
were given an education that focused more on the grammar aspect than on the literature aspect; 
literature was viewed as culturally charged, full of confusing sentence structures, and harmed 
more than it helped in the realm of ELL education (Bagherkazemi, & Alem 2010). 
Consequently, grammar drills were used more often at schools. In the 80s, ELL students saw an 
emphasis on oral education rather than literature based application (Hudelson, 1984). The 
development gap between ELL students and their native English speaking counterparts became 
more notable, alarming researchers, especially after the researchers noted the cutting of literature 
in the ELL curriculum (Spack, 1985). Factors such as texts students historically have been 
assigned to read, and individual school’s opinions on literature all contributed to a less-
standardized approach to literature education (Applebee, 1993).  Today, teachers should have 
conversations with each of their ELL students to identify the differences found in each student’s 
background, including their “age, grade level, native languages, language proficiency levels, 
literacy background both in English and other languages, and quality of previous schooling” 
(Bunch, Kibler, & Pimentel, 2016, p. 2) 

Despite this nebula of differing opinions, the times were slowly changing. Some 
researchers support the idea that lower tracked students could indeed achieve in literature class 
and develop their skills (Tunnel, & Jacobs, 1989). Tunnel & Jacobs’ research, while directed at 
lower tracked students and not ELL students specifically, opened up the importance of literature 
skills in all leveled students. Today, the focus on literature as a tool for ELL success has become 
common ground, especially with the focus given by the Common Core (2010), and the subject 
serves as the base of this thesis. The importance of language is heightened, with lessons 
becoming increasingly abstract along with an increase in complicated abstract language that 
poses challenges to some ELLs (DiCerbo, Anstrom, Baker, & Rivera, 2014; Bailey, Burkett, & 
Freeman, 2010;  Snow & Uccelli, 2009; Solomon & Rhodes, 1995).  

The Common Core (2010) empathizes language in all content areas, with the standards 
suggesting that “’skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening...are the foundation for any 
creative and purposeful expression in language’” (DiCerbo, et. al., 2014, p. 447). Furthermore, 
the English language is home of many difficult features, including “length and complexity of 
sentences...” with “a series of clauses that are often connected to one another” (DiCerbo, et. al., 
2014, p. 453). This along with normalization, or “the use of a verb or adjective as a noun or noun 
phrase” and “unpacking the multiple connections among language features...poses a cognitive 
challenge to the ELL listener or reader” (DiCerbo, et. al., 2014, p. 454). In addition, “language 
development [depends] on opportunity for social experience and interaction”(DiCerbo et. al., 
2014, p. 459), so some words in literature may be common to native speakers, while ELL 
students have never been exposed to the vernacular. 
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Difficulties with Language and Culture 
It can be understood that learning the second language, or L2, is the most important step 

in education for ELLs; however, there is more to ELL education than language acquisition alone. 
It is not enough for ELLs to master the L2; they also must know when to use it to demonstrate 
clear communication skills (Hinkel, 2014). To do this, ELLs must attain both the L2 and the L2’s 
socio-cultural competency, or social skills (Hinkel, 2014). ELLs often are seen using the L2 with 
their first language, or L1’s cultural standards, leaving many elements of non-verbal 
communication and social attitudes of the L2 out, complicating their expressions (Hinkel, 2014).  
“In language teaching, focusing on the inextricable connections between a culture and its 
language uses should be a key characteristic of effective instruction in all language skills” 
(Hinkel, 2014, p. 3).  After all, the end goal for cultural education is to promote international 
community and global economy across national boundaries (Hinkel, 2014). 

Without these goals or a grasp on the socio-cultural elements of an L2, ELLs are breaking 
norms and could be at-risk for further exposure to “social disparities and inequality” (Hinkel, 
2014, p. 4).  Additionally, ELL students could face failure, as seen in the above average drop out 
rates among such students (Duff, 2001). This statistic explains the need for ELL students to 
grasp a language, and if understanding the culture is needed to do so, ELL students should also 
be taught these skills along with “the linguistic...discursive, and academic norms and practices in 
content areas” (Duff, 2001, p. 104).  
Suggestions for Assisting in ELL Student Success 

ELL student success in reading literature seems to be a topic with many suggested 
approaches. Research has been done to promote ELL literacy skills, including reading literature. 
The first of such is Kieffer and Lesaux’s (2010) recommendation of teaching morphology, or the 
study of words, to help ELL students understand new words. The implications run further than 
academic reading as “understanding word structure can be a valuable tool to tackle the new and 
unknown words that students encounter while reading on their own” (Kieffer & Lesaux, 2010, p. 
48). This promotes ELL student independence when reading, which is important for student self-
esteem.  

Gibbons (1998) suggests another important tool, which is teaching ELL students without 
a focus on grammatical structures to give students a chance to understand the content. But when 
students become more skilled in this, correcting students’ grammar with feedback is important 
and “necessary for ELLs to attain high levels of English proficiency” (Nassaji & Fotos, 2004, p. 
137). Addressing errors in grammar is essential for ELL student development. By doing this, 
students will have an increased chance of learning complex sentences (Nassaji & Fotos, 2004). 
By learning these complex sentences, ELL students can engage and communicate more with 
their classmates and community.  

Further instructional practices that help ELLs in developing language include increased 
interactions with fellow students. Such interactions can include follow-up questions, which help 
students clarify their ideas and engage with the English language (DiCerbo, et. al., 2014).  
Another way students can develop their English is through instructional conversations, which 
encourage ELL students to use the language they are learning in school, also known as academic 
English, and vocabulary (DiCerbo, et. al., 2014; Filmore, 2009). This can help ELL students 
become more comfortable and confident with English as well. This idea connects to another 
valuable practice of producing frequent utterances, inviting students to share thoughts, which 
gives ELL students the chance to produce more low-stakes responses for a longer time (DiCerbo 
et. al.,, & Rivera, 2014; Willams, 2001). “Increasing student-to-student activities such as small 
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group and pair group tasks” is an invaluable idea (DiCerbo, et. al., & Rivera, 2014, p. 465).   
Peer-to-peer work gives ELL students the chance to talk with peers and develop language with 
those their age while achieving a shared objective that transcends language objectives, even 
though language objectives are a critical element (DiCerbo, et. al., & Rivera, 2014; Willams, 
2001). By using macro-scaffolding for all ELL students and utilizing one-on-one scaffolding to 
help individual students, teachers can address the needs of the entire classroom (Bunch, Kibler, 
& Pimentel, 2016). Any of these suggestions can help teachers with ELL students increase 
language acquisition in new and different ways.  

Research 
Based on the preceding literature review, it appears that the instructional focus should 

include a linguistic focus (DiCerbo, et. al., & Rivera, 2014; Willams, 2001). In order for teachers 
to focus on the language, they should examine the text being used in the classroom. Thus, this 
research plans on identifying three specific problem areas within a Common Core recommended 
text, The Book Thief. This research seeks to understand the difficulties ELLs face when reading 
this text, with the research specifically considering the following three language structures: parts 
of speech are being used in non-traditional ways ambiguous slang, and unusual adjectives and 
noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives. Findings are organized based on these questions. 
After these findings are shared, recommendations are given to support ELLs when approaching 
this text.  
The Book Thief 

The Book Thief (2006) by Markus Zusak is a book narrated by Death during the 
Holocaust. Death explains the complicated childhood of a young foster girl named Liesel 
Meminger and her interactions with her new community. Her impressions of the destructive time 
are shown through Death’s narrative. Liesel relies on stolen books to cope with the oppressive 
Nazi regime and learns the power of story from a Jewish refugee that lives in her basement. 
Through her interactions with her neighborhood peers and the government, The Book Thief tells 
a coming-of-age story through the voice of an unusual narrator. 
Reading Level 

The Fry Readability Graph (1977) was used to determine this book’s reading level.  To 
use this graph, select three passages with 100 words each. Then count the number of sentences in 
each section up to the nearest 1/10th. Factor the average of the sentences. After that, count the 
number of syllables in all three sections and average the number of syllables. Plot these numbers 
on the graph to calculate the readability (For additional information, see Appendix A).  

In this study, the three passages were chosen with one in the beginning, another in the 
middle, the final in the end, all 100 words each. The averaged syllables and sentence count was 
136 and 8.3 respectively.  On the chart, this earned The Book Thief a 6th grade readability. While 
this book earned a 6th grade readability, the text is recommended by the Common Core (2010) to 
be taught at the 9th and 10th grade reading level. 
Book Choice 

This book was chosen for examination due to its listing in the Common Core’s 
recommendation list.  It was listed as a fictional book suitable for the 9th and 10th grade student 
populations. Also this book was chosen due to its recent popularity in the media that led to its 
movie production in 2013 (Rosenfelt & Blancato, Percival, 2013).  
Methods 

This study examined 60 pages of the novel The Book Thief by Markus Zusak, with twenty 
consecutive pages selected in the beginning of the novel, twenty roughly in the middle, and 
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twenty at the end. The book contains interesting organizational features, including occasional 
breaks in the narrative for observations from Death in the form of short prose stanzas, short 
chapters organized into twelve parts, and the occasional break in the linear timeline. It also 
features unique syntax in the form of integration of the German language without clear 
translations provided. Additionally, this book provides over twenty pictures as well. This study 
does not focus on observing these traits, as all student readers must overcome these features; 
however, these features still may challenge some ELL readers.  
Research Question 
 The overarching research question considered was what are the language issues that ELL 
students could experience when reading a Common Core (2010) recommended book.  From this 
question, three main concerns emerged that were turned into three questions targeted at The Book 
Thief: 1) How many parts of speech are being used in non-traditional ways? 2) How many 
instances of ambiguous slang are in this text? and 3) How many instances of unusual adjectives 
and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives being used are in this text? These categories 
were based on the research of DiCerbo, Anstrom, Baker, and Rivera (2014). It is based on the 
idea that ELL students can face difficulty examining the immense network of language 
structures, including grammar and vocabulary (Grasesser, McNamara, & Kilikowich, 2011). 
Methods 

The procedure for locating these features was the following: examine a page of text for 
language that did not follow its typical function, such as a noun being used to describe, as seen 
when Zusak writes, “her expression stroked the man on his face” (Zusak, 2006, p. 538). Here, 
stroked is used to explain how an expression touched another human; however, stroked normally 
does not describe the interaction of a human expression. This can be confusing to ELL readers, 
especially when the language they normally see acting in one way now is acting in a new way. 
This was not the only instance of language defying their traditional expression in this book.  

When evaluating the text for this feature, the process included reading the text and 
locating euphemisms, such as “had the neck to go in” (Zusak, 2006, p. 287) or common casual 
phrases, such as “big mouth” (Zusak, 2006, p. 285). These instances also include any 
inappropriate language, such as “whore” (Zusak, 2006, p. 273), as some ELL students may not 
be as familiar with cursing in the English language. Cursing is not a classroom lesson, and not all 
ELLs will interact with the same amount of this language as well as other pieces of informal 
language, such as slang. While the native speaker can process slang and euphemisms, not all 
ELL students have the same ability. Depending on an ELL student’s exposure to these features in 
the English language, he or she may have some difficulty understanding these phrases.  This 
difficulty can be heightened given the context of this text and the other two features discussed in 
this research.  

The last feature this research analyzed was unusual adjectives and noun phrases modified 
by unusual adjectives. Unusual here means not traditional, not ordinarily used. In the past, 
students may not have been exposed to these phrases or the way they define. The Book Thief 
employs many adjectives and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives to tell its story; 
however, some of these are unusual, especially for the ESL student. Such unusual adjectives 
include “Decemberish,” (Zusak, 2006, p. 528), which is a noun turned into an adjective by 
adding the suffix –ish, used when describing cold water. To evaluate the text for these features, 
the process included reading the text and finding phrases or words that seemed disjointed or 
unusual compared to the object they are describing. This included finding non-conventional 
comparisons or phrases, such as “the world was sagging now, under the weight of all that snow” 
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(Zusak, 2006, p. 8). This is unconventional as it describes the world to sagging, or being 
burdened, by snow and not the political climate it was previously suggesting. This abstract 
comparison is not uncommon, with many of the documented unusual adjectives and noun 
phrases modified by unusual adjectives sounding similarly abstract. 

Findings 
Parts of Speech being Used in Non-Traditional or Unusual Ways 

The first research question examined was “how many parts of speech are being used in 
non-traditional ways?” Of the sections evaluated, there were a total of 192 instances of parts of 
speech being used in non-traditional ways.  The majority of these were incorporated in the 
adjective and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives being used to describe in unusual 
ways. Both native speakers and ELL students alike might face difficulties when seeing a word 
used in a new way, but when combined with an adjective structure, the confusion can become 
greater especially for ELL students.  

The following table documents three examples of parts of speech being used in non-
traditional or unusual ways in each section examined in The Book Thief (2006). By examining 
these sections, readers can see the type of language featured in the text. This is only a selection 
of what the entire text holds.  

 
Parts of speech being used in non-traditional or unusual ways 

Section 
of Book 

Main Idea of the Section Examples Explanation  

1 In this section of the book, readers 
are introduced to the narrator, 
Death. A mother with her daughter, 
Liesel, and dead son arrive by train. 
The narrator then explains how the 
Book Thief, Liesel, stole a book. 
The section ends with Liesel’s 
deceased brother being buried. 

“A suddenness found 
its way onto his lips, 
which were a corroded 
brown color and peeling, 
like old paint” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 20). 

Suddenness normally is 
used in the adjective form 
suddenly. By deviating 
from the standard use, 
ELL students may 
become confused. They 
may not understand the 
idea that a feeling of 
sudden change was 
expressed on a character’s 
lips.  

“The cuckoo shrieks in 
the radio” (Zusak, 2006, 
p. 12). 

A cuckoo, a type of bird, 
is not normally associated 
with a radio. By using the 
bird to describe the sound 
of the radio, the 
description can seem 
illogical and confusing. 

2 
 

Liesel and Rudy, her friend, meet 
up with neighborhood kids to go 
steal. They try to steal at a farm, but 
find there to be little fruit to steal. 
The leader of the group beats up 

“He returned to his 
sleep, and behind her, 
the girl dragged the 
same thought up the 
steps” (Zusak, 2006, p. 

This sentence is an 
unusual and abstract idea 
that personifies a thought 
as something that can be 
physically dragged. It 
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Rudy and sends both Rudy and 
Liesel away. Meanwhile, Max 
Vandenburg, a Jewish man that 
lives in Liesel’s basement, creates a 
new story by writing over the pages 
of Mein Kampf, which frightens 
Liesel. Liesel and Rudy decide to 
steal from the mayor’s house and 
manage to take a book before 
running away from the home.  

281). describes how the 
character walked away 
when thinking about an 
abstract feeling, but the 
meaning can be confusing 
due to it unconventional 
image and idea. 
Characters typically do 
not physically drag an 
idea as implied here, so 
ELL students may be 
confused by this 
description. 

“The open window 
breathed a slice of air 
in” (Zusak, 2006, p. 
286). 

Windows do not breath, 
which challenges the 
traditional way a non-
living object is 
understood. The 
personification that 
describes this scene can 
confuse ELL readers.  

3 
 

Liesel finishes writing her own 
book. Death explains that he has her 
book that it has worn with age. He 
explains how Himmel Street, where 
Liesel lives, looks when it is 
burning from explosions. Death 
collects the souls of the dead from 
the burning street. German military 
men pull Liesel from the wreckage 
of the destroyed street. She begs the 
men to find her father’s accordion 
so she can put it with his body, 
which they do. Finally, Death 
explains that Liesel lives a long life 
after being rescued by the military. 
Liesel lives in Syndey, Australia 
when she grows up and eventually 
dies at an old age. The book ends 
with Death finally taking Liesel 
away when she dies. 
 

“When the war was over 
and Hitler had 
delivered himself to my 
arms, Alex Steiner 
resumed work in his 
tailor shop” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 548). 

Humans do not typically 
deliver themselves in 
modern English. ELL 
readers could connote that 
Hitler was delivered, 
much like a package, a 
false conclusion that 
changes the implied 
meaning of the text. 

“He stood waist-deep in 
the icy, Decemberish 
water” (Zusak, 2006, p. 
528). 

By using December and 
adding the suffix -ish, 
Zusak transforms a noun 
into an adjective, a clear 
example of a part of 
speech changing its 
identity. This use of a 
noun with a suffix may 
confuse ELLs who cannot 
find this new word in a 
dictionary. 

 
In the first section examined, there were 75 separate instances of language being used in 

non-traditional or unusual ways. Of the three sections examined, this is the section that had the 
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most instances of this feature. This could be because Death is narrating this section and human 
dialogue is not present. Death has the characteristic of using human language differently than the 
human characters’ of the book. Specific examples of this behavior in this section include “a 
suddenness found its way onto his lips,” (Zusak, 2006, p. 20) and “the cuckoo shrieks in the 
radio” (Zusak, 2006, p. 12). Suddenness normally is used in the adjective form “suddenly.” By 
deviating from the standard use, ELL students may become confused. They may not understand 
the idea that a feeling of sudden change was expressed on a character’s lips. The second example 
involves a cuckoo, a type of bird, which is not normally associated with a radio. By using the 
bird to describe the sound of the radio, the description can seem illogical and confusing.  

In the second section examined, there were 48 instances of language being used in non-
traditional or unusual ways. Because it contained the most dialogue of the three sections 
examined, this section contained the least number of instances of this feature. Still, this section 
contained confusing language use, such as “the girl dragged the same thought up the steps,” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 281), and “the open window breathed a slice of air in” (Zusak, 2006, p. 286). 
The first example uses dragged to explain how the character walked away when thinking about 
an abstract feeling. This sentence is an unusual and abstract idea that personifies a thought as 
something that can be physically dragged. It describes how the character walked away when 
thinking about an abstract feeling, but the meaning can be confusing due to it unconventional 
image and idea. Characters typically do not physically drag an idea as implied here, so ELL 
students may be confused by this description. In the final instance, involves a non-living noun 
being understood as living. Windows do not breath, which challenges the traditional way a non-
living object is understood. The personification that describes this scene can confuse ELL 
readers.  

The final section examined for this trait hosted 74 instances of language being used in 
non-traditional or unusual ways.  Despite having dialogue, this section hosted plenty of Death’s 
narration, bringing more instances of language being used in non-traditional or unusual ways. 
Examples in this section include “Decemberish water”(Zusak, 2006, p. 528), “they were shocked 
pajamas and torn faces” (Zusak, 2006, p. 535), and “Hitler had delivered himself to my arms” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 548). By using December and adding the suffix -ish, Zusak transforms a noun 
into an adjective. This is a clear example of a part of speech changing its identity. This use of a 
noun with a suffix may confuse ELLs who cannot find this new word in a dictionary. Zusak also 
uses the adjective torn to describe faces, an unusual image. Also describing humans as shocked 
pajamas is unusual imagery, because pajamas are not typically shocked.  Finally, by saying 
Hitler had delivered himself, ELL readers could connote that Hitler was delivered, much like a 
package. Humans do not typically deliver themselves in modern English. This idea is confusing 
and unusual as its typical definition is directly being challenged and applied to a human. ELLs 
who understand this phrase as Hitler delivering himself like a package would be making a false 
conclusion that changes the implied meaning of the text. 
Ambiguous Slang 
 The second research question examined was “how many instances of ambiguous slang 
are in this text?”  Despite being a book set in Holocaust era Germany, this book still incorporated 
a surprising amount of ambiguous slang, a total of 39 instances. This is outlined in the following 
table. 

The following table documents three examples of ambiguous slang being used in each 
section examined in The Book Thief (2006). By examining these sections, readers can see the 
type of language featured in the text. This is only a selection of what the entire text holds.  
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Ambiguous slang 

Section 
of Book 

Main Idea of the Section Example Explanation  

1 
 

In this section of the book, readers 
are introduced to the narrator, 
Death. A mother with her 
daughter, Liesel, and dead son 
arrive by train. The narrator then 
explains how the Book Thief, 
Liesel, stole a book. The section 
ends with Liesel’s deceased 
brother being buried.  

“As I’ve been alluding to, 
my one saving grace is 
distraction” (Zusak, 2006, 
p. 4). 

A saving grace, also 
known as a redeeming 
quality, is a phrase based 
in religion. If students are 
not familiar with Western 
religion, this term can be 
unfamiliar. 

“She was dying for it- 
the safety of it, the home 
of it- but she could not 
move (Zusak, 2006, p. 
13).” 

When read literally, this 
means quite the opposite 
idea of the euphemistic 
version that is implied in 
the text. The phrase dying 
for it means someone 
really desires something, 
as opposed to the literal 
meaning, which implies a 
character is in the process 
of dying for an object.  

2 
 

Liesel and Rudy, her friend, meet 
up with neighborhood kids to go 
steal. They try to steal at a farm, 
but find there to be little fruit to 
steal. The leader of the group 
beats up Rudy and sends both 
Rudy and Liesel away. 
Meanwhile, Max Vandenburg, a 
Jewish man that lives in Liesel’s 
basement, creates a new story by 
writing over the pages of Mein 
Kampf, which frightens Liesel. 
Liesel and Rudy decide to steal 
from the mayor’s house and 
manage to take a book before 
running away from the home. 

“Liesel wondered why 
none of the other boys 
had assumed the helm, 
but looking from face to 
face, she realized that 
none of them had it” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 274). 

This combines the archaic 
term helm to create a 
euphemism that means to 
take leadership. The 
archaic word and 
euphemistic meaning 
creates a complex, 
confusing phrase when 
taken literally. 

“Darkness was now 
complete and Liesel was 
quite certain that a 
Watschen was most likely 
in the cards when she 
returned home” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 290). 

The second example is a 
phrase based on the idea 
of fate expressed through 
cards and chance, which 
not all ELL students may 
be familiar with. If taken 
literally, the different 
image of cards in a 
sentence about a certain 
action can be confusing.  

“’What’s going on?’ This phrase is the action 
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Rudy whispered sharply 
from outside, but she 
waved him a 
backhander that meant 
Hault Maul” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 288). 

of calling someone back 
expressed in a term not 
popularly used. It is also 
slang, not commonly used 
in modern English. 

3 
 

Liesel finishes writing her own 
book. Death explains that he has 
her book that it has worn with age. 
He explains how Himmel Street, 
where Liesel lives, looks when it 
is burning from explosions. Death 
collects the souls of the dead from 
the burning street. German 
military men pull Liesel from the 
wreckage of the destroyed street. 
She begs the men to find her 
father’s accordion so she can put it 
with his body, which they do. 
Finally, Death explains that Liesel 
lives a long life after being 
rescued by the military. Liesel 
lives in Syndey, Australia when 
she grows up and eventually dies 
at an old age. The book ends with 
Death finally taking Liesel away 
when she dies. 

“By contrast, Frau Diller 
was fast asleep” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 530). 

The phrase fast asleep is a 
paradox, which literally 
means speedy sleep. The 
euphemistic reading 
means one that is sleeping 
soundly. 

“’You said, ‘What are you 
assholes looking at?’” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 537) 

This word is profanity 
that ELL students may 
not be exposed to, or may 
not understand the word 
in the context presented. 

“’Crucified Christ’ he’d 
said, ‘if only I’d let Rudy 
go to tat school’” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 547). 

This phrase is rooted in 
Western religion that ELL 
students may not be 
exposed to. The phrase is 
profanity and readers may 
not understand the words 
in the context presented. 

2 Liesel and Rudy, her friend, meet 
up with neighborhood kids to go 
steal. They try to steal at a farm, 
but find there to be little fruit to 
steal. The leader of the group 
beats up Rudy and sends both 
Rudy and Liesel away. 
Meanwhile, Max Vandenburg, a 
Jewish man that lives in Liesel’s 
basement, creates a new story by 
writing over the pages of Mein 
Kampf, which frightens Liesel. 
Liesel and Rudy decide to steal 
from the mayor’s house and 
manage to take a book before 
running away from the home. 

“Twice was complete 
bastardry” (Zusak, 2006, 
p. 284). 

This swear word is used 
in an unusual way, with 
the suffix –ry. While 
students maybe familiar 
with the root word 
bastard, they might not 
understand it with the 
suffix.   

“’Who’s the little 
whore’” (Zusak, 2006, p. 
273)? 

While this is a common 
swear word, students may 
still be unexposed to it. 

“’And take that little slut 
with you’” (Zusak, 2006, 
p. 276). 

While this is a common 
swear word, students may 
still be unexposed to it. 

“’I’m starving for 
Christ’s sake’” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 285). 

This profane phrase is 
rooted in Western 
religion, which students 
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may not be aware of.  

“’To hell with this’” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 275). 

This is a religious-based 
phrase and is euphemistic 
as well. Literally 
understood, it means an 
object should be sent to 
Hell.   

“Jesus, Mary, and 
Joseph“ (Zusak, 2006, p. 
283). 

This is a religious-based 
phrase that requires 
Christian theology 
knowledge. It is profanity 
as well, which students 
may not be exposed to. 

 
In the first section of the book, there were two instances of ambiguous slang. This is the 

smallest number of instances, arguably because there is no dialogue between human characters. 
The human characters of this book use ambiguous slang often compared to Death. The two 
examples found in this first section were “my one saving grace” (Zusak, 2006, p. 4) and “she was 
dying for it” (Zusak, 2006, p. 13). A saving grace, also known as a redeeming quality, is a phrase 
based in religion.  If students are not familiar with Western religion, this term can be unfamiliar. 
The second example, when read literally, means quite the opposite idea of the euphemistic 
version that is implied in the text. The phrase dying for it means someone really desires 
something, as opposed to the literal meaning, which implies someone is in the process of dying 
for an object. 
 In the second section of the book, there are 27 instances of ambiguous slang. This section 
has the most human dialogue and consequently has the most slang being employed. Most of the 
slang takes place in the discourse between the children characters of the text. It includes phrases 
such as, “ assumed the helm” (Zusak, 2006, p. 274), “likely in the cards” (Zusak, 2006, p. 290), 
and “waved him a backhander” (Zusak, 2006, p. 288). The first example combines the archaic 
term helm to create a euphemism that means to take leadership. The archaic word and 
euphemistic meaning creates a complex, confusing phrase when taken literally. The second 
example is a phrase based on the idea of fate expressed through cards and chance, which not all 
ELL students may be familiar with. If taken literally, the sudden image of cards in a sentence 
about a different action can be confusing. The final example, backhander, is the action of calling 
someone back expressed in a term not popularly used. It is also slang, not commonly used in 
modern English. 
 The final section of this book contains 11 instances of ambiguous slang. Most of these 
instances are human interactions. Some examples include “fast asleep,” (Zusak, 2006, p. 530), 
“assholes,” (Zusak, 2006, p. 537), and “Crucified Christ” (Zusak, 2006, p. 547). Fast asleep can 
be confusing, as at face value, it is a paradox. Sleep is understood as an inactive activity, while 
fast implies speed, so the implied understanding is speedy sleep. The notion of speedy sleep is 
not what the phrase fast asleep really means, which is sleeping soundly. The second example, 
assholes, is profanity that ELL students may not be exposed to, or may not understand the word 
in the context presented. The final phrase, Crucified Christ, is rooted in Western religion that 
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ELL students may not be exposed to. The phrase is profanity and readers may not understand the 
words in the context presented. 

In addition to these euphemisms, there was a range of profanity featured in this section. 
These words included “bastardry” (Zusak, 2006, p. 284), “whore” (Zusak, 2006, p. 273), and 
“slut” (Zusak, 2006, p. 276). While high school students may be familiar with these terms, 
including ELL students, they may not be exposed to them previously or desensitized to them in 
writing. In addition to these profane terms, this section included profanity involving the Christian 
fate, such as, “for Christ’s sake,” (Zusak, 2006, p. 285), “to hell with this” (Zusak, 2006, p. 275), 
and “Jesus, Mary, and Joseph” (Zusak, 2006, p. 283). Again, ELL students may not be familiar 
with these expressions, especially if they are not members of this faith’s community. Adversely, 
these students may not be comfortable with this language, if they are members of this 
community. 
Unusual Adjectives and Noun Phrases Modified by Unusual Adjectives  

The final research question examined was “how many instances of unusual adjectives and 
noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives being used are in this text?” In the sections 
examined, this book featured a total of 169 instances. 

The following table documents three examples of unusual adjectives and noun phrases 
modified by unusual adjectives in each section examined in The Book Thief (2006). By 
examining these sections, readers can see the type of language featured in the text. This is only a 
selection of what the entire text holds.  

 
Unusual adjectives and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives 

Section 
of Book 

Main Idea of the Section Example Explanation  

1 In this section of the book, readers 
are introduced to the narrator, 
Death. A mother with her 
daughter, Liesel, and dead son 
arrive by train. The narrator then 
explains how the Book Thief, 
Liesel, stole a book. The section 
ends with Liesel’s deceased 
brother being buried. 

“Who could step in 
while I take a break in 
your stock-standard 
resort-style vacation 
destination, whether it 
be tropical or of the ski 
trip variety” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 5)? 

This sentence is full of 
adjective and adjective 
phrases describing a 
vacation that creates a 
long, layered description 
using hyphens. The 
images can create a 
confusing sentence that 
complicates readers’ 
comprehension.  

“A final, soaking 
farewell was let go of, 
and they turned and left 
the cemetery looing back 
several times.” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 24) 

This phrase contains 
adjectives not typically 
associated with a farewell. 
It creates for an 
unconventional 
description that implies a 
wet goodbye, an 
uncommon notion.  

“I traveled the globe as 
always, handing souls to 
the conveyor belt of 

This is an extended 
metaphysical metaphor 
that describes souls riding 
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eternity” (Zusak, 2006, 
p. 23) 

a conveyor belt. The 
concept of souls riding to 
eternity is abstract and 
may not make sense to 
ELLs given their 
understanding of death 
and the afterlife. 
Connecting a conveyor 
belt to death is confusing 
and not standard. 

2 Liesel and Rudy, her friend, meet 
up with neighborhood kids to go 
steal. They try to steal at a farm, 
but find there to be little fruit to 
steal. The leader of the group beats 
up Rudy and sends both Rudy and 
Liesel away. Meanwhile, Max 
Vandenburg, a Jewish man that 
lives in Liesel’s basement, creates 
a new story by writing over the 
pages of Mein Kampf, which 
frightens Liesel. Liesel and Rudy 
decide to steal from the mayor’s 
house and manage to take a book 
before running away from the 
home. 

“’Who’s the little 
whore?’ Lisel, well 
accustomed to verbal 
abuse, simply watched 
the fog-ridden texture 
of his eyes” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 273)   

This unusual description 
for eyes may not be clear 
for ELL readers who most 
likely associate fog to 
weather and not to eyes. 

“The trees they imagined 
to be swollen with fruit 
were frail and injured-
looking, with only a 
small array of apples 
hanging miserly from 
each branch” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 275) 

This describes a tree with 
a term normally reserved 
for other objects, such as 
personifying the apples as 
miserable and the trees as 
injured. This juxtaposes 
tree to humanity, which is 
an abstract concept. 

“The soles of her feet 
expanded in that 
painful way, rising to 
the inside edges of her 
socks” (Zusak, 2006, p. 
288) 

This is a 
challenging image and 
feeling that many ELL 
students may not be 
familiar with. It is 
challenging because it 
describes an unusual 
phenomenon in great 
detail. It explains how a 
character’s feet expand, 
which is not a common 
injury. It is described in 
detail, which can make 
readers feel lost and 
confused. 

3 Liesel finishes writing her own 
book. Death explains that he has 
her book that it has worn with age. 
He explains how Himmel Street, 
where Liesel lives, looks when it is 

“Her bulletproof 
glasses were shattered 
next to the bed” (Zusak, 
2006, p. 530). 

This phrase is paradoxical, 
describing bulletproof 
glasses being shattered. 
The adjective bulletproof 
paired with glasses is 
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burning from explosions. Death 
collects the souls of the dead from 
the burning street. German military 
men pull Liesel from the wreckage 
of the destroyed street. She begs 
the men to find her father’s 
accordion so she can put it with his 
body, which they do. Finally, 
Death explains that Liesel lives a 
long life after being rescued by the 
military. Liesel lives in Syndey, 
Australia when she grows up and 
eventually dies at an old age. The 
book ends with Death finally 
taking Liesel away when she dies. 

quite uncommon, with 
glasses rarely being 
bulletproof. This might 
confuse readers’ 
understanding of glasses. 

“For four days, she 
carried around the 
remains of Himmel 
Street on the carpets 
and floorboards  of 8 
Grande Strasse” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 546) 

This phrase is 
metaphorical, implying 
more than the literal 
translation. The character 
not only carried the 
physical remains from her 
past, but the abstract 
remains as well. This is 
implied but not explicitly 
mentioned. 

 
The first section of the book features 74 instances of unusual adjectives and noun phrases 

modified by unusual adjectives. Some examples include “who could step in while I take a break 
in your stock-standard resort-style vacation destination whether it be tropical or of the ski trip 
variety”  (Zusak, 2006, p. 5), “a final, soaking farewell” (Zusak, 2006, p. 24), and “handing souls 
to the conveyor belt of eternity” (Zusak, 2006, p. 23). The first example is full of adjective and 
adjective phrases describing a vacation that creates a long, layered description using hyphens. 
The images can create a confusing sentence that complicates readers’ comprehension. The 
extended metaphor seems out-of-place in the midst of this book and could be confusing to 
students who do not understand a Western view of vacation. The second example contains 
adjectives not typically associated with a farewell. It creates for an unconventional description 
that implies a wet goodbye, an uncommon notion. The final example is an extended 
metaphysical metaphor that describes souls riding a conveyor belt. The concept of souls riding to 
eternity is abstract and may not make sense to ELLs given their understanding of death and the 
afterlife. Connecting a conveyor belt to death is confusing and not standard. 

The second section of the book features 35 instances of unusual adjectives and noun 
phrases modified by unusual adjectives. Examples of these include “fog-ridden texture of his 
eyes”  (Zusak, 2006, p. 273), “swollen with fruit” (Zusak, 2006, p. 275), and “the soles of her 
feet expanded in that painful way, rising to the inside edges of her socks” (Zusak, 2006, p. 288). 
The first example contains an unusual description for eyes. It may not be clear for ELL readers 
who most likely associate fog to weather and not to eyes. The second example is equally 
unconventional. It describes a tree with a term normally reserved for other objects, such as 
personifying the apples as miserable and the trees as injured. This juxtaposes the tree to 
humanity, which is an abstract concept. The final example is a challenging image and feeling 
that many ELL students may not be familiar with. It is challenging because it describes an 
unusual phenomenon in great detail. It explains how a character’s feet expand, which is not a 
common injury. It is described in detail, which can make readers feel lost and confused. 

The final section of the book features 58 instances of unusual adjectives and noun phrases 
modified by unusual adjectives. Some examples include “her bulletproof glasses were shattered 
next to the bed” (Zusak, 2006, p. 530) and “she carried around the remains of Himmel Street on 
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the carpets and floorboards of 8 Grande Strasse” (Zusak, 2006, p. 546). The first example is 
paradoxical, describing bulletproof glasses being shattered. The adjective bulletproof paired with 
glasses is quite uncommon, with glasses rarely being bulletproof. This might confuse readers’ 
understanding of glasses. The second example is a metaphorical phrase, implying more than the 
literal translation. The character not only carried the physical remains from her past, but the 
abstract remains as well. This is implied, but not explicitly mentioned.  
Additional Features Considered 

As previously mentioned, there are other features that increase the difficulty of this book 
for an ELL reader. The two features additionally evaluated were the instances of German words 
and fragments in the text. In the 60 pages reviewed, there were 32 individual words and phrases 
in the German language. Some of these instances included German words that were never 
defined, which compromise the text’s clarity. Such German words could be “Saumensch” 
(Zusak, 2006, p. 287).  

The final feature looked at were the number of incomplete sentences, or fragments. 
Fragments could serve as a distraction or further complication for an ELL reader who is learning 
how sentence structures look in the English language. It also could confuse ELL students who 
might look for the missing element of the sentence to fully understand the fragment’s expression. 
In the 60 pages evaluated, there were 71 instances of fragments. This is a large number, but the 
style of the book lends itself to fragments. The presence of fragments still should be recognized.  

Conclusion 
 When considering The Book Thief as a selection for ELL/ESL students in the high school 
classroom, the three issues this study explored could be considered. This study found that there 
were significant instances of parts of speech being used in non-traditional ways, ambiguous 
slang, and unusual adjectives and noun phrases modified by unusual adjectives in the text. All of 
these features could prove to negatively affect the learning experience of ELL/ESL students and 
should be considered when creating lesson plans for this text.  

This research offers only a small glance and scope at a topic that a larger study can 
examine when considering texts for ELL/ESL students. As the initiatives of Common Core 
(2010) are being evaluated and refined, including ELL/ESL students in the planning process is 
crucial. This study only reviews a few of the features that ELL students might find difficult when 
reading; future generations and ELL students alike would benefit from further consideration of 
language difficulties in classroom texts. Such research could include the same study applied to 
different texts or reevaluating the study with other features in mind. Conversation on ELL/ESL 
success in Common Core (2010) literature can lead to a stronger support system and 
understanding that will benefit all of our students and foster a community that cares about all of 
our students’ successes. 

Implications for Teaching 
 When teaching this book to high school ELL/ESL students, teachers should begin by 
assessing their ELL/ESL students’ language acquisition and levels before considering lesson 
planning, as Hinkel (2001) expresses the importance of this language development and how it 
affects far more than just academic growth. By writing with each student in mind, teachers may 
find more successful lessons and engagement with students.  After evaluating this, the teacher 
should consider the features they used previously with these students and how they could reflect 
them in this lesson as well.  
 Some techniques that may prove helpful for ELL students are for the teacher to teach 
morphology, as Kieffer and Lesaux (2010) suggested. By giving students lessons in the common 
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words and what they mean, while scaffolding them to grasp other words, teachers can facilitate 
in tackling this book with their classroom. Students could also be given the chance to write 
responses to the text without a focus on their grammar skills, as Gibbons (1998) suggests ELL 
students would benefit from writing more without a focus on grammar. If available, students 
could use adhesive notes to mark pages in the book that they do not understand to discuss in their 
heterogeneous groups, as suggested in DiCerbo, Anstrom, Baker, and Rivera’s (2014) article that 
suggests more student-to-student activities will help ELL students.  

Teachers also may find it beneficial to take time to read sections of this book aloud in 
class to promote in-class discussion from all students to alleviate overall class confusion, having 
students produce as many utterances about the text as possible to align with DiCerbo, Anstrom, 
Baker, and Rivera’s (2014) findings that suggest that ELLs benefit from practicing and using 
English often in the classroom setting. Teachers may benefit from providing students a quick 
review of the climate of Germany during the Holocaust, and, if time permits, have ELL students 
listen to interviews on the world’s reaction World War II. This activity is supported again by 
Gibbons (1998) to expose ELL students to information across mediums and help facilitate ELL 
students to improve listening skills related to Common Core (2010) standards. 

  A suggestion is to host an in-class discussion that examines Death as a narrator and 
what he does well, poorly, and his reliability, using low-stakes in-class discussion. This supports 
DiCerbo, Anstrom, Baker, and Rivera (2014) idea of promoting in-class utterances with ELL 
students.  Another suggestion based on their research, specifically about using academic 
language, could be for students to learn about unreliable narrators by giving students the chance 
to write with academic language and test complex sentence structures, imitating Death’s 
narrations in their own written narrations based in modern America. All of these suggestions 
could help ELL students interact and understand The Book Thief while developing their language 
skills with peers.  
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Abstract 
In the past decades, scholars have conducted much research on the Korean wave. 

Scholarly interest has grown in this area because of the rapid growth and success South Korea 
has experienced as a result of their cultural exports. Areas that researchers have looked into 
include the components of the Korean wave, the effects of the Korea wave, and the elements that 
make it successful. Scholars have investigated what groups impact the Korean wave and the 
Korean government’s involvement in this industry.  This thesis examines the role of Korean 
Drama streaming sites in the Korean Wave. These sites have made Korean content more 
accessible to global audiences, offering new dramas with subtitles in more than thirty languages. 
Currently, most of the streaming sites operate with an advertisement business model where 
streaming has no cost to the viewer. Many are now trying to incorporate a subscription model in 
order to increase their revenues. The main purpose of the research is to gain insight about how 
Korean TV content is accessed and consumed using these online streaming services. Through a 
market analysis approach of the Korean drama streaming industry, this thesis attempts to identify 
viewer preferences, information about Korean drama consumption, and areas of growth for these 
streaming sites in the future.  
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Introduction 
Looking back twenty years ago, South Koreans would never have guessed that one of 

their big exports would be their culture. Today, media and entertainment are large industries in 
South Korea. Korean pop culture includes pop music, TV dramas, and movies. The transnational 
spread of Korean popular culture products is known as the Korean wave, or Hallyu. Korean pop 
culture is an area of interest because of the attention it is receiving across the world and the 
positive effect it has had on South Korea’s economic growth. Over the past ten years, researchers 
have analyzed the components of the Korean wave and why the Korean pop culture has become 
so popular.  

Korean dramas have been popular for years in Asian countries and have fans all around 
the world. Their popularity is fueling opportunities for online video streaming sites that air the 
subtitled dramas outside of South Korea. These streaming sites allow Korean content to reach a 
more global audience and improve the ease of access to this content. The main purpose of this 
research is to investigate how Korean TV content is accessed and consumed using online 
streaming services and identify viewer preferences concerning the global video on demand 
services available. 

Literature Review 
“The Korean wave,” also known as Hallyu, is a national and an international 

phenomenon, and it was defined by Lee (2008, p. 175) as: A highly complex and multilayered 
formation that is composed of real, imagined, and hybrid cultural practices, a diverse range of 
lived experiences, and sets of powerful discourses which exist at national, translocal, and 
transnational levels. Another definition of Hallyu is the phenomenon that refers to the current 
impact of products specific to South Korean popular culture (films, music, games, fashion) (Daor 
and Seo 2004; Seo 2005). Originally, this wave started with South Korean dramas. The concept 
grew to include the country’s popular music as well. Now, popular music is the main aspect of 
the Korean Wave. There have been many stages of Hallyu: the development stage (1990s to 
early 2000s), the growth stage (early 2000s to mid-2000s), and the maturity stage (after mid-
2000s to present) (Jin-Young, K. 2014, 130).  Hallyu has spread Korean culture into other Asian 
countries, such as China, Japan, Taiwan, and Vietnam. K-pop has also spread to European, some 
Middle Eastern countries, and other regions around the world. 

Prior to the early 2000s there was little research on Korean popular culture, and the early 
research did not consider the global production and consumption of Korean pop content. Korean 
content appeared suddenly in the global market, and its popularity was not expected. Korean 
dramas, films, and music started gaining popularity in China, and Korean content is now 
reaching all over the world. The success of the Korean Wave was surprising to many observers. 
The content was focused on domestic markets. Even with the local Korean language and cultural 
differences the pop content gained global popularity. Globalization theories do not explain the 
Korean Wave globalization phenomenon (Son, 2011; Jeon, 2012; and Hong, 2013). As a result, 
there has been a large amount of research done on the Korean Wave over the past ten years.   

A majority of the Korean Wave research can be placed into three categories. The first is 
policy research analyzing the economic effects of the Korean Wave (Son, 2009; Jin-Young & 
Jong Oh, 2014). Next, there is research examining what attracts Asian audiences to Korean 
media content (Iwabuchi, 2008; Yang, 2003; Yoo & Lee, 2001). There are also studies analyzing 
the globalization of local pop culture (Iwabuchi, 2008; Shim, 2006). Many studies focus on a 
particular country, usually East Asian countries (Japan, China) that are located close to South 
Korea.  
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This research touches upon the many different components relating to the Korean Wave, 
focusing in particular on Korean drama consumption. Topics researched include the components 
of the Korean wave, global consumption of Korean dramas, and how online and networking 
technologies have affected cultural content accessibility.  
Components of the Korean Wave 

Research has found that a major part of the Korean wave is Korean popular music, also 
known as K-pop. The music is a fusion of pop, electro, disco, hip-hop, R&B, and rock elements. 
Many researchers, such as John Lie and Shim Doobo, describe Korean music as hybridized, 
pulling influences from many cultures around the world (Doobo, 2009). Another characteristic of 
the K-pop genre researchers have agreed upon is that it tends to be focused more on groups than 
solo performers. William Tuk noted in his paper, “The Korean Wave,” that record labels in 
Korea release music through national television, unlike in the U.S. where songs are released as 
singles on the radio or on the internet. New songs in South Korea are debuted in dramas or 
movies (Lie, 2014). 

Researchers have connected the popularity of kdramas to the traditional Korean values 
portrayed in the TV shows. Both John Lie and William Tuk have concluded that part of the 
success of Korean dramas is linked to cultural proximity. Other Asian countries, such as China 
and Japan, have similar cultures to Korea, so these values appeal to audiences in these countries 
(Lukun). Because of Korean’s conservative values, the kdramas can appeal to multi-aged 
audiences. Many researchers have used the kdrama Winter Sonata for an example of a successful 
Korean drama. Both Eun Yung Jung and Hyung Han analyzed this specific Korean drama 
because it is the first drama that achieved such a high level of international recognition. Winter 
Sonata was the first Korean drama to have significant international success in Japan and China 
appealing to women in both of these countries (Han, 2008). Like K-pop, there is a lot of 
competition in this industry, which results in high quality for the Korean dramas (Jung, 2009). 
Researchers have been able to identify aspects of each media that resonate with international 
audiences, which increase K-pop and kdramas popularity abroad. 
Riding the Wave 

Through K-pop and Korean TV shows, South Korea has been able to spread their culture 
to other countries. Interest in the music and dramas has led to increased interest in learning the 
Korean language and about other aspects of the culture, like food and traditional clothing (Hyun-
key Kim, 2013). An area of interest in research about the Korean wave is why it has been so 
successful internationally. One reason Hallyu has been successful is because it relates to values 
that are not promoted in industrial sectors. It reminds people of filial love and other virtues not 
often portrayed in other media (Jin-Young, 2014). Lyrics in K-pop songs cover pop-culture 
topics, such as romantic love. Lyrics also implement market differentiation (i.e. different 
language lyrics) to attract larger audiences. (Janet Ingraham, 2014). K-pop possesses middle-
class, suburban values which appeal to college-aged students. Also, most of K-pop stars have 
clean-cut features which differ from American pop groups that may have tattoos, etc. (Lie, 2014).  

Do Shim, Eun Kim, Shin Park, and William Tuk have all found the fan base in other 
countries for K-pop is increasing. For example, many of the K-pop groups have members from 
other Asian descent, and some even have sub-groups within their groups to appeal to specific 
countries. K-pop groups have increased touring opportunities in Asian countries as well since 
they neighbor South Korea (Shim, 2008). In 2011, there were approximately 460,000 Hallyu 
fans across Europe, according to a Korean Culture and Information Service survey (Kim & Park, 
2008). When examining the Korean wave in the United States, there is less information available. 
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The K-pop phenomenon has not been able to penetrate the United States widely except in very 
urban areas like New York and Los Angles. Many articles note how PSY became a surprise 
instantaneous hit with Gangnam Style and how unlike South Korea’s many efforts in other 
countries to push Korean pop culture, Gangnam Style’s popularity was completely unplanned 
and unexpected (Tuk, 2012). William Tuk and other researchers predict the Korean wave will 
continue to grow in the U.S. based on the growing attendance at K-pop fan events and increasing 
media coverage on the topic.   
Global Consumption of Korean Dramas 
 The popularity of the Korean Wave and Korean popular culture products is growing 
internationally. While much of the fan base of the Korean wave is focused in the Asian region 
(Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore), popularity for Korean cultural products is rising in the U.S., 
Mexico, Egypt, Iraq, and Europe. Movie and video consumption would be very limited to the 
Korean domestic market without subtitles. In the past consumption of certain types of Korean 
popular culture required a degree of Korean proficiency, which limited the participation of non-
Korean speakers (Lee, 2015). The ability to target new demographics and markets with global 
TV, using different language subtitles, is a large opportunity for online streaming services, 
viewers, and global content producers (Russell, 2013).   
 International consumption of Korean dramas started with the use of satellite and cable 
channels, mostly in Asian countries. Many countries have imported Korean TV programs since 
the early 2000s. The first international breakthrough Korean drama was Winter Sonata in 2002. 
It was very successful in Japan and later on in Indonesia. The second was Jewel in the Palace in 
2003. This program was sold to over 120 countries in Asia, Americas, and Europe. The series 
finale of this show garnered record attention in Hong Kong with more than 40% of the total 
population viewing the episode. Since 2004, the leading importers of Korean TV dramas include 
Taiwan, Japan, China, Hong Kong, and other Southeast Asian countries (Kim, 2013).  

Now, online streaming sites are the main way foreign countries access Korean drama 
content. Korean TV shows have continued to reach levels of success in South East Asia and 
India and East Asia (China, Japan, and Taiwan). There is a large amount of news coverage on 
fandoms and tourist gatherings (Yoon, 2014). However, the Chinese government has recently 
blocked streaming of the latest South Korean music and dramas on its online video-sharing 
platforms because of political conflict. In addition to Asian countries, European, North and South 
American countries have increased consumption of Korean dramas. The Korean Wave 
phenomenon created very large online fan communities in Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, 
Singapore, Australia, and Canada that increased interest in Korean dramas and other Korean 
cultural products. These networks reached the U.S. in the mid-2000s.  United States consumption 
of Korean dramas has switched towards video-streaming websites like YouTube, Hulu, Netflix, 
and these online-based fan groups (Lee, 2015).  

Researcher Dr. Youjeong Oh discussed the interactive nature of Korean TV dramas and 
viewers’ reaction to this content. She referred to the reception of Korean dramas as “discursive” 
consumption. The reception of Korean dramas includes much more than passively watching the 
content. Consumption of the media includes talking about individual experiences viewing the 
content, discussing plotlines, and admiring the characters and actors from these shows. The 
online communities surrounding Korean dramas and the Korean wave help support the 
“discursive” nature of consuming Korean dramas in various countries (Oh, 2015).    
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Online Technology and Cultural Content Accessibility  
In the past years, improvements in technology and communications have increased the 

speed and the range of the Korean Wave. Some researchers have called the new surge in 
popularity a “revival” of the Korean Wave. Satellite broadcast fueled the first part of the Korean 
Wave in the 1990s, but social networking and sharing websites are now playing an important 
role in the expansion of the Korean Wave internationally.  

Researchers have also studied how improvements in technology over the past decade 
have had a large effect in helping increase the Korean wave. MP3 players, Ipods, and other 
electronic music players help K-pop reach a larger audience. (Kim & Park, 2008). The 
introduction of YouTube in 2005 has also had a positive effect on the spread of Korean pop 
culture. YouTube makes it easy for people to find music from K-pop artists (Janet Ingraham, 
2014). YouTube added ‘K-pop’ to the music genre list in 2011, which helped to increase 
awareness and popularity of the country’s musical genre (Hyun-key Kim, 2013). Through 
advances in technology and communication abilities, Korean pop culture has been able to reach a 
larger audience without a large monetary investment for advertising and other marketing 
expenses (Ahn, 2013).  

YouTube played an important role in the globalization of Korean pop culture, specifically 
focusing on the music K-pop. When YouTube was still developing, K-pop content was 
distributed unofficially. YouTube played a crucial role in marketing, distributing, and advertising 
K-pop globally. Korean entertainment agencies continue to use YouTube as a platform to market 
new K-pop artists and productions (Ono and Kwon, 2013). K-pop has benefited from many of 
the features (visual, global, lack of restrictions) available on YouTube. YouTube is a 
transnational medium. Unlike TV or radio stations, entertainment agencies could use YouTube to 
advertise globally (Oh & Park, 2012).  

Around 2007, Korean pop culture began to expand globally and gain supporters 
worldwide as it started to utilize social media and social networks. The Korean Wave is fueled 
by digitization and online cultures, such as YouTube and other social media networks (i.e. 
Facebook and Twitter). Sung looks at this directly among East Asians in and outside of the 
geographical region. The digital technology allows East Asians to share and engage with cultural 
media. Social media and online communities involving Korean pop culture allow East Asians to 
connect with each other (Sung, 2008).  

In the past, Korean dramas were spread through broadcasting and cable stations that 
purchased licensing from Korean broadcast networks. Due to increases in Internet technology, 
online streaming and sharing sites are becoming a more popular medium for Korean TV content. 
Korean dramas are uploaded to the Internet and are available with subtitles in various different 
languages. Fans translate dramas and idols’ performances on social media. The distribution of 
Korean dramas has been increased by social media usage and online culture (Kim, 2013).  

Much of the globalization research for the Korean Wave is focused on the music aspect, 
K-pop. There is a gap in the literature for further research to be done on the consumption of 
Korean Dramas and how the accessibility to this content has improved over the years. Online 
streaming sites, similar to YouTube, allow easy access to global content and allow viewers to 
engage with the media. Further analysis of Korean drama streaming would add to the further 
research to begin to fill this gap.  

Research Methodology 
There is a lot of research of the phenomenon of the Korean Wave; however, there is very 

little specific research examining Korean Drama streaming. This will be a descriptive study on 
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Korean Drama streaming, analyzing the creation and development of these global content 
streaming sites. The survey will help provide insight on Korean Drama viewers, what they enjoy 
about different streaming sites, and if they are willing to pay for these types of services. 

For this thesis, it is a descriptive study on Korean Drama streaming, analyzing the 
development of these global content streaming sites and consumers’ perceptions of these services.  
I decided to conduct a market analysis of Korean drama streaming to further understand the role 
of online streaming in the Korean Wave. A large portion of any market analysis relies on market 
research. This research includes exploratory, secondary and primary research. Exploratory 
research defines the basics of the Korean drama/global content streaming market. The secondary 
research uses existing studies and sources for the analysis, and the primary research is using a 
survey to gather data on current viewers using Korean drama streaming sites.  

The Korea Drama Viewer Survey (Appendix A) was distributed online through the 
KDRAMA subreddit in order to obtain a more diverse sample for the study. The survey was 
designed to provide details on Korean Drama viewers, such as what they enjoy about different 
streaming sites, and what their motivations are to pay for these types of services. The participants 
had to agree to the consent form, and none of the participants were compensated for their 
responses. The survey included multiple response, multiple choice, Likert scale, and a few open 
response questions to help obtain information from the sample. 

This study is designed to provide insight on why people use streaming sites to view 
Korean dramas and Korean TV content. This study may provide further insight into Korean 
Drama viewers: helping to identify viewer preferences, the best aspects of streaming sites, and 
how sites can improve. The study also helps identify legal streaming alternatives to unlicensed 
Korean TV content for Korean drama viewers. The component of the market analysis of Korean 
drama streaming was used to further understand the role of online streaming in the Korean Wave.  
Ultimately, the purpose of this thesis is to understand how and why Korean popular culture, 
specifically Korean TV content, is accessed and consumed. This research will add to the 
knowledge base about the Korean Wave and Korean drama consumption. 

Market Analysis - Industry Description and Outlook 
 Korean drama streaming is a niche market within the global Video on Demand (VoD) 
service market. Video on demand services allow users to view their desired media content 
(shows and movies) at the user’s leisure or convenience. In the US, there is a large increase in 
media consumption moving from traditional media to digital media. The growing number of 
digital media players like Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon disrupt the traditional television media 
(Deloitte, 2015). New Internet enabled devices like TVs, tablets, and phones are an increasingly 
popular medium to watch VoD services worldwide. Flexibility in accessing content anytime and 
the ability to access on multiple devices is a strong attraction of VoD services (FMI, 2016).  

In countries with emerging economies, the increase of high speed Internet technology and 
social media networks have enabled online streaming video services. Currently, these are the 
main factors for growth in the global VoD services. According to a report from Future Market 
Insights, in 2014, the global video on demand market was valued at $45 billion USD, and the 
compound annual growth rate is expected to be 8.3% during the forecast period of the report, 
2016-2026 (FMI, 2016).  By 2018, eighty-two percent of all internet traffic is expected to be 
global audio and video traffic (Deloitte, 2015).  

Content providers sometimes view global audiences as a distant far off opportunity for 
growth. This is because there is usually not a particular market to aim for since various videos 
are viewed by users from different countries, cultures, and languages. However, TV viewers’ 
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tastes are being more global. Streaming technologies broaden content options for all viewers, 
from Bollywood and anime to Korean dramas. More and more foreign content is becoming 
legally and easily accessible (Yu, 2013). Looking specifically at Korean dramas streaming sites 
can narrow down this market; however, there are still viewers from various countries and 
languages. Sites that offer subtitling in many different languages have the opportunity to reach a 
wider global audience that may be interested in this specific cultural content (Russell, 2013).  

Key Players 
There are VoD streaming services that offer niche global content including Korean 

dramas. The following is a list of the key players in this industry: DramaFever, Viki, YouTube, 
Netflix, Hulu, Crunchyroll, AmazonPrime, OnDemandKorea, and Viu. All of sites listed here 
offer at least some Korean TV content for viewers. The big well known streaming sites like 
Netflix and Hulu have a smaller offering of Korean dramas than global content streaming sites 
like Viki and DramaFever that offer hundreds of Korean dramas with subtitles in many 
languages. In addition to the sites listed, there are private or illegal (unlicensed) sites people still 
use to access free Korean TV content that may not be available to them on legitimate sites like 
Viki or DramaFever.   

Business Models for Video on Demand Streaming Services 
The first model is the “Free” – Advertising structure known as Free Video on Demand or 

Advertiser Supported Video on Demand. This model uses an advertising video on demand 
approach which uses an advertising-based revenue model. This method earns revenue by making 
viewers watch advertisements before their desired content plays. The model is comparable to 
how cable channels sell commercials to advertisers. This allows companies that usually advertise 
on broadcast and cable channels to reach people who watch shows using VoD (Noreiga, 2015). 
This model allows viewers to watch content without paying subscription fees. An example of 
this model would be the original YouTube structure.   

The next model is the subscription model. This is a business revenue model where the 
customer must pay a subscription prices to have access to the products or service for a specific 
amount of time. The subscriptions are usually monthly, or yearly. The users pay periodically to 
have unlimited access to the online streaming content for the designated time frame (Noreiga, 
2015). Examples of this model include Hulu, Netflix, and AmazonPrime Instant Video. These 
sites offer different subscriptions at various price levels with different features to meet various 
customers’ needs.  Hulu has two monthly subscriptions plans: one with limited commercials for 
$7.99/month and one with no commercials for $11.99/month. Netflix offers three monthly 
subscriptions plans: basic for $7.99/month, standard for $9.99/month, and premium 
$11.99/month. The difference between Netflix’s plans in the number of screens you can watch at 
the same time (1-4) and the availability of HD content. Amazon Prime Instant Video has a yearly 
membership subscription that costs $99/year or they have a monthly option for $8.99.  

The last model in this market segment is the “Freemium” model. This approach provides 
one tier of content for free usually with the advertisements, but restricts access to premium 
features to paying subscribers. Premium features include archived episodes, access to new 
content, and advertisement-free content (Noreiga, 2015). Examples of this model within Korean 
drama streaming include Viki, DramaFever, Crunchyroll, OnDemandKorea, and Viu. All of 
these sites offer some content at no charge to viewer. However, more and more content is going 
behind the paywall. New/popular content is not available to the free tier right away or labeled as 
premium content and not available to the free tier. Viki has free content available, but also has a 
monthly subscription for $4.99 or a yearly subscription for $49.99. The member benefits include 
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premiere access, no ads, and HD quality. DramaFever offers the same prices for their 
subscription with the added benefit of watching shows offline. OnDemandKorea has a 
membership subscription for $6.99/month that includes ad-free content, fastest availability 
(within an hour of Korean broadcast), HD, and exclusive content.  

Regulatory Restrictions 
 There are some regulatory issues surrounding Korean drama streaming and the online 
video on demand services market in general. The first is piracy and legality problems. Before 
legitimate sites like DramaFever, Viki, and OnDemandKorea were created and launched, many 
free sites provided access to Korean content illegally without copyrights or licensing rights from 
the Korean broadcasting network corporations. Pirate online sites serviced this content to 
viewers without any legal alternative (Lee, 2015). For many non-Korean speakers the pirate sites 
were the only way to watch Korean dramas. Even now with legal options to view Korean content, 
users still utilize free pirate sites because content is not blocked due to licensing issues or 
geographic limitations on streaming sites.    
 Licensing agreements are another difficulty regarding Korean dramas. It is not a specific 
problem for Korean drama streaming. It is an issue for all digital content streaming sites, like 
Netflix and Hulu. Content and shows are categorized into different levels. Very popular shows 
usually get categorized as level 1 and get licensed to “tier 1” countries, such as Europe and the 
U.S, but not to other countries. Shows and TV content from “tier 2” countries, such as Southeast 
Asian countries are categorized as level 2 are rarely licensed to “tier 1” countries. Crossing into 
the different levels and tiers has been very challenging in this industry in the past. It is very 
costly and time consuming to negotiate licensing agreement for individual markets. Additionally, 
it is expensive to translate shows into different languages and content providers avoid doing this 
except in the most profitable markets like the U.S. Because of these cost restrictions, a lot of 
international programs are not promoted globally (Boyd, 2012). 

Similarly, one of the biggest challenges for streaming sites offering Korean TV dramas is 
negotiations with Korean content owners and establishing licensing agreements. DramaFever has 
licensing deals with all three major Korean TV networks: Seoul Broadcasting System, Korean 
Broadcasting System, and Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation. It is the first website to work with 
all three South Korean content providers legally. It took over eight months to establish their first 
agreement with Korean content provider MBC. Services like DramaFever, OnDemandKorea, 
and Viki now provide legal video streaming alternatives to piracy and free unlicensed streaming 
sites. However, these services can be restricted to certain geographical locations and certain 
countries due the licensing agreements. This can encourage users to go back to using the 
unlicensed illegal sites. Additionally each streaming site that offers Korean content have 
different agreements for licensed content. This means that all of the sites could offer different 
shows and content depending on the content providers. For users that want a variety of options it 
is difficult to use only one site to satisfy their viewing preferences (Lee, 2015).  

Customer Perceptions - Korean Drama Viewers Survey 
Demographics 

There were a total of 175 responses to the survey. The respondents were mostly female, 
71.40%, and between the ages of 18-22, 47.40%. For employment, 49.43% of the responses 
identified as students, followed by 33.91% full time employment. The full information is 
displayed below. Participants from twenty-six countries answered the survey with a majority of 
the responders residing in the USA with 61.30% of the sample.  
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In addition to the basic demographic questions, there were also questions about the 

participants’ general level of interest and involvement watching Korean TV content. These 
questions include how they first discovered Korean dramas, how often they watch Korean 
content, who they watch the content with, and how they access the content. Participants 
discovered Korean dramas through friends, 25.43%, streaming sites, 14.45%, family, 13.87%, 
and Korean music, 12.14%. The other ways people discovered kdramas are YouTube, other 
countries’ dramas, and the Internet. In order to find new dramas to watch, the survey participants 
named Reddit (the kdramarecommends subreddit) as their number one source to find 
recommendations, followed by streaming sites, then other blogs. Also, most respondents 
answered that they watch Korean dramas alone. A majority of participants responded that they 
watched Korean dramas very often, 40%, or often, 33.14%. On average, participants have been 
watching Korean dramas from 4.84 years with answers ranging between less than two months to 
eighteen years. Close to 99% of responders said they watch Korean dramas online or via 
streaming, and the other two respondents said they accessed Korean dramas through downloads.  
Results 

Next, here are the findings and results from the multiple response, multiple choice, Likert 
scale statements, and open ended questions from the survey. Table 1 shows a list of all of the 
streaming sites the participants of the survey said they used to view Korean content. The 175 
participants had 476 responses for sites they used. Most of the respondents selected several 
streaming sites they utilized. The two most popular sites were DramaFever and Viki, most likely 
because these sites offer the largest amounts of Korean content with subtitles in many different 
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languages. The respondents included also listed streaming site options that are only available 
outside of the U.S., such as Viu which is a legitimate site that services twelve countries (India, 
Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, and others). The “Other” sites include illegal site responses, 
private sites, or grey sites that are free for users and offer unlicensed content.  

Streaming Sites Used to  
Watch Korean Content 

Viki 114 23.95% 
DramaFever 109 22.90% 
Netflix 85 17.86% 
YouTube 37 7.77% 
Kissasian 30 6.30% 
Crunchyroll 22 4.62% 
Hulu 21 4.41% 
Amazon Prime 10 2.10% 
DramaCool 10 2.10% 
Other 10 2.10% 
Viu 5 1.05% 
Dramafire 5 1.05% 
OnDemandKorea 4 0.84% 
Dramanice 3 0.63% 
Illegal Sites 3 0.63% 
Baykoreans 2 0.42% 
DramaLike 2 0.42% 
DailyMotion 1 0.21% 
Boxasian 1 0.21% 
Asian Tv 1 0.21% 
SBS/MBC/KBS live stream 1 0.21% 

Count :         476 
  

When asked to choose one streaming site as their favorite, the participants’ favorite site 
to use was Viki with 34.94% followed by DramaFever, 29.52%. Specifically looking at 
participants that said they did not pay for a subscription to any site, the favorite site was Viki, 
32.26%, followed by a tie between DramaFever and KissAsian with 16.13%. When looking at 
participants that said they paid for subscriptions to sites, DramaFever, 37.5%, slightly edged out 
Viki, 36.54%, as the favorite site by one response.   

The next table, Table 2, shows the results for the question if the respondent paid for a 
subscription plan with any streaming site. Almost 60% of the responders said yes they pay for a 
subscription.    

Do you pay for a subscription for any of these streaming services? 

  Count Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Table 1 

Table 2 
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Percent 

Valid 

No 70 40.0 40.2 40.2 

Yes 104 59.4 59.8 100.0 

Total 174 99.4 100.0   

Missing  1 .6     

Total 175 100.0     

 
The survey included an open ended response questions about how much they would be 

willing to pay per month for subscriptions. Table 3 shows the range of answers for how much the 
participants would be willing to pay for subscriptions to watch Korean drama content. The 
average of all the responses was $8.59. There were many subscription options available below 
this amount that the participants and other viewers may be interested in paying for and using.  

Monthly Spending for Streaming Subscriptions 

 Count Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation 

About how much would you be willing to 
pay for streaming subscriptions per 
month? 

156 $0 $50 $8.59 $6.992 

Valid N (listwise) 156     
 
 The following two tables show motivations for subscriptions from the various 
participants of the survey. Table 4.1 shows the results for the question why they pay for a 
subscription. This question was for people that said they paid for a subscription to a streaming 
site. The number one reason respondents said they paid for a subscription was to view ad free 
content. This was followed by having access to HD quality content and premium content 
unavailable on the free tier. The ability to stream to other devices like Chromecast, Roku, 
SmartTV, etc., was also a reason why some respondents paid for a subscription to a streaming 
site.   
 Table 4.2 displays for the results for the question what would motivate a user to sign up 
for a subscription. This question was directed towards respondents that said they did not 
currently pay for a subscription plan. Again the number one motivation to purchase a 
subscription was to have no advertisements like in Table 4.1. Two other main motivators were 
early access to content and premium content. DramaFever offers a free Roku streaming device 
for users that sign up for the site’s premium subscription, so free streaming devices was also a 
reason respondents selected to subscribe to a streaming site. 
 

Table 3 
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Why do you pay for a subscription? 

  Count Percent 
No advertisements 89 32.36% 
HD quality content 72 26.18% 
Access to premium content 68 24.73% 
Streaming to other devices 40 14.55% 
Want to support a valuable service, support 
subbing 3 1.09% 

Other content besides dramas 2 0.73% 
Interactive Commenting (Viki) 1 0.36% 

Count: 275   
 
 

 
 The following two charts display the analysis of the Likert scale statements. These 
questions were given on a scale where 1= Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = 
Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree. Respondents chose the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with 
each statement. The mean and the mode were used to help measure the central tendency of the 
responses for each statement. The first chart displays the statements relating to opinions about all 
Korean drama streaming sites in general. The majority of responders strongly agreed that online 
streaming sites made accessing Korean dramas easier. For the statements that say using the 
streaming sites increase interest in Korean dramas and other Korean culture products the mean of 

What would motivate you to purchase a subscription? 

  Count Percent 
No advertisements 81 23.14% 
Early access to content 64 18.29% 
Premium Content 63 18.00% 
Free Streaming Devices 50 14.29% 
Opportunity to win Korean pop culture prizes 
(i.e. trip to South Korea, concert tickets) 48 13.71% 

New content only available to subscribers 34 9.71% 
Would not pay 2 0.57% 
Worldwide Licensing/Licensing for all 
shows/networks 2 0.57% 

HD 1 0.29% 
Wide Selection 1 0.29% 
Lower Prices 1 0.29% 
Sub Requests 1 0.29% 
Ability to Download Any Shows 1 0.29% 
Different Free Ad Model 1 0.29% 

Count: 350   

Table 4.1 

Table 4.2 
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the responses showed agreement and the mode showed the most responders strong agreement. 
These responses display an example of the effects of the Korean wave phenomenon. The highest 
number of responses (mode) to the statement that they enjoy reading comments and responding 
to others show agreement to this point. This response exhibits Dr. Youjeong Oh’s description of 
discursive consumption of Korean media and viewers enjoy discussing their experiences viewing 
dramas. The other statements show neutral results.  
 The second chart displays the statements relating to the respondent’s individual favorite 
streaming site that they selected earlier in the survey. Responses showed that individuals agreed 
that their favorite site they use has the best subtitles. Each site can have varying subtitle styles. 
Responders also agreed to the statements that their favorite site provides the best and largest 
amounts of content, and that their site had the best user interface out of all of the drama 
streaming sites. Despite the research found about online community and the interactive nature of 
consumption of Korean dramas, in regards to their favorite sites responders were neutral about 
statements concerning the online community environment and the discussions on the sites. The 
rest of the statements had neutral responses as well.  

 

1 2 3 4 5

Using these streaming sites increases my interest in
Korean Dramas and other Korean TV content.

These sites make accessing Korean Dramas easier.

Using these sites increases my interest in other Korean
culture (music, food, beauty, etc.)

These sites provide a community to discuss Korean
culture with

I enjoy reading comments and responding to others on
the discussion boards.

I like the interactive nature of these streaming sites.

I use these sites to learn Korean language.

I would enjoy original Korean content created by the
streaming site.

Regarding All Korean Drama Streaming Sites

Mode Mean
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Insights from Open Ended Responses 

Examining the open ended responses for some of the questions provided some thoughtful 
ideas for improving the streaming sites and increasing the amount of paying subscribers for these 
services. First, looking at subscriptions there were some valuable suggestions for motives to 
purchase a subscription. One respondent suggested worldwide licensing. While this is currently 
not possible due to licensing structures and licensing agreements, this is an issue all streaming 
sites must start to consider. People can sometimes be reluctant to purchase a subscription to one 
site when they are not sure what content will be available on one site versus another due to 
licensing contracts. Another suggestion was to offer a subscription plan for a certain number of 
hours instead of a monthly/yearly plan. This would be valuable for users that cannot watch a lot 
of content during a month or know they will have a busy season at work and do not want to 
waste money for a month they know they will not be able to watch any episodes. The hours will 
carry over until completely used.  One open ended response suggested having a subscription 
option for access only to Korean dramas. Many sites like Viki and DramaFever offer global 
content from various countries like Japan and China. Some users would like to only watch 
Korean content and don’t want to pay for additional content. The last suggestion was to modify 

1 2 3 4 5

I think this site has the best user interface.

This site offers the best content and shows I want to watch.

This site has more content available than other sites.

This site has a better online community.

The comments and discussions are more interactive on this
site.

The subscription price is more reasonable. Choose option 6 if
you do not have a subscription.

Removed "Do not have a subscription" responses.

New episodes are available faster on this site.

The quality of the subtitles is better on this site.

Customer service is more responsive and helpful.

Regarding Favorite Streaming Site

Mode Mean
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the free/advertising supported video on demand service model. This respondent suggested 
allowing users to choose their ad viewing experience. Instead of watching a lot of ads during the 
streaming content, there should be an option to watch a longer ad at the beginning of the content. 
This way the user’s viewing experience is not interrupted constantly by ads.  

While looking at the open ended responses, interesting points were expressed regarding 
pirated and unlicensed streaming sites. Some open ended responses said they paid for 
subscriptions to various sites, but they still use the free pirated online streaming sites to 
supplement the legal sites. They wrote that they wanted to support the people that provide 
subtitles on the dramas by paying the subscription fees, but sometimes content they wanted to 
watch was not available on the legal streaming sites so they watched it on illegal sites. Several 
responses said they used unlicensed streaming sites and many said they would continue to use 
them because of licensing issues and limited content availability or geographic blocking on the 
legal sites.  

Market Growth and Expansion Routes 
 A number of the Korean drama streaming sites have articles about future growth options 
for their sites. Some sites are considering original Korean drama content as a method to expand 
their viewer audiences. DramaFever started this movement with their co-production of “Heir” 
with a Korean production company in 2013 (Acton, 2013). In 2016, Viki also started creating 
original Korean drama content with “Dramaworld” a mixed American take on Korean dramas. It 
was produced with an American, Korean, and Chinese partnership (Gordan, 2016). Both sites 
have continuing original content plans for the future.   

Netflix is also starting to invest in original Korean show content and are set to start 
filming a Korean drama this year. It is 12 episode drama series that will be adapted from a 
popular South Korean online comic. Filming starts this year in 2017 and the episodes will air in 
2018. "The Korean content category is becoming vital…it has high production value and the 
content travels," said Vivek Couto, executive director of consultants Media Partners Asia, in 
response to Netflix’s announcement of the original content. Netflix is hoping to break into 
various Asian markets with the introduction of original Korean drama content (Tan, 2017). In 
addition to the original content, “Man to Man” will be the first Korean drama to ever be 
broadcast through Netflix and will not only be available in all of the countries that Netflix 
services but will also have subtitles in over 20 different languages. In the U.S., it will be released 
in two 8-episode installments on Netflix (Oh, C., 2017). This the first step toward site wide 
licensing agreements that many viewers/users think would be beneficial for all streaming sites.  

Viki has analyzed many options for growth of their company. Viki is looking to expand 
globally, not just in Korean drama streaming. One of the founders of Viki Razmig Hovaghimian 
said, “There’s a billion people watching premium content online and 85% of what they’re 
watching is not from Hollywood. We’re going after that 85%” (Holmes, 2011). Hovaghimian 
believes that Viki’s subtitling capabilities gives the streaming site an edge over Netflix and Hulu, 
and there is room to grow a larger viewer base than Netflix and Hulu by focusing on global 
content. The number of Viki’s users is around 20 million monthly views, which the founder 
noted is growing by around 1 million per month. Viki may have the capability to compete on 
number of viewers, but the profitability and revenues would probably not be as competitive. Viki 
management has said they will always offer a free tier of content for viewers, but they have 
started looking into new business models that may be beneficial for the streaming site. One of 
Viki’s main assets that advertisers are interested in is its real-time commenting platform. This 
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allows viewers to comment while watching various content, and this platform has the ability to 
draw advertisers for contextual advertising for specific scenes in dramas (Russell, 2013).  

Limitations 
There were some limitations to this research study. This was an online, random survey, 

so it is possible that this may have limited the results. One example of this for the survey is the 
reduced number of international responses. A majority of the respondents were residing in the 
USA. While there were more international responses than I was expecting, there were no 
responses from participants in countries where Korean dramas are very popular such as Japan or 
China. This could be for a multitude of reasons like the KDRAMA subreddit not being available 
in certain countries or the fact the survey was conducted in English. This means the sample may 
not appropriately reflect the entire population. The survey was also conducted anonymously. 
While it is likely that responses are correct, there is a possibility that respondents falsely 
answered questions. Another limitation to this study is the subjective use of Likert scales. Likert 
scales may be subject to distortion for many reasons. Respondents likely based answers to 
questions on individual criteria, possibly causing inaccurate results. Respondents also may have 
avoided choosing extreme response categories. Additionally, I received some feedback about the 
lack of an “I do not know”/Not Applicable option for the Likert scale questions, especially about 
streaming preference questions. Several people said they did not know how to respond to these 
questions or just selected the neutral option for questions they did not know the answer to, which 
may have thrown off the Mean/Mode calculations that were used to analyze these statements and 
viewers’ opinions on these statements. 

Recommendations and Conclusion 
 For further research into this topic, it would be beneficial to look at Korean content 
offerings from other various countries’ perspectives. I unintentionally limited the analysis to the 
U.S.’s point of view since that is what I could see when I viewed the multiple streaming sites. 
For example, when I tried to look at Viu, the website was unavailable to users in the United 
States. It would be helpful to see what other streaming sites may be available for Korean dramas 
in other countries. Additional research focused on the pirated/unlicensed sites that still provide 
Korean drama content to viewers would also be insightful. There are arguments that Hallyu 
would not have as much international success without piracy. Fan produced subtitles provided 
free labor and free global publicity for the Korean wave and Korean dramas. Research 
examining the actual impact of the illegal sites would add to knowledge about the use of 
legitimate sites as well. 
 Overall, the results of this research help to identify details about Korean drama streaming 
sites and consumers’ perspectives towards these streaming services. With the development of 
Internet technology, the number of video on demand services has increased. There are various 
websites that offer Korean content to viewers, and these sites allow users to easily and quickly 
access Korean drama content worldwide. The streaming services provide subtitled dramas in 
many different languages that help make Korean dramas available internationally. Since 2007, 
sites like Viki, DramaFever, OnDemandKorea, etc. have been created to provide Korean drama 
viewers legal streaming alternatives to pirated, unlicensed sites. 

Based on the data collected from the survey, some insights about viewer preferences can 
be found. Survey questions identified participants’ opinions on Korean drama streaming 
services, streaming sites they used, and motivations to pay for this content. Since many of the 
streaming services that offer Korean content use a “Freemium” business model, it is important 
for the companies to understand what would motivate viewers to pay for the additional premium 
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features. The average amount the survey participants said they would pay monthly for 
subscriptions was around $8.60. Most of the subscription plans for the sites that have Korean 
dramas were below this amount. Respondents also identified that the largest motivation to pay 
for a subscription service was the ability to view content without advertisements. Another top 
motivator for both paying subscribers and people considering purchasing a subscription was 
access to premium content. Strategically placing very popular shows behind the pay wall as 
premium content in the “freemium” model would potentially motivate new users to purchase 
subscriptions.    
 In conclusion, with the increasing popularity of Korean dramas and other Korean wave 
products, it was important to examine the opportunities for online video streaming sites that air 
Korean TV content and consumer’s opinions about the services. The Korean wave has led to 
international audiences for the Korean drama content in Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and the 
Americas. Online streaming services drastically improve global accessibility and consumption of 
Korean dramas. There are still growth possibilities for these services in different countries that 
do not have access to licensed content. Services are also expanding their offerings by adding 
original Korean drama content in order to attract new audiences for their platforms. Knowledge 
about existing Korean drama content streaming providers and service offerings is important for 
future growth and expansion for Korean drama streaming and also for consumers of Korean 
dramas.     
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Appendix 
Appendix A: Korean Drama Viewer Survey 
CONSENT FORM: 
Greetings, 
We would like to invite you to participate in a survey. This study is designed to provide insight 
into why people use streaming sites to view Korean Dramas. You are being asked to participate 
in this study. If you choose to participate you will complete an electronic survey that will only 
take a few minutes to complete. 
 
Risks and Benefits: 
There are no foreseeable risks to this study. Identifying information will not be collected. This 
study may provide further insight into Korean Drama viewers, helping to identify viewer 
preferences, the best aspects of streaming sites, and how sites can improve. 
 
Right to Withdraw: 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision of whether or not to participate will not 
affect your current or future relations with Robert Morris University (RMU). You may refuse to 
participate in the study or withdraw at any time without penalty. If you decide to participate, you 
may also refuse to answer any questions throughout the survey. I understand that I am free to 
refuse to participate in this study or to withdraw at any time, by closing this window. 
 
Confidentiality/Right to Privacy: 
All information obtained from this research, including answers to questionnaires, history, or 
other findings will be kept confidential. 
 
Cost and Payment: 
There are no costs or direct compensation for participation in this study. 
 
Compensation for Injury or Illness: 
There are no anticipated risks of injury or illness associated with this study which relies on 
participants to voluntarily respond to a survey. 
 
Contact and Questions: 
The researchers conducting this study are: 
Jessica Chin – jacst66@mail.rmu.edu 
Ira Abdullah, Ph.D. – abdullahi@rmu.edu 
You are encouraged to contact any of the listed individuals if you have questions or concerns 
regarding this study. 
 
This activity has been approved by the Robert Morris University Institutional Review Board 
(IRB). This Committee administers the University policy covering the protection of human 
subjects. You can contact Robert Morris University’s IRB Committee below: 
irb@rmu.edu 
412-397-6227 Phone 
412-397-2528 Fax 
Patrick Henry 200 

mailto:abdullahi@rmu.edu
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Moon Campus 
 
* Required 
1. Do you agree to the terms and conditions of this survey and are 18 years or older? * * 
- Yes 
 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 
2. What is your gender? 
- Male 
- Female 
 
3. What is your age? 
- 18-22 
- 23-29 
- 30-39 
- 40-49 
- 50-59 
- 60 or older 
 
4. What country do you currently live in? 
__________________________________ 
 
5. What is your family background? 
- Korean or Part Korean 
- Other: 
 
6. What is your current employment status? 
- Student 
- Part Time 
- Full Time 
- Homemaker 
- Retired 
- Other: 
 
7. Have you visited Korea? 
- Yes 
- No 
 
8. Do you know the Korean language? 
- Yes 
- Currently learning the language 
- No 
 
9. If you are not from South Korea, how did you discover Korean dramas? 
- Family 
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- Friends 
- Significant Other 
- YouTube 
- Korean Music 
- Other: 
 
10. How long have you approximately been watching Korean Dramas (in years)? 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
11. How do you watch Korean content? Check all that apply. 
- DVDs 
- TV (Cable Station) 
- Online/Streaming 
- Other: 
 
12. Which method do you use most frequently? 
- DVDs 
- TV (Cable Station) 
- Online/Streaming 
- Other: 
 
13. How often do you watch Korean shows? 
- Very often (everyday) 
- Often 
- Moderately 
- Very Little 
- Rarely 
 
14. Who do you usually watch Korean dramas with? 
- Alone 
- With friends 
- With family 
- Other: 
 
STREAMING PREFERENCES 
 
15. What online streaming sites do you use to watch Korean dramas? Check all that apply. 
- DramaFever 
- Viki 
- Crunchyroll 
- Hulu 
- Netflix 
- Amazon Prime 
- YouTube 
- Other: 
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16. Which streaming site is your favorite? 
- DramaFever 
- Viki 
- Crunchyroll 
- Hulu 
- Netflix 
- Amazon Prime 
- YouTube 
- Other: 
 
17. Do you pay for a subscription for any of these streaming services? 
- Yes 
- No 
 
18. If yes, why do you have a subscription? Check all that apply. 
- HD quality content 
- No advertisements 
- Streaming to other devices 
- Access to premium content 
- Other: 
 
19. If yes, which sites do you have a subscription with? 
- DramaFever 
- Viki 
- Hulu 
- Amazon Prime 
- Netflix 
- Crunchyroll 
- YouTube 
- Other: 
 
20. What devices do you use to watch these streaming sites? 
- Tablet 
- Laptop or Desktop Computer 
- Mobile Phone 
- Chromecast/Roku Devices 
- Other: 
 
21. What type of Korean content do you watch? Check all that apply. 
- Movies 
- Variety Shows 
- Dramas 
- News 
- Other: 
 
22. What genre of shows do you watch? Check all that apply. 
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- Romantic 
- Comedy 
- Romantic comedy 
- Variety 
- Action 
- Suspense 
- Other:____________________ 
 
23. Which do you prefer to watch? 
- Completed dramas (all episodes available) 
- Dramas currently airing 
 
24. What other countries' shows do you watch? Check all that apply. 
- Japanese 
- Taiwan 
- Chinese 
- Philippines 
- Indian 
- Spanish 
- Thailand 
- United States 
- Other:____________________ 
 
25. About how much would you be willing to pay for streaming subscriptions per month? 
 
26. If you currently don't pay for a subscription service, what would motivate you to subscribe to 
one of these sites? 
- No advertisements 
- Premium content 
- Early access to content 
- Free streaming devices 
- Opportunity to win Korean pop culture prizes (i.e. trip to South Korea, concert tickets) 
- New content is only available to subscribers 
- Other:____________________ 
 
27. How do you find new Korean shows to watch? 
- www.koreandrama.org 
- Blogs 
- Streaming sites 
- YouTube 
- Social Media (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) 
- Reddit 
- Other:______________ 
 
28. Do you follow streaming sites on social media? 
- Yes 
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- No 
 
29. Do you follow Korean celebrities on social media? 
- Yes 
- No 
 
OPINIONS ABOUT STREAMING SITES 
For the following questions, please mark whether you agree or disagree with the statement (1= 
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree). 
 
30. Using these streaming sites increases my interest in Korean Dramas and other Korean TV 
content. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
31. These sites make accessing Korean Dramas easier. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
32. Using these sites increases my interest in other Korean culture (music, food, beauty, etc.) 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
33. These sites provide a community to discuss Korean culture with 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
34. I enjoy reading comments and responding to others on the discussion boards. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
35. I like the interactive nature of these streaming sites. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
36. I use these sites to learn Korean language. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
37. I would enjoy original Korean content created by the streaming site. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
The following questions are regarding your favorite streaming site you selected earlier. 
For the following questions, please mark whether you agree or disagree with the statement (1= 
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree) 
 
38. I think this site has the best user interface. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
39. This site offers the best content and shows I want to watch. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
40. This site has more content available than other sites. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
 
41. This site has a better online community. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
42. The comments and discussions are more interactive on this site. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
43. The subscription price is more reasonable. Choose option 6 if you do not have a subscription. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
44. New episodes are available faster on this site. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
45. The quality of the subtitles is better on this site. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
46. Customer service is more responsive and helpful. 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Thank you for completing this survey! 
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Abstract 
Pharmaceutical tablets are produced by a compression force that compacts powder and creates a 
solid dose. While manufacturing mainly involves the steps in the production process, the most 
important phase is the quality check. Products are inspected to ensure the proper dosage and 
content uniformity throughout the lots. However, many variables can cause a product to fail. 
While worn tooling can cause issues throughout the compression process, it was found to not 
effect weight variability in tablet production. 
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Introduction 
The average American consumes up to ten pills a day (1). In 2015 alone, U.S. companies 

had more than $415 billion in pharmaceutical sales (2). While pills can consist of either tablets or 
capsules, tablets are the most popular type of oral, solid dosing medication. Given this high 
demand, pharmaceutical companies are trying to manufacture the best product that fits their 
standards for the lowest cost (3). While there are many different features that play a role in tablet 
manufacturing, it is the relationship between the quality of the in-process materials and 
pharmaceutical characteristics that fuse together for the optimization of variables (4). The 
pharmaceutical industry uses quality as a way to assess the condition of a product. When a 
product does not meet the standard, it is considered a quality failure. Quality failures are 
inevitable, but they are something every company tries to avoid. The pharmaceutical industry is 
currently trying to determine every source that could result in a quality failure and solutions for 
these problems. 

Creation of a Tablet 
A tablet goes through four different processes before it’s considered equipped for 

purchasing: blending, granulation, compression, and coating (5). While all four steps are 
important, compression is the main focus. Not only is this where the tablet is physically 
manufactured, but it is where the most errors can occur. Most pharmaceutical tablets are created 
on rotary presses. A rotary press is a machine that allows its parts to rotate around in a circle to 
create a product. On a press used in the pharmaceutical industry, there are three main pieces of 
tooling that are used in the creation of a tablet. These pieces are an upper punch, a lower punch, 
and a die. These components work together to create the shape of the tablet and produce a solid 
product. A die, which can be seen in Figure 1, has the shape of the tablet to be created already 
stamped into. This is because as the machine rotates, powder fills the dies. To further create the 
tablet, an upper punch which can also be seen in Figure 1, is used mainly just to keep the shape 
of the tablet. The lower punch which can be seen in Figure 2, is guided by cams to push the solid 
tablet out of the die. Both the punches and the dies have their own specific place on the machine, 
and work as a set to create tablets. The upper and lower punches have their own seats that allow 
them to stay in position as the machine rotates. The dies are placed into a turret, which is a 
circular piece of metal that sits on top of the machine. A turret enables the machine to produce 
tablets at a fast rate, since it allows for multiple dies and punches to be placed in the machine at 
the same time. When the machine is powered on, it starts to rotate, causing powder to start 
flowing and filling the dies. While the machine is rotating, the punches are moving closer 
together to where they will meet in the opening of the die. However, the punches will never 
touch inside of the die. Instead, the punches compress the powder that has filled the die. To 
further compress the powder and create the strength of the tablet, the punches run under a 
pressure wheel, which applies a large amount of weight. Once the punches rotate past the 
pressure wheel, a solid tablet has been created. The machine continues to rotate as a fast pace, 
allowing hundreds to thousands of tablets to be produced in a minute. 
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Figure 1. Mechanical Drawing of an Upper Punch and Die 
 

 
Figure 2. Mechanical Drawing of a Lower Punch and Die 

 
Variation among Machines and Tooling 

In the pharmaceutical industry, there are different types of tooling that allow for assorted 
shapes and sizes of tablets. Tooling can be designed to create circular, oval, square, or even 
abnormal tablets. Along with variation in tooling, there are also different types of machines that 
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create the tooling. While these machines can be customized to best fit the needs of a company, 
there are two main types of machines used in tablet manufacturing, high speed and low speed. 
High speed machines are used more in large commercial manufacturing because they are 
designed to produce a large amount of product in fast period of time. However, not everything 
being manufactured needs to be produced in a large quantity, so some companies use a low 
speed machine in place of a high speed one. Low speed machines tend to be less expensive, and 
don’t require as much pressure to produce tablets compared to high speed machines. In addition, 
when large amounts of pressure are being used, the tooling is more likely to become damaged. 
Most companies have different sets of the same tooling, so that products that are the same size 
can be running simultaneously. While having different machines and various sets of tooling are 
all beneficial to a fast manufacturing process, they also become factors in the quality of the 
tablet.  

Literature Review 
This research reviewed the main sources of failure that can affect the quality of a tablet 

during the compression process such as tooling as a source of failure, formulation as a source of 
failure, and how formulations affect tooling. It also studied the quality assurance process to 
understand the assessment of a product and quality control.  
Quality Control 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has implemented a new system to ensure 
product quality, entitled Quality by Design (QbD) (6). The concept was developed to construct a 
complete state of control from the very beginning of a product and throughout its life cycle (7). 
The FDA introduced QbD to modernize the rules that regulate drug quality. QbD has been 
created to improve the process of identifying the quality factors: the formulation of the product, 
the design and manufacturing process, and the final product evaluation (8).  However, it 
emphasizes two main quality checks: the target product profile and the target product quality 
profile (9).  Target product profile measures whether the product has the correct amount of 
dosing and target product quality profile examines whether the product has content uniformity 
and no visual defects. Content uniformity includes tablet weight, hardness, and thickness. During 
production, these physical characteristics are checked continuously to maintain uniformity 
among the batch. At any time, if a product fails a quality check, the product can be pulled from 
production. Quality failures cost a company both time and money, so it is very important that 
operations are carefully monitored in order to meet the Acceptable Quality Limit (AQL). There 
are many reasons a product can fail AQL testing, but there are a few defects that are seen the 
most during production.  
Tooling as a Source of Failure 

Monitoring tooling is a way to understand how the condition can greatly affect the final 
product. Combinations of factors were found to affect tooling and its ability to function correctly. 
For example, handling damage, operating conditions, die wear, and punch key damage can cause 
wear to the tooling (10). In addition, there are also some effects that introduce a level of 
uncertainty such as elastic deformation of the machine parts and tilting of the punches (11). 
However, aside from these and other secondary factors there seemed to be two main factors that 
cause the most damage to tooling: compression force and aggressive formulations.  
Compression is the driving force behind tablet manufacturing. While compression is the process 
which actually creates the tablet, research shows that it also causes a significant amount of 
damage to the tooling. The amount of force being applied to compress the powder causes wear to 
the head as it rotates around the turret and is forced under the pressure wheel (12). This causes 
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the punch to lose its overall length, which is a factor in weight variation, but the compression 
force controls the weight (13). However, Nordström and Alderborn conducted an experiment to 
understand how compression actually affects the tablet tensile strength. (14) Their results 
showed that the degree of compression is almost directly related to the tensile strength of the 
tablet. Since high amounts of compression are shown to cause damage to tooling, further 
research is necessary to try and develop a way to control punch movement. Nonetheless, the 
tooling is not the only factor that can cause an issue; it can also be the formulation running on the 
machine. 
Formulation as a Source of Failure 

In tablet formulations, there are two types of ingredients; actives and excipients. Active 
ingredients are any part of the drug that is active, while excipients act as fillers to help with the 
manufacturing process. Most excipients are added in formulations to increase the flow or act as a 
lubricant. While excipients are very useful in production, they are also known to cause problems. 
Excipients have very unpredictable properties, which makes it hard to estimate how they will 
behave in a mixture with other materials (15),(16). A study conducted by Panday et al. used 
different amounts of two commonly used excipients, a surfactant and a lubricant, to examine the 
effect on the tablet hardness. The results showed that by changing the solution percentage of both 
excipients by just 1% each changed the hardness by 46% compared to the control batch. (17) 
Additionally excipients alone can easily alter the properties of the solid tablet. For example, 
adding an excipient to increase the flow can just as likely decrease the hardness of the tablet. 
Knoechel et al., discovered that when in a relationship with compression force, there were 
predictable properties of materials such as thickness and density and unpredictable properties 
such as hardness and friability (18). While there is plenty of research that deals with excipients 
and their properties, it is still unknown what specific parameters alter their behavior.  In most 
cases, excipients are very functional, but since these properties can be unpredictable, they can 
easily become a source of failure for a product. On the other end of the spectrum, formulas can 
also be very abrasive. While they have the capability to be manufactured, the end result can 
cause more harm than good.  
How Formulations Affect Tooling 

As mentioned before, the force used by the machine to compress a tablet creates wear on 
the punches. Nevertheless, when a formula is abrasive or aggressive, it can also create wear. 
Researchers Bunker, Zhang, Blanchard, and Roberts conducted a study to observe the surface 
adhesive behavior of tablet tooling using atomic force microscopy (AFM). (19) They focused on 
the roughness of the formula and how the adhesive the particles were to the faces of the punches, 
while factoring in other variables such as humidity. Their results were able to create a correlation 
between the roughness measured by AFM imaging and the adhesion force of the materials. 
While their study showed that it is possible to predict the punch face adhesion, it was not able to 
present a strong solution to the problem other than screening materials.  

Despite the fact that sometimes an abrasive formula cannot be avoided, pharmaceutical 
companies have found a few ways to try and reduce the damage. For example, if a punch tip has 
become nicked or scratched, the cracks can be buffed away. However, relying on buffing can 
change the dimensions of the cup (20). Since the tolerances are so specific, continuous buffing or 
polishing can reduce the life of the punch. Another solution to avoid the damage caused by 
buffing could be surface treatments. Surface treatments or coating the punches is a less damaging 
way to protect the tooling (21). Although, based on the data from a study done by Bejugam et al., 
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studying the effect of excipients and sticking, it was found that even using coated punches did 
not eliminate the sticking (22). 

Since these options do not always eliminate the problem, companies are still on the 
lookout for other solutions. An alternative is to keep records and create a control program for the 
tooling Punches and dies which have very tight tolerances, and research has shown that it is 
beneficial to monitor the wear on tooling over time. Since new tooling sets are very expensive, 
monitoring the tooling has shown to be a cheaper way to ensure uniformity in tablet variability 
(23). A few other advantages of this are being able to keep track of what materials may have 
caused damage 

Methodology 
After studying various sources of failure, it seemed that tooling is the factor that can be 

improved the most. Since purchasing tooling can be very expensive and most companies try to 
get as much use from a set as possible, an experiment was created to see if direct manipulation of 
the pairing of tooling affected the quality of the product. This experiment was designed to run 
tooling under normal manufacturing conditions, but to manipulate the pairing of the tooling 
dependent on the amount of wear. Tooling is designed to be assessed by measuring certain parts 
of the tool and comparing it back to the original dimensions. Punches have five different 
components that can be measured: the head, the barrel, the cup depth, the overall length, and the 
working length. Out of all five of these measurements, the working length is the most important. 
Working length of the tool is measured from the tip of the head to the deepest point of the cup. 
Referring back to Figure 1 and 2, you can see that the head of the punch is the larger part 
towards the top. The head is larger than the rest of the tooling because it keeps the tooling from 
slipping through the seat, but it is also designed to withstand the heavy amount of pressure it 
undergoes. The cup is included in the tip of the punch. The cup has the indent of the tablet to 
help in forming the shape. Over time it is assumed that the tooling, such as the head and cup will 
undergo wear, however the working length between a set of tooling should all remain very 
similar in dimension. Having a tooling set with a wide range in overall length will result in poor 
quality tablets. However, the working length is just measured based on one single punch, not the 
pair of punches that is involved in the actual manufacturing of the tablets. As mentioned before, 
the punches meet in the middle of the die to compress the tablet. If the cup depths of the two 
punches are both very worn out and deep then the tablet is going to be heavier than the average. 
On the contrary, if both cup depths are shallow then the tablet created will be lighter throwing off 
the weights.  

The experiment in design was constructed in hopes that matching the tooling with 
projected best pair would result in better tablets and prolong the lifespan of an older set of 
tooling. The tooling would be matched for three different trials: a best case scenario, a worst case 
scenario, and a random pairing. The best case scenario would pair the tooling mathematically 
using a punch with a deep cup and punch with a shallow cup, in hopes that they would cancel out 
any variation. The rest of the set was matched similarly, offsetting the opposites. The worst case 
scenario would pair the upper punch with the deepest cup and the lower punch with the deepest 
cup and work backwards so that the upper punch with the shallowest cup would be paired with 
the lower punch with the shallowest cup. The random pairing would act as a control because it is 
the most similar to the current manufacturing procedure. Presently, when setting up the machine, 
the technicians just place the tooling in the machine in no specific order.   

Before the experiment could be conducted, a set of tooling needed to be measured so that 
the pairing could occur. This was done by using a TIAS Tooling Inspection and Analysis 
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System. Once the measurements were collected, the punches were matches under two conditions: 
best case and worst case. For the random pairing, the punches were randomly distributed 
throughout the machine to get a true random case. To physically produce tablets to be tested, a 
blend of microcrystalline cellulose and magnesium stearate was created to test on the machine. 
These materials were used to ensure the formula would not affect the quality of the tablet. 
Microcrystalline cellulose is one of the most common excipients used in the pharmaceutical 
industry because of its high compaction and binding properties. Magnesium stearate was used as 
a lubricant to ensure proper flow of the powder. One kilogram of the blend was placed on a High 
Speed Stokes 328 Tablet Press for each trial. During each trial, quality control procedures were 
followed to evaluate tablets on a production scale. As tablets were being produced, they were 
tested for hardness, thickness, and weight using a system of ten counts, which means instead of 
tablets being weighed and evaluated individually, they were done in groups of ten.  

Results 
 To compare the test data, a control group was created. This control group acted as the 
standard to base the results from the test group off of, but also acted as a hypothesis for what 
should happen. The control group was created by using the measurements of the tooling that 
were to be used for the test group and manually determine what the thicknesses of the tablets 
should be if no other factors affected the process. This was done by pairing the tooling the exact 
way the tooling would be matched on the press and assigning a target thickness to the tablets. In 
this experiment, the target thickness was 0.282 inches. As mentioned before, weight, hardness 
and thickness are the three main properties of the tablet that need to stay consistent. These three 
elements are determined by not only the physical properties of the materials used, but also the 
settings on the press. Weight is controlled by a cam that can be raised or lowered to control the 
weight. Hardness and thickness are determined by the amount of pressure being placed on the 
machine. However, all three components are always predetermined, and in order for a tablet to 
pass quality, it needs to meet its set requirements.  
 The control group produced a set of data that created 45 thicknesses for each pair of 
tooling in a best case scenario. The control group was adjusted to then show the thicknesses for 
the worst case scenario and random pairing scenario. This data was then graphed using a 
histogram to display the differences between all three cases. Graph 1 displays the three cases 
simultaneously, showing how the standard deviation varies among the three groups. The standard 
deviation values represent how much variability exists among the data. The lower the value is, 
the less variability that exists. From the graph, you can see that the best case has the lowest 
standard deviation among the tablets and creates the highest peak between the three curves. For 
the best matches, the standard deviation was 0.0003666. The worst case shows the highest 
standard deviation value of 0.0005705. The curve for the worst matches has a broader base, 
which represents the higher amount of variability between the tablets. The random pairings curve 
lies between the two, but associates closer with the best case scenario and has a standard 
deviation value of 0.0003941 
 The results from the test group were then created. After running all three trials, thirty 
tablets were measured to represent three different ten counts. This data was also analyzed using a 
histogram. However, this data varied from the control group. As you can see in Graph 2, while 
the best matches still produced the best tablets, the worst matches produced better tablets than 
the random pairings. The standard deviation for the best matches was 0.001006 compared to the 
original value produced by the control group of 0.0003666. While 0.001006 is still a small value, 
it is much larger compared to the control group value. For the worst matches, the data produced a 
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standard deviation value of 0.002135. Just like the best case scenario, the test group value was 
low, but still relatively large compared to the control group value of 0.0005705. While the 
standard deviation values were expected to be higher during the test runs, the unexpected 
outcomes came from the random pairings group, which had a standard deviation value of 
0.002862. This value was expected to lie between the best and worst scenarios, but ended up 
being the highest standard deviation value, which means the produced the tablets with the largest 
variability.  

 
Graph 1. Control Group Data 

 

Graph 2. Test Group Data 
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Discussion of Results 
A theory that supports why this occurred could be because of the way the tablets were 

sampled. Each trial run, as mentioned before, had three different samples taken from each batch 
in the form of ten counts. A ten count is a series of sampling implemented to ensure quality. As 
tablets are produced, ten tablets are taken to have their weight, hardness, and thickness measured. 
In the case of the worst matches, the punches were placed in the machine in the order that would 
create the thickest tablet to the thinnest tablet. This order could have possibly eliminated the 
variability between the ten counts, compared to the matches that were randomly paired and had 
thicknesses all over the place.  
 However, while all three trials produced data that varied from the control group, the end 
result was unexpected. Each case produced tablets that would have passed the accepted quality 
limit. While each group was bound to have outliers, none of the tablets produced were outside 
the guidelines. The reason this was unexpected was because the tooling was set up to produce 
tablets that would fail, and that never occurred. This could be because of the elimination of many 
outside factors that tend to cause failure, but they needed to me minimized to focus on the main 
variable. Nonetheless, this also showed that tooling should not be the first thing considered as a 
source of failure for weight variation. While worn tooling is more likely to cause failure issues 
like picking and sticking, weight variability is presumably caused by a different factor.  

Conclusion 
With today’s technological capabilities, tablet presses are able to produce up to 500,000 tablets 
an hour. Given the large amount of product, pharmaceutical companies follow proper protocol to 
ensure that all tablets are created to the highest standard. A quality by design system has been 
created to guarantee that product passes system checks throughout the entire manufacturing 
process. These checks are necessary for any pharmaceutical company because they determine 
whether or not a product is appropriate for commercial sale and human consumption. However, 
quality validation can be very detrimental to a company when errors occur. Quality failures like 
weight variability can cause an entire lot to fail, which results in a loss for the company. After 
manual manipulation of tool pairings, it was found that worn tooling, caused by frequent use is 
not a likely cause in weight variation.  
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Abstract 
 Women’s health and reproductive rights are prominent social issues, especially as of late. 
However, there is one aspect of women’s health that is often overlooked in a social context is 
elective hysterectomies. Hysterectomies in general are thoroughly analyzed in a medical sense, 
but very little research on the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies and the women who 
receive them exists. A hysterectomy, in the most general sense, is the removal of the female 
reproductive organs. An elective hysterectomy is a hysterectomy that is not performed out of 
medical necessity but is instead elected into for various reasons such as for contraceptive 
measures, improvement of quality of life, or preventive reasons. This paper will examine elective 
hysterectomies through a social lens, exploring the social theories, structures, and institutions 
that perpetuate the current social perception of elective hysterectomies. A case study of social 
figure Angelina Jolie’s highly publicized elective hysterectomy and the social response will be 
provided. Ways in which the field and the argument of this paper could change due to medical 
and scientific advancements will also be discussed.  
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Introduction 
Background 
 Reproductive rights have long been a hot topic, especially in feminist circles. Recently, 
discussions on reproductive rights seem to have reentered the forefront of mainstream media and 
social movements, becoming highly politicized. Examples include the debates over funding for 
Planned Parenthood, contraceptive coverage under the Affordable Care Act (ACA; Obamacare) 
and the Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. case, and countless abortion-related legislation 
(Ramelb, 2013; Horwitz, 2014; Brooks, 2014; Siegel, 2007). These discussions center on 
women’s reproductive issues such as birth control, abortion, the prolife vs. prochoice rhetoric, 
etc. These are the topics with which the term reproductive rights is most often associated. 
However, reproductive rights encompass much more than just birth control and abortion. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines reproductive health as “encompassing sexual health 
and involving several affirmative goals: complete physical, mental and social well-being with 
regard to all reproductive and sexual matters; access to safe, effective, affordable and acceptable 
methods of family planning of their choice; and the ability to have a satisfying and safe sex life” 
(Petchesky, 1995, p. 154).  
 One reproductive right that would be covered under the WHO’s definition of 
reproductive health but is often left out of the conversation is that of elective hysterectomies. A 
hysterectomy, in its most basic definition, is the surgical removal of the uterus. As this paper is a 
social analysis of elective hysterectomies, it is not relevant to understand the medical intricacies 
of the actual hysterectomy procedure, at this time. As of 2004, it is estimated that nearly 600,000 
hysterectomies are performed in the United States annually (Whiteman et al., 2008). According 
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 10.4% of women who were between 
the ages of 40 and 44 in the years of 2011 through 2013 have had a hysterectomy (CDC, 2015). 
As the data suggests, hysterectomies are not an uncommon procedure. In fact, it is one of the 
more common procedures that take place in the United States. According to Sandberg, Barnes, 
and Weinstein, even back in 1985 it was “the most commonly performed major operation in the 
United States” (Sandberg, Barnes, Weinstein, & Braun, 1985, p. 1068).  
 However, it is important for the purposes of this paper to distinguish differences between 
reasons for getting hysterectomies. The most common reason people tend to associate with 
having a hysterectomy is as a treatment to fight cancer. This is what would be considered a 
reason of medical necessity, which is the main reason for a hysterectomy procedure to occur. 
According to the CDC, 96.2% of women between the ages of 15 and 44 who received a 
hysterectomy in the years spanning from 2006 to 2010 cited medical reasons (CDC, 2015). 
However, a woman can receive a hysterectomy for reasons other than medical necessity. For the 
purpose of this paper, these are what will be considered elective hysterectomies. This will 
include hysterectomies for contraceptive, quality of life, and preventative measure reasons. 
Although, as the literature will show, hysterectomies are a viable option for these reasons, only 
2.1% of women from the aforementioned CDC statistics cited having all the children they 
wanted and 1.7% cited “other” as reasons for having the procedure (CDC, 2015).  
Statement of the Problem 

The prevalence of hysterectomies in the United States is not the problem that this paper 
seeks to analyze. The problem comes in the form of the question: why aren’t elective 
hysterectomies more prevalent? The answer to this question starts to take shape when analyzing 
the overall social construct of the concepts surrounding women as reproductive objects. Elective 
hysterectomies become socially unacceptable under this construct. It creates a stigma 
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surrounding women who have had hysterectomies – both electively and non-electively – as 
lacking of their reproductive value. This paper seeks to analyze why these concepts negate 
hysterectomies as a viable option for contraceptive, quality of life, and preventative reasons as it 
relates to applicable social theories, social structures, and institutions. Essentially, this paper will 
study the reasons behind the social perceptions of women who have had elective hysterectomies.   

A case study of public figure Angelina Jolie (actress, filmmaker, humanitarian), who 
underwent an elective hysterectomy for preventative reasons, will be conducted. This will offer a 
tangible example of how these concepts play out in our society.  
Purpose and Importance of the Study 
 The social stigmas surrounding elective hysterectomies are often not talked about and 
there are very few scholarly sources that actually discuss a social analysis within this framework. 
This study seeks to bring attention to elective hysterectomies and provide a thorough analysis of 
the stigmas surrounding them under a sociological lens, thus filling this gap. Although elective 
hysterectomies are but a small segment of the whole of reproductive rights, they are no less 
important. It is important to understand the full scope of the stigmas surrounding all reproductive 
rights in order to be adequately equipped to fight for reproductive justice and, by extension, 
women’s rights as a whole. By analyzing a real-life example of a highly publicized elective 
hysterectomy, this study will place a face on the stigmas surrounding elective hysterectomies.  
Research Questions 
 The research questions presented in this paper come in two forms. The first is the 
compilation of literature that will be presented in the literature review. This compilation will 
address the social theories, social structures, and institutions that contribute to the social stigmas 
surrounding elective hysterectomies that negate their viability as a social option. The literature 
review will seek to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the risks and benefits of hysterectomies? How can they be applied to elective 
hysterectomies? 

2. What sociological theories can be applied to the stigmas surrounding elective 
hysterectomies? How do they apply? 

3. What social structures contribute to the stigmas surrounding elective hysterectomies? 
How do they perpetuate these stigmas and why? 

4. What institutions perpetuate the stigmas surrounding elective hysterectomies and why? 
The second form in which the research questions in this paper are presented is through the 
Angelina Jolie case study. The case study will seek to answer the following question: 

1. What was the social response to Angelina Jolie’s elective hysterectomy? 
Scope of the Study 
 The actual case study will analyze the connotation of online news story headlines about 
Angelina Jolie’s hysterectomy, categorizing them as positive, negative, or neutral. The study will 
then analyze the comments on these news stories, also labeling them as positive, negative, or 
neutral. Attention will be paid to the classification of comments based on the classification of the 
news story headline they are associated with. Additionally, gender of the author of the articles 
and gender of the commenters, when discernable, will also be tabulated in order to analyze if 
there is a correlation.   
Definition of Terms 
The following definitions are specifically adapted to explain their exact definitions as utilized 
within this paper.   
Hysterectomy: The surgical removal of the uterus.  
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Elective Hysterectomy: A hysterectomy conducted for reasons other than medical necessity – 
contraceptive, quality of life, and/or preventative reasons.  
Non-Elective Hysterectomy: A hysterectomy conducted out of medical necessity.  
Reproductive Rights: The right of an individual to decide all aspects of reproduction for 
themselves and have access to reproductive health and justice.  
Reproductive Health: “Encompassing sexual health and involving several affirmative goals: 
complete physical, mental and social well-being with regard to all reproductive and sexual 
matters; access to safe, effective, affordable and acceptable methods of family planning of their 
choice; and the ability to have a satisfying and safe sex life” (Petchesky, 1995, p. 154).  
Reproductive Justice: “The complete physical, mental, spiritual, political, economic, and social 
well-being of women and girls, and will be achieved when women and girls have the economic, 
social and political power and resources to make healthy decisions about our bodies, sexuality 
and reproduction for ourselves, our families and our communities in all areas of our lives (ACRJ 
2005, I)” (Price, 2010, p. 43).  
Contraceptive: Includes all methods of preventing pregnancy.  
Birth Control: Pill, shot, and intrauterine contraceptive devices.  
Quality of Life: Level of personal satisfaction with all aspects of life relating to having a uterus 
and its implications. For the purpose of this paper, it will refer to things such as having to deal 
with the nuisances of a menstrual cycle, purchasing feminine hygiene products, remembering to 
take a birth control pill, etc.  
Preventative Measures/Reasons: Steps taken to prevent possibly medical necessity such as that 
associated with cancer and the mutation of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes.  
Limitations 
 There are several limitations to this study that must be considered. The first, and possibly 
most prominent, limitation is that this is a subjective study. Analysis of the connotation of 
headlines and comments as positive, negative, or neutral will be based off of interpretation, 
rather than actual intent of the writer of the headline or comment. The second limitation is that it 
is impossible to isolate the connotation of headlines and comments from any previous 
misconceptions, biases, impressions, etc. that the author of the headline or comment may have 
already had toward Angelina Jolie or hysterectomies. The third limitation is that it will be 
impossible to assure that the connotation of headlines or comments is genuine to the writer’s 
actual beliefs and stances. This is less of a problem with categorizing the headlines than it is with 
categorizing the comments due to the prevalence of internet “trolls” – people who makes posts 
and take stances in order to incite inflammatory response, whether or not they actually agree with 
what they are posting. Finally, the fourth limitation is that of categorizing gender. The data may 
be incomplete or statistically irrelevant due to the inability to speculate on gender identity. 
Unless explicitly stated, gender information will not be obtainable. Gender classification will not 
take place based on speculative interpretation of name, profile picture, or other potentially 
ambiguous source of gender identity.  

Literature Review 
Introduction 
 Elective hysterectomies and hysterectomies in general have been largely studied as a 
medical focal point. However, analysis of elective hysterectomies in a social context has been 
less prominent. There is some existing research on the psychological effects of hysterectomies on 
the women who receive them that has been examined and included social influences for these 
effects, but the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies as their own entity has yet to be 
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exactly studied. Therefore, it is important to understand the existing literature that is applicable 
to the social analysis of elective hysterectomies, even if it is not directly related. Understanding 
the aspects of this literature as it relates to elective hysterectomies will hopefully create a basis 
for understanding and interpreting the results of the case study.  
Risks and Benefits: Technical Viability of Elective Hysterectomies 
 Although this paper is a social analysis and not a medical paper, it is important to 
understand the risks and benefits of an elective hysterectomy in a broad sense, as it applies to the 
viability of elective hysterectomies being reproductive right for women to choose.  
 A hysterectomy is a major surgery, and, as such, comes with risks just like that of any 
major surgery. These risks include, but are not limited to infection, malpractice, and 
complications related to the area of the body to which the surgery takes place in proximity. 
However, hysterectomies are one of the most common operations in the United States and also 
one of the safer major surgeries (Cole& Berlin, 1977; Bunker, 1976; Sandberg, Barnes, 
Weinstein, & Braun, 1985; Farquhar, Sadler, Harvey, & Stewart, 2005). There are two major 
types of hysterectomy operating techniques – total laparoscopic hysterectomies and total 
abdominal hysterectomies (Agarwal, Bindal, & Yadav, 2016). There are also a variety of 
different types of hysterectomies depending on the amount of the organ that is removed. 
However, while these differences to make the risks of a hysterectomy vary, all variances are still 
reportedly primarily low-risk (Brummer et al., 2011). For example, a study of TLH 
hysterectomies versus TAH hysterectomies found a 1.6% and a 4% chance, respectively, of 
major complications and 7.1% and 9.7% chance of minor complication out of a 125 sample for 
each (Agarwal, Bindal, & Yadav, 2016). TAH hysterectomies are more invasive, hence the 
increase in risk (Agarwal, Bindal, & Yadav, 2016). Most of the more common complications are 
minor, but they include febrile morbidity and hemorrhage (Easterday, Grimes, & Riggs, 1983). 
The more serious but rare complications include injury to the urinary tract sustained during 
surgery and residual ovary syndrome  (Easterday, Grimes, & Riggs, 1983). 
 Aside from the risks associated with the actual physical surgery, elective hysterectomies 
have other potential side effects, as well. The first is the finality of the procedure. Once the 
procedure takes place, a woman will never be able to reproduce again. This takes more of a 
psychological toll on women who undergo non-elective hysterectomies rather than women who 
undergo elective hysterectomies, as the later is a personal choice (Leppert, Legro, & Kjerulff, 
2007). In either case, women with pre-existing psychological problems before the surgery are at 
a higher risk for depression following the procedure (Pacey, 2011). However, women who 
undergo elective hysterectomies overwhelmingly report improvement in overall mental health 
(Carlson, Miller, & Fowler, 1994; Vandyk, Brenner, Tranmer, & Van Den Kerkhof, 2011).  In a 
study conducted by Vandyk, Brenner, Tranmer, and Van Den Kerkhof (2011), 36 percent of 
respondents noted depressive symptoms before they underwent an elective hysterectomy, but 
only 22 percent reported depressive symptoms after the procedure. Additionally, 15% of these 
respondents reported depressive symptoms at both points (before and after), which leads to cause 
to assume that the procedure in itself is unrelated to the depressive symptoms and only 6% of 
respondents had reported developing depressive symptoms after the operation (Vandyk, Brenner, 
Tranmer, & Van Den Kerkhof, 2011). 
 Another risk of an elective hysterectomy is surgical menopause. Pre-menopausal women 
who undergo a hysterectomy will end up enduring a surgical menopause, which is like regular 
menopause but will onset quickly following the procedure (Farquhar, Sadler, Harvey, & Stewart, 
2005; Pacey, 2011).  Unfortunately, due to the lack of a uterus mitigating the need for the uterus 
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thickening preventative progesterone that is present in most menopausal treatments, common 
treatment options for menopause are not viable for women who have undergone a hysterectomy 
(Pacey, 2011). However, there are many alternative options to help with menopausal symptoms 
for women in this situation (Sherwin & Gelfand, 1985; Watts, Notelovitz, Timmons, Addison, 
Wiita, & Downey, 1995; Kadri, Hassan, Al-Fozan, & Hajeer, 2009). Also due to this, pre-
menopausal women who have a hysterectomy may notice dryness or vaginal thinness during 
intercourse – both of which can be treated using lubricants, creams or a variety of other 
treatments (Pacey, 2011).  Earlier onset of menopause has also been linked to increased risk of 
developing cardiovascular disease (Farquhar, Sadler, Harvey, & Stewart, 2005; Shuster, Rhodes, 
Gostout, Grossardt, & Rocca, 2010). This is a significant risk o f an elective hysterectomy, as 
cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death for women (Farquhar, Sadler, Harvey, & 
Stewart, 2005).  
 Overall, it is important to understand that due to the medical nature of hysterectomies, 
risks are highly subjective to the person and the situations surrounding the operation.  
 There are many benefits to receiving a hysterectomy, as well. Benefits are especially 
prevalent for premenopausal women.  

It is logical to assume that elective hysterectomies have beneficial merit as a 
contraceptive method. A hysterectomy generally offers complete protection against pregnancy, 
as pregnancy cannot occur without the reproductive organs (Atkinson & Chappell, 1972). 
However, it is important to note that complete protection against pregnancy as a result of a 
hysterectomy varies based on the type of hysterectomy. Any type of hysterectomy eliminates the 
chances of childbearing, but a woman who does not have her ovaries removed as a part of the 
procedure could potentially develop an ectopic pregnancy – pregnancy that develops outside of 
the uterus (Brown, Burrows, & Todd, 2002; Fylstra, 2010; Binder, 2003; Fader, Mansuria, 
Guido, & Wiesenfeld, 2007). The occurrence of an ectopic pregnancy after hysterectomy is 
extremely rare, though (Brown, Burrows, & Todd, 2002; Fylstra, 2010). Overall, for women who 
either do not desire to have children or have already had all the children they want, an elective 
hysterectomy is a viable choice for contraceptive measures.  
 Another benefit of an elective hysterectomy is the elimination of the menstrual cycle. 
Benefits reaped from eliminating the menstrual cycle are both cost and convenience related 
(Easterday, Grimes, & Riggs 1983). In both of these ways, elective hysterectomies become 
viable for quality of life reasons (Easterday, Grimes, & Riggs, 1983). Women who undergo an 
elective hysterectomy wouldn’t have to worry about the inconvenience related to personal care 
during menstruation, such as changing tampons and dealing with PMS symptoms. They also do 
not have to worry about the costs related to menstrual cycles, which the Huffington Post reports 
at about $18,000 over the span of a lifetime – including costs for tampons, birth control, and 
PMS treatments (Kane, 2015).  
 Additional benefits of an elective hysterectomy include reports of increased mood and 
sexual desire (Haslett, 2010; Pacey, 2011; Carlson, Miller, & Fowler, 1994; Vandyk, Brenner, 
Tranmer, & Van Den Kerkhof, 2011; Farrell & Kieser, 2000; Helström, Lundberg, Sörbom, & 
Bäckström, 1993; Katz, 2003; Vomvolaki, Kalmantis, Kioses, & Antsaklis, 2006; Katz, 2002). 
Increase in mood and sexual desire due to having a hysterectomy are related to increase in 
quality of life, removal of menstrual cycle and symptoms, and lack of concern regarding 
unwanted pregnancy, among many other reasons (Pacey, 2011; Katz, 2002; Haslett, 2010; 
Carlson, Miller, & Fowler, 1994; Vandyk, Brenner, Tranmer, & Van Den Kerkhof, 2011; Farrell 
& Kieser, 2000). It is important to note that some increase in sexual desire following a 
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hysterectomy is related to treatments use for the resulting surgical menopause, as some of the 
hormones involved in these treatments have been shown to increase sexual desire and libido 
(Sherwin, Gelfand, & Brender, 1985).  
 A not so commonly thought of or known benefit to an elective hysterectomy is the 
chances for improved cognitive and memory functions. An elective hysterectomy allows for 
women and their physicians to know when menopause is going to begin. This allows for a small 
window of opportunity during the beginning of menopause to be identified where estrogen 
treatments, typically used to treat menopause, can be administered (Philips & Sherwin, 1992; 
Sherwin, 2005). If this window of opportunity is identified, studies have found that if estrogen is 
administered within this time frame it can protect and improve cognition and memory function 
(Sherwin, 2005).  
 Overall, the risks versus benefits considerations for an elective hysterectomy are a very 
personal decision and should be considered on an individual basis. There are some risks and 
benefits that may not apply to everyone or may apply but don’t whole the same weight to a 
particular individual that they would to someone else. However this is a decision that should be 
left up to the woman to make for herself and not for society to dictate, as the following sections 
will outline.  
Social Theories 
 Social theories provide a framework for explaining why social structures and institutions 
that perpetuate social perceptions exist. For the topic of elective hysterectomies, there are two 
key social theories that apply. The first is feminist theory, through which the whole framework 
of social perceptions of elective hysterectomies will be analyzed. The second is benevolent 
sexism theory, which explains the social expectations placed on women.  
 Feminist theory is rooted in the study of gender inequality, and is thus applicable to the 
study of the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies as an issue that affects women, 
specifically. Therefore, it is important to understand feminist theory is applicable to elective 
hysterectomies in order to understand they reasons for the social perceptions of elective 
hysterectomies. It is also important, as the entire social analysis of this paper is done through a 
feminist theory lens. 

There are generally five aspects that are required to classify a study under a feminist 
theory lens  - (1) gender and inequality, (2) experience, (3) reflexivity, (4) participatory methods, 
and (5) activism (Taylor, 1998). Feminist theories and studies focus on on actual human 
experience and the implications of such experiences (Binion, 1995, p. 512). By nature, feminist 
theory and studies are, therefore, usually intertwined and related with social, political, and 
economic issues and movements (Binion, 1995, p. 512)  

As a sexual and reproductive health right, elective hysterectomies can be considered 
centrally important to the health outcomes for women (Sen & Govender, 2015, p. 228; 
McCarthy, Murphy, & Loughrey, 2008). Therefore, health system reform is pivotal in advancing 
the access to sexual and reproductive health rights (Sen & Govender, 2015). “While gender-
based inequalities in access to and control over resources clearly underlie women’s poor health 
care access, regressive health financing reforms have worked to further disempower women and 
limit their access to health care (Ravindran & de Pinho, 2005; WHO, 2010a)” (Sen & Govender, 
2015, p. 231). In other words, financing reproductive health rights is an important aspect of 
health care for the marginalized group of women as a whole, and this would include elective 
hysterectomies (McCarthy, Murphy, & Loughrey, 2008). However, rather than healthcare reform 
for women, reproductive healthcare rights have been under assault since the Roe vs. Wade era 
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(Fried, 2013). “There is widespread acknowledgement that while abortion rights have been in the 
forefront, the conservative agenda is challenging all aspects of women’s human rights and the 
ability to control their lives” (Fried, 2013, p. 12-13). However, “a lack of agreement over 
priorities and strategies” within the reproductive rights movement, “weakens the ability both to 
withstand the attacks and to be proactive” (Fried, 2013, p. 12). Therefore, feminist theory applies 
to elective hysterectomies as it is relevant to the current economic, social, and political issues 
prominent in today’s society that marginalize women and their experiences.  
 Benevolent sexism is “an ideology that highly reveres women who conform to traditional 
gender roles” (Huang, Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016, p. 970). One of the main gender roles 
that benevolent sexism applies to is the ability to reproduce and the act of participating in 
motherhood (Huang, Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016, p. 970). Benevolent sexism actually can 
cost women their reproductive rights by placing them on pedestals only when they conform to 
the stereotypical gender roles and expectations and reproduce and become mothers (Huang, 
Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016, p. 970). Due to the nature of rewarding women who meet the 
social standards of what a woman is “good” for, benevolent sexism is “cloaked in superficially 
positive tone” and, therefore, “inherently restrictive” (Huang, Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016, 
p. 970). In other words, benevolent sexism is a form of oppression of women that presents itself 
in a positive manner but perpetuates “patronizing attitudes toward women who conform to 
traditional roles” (Hammond & Overall, 2013, p. 212). 

One of the traditional gender roles that benevolent sexism rewards is motherhood. 
“Motherhood is often regarded as an essential component of being a woman (e.g., see Horton, 
Fisher, & Rowe, 2009)” (Huang, Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016, p. 970). Therefore, when a 
woman decides not to become a mother, cannot become a mother, and especially when a woman 
takes steps to prevent becoming a mother, she is punished under benevolent sexism by basically 
being seen as un-whole or even damaged – not a woman (Chrisler, Gorman, Marván, & 
Johnston-Robledo, 2014). Therefore, it is safe to say that benevolent sexism is the root cause for 
negative social perceptions of women who undergo elective hysterectomies, as they are 
removing their ability to adhere to the gender stereotypes that benevolent sexism rewards.  
 When it comes to elective hysterectomies as a reproductive right, there isn’t much 
analytical material that exists – especially not analyzed under the lens of benevolent sexism. 
Chrisler, Gorman, Marván and Johnston-Robledo did conduct a study in 2014 that included 
collecting data on perceptions of women who had had a hysterectomy and the prevalence of 
benevolent sexism of the respondents. The results yielded that women who had undergone a 
hysterectomy procedure were seen in a more negative light, especially when compared with 
women who were new mothers or who were pregnant (Chrisler, Gorman, Marván, & Johnston-
Robledo, 2014, p. 648-49). In the study, women who underwent a hysterectomy were even 
described as “cowardly” (Chrisler, Gorman, Marván, & Johnston-Robledo, 2014, p. 648). The 
results of the study can be attributed to what is known as the “motherhood mandate,” which 
dictates that women must have children in order to be complete as a woman (Russo, 1976). 
Although the motherhood mandate is a term that was coined over four decades ago, it is still an 
expectation that is held today (Hall, 2008).  
 However, although there is a lack of materials on elective hysterectomies, due to the 
merits of benevolent sexism, it is possible to apply many of the same frameworks and results that 
are used to analyze abortions to elective hysterectomies. If you remove the portion of the debate 
about abortions that discusses when life is considered to begin, both abortions and elective 
hysterectomies go against the traditional gender roles that benevolent sexism values of women as 
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a reproductive object and motherhood. Women who have elected to have abortions, therefore 
rejecting - albeit temporarily – the role of motherhood often receive strong criticism for their 
choices (Osborne & Davies, 2009, 2012).  Evidence of this is widely available even in current 
events with topics such as the defunding of Planned Parenthood and even presidential campaign 
statements suggesting women should be punished for receiving abortions. “The abortion debate 
is, for the general public, partially about the appropriate roles of women [in society]” (Cook, 
Jelen, & Wilcox, 1992, p. 80). Since abortion is a temporary rejection of motherhood and an 
elective hysterectomy as a form of reproductive rights is permanent, it would stand to reason that 
women who elect for this procedure are faced with the same stigmas under benevolent sexism. 
Having a hysterectomy as a form of reproductive rights eliminates the worth of a woman as a 
reproductive object. In fact, pregnant women and mothers were found to be rated more 
positively, seen as more complete, and allotted more respect than women who have received 
hysterectomies or were in the post-menopausal stages of their lives (Chrisler, Gorman, Marván, 
& Johnston-Robledo, 2014). 
 Overall, feminist theory applies to the analysis of social perceptions of elective 
hysterectomies based on the five characteristics necessary for feminist analysis. Benevolent 
sexism theory thoroughly and logically explains why the negative perceptions of elective 
hysterectomies would exist on the basis of traditional gender roles and women’s worth being 
solely linked to their value as reproductive and maternal objects rather than individuals.  
Social Structures 
 The United States is a patriarchal society. Some may argue that the world is generally a 
patriarchal society (Lerner, 1986). There are also many different definitions used to describe and 
define patriarchy (Beechey, 1979). However, the one theme that these definitions all have in 
common is that patriarchy constitutes the oppression of women and, therefore, creates women as 
a marginalized class (Eisenstein, 1977, Beechey, 1979; Walby, 1989; Lerner, 1986). An analysis 
on all of the different components and facets of patriarchy would be a paper in of itself, so for the 
purpose of this portion of the literature review, focus will be placed on how the patriarchal 
society is a structure that keeps the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies in place.  
 Again, as with benevolent sexism, there is not much research on how patriarchy directly 
affects elective hysterectomies. However, we do know that as a women’s right, elective 
hysterectomies and women who undergo elective hysterectomies are oppressed by the patriarchy 
(Dell & Papaguiannidou, 1999). A study conducted in Greece by Dell and Papagiannidou (1999) 
sought to find how the experiences of 10 women post-hysterectomy were related to patriarchal 
discourse. It was a qualitative interview study that found that post-operation women tended to 
fall into the stereotype of the post-hysterectomized woman (Dell & Papaguiannidou, 1999). The 
stereotype of the post-hysterectomized woman is that of  “depressed with poor self-image and 
decreased sexual functioning” (Cohen, Hollingsworth, & Rubin, 1989, p. 53). It is the patriarchal 
society that perpetuates this stereotype as a way to reinforce benevolent sexism, as women who 
have hysterectomies no longer conform to the patriarchal societal expectation of the feminine 
role, which “emphasizes satisfactory sexual functioning, fertility and childcare”  (Dell & 
Papaguiannidou, 1999, p. 392). Additional scholars have postulated that it is the oppression of 
the patriarchal society that causes some of the psychological distress faced by women who have 
received hysterectomies, as they internalize the expectations (Le Cornu, 1999).  
 It is also the patriarchal structure of society that limits the bodily autonomy of women. 
The subject of bodily autonomy is often brought up in discussions of abortion rights. However, it 
aptly applies to elective hysterectomies, as well, since, like an abortion, it is a medical procedure 
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that affects a woman’s body directly, but that she has a choice in making. Elective 
hysterectomies are an issue of bodily autonomy as bodily autonomy is especially important to 
reproductive rights due to the “tremendous impact pregnancy and childbearing have on a 
woman’s body” (Taub, 1999, p. 455).  It is due to the concepts of bodily autonomy and 
patriarchy in regards to hysterectomies that we see events such as the Irish Hysterectomy 
scandal, where a male doctor was deemed justified in performing hysterectomies on multiple 
without the consent of the individuals under the guise of medical necessity, which was then later 
found to not be the case (McCarthy, Murphy, & Loughrey, 2008). Rothman (1994) argues in 
Beyond Mothers and Fathers: Ideology in a Patriarchal Society that due to the presence of a 
patriarchal society women are not even considered full citizens, and, as such, that is why they do 
not have the same level of bodily autonomy and integrity as men, especially in regards to sexual 
and reproductive processes. This lack of bodily autonomy for women is largely evidenced in the 
presence of legislation, laws, and regulations that limit what women can and cannot do with their 
bodies (Berkley Journal of Gender Law, 1990; Feminist Legal Analysis and Sexual Autonomy, 
1999).  “There is widespread acknowledgement that while abortion rights have been in the 
forefront, the conservative agenda is challenging all aspects of women’s human rights and the 
ability to control their lives” (Fried, 2013, p. 12-13).  The patriarchal society as a whole utilizes 
laws and regulations to reinforce privilege and benevolent sexism, maintain control, and devalue 
women’s abilities to make decisions for themselves. One of the common arguments towards not 
allowing elective hysterectomies is if the woman changes her mind later and decides she wants 
to have children. However, this just reinforces benevolent sexism by placing so much emphasis 
on traditional gender roles of women as reproductive objects and of the value of motherhood 
(Huang, Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016). This also takes away bodily autonomy by allowing 
societal confidence in women being able to make these decisions for themselves and having to 
live with the repercussions of their own decision later in life if they do end up changing their 
minds. Another common argument against elective hysterectomies is similar to an argument 
against abortions - women who have fully functioning reproductive organs should be grateful, as 
there are women who don’t have the ability to reproduce, but would like to have children. Again, 
this is another socially constructed perception based on benevolent sexism and the value it places 
on reproduction and motherhood, as it eliminates the idea of bodily autonomy by leveraging one 
women’s experiences, wants, and desires against that of another woman who should have her 
own bodily autonomy motherhood (Huang, Davies, Sibley, & Osborne, 2016). 
 Overall, the patriarchal society is the social structure through which the social theories 
are applicable. The gender inequality and oppression of women, especially as it perpetuates the 
social perceptions of elective hysterectomies qualifies it for analysis under a feminist theory lens. 
The inherent nature of patriarchal society also supports the perpetuation of benevolent sexism 
and, thus, the limitation of bodily autonomy rights for women, which are important to women 
being able to elect to have hysterectomies in the first place.  
Institutions 
 There are multiple institutions in society that perpetuate the social perceptions 
surrounding elective hysterectomies. Arguably, they are all rooted in the existence of monetary 
structures, with the two largest institutions being capitalism and healthcare.  
 Capitalism is intrinsically linked to feminism, as it is mutually dependent on the existence 
of patriarchy (Eisenstein, 1977, p. 3). Therefore a capitalist society, rooted in the basis of 
existing for-profit, will be more than willing to extort the needs of women in order to make 
money (Gibson-Graham, 1997). Hysterectomies eliminate the need for many products that 
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women are otherwise tethered to simply by having reproductive organs. These are products such 
as feminine hygiene products (tampons, pads, etc.), birth control methods, condoms, heating 
pads, and PMS alleviating medications (Kane, 2015). All of these products are directly related to 
caring for situations that arise solely from having female reproductive organs – which means a 
menstrual cycle and reproductive capability. Since all of these products cost money, the 
existence of the uterus is directly responsible for fostering whole money making industries.  An 
article by the Huffington Post reported that a woman will spend around $18,000 on personal care 
related to menstrual cycles in her lifetime (Kane, 2015). The feminine hygiene products market 
alone is a 43 billion dollar industry, and the market has a projected growth rate of 6.1% over the 
next 5 years (Padmanabhan, 2016). The birth control market in the U.S. is reported as worth 
around 20 billion dollars in 2016 and is projected to reach nearly 30 billion by the year 2022 
(Grand View Research, 2016). Therefore, if elective hysterectomies become a common practice, 
it could directly and negatively affect the profitability of whole markets. Unfortunately, there is 
no available data on the level of impact elective hysterectomies becoming a viable and socially 
acceptable choice would have on these markets. However, it stands to reason that capitalists do 
not want to face such a threat. Therefore, the patriarchal nature of capitalism will continue to 
reinforce the existence of benevolent sexism and social perceptions of elective hysterectomies 
(Eisenstein, 1977, p. 3).  
 Another large industry that would be greatly impacted financially by elective 
hysterectomies would be the cancer industry. While people don’t usually like to think of such an 
industry in terms of profitability, there is no denying that the cancer industry, in general, is 
highly profitable. The industry, overall, generates over100 billion dollars per year (Luther, 
2013). Hysterectomies becoming more commonplace could significantly decrease the incident 
levels of ovarian, uterine, and other types of associated cancers, as it is already a preventative 
measure used for people who test positive for BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene mutation genetic 
dispositions making them more susceptible to such cancers (Schrag, Kuntz, Garber, & Weeks, 
2000; Metcalfe et al., 2008; Kauff et al., 2008; Rebbeck et al., 2002; King, Marks, & Mandell, 
2003). Ovarian cancer in itself is the fifth deadliest cancer for women (Erekson, Martin, & 
Ratner, 2013). There are already medical conspiracy theories surrounding the cancer industry, 
specifically in reference to the existence of a cure that is being kept secret in order to keep the 
industry from collapsing (Oliver & Wood, 2014; Regleson, 1980). On survey resulted in a 37% 
“agree” response out of a sample of 1,351 respondents that they buy into the conspiracy theory 
that “the Food and Drug Administration is deliberately preventing the public from getting natural 
cures for cancer and other diseases because of pressure from drug companies” (Oliver & Wood, 
2014). Granted, conspiracy theories are just that for a reason and can’t be proven. However, the 
fact that such theories exist and are largely bought into may provide some evidence to the idea 
that information on the viability of elective hysterectomies may be suppressed by the capitalistic 
society.  
 Healthcare coverage is another institution that perpetuates social perceptions of elective 
hysterectomies. Simply being a female – a gender minority – is considered a preexisting 
condition within healthcare and increases the cost of and changes of losing healthcare coverage 
(Mayer et al., 2008; Merzel, 2000; Dunlop, Manheim, Song, & Chang, 2002). Part of this is 
contributed to the fact that women in general use more healthcare services (Bertakis et al., 2000). 
However, in direct comparison after controlling for factors such as health status, 
sociodemograhics, and location, women have still been found to pay more for healthcare services 
(Bertakis et al., 2000). Under the Affordable Care Act, it became illegal for healthcare 
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companies to charge women more than men, simply for being women (Rimler, 2016). Women 
were originally charged more for healthcare under the justifications that they have doctors visits 
more frequently, live longer, seek more preventative care, and go through pregnancy and birth 
(Rimler, 2016; Bertakis et al., 2000). This is yet another example how the patriarchal society 
holds influence over women’s reproductive and healthcare rights through laws, legislation, and 
regulations. Finally, healthcare perpetuates the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies by 
limiting access to such surgeries. Hysterectomies are one of the most commonly performed 
surgeries, but they are usually only performed with some type of medical basis or justification 
(Whiteman et al., 2008; CDC, 2015; Sandberg, Barnes, Weinstein, & Braun, 1985). A truly 
elective hysterectomy without any medical basis – so, simply for contraceptive and/or quality of 
life reasons – would be difficult to have done, and would definitely not be covered by insurance, 
as it would be considered elective surgery, much like cosmetic surgery (Araujo, 2016). It’s not 
that a truly elective hysterectomy is impossible to come by, but finding a doctor willing to 
perform the procedure would also difficult, especially for younger patients who are inquiring.  
 The institution that are in place perpetuate and reinforce the social theories and structures 
that negate elective hysterectomies as a viable option for women. Elective hysterectomies could 
directly negatively impact these institutions, which is why they will continue to perpetuate the 
negative social perceptions of elective hysterectomies and women who have them. In a capitalist 
society, money is the key motivating factor, so anything that would threaten profit margins will 
be seen as unacceptable.  
Conclusion 
 There are many factors that can influence the social perceptions of elective 
hysterectomies. Feminist and benevolent sexism theories provide a framework for analyzing the 
social reactions to elective hysterectomy procedures, while patriarchy and benevolent sexism 
explain the societal structures that cause these reactions and perceptions to occur. Finally, our 
capitalist society along with our healthcare system, as influenced by the patriarchy serve to 
perpetuate the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies. All of these factors work together to 
influence the fact that elective hysterectomies are not currently socially accepted as a viable 
option for women to make as a choice solely on their own.  

Case Study 
Overview 
 This study is designed to analyze the social response to a high-profile elective 
hysterectomy. It will quantify qualitative data based on the connotation of discussions 
surrounding Angelina Jolie’s elective hysterectomy. Angelina Jolie was chosen as the subject for 
this case study because her hysterectomy has been the most publicized elective hysterectomy – in 
accordance to the definition outlined for this paper – to date.  
 In 2013, Angelina Jolie went public with the information that she tested positive for the 
BRCA1 gene (Dean, 2015). This test result signifies a significant increase in the likelihood that a 
woman will develop breast and/or ovarian cancer within her lifetime (Jolie, 2013). Upon 
receiving these test results, Angelia Jolie opted to undergo a preventative double mastectomy, 
citing family history as a major motivating factor (Jolie, 2013). Two years later, Jolie informed 
the public that she had decided to also have her ovaries and fallopian tubes removed  - a partial 
hysterectomy - as another preventative measure (Jolie, 2015). Again, the medical technicality of 
it being a partial hysterectomy is irrelevant to the purpose of this research. The relevant factor is 
that even this partial hysterectomy removed the ability for Angelina Jolie to reproduce. Jolie did 
not have to undergo a hysterectomy. That is to say that there was no medical necessity for the 
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surgery. She, instead, decided to partake in an elective hysterectomy, as defined in this paper, for 
preventative reasons related to her susceptibility to potentially develop cancer later in life. Jolie 
even wrote, “A positive BRCA test does not mean leap to surgery. I have spoken to many 
doctors, surgeons and naturopaths. There are other options. … There is more than one way to 
deal with any health issue” (Jolie, 2015).  
 Jolie’s decision to have an elective hysterectomy, just as with her double mastectomy, 
was highly publicized. While her decision was met with much support, she was also faced with 
judgment and backlash for her decision, as well. The most high profile negative response to 
Jolie’s elective hysterectomy came from Katie Hopkins – a reality television personality and 
columnist. Hopkins posted on social media site Twitter saying, “Angelina Jolie. Smug doesn’t 
even come close. Curating her organs to maximize [sic] life expectancy. What’s next fag ash lil? 
Your lung?” (Greenway, 2015). The message was meant to criticize and shame Jolie for 
sacrificing her reproductive capability in an elective hysterectomy as a preventative measure 
despite the existence of pictures of Jolie smoking cigarettes (Greenway, 2015).  

This case study will quantify the qualitative responses to Angelina Jolie’s decision to 
have an elective hysterectomy in an effort to depict the way social stigmas surrounding elective 
hysterectomies manifest in real life. In the end, when coupled with the provided literature 
review, the case study will hopefully provide a framework with which to understand the negative 
stigmas surrounding elective hysterectomies, such as that depicted by Katie Hopkins.  
Methodology 
 In order to provide a concrete example of the social stigmas around elective 
hysterectomies, a case study of Angelina Jolie’s surgery has been conducted. This study takes 
two approaches to analyzing the social response to this highly publicized elective hysterectomy. 
First, it analyzes the headlines of online news articles related to Angelina Jolie’s elective 
hysterectomy. The headlines are separated into three categories based on their connotation: 
positive, negative, and neutral. Next, the comments sections of these articles are subjected to the 
same evaluation. Each comment is categorized as positive, negative, or neutral. Comments that 
are unrelated to the article or are directed toward another poster rather than Angelina Jolie and 
her elective hysterectomy – the content of the article – or are a critique of Angelina Jolie for 
reasons unrelated to the hysterectomy have been excluded from the data pool due to their 
statistical irrelevance to this study.  
 After the data has been collected and categorized, it will be analyzed for correlation 
between the connotation of the article headline and connotation of the comments. An analysis of 
correlation between connotation of headlines and comments and gender the their respective 
writers will also be conducted.  
Procedure 
 This study utilizes an Informational Retrieval (IR) system to retrieve articles relating to 
Angelina Jolie and her hysterectomy.  An IR system was selected as the most applicable method 
of qualitative data retrieval due to the nature of the purpose of an IR system. According to Joon 
Ho Lee, Won Yong Kin, Myoung Ho Kim, and Yoon Joon Lee: 

Information Retrieval (IR) systems represent, store and retrieved the input information, 
which is likely to include the natural language text of documents or of document excerpts 
and abstracts [Bart85]. The output of IR systems in response to a search request consists 
of references. These references are intended to provide the system users with the 
information about items of potential interest. A major role of IR systems, however, is not 
just to generate a set of relevant references, but to help determine which documents are 
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most likely to be relevant to the given requirements. IR systems should present to users a 
sequence of documents ranked in decreasing order of query-document similarities. Users 
are able to minimize their time spend to find useful information by reading the top-ranked 
documents first. (Lee, Kim, Kim, & Lee, 1993, p. 291) 

For this paper, Google was the IR system of choice due to its popularity as the go-to search 
engine. However, in order to circumvent Google’s PageRank algorithm, Boolean operators were 
utilized (Brin & Page, 1998; Lee, Kim, Kim, & Lee, 1993). Boolean operators are effective in 
doing this as “document ranking is not supported and similarity coefficients cannot be computed 
between queries and documents” (Lee, Kim, Kim, & Lee, 1993, p. 291). The following are the 
search criteria input utilized to find the articles used for this study: 
 
SEARCH TERM # OF RESULTS 
Angelina Jolie AND hysterectomy 209 
"Angelina Jolie" AND  “hysterectomy" 132 
Angelina Jolie AND ovaries 160 
"Angelina Jolie" AND "ovaries" 159 
Angelina Jolie AND ovarian 145 
"Angelina Jolie" AND "ovarian" 371 
Angelina Jolie AND uterus 124 
"Angelina Jolie" AND "uterus" 136 
Angelina Pitt AND hysterectomy 175 
"Angelina Pitt" AND "hysterectomy" 17 
Angelina Pitt AND uterus 61 
"Angelina Pitt" AND "uterus" 20 
Angelina Pitt AND ovaries 143 
"Angelina Pitt" AND "ovaries" 45 
Angelina Pitt AND ovarian 148 
"Angelina Pitt" AND "ovarian" 42 
Angelina Pitt AND fallopian 159 
"Angelina Pitt" AND "fallopian" 23 
Angelina Jolie AND fallopian 151 
"Angelina Jolie" AND "fallopian" 149 
TOTAL # OF RESULTS 2569 
 
  After the articles were found, qualitative analysis of the top 200 article headlines as well 
as the accompanying article comments was conducted. Data was input into a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet for classification of positive, negative, or neutral connotation as well as gender 
affiliation. Once classification was complete, correlation analysis was conducted using Microsoft 
Excel’s regression analysis feature. Correlation between connotation of headline and connotation 
of associated comments and connotation of comments and gender of commenter was examined. 
Percentage analysis was also performed to interpret the results of the case study.  
Researcher’s Role 
 The role of the researcher is to quantify qualitative data regarding the social perceptions 
around elective hysterectomies. The researcher will classify information based on perceived 
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connotation. The researcher will then explore potential correlations using regression analysis of 
the qualitative data as well as percentage analysis. The researcher will ultimately apply and 
connect the statistical data to the theoretical analysis provided in the literature review.  
Data Collection 
 Data was collected through the use of an IR system and implementation of Boolean 
operators. Google was the IR system of choice. The search results, as well as the affiliated 
comments in the comment sections of article pages, are the qualitative data that was meant to be 
collected. The data was then classified and given quantitative meaning based on classification.  
Data Analysis 
 Data analysis will be conducted using Microsoft Excel regression analysis. Statistical 
significance of results will be evaluated via t-coefficients and p-value of each coefficient. 
Goodness of fit for the whole regression model will also be considered and evaluated using R-
Square, F-Value, and Significance F results.   
 Additionally, percentage analysis of number of negative/positive/neutral articles and 
comments will also be provided along with associated gender percentages. 
Ethical Considerations 
 There are no foreseeable ethical considerations or risks associated with this study. All 
information and data retrieved for the study is part of public domain. Despite information being 
public domain, no names of article authors or commenters will be directly affiliated with this 
study or provided. However, titles of articles as they are presented in the Microsoft Excel data 
sheet may make it easy to find this information. For this reason, only the tabulated statistical 
results are provided in this paper.  

Results 
 The results of the case study answer the research question: What was the social response 
to Angelina Jolie’s elective hysterectomy? To find this answer, the connotation of the top 200 
internet articles about Angelina Jolie’s hysterectomy and the articles’ accompanying comments 
sections were analyzed as categorized as positive, negative, or neutral (irrelevant). The reason 
this analysis was chosen to answer the research question is that it quantifies the social reactions 
towards a woman (Angelina Jolie) receiving an elective hysterectomy. The numbers then reflect 
the overall social perception of women who undergo an elective hysterectomy.  

First, analysis of the titles of the top 200 Internet articles about Angelina Jolie and her 
hysterectomy was completed. The titles were categorized as positive, negative, or neutral in 
connotation. The results yielded that there were 36 positive, 17 negative, and 147 neutral article 
titles. These results were not surprising as journalism standards usually dictate that headlines are 
supposed to be unbiased.  
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Next, out of the 200 articles examined, the number of articles that actually received 
comments was counted. Overall, there were 72 articles that had comments. This became the 
sample size for the comment connotation analysis. The 128 articles that were eliminated from 
this portion of the analysis due to not having comments to be analyzed were this way for two 
different reasons: either (1) the article did not have a comments section through which readers 
could post, or (2) the article did have a comments section/option, but no readers had elected to 
post.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After finding how many articles had comments sections to be analyzed, each individual 

comment, of which there were 9,833 in total, was analyzed and determined to have a positive, 
negative, or neutral (irrelevant) connotation towards Angelina Jolie’s decision to elect to have a 
hysterectomy. Overall, there were 3,370 positive comments, 2,539 negative comments, and 
3,924 neutral (irrelevant) comments. Positive comments were categorized as such if the 
connotation of the post was, at the very least, able to be perceived as accepting of Angelina 
Jolie’s decision to choose an elective hysterectomy. Many of these comments included posts 
commending her for her bravery, thanking her for becoming a public figurehead for this issue, 
and/or expressing admiration for her decision. Negative comments were categorized as such if 
the connotation was, at the very least, able to be perceived as unaccepting of Angelina Jolie’s 
decision to choose an elective hysterectomy and/or if the comment reduced Angelina Jolie to a 
sexual and/or reproductive object and only focused on how her hysterectomy impacted her in 
that way. The negative comments were generally easy to identify, as the tended to usually take 
the form of personal attacks towards Angelina Jolie. Many of these comments included posts 
deeming her as no longer being a “real woman” due to her decision, shaming her for giving up 
the ability to reproduce, and/or labeling her decision as rash or irresponsible. Neutral (irrelevant) 
comments were categorized as such if they could not be placed in either the positive or negative 
categories. There were many reasons a comment for comments being deemed neutral 
(irrelevant). Some of these reasons included simply being matter-of-fact statements, personal 
stories, and dialogues/responses between commenters, which often included personal attacks of 
each other’s posts. A trend that was overwhelmingly identifiable among neutral (irrelevant) 
comments was discussion on the affordability of healthcare, whether or not insurance covers 
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elective hysterectomies, and other such discussion related to cost of care and, therefore, 
accessibility of elective hysterectomies for the typical woman. While these comments raised so 
great points and were related to elective hysterectomies, they were irrelevant in the sense that 
they did not directly reflect social perceptions of the acceptance or rejection of women who 
undergo elective hysterectomies. Therefore, these comments also received a neutral (irrelevant) 
categorization.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Finally, regression analyses were run on the results of the comment connotations in 
reference to the connotations of the articles titles. This was done to see if the connotation of the 
article title had any influence on the connotation of the comments. First, a regression analysis 
was run on the negatively titled articles and their level of respective negative comments. Then a 
regression analysis was run on the positively titled articles and their level of positive respective 
arguments. In both scenarios, it was found that the results were both statistically significant and 
the regression model itself had a goodness of fit. Therefore, it can be argued that the connotation 
of the article title does play a role in influencing the connotation of the comments received on the 
article. This relationship may be attributed to the effects that confirmation bias has on how 
people consume news, pop culture, and other information sources (Rao & Eil, 2010; Nickerson, 
1998).  
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While the results of the case study show that negative comments and negative article 
titles comprise the smallest percentage portions, the simply fact of the matter is that their 
existence at all proves the presence of negative social perceptions against women who undergo 
elective hysterectomies. Again, these social perceptions can be attributed back to the social 
theories, structures, and institutions discussed in the literature review. Additionally, negative 
comments, despite being the smallest represented percentage category of comments, still hold a 
26% share over comment presence. This is to say that over one-fourth of the comments about 
Angelina Jolie electing to have a hysterectomy were negative and found her choice unacceptable. 
Therefore, the case study ultimately reflects the presence of negative social perceptions and 
stigmas surrounding elective hysterectomies.  

Unfortunately, it became quickly evident during the data collection process that 
identification of gender in relation to comment connotation would not be able to be collected for 
further analysis. Due to the anonymity factor of many of the comment sections, qualifying 
gender, especially without utilizing speculative interpretation of the limited information that was 
provided, proved to be impossible other than in a few cases. Therefore, this analysis had to be 
eliminated, as enough data could not be collected to become anywhere near close to being 
statistically relevant.  

Conclusions 
 The existence of negative social perceptions toward elective hysterectomies is strongly 
evident. This is shown through the results of the Angelina Jolie case study. The results of this 
case study and the nature of the negative comments that were analyzed, especially, show 
evidence of the social theories, structures, and institutions that are applicable to elective 
hysterectomies under a social lens.  
 Feminist theory allows us to analyze elective hysterectomies and the case study under its 
lens, as the overall situation meets the five criteria for feminist theory analysis. Benevolent 
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sexism theory was very prevalent in the case study, as most of the negative comments focused on 
Angelina Jolie’s desirability declining due to having this procedure. These comments reduced 
her to a sexual and reproductive object, with some even going to far as to state that Angelina 
Jolie’s husband would probably leave her for a “real woman” now.  
 The patriarchal nature of society and its influence on the bodily autonomy of women was 
quite evident through this case study. The fact that people feel they have the right and that they 
have the desire to formulate and express opinions on what a woman did with her own body 
shows how women are oppressed within society in this way. While Angelina Jolie had the bodily 
autonomy to choose this procedure for herself, she has not enjoyed the bodily autonomy after the 
fact for society to accept that she is capable as a woman to make these decisions for herself. 
 While the social institutions were not evident as much through the results of the case 
study, they were evident during the data analysis. Many of the comments that resulted in neutral 
(irrelevant) categorization discussed the costs of women’s healthcare for this type of procedure. 
Many of these comments pointed out how Angelina Jolie’s affluence made her experience with 
elective hysterectomy unrelatable for most women. While these comments were labeled as 
neutral (irrelevant) to the case study because they were not directly talking about the social 
perception of elective hysterectomies, they do relate back to the social institutions and capitalist 
society that affects women’s reproductive rights, health, and justice.  

Future Outlook and Potential Change 
 It would be amiss not to note how technological, scientific, and medical advancements 
and breakthroughs could potentially reshape the way elective hysterectomies are looked at in 
society. Technology plays a huge role in shaping society, therefore, it is important to note that 
advancements could lead to a complete shift in the way elective hysterectomies are perceived 
and accepted (Hynes, 2012).  
 As mentioned in the literature review one of the strongest contributing factors to why 
elective hysterectomies are not socially accepted is benevolent sexism – particularly women 
being seen as reproductive objects and their worth being linked to motherhood. The current state 
of hysterectomy procedures is that they are final. However, technological, scientific, and medical 
advancements could potentially change the finality of hysterectomies in the future. 
Developments could potentially be seen to allow for hysterectomies to be temporary – the 
reproductive organs being able to be placed back into the woman and be functional. 
Developments could also be seen in the realm of organ transplants, allowing a woman who elects 
to have a hysterectomy to donate the organs to a woman who may have had to undergo a non-
elective hysterectomy or is not able to conceive with her current reproductive organs. This would 
help curtail negative backlash towards women who receive elective hysterectomies and are 
confronted with the argument regarding how they have up their ability to conceive but there are 
others who want such ability but do not have it.  

Recommendations 
 There are many ways in which this case study could be improved or expounded upon. My 
number one recommendation for future research would be to acquire a large data analytics model 
similar to what Google uses to report the most “Googled” topics in each state every year. 
Unfortunately, this case study had to be analyzed manually due to not having access to such 
technology. However, these capabilities would allow for the research to include all related 
articles, rather than just a sample size. Additionally, it would make Facebook comments a viable 
realm to also analyze. For the purpose of this case study, I did not and could not track down 
(especially due to account privacy settings) each time any of the articles were posted on 
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Facebook and/or other social media, creating a whole separate comments section within another 
portal, so to speak. A web-crawling algorithm analytical program would be able to make this a 
viable option for research. Also, I would highly recommend figuring out a way to actually collect 
gender data for analysis. I was disappointed that I was unable to do this and think that examining 
correlation between gender and the connotation of comments would be highly insightful. Finally, 
there has to be another way to quantify the social perceptions of elective hysterectomies other 
than just analyzing the response to one social figure’s procedure. A large-scale survey that would 
collect additional data points for analysis in correlation with opinion towards elective 
hysterectomies may be an interesting project to undertake. Additional demographic information 
such as age, economic status, cultural background, family history, geographic location, education 
levels, etc. could be collected and analyzed to see if there are any trends and/or relationships 
between demographic groups and the perception of elective hysterectomies.  
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Abstract 
Accounting is a field that is continuously searching for new, intelligent employees. 

Although more recently they are looking for something new in a resume- technological 
experience and spreadsheet efficiency. Attending a university that promotes technological 
efficiency is a necessity in today’s world. It is important for accounting instructors to incorporate 
technology into their classrooms so students can learn the basics. Students who are exposed to 
more specific forms of accounting technology in the classroom are more likely to succeed in 
their careers.  
 Student achievement in classroom settings has been linked to the advancements and 
specificity in the technology presented to them. Furthermore, instructors are becoming better at 
incorporating accounting software into courses, therefore producing more informed employees. 
Professionals in the field have correlated better employees with their willingness to learn and 
adaptation to new technologies. Through knowledge gained in University courses, students are 
more able to adapt in the real world. Therefore, by increasing technology in accounting courses, 
colleges are better able to prepare their students for success in their careers.  
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Literature Review 
Introduction 

A large issue in higher education is the lack of technology in the classroom and how it 
does not prepare students for the real world. Schools need to offer courses that will prepare 
students for future jobs and that means offering both college and career preparation (Caron, 
2011). Because of the pressing need for technologically experienced employees, introducing 
technology into accounting classrooms has helped students turn into successful hires. 
Technology-based pedagogy, or teaching based on technology, is very important in accounting 
courses. Accounting firms rely on technological programs to complete the tasks they promise for 
their clients. By introducing technology into accounting classrooms, students are better able to 
become successful and knowledgeable employees.   
Technology in Undergraduate Schools of Business  
Access to Technologies in the Classroom  

Technology has become a large part of courses in undergraduate schools of business. 
Sixty-one percent of students say that technology used in the classroom improves their learning 
(Guess, 2007). While some only use BlackBoard pages or homework software, many on-ground 
classrooms are equipped with smart boards, and some are even fully online. Although one of the 
greatest challenges facing business schools and higher education institutions in the 21st century is 
not new technologies themselves, but the ability of educators to embrace educational 
technologies (McKay, Ngo, Watty, 2016).   
Training for Technologies in the Classroom  

While the number of computers in the classroom continues to increase, and tremendous 
support for technology integration exists, a major discrepancy exists between the level of 
technology use expected and actually used of educators (Fabry, Higgs, John, 1997). Technology 
has changed business and it’s no different for education. Technology has changed not only what 
we teach but how we teach and it’s shown in an information systems auditing course (Davis, 
2002). Although some professors are weary about accepting this technology into their 
classrooms, technology can help students succeed not only in the classroom, but in their future 
careers as well. By adopting technology in the class, students are able to engage in more 
classroom discussions, more hands-on application, and more problem solving (Buchholz, 
Alexander, Kass, Frimette 2015). By incorporating more online attributes into the classroom, 
students have better access and are better able and more likely to do things such as homework 
and extra credit. Although there is no significant proof for a difference in final grades, there has 
been a proven higher percentage of homework and extra credit completed when done online 
(Greenman & Mwangi). Research has shown that student success is increased when students 
complete homework (King & Mo, 2013). By doing homework at home, students come to the 
classroom with a better understanding of what they’re learning and why it is important. 
Benefits of Technology in the Classroom 

Then comes the question of how much technology that should be integrated into the 
classroom. In a study done comparing fully online, partially online(clickers), and traditional 
classrooms, it’s shown that students perceive the online homework manager to be more helpful 
than other tools in preparing for tests, while higher clicker scores explain student test 
performance (Woolley, 2015). In another study, results suggested that internet-based learning, 
when set up and administrated correctly, is a more effective methodology of learning as 
compared to the traditional classroom-based learning (Kushniroff, 2011). When examining 
success of clickers, the classroom with a clicker (personal response system) had a higher 
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percentage of students who provided the correct answer for problems than the classroom without 
a clicker (Morse, Ruggieri, Whelan-Berry, 2010). Another option is an asynchronous discussion 
board, which showed that students thought it had contributed to their learning (Malcom & 
Rainsbury, 2003).  

Professors aren’t the only ones incorporating technology into their lives, accounting 
professionals are also implementing technology more in their daily activities. Professionals have 
said that Excel is an essential skill used in the accounting field, and prospective employers value 
new hires who possess knowledge of this software (Willis, 2015). While the presence of 
technology is increasing in classrooms, it’s essential to understand the importance of its presence 
in the accounting classroom specifically.  
Technology in the Accounting Classroom 
On-Ground Classrooms  

While technology is evolving in basic curriculums, its importance lies in the accounting 
courses taught at universities. Technology-based pedagogy has a positive impact on student 
performance over time (Akaaboune, Burnett, Morris, Skousen, 2015). While this may be true, as 
stated above, professors are still having difficulty adapting. While accounting faculty value 
technology and do use it in teaching, they have negative attitudes toward integration of it 
(Nasrollah, 2005). Along with the negative attitudes, professors say the largest factor deterring 
them from adapting their classrooms technologically is lack of physical resources (Kelley, 
Medlin, Roberts, 2007). In those surveyed universities that have adapted higher levels of 
technology in their classrooms, millennial accounting students appear to be open to new 
technologies in the classroom and desire for professors to provide more hands-on and practical 
application of the content covered in their courses, as well as valuing video lectures as a source 
of content delivery (Phillips & Trainor, 2014). Students benefit from a video introduction before 
beginning a chapter. Each video explains what is important and why students should think about 
it. This provides motivation for students (Holtzblatt & Tschakert, 2011).  
Blended Classrooms 

On-ground classrooms are not the only option for integrating technology into accounting 
courses. Blended classrooms have become popular in accounting courses, incorporating aspects 
of both an online and traditional classroom. It’s shown that there is a positive correlation 
between student satisfaction and quality of blended learning (Megeid, 2014). Also, students in 
linked computer and accounting classrooms reported significantly higher perceptions regarding 
their spreadsheet abilities (Lafond, McAleer, Wentzel, 2016). Some professors have added 
virtual office hours as a part of their curriculum. Student responses confirm information gained 
during virtual office hours played a positive role in extending and enhancing the student learning 
environment beyond the classroom (Lillie & Wygal, 2011). Other professors have implemented 
PATH into their curriculum. By developing and examining a computer program named PATH, 
it’s shown that highest intrinsic motivation comes from the online program, not traditional 
classroom style (Chana, Rivera, Songb, Trongmateerutd, 2016). A large component of blended 
classroom environments are doctoral programs. Many universities don’t have strong accounting 
doctoral programs. The positive influence of an accounting doctoral program, coupled with 
separate accreditation can in all likelihood be attributed to the help given by the doctoral students 
in enhancing pedagogy via web-based resources (Black, Turetsky, 2010).  Once students are able 
to succeed in an accounting course based on technology, they will be able to achieve more in 
their future careers. 
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Technology’s Role in the Practice of Accounting 
Requirements and Mandates  

Since the accounting profession is based on technology, being able to navigate an accounting 
course based on technology can help students get a jump start in their careers. Through all of the changes, 
accounting technology has always played a part in making an accountant’s job easier. Technology 
advancements have enhanced the accountant’s ability to interpret data efficiently and effectively (New 
York State Society of CPAs). Over five years, it was consistently shown that IT is related positively to a 
firm’s performance (Geerts, Graham, Mauldin, McMarthy, Richardson). It was also concluded that there 
is a significant relationship between the amount of information technology used and the relevance of 
accounting information (Hashemi, Momeni, Taheri, 2016). Students’ and graduates’ advanced 
competencies in the use of industry-standard spread sheet software are required by professionals in the 
field and are mandated by the AICPA professional competencies to enter the accounting profession 
(Elrod, Norris, Pittman, Tiggeman, 2015). 
Students Perspective  

An analysis of students reported that IT application skills have continued to improve over time 
(Stoner, 2009). Although this suggests that there has been success in accounting courses, there are some 
difficulties with technology in classrooms. Professional education at colleges and universities faces two 
challenges: meeting shifting demand with static or declining resources and ensuring that graduates gain 
the technological knowledge and skills that they need to succeed in their future careers (McNabb, 
Zabriskie, 2007). Students reported that classroom structure and the amount of technology used helped 
with the seven principles of good practice in higher education and enhanced the development of core 
competencies identified for accounting education (Mcvay, Murphy, & Yoon, 2008.). Therefore, it is 
important for accounting students, the future accountants and auditors, to receive proper technologies 
training in their tertiary education, particularly the Accounting Information Systems curriculum (Pan, 
Seow, 2016). This is important because electronic systems provide firms with a competitive advantage by 
increasing efficiency, signaling the sophistication of the firm’s audit process, and promoting effective and 
efficient delivery of audits (Dowling, Leech, 2014). Accounting education has helped create good 
employees.   
Conclusion 

Although it may seem like everyone has implemented technology into their lives, it is shown that 
not all professors have. It has also been suggested that if they haven’t, they’re putting their students at a 

severe disadvantage. Integrating technology into accounting classrooms is essential for student success in 
future careers. Implementing technology into normal curriculums will help lay ground work for 

accounting courses, which can help students become more successful in their jobs. Having this knowledge 
can help future educators and researchers examine more classrooms with technology and see how it 

impacts students before and after obtaining a career.  
Accounting Research 

Methodology 
This study was intended to assess the need for more technology implementation in 

accounting classrooms based on employer’s views of new hires. The need for this information 
came about after experiences at an internship left a student to believe they weren’t as 
technologically advanced as they’d like to be in preparation for a future career.  

To gather information on the technological ability of new hires, a survey was distributed 
to a variety of accounting employers in the city of Pittsburgh, as well as professors in accounting 
at Robert Morris University. The sample for this survey was based on thirteen firms, some of 
which being public and big four and some corporate, with information gathered from human 
resources, tax, and audit departments. Based on familiar contacts and the busyness of tax season, 
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the amount of responses from each firm varies. Gathering information from different areas of the 
firm helped to see what specific classes need the most technology implemented into them.  

The same survey was distributed to both accounting professionals and professors, hoping 
not only to get their view on their area of expertise, but also to understand and evaluate any 
potential misconnect between the two. In the beginning, there are a few background questions to 
gather some information, such as primary employment, type of institution, department and years 
in current position. By having different types of institutions and different departments 
represented, it’s easier to pinpoint exactly what areas need the most attention. The survey 
consisted of three clusters of questions- training new hires, accounting tasks in the profession, 
and technology used in the classroom. By observing these areas, the survey was easily 
comparable to the literature.  

The literature suggests that by having more exposure to accounting technology in 
classrooms, graduates will be better prepared for their career. By using that as a basis, the 
questions were carefully chosen. The survey was comprised with the literature and experience 
issues in mind, and with the help of a doctorate professor with high survey experience. After 
narrowing down the questions, it was decided to use a Likert scale, and the questions were 
categorized into groups based on their similarities. For convenience, the survey was e-mailed out 
to the participants after an e-mail with a description and permission request. As mentioned 
previously, the survey used a Likert scale consisting of strongly agree to strongly disagree, with 
no neutral category and daily to monthly also with no neutral category. A large amount of 
surveys came back with an added in “N/A” category.  

The survey was distributed to 8 professors and 26 different professionals. There was an 
overall response rate of 76.47%. Many of the professionals passed on the survey to their fellow 
coworkers, resulting in 40 surveys being completed overall. With the wide variety of participants 
ranging from first year to experienced, public to industry, and specialized department to HR, the 
survey is able to fully grasp how new hires use technology in their careers. After receiving the 
results, they were analyzed by using excel formulas and graphs. 
Survey Results 

In order to establish a basis of where new hires stand, questions one through three focus 
on technology experience. Question one asks how experienced a new hire is with using excel for 
accounting related topics. Below is the answer spread:  

 
Question one showed that overall, new hires are experienced with using excel for 

accounting related topics. Although there were a small amount of disagrees, half of them came 
from Big Four firms. Question two asks if new hires are experienced with more specific forms of 
accounting technology. The literature says that specific accounting programs aren’t introduced to 
students in classroom settings. The survey results are as follows:  
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Question two supports the literature and proves that students are not experienced with 

specific accounting programs. The last question in this group, and the most important to this 
survey is, “is a new hire experienced with technology in general?” This question is tied directly 
to the topic at hand. The results are below: 

 
Out of 39 responses, 37 agreed or strongly agreed that new hires were technologically 

experienced enough to enter a career in accounting.  
The next two questions in the first cluster assess how easily a new hire is able to learn 

new technological skills if they don’t already possess them.  Question four asks about ability to 
learn excel features. The results (detailed below) show that students can easily learn how to 
operate excel in a professional setting. 

 
Question five is similar to question four in that it asks if students can easily adapt to a 

technological program that they aren’t used to using. Instead of excel, question five asks about 
more specific technological programs. The conclusions are below:  
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This graph shows that when students are presented with the expectation to learn how to 

master specific technological programs, they have succeeded. The last question in the first 
sequence asks whether or not new hires need more technological experience before they graduate 
in order to be successful in their future career.  

 
Although above it was shown that new hires are technologically experienced, in question 

six, the majority of participants agreed that students need more exposure before they can enter 
into a career.  

The second cluster of question relates to accounting tasks in the profession. These 
questions will help to assess how often new hires use technology and if they understand it. By 
understanding how technology is used in the profession, it will be easier to assess if it is 
necessary to implement more into the classroom. These questions are analyzed using a Likert 
scale measuring daily, 2-3 times per week, weekly, biweekly, and monthly. There was also a 
“N/A” category added after receiving responses.  

 The first three questions relate to how often new hires use various types technology in 
their careers. Question one asks, “How often does a typical new hire use technology for 
accounting or tax related tasks?” The responses are below:  
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Question seven proved that a typical new hire uses technology to complete tasks daily. 

Out of 41 responses, 37 replied daily to question seven, proving that in all institutions and in all 
areas of accounting, a new hire uses technology daily. Question eight asks, “How often does a 
new hire use specialized accounting or tax software?” This is assessed on the same scale as 
question seven. The results are below:  

 
By looking at question eight, you can see that again, the majority of participants agree 

that new hires use specialized accounting software daily. Question nine is also similar, and asks, 
“How often does a typical new hire use Microsoft excel?” Once again, the overwhelming 
majority agrees that new hires use excel daily, and you can see the proof below. 

 
Questions seven through nine proved that new hires use technology to complete work 

related tasks almost daily. Survey question ten asked the opposite, “How often does a typical 
new hire do basic accounting tasks such as prepare journal entries, balance sheets, etc.?” This 
question was asked in this category because it shows the difference between technology and 
manual accounting tasks, and because this is the majority of what is still being taught in 
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classrooms. You can see the results below.

 
Here you can see that these manual tasks are used a lot less frequently than technology 

related tasks. Instead of the majority agreeing that it’s used daily, now the majority says they’re 
used monthly or less. The last question (11) in this section ties together the first two sections by 
asking, “How often does a typical new hire ask technology-related questions?” By asking this 
question, it is easy to see if these new hires have enough experience. You can see below that 
most participants agreed that new hires ask technology-related questions 2-3/week. This shows 
that although students know some things, that they still ask questions about the technology 
behind their work frequently.  

 
The last section of questions asks about the frequency of technology use in the classroom. 

These questions are necessary to understand why these new hires may need more 
implementation and why they aren’t entirely prepared for a career. All five questions ask how 
often different programs are incorporated into an accounting professor’s classroom. There were a 
lot of written in “N/A” answers for this category from professionals who have been out of school 
for quite some time now. These questions are assessed on the same Likert scale as above. 

Question one asks, “How often is excel incorporated into the classroom?” For this, the 
answers were decently spread across. When ignoring “N/A” answers, the majority lay in weekly 
or monthly. Above, professionals agreed that excel was used daily in their career. The results are 
displayed below. 
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Question thirteen asks about specified tax software and how often it is used in 

classrooms.  

  
Shown above, most participants believed that specialized tax preparation software was 

used in the classroom monthly. For students who want to pursue a career in tax, not having 
exposure to software in their tax courses puts them behind. In question fourteen, it is asked how 
often general accounting related software is used in the accounting classroom. Below, you can 
see the responses. 

 
The majority of participants agreed once again that accounting related software is used 

monthly in the classroom. It is proven again that there is a large disconnect between what is 
being used in a career and what is being taught in the classroom.  

Question fifteen assesses usage of online homework. Although online homework 
obviously isn’t used in a career, they do use online training courses and classes to help prepare 
students for their job. By having exposure, students are able to efficiently complete these when 
the time comes. The results of question fifteen are shown below. 
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In question fifteen, the majority was actually “N/A”. Ignoring this, most participants 

agreed that online homework is used in the classroom more often than not. This gives students 
much needed exposure to using technology to navigate accounting tasks.  

Lastly, the participants were asked how often professors use general supplemental online 
software in their classrooms. The results are shown below. 

 
Analysis 

A thorough analysis of the survey results revealed information on how employers felt 
regarding new hires’ experience with technology. Although collection methods weren’t followed 
through with as planned, there were a high number of responses from a variety of employers in 
different departments and different positions.   

The first set of questions with the exception of question six had very similar responses. 
This shows that most employers feel the same way about the experiences they’ve had with 
interns and their capabilities with technology. Interesting enough in question six, which asked, 
“do potential new hires need more technological experience” there was a divide in the answers, 
with it being split two to one.  
Recommendations 

Although the study received a reliable amount of responses, there were some 
complications that arose during its distribution. They survey was intended to be completed by 
one audit, one tax, and one HR professional from each firm to understand different departments’ 
views on the same topic. With a lack of ability to contact those professionals, there were a 
handful of responses from the same department or from not all of the departments in a firm. 
Some firms were unable to be represented at all because of the business of tax season. Despite 
this being a fairly representative survey, it may not have adequately shown the different 
department’s opinions.  

Another complication was that the majority of firms who responded to the survey were 
public, not private/non-profit and government. Because of this, it is unclear as to if there is a 
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difference in corporate accounting versus public with technology usage of interns. This can lead 
to misrepresented data in the study.  

When continuing research on technology implementation in accounting classrooms, it 
would best help the researcher to plan ahead and ensure direct contact with a professional in each 
department at each firm they are planning to study. By doing this, it will be easier to get the most 
representative sample of the population. Also, colleges with larger accounting departments 
should be considered. The educational institution used in the study is a smaller campus with an 
upwards of ten accounting professors and limited undergraduate courses. Examining a large 
college will help to get a better idea of the resources used and the confusion between professors 
and professionals.  
With that being said, the results of the survey encourage new hires to be more experienced with 
accounting related technology before entering a career.  Therefore, higher education institutions 
should promote additional technology usage in accounting classrooms. It’s recommended that 
students be proficient in excel and have significant technology knowledge before beginning a 
career in accounting. By having this technical knowledge, they’re able to succeed in efficient 
learning of the programs that the firm uses, and spend more of their time focusing on what their 
job entails.  

Conclusion 
To conclude, it is evident that based on the research and conclusions of the survey, 

institutions need to implement more overall technology usage and excel usage in their 
accounting classrooms. Based on the results of the survey and the literature, it is proven that 
technology is crucial in the field of accounting. After analyzing the survey questions, it is 
suggested that although students have technology experience, they can always benefit from 
more. In order for their students to be prepared to begin a career, and to have a good reputation 
regarding intern knowledge, coursework will need to change to accommodate the fast rate at 
which technology usage in careers is growing at.  The constant need for accountants and the 
ever-changing career that they will lead drives the demand for additional resources in the 
classroom. Students spend time, money, and effort at college to help them become the best 
prepared they can be to enter the real world and become successful employees, but they’re 
experiencing a disadvantage when their professors and employers aren’t on the same page with 
what is essential for them to be leaning. This is shown very clearly by the survey results. In order 
to help students be successful in their careers, accounting professors need to implement more 
technological program usage into their classrooms. 
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Appendix (survey) 

Please choose which option best suits you: 
 Primary Employment: Full time faculty, Professional employer  
Type of firm/institution: University, Big Four, Public Corporation, Private Corporation, Gov/Non-Profit 
Department: Audit, Tax, Accounting, Finance, Other ____________ 
Years in your current position: ____________ 
 
Please answer each of these questions to the best of your ability.  
1. Training of new employees/graduates: 

A typical new hire / recent graduate is Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Experienced with using Excel for accounting or tax-related 
tasks. 

    

Experienced with using specialized accounting or tax software 
for accounting or tax related tasks. 

    

Experienced with technology use in general      
Able to easily learn Excel features     
Able to easily learn accounting or tax-related technology     
In need of more technology-related coursework before they 
graduate 

    

 
2. Accounting Tasks in the Profession: 

How often does a typical new hire / recent graduate: Daily 2-3 
times/week 

Weekly Biweekly Monthly 
or less 

Use technology for accounting or tax related tasks      
Use specialized accounting  or tax software      
Use Microsoft Excel      
Do basic accounting tasks such as prepare journal 
entries, balance sheets, etc.  

     

Ask technology-related questions       
 
3. Technology-use in the classroom:  

How often are the following programs incorporated 
into an accounting professor’s classroom: 

Daily 2-3 
times/week 

Weekly Biweekly Monthly 
or less 

Microsoft Excel      
Tax preparation software      
General accounting related software       
Online homework       
Supplemental online software       
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Abstract 
Daily fantasy sports (DFS) have been around for almost a decade and have turned into a multi-
billion dollar industry. The industry is so lucrative that some people make their living by being 
DFS professionals. With that much money exchanging hands, the legality of it is sure to be 
questioned. Although federally it is legal, states get to decide for themselves whether or not it is 
allowed within their borders. Whether or not states find DFS to be legal comes down to if their 
state legislators determine it to be a game of skill or luck. Since this is currently a grey area, 
some states have banned DFS from being played for money, while others are considering doing 
the same. This indicates the need for an analysis to determine whether it is skill or luck so that 
the legality of the industry can no longer be questioned.  
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Introduction 
 Fantasy sports have been around since 1980 when a group of reporters created the 
Rotisserie Fantasy Baseball League at La Rotisserie Francaise in New York (Edelman, 2011). It 
wasn’t until 2007 that daily fantasy sports (DFS) were introduced to the world. Today, DFS are 
one of the fastest growing business industries in the United States (Meehan, 2015). Industry 
leaders FanDuel and DraftKings have grown from unknown startup companies into companies 
with over $1 billion valuations. FanDuel has went from having 3158 participants and earning 
$1,356,459 in the first quarter of 2011 to having over 1 million participants and earning $370 
million in the fourth quarter of 2014 – nearly a 42% annual growth rate per quarter since 2011 
(Burke, Meek, & Norwood, 2016). DraftKings does not make its financial data public, but they 
proclaim that they will give out over $1 billion in prizes during 2016. An industry growing at this 
rate should have companies looking to expand but the DFS industry is concerned where it will be 
in one year. After flying under the radar for several years, the legality of DFS has come to the 
forefront of recent, mainly because of a combination of ample advertising from the two largest 
DFS providers, FanDuel and Draftkings, and a $350,000 scandal at DraftKings (Rose, 2015).  
 Whether DFS are legal or not boils down to one question: is it a game of skill or chance? 
If it is seen as skill then it is legal, and if it is seen as chance it is considered gambling and 
therefore illegal. The states of Arizona, Iowa, Louisiana, Montana, and Washington have already 
all banned DFS from being played for money, with several other states considering doing the 
same e.g. New York. Other states have come out in support of DFS – the Rhode Island Attorney 
General Peter F. Kilmartin stated that when applying the Dominant Factor Test, DFS do not 
appear to be games of chance (http://www.ri.gov). Determining once and for all whether DFS are 
skill or chance is crucial in determining whether or not a multi-billion dollar industry will still be 
operating in the future.  

Literature Review 
How Daily Fantasy Sports Work 
 Season long fantasy sports were around for over 25 years before the advent of DFS. The 
first company to let users play one day fantasy sports was SnapDraft (Tadman, 2012). Today the 
industry is dominated by DraftKings and FanDuel, both of which run their contests similarly.  
 Both companies have three main contest types: league, 50/50, and head-to-head (Hue, 
2015). The league contest type involves three or more contestants – usually leagues have a high 
volume of contestants – and depending on how the league is set up, the top 20-30% of 
contestants receive prizes, whereas 50/50 contests give prizes to the top 50% of contestants and 
head-to-head matchups pay the winning contestant out of the two (Trippiedi, 2014). Each type of 
contest requires an entry fee of anywhere from $1-$50,000; some contests are free. FanDuel 
takes a 10% rake from every entrant (Meehan, 2015) and DraftKings also takes a rake beginning 
at 10% while slightly being lowered as the entry fee for the contest is increased.   
 After a participant joins a contest they are prompted to create a lineup from the players 
playing that day in the respective sport. A salary cap is set that each contestant must stay under 
and each player in action on that given day is given a dollar amount as salary (Pandorf, 2015). 
There are a few restrictions when setting a lineup besides the salary cap such as there cannot be 
more than three players from a given team, in the respective sport, in your lineup (Mills, Kwak, 
Lee, & Lee, 2014). After the lineup is set and has met all requirements, the contestant submits 
the lineup to the contest and awaits the results. 
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Legality of Daily Fantasy Sports 
 DFS fall under the 2006 Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) – 
originally created to outlaw online poker – but are exempt from the act because DFS are widely 
viewed as games of skill (Miller, 2016). Any type of fantasy sport has some luck to it, but daily 
fantasy is viewed as skill for several reasons: the same individuals win consistently, what a 
player does directly effects the contest result, and a player can get better over time by learning 
from past contests. Although it is widely accepted that DFS is a game of skill, to be exempt from 
UIGEA three criteria must be met: (1) at least two actual independent sporting events must be 
included in the competition’s game slate, (2) the prize pool must be established and made known 
to all participants prior to the start of the competition and cannot be altered once it is established, 
and (3) all winning outcomes reflect the skill of the participants and is determined by a scoring 
system spanning multiple events (Edelman, 2016). DFS were made legal by the federal 
government, but the Tenth Amendment gives each individual state the right to determine what is 
considered gambling (Ehrman, 2015).  
 Because of this, DFS are currently banned from being played for money in five states – 
Arizona, Iowa, Louisiana, Montana, and Washington – and states such as Michigan and New 
York are considering doing the same (Wallach & Dunbar, 2015). States use one of three different 
types of tests to determine whether or not a game is skill or gambling – the Dominant Factor 
Test, the Any Chance Test, and the Material Element Test (Steffen, 2015). The Dominant Factor 
Test is the easiest test for a game to pass as skill, for the game only needs to prove that the 
outcome is based on more than 50% skill (Grabowski, 2016). This test is used by 37 states as the 
main test when determining what is gambling. A study analyzed DFS using the Dominant Factor 
Test and found it to score 80% – well above the 50% threshold (Meehan, 2015). The Any 
Chance Test labels a game as gambling if the outcome is based on any level of chance, making 
states that use this test as criteria the hardest for DFS to be legal in. States that use the Any 
Chance Test include Arizona, Louisiana, and Iowa – all of which banned DFS – but also includes 
Tennessee and Arkansas (Edelman, 2015), and North Dakota and Vermont (Klein, Turco, & 
Wueller, 2015), which are all states where DFS are currently allowed. Several states have 
expressly legalized DFS; in 2012 Maryland enacted a statute that declared that it was not 
gambling (Rose, 2015). 
 DFS have been in a grey area of legality over the last decade, but the issue has come to 
the forefront within the past 6 months. In late September 2015 a scandal involving an employee 
at DraftKings became public. The employee released confidential information on the lineups 
DFS players were using and in the same week that same employee won $350,000 playing fantasy 
football on FanDuel – leading state lawmakers to believe insider trading had occurred (Bazilian, 
2015). The scandal and unwanted attention has put DFS companies in a defensive position that 
will have them fighting for the foreseeable future to keep their product legal (Fisher, 2016). 
Projecting Optimal Daily Fantasy Sports Lineup 
 Projecting scores for individual players is the basis for putting together an optimal lineup 
for any given day. Several reputable sources already project daily fantasy scores for each major 
sport – baseball, basketball, football, and hockey. Four of these sources are Numberfire.com, 
ProFootballFocus.com, 4for4.com, and BloombergSports.com. An analysis performed on the 
fantasy football projections by these four sites found the positions of quarterback, running back, 
and wide receiver to not be significantly different than the actual scores at a .05 level of 
significance. The tight end position was found to be significantly different at a .05 level of 
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significance for Numberfire.com and BloombergSports.com but not significantly different for the 
other two sources (Dunnington, 2015). 
 The algorithms sites use to determine score projections are proprietary trade secrets that 
are kept from the public, but three assumptions can be made that each site considers: (1) 
matchup, (2) recent performance, and (3) playing time. Matchup considers if a player is going up 
against an opponent whose weakness is their strength i.e. if a quarterback is going up against the 
worst passing defense in the league (Dorey, 2007). Recent performance takes into account an 
individual player’s output over the past several contests. If a player has been doing well, their 
results can be extrapolated and their above average performance can be assumed to continue 
(Brimberg & Hurley, 2004). Similarly, a study analyzed if streaks in recent performance could 
be used in predicting the outcome of the next event with respect to baseball, and the results found 
that streaks hold predictive power in projecting outcomes (Albert, 2008). The study also noted 
that the results would hold true across any sport, and that statement is backed up by a study on 
bowlers which found recent performance to be an indicator of future success (Dorsey-Palmateer 
& Smith, 2004).  
 Factoring in playing time when projecting daily fantasy scores refers to researching if a 
player will receive unexpected playing time due to the injury of a teammate or if the coach 
announced that a certain player will be receiving more playing time compared to previous games 
(Dunnington, 2015). The more time a player is in the game, the more chances they have to tally 
up fantasy points. A similar consideration when projecting scores is to take into account the Las 
Vegas game lines for the total points in a respective game. A higher score means a faster pace of 
play and more opportunities for a given player to score fantasy points (Harmon, 2005). 

The Current Study 
Motivation 
 DFS are currently one of the fastest growing industries in the U.S.A., with the major 
companies FanDuel and DraftKings giving out over $1 billion in prizes each year. In response to 
pending litigation in many states regarding the legality of DFS, including New York and South 
Dakota, and several states already outlawing the play of DFS for money, it seemed appropriate to 
create a study to try and gauge how much skill and chance play into DFS results. States use one 
of three tests to determine whether or not a game is legal and 43 of the 50 states use the dominant 
factor test to determine this. The dominant factor test deems a game legal if skill factors into the 
result by more than 50%, and illegal if chance factors into the result by more than 50%. With this 
in mind, the goal of this study is to investigate whether skill or chance is the dominant factor in 
results of DFS games by examining individuals with different levels of basketball knowledge 
and seeing how the individuals with more knowledge do when compared to individuals with 
little to no knowledge. NBA DFS results were chosen as the sport to analyze because multiple 
games are played every day, whereas a sport like football is only played on a couple days a 
week. 
Procedure 
 The goal was to recruit 20-30 Robert Morris University students to participate in a study. 
The minimum was set at 20 so that there would be enough students to have a credible study. The 
recruitment was done by hanging flyers around the RMU campus asking students who are 
interested in participating in a study involving DFS to attend an informational session to get 
further information on what the study entails. The flyer encouraged students of all ages and 
genders as well as any level of basketball background to join the study, even if they had no 
background in the sport at all; for the study, it was necessary to recruit people of various 
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backgrounds and levels of basketball knowledge. The informational session was set for a week 
after the flyers were initially hung around campus.  
 A total of 32 students ended up being interested in the study and showed up for the 
informational session. At the session the individuals were told they would be asked to fill out a 
preliminary two question survey to gauge their overall knowledge of the National Basketball 
Association (NBA). As well as the survey, participants would be asked to submit a daily fantasy 
basketball lineup on Yahoo.com every day for 28 days, stressing the importance of submitting a 
lineup every single day. At this point seven participants left because of concerns they would not 
be able to submit a lineup every day, trimming the group to 25 (still within the desired range of 
20-30). 
 Surveys were then handed out to the remaining 25 individuals for them to fill out. They 
were then instructed to begin submitting a daily fantasy lineup starting the next day to a closed 
group that was only open to the 25 participants of the study. Once again the importance of 
submitting a lineup every day was stressed.  
 Over the next 28 days, an email was sent out to all participants reminding them to submit 
their lineup for the day. Two hours before the lineups became locked for the day (the time at 
which the first game of the day started) if a participant or several participants had not submitted a 
lineup another reminder was sent out to try and avoid participants missing days. At the end of the 
28 days all participants were thanked and told that the study was over and that their services 
were no longer needed. At this time the results were analyzed. 
Survey 
 All participants filled out a preliminary survey before the study was conducted. The 
survey consisted of two basic questions to get an idea of the participants overall knowledge of 
basketball. As well as the two questions, the survey asked for their name, year at RMU 
(freshman, sophomore, etc.), and gender. The year at RMU and gender are used for no more than 
to see the demographic breakdown of participants. 

Figure 1 
Approximately how many hours a week do you spend watching and/or reading about the 
National Basketball Association (NBA)? 
1. 0 hours 
2. 0-1 hour 
3. 1-2 hours 
4. 2-4 hours 
5. 4+ hours 
 
On a scale of 1-5, how knowledgeable do you consider yourself about the NBA compared to the 
average fan? 
1. No knowledge about the NBA, never watch games 
2. 
3. Average fan, will casually watch games but do not know all the players or advanced     
    Statistics 
4. 
5. Constantly are watching games, periodically research player statistics 
 
 The first question was asked to gauge how much knowledge of the NBA each participant 
had with the assumption that someone who watches and/or reads about the NBA zero hours a 
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week has little to no knowledge of basketball and someone who watches and/or reads about the 
NBA four or more hours a week has a high level of knowledge. 
 This second question was asked to see if an individual who considered themselves an 
“expert” (responded with a 5) would have an outcome in the daily fantasy results that 
corresponded to their perceived level of knowledge (consistently coming in the top 20% of the 
group).  
Hypotheses 
 This study hypothesized that individuals with higher knowledge in regards to basketball 
would perform better overtime than individuals with little to no knowledge. Even though it is 
thought that chance does play some role in the outcome, the hypothesis is that skill is the 
dominant factor in results. The expected results are that there will be a positive correlation 
between basketball knowledge and daily fantasy results (higher knowledge leads to higher 
overall scores). It is also hypothesized that over the 28 day period, on roughly three to four of the 
days an individual with little to no knowledge will have the highest score of all participants in 
the group. This is because it is hypothesized that chance does play some sort of role, but not the 
dominant role in results, leading to several days where there will be a chance winner. Along the 
lines of that, there will be several days where an individual with high knowledge of basketball 
will have the lowest score in the group.  

Results 
Survey Results 
 The results of the preliminary survey filled out by the 26 participants is as follows: 

Figure 2 

 
For the time variable, the responses are mainly seen to be either one, three, or five and for 

the knowledge variable the results are almost the same except with the same amount of fours and 
fives. These responses gave the study a good variety of levels of basketball background with 
almost an even amount of below average (ones and twos), average (threes), and above average 
respondents (fours and fives).  
DFS Results 
 All 26 participants submitted a lineup everyday over the 28 day period. Their average 
scores over the 28 day period were plotted against their results on the survey with regards to the 
amount of time they spend watching/researching basketball and their perceived knowledge of the 
sport.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 8 1 7
2 1 2 2
3 7 3 7
4 4 4 5
5 6 5 5

Time Knowledge
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Figure 3 

 
 

Figure 4 

 
The highest average score was 287.9 and it came from a participant who responded with 

a five for both time and knowledge. The average score of 287.9 was 14.7 points higher than the 
next highest participant, someone who responded with a four for both time and knowledge. The 
lowest average score was 221.1 and it came from a participant who responded with one for both 
questions. 

It can be noted that the average scores increase as the survey results increase for both the 
time and knowledge variables. For each response on the scale of one to five, the average scores 
for the participants with the same response are seen to have some variation but for the most part 
their averages were within 20 points of each other with the exclusion of some outliers, i.e. the 
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average of 231.9 seen in the response of three in both time and knowledge is over 15 points 
lower than the nearest participant of the same response. The highest amount of variation is seen 
in average scores in the response of one for both time and knowledge. This could be attributed to 
the lack of any prior knowledge causing the scores to be more sporadic, whereas in the response 
of five there is lower variation which could be attributed to all the participants with this response 
having a lot of prior knowledge causing their scores to be more similar. 
 The respondents were then split up into three different groups: below average (ones and 
twos), average (threes), and above average respondents (fours and fives). This was to see how 
participants of different knowledge levels performed in an attempt to see if the below average 
participants did substantially worse than the above average participants, which would show that 
the game is more skill than luck. 

Figure 5 

 
The below average group had an overall average score of 233.4 and a variance of 71.0, 

the average group had 251.6 and 102.9 respectively, and the above average group had 268.8 and 
76.7 respectively. That is a difference in scores of 35.4 between the below average and above 
average groups. The group that had the highest variance was the average group. 
ANOVA Test 
 With the participants being split into three groups, the next step was to perform an 
ANOVA test to determine whether or not there is a statistically significant difference between 
each of the group’s means. The ANOVA test yielded: 

Figure 6 
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Average Scores

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 5921.237 2 2960.619 36.3057 7.6561E-08 3.422132
Within Groups 1875.579 23 81.54693

Total 7796.816 25
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It can be seen that the F value is 36.3057 and the F critical value is 3.422132. Since the F 
value is greater than the critical value, the conclusion can be drawn that at least one group has a 
mean that is statistically different from the others. 
Correlation 
 To determine if there was any correlation between daily fantasy scores and the responses 
for the time and knowledge variables, the overall average score was calculated for each separate 
response and then the correlation coefficient was calculated. 

Figure 7 

 
The correlation coefficient for both variables is seen to be above .97, which is very close 

to 1 which is a perfect correlation. The correlation is illustrated above in Figure 3 and Figure 4, 
in which it can be seen that as the response goes up from one to two to three and so on the 
average scores go up. This shows that the more knowledgeable on individual is, the higher they 
are expected to score on average. 
Daily Winners 
 The information above illustrates that the higher the responses were, the higher the scores 
could expect to be, but even though the fives are expected to score higher than the ones, does that 
mean that they are more likely to be the overall winner out of the 26 individuals on any given 
day? The breakdown of the daily winners was as follows: 

Figure 8 

 
On more than 60% of the days an individual who responded with a 5 in either time or knowledge 
ended up winning that days contest and on more than 85% of the days an individual that was 
classified as above average won that days contest. The below- average group only won a contest 
on 10.7% of the 28 days. 

Conclusion 
 As the legality of the billion dollar DFS industry is still put into question, this study 
aimed to see whether skill or luck played a bigger role in daily fantasy results. The preliminary 
survey was used to gauge each participant’s level of knowledge when it comes to basketball and 
the NBA, and these responses were later compared to their average scores over the 28 day period 

Response Respondents Score Response Respondents Score
1 8 233.2 1 7 232.9
2 1 235.3 2 2 235.0
3 7 250.7 3 7 251.6
4 4 267.1 4 5 265.1
5 6 270.9 5 5 272.4

Correlation Coefficient 0.971586 Correlation Coefficient 0.979796

Time Knowledge

Response Days Won Response Days Won
1 2 1 2
2 1 2 1
3 1 3 1
4 6 4 7
5 18 5 17

KnowledgeTime
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under the hypothesis that individuals with more knowledge would have higher average scores. It 
is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 that as the responses on the preliminary survey go up, so do the 
daily fantasy scores. This is also illustrated in the correlation coefficients seen in Figure 7 that 
show an almost prefect correlation between responses on the survey and daily fantasy scores. 
Not only did participants with a response of four or five have higher average overall scores but 
they also had the highest score in the group on 85.7% of the days. 
 After the completion of the study and analysis of the results all signs point to skill playing 
the dominant role in DFS. The individuals in the study with above average knowledge 
consistently scored higher than the other individuals, as well as scored 35.4 points higher on 
average than individuals classified as having below average knowledge. 
Suggestions for Further Research  
 This study was completed with 26 participants over a 28 day period. Both of these 
numbers could be increased in the future to obtain results with higher credibility. Instead of 28 
days, the study could be conducted for half of the NBA season. If the study was conducted for 
that long it might also be advantageous to see if an individual with a response of one or two on 
the survey starts scoring higher as the study goes on because they are becoming more 
familiarized with the NBA. 
 Also, an area to look into would be to conduct the study but in different sports, i.e. 
professional baseball or professional football. Even though this study suggested that skill plays 
the dominant role in professional basketball DFS results, maybe football or baseball results are 
more volatile causing individuals with below average knowledge to have greater success. 
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Abstract 
 Athletes display poor nutrition knowledge, a vital component to their athletic 
performance and overall health. A general knowledge of nutrition questionnaire has been used on 
athletes, adults, and college aged students to measure their nutritional knowledge using four sub-
constructs: dietary recommendations, source of nutrients, choosing every day foods, and diet-
disease relationships. Demographic studies have been performed on athletes to evaluate health 
factors in their lives as competitors.  The studies in this paper discuss how athletes do not have 
proper resources regarding nutrition that can lead to a lack of nutritional practices and harm an 
athlete’s ability to compete. Although there has been much research of athlete nutrition, little 
research shows how much nutritional knowledge a college athlete holds and how much the 
athletic department at a university holds. The lack of previous research provides an opportunity 
for a demographic study to also score athletes’ and athletic department staff’s general knowledge 
of nutrition and evaluate ways to improve their knowledge of proper nutrition at universities. 
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Introduction 
 An athlete’s nutrition and maintenance of health is directly related to the athlete’s 
wellbeing (Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005; De Souza, Kratzenstein, Hain, Mayer, & Carlsohn 
2015; Karpinski, 2012; Rodriguez, Dimarco,& Langley 2009; Šunje, 2010). However, there is 
evidence athlete nutrition knowledge is poor among the athlete population, (De Souza, 
Kratzenstein, Hain, Mayer, & Carlsohn 2015; Torres-McGehee, Pritchett, Zippel, Minton, 
Cellamare, & Sibilia, 2012). While athletes hold inadequate nutrition knowledge, it is vital for 
athletes to recognize the importance of nutrition in helping an athlete perform at his/her highest 
success because of its beneficial factors (Coleman & Rosenbloom, 2012; Rodriguez, Dimarco, & 
Langley 2009; Šunje, 2010; Tone, 2015). Nutritional needs are a necessity for the development 
and wellness of an athlete (Bingham, Borkan, & Quatromoni, 2015; Coleman & Rosenbloom, 
2012). Many athletes believe that supplements, diet aids, and herbal preparations are enough to 
make them successful during their performances; however, these only work if the athlete uses 
them in moderation while hydrating while also accompanied by good nutrition practices, such as, 
appropriate meal sizes and a variety of food (Braun, Koehler, Geyer, Kleiner, Mester, Schanzer, 
2009; Carlsohn, Cassel, Linné, & Mayer, 2011; Dufour, 2014; Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 
2009; Smidt, 2013; Šunje, 2010). 

General Nutritional Knowledge and Athletes 
Nutrition can be measured in different ways; to fit the athlete population best, a previous 

study has been developed to measure nutritional knowledge. Conducted to measure the general 
knowledge of nutrition for adults consisting of four sub-constructs, a general knowledge of 
nutrition questionnaire was created (Parmenter & Wardle 1999). The four sub-constructs are as 
follows: dietary recommendations, sources of nutrients, choosing everyday foods, and diet-
disease relationship (Parmenter & Wardle 1999). Several studies with various samples, including 
Turkish students, college aged dieters versus non-dieters, and German adolescent athletes, use 
Parmenter and Wardle’s general knowledge of nutrition questionnaire to assess the knowledge 
each of these subjects (Alsaffar 2012; De Souza, Kratzenstein, Hain, Mayer, & Carlsohn 2015; 
Ruhl 2013).  
Dietary Recommendations 

Dietary recommendations include suggested food choices and sizes (Parmenter & Wardle 
1999). Important for anybody, when and what to eat enhances daily activities; however, for 
athletes it is imperative to pay attention to these recommendations to perform at their best and 
recover faster. Prior to the activity, athletes need to consume large amounts of fluids 24 hours 
before (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  The meal ideally should be rich in complex 
carbohydrates and fluids, but low in fat, caffeine, and fiber.  A big meal should be consumed 
three to four hours before the activity.  This is done to reduce gastric distress, vomiting, nausea, 
sluggishness, and cramps (Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005).  Smaller meals, however, can be 
eaten closer to the activity time (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  An athlete’s fluid 
intake during the event is crucial.  It is recommended that the athlete starts to consume 150- to 
350-milliliters, or 6- to 12-ounces, of fluids in intervals of 15 or 20 minutes at the start of the 
activity (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009; Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005).  It is 
important to sustain blood sugar by consuming 30- to 60-grams per hour of carbohydrates, 
particularly for long endurance events.  This can happen by drinking sports drinks (Cotugna, 
Vickery, & McBee 2005).  Ingesting carbohydrates during exercise is even more crucial if an 
athlete did not carbohydrate-load, controlled energy intake for weight loss, or consumed pre-
exercise meals (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  During the recovery, consuming 16- to 
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24-ounces of fluid per pound lost will be enough if the athlete kept hydrated during the event 
(Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005).  If the athlete did not consume enough fluids during the 
event, then it may be necessary to consume 150 percent of weight lost during the event to offset 
the losses (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  The meal after the activity should have 
carbohydrates, to help restore glycogen stores, and protein, to help repair muscle (Cotugna, 
Vickery, & McBee 2005; Dufour, 2014; Zydek, Michalczyk, Zajac, & Latosik, 2014).  The 
knowledge of dietary recommendations is measured by questions asking what types of foods 
respondents believe experts are recommending and how many servings are advised (Parmenter & 
Wardle, 1999).   
Sources of Nutrients 
 To measure knowledge of sources of nutrients, people are asked to identify what food 
group certain food falls into and if they contain a high or low composition of ingredients 
(Parmenter & Wardle 1999). Athletes must have the appropriate energy balance fulfilled to 
perform at their highest level of competition (Coleman & Rosenbloom, 2012).  An energy 
balance was defined as, “a state when energy intake (the sum of energy from food, fluids, and 
supplement products) equals energy expenditure (the sum of energy expended as basal 
metabolism, the thermic effect of food, and any voluntary physical activity) (Rodriguez, 
Dimarco, & Langley 2009).”  A 2,200 and 2,900 kilocalorie per day is recommended for 
individuals who are slightly to fairly active between the ages of 19 to 50 years old, respectively 
(Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  Carbohydrates, protein, and fat are the three main 
components of an athlete’s diet making them the largest sources of nutrients athletes should 
focus on (Potgieter, 2013). Carbohydrates are important because they help athletes with the large 
demand of energy, restore muscle glycogen stores, and maintain blood glucose (Zydek, 
Michalczyk, Zajac, & Latosik, 2014).  Protein is also important to athletes, because that helps 
with hormone and enzyme production, connective tissue support, transfers nutrients in the blood, 
and repairs muscle tissue.  Protein intake for athletes is higher than the general person, but if too 
high it can yield extra urea, provoke calcium loss, and increase risk of dehydration.  Fat is also 
important because it produces energy, provides the body with insulation, protects organs, and 
facilitates fat-soluble vitamin and fatty acid intake.  (Carlsohn, Cassel, Linné, & Mayer, 2011; 
Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005, Potgieter, 2013).  Carbohydrates, proteins, and fats are where 
an athlete gains most of their nutrients that fuels their bodies and allows them to be in 
competition shape (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  
Choosing Everyday Foods 

Everyday food choice knowledge is measured by asking subjects to pick the best food to 
attain certain characteristics, such as low fat, less sugar, and high fiber (Parmenter & Wardle 
1999). Based on the kilocalorie recommendation of 2,200 to 2,900 for athletes, carbohydrates 
should compose 50 percent, fat intake should make up 20 to 25 percent, and protein should 
represent 15 percent of everyday food choices. Food choices are dependent on the individual 
athlete him/herself; for example, female athletes should consume different foods than male 
athletes because of the way a female body differs in functionality, i.e. menstrual cycles (Abood, 
Black, & Birnbaum, 2004; Alaunyte, Stojceska, & Plunkett, 2015; Hueglin, 2014; Manore, Kam, 
& Loucks, 2007, Shriver, Betts, & Wollenberg, 2013). 
Diet-disease Relationships 

Diet-disease relationships are measured by subjects’ knowledge of diseases that can be 
caused by various diet choices regarding food consumption and hydration practices (Parmenter 
& Wardle 1999). Fats are recommended for athletes as 20 percent of their everyday diet 
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(Parmenter & Wardle, 1999). Not consuming the proper types of fat or consuming too much fat 
can lead to heart and weight issues that are both difficult for athletes and negatively affect 
performance (Parmenter & Wardle, 1999; Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  When athletes 
are competing in different climates, it is important to know how weather will affect 
hydration.  With high heat and humidity, there is an increased risk of heat illness, which then 
leads to the activity being postponed, canceled, or rescheduled.  In cold environments, insulated 
clothing can cause athletes to sweat more and lose respiratory fluid.  Altitudes higher than 2,500 
miles can result in fluid losses superior to those of normal exercises.  This is due to mandatory 
diuresis and high respiratory water losses, followed with decreased appetite, which in turn causes 
an increase in the need for fluids.  The fluid intake of an athlete at a high altitude should be 
increased to three to four liters per day (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).  Athletes need to 
be aware of each of these scenarios so they can adjust their pre-performance preparation to 
accommodate for these health concerns (Rodriguez, Dimarco, & Langley 2009).   

Gender vs. Nutrition Health 
Jamaluddin and Redzwan created a study that looked at demographic variables of athletes 

in concern to nutrition health (2014).  Some of these variables included gender, ethnic group, and 
sport discipline.  Sport discipline consisted of two categories: aesthetic and non-aesthetic. 
Although gender differences occur, certain sports for both men and women inherently carry 
suspicion of poor nutritional health choices to feel successful in their sport, mainly in the form of 
eating disorders (Jamaluddin & Redzwan 2014).   

Due to more involvement and intensity, females in sports may experience problems with 
their menstruation, posture, and inadequate nutrition (Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005; 
Hueglin, 2014).  When athletes must maintain leanness in their sport, there is concern among 
health professionals; such sports include gymnastics and figure skating.   These types of sports 
are more prone to eating disorders due to the pressure to be thin in order to win.  Women who 
restrict their diets tend to miss key nutrients, including calcium and iron (Barrack & Van Loan, 
2011; Hueglin, 2014; Manore, Kam, & Loucks, 2007, Shriver, Betts, & Wollenberg, 
2013).  Other types of sports that can be concerned with eating disorders are weight class sports 
because they are frequently measured for weight.  An example of this is wrestling.  Eating 
disorders may cause impaired performance, depression, increased risk of injury, 
thermoregulatory changes, and fluid and electrolyte imbalance.  Eating disorders can be seen in 
both male and female athletes, but it tends to happen more in female athletes because they have a 
greater concern about their weight (Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005; Barrack & Van Loan, 
2011).   

In attempt to gain a lean body that is preferred in some sports, some athletes, mainly 
females, are becoming vegetarian, sometimes a step toward establishing an eating 
disorder.  When an athlete makes this change, trainers and coaches need to be aware to make 
sure that they are maintaining a sufficient weight.  Since plant protein is harder to digest than 
animal protein, a vegetarian athlete would have to increase consumption by ten percent.  The 
suggested amounts of protein consumption for vegetarian athletes are about 1.3 to 1.8 grams per 
kilograms of body weight.  Vegetarian athletes also run the risk of low intakes of other key 
nutrients, including vitamins B-12 and D, riboflavin, iron, calcium, and zinc.  Iron is necessary 
for females, especially athletes, and iron levels may need to be monitored (Rodriguez, Dimarco, 
& Langley 2009). 
 Many athletes like to take supplements like protein powders and shakes before and after 
workouts (Smidt, 2013). Typically, males take various supplements over females. This is topic of 
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concern when assessing if athletes are viewing these as meal replacements versus a supplement 
to their dietary habits.   (Carlsohn, Cassel, Linné, & Mayer, 2011; Froiland, Koszewski, Hingst, 
& Kopecky, 2004).  

Athlete’s Lack Nutritional Knowledge 
Conscious of the four sub-constructs that compose nutrition knowledge along with 

current nutrition health issues athletes are faced with on a daily basis, athletes need to aquire 
nutrition knowledge to improve their performance and general health. Athletes get their nutrition 
information from various sources.  These sources include gym owners, magazines, coaches, food 
store personnel, parents, and other athletes.  Often none of these sources are health professionals, 
which could explain the lack of correct education (Danaher & Curley, 2014; Cotugna, Vickery, 
& McBee 2005; Torres-McGehee, Pritchett, Zippel, Minton, Cellamare, & Sibilia, 2012). 
Nutritional risk, making poor nutrition choices, is elevated because of the lack of resources to 
athletes’ unique needs (Bingham, Borkan, & Quatromoni, 2015; Danaher & Curley, 
2014). Athletes’ coaches have been found to suggest incorrect macronutrient intake, weight gain, 
and fluid restriction (Cotugna, Vickery, & McBee 2005).  Recent trends suggest increased 
concern among the general public regarding health and wellness, so in return, there has become a 
larger push to evaluate and boost nutritional knowledge among competitive athletes (De Souza, 
Kratzenstein, Hain, Mayer, & Carlsohn 2015, Torres-McGehee, Pritchett, Zippel, Minton, 
Cellamare, & Sibilia, 2012).  The abundance of knowledge athletes are supposed to know in 
order to successfully compete at a higher level because of nutritional practices is difficult to 
attain. Colleges and universities need to help provide this nutrition knowledge to its athletes. 
These athletic programs need to be able to identify who the athletes are and who need the most 
help, hence the rationale behind this study. 

Implications for Further Research 
Nutrition is vital to an athlete but there is an understanding that knowledge of nutrition 

may be lacking; therefore, with this information my research will examine if demographic 
factors can explain NCAA athletes’ general knowledge of nutrition and where differences in 
knowledge exist. There has not been a current study that generates a nutritional knowledge 
baseline score for athletes; however, using Parmenter and Wardle’s questionnaire this 
information can be generated. A demographic breakdown to evaluate the differences in college 
athletes’ demographics and their general nutritional knowledge will take place. Once the athlete 
demographics show the composition of athletes, interviews and focus groups can be held with 
athletes based on the findings. These interviews and focus groups will allow the athletes to voice 
how they would most like to receive nutritional knowledge in order to retain it and if they are 
capable of following nutrition suggestions given to them in nutritional programs whether they 
live on or off campus.  Their nutritional knowledge can be improved by implementation of 
nutritional programs at universities based on the needs of the athletes as well as improving their 
nutritional practices to make them the more competitively successful.  

Therefore, the following hypothesis and research questions emerges.   
RQ1: To what extent do men and women differ in nutritional knowledge? 
RQ2: What is the effect of an athlete’s involvement in a particular sport on their nutritional 
knowledge?  
H1: Athletes having a prior nutrition class, will have more general knowledge of nutrition than 
athletes who have not. 
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Methodology  
 A general knowledge of nutrition questionnaire created by Parmenter and Wardle (1999) 
was used to determine athletes’ nutrition knowledge. The survey is composed of 45 questions 
measuring nutritional knowledge, with 6 demographic questions totaling 51 questions. Some of 
these questions have multiple parts to them. The questions measuring general nutrition 
knowledge are split into four categories representing the four sub-constructs. Dietary 
recommendation is measured by four questions, sources of nutrients by twenty-one questions, 
and choosing everyday foods by ten questions.  This leaves the remaining ten questions to 
measure diet-disease relationship. The multiple parts summate a total of 107 points.  This total is 
derived from the one point per nutritional question, if answered correctly. The demographic 
questions are not scored however; they are for the use of comparing results from athlete to 
athlete.  
 To administer the survey, 170 athletes from a small, private, Northeastern university were 
selected for participation in the study. These athletes represent 10 Division I sports: football, 
men’s basketball, men’s ice hockey, men’s lacrosse, men’s soccer, cross country and track and 
field, women’s basketball, women’s ice hockey, women’s lacrosse, women’s soccer, softball, 
and volleyball. Surveys were handed out at the beginning of lifting workouts in the weight room 
at this university by the strength and conditioning staff.  

Results 
 The first analysis performed was a calculation of mean scores on the overall nutrition 
score and the four sub-constructs.  From these 170 respondents, the overall general knowledge of 
nutrition average mean score was a score of 55.9083, when the maximum score possible was a 
107. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the four sub-constructs mean scores of the 170 student 
athletes that participated in the survey.  
Constructs  Possible Max 

Score 
Mean Score of Athletes 

Dietary Recommendations 11 6.4625 
Source of Nutrients 69 39.2385 
Choosing Everyday Foods 10 4.2364 
Diet-disease Relationship 17 5.9613 
Overall Nutrition Score 107 55.9083 
Figure 1: Athletes’ Mean Scores 
From these overall responses, it is evident that athletes do not have a high level of general 
nutrition knowledge.   
 The first research question (To what extent do men and women differ in nutritional 
knowledge?) required an independent samples t-test due to the dependent variable being an 
interval scale, and the independent variable being a nominal scale with only two categories.  Out 
of the four sub-constructs and the overall nutritional score, there was only one statistically 
significant finding.  The difference between groups in choosing everyday foods was found to be 
statistically significant, with a p value =0.02, which means that females have more knowledge 
over choosing everyday foods than males do. Figure 2 shows a breakdown of all the mean scores 
between males and females broken down into each sub-construct.  Even though the remaining 
sub-constructs were not statistically significant, it is interesting to mention that females had 
higher mean scores in all constructs.  
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Figure 2: Research Question One Results 
*Color indicates statistical significance  
 
 The second research question (What is the effect of an athlete’s involvement in a 
particular sport on their nutritional knowledge?) required an ANOVA analysis because the 
dependent variable was an interval scale, and the independent variable was a nominal scale with 
more than two categories.  For this question, three out of the five constructs were found to be 
statistically significant, at a significance level of 0.1.   
DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS        P Value= 0.078 
Sport Mean Score 
Basketball 6.7273 
Cross Country/Track and Field 6.7619 
Football 5.7297 
Ice Hockey 6.9231 
Lacrosse 6.4259 
Soccer 7.0000 
Softball 6.0000 
Volleyball 6.7000 
Figure 3: Dietary Recommendation vs. Sport 
*Color indicates statistical significance  
 
SOURCE OF NUTRIENTS                       P Value= 0.230 
Sport Mean Score 
Basketball 36.7778 
Cross Country/Track and Field 37.2000 
Football 38.7419 
Ice Hockey 39.8889 
Lacrosse 39.0938 
Soccer 41.3000 
Softball 46.0000 
Volleyball 42.8750 
Figure 4: Source of Nutrients vs. Sport 
 
 
 

RQ1 
Constructs Female Mean 

Score 
Male Mean Score P Value 

Dietary Recommendations 6.6849 6.2824 0.119 
Source of Nutrients 39.5614 38.9863 0.615 
Choosing Everyday Foods 4.5753 3.9674 0.020 
Diet-disease Relationship 6.3099 5.6667 0.161 
Overall Nutrition Score 56.8333 55.1515 0.312 
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CHOOSING EVERYDAY FOODS           P Value= 0.031 
Sport Mean Score 
Basketball 4.9231 
Cross Country/Track and Field 4.6190 
Football 3.3846 
Ice Hockey 4.4000 
Lacrosse 4.3250 
Soccer 4.5600 
Softball 4.0000 
Volleyball 4.6000 
Figure 5: Choosing Everyday Foods vs. Sport 
*Color indicates statistical significance  
DIET-DISEASE RELATIONSHIP          P Value= 0.332 
Sport Mean Score 
Basketball 5.9000 
Cross Country/Track and Field 4.8571 
Football 5.4571 
Ice Hockey 6.6000 
Lacrosse 6.4000 
Soccer 5.8696 
Softball 8.0000 
Volleyball 7.1111 
Figure 6: Diet-disease Relationship vs. Sport 
 
TOTAL NUTRITION SCORE                  P Value= 0.099 
Sport Mean Score 
Basketball 56.2500 
Cross Country/Track and Field 53.4000 
Football 52.7407 
Ice Hockey 57.1250 
Lacrosse 56.4000 
Soccer 58.5789 
Softball 64.0000 
Volleyball 63.0000 
Figure 7: Total Nutrition Score vs. Sport 
*Color indicates statistical significance  
These tables show a variety of findings, but most importantly it is clear that football scores the 
lowest in three of the five categories. Volleyball scores consistently in the top three for each 
category. Softball tends to jump around from having very high scores in some areas, to very low 
scores in others; most of the other sports remain in the middle with their mean scores.  
 The hypothesis (Athletes having a prior nutrition class, will have more general 
knowledge of nutrition of athletes who have not) required an independent samples t-test because 
the dependent variable had an interval scale, and the independent variable had a nominal scale 
with only two categories.  Three out of the five differences were found to be statistically 
significant, being below a significance value of 0.05.  All three of these constructs show that 
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athletes who have previously taken a nutrition class have more dietary recommendation, diet-
disease relationship, and general nutritional knowledge than athletes who have not taken a 
previous nutrition course.  Figure 8 shows the mean scores and corresponding p values for all 
constructs based on whether the athlete has been enrolled in a previous nutrition class or not.  

Figu
re 8: 
Hypo
thesi
s 
One 
Resul
ts 
*Col
or 

indicates statistical significance  
Implications for Study Two 

 The results section of the athletes’ nutrition scores sparked interest in the knowledge of 
nutrition that the athletic department staff holds. Many athletes seek nutrition knowledge and 
without a nutritionist on a university’s campus available for the athletes, identification of the 
knowledge held by staff members that can assist with providing knowledge was desired to 
complete this study. Student athletes on campus work closely with three sets of athletic 
department staff members: coaches, athletic trainers, and the strength and conditioning staff. To 
test the knowledge of the athletic department, the same survey developed by Parmenter and 
Wardle was given to 5 coaches, 5 athletic trainers, and 5 members of the strength and 
conditioning staff. The only demographic questions asked to these participants were their gender 
and the job title out of the three options: coach, athletic trainer, or strength and conditioning 
staff. This survey was given to the athletic department to answer the question: how much 
nutritional knowledge does the university’s athletic department hold? 

Results of Study Two 
 The first analysis was to identify the descriptive statistics of the four sub constructs: 
dietary recommendations, source of nutrients, choosing everyday foods, diet-disease 
relationship, as well as, the overall nutrition score. Figure 9 shows the breakdown of the mean 
scores derived from the collected data.  
Constructs  Possible Max 

Score 
Mean Score of Athletes 

Dietary Recommendations 11 7.4667 
Source of Nutrients 69 47.000 
Choosing Everyday Foods 10 5.3571 
Diet-disease Relationship 17 8.600 
Overall Nutrition Score 107 68.1818 
Figure 9: Athletic Department Staffs’ Mean Scores 
In comparison to the athletes, all scores were higher in the athletic department, but are not 
considered to be adequate, particularly with a mean overall nutrition score of a 68.1818 out of 
107 points.  
 An independent sample t-test was preformed next to see if there was any statistically 
significance between female and male athletic department staff’s nutritional knowledge. There 

H1 
Constructs Previous Nutrition 

Class Mean Score 
No Previous 

Nutrition Class 
Mean Score 

P Value 

Dietary Recommendations 7.0392 6.1981 0.002 
Source of Nutrients 40.45 38.6517 0.114 
Choosing Everyday Foods 4.25 4.1869 0.818 
Diet-disease Relationship 6.8431 5.4951 0.005 
Overall Nutrition Score 58.4833 54.6265 0.027 
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was no statistical significance to suggest that the amount of knowledge differed between male 
and female staff members, the overall nutrition score mean for female staff members was a 
72.6667 and the male staff score was a 66.5000. Figure 10 shows the breakdown of each of the 
four sub constructs of female and male scores, in each category, the female staff scored higher, 
but not enough to be statistically significant.  
Constructs  Possible Max 

Score 
Mean Score of 

Females 
Mean Score of 

Males 
Dietary Recommendations 11 8.4000 7.0000 
Source of Nutrients 69 48.6667 46.3750 
Choosing Everyday Foods 10 5.7500 5.2000 
Diet-disease Relationship 17 9.6000 8.1000 
Overall Nutrition Score 107 72.6667 66.5000 
Figure 10: Athletic Department Staff Female vs. Male Mean Scores 
 The third analysis was an ANOVA. This was preformed to see the differences between 
nutrition scores and the athletic department job title of a coach, athletic trainer, or strength and 
conditioning staff member. In the following information, there was no statistical significance; 
however, it is important to note that the athletic training staff scored highest in every category 
possible, then generally followed by that athletic training staff and lastly, the coaches. Figures 
11-15 show the mean scores in comparison to each job title dependent on the sub construct.  
DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS  
Job Title Mean Score 
Coach 7.4000 
Athletic Trainer 7.6000 
Strength and Conditioning Staff 7.4000 
Total 7.4667 
Figure 11: Dietary Recommendation vs. Job Title Mean Scores 
 
SOURCE OF NUTRIENTS 
Job Title Mean Score 
Coach 42.6667 
Athletic Trainer 49.6667 
Strength and Conditioning Staff 48.0000 
Total 47.0000 
Figure 12: Source of Nutrients vs Job Title Mean Scores 
CHOOSING EVERYDAY FOODS 
Job Title Mean Score 
Coach 5.0000 
Athletic Trainer 5.8000 
Strength and Conditioning Staff 5.2000 
Total 5.3571 
Figure 13: Choosing Everyday Foods vs. Job Title Mean Scores 
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DIET-DISEASE RELATIONSHIP 
Job Title Mean Score 
Coach 8.0000 
Athletic Trainer 9.4000 
Strength and Conditioning Staff 8.4000 
Total 8.6000 
Figure 14: Diet-disease Relationship vs. Job Title Mean Scores 
TOTAL NUTRITION SCORE 
Job Title Mean Score 
Coach 62.3333 
Athletic Trainer 72.6667 
Strength and Conditioning Staff 69.0000 
Total 68.1818 
Figure 15: Total Nutrition Score vs. Job Title Mean Scores 

Recommendations 
 Nutrition helps athletes to compete at a higher level, which should spark the interest of 
college athletic departments. The ultimate goal of university athletics is to reach utmost success 
with the athletes in the sports programs at that school. Knowing that nutrition is an immensely 
important part of an athlete’s training regime, athletic programs should implement nutritional 
programs for their student-athletes.  Two approaches should take place. The first option would be 
to educate the athletic training staff, strength and conditioning staff, and coaching staffs with 
proper nutrition education that they could relay to their athletes to improve their knowledge. 
These three groups need training, because it is evident from their nutrition scores they do not 
hold adequate knowledge to be informing the athletes as of now. Option two, the stronger and 
more effective of the two, would be hiring a nutritionist to work with athletes on a team or 
individual basis. If a school adds a nutrition program administered by a nutritionist to its school, 
this sets them apart from other schools. At the university under study, if a nutrition program 
started, coaches could use that as a tool in the recruiting process to attract potential student-
athletes. Creating programs and advertising them to recruits would make the parents of the 
recruits reassured that their child will be receiving education on nutrition and a plan to 
implement it into their everyday lives. To any recruit, this will be seen as an added benefit for 
them as a student-athlete.  
 Focusing on the low scores of football in the nutritional survey may be something the 
football coaching staff should be made aware of. Currently, football at the university under study 
is the least successful athletic team in the past three years. Football scored the lowest nutrition 
score in the categories of dietary recommendations, choosing everyday foods, and their overall 
nutrition score. The following two categories, source of nutrients and diet-disease relationship, 
football scored in the bottom three sports as well. Recognizing that the three categories football 
scored the lowest in were all three statistically significant at a significance level of 0.10, 
measures should be taken to improve this. The football staff should think about how they want to 
educate their athletes on nutrition; with higher nutrition knowledge, the football team could 
become more successful on the field. Although some sports, like volleyball, consistently scored 
high across all categories, the amount of nutritional knowledge they hold is still not adequate 
overall, meaning that the athletic department can first focus on football, the team that needs the 
most help, but efforts should be provided for each team at the university.  
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Further Research 
 This study looks at the nutritional knowledge of student-athletes and highlights a baseline 
to gain nutrition knowledge of athletes, but does not consider other factors, such as actually 
consuming the types of foods that athletes should intake. Athletes need to follow through on the 
recommendations and apply the knowledge they collect into their everyday lives. Interviews and 
focus groups would be a beneficial way for researchers to figure out how athletes want to gain 
the nutrition knowledge, as well as, ways they feel they would best be inclined to follow the 
knowledge and implement proper nutritional practices into their lives. These focus groups and 
interviews would be a huge resource to a university’s athletic program that may want to 
implement nutritional programs because they show the opinion of the athlete, who is the ultimate 
consumer of the services. This research could be organized by creating the groupings of athletes 
based off the demographic findings from this research.  

Conclusions 
 This research examined NCAA athletes’ general nutritional knowledge as compared to 
certain demographic variables.  The results found that there was an overall lack of general 
nutrition knowledge from these athletes.  In a follow up study, it was discovered that athletic 
trainers, strength and condition staff, and the coaches of these teams do not hold adequate 
nutrition knowledge, meaning they should not be providing detailed nutrition knowledge to their 
athletes until their knowledge increases. What athletes fuel themselves with is vital to their 
performance during their games.  The amount of food, what type of food, and what time the food 
is consumed has many beneficial factors (Rodriguez, Dimarco,& Langley 2009) that can help 
athletes perform their very best.  It is disappointing that these athletes may not be playing to their 
full potential just because there is a lack of nutritional knowledge.   

Limitations 
 Although insightful information was discovered in helping answer the research questions 
and hypothesis in this study, there were a few limitations that may affect findings for the overall 
athlete population. Only student-athletes from a small, northeast private university were used in 
this study, making this a convenience sample. Not every athlete on campus was tested, only 170 
completed surveys were used in this study. This was also true for the coaches, athletic trainers, 
and strength and conditioning staffs; participants were picked on availability and not enough of 
them were surveyed to make results statistically significant. One weight lifting group at the 
university was cut short on time responding to the survey, which could have altered those few 
surveys answers in two ways: first, they could have not finished completing the survey and 
secondly, they could have rushed too quickly to finish the survey and not taken the proper time 
to read and answer each question. Lastly, some participants may not have known every food 
example in questions that asked participants to pick the best choice of food for a certain criterion. 
Individuals may have understood what the question was asking; however, since they did not 
know what a certain food was they incorrectly answered the question because they picked a more 
familiar food. 
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Abstract 
 eSports is the formalization of competitive play for video games. This industry has seen 
enormous growth in recent years. Different forms of businesses are attempting to enter the 
eSports market, ranging from videogame developers, professional team organizations, and 
corporate sponsors. Because of this growth, understanding why players participate in eSports is 
essential to the industry. It is common to assume that motivations for eSports will match 
motivations for other industries, such as traditional sports. While this provides a baseline for 
motivations, it is necessary to study the industry itself, not only use preexisting models. Based on 
existing research in the field of eSports, important driving forces including accessibility, 
competitiveness, and socialization. Accessibility includes pricing models and mediums in which 
players can spectate and participate. Competitiveness includes players improving their skill, 
participating in tournaments, and equality. Socialization includes a sense of community, playing 
with friends, and community created content. This study involved the creation and distribution of 
a survey online with questions pertaining to motivation and participation in eSports. The survey 
was distributed online, with a total of 750 respondents. The majority of respondents were males, 
18-25 years of age. Data indicates that achievement and social factors are two main needs 
satisfied by participating in eSports, and most users who responded to the survey preferred to 
view eSports via the internet over any other medium. 
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Introduction 
 Competitive play of videogames, electronic sports, or eSports, has seen a massive 
increase in popularity in recent years. The purpose of this study is to help determine why people 
participate in eSports. In order to identify the purpose for participating in eSports, a survey of 
eSports participants was conducted via the internet. Since many eSports communities, 
tournaments, and more are all hosted and coordinated online, the internet is likely the most 
accurate place to survey participants of eSports. 

Literature Review 
This research touches upon the many different areas relating to eSports, including the 

motivations of why people participate in eSports. Topics researched include the co-creation of 
eSports by video game developers and their consumers, motivations for spectating eSports, the 
value participants receive from eSports, the price of eSports, and revenue generation.  
Co-Creation of eSports 
 The creation of eSports is unique. Participants are directly involved in development. 
eSports is directly related to the rise of information and communication technology, which also 
facilitates co-creation of value (Lusch, Vargo, & Tanniru, 2010). The many parties involved in 
the creation of eSports are the game developers, players, communities, governing bodies, schools 
(Pham, 2015), sponsors, spectators, and more (Seo, 2013; 2015).   

A unique feature that eSports and online gaming in general has is the creativity and 
power of the community. In many games, players are actually able to create games within games 
that can eventually become their own e-sport. These expansions of games created by players are 
known as mods, and allowing players to create them adds value to the game and helps create a 
community (Weiss & Schiele, 2013). 
Spectating 
 Reasons for spectating eSports can be similar to the reasons people spectate traditional, 
physical sports. The Motivation Scale for Sport Consumption (MSSC) can be used to help 
understand why people spectate eSports (Cheung & Huang, 2011). The MSSC states that people 
watch sports for eight different reasons. These factors include aesthetics of the game, vicarious 
achievement, drama, escape from life, knowledge, physical skill of athletes, and social 
interaction (Trail & James 2001).  Cheung and Huang have done research that shows spectators 
of the game and e-sport StarCraft show similar motivations for spectating (Cheung & Huang, 
2011). 
 A popular way to consume eSports is to spectate other players, often through online 
video streaming on third-party websites. Consumers watch popular professionals or personalities 
practice eSports games, and can often join with them (Sholz, 2012). Tournaments are also 
broadcast on these live streams. Announcers or shoutcasters host these events and players can 
watch from their own computers. Hosts and commentary person, but this leads to additional 
complications.  According to Taylor, many tournaments, especially smaller-scale competitions, 
are not set up or do not even allow on-site spectatorship, from announcers make spectating more 
enjoyable and encourage viewers to watch (Cheung & Huang, 2011). Some broadcasting 
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business models in eSports move towards a contract model, like in high-profile physical sports, 
while others move towards mass dissemination (Burk, 2013). 
 Events can also be viewed in but instead encourage online viewing (Taylor, 2012). 
Limited seating can cause difficulties as well, since millions of viewers watch large scale events.  
 In order to foster a community, Blizzard Entertainment attempted a unique method of 
broadcasting tournaments for their game, StarCraft. The strategy was called BarCraft and it 
involved fans gathering in public and watching eSports as a group, similar to watching sports in 
a sports bar. Even though Blizzard supported this event and offered participants licensing for 
free, it is difficult to determine the success of the event, due to limited information. Estimates 
show the event has had some success, but still many viewers would rather participate at home 
(Sholz, 2012).  
 Television has been a staple of the broadcasting world in recent years, and eSports events 
have been broadcast on traditional television, as opposed to IPTV. ESPN, a network that has 
aired eSports in the past, has received criticism by viewers for airing eSports, and it is likely that 
broadcasting eSports on television will not overcome its internet counterpart (Sholz, 2012). 
Many computer games are also not designed to be easily broadcast on television, and without 
quality equipment, it can be difficult (Taylor 2012). eSports games are usually non-linear as well 
and are much faster paced. The digital arenas that games take place in are hard to construct as a 
single image giving spectators complete knowledge, such as a bird’s eye view from high stadium 
seats at a baseball game, making eSports difficult to broadcast on traditional television (Kane, 
2008; Taylor 2012).  
Player Value 
 While eSports professionals are under contract, receive salary, and are obliged to play 
eSports games, the majority of players do not make income from playing.  Therefore, it is 
important for business to tailor their games so players enjoy them, and continue playing. Game 
content can add value to players through many different venues. Graphics provide an aesthetic 
appeal to the player (Rayna, 2014). Fun and enjoyment are another important aspect that need to 
be included when maintaining an e-sport (Weiss & Schiele, 2013). If the players do not enjoy it, 
they will stop playing. Social Interaction between players can help form a community (Lee, 
2011; Weiss & Schiele, 2013). Researchers have reported tournaments are friendly environments 
(Taylor, 2012). 
 Tournaments and competitions are popular eSports events that can gather interest of 
competitors and spectators alike. Competition is a good way for marketers to create interest in 
their products (Lee, 2011; Weiss, 2013). Players enjoy competing in eSports when they feel it 
equalizes the playing field and neither side gets a strict advantage (Michaluk, 2012). Developers 
need to focus on balancing the game in this regard, in order to keep players interested in 
competitive play. 
 Consumption of a professionalized activity creates a consumer culture that benefits 
consumers (Seo, 2015). In the case of eSports consumption of the professionalized activity is 
either participating or spectating competitive play. Leisure activities change from casual, 
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relaxing activities, to serious leisure, a form of leisure that requires effort and work. Because of 
this phenomenon, consumers get both a sense of self-actualization and identity development that 
is unique to their community (Seo, 2015; Witkowski, 2012). The self-actualization and social 
dynamics create value for consumers and encourage participating in eSports. 
 There are some issues with players that need to be addressed, however. It is a problem in 
South Korea where teenagers are dropping out of schools in order to pursue careers in eSports 
(Hewitt, 2014). Organizations, such as TeSPA (The eSports Association) are attempting to bring 
eSports to schools all over the United States. It is possible that with the help of schools and the 
offerings of eSports scholarships that students will not drop out of school to chase a career in 
eSports. 
Product Accessibility  

Videogame development companies have many different pricing strategies for their 
products, and they can be split into two main categories, pay-to-play (P2P) and free-to-play 
(F2P). These two models affect what customers need to do in order to access the game. Pay-to-
play games require that the consumer makes a payment before they are able to access any 
content (Osathanunkul, 2015; Davidovici-Nora, 2014). The payment is either a one-time 
purchase, or a subscription fee that must be paid again after a certain amount of time, usually a 
month. Free-to-play games are the direct contrast to pay-to-play games.  They require no 
payments in order to access a large portion content.  This does not always indicate that payments 
will never be required. Ease of access to consumers is affected by the pricing models that the 
businesses in the videogame industry use (Osathanunkul, 2015; Davidovici-Nora, 2014). It is 
common for eSports games to be free-to-play or have a low purchasing price, in order to allow 
more consumers to involve themselves in the games, and generate revenue in other ways, such as 
advertising. Game management and matchmaking software must be available as well. 
Infrastructure must be present to match players together at their convenience, and be able to 
easily allow players to join with their friends (Dyck, Pinelle, Brown, & Gutwin, 2003). 
Sources of Revenue 
 There are a variety of methods that companies that develop eSports can use to generate 
revenue. In the pay-to-play model, revenue is simply sales of a game, via online distribution or 
through retail stores.  Digital distribution has gotten increasingly popular in recent years, holding 
a large market share. Free-to-play games have a more complex revenue system than pay-to-play 
games. 
 Advertising is an extremely important source of revenue for eSports related companies, 
and not just developers of games. The services that host streaming websites often use 
advertisements for revenue. According to Taylor, tournaments are often funded by sponsors, and 
sponsors are extremely important to secure, with companies even resorting to cold-calling 
companies. Professional teams and players are sponsored by corporations and wear 
advertisements on their clothes and their equipment (Taylor, 2012). 
  Freemium is a version of the F2P model that allows players access to the game, but must 
purchase additional content has been increasingly common in the videogame industry (Rayna, 
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2014; De Prato, G. Feijoo, C., & Simon, J., 2014). Micro-transactions, are similar to freemium 
content, and involve player purchasing minor, often temporary pieces of digital content, such as 
personalization or an in-game item (Swain, 2014). This business model, when used properly, can 
be very successful, as players can access free content and make micro-transactions as needed. 
Allowing players to purchase an advantage over another player in eSports can ruin the sense of 
equality, so businesses need to be careful of what items they sell. League of Legends, which is 
successfully run on a micro-transaction model, mainly sells cosmetic changes, which offer no in-
game advantages (Swain, 2014). 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 Participation, viewership, and professional play of eSports has been steadily increasing 
over the past few years, with many organizations getting involved in the industry. Due to the 
increased attention the area is getting, it is necessary to understand what motivates consumers to 
participate in eSports. Some research has been conducted in this area, but since eSports are a 
relatively new topic, more information is required. There are many studies about what motivates 
people to play video games in general, but these studies may not apply entirely or directly to 
eSports, a subgenre of video gaming. This leads to this studies first and most important research 
question. 
 R1: What motivates consumers to participate in eSports? 
  A: What needs does eSports fulfill in consumers? 
  B: Are there patterns among eSports participation behavior? 
 

Based on the information in the lit review above, prior research indicates that eSports 
satisfies competitive needs in players, including self-actualization from their serious leisure, and 
the social interactions it brings in the form of an online community. Players at the different ends 
of the engagement spectrum may have different motivations for playing. These two facts lead us 
to our first and second hypotheses. 

H1 A: Consumers are motivated to play eSports because it satisfies social and 
achievement needs. 
 
H1 B: High engagement participants will focus more on the achievement needs, 
while lower engagement players will focus on social needs. 
For this study, achievement needs depend on information pertaining to game balance, 

climbing ranked ladders, a sense of personal achievement, the use of data gathering services on 
oneself and other players pertaining to eSports performance, eSports tournaments, self-
improvement, and competition. Social needs depend on variables including participating in an 
eSports community, feeling a connection with other players, supporting professionals from local 
geographic regions, feeling a connection with announcers, and overall self-rated enjoyment of 
the social aspects of eSports. Questions pertaining to these topics were included in the survey 
and taken into consideration for the results.  

Currently, the most common and almost exclusive way to consume eSports is via the 
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internet. eSports has been broadcast on television, but has not seen much success over that 
medium. Due to the lack of success, there is much ambiguity on the future of eSports on 
television. This leads to the second research question. 
 R2: Do consumers prefer to watch eSports via the internet over any other medium? 

Due to eSports being a born-online industry, its participants almost always have a way to 
access the internet. Because of this, it is likely that consumers would prefer to spectate eSports 
via the internet as opposed to television, as they can access all content from the computer, 
without having to use multiple devices. The internet also allows participants to be more involved 
in the eSports community. It is possible to communicate with other consumers, control some 
aspects of viewership, and for consumers to impact eSports via the internet. When spectating via 
television, it is not possible to control output or add any input to eSports without using a 
computer. 
 H2: Consumers prefer to use the internet for eSports needs over any other medium 
Methodology 
 In order to test the hypotheses a survey was developed for eSports participants to take. 
The survey consisted of a few multiple choice questions, many Likert scale questions, and a few 
demographic questions. The questions asked in the survey pertain to motivations for 
participating in eSports, achievement and social needs, and engagement factors. Participant 
gender and age was collected as well, to help determine information about the sample.  
 The survey was distributed online, where the majority of eSports takes place. The survey 
was distributed on eSports related subreddits on Reddit.com, the League of Legends eSports 
forum, and through social media, mainly Facebook. The subreddits specifically used were for the 
games with eSports StarCraft, Hearthstone, Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, DOTA2, SMITE, 
League of Legends, Heroes of the Storm, and the survey subreddit, SampleSize. 

Results 
 The respondents of the survey were mostly males in the age range of 18-25 years old, as 
evidenced by the tables below. This demographic, while likely a majority, may not represent the 
whole of the eSports population, as females make up a larger portion of the population than they 
do in the sample (Ratan, 2015). 
 

Age level (years) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid 18-25 645 86.0 86.3 86.3 

26-35 94 12.5 12.6 98.9 
36-46 7 .9 .9 99.9 
46+ 1 .1 .1 100.0 
Total 747 99.6 100.0  

Missing System 3 .4   
Total 750 100.0   
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Gender of respondents 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid male 706 94.1 94.5 94.5 

female 37 4.9 5.0 99.5 
other 4 .5 .5 100.0 
Total 747 99.6 100.0  

Missing System 3 .4   
Total 750 100.0   

 
  
R1 A: What needs does eSports fulfill in consumers? 

The primary focus of this study was research question 1A, and the hypothesis correlating 
to it,  

H1 A: Consumers are motivated to play eSports because it satisfies social and 
achievement needs. 

 
This hypothesis was tested in the survey by asking Likert scale based questions 

pertaining to the achievement and social aspects of eSports. Regression analysis shows an overall 
positive trend between achievement and engagement, an example being graph 1.1 below.  

 

 
 
Similar to the achievement and engagement relationship, the social aspects also have an 

Graph 1.1 
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overall positive trend, as evidenced by graph 1.2 below. 
 

 
Further cross-tab analysis and comparison of variables shows a significant correlation 

between achievement, social needs, the factors effecting them, and engagement. Charts 1.1 and 
1.2 below show a portion of the data gathered, and the significant relationship. 

 

Graph 1.2 

Chart 1.1 
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One social factor, geographic locations, had surprising results. Respondents were mixed 
in their support of teams from their own region. At all levels of engagement, responses indicate 
that geographic region may not be a significant factor when spectating and supporting eSports 
teams and players. 

Chi square tests were also performed to determine whether or not the results were 
significant. Tables 1.2 and 1.3 below show the chi square results. Simplified however, the chi 
square tests indicate that due to these results, the null hypothesis can be rejected, and it can be 
assumed that this data did not occur by random chance.  

 
Chi-Square Tests 

How would you rate your engagement in eSports? Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 
Not interested Pearson Chi-Square 2.438b 2 .296 

Likelihood Ratio 2.552 2 .279 
Linear-by-Linear Association .272 1 .602 
N of Valid Cases 13   

Barely Interested Pearson Chi-Square 25.019c 16 .069 
Likelihood Ratio 24.394 16 .081 
Linear-by-Linear Association 10.562 1 .001 
N of Valid Cases 40   

Moderate Pearson Chi-Square 37.062d 16 .002 
Likelihood Ratio 31.187 16 .013 
Linear-by-Linear Association 11.825 1 .001 
N of Valid Cases 164   

Chart 1.2 
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Moderately high Pearson Chi-Square 68.171e 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 62.615 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 35.105 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 327   

Very Interested Pearson Chi-Square 68.917f 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 45.659 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 27.654 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 195   

Total Pearson Chi-Square 225.434a 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 171.919 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 127.826 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 739   

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Chi-Square Tests 

How would you rate your engagement in eSports? Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 
Not interested Pearson Chi-Square 37.700b 16 .002 

Likelihood Ratio 30.140 16 .017 
Linear-by-Linear Association 7.896 1 .005 
N of Valid Cases 13   

Barely Interested Pearson Chi-Square 23.598c 16 .099 
Likelihood Ratio 25.171 16 .067 
Linear-by-Linear Association 9.740 1 .002 
N of Valid Cases 43   

Moderate Pearson Chi-Square 77.918d 12 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 83.579 12 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 48.457 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 168   

Moderately high Pearson Chi-Square 203.322e 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 176.340 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 123.571 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 327   

Very Interested Pearson Chi-Square 121.253f 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 79.614 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 66.494 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 193   

Total Pearson Chi-Square 457.365a 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 410.513 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 279.818 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 744   
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R2:  
 The literature review and hypothesis derived from the review suggest that consumers 
would prefer to use the internet over other forms of media for spectating eSports. The results of 
this survey are consistent with. Table 2.1 below shows the raw data for the question pertaining to 
internet use over other forms of media. Chart 2.1 shows the correlation between engaged players 
and the preference to participate over the internet. 

I prefer to spectate eSports on the internet more than any other form of media. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid Strongly Disagree 28 3.7 3.8 3.8 

Disagree 45 6.0 6.1 9.9 
Neutral 102 13.6 13.8 23.6 
Agree 191 25.5 25.8 49.4 
Strongly Agree 375 50.0 50.6 100.0 
Total 741 98.8 100.0  

Missing System 9 1.2   
Total 750 100.0   

 

   
 

 

Chart 2.1 

 

Table 2.1 
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Conclusions 
Based on the data gathered by the survey, some conclusions can be drawn about 

hypothesis 1A. Achievement factors, such as self-improvement, competition, and climbing 
ranked ladders, are important aspects of eSports and are part of the motivation for participating. 
The same conclusion can be drawn about the social aspect of eSports, such as community and a 
connection with others. 

An accurate conclusion, due to a lack of low engagement responses, cannot be drawn 
from this data for hypothesis 1B. Based on what little data was gathered on the low engagement 
side of the spectrum, it appeared that achievement was more important overall, but this may be 
inaccurate. 

Hypothesis 2, that eSports participants prefer to use the internet for eSports, was 
supported by the data collected. Most respondents preferred to use the internet over any other 
medium for participating in eSports. This is likely due to social factors and interaction with 
others, convenience, eSports being a mostly online event, and that most eSports participants have 
a computer. It is important to note that this conclusion may be biased, as the survey was 
conducted online and the respondents may be more likely to use prefer the internet over other 
mediums. 

Limitations 
 One limitation to this study is the lack of diversity among the sample. Most respondents, 
as indicated earlier, were males in the age range of 18-25. This may not represent the entire 
population. The survey was also conducted anonymously, and while it is likely that responses are 
accurate, it is possible they are falsified. Another limitation to this study is the subjective use of 
Likert scales. Respondents likely based answers to questions on different criteria, causing 
inaccurate results.  
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Abstract 
Healthcare spending is continuously growing at an alarming rate.  Much of this spending is due 
to wasteful practices.  These costs can be decreased by changing surgical methods.  Specifically, 
many types of hand operations can be done using a wide-awake approach using local anesthesia 
and no sedation.  This approach is as safe for the patient as if they were sedated, but it offers 
more benefits.  Because this is an outpatient procedure that does not require the patient to be 
sedated, it saves the patient and the hospital a large sum of money.  The cost savings become 
apparent in that there is generally no required preoperative testing, the time of the surgery is 
shorter, the amount of supplies and waste produced from the surgery is reduced, and the patient 
is not required to stay in the hospital or outpatient center for as long of a period of time.  Further 
benefits include higher patient satisfaction and better surgical outcomes.  This study compares 
the financial costs of using local anesthesia vs. sedatives at a small outpatient surgery center.  It 
is a preliminary piece of a larger, ongoing study. 
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Introduction 
Healthcare spending in the United States progressively increases at an outstanding rate.  

It has been estimated that health care expenditure per capita has grown at a rate of 1.7% faster 
than gross domestic product (GDP) per capita.  A continuation of this rate predicts that health 
care will make up for 26% of the GDP by the year 2040, compared to 18% in 2013 (Fuchs, 
2013).   One source claims that this excessive spending stems from unnecessary tests and 
procedures.  The research found that up to $1.2 trillion of the $2.2 trillion spent in the United 
States on health spending was due to wasteful practices, which is more than half of all healthcare 
spending (Price Waterhouse Cooper [PWC], 2008).  One way to reduce this high rate of health 
care spending may be as simple as changing surgical anesthesia methods.    

In traditional hand surgeries, the “standard procedure” involves using general anesthesia 
or sedation.  This protocol may involve preoperative testing, large expenses, additional time 
consumption, and an inpatient visit to the operating room and post-op recovery room where the 
patient is asleep for several hours.  In recent years, the alternative idea of using local anesthesia 
for minor hand surgeries has become more popular.  These types of outpatient surgeries are 
equivalent to a dentist visit, where the patient is awake for the entire surgery and the site is 
injected with lidocaine and epinephrine.  The lidocaine and epinephrine eliminate the use of a 
tourniquet by completely numbing the area and decreasing the bleeding.  Local anesthesia can be 
used in up to 95% of all types of hand surgery procedures (Lalonde, 2013).  A few common 
examples of these types of surgeries are carpal tunnel release, trigger finger release, tendon 
repair, and fracture fixation. 

This paper will review the hand surgery literature relating to use of local anesthesia in 
hand surgeries, including benefits to this wide-awake method.  Then, it will discuss and analyze 
the cost savings of using local anesthesia in hand surgeries as opposed to using a sedation 
method.   

Literature review 
The Former Issue of Epinephrine 

One of the main reasons that local anesthesia is not generally used in hand surgeries is 
because of epinephrine.  Epinephrine is an injected medication that tightens blood vessels 
(“Epinephrine Injection”). This tightening of the blood vessels, along with lidocaine—a 
medication that causes numbness—allows a surgeon to perform a surgery while a patient is 
awake without pain and without the use of a tourniquet.   It is commonly believed and taught in 
the medical field that epinephrine should not be injected into the fingers, toes, ears, and nose due 
to the fear of tissue necrosis, or tissue death, as a result of the vasoconstrictive effect (Thomson, 
Lalonde, Denkler, & Feicht, 2007).  In fact, this belief is still included in surgical textbooks and 
continues to prevent doctors from using this drug (Shridharani, et a.l, 2014).  From the time 
epinephrine was first used in the late 1800s until 1998, numerous accounts of tissue necrosis 
were reported when local anesthesia was used.  However, it was not proven that the epinephrine 
was the cause of the necrosis.  

 A world literature review of 48 cases between 1889 and 1996 was performed, reporting 
gangrene (dead tissue) and necrosis after local anesthesia was used in the fingers (Denkler, 
2001).  The review analyzed the factors that may have caused the tissue death. Only 21 of the 48 
cases that were included used epinephrine, thus concluding that the tissue necrosis may have 
been a result of other common elements of the remaining 27 cases.  The necrosis was more likely 
a factor of using cocaine, Eukain, water, too much anesthetic, hot baths, or tourniquets in 
addition to the epinephrine (Denkler, 2001; Krunic, Wang, Soltani, Weitzul, & Taylor, 2004).  It 
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also suggests that epinephrine is likely to be safe when it is used in small doses and is in a diluted 
solution.  Another study points out that almost all of the 48 cases of necrosis associated with 
local anesthetics involved procaine, and 42 of those cases occurred before 1950 (Thomson, et al., 
2007).  The authors propose that this could also be a result of toxic batches of procaine with pH 
levels as low as 1, which the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a warning about in 
1948 (FDA, 1948). The review found other reports of tissue necrosis when procaine was 
involved in locations such as the upper lip, face, scalp, buttock, leg, abdomen, scrotum, and 
patella.   
Another study considered 3,110 consecutive cases of low-dose epinephrine injection into hands 
and fingers without finding a single case of tissue loss (Lalonde, et al., 2005).  Numerous 
additional reviews support the safety of using low-dose epinephrine for hand surgery (Andrades 
& Olguin, 2003; Braithwaite, Robinson, & Burge, 1993; Denkler, 2005).    With knowledge that 
epinephrine and lidocaine does not pose a threat to hand tissue, the use of local anesthesia for 
hand surgery can be more widely implemented and may replace general anesthesia in most hand 
surgeries. 
Procedure Performance 
 A major benefit to the patient being awake during a hand operations is the interaction it 
allows between the patient and the surgeon.  This is especially advantageous in procedures such 
as tendon reconstruction.  The surgeon can instruct the patient to move the newly reconstructed 
tendons, joints, and bones while the incision is still open (Lalonde, 2013).  In the case of finger 
joint fusions, it allows patients to take the fingers through an entire range of movements to 
ensure that the fusion angles are ideal (Lalonde, 2014).  This allows the surgeon to ensure 
optimal performance of the repair and make adjustments if necessary before the skin is closed.  
Since the surgeon can immediately see if there are any complications, the chance of a repeat 
surgery is reduced.  This is also especially beneficial in tendon transfers.  Bezuhly, Sparkes, 
Higgins, Neumeister, and Lalonde (2007) reported that patients with a tendon transfer to the 
thumb were able to use the new tendon immediately, rather than trying to relearn the new 
function after months of intensive therapy, and the surgeons were able to ensure that the muscle 
was not too tight or too loose. 
Patient Reviews 
 A study by Teo et al. (2013) surveyed sixty-five patients who had undergone wide-awake 
hand surgery in a United Kingdom hand center.  The types of procedures included carpal tunnel 
decompression, excision of lesion, Dupuytren’s taciectomy, Trapeziectomy, soft tissue trauma, 
joint replacement, tenolysis/tendon transfer, nerve transfer, K-wire fracture fixation, cubital 
tunnel decompression, and Darrach’s procedure.  During the procedures, 68% of the patients 
reported a pain score of 0 (out of 10) during the operation.  Seventy-six percent of patients 
reported that the hand was numb/pain-free for 3-10 hours post-operatively.  If the patients were 
to have a hand surgery again, 86% claimed they would prefer to be wide awake.  One patient 
who had to have the same procedure done on both hands (one with sedation, one using the wide-
awake approach) concluded that she preferred the wide-awake approach because it did not 
require a tourniquet, she did not feel drowsy, and her arm “did not feel dead” following the 
procedure. 
 Another study by Davison, Cobb, and Lalonde (2013) surveyed and compared 100 
patients who had a carpal tunnel release done only with lidocaine and epinephrine and 100 
patients who had the same procedure but with intravenous sedation.  Several major differences 
were noted between the two groups.  In addition to the differences in preoperative testing and 
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time spent in the hospital, wide awake patients reported significantly lower preoperative anxiety 
levels than sedated patients.  The authors of this study also noted a difference in analgesic (pain-
control) medications used by patients postoperatively; only five percent of wide awake patients 
used narcotics while sixty-seven percent of sedated patients used them.  Both groups reported 
similar pain control. 
 There are few studies focusing primarily on the patient satisfaction of the wide-awake 
hand surgery method thus far.  Some other studies briefly mention patient outcomes such as 
lower intraoperative anxiety (Hudson, Davidson, & Whiteley, 2004), less nausea and vomiting, 
and less pain and more comfort without a tourniquet (Ruxasagulwong, Kraisarin, & 
Sananpanich, 2015; Youha & Lalonde, 2014).  Although the literature is limited, the wide-awake 
hand surgery procedures generally have positive outcomes. 

Methods 
This study was conducted at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC).  It is 

preliminary research as a part of a bigger study being which received permissions from the 
University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board (IRB# PRO15100062). 

This study analyzed the costs differences of the wide-awake method and the asleep 
method for small hand surgeries.  The wide-awake method used local anesthesia, which is a 
combination of lidocaine (a numbing agent) and epinephrine, which was injected into the surgery 
site before the procedure.  The asleep method used sedatives to put the patient into a “twilight” 
or sleep-type state in addition to uses the local anesthesia at the site.  These surgeries were 
separated into four categories: carpal tunnel releases (CTR), mass excisions (including cysts and 
foreign bodies), trigger finger releases (TFR), and “other” surgeries such as Dupuytren’s 
contracture releases, Duquervain’s releases, hardware removal, and flexor tenosynovectomy.   

Data was collected from 16 patients that underwent these surgeries at a single surgery 
center within UPMC between June, 2016 and February, 2017.  Independent of this study, 
patients were scheduled for surgery with one surgeon using either the sedation-and-local 
anesthetic option or a local-only option based on their preference.  Consent was received either 
during the scheduling of the surgery or in the pre-operative waiting room just before they went 
into surgery.  The consent to be a part of this study did not affect the patients’ care.  Post 
operatively, patients were asked that if they were to have the same surgery again and given a 
choice, if they would prefer to be completely awake using the local anesthesia, be sedated, be 
completely asleep, or if they had no preference.  Drug costs, operation room costs, and 
anesthesiologist costs were provided by UPMC’s financial department.  Pre-operative testing 
costs were provided from a previous version of this study that was unpublished. 

Results 
During the course of this study, financial data was only able to be obtained for sixteen (16) 
qualifying patients.  The patients’ ages ranged from 43 years old to 80 years old; 8 patients 
identified as female and 8 as male.   

Figure 1 shows the types of surgeries involved in this study.  Multiple patients had two 
operations done at the time of surgery.  It is important to note that multiple operations did not 
affect the amount of drugs used.  Table 1 shows the average costs per case for the drugs used in 
local-only cases and sedation-plus-local cases.  The difference between the costs was $26.73.  
Table 2 shows a list of drugs that may be used in each type of surgery and the cost of the drugs 
per one unit.  More than one unit of drug may be used in some procedures.  All sedation cases 
used Lidocaine with either 1 or 2% Epinephrine, Bacitracin, Versed, Zofran, Fentanyl, and 
Propofol.  Table 3 shows the comparative costs, costs per type of anesthesia case, and national 
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total per year.  The national total per year based on 4,000 hand surgeons in the United States and 
assuming 100 small hand cases per year (Baratz, n.d.).  Figure 2 depicts the patients’ surgical 
preference if they were to have a similar procedure again.  Only 9 of the 16 patients (56%) 
answered the follow-up question.  
 

 

Figure 1: Types of surgeries involved in this study.  Note that four patients had more than one 
procedure done during time of operation, but it did not affect the statistical data. (CTR= Carpal 
Tunnel Release, TFR= Trigger Finger Release.  “Other” included Dupuytren’s contracture 
releases, Duquervain’s releases, hardware removal, and flexor tenosynovectomy) 
Anesthesia Type Average Cost 

Local (n=13) $1.67 

Sedation + Local (n=3) $28.40 

Table 1: Average drug costs between surgeries involving local anesthesia method or sedation 
method (which used sedatives as well as local anesthesia). 
 
Drug Cost Local Local + Sedation 

Mastisol  $            1.17  x x 

Lidocaine 1% Epinephrine*  $            0.94  x x 

Bacitracin*  $            0.06  x x 

Versed *  $            0.51   x 
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Acetaminphen 500 mg  $            0.04   x 

Zofran*  $          16.67   x 

Fentanyl*  $            0.40   x 

Propofol *  $            8.05   x 

Lidocaine 2% Epinephrine*  $            1.83   x 

Keterolac  $            0.76   x 

Promethegan  $            0.38   x 

Ketamine  $            5.32   x 

    
Total Cost:   $   2.17   $     36.13  

Table 3: The types of drugs that may be used in each case type and the price of each drug based 
on one unit. 
 

 

Local (n=13) Sedation + Local (n=3) 

Pre-op Testing cost  $                      -     $                    0-702  

Drug cost  $                  1.67   $                    28.40  

Anesthesiologist cost  $                      -     $                    920.95 

OR Cost   $                915.00   $                   1,830.00  

Total/case   $                916.67   $           2779.35-3484.35 

National total/year $            366,668,000  $ 1,111,740,000-1,392,540,000 

Table 2: The cost of preoperative tests, the drug costs, anesthesia costs (including 
anesthesiologist costs and professional fees), the cost to use the operating room (based on 15 
minutes for local cases and 30 minutes for sedation cases), and the total cost per case and 
theoretical national total per year. 
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Figure 2: Patient answers when asked the follow-up question, “If you were to have the same or 
similar surgery again, would you prefer to be wide awake, sedated, completely asleep, or do you 
have no preference?” 

Discussion 
The small sample size was partially due to using only one hand surgeon at one surgery 

center as covered under the larger research project and as approved by the IRB.  More patients 
consented to be a part of the study, but financial data was not able to be obtained during the 
duration of this study due to uncontrollable circumstances.  The hand surgeon is partial to using 
local anesthesia and recommends this type to his patients; because of this, only 3 of the 16 cases 
involved the use of sedatives.  However, it is still clear that the cost differences between the two 
surgical methods are vast.  In surgeries that use local anesthesia, only up to three types of drugs 
may be used: Lidocaine (with 1% Epinephrine), Mastisol, and Bacitracin.  In the sedation 
method, up to nine more types of drugs may be used in addition.  Most notably, Zofran and 
Propofol are used in all of the operations using the sedation, which alone cost $24.72.  With 
either surgical method, some or all types of drugs may be used, and more than one unit may be 
used (increasing the cost). 

To estimate how much money would be saved per year by switching to using local 
anesthesia, some assumptions must be made.  (1) There are estimated to be roughly 4,000 hand 
surgeons in the United States.  If it can be assumed that each hand surgeon performs about 100 
of these small hand surgeries per year, there would be 400,000 eligible operations (Baratz, n.d.).  
(2) Using local anesthesia reduces the operation time and post-operation waiting time by at least 
half.  This is largely due to the fact that when using local anesthesia, the patient does not have to 
be put to sleep before the procedure and woken back up at the conclusion.  The average length of 
time it takes to perform a small hand surgery using the wide-awake method is approximately 15 
minutes, and the approximate length of time it takes using the “standard method” is 30 minutes.   
(3) For the purpose of this study, it must be assumed that all costs are similar for all surgery 
centers across the nation.   

Financial data from the UPMC facility from July 2016 showed that using the operating 
room costs $61.00 per minute.  This indicates a $915.00 price difference for one surgery.  Pre-
operative testing, which is not generally necessary when using local anesthesia, can cost up to 
$702 (Baratz, n.d.).  Pre-operative testing can include an anesthesia consult, primary care 
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physician (PCP) physical, blood work, chest x-ray, and/or an electrocardiogram (EKG).  Finally, 
the cost to have the anesthesiologist (or CRNA) present in the room (in addition to the 
anesthesiologists’ professional fees) for the surgeries involving sedation was $920.95. With 
400,000 small hand surgeries per year in the United States, if all surgeries were done with the 
sedation method and switched to the wide-awake method, the amount of healthcare spending 
used towards these surgeries can be reduced by $745,072,000 -1,025,872,000 based on these 
criteria. 

Conclusion 
Healthcare spending can be reduced by ways as simple as changing the sedation method.  

The cost savings of switching hand surgeries from using sedation to using local anesthesia can be 
up to $1,025,872,000.  This number is based on the drug costs, anesthesiologist costs, and 
operating room costs alone.   
Limitations 

There were many limitations to this study.  Many of them were due to constraints by the 
bigger study and the IRB approval.  One limitation was the lack of patients.  The data had not 
begun to be collected until June, 2016.  Because the study was only permitted to use information 
from one facility—that was used only one or two days a week—and only one surgeon was 
performing the operations, this greatly limited the number of patients that met the criteria in the 
time frame.  More patients had consented to be included in the project, but the system could not 
process the financial data in time for completion of this study.  The number of wide-awake cases 
was greater than that of the sedation cases due to the surgeon’s preference of using local 
anesthesia.   

Furthermore, many assumptions and estimates had to be made for the purpose of this 
study.  The number of hand surgeons in the United States was based on an estimate from a 
supplemental presentation (Baratz, n.d.).  This number was based on the number of hand 
surgeons that are members of hand societies, such as the American Society for Surgery of the 
Hand (ASSH), American Association for Hand Surgery (AAHS), and the American Society for 
Peripheral Nerve (ASPN).  The number of hand surgeries per surgeon per year was a rough 
estimate based on the participating surgeon’s numbers.  Finally, it had to be assumed that the 
costs are similar for all facilities across the nation.  Although these numbers may vary greatly, 
the homogeneity had to be assumed for the purpose of this study. 
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Abstract 
Online shopping has increased in popularity due to the convenience factor, lower price of goods, 
variety of products, and discreet purchases (Miller, 2012). Amazon has dominated the online 
shopping experience for new items and eBay is an auction site that allows sellers to practically 
sell any item. Each provides sellers the opportunity to trade goods with buyers. Lekins LLC is 
one of these third-party sellers on Amazon. Lekins is a millennial-owned e-commerce company 
offering toys, video games, electronics, and other products to customers worldwide. Based out of 
Southwestern Pennsylvania, Lekins’ primarily sells on the marketplaces of Amazon and eBay. 
The owners of Lekins have been selling online since 2013 and expect to reach 250 total offers on 
Amazon with an increase of total sales accumulating more within six months. As business 
continues to grow, it is our goal that Lekins will reach $8,000 monthly gross sales by the end of 
January 2017. 
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Executive Summary 
Online shopping 

has increased in popularity due 
to the convenience factor, lower 
price of goods, variety of products, 
and discreet purchases (Miller, 2012). 
Amazon has dominated the online 
shopping experience for new items 
and eBay is an auction site that allows 
sellers to practically sell any item. 
Each provides sellers the opportunity to trade goods with buyers.  

Lekins is a millennial-owned e-commerce company offering toys, video games, 
electronics, and other products to customers worldwide. Based out of Southwestern 
Pennsylvania, Lekins’ primarily sells on the marketplaces of Amazon and eBay. The owners of 
Lekins have been selling online since 2013 and expect to reach 250 total offers on Amazon with 
an increase of total sales accumulating more within six months. As business continues to grow, 
Lekins hopes to reach $8,000 monthly gross sales by the end of January 2017.  
Mission 

Lekins’ mission is to offer toys, video games, and electronics at reasonable cost to 
individuals across America.  
Keys to Success 

• Actively source and list hard-to-find and retired goods 
• Finds seller(s) who are seeking out buyers to purchase large quantity of goods at 

discounted prices  
• Create strong customer feedback and rapport  
• Find niche to build strong return customer base 

Company Description 
Lekins is a millennial-owned e-commerce business specializing in sale of previously 

owned toys and video games not easily available. Lekins will sell on various ecommerce sites 
such as Bonanza and Mercari, with concentration on eBay and Amazon.  
Company History 

Prior to opening Lekins, the founders, David L Berkley, Jr. and Deja T Hopkins both sold 
pre-owned items on Craigslist and eBay to fund annual vacation trips to Florida. Throughout 
their college years, they’ve continued this hobby and junior year of college started selling on 
Amazon. The two have found that the profitability and flexibility of the e-commerce business to 
fit right in with their hectic schedules and decided in January 2016 to start selling through 
Amazon’s Fulfillment program (FBA - Fulfilled By Amazon). Lekins was founded on the idea of 
connecting people with hard to find new and uncommon pre-owned items. Lekins sells on a 
variety of platforms with a primary focus on eBay and Amazon. 
Start-up Summary 

Lekins’ start-up costs consist of inventory, shipping supplies, operating supplies, 
prepping supplies, and initial account fees. The owners of Lekins will provide capital until the 
business generates revenue to pay for initial outlay. Initial costs are outlined below and the 
owners will recoup their initial costs once the business reaches $5,000 in net income monthly.  
 

 

Expense Estimated 
Inventory 1,000.00 

Shipping Supplies 295.40 
Operating Supplies 751.98 
Prepping Supplies 51.11 

Account Fees 60.00 
Other 500.00 
Total 2,658.49 
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Market Analysis 
The majority of Lekins’ sales will be conducted on the websites Amazon and eBay. The 

following sections discuss the analysis of the website customers, target market, and 
competition.   

Amazon Customers 
When shopping online, 44% of buyers go directly to Amazon for their product searches 

(Rogers, 2015). With 244 million active customer accounts and 54 million customers subscribed 
to their Prime services spending on average $1,500 a year, Amazon is a one-stop-shop. Amazon 
customers expect fast shipping, lenient return policies, and variety (Beard, 2014). Amazon has 
netted $107.01 billion in 2015 alone and with expanding services are expected to continue their 
growth in 2016 (Wilson, 2016).  
eBay Customers 

eBay was created to be a marketplace for the sale of goods and services (Bjornsson, 
2001). With 162 million users and 25 million sellers, eBay has grown from the little company 
started in a living room to a billion-dollar company. In 2015, eBay’s gross merchandise volume 
was $82 billion and more than 800 million items were listed in on the site (Smith, 2016). eBay 
has run into problems such as buyers feeling uneasy about ordering due to bad experiences, 
however they realized the negative experiences developed an eBay Money-back Guarantee. This 
program helped buyers feel more confident in their purchases by raising seller standards. 
Customers all around the world now expect quick responses, professionalism, accurate product 
descriptions, quick shipping, quick delivery, accurate receipt of item described, and fair return 
policies (Davies).  
Market Segmentation 

Millennials are heavy consumers of electronics; 86% own smartphones, 78% own 
computers, and 50% own tablet computers (Anderson, 2015). With these electronics, millennials 
are able to e-shop rather than in-store shop due to the convenience, the ability to compare prices, 
and quick shipping (Anderson, 2015).  

Of the 83.1 million millennials in the United States, 25% of them are subscribed to 
Amazon Prime and their purchases account for 21-25% of spending in many categories on 
Amazon (O’Neill, 2014 & Smith, 2016). Many millennials prefer online shopping to in-store 
shopping and prior to purchasing an item, many millennials will look at videos and blog for 
reviews. Millennials will also choose previously purchased brands over new brands and will 
stick with those brands over time (Schawbel, 2015).  

Millennials enjoy gaming. 57% of gamers are millennials who use high amounts of 
discretionary spending on games and accessories. In 2014, consumers spent more than $22 
billion on video game products (Simpson, 2015). Millennials believe gaming helps them become 
better individuals and better team players while increasing their problem-solving skills. They 
believe that the gaming identities are extensions of themselves and that video games help them 
express parts of themselves that they cannot express in the real world. Millennial gamers believe 
that the gaming culture is an extension of real world life (Millennials, 2015).  

Competition 
With over 2 million marketplace vendors on Amazon, selling is highly competitive and 

very profitable. These vendors sold over 1 billion units combined in 2015 and account for 45% 
of units sold on Amazon, bringing in $1.5 billion in direct sales for 2015 (Rao, 2016). Although 
these vendors sell items in a variety of categories, the top categories for sold items were Video 

http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/%7Emagnus/ief248a/eBay/history.html
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Games, Electronics, Cosmetics, Personal Products, Vitamins, Toys, and Books (Borison, 2015). 
Most of these categories are unrestricted allowing any vendor to sell in them. These categories 
can see more competition and an increased chance of having lower ROIs compared to restricted 
categories.  

After evaluating active FBA seller group members in The Green Room, a private paid 
Facebook group, most sellers focusing on the same categories as Lekins have a lower expected 
ROI and higher availability to capital. These sellers are also full-time sellers with more feedback, 
history, and monthly unit sales (The Green Room, 2016). The evaluated sellers have greater 
inventory levels, however lower condition expectations of items compared to Lekins. Their 
definition of a new item seems to be of a lower standard than Lekins. When listing an item on 
Amazon, you can select the condition in which you want to sale the item in. You can select new, 
used -like new, very good, good, acceptable, and collectible -like new, very good, good, 
acceptable. The competitor’s definition of the new selection is different from Lekins. For 
example, they may send in a damaged item but select new, while Lekins’ will send in the 
damaged items as used-very good. This allows Lekins the opportunity to have greater customer 
rapport, because Lekins will be able to create a positive experience for the customer and build a 
relationship so that the customer can return for another purchase. 

Operational Plan 
Operating in the inner city of Pittsburgh, PA, Lekins requires the basic necessities of a laptop, 
barcode scanner, printer, tape, and boxes. Lekins can operate with a single employee, however 
plans to operate with both founders doing separate tasks. Lekins will focus on selling items from 
the top categories of electronics and books, specializing in toys and video games. 
Management 
Lekins’ management consist of David L. Berkley, Jr. and Deja Hopkins. Mr. Berkley oversees 
the sourcing, listing, and shipping operations, while Ms. Hopkins oversees the finance, 
accounting, bookkeeping, and business operations.  
Sourcing Strategy 

 
The owners of Lekins will begin sourcing items through thrift stores and retail stores. 

Thrift stores offer lower investment costs, greater chance at purchasing retired items at deep 
discounts, and a variety of items due to the surplus of thrift stores located in the city. Retail 
stores provide higher quantity, new items discounted due to clearance, the ability to return items, 
and discounts due to the purchase of gift cards and “free” gift cards with purchase.  

When the company grows, knowledge about item ranks and information about items will 
grow. This will lead to better calculated risks and increased confidence in purchasing online. 
Purchasing online requires greater skill due to the “race-to-the-bottom” mentality and the delay 
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in receiving and processing of items. Sites that will be used to first do online arbitrage are eBay 
and Mercari due to the limited availability of sale items which decreases the risk of dealing with 
“race-to-the-bottom” mentality sellers.  
    Wholesale/ liquidation companies are the next step toward leveling up the business since this 
step entails more risk but also more reward. The top of the pyramid is private label. This step 
requires a full understanding of the listing process for Amazon and capital to purchase items to 
test markets. During the private labeling, other categories will be explored as diversifying the 
inventory will be a key step in maximizing our profitability levels.  
Marketing Products 

Lekins, LLC conducts its sales through the sites of Amazon and eBay. Up until the 
“Private Label” step in the pyramid, items sold on Amazon have relatively low marketing efforts 
to conduct a sale due to a previously created listing being available.  eBay items require more 
marketing effort since employees will have to create the listing, take pictures, describe the item, 
and get views for the listing.  

Creating the eBay listing will entail using keywords our target audience will use to search 
for the item, selecting photos with the viewing angles the target audience prefers, and using 
words that are common to the specific item we are selling. After the listing is created, items will 
be marketed through social media sites and shared on Pinterest for those gift-giving people to see 
the items. To help increase views to our items, Lekins will need to maintain a good-standing 
account with eBay and refresh our RSS feeds to make the item seem newly added.  

Lastly, when more developed, Lekins will market to individuals looking to sell inventory. 
Lekins will create ads on Facebook groups, Craigslist, and Offer Up. These ads will include what 
inventory is desired, contact information, pictures of items that are highly desired, and typical 
prices paid for items. Creating these ads will require little money and little effort.   

Financial Projections 
The owners of Lekins’ first Amazon sale was in October 2015, since then the unit sales 

have continued to increase and the number of offers have continued to increase. Below is a 
review of the first 7 months of the Amazon account sales.  

 

Six-Month Growth Expectations 
Over the next six months, the owners of Lekins expects the offer count to increase as 

more items will be offered for sale. Although the previous data doesn’t always show a positive 
relationship between increasing the offer count and product sales, we hope that increasing the 
offer count will increase the product sales because we will be more knowledgeable and select 
items with the intention of selling to Amazon customers. The first couple of months, January 
through March, items that were sold were originally purchased to sell on eBay. Looking at the 
last couple of months, it seems that increasing offer count does mostly increase sales so we 
hypothesize that it will increase our product sales. We have graphed this past data and added a 
trend-line to see the growth in the future. Since we are starting new and have no repetitive 
purchases to resell, we will be using this graph as a benchmark to help us increase our sales in 
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the future. According to this graph, we hope to see over $8,000 in product sales for the month of 
January.   

 

Breakeven Analysis 
The breakeven analysis was calculated using the start-up costs and costs of operating for 

6 months. In the first 6 months of business to breakeven, Lekins needs to sell 31.85 units with an 
average cost of $47.33. Once Lekins clears 36 units with an average selling price of $47.33 units, 
Lekins will be netting $136.41.  

 
Registering the Business 

There are a number of ways to officially register a business. One can do it online through 
sites such as LegalZoom.com, Bizfilings.com, etc. These sites help with filing the business no 
matter what state you live in; unfortunately, it does not look like they help with registering the 
business with the city or county. The US Small Business Administration does provide 
information to help register a business, however it is an abundance of information and a first-
time business owner can feel overwhelmed. Below is an outline of how to register a business and 
how I registered Lekins LLC.  

1. Figure out a name 
My partner and I discussed named over a series of days. I knew that I wanted something that 
represented both of use and combined our names. We thought of a list of names and slowly 
narrowed it down until we decided on Lekins LLC.  

2. Contact an Accountant  
Since there was an abundance of information available on the internet and it is easy to get 
overwhelmed, an account or lawyer is recommended if one is a first time business owner. We 
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reached out to a number of accountants and one responded. We decided that this accountant was 
good since we were only trying to register the business.  

a. Register with the state (Certificate of Organization Domestic Limited Liability 
Company) – Figure A 

i. Depending on the type of business one wants to own, they will need to fill 
out certain forms. Since there are two people owning Lekins LLC, the 
accountant suggested organizing as a Limited Liability Company. The 
account filled out this form and submitted it to the state.  

b. Get EIN number – Figure B 
i. This is a filing with the IRS. In order to receive the EIN number, one can 

do it online or mail in an application. The online version asks various 
questions such as the legal name of the business, county in which the 
business is located, state, start date, closing month of account year, 
addressees of the business, phone number, responsible party, principal 
business activity, and additional information. Once this information is 
filled out, it will ask you to review it then submit. Once you submit, it will 
be processed and you will receive the EIN number typically within the 
same day.  

c. Creating a Business Banking Account 
i. Registering a business bank account can be done at a physical bank 

location. No appointment was necessary, however not all banks are able to 
open a business bank account, so calling is a good idea to make sure the 
bank has someone available to open the account. In order to open the 
account, the certificate of organization, EIN number, operating agreement 
(if more than one person), and individual IDs were needed. These 
documents are given to the bank employee, they ask some questions/make 
general conversation, copy the documents, give you your checks and your 
account number. You then create your online account at your office and 
now have access to your account. Your debit cards are sent to your office 
or address of your choice. 

d. Create operating agreement (if there is multiple people) 
i. At first discussion with the accountant, this was seen as an optional 

document. When meeting to create a business account, this document was 
mandatory. This document can be created online or through a lawyer. 
Creating the operating agreement can be done online for free through 
various sites, one site being RocketLawyer.com. With 
RockeyLawyer.com, the owners of the business answer several questions 
about how the business will be operating, how the business is formed, 
primary address of the business, registered office, purpose of the business, 
etc. The owners go through a questionnaire and once they answer all the 
questions, RocketLawyer.com draws the agreement up and provides the 
document online in your RocketLawyer.com account. It is suggested to 
save the document to your files and the operating agreement is done. 

e. Register with the city – Figure C 
i. Registering with the city of Pittsburgh requires printing out the NBR-I 

form which is the New Business Registration. One owner fills out this 
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form which asks for the Federal Identification Number, social security 
number of one person, legal name of the business, trade name, a business 
phone number, a home phone number, business mail address, Pittsburgh 
area address, how the business is operating, description of business, 
business start date, date started in Pittsburgh, tax liability, and owners or 
operators. This form is then mailed or taken to the City of Pittsburgh 
Registration office.    

f. Receive and ship/drop off ET1 & LS1 forms 
i. These forms are received after you register with the city.  

Journal Entry / Monthly Sales Number Snapshot 
8/11/2016 

Okay, I couldn’t do it. I tried to research online how to register the business. I checked out 
LegalZoom, Department of Revenue, PA Biz Online, etc. I found some information on how to 
register with the state but did not find much on registering with the city. I watched some videos 
on YouTube about registering and was looking into attending classes about registering a business 
from the SBA. In the end, I just got myself more confused. It was information overload so I 
found an accountant. I actually reached out to several but only one responded to my inquiry? I’m 
not sure if that’s normal or not, it kind of made me take a step back, but I think I found a good 
accountant to help. Hopefully this can be a smooth process and not take too much time. 

8/22/2016 
School is starting and I’m still working on registering the business with the state. The accountant 
recently got back to me saying he processed the application with PA, so hopefully the application 
will be approved and we can take the next step.  

8/26/2016 
That was quick! The accountant got back to me and said the state approved the business, 
woohoo! Lekins LLC has been approved, we have the Certificate of Organization Domestic 
Limited Liability Company and now we need an EIN number. We took the first big step, oh I 
forgot to tell you. When we first met with the accountant we asked about what to use for our 
books, to keep track of our spending, etc. He said we don’t need anything? That if we have bank 
statements then we can use that to help with filing taxes next year…. does this sound right? I’m 
not sure but if that’s what he said then hey we’ll go with it.  

Once get our EIN number we plan on opening a business bank account, probably with PNC. This 
is just exciting; we actually have a business now.  

9/01/2016 
Reviewing August’s numbers: 

• Gross Sales: $5,260.79    
o Top Category by Units: Toys  
o Number of units: 56 
o Percentage of total units: 41.18% 

• Top Category by product sales: Toys 
o Amount: $1,768.57 
o Percentage of product sales: 33.62% 

• Total Amount of Returns: 9 
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9/14/2016 
We getting use to school and looking for “replenishables” – items that can be purchased over and 
over and over again to make a profit. Why are these good? It can be good for profit because it is 
something stable, it is stable profits. I see many people in the Facebook groups that have Replens 
and it seems like a good idea. Something that have a high probability of selling constantly. I 
found 2 items that can be labeled as Replens and I’m excited to see how it will go. 

9/30/2016 
The two possibility Replens are doing well, I think it’s because it’s not a clearance item and 
because it is a restricted category which means not everyone who sells on Amazon can sell it. At 
the current rate, we cannot keep it in stock which is good but bad. Good because we know it sells 
well, bad because we could be getting more money but we can’t figure out the best amount to 
send in. 

10/01/2016 
Reviewing September’s numbers: 

• Gross Sales: $7,561.20 
• Top Category by Units: Toys  

o Number of units: 66 
o Percentage of total units: 34.74% 

• Top Category by product sales: Toys 
o Amount: $2,074.83 
o Percentage of product sales: 27.44% 

• Total Amount of Returns: 6 
Looking at the numbers, I’m surprised at how much we sold. It seems we sold a good amount of 
our replens; the replen made its category our second best-selling units wise. I’m hoping to 
increase the amount of units of the replen and hope next month the total selling amount 
increases. This is our first month selling over $7,000 and I’m hoping it continues.  

11/01/2016 
Reviewing October’s Number: 

• Gross Sales: $6,805.76 
• Top Category by Units: Toys  

o Number of units: 56 
o Percentage of total units: 32.18% 

• Top Category by product sales: Toys 
o Amount: $2,055.24 
o Percentage of product sales: 30.20% 

• Total Amount of Returns: 6 

Well of course I’m not happy with this month’s numbers comparing them to September. We sold 
less gross sales wise and units wise. We simply weren’t shipping in enough inventory. Without 
shipping in inventory, our sales suffered. Our replen is still doing good, we sold less of them. 
We’re struggling to keep them in stock and haven’t found how to keep them in stock. For 
November, I want to be over $7,000 again. 

11/2/2016 
Clearance pick-ups are terrible! You pick it up and send them in, next thing you know price 
drops 50% and there goes the little profit you were trying to get. Example: BD&A amiibo 
Question Block Case, we picked it up 10/06/2016 for $10 each, they were getting $25+ no FBA, 
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rank was a little high 20,000 Video Games. Less than a month later price is at $14.25, amazon is 
back on them at $14.27, rank is still 20,000 Video Games. We’re going to have to rethink the 
clearance pick-ups. This one is a loss, we might just have to recall them and try to return them to 
store. At this price we’re losing about $1.86 per item, not including inbound shipping. We picked 
up 7 of them therefore we’re losing about $13.02. We might have to just recall them and return, 
we’ll spend about $.50 to call each one and that’s about $3.50 total loss not including inbound 
shipping. That’s better than selling at current price.  

11/26/2016 
We did our first “Black Friday”! We weren’t sure how it was going to be and definitely didn’t do 
much planning. We went to 3 Walmart’s, 1 Best Buy, 1 Target. We only picked up about 8 video 
games just because we were there, saw they were on sale, and started scanning. They were about 
$8-9 each and I’m not sure what exactly our profit will be but hopefully about $4+ on each one.  
Oh, we finally locked down a number in which we want to stay with for profit margins. When 
we pick up an item, we want at least 50% ROI. We use to pick up less than 50% but I’m finding 
that since we are not consistent in shipments by the time the item hit the warehouse and for sale 
we would be getting less than 20% ROI, losing money, or just holding it out hoping price would 
rebound. So we have it locked down to 50%.  

11/30/2016 
Sales have been great! We did $8500+ in gross sales with $3000+ in this last week of November.  
Sales have been great, but we’re still trying to get this business registered. According to the 
accountant, we have everything we need however I feel like things are missing. We still have no 
reseller certificate, which we need in order to be able to work with wholesalers and there’s other 
things I’m struggling with that I feel haven’t been addressed by the accountant. I just feel like 
we’re doing something wrong.  

We have yet to lock down a schedule to get shipments out which is hurting us because we could 
be making so much more money but the items aren’t shipped. The house is full of items that 
need to be in the warehouse.  

12/01/2016 
Reviewing November’s numbers: 

• Gross Sales: $8,626.86 
• Top Category by Units: Video Games 

o Number of units: 67 
o Percentage of total units: 27.92% 

• Top Category by product sales: Toys 
o Amount: $2,630.44 
o Percentage of product sales: 30.49% 

• Total Amount of Returns: 9 

Woohoo! First month of over $8,000!! Can’t believe we did that and video games beat toys for 
our gross units sold. I’m also surprised because I was complaining about clearance being bad, 
however most of our video games that we pick up are on clearance. One thing I have noticed is 
as we sell more units, our average sale per order item is lowering. This isn’t too alarming as 
we’re starting to pick up more items that get less money but ROI per item still seems to be good. 

12/6/2016 
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It’s getting close to the end of Q4, at least the major part, and we’re going to stop sending in stuff 
for Q4. We just finished submitting our last shipment and we’re hoping to get everything off this 
week. We just got a payment dispersed that was close to $3,000, just shy of it. I think this is good 
seeing as we haven’t sent off a shipment recently. We actually ran out of multiple items, which 
isn’t the best but we know for the future that those specific items are good. We actually learned a 
lot but I want to do a good summary at the way end of Q4 to detail everything we learned and 
how we want to do better next year.  

12/16/2016 
We are officially done sending in inventory that we hope will arrive prior to the deadline to get it 
sent out to customers. Our Q4 shipments are complete, our December shipments prior to 
Christmas are complete and we will have to see how we did at the end. I don’t think we will sell 
more in December than November, but I’m happy with how we did this whole Q4. I feel as 
though for it being our first complete Q4, we learned a lot and will definitely change our strategy 
next year.  

1/4/2017 
Let’s start with reviewing December’s numbers.  

• Gross Sales: $7,417.69 
• Top Category by Units: Toys 

o Number of units: 69 
o Percentage of total units: 37.50% 

• Top Category by product sales: Toys 
o Amount: $2,949.92 
o Percentage of product sales: 39.77% 

• Total Amount of Returns: 12 
 I was right about December not being as great as November, however we still did pretty 
good. I’m surprised that we didn’t sell as many Video Games as last month, but I’m not 
surprised that our overall units ordered drastically decreased. In November, we have the full 
month to worry about selling items, meanwhile in December we have about 2-3 good weeks of 
sales. Once Christmas passes, then sales significantly drop because people are no longer 
purchasing for Christmas gifts. We also had school finals and other distractions such as a 
vacation that took away from time we could’ve spent researching, listing, and shipping items. 
Overall, I’m still proud of our December sales. 
 

 
 Fourth Quarter is October to December in a regular calendar year and when we compare 
2015 and 2016 fourth quarter only sales, it is easily seen that we significantly grew our sales. In 
2015, we had 22 items ordered for a total of $1,285.16 in product sales. In 2016, we had 598 
items ordered with a total of $22,850.31 product sales. 2015 is not part of Lekins LLC, however 
it was part of the decision to create Lekins LLC. These numbers are just gross sales, however 
seeing that we accomplished this much in sales has really motivated us that we can do this. Some 
things that I have learned is that you have to put in the time, the work, and the research to 
achieve goals. I also learned that not all clearance items that we picked up are going to be 
successful and we need to broaden the amount of stores we source from.   
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The Results 
Registering and Transferring Accounts 

After attempting to register the business by myself, I was quickly overwhelmed with the 
amount of information and lack of organization of the information so I contacted an accountant 
to help. The accountant created and filed the Certificate of Organization and I retrieved an EIN 
number, created and signed the operating agreement, created the business bank account, and filed 
the paperwork to register with the city. In total, these actions took a little less than two months to 
complete and I transferred the Amazon account from my partner’s name into the name of the 
business within a day.  
Monetary Goal 

The monetary goal of reaching $8,000 by the end of January was succeeded by more than 
$1,000. In total, the gross proceeds that Lekins LLC received from August to January was 
$45,594.30 and the average number of items for sale was 211. The offer count did not have a 
positive relationship with product sales. There were times when we had an increase in product 
sales but lower amount of items listed. This is because as I continued conducting data I decided 
to implement a minimal profit rule. We would not pick-up items that would not generate rate us 
150% of the original cost. If the item original cost us five dollars, we wouldn’t pick it up if it 
generates less than $15 after fees. This made us more selective in our pick-ups and in turn I 
hoped it would increase our profits.  

  
Our most profitable months during this period were November and January. This is due 

to the holiday shopping period in November and the abundance of clearance items in stores in 
late December and early January. In total our income between August and January was 
$33,680.87 after the deductions of inventory costs. This amount includes the deductions of 
inventory costs, storage costs, shipping costs, refunds, and fees. This amount does not account 
for gas, shipping materials, nor household bill deductions.   
Finding Replenishables 

The most efficient way to find replenishables was to use Google Chrome extensions. The 
most useful Chrome extensions were Amazon Assistant, Fee Calculator, and Invisible Hand. 
Invisible Hand allowed me to efficiently find arbitrage opportunities by automatically bringing 
up Amazon Prime prices when looking at a specific item on Walmart or Target. When Invisible 
Hand didn’t automatically bring up an arbitrage opportunity or price, I used Amazon Assistant to 
find an item’s listing on Amazon. Lastly, Fee Calculator showed me the actual profit of an item 
after accounting for Amazon fees, approximate shipping costs, and cost of goods. Using the 
internet to find replenishables, I was able to successfully find six replenishables in which we still 
sell today. 
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Appendix 
Figure A: Certificate of Organization 

 
Figure B: EIN Number 

 
Figure C: New Registration Pittsburgh 
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Even though it is not a new concept, worldbuilding has been gaining momentum in the 
fantasy genre in recent decades. Many attribute this recent recognition to J.R.R. Tolkien, whose 
literary world Middle-earth, in The Lord of the Rings novels, broke new ground when it was 
released in 1954. Since then, worldbuilding has gained literary momentum in the epic fantasy 
genre. Worldbuilding can be defined as the act of “creating unique and believable settings in a 
work of literature” (Hirsso 2). Because this is a wide-encompassing definition, for the sake of 
this study, worldbuilding will be looked at in the context of the novel’s literary setting, applied 
mythologies, and created languages. Tolkien’s distinctive worldbuilding in The Lord of the Rings 
influenced the creation of numerous worldbuilding series that have become extremely popular, 
most notably George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire. To analyze these factors in the 
narrative, a functional grammar discourse analysis will be applied to determine the encoded 
ideologies within Martin’s narratives. With the newfound popularity of George R.R. Martin’s A 
Song of Ice and Fire, a worldbuilding analysis proves to be more vital in understanding novels 
and their narratives as well as the elements that create sustainable fictions. 

A Historical View of Worldbuilding and its Contributors 
As mentioned, worldbuilding has existed for hundreds of years, even though literary 

critics did not consider it an object for analysis until Tolkien’s novels gained popularity. Yet, 
Martin Puchner recognizes that literature, since the beginning of time, has concerned itself with 
the world and the unknown, seeking to depict it in various ways (342).  However, while the 
concept of worldbuilding has been around for centuries, it does not explain why authors sought 
to create imaginary worlds. One existing theory claims that imaginary, or “secondary,” worlds 
force people to look differently at the primary world they inhabit (Wolf 65). Originally, 
worldbuilding used existing figures in the primary world who were then transported into stories 
with worlds that mimicked the primary world—such as King Arthur and his Knights of the 
Round Table. Thus literary worlds and the primary world were dependent upon one another. 
Even before King Arthur stories were popularized, Homer’s The Odyssey seamlessly 
incorporated fictional islands and creatures into the geography surrounding Greece. Despite the 
plentiful examples of early forms of worldbuilding, worldbuilding did not reach its height of 
popularity until the eighteenth century when satirists such as Swift and Defoe created false travel 
narratives like Gulliver’s Travels and Robinson Crusoe, respectively. Both of these works 
focused on carefully creating a verisimilitude in the narrative by paying attention to the details of 
geography, language, and cultural customs. While Defoe’s island focused entirely on its 
believability, Swift sought to weave fantasy elements and realism in his Brobdingnag and 
Lilliput. As the century wore on, underground worlds replaced the remote island worlds such as 
Swift’s Lilliput due to the fact that more of the world and its islands were being discovered and 
explored; these underground worlds were inspired by Dante Alighieri’s Hell in The Divine 
Comedy. The nineteenth century then moved away from travel literature to adopt utopian and 
dystopian worlds with authors such as H.G. Wells whose book The Time Machine transported 
readers to the faraway future occupied by the fictional Eloi and Morlocks (Wolf 65-95). Milton’s 
Paradise Lost had influenced such trends by famously combining utopian worlds, underground 
worlds, and galactic scales that helped set the precedent for science fiction. As with the early 
examples of worldbuilding, Milton’s literary world proved that “world creation cannot be 
divorced from the changing experience of our own world” (Puchner 345). Thus worldbuilding 
slowly, with the aid of the twentieth century’s dystopian novels, became the tool of fantasy and 
science fiction authors. 
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 Despite the plethora of fictional worlds already in existence by the time he was writing, 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings broke new ground. Tolkien’s fantasy world was not an 
extemporaneous creation, for he had been meditating about the purpose of “fairy stories” before 
he began penning his famous trilogy. For Tolkien, fairy stories originated from the desire to 
explore space and time, but they also originated under the desire to hold “communion with other 
living things” (5). Yet, Tolkien added another dimension to worldbuilding; he added the 
relationship between the author and the fantasy world, which had been largely ignored. For 
Tolkien, authors are simply “sub-creators” of an already existing world that the author then 
interprets or represents for others. As an Oxford professor of linguistics, Tolkien also 
emphasized the purpose of constructed languages and their role within fantasy worlds, and his 
Middle-earth was the first world to be based entirely around a language; in fact, Tolkien called 
The Lord of the Rings “an essay in linguistic aesthetic” (Ryan 3). Tolkien’s background as a 
philologist also contributes vastly to worldbuilding because created languages hold sway over 
the literary belief of a world, and Tolkien was the first to create a narrative based around 
invented languages. Tolkien’s background helped build the relationship between language and 
myth as necessary to worldbuilding (Kuteeva 308). He believed strongly that legends derive 
from language, and this philosophy not only influenced his own creative process, but the way 
analysts look at worldbuilding and its facets today, as they now incorporate linguistic analyses 
on Tolkien’s narratives (Cornwell 2; Smith 2). 
 Tolkien’s Middle-earth and its stories remain popular today, which begs the question as 
to what elements within Tolkien’s narratives make the world so sustainable. After all, Tolkien’s 
The Lord of the Rings books have not simply received the attention of scholars and critics, but 
Tolkien’s stories have received a huge cult following. Hunter claims that The Lord of the Rings’ 
“staying power” is due to engagement with the claim that the repression of the mythic coincides 
with pivotal moments of intellectual history in western civilization- a claim derived from 
Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment (130). Therefore, The Lord of the Rings 
resists such a repression of myth in modern times, which accounts for its success. However, 
Habermann and Kuhn argue against the role that myth plays in regards to the popularity of the 
novels. They claim that Tolkien’s world resonates with people due to the function the fantasy 
world played in the novels, which Tolkien “sets against a dystopian and secular modernism as 
well as the destructive aspects of modernity, to provide (positive) ‘escape,’ ‘consolation,’ and 
‘recovery…’” (263). While there are fantasy aspects within Middle-earth, Tolkien still utilizes 
something of the familiar to engage his audiences. It is that ability of attracting wide readers and 
creating a narrative structure “understandable to the readers” that links Tolkien’s Middle-earth to 
George R. R. Martin’s Westeros in his popular series, A Song of Ice and Fire (Adi 305). 
 Because of its newfound popularity and its adaptation into a successful HBO television 
series, critics have been drawn to Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series, which features five 
published works as of 2016 with two more novels planned to complete the series: A Game of 
Thrones, A Clash of Kings, A Storm of Swords, A Feast for Crows, and A Dance with Dragons. 
Martin’s series can be described as a cross between an epic and the fantasy, as it takes place in 
days past and in a place of fantasy. The distinctive genre of his series has baffled critics who 
question why the series has gained such popularity and momentum in the previous years. Adi’s 
research on the popularity of Martin’s series claims that his novels “reflect culturally held beliefs 
or common universal values and tastes” (305). Therefore, like Tolkien’s Middle-earth, there is 
something recognizable and desirable in Westeros that readers can notice. After all, both Tolkien 
and Martin’s series deal with myth, which Slotkin defines: “Myth has to do with the continuity 
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of meanings: the transmission from generation to generation of a characteristic ideology or 
system of beliefs and values, embodied in a continuously evolving set of narrative fictions and a 
language of symbols” (qtd. In Adi 306). Myths help communicate themes and ideologies from 
different generations, which readers can then relate to. By fostering this connection with readers, 
storytelling no longer becomes the sole means of worldbuilding. Instead, fans participate in these 
myths to expand the world (Maj 84). If one were to browse the web, they would see evidence of 
this in both The Lord of the Rings and A Song of Ice and Fire fandoms with blogs, roleplaying 
forums, and other fan-created content dedicated to these series, which emphasizes the 
interactivity and effectiveness of worldbuilding in these two series. 

Theories 
In order to then discover the encoded ideologies and the sustainable aspects within 

Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire, it is important to examine applicable shaping the study of 
worldbuilding. Most popular is a literary theory entitled Possible Worlds Theory, which argues 
that literary worlds refer to possible worlds that could exist (Puchner 343). Scholars created this 
concept to help retain a sense of reference when viewing literary worlds. After all, something is 
clearly familiar in many of these alternative worlds—yet they are fictional. Nelson Goodman 
posits a competing theory, similar to that of J.R.R. Tolkien’s, in that Goodman believes 
worldbuilding involves the act of remaking. Rather than having a sustainable world due to its 
familiarity, Goodman appealed to the notion that worlds disorient readers, which accounts for 
their resonance with society (Barikin 3). Renowned theorist Nelson Goodman also emphasized 
the concept of worldversion, “a human construction of a world,” and what makes a worldversion 
“right” (De Donato-Rodriguez 215-6).  

Semiologist Roland Barthes added a unique twist to the interpretations of fictional worlds 
by famously analyzing literary landscapes and their symbols (Duncan and Duncan 18). Barthes’ 
semiological approach gave rise to the Text World Theory. Text worlds are mental 
representations that allow people to conceptualize and understand the words they read (Gavins 
35-36). Similar to Barthes’ theory, Text World Theory is a theoretical framework that 
emphasizes language and its descriptive powers. Instead of solely relying on narrative elements, 
Text World Theory stresses the use of language in creating worlds that resonate with readers. 

A final theory of worldbuilding analysis encompasses a functional grammar approach, 
combining both the stylistic aspect and the linguistic aspect of the grammar of the analyzed 
work. Functional grammar looks at the narrative itself as being part of a constructed world 
Developed by M.A.K. Halliday, “transitivity theory provides a useful linguistic framework for 
uncovering the main linguistic features of a certain literary discourse” (Noriko 65). Therefore, in 
an effort to view the ideologies Martin encoded in his world of Westeros, this study will apply 
Halliday’s functional grammar approach to three passages from Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire, 
mirroring the framework established in Robin Anne Reid’s “Mythology and History: A Stylistic 
Analysis of The Lord of the Rings.”  

A Stylistic Analysis of A Song of Ice and Fire 
 To examine Martin’s creation of sustainable worlds through worldbuilding in A Song of 
Ice and Fire, this study will focus on three factors that are considered when addressing 
worldbuilding: setting, mythology, and language. 
Setting 
 Worldbuilding, above all, stresses the use of language to convey believable settings. To 
create verisimilitude, an author must use both foregrounding and defamiliarization—meaning 
that the setting must be recognizable in a different context, but it must also be new to the reader 
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(Hidalgo-Downing 3). In order to build a world and a setting, three criteria must be completed: a 
space where events occur, a time/duration for the events to occur in, and characters to inhabit and 
define the world (Wolf 154). Martin follows this criteria, for the events occur in Westeros and 
Essos in a medieval time period; his medieval setting is then a recognizable frame of reference 
for readers, but applied in an entirely different world, which is governed by strange elements 
such as magic (Hirsso 4).  

By studying the specific geography and time frame of a work, a stylistic analysis can be 
applied based on the framework of M.A.K. Halliday to determine the grammatical quirks Martin 
employs to incorporate both themes and history in his setting (Reid 521). Several passages can 
then be explored to determine marked occurrences (non-typical usage of grammar) revealing 
grammatical techniques in the imagery building the world. Other descriptions that structure the 
narrative can be for pure aesthetic choices, but these can be parsed to reveal the appeal of certain 
stylistic choices and themes, as well (Zajac 67). 
Mythology 
 The second part of worldbuilding involves mythology, which this paper previously 
defined as “[having] to do with the continuity of meanings: the transmission from generation to 
generation of a characteristic ideology or system of beliefs and values embodied in a 
continuously evolving set of narrative” (Adi 306). Just as language and grammar can be used to 
manipulate spatial structure and imagery, it can manipulate perspectives and the narrative 
through symbols and metaphors (Bennett 2; Krishnamurthy 87).  
 One of the most effective ways to infuse myths into stories is through archetypes; in fact, 
the fantasy genre has become notorious for its use of particular archetypes that generate narrative 
meaning (Ramaswamy 6). Applying an analysis of these literary elements to different characters’ 
stories in Martin’s novels illuminates Martin’s treatment of mythology in his narrative to build 
the world and, subsequently, the story. 
Language 
 Because Tolkien set the precedent for creating novels around created languages, it is 
important to include analyses of Martin’s created languages in a discussion about worldbuilding. 
According to Tolkien, the language was the foundation of the stories, and names will always 
occur before stories (Zettersten 12). Similar to Tolkien, Martin also found himself using 
constructed languages to contribute to his world. The most famous of his languages became High 
Valyrian and Dothraki, which help build the continent of Essos in a linguistic manner (Peterson 
18-19). Existing linguistic theory has been applied to Dothraki to determine its level of literary 
belief in the novels, revealing that standards must be followed when worldbuilding with 
constructed languages (Destruel 19). When looking at Martin’s constructed languages, linguistic 
aestheticism is an important aspect in measuring literary belief, and previous phonological 
analyses of Tolkien’s Quenya language prove to be a precedent in measuring and applying 
linguistic aestheticism (Ryan 11-12). Once the language has a strong foundation in a narrative, it 
can be used to immerse readers within the world. 

Methodology 
 This study aims to apply the aforementioned theories about worldbuilding into a 
functional grammar discourse analysis. Using three passages from three different books in 
Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire, the study will recycle the methodology Robin Anne Reid 
developed, based off of M.A.K. Halliday’s work, in her “Mythology and History: A Stylistic 
Analysis of The Lord of the Rings.” This study will be broken into two parts: the first part will be 
a stylistic analysis that strictly observes the marked themes and subjects within the passages, and 
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the second part will consist of a process analysis. Ultimately, the stylistic analysis will analyze 
the three variables found in worldmaking: description, applied mythologies, and use of language. 
In order to generate quantitative data, Reid chose to use Halliday’s functional grammar in which 
a text is analyzed on the clause level. As Halliday noted, cited by Noriko, the clauses then have 
the potential to express three different components: 
 “(1) the process itself, which will be expressed by the verb phrase a clause, 
 (2) the participants in the clause, which will refer to the roles of entities that are directly 
involved in the process: the one that does, behaves or says, together with the passive one that is 
done to, said to, etc. The participants are not necessarily humans or even animate; the term 
‘participant entities’ would be more accurate. The participant entities are normally realized by 
noun phrases in the clause. 
 (3) the circumstances associated with the process, which are typically expressed by 
adverbial and prepositional phrases.” (67) 
 In order to discover these three components, it is necessary to break the passage down 
into clauses and then focus on the marked and unmarked patterns found in the clauses in order to 
discover the theme (or subject) of the sentence as well as the processes (or verbs). 
Reid summarizes that normal, or standard, usage of grammar involves the Theme/Subject of the 
clause to be placed at the beginning, which is then labelled “unmarked” because it is the default; 
meanwhile, if non-typical grammar uses begins the clauses then it is labeled “marked” because 
the grammar should be interpreted more closely (521). For the analyses, each of the clauses in 
the passage will be numbered in order to determine the total themes and subjects within the 
passage. For sentences that utilize typical, or unmarked, grammar, the subject will then be 
underlined. When a clause begins with non-typical grammar usage, the theme will be indicated 
by capital letters, while the subjects of the marked clauses will be indicated in bold. 

Stylistic Analysis 
“The House of the Undying.” 
 The first passage being analyzed in Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series is from the 
second book in the series, A Clash of Kings. In this passage, the point of view is that of Daenerys 
Targaryen who has entered the notorious House of the Undying to seek answers about her life 
from the warlocks of Qarth. The House of the Undying is a unique setting because Daenerys is 
instructed that she can only take “the first door on the right,” and must then resist the temptations 
of the other rooms, which tempt her with images of the past, the present, and the future (Martin, 
“Daenerys” 702). In the passage being analyzed, Daenerys witnesses the throne room as her 
father, Aerys “The Mad King” Targaryen, had known it and then catches a glimpse of her eldest 
brother, Rhaegar Targaryen, and the birth of his son, Aegon. 

1. FINALLY a great pair of bronze doors appeared to her left, grander than the rest.  
2. They [a great pair of bronze doors] swung open,  
3. AS she [Dany] neared 
4. AND she [Dany] had to stop 
5. AND [Dany had to] look 
6. BEYOND loomed a cavernous stone hall, 
7. THE LARGEST she [Dany] had ever seen. 
8. The skulls of dead dragons looked down from its walls. 
9. UPON a towering barbed throne sat an old man in rich robes, an old man with dark eyes 

and long silver-grey hair 
10. “[You] Let him be king over charred bones and cooked meat,” 
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11. He [an old man in rich robes] said to a man below him. 
12. “[You] Let him be the king of ashes.” 
13. Drogon shrieked, 
14. His [Drogon’s] claws digging through silk and skin, 
15. BUT the king on his throne never heard, 
16. AND Dany moved on 
17. VISERYS, was her [Dany’s] first thought 
18. THE NEXT TIME she [Dany] paused, 
19. BUT a second glance told her otherwise 
20. The man had her brother’s hair, 
21. BUT he [the man] was taller, 
22. AND his [the man’s] eyes were a dark indigo rather than lilac. 
23. “AEGON,” he [the man] said 
24. TO a woman nursing a newborn babe in a great wooden bed. 
25. “WHAT [is a] better name for a king?” 
26. “WILL you make a song for him?” 
27. The woman asked. 
28. “He [the newborn babe] has a song,” 
29. The man replied, 
30. He [the newborn babe] is the prince that was promised, 
31. AND his [song] is the song of ice and fire.” (Martin, “Daenerys” 701) 

Total Themes and Subjects: 31 
Marked: 19 
Unmarked: 12 
 Found in the passage are thirty-one total Themes/Subjects, and twelve of these are 
unmarked meaning that the Theme and the Subject are the same in the clause. The other nineteen 
Themes/Subjects are marked; of these nineteen, there are only eight of these clauses that use a 
coordinating conjunction before the subject, which “is not particularly significant in written 
English” (Reid 523).  
 The marked clauses in the beginning of the passage show significance because they 
consist of prepositions: beyond and upon. These signify the movement of Daenerys through the 
House of the Undying. The next marked clauses then begin with coordinating conjunctions as 
Daenerys moves on through the house, signifying the falling actions of the scene she had just 
witnessed. In this passage, it does appear that Martin utilizes marked clauses to indicate the 
rising and falling action of the scene wherein the falling action is denoted with coordinating 
conjunctions as it occurs in line 15 and 16 when Daenerys leaves the scene of Aerys “The Mad 
King” Targaryen. Afterwards, in lines 17 and 18, the action begins to rise with the use of noun 
phrases for Martin to draw the reader’s attention away from the Mad King and towards Rhaegar 
Targaryen who resembles their brother Viserys. Martin further shifts the reader’s attention in line 
23 when Aegon’s name is said aloud. Afterwards, Aegon is only mentioned in unmarked clauses 
denoting the shift of Aegon as a significant subject to the subject, as he is the prince that was 
promised. Even the movement in the passage diminishes and only one preposition is found in the 
marked line 24, suggesting a halting of movement both in the House of the Undying and in the 
span of the novel. Seemingly, Martin intends to draw the audience’s attention to the significance 
of Rhaegar Targaryen’s son possibly fulfilling a prophecy. 
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“Braavos.” 
 The second passage chosen for the stylistic analysis is from the fourth book in Martin’s 
series, A Feast for Crows. This passage is in the point of view of Arya Stark, a young girl who 
has escaped from her war-torn home in Westeros, where her family was ruthlessly murdered, and 
sought refuge at the House of Black and White in Braavos. In Braavos, Arya is being trained as 
Faceless Man—essentially being trained to become nothing and no one.  

1. Braavos was a city made for secrets, a city of fogs and masks and whispers. 
2. Its very existence had been a secret for a century, 
3. The girl had learned; 
4. Its locations had been hidden thrice that long 
5. “The Nine Free Cities are the daughters of Valyria that was,” 
6. The kindly man taught her, 
7. “BUT Braavos is the bastard child 
8. Who ran away from home. 
9. We are mongrel folk, the sons of slaces and whores and thieves. 
10. Our forbears came from half a hundred lands to this place of refuge, to escape the 

dragonlords 
11. Who had enslaved them. 
12. Half a hundred gods came with them, 
13. BUT there is one god  
14. [THAT] all of them [our forebears] shared in common.” 

“HIM OF MANY FACES.” 
15. “AND MANY NAMES,” the kindly man had said. 
16. “IN QOHOR he is the Black Goat, in Yi Ti the Lion of Night, in Westeros the Stranger. 
17. All men must bow to him in the end, 
18. NO MATTER if they [all men] worship the Seven or the Lord of Light, the Moon 
Mother or the Drowned God or the Great Shepherd. 
19. All mankind belongs to him… 
20. ELSE SOMEWHERE IN THE WORLD would be a folk  
21. who lived forever 
22. DO you know of any folk 
23. Who live forever?” 
24. “NO,” she [the little girl] would answer. 
25. “All men must die.” 
26. Cat would always find the kindly man waiting for her 
27. WHEN she went creeping back to the temple on the knoll on the night 
28. [THAT] the moon went black 
29. “WHAT do you know  
30. THAT you did not know 
31. WHEN you left us?” 
32. He would always ask her. 
33. “I know  
34. WHAT Blind Beqqo puts in the hot sauce 
35. He [Blind Beqqo] uses on his oysters,” 
36. She [Cat] would say. 
37. “I know  
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38. [THAT] the mummers at the Blue Lantern are going to do The Lord of Woeful 
Countenance 
39. AND the mummers at the Ship mean to answer with Seven Drunken Oarsmen. 
40. I know the bookseller 
41. Lotho Lornel sleeps in the house of Tradesman-Captain Moredo Prestayn 
42. WHENEVER the honorable tradesman-captain is away on a voyage, 
43. AND [Lotho Lornel] moves out  
44. WHENEVER the Vixen comes home.” 
45. “It is good to know these things. 
46. AND who are you?” 
47. “NO ONE.” 
48. “You lie. 
49. You are Cat of the canals, 
50. I know you well. 
51. [You] go and sleep, child. 
52. ON THE MORROW you must serve.” 
53. “All men must serve.” (Martin, “Cat of the Canals” 721-23) 

Total Themes and Subjects: 53 
Marked: 23 
Unmarked: 30 
 While this passage is significantly longer, with fifty-three total Themes/Subjects, only 
twenty-three (about half) of them are marked. Only six of marked clauses are marked by a 
coordinating conjunction. In fact, several of the marked clauses utilize the word “that” or “what” 
to begin a nominal clause (lines 28, 30, 34, and 38). This is significant because this passage 
concerns Arya Stark and what she observed and witnessed on the streets of Braavos. The first six 
lines of the passage are unmarked, which could emphasize the mythology of identity that Martin 
is promoting in this passage as Arya is desperate to lose her own identity. The Kindly Man can 
easily identify with Braavos (line 9) because his identity is not fixed and is fluid. Yet, Arya Stark 
is still holding on to her own identity, and the marked patterns of nominal clauses in her speech 
reveal that she cannot will her own identity away because she still cannot substitute a different 
identity (or subject) into her own speech. 
 Two unmarked lines do run through this passage that deserve analyzing: lines 25 and 53. 
In these lines, the Kindly Man says, “All men must die,” and “All men must serve.” While these 
seem to be simply ominous statements that add to the mystique of the House of Black and White, 
it is important to note that Martin frequently uses these phrases throughout the book in the 
invented Valyrian language. “All men must serve” is usually referred to as valar dohaeris. “All 
men must die,” likewise, is valar morghulis in Valyrian. In worldbuilding, invented languages 
are worth analyzing because Tolkien was notorious for building an entire world based on 
languages. Unlike Tolkien, though, Martin did not create entire languages; rather, he created 
several phrases and language families to reveal the evolution of the languages in his world. The 
language family begins with High Valyrian, which can be compared to Latin, since it was the 
language of the great Valyria, an empire that collapsed (Peterson 18). Because of Martin’s 
unique way of integrating fictional languages into his world, wherein he only has a dictionary of 
about six or seven words for the language, Peterson argues that it is because the languages are 
being utilized to “establish the authenticity of an otherwise fantastical realm” (19). Therefore, for 
Martin, it is more believable in worldbuilding to not publish an entire dictionary of a fictional 
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language because the reader should learn the language as though they were visiting the world 
themselves: through short snippets that they begin to understand. 
 The discussion of created languages is integral in this passage—even though it doesn’t 
actually utilize the phrases of valar morghulis or valar dohaeris. Instead, the book keeps up the 
mystery of what these words mean because, since Arya doesn’t know the meaning of these 
words, neither does the reader. Yet, the readers are eventually able to make the connection: 
“Morghulis, like the previously discussed Mordor, partly resembles the Latin word for death, 
mors” (Hirsso 37). It is interesting, then, that Martin does not include the High Valyrian phrases, 
but translates them to English in the passage, but it is made clear when considering the themes of 
identity and fluidity. The Kindly Man can say these things, in an unmarked format, because he 
can identify with “all men,” but Arya cannot, for Arya’s identity is integral to her. Therefore, 
when Arya speaks the phrases, she most often substitutes for the High Valyrian because she does 
not need to disassociate from herself to become “all men.” For both Arya and the reader, the 
High Valyrian works as a defamiliarization technique. 
“The Rhoyne.” 
 The third and final passage being analyzed is from Martin’s final published book in the 
series, A Dance with Dragons. This passage is in the point of view of the character, Tyrion 
Lannister, a dwarf. Like Arya Stark, Tyrion Lannister escaped from Westeros to avoid murder, 
for Tyrion had been charged with regicide and killed his father, Lord Tywin Lannister, as 
revenge. Ultimately, Tyrion is en route to meet up with Daenerys Targaryen, and his journey 
takes him down a river called the Rhoyne—named for the Rhoynar kingdom that had been 
devastated by the might of Old Valyria. While on the river, Tyrion reflects of the betrayals and 
deceptions in his life, for he had married his wife Tysha under the idea that he had saved her 
from rape. Instead, Jaime had lied and told him it was a set-up to encourage Tyrion to leave his 
low-born wife. Upon his escape from Westeros, Tyrion learns the truth: Tysha had married him 
for love. 

1. All [that] Tyrion could see was something massive rising from the river, humped and 
ominous. 

2. He [Tyrion] took it for a hill looming above a wooded island, 
3. OR some colossal rock overgrown with moss and ferns and hidden by the fog. 
4. AS the Shy Maid drew nearer, though, 
5. The shape of it [something massive] became clearer. 
6. A wooden keep could be seen beside the water, rotted and overgrown. 
7. Slender spires took form above it, 
8. Some of them [slender spires] snapped off like broken spears. 
9. Roofless towers appeared 
10. AND [the roofless towers] disappeared, thrusting blindly upward. 
11. Halls and galleries drifted past: graceful buttresses, delicate arches, fluted columns, 

terraces and bowers. 
12. All [halls and galleries] ruined, 
13. All [halls and galleries] desolate, 
14. All [halls and galleries] fallen. 
15. The grey moss grew thickly here, covering the fallen stones in great mounds and 

bearding all the towers. 
16. Black vines crept in and out of windows, through doors and over archways, up the sides 

of high stone walls. 
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17. The fog concealed three-quarters of the palace, 
18. BUT what they glimpsed was more than enough for Tyrion to know that  
19. This island fastness had been ten times the size of the Red Keep once and a hundred 

times more beautiful. 
20. He [Tyrion] knew where he was. 
21. “THE PALACE OF LOVE,” he said softly. 
22. “THAT was the Rhoynar name,” 
23. SAID Haldon Halfmaester, 
24. “BUT for a thousand years this has been the Palace of Sorrow.” 
25. The ruin was sad enough, 
26. BUT knowing what it had been made it even sadder. 
27. THERE was laughter here once, 
28. Tyrion thought. 
29. THERE were gardens bright with flowers 
30. AND fountains sparkling golden in the sun 
31. These steps once rang to the sound of lovers’ footsteps, 
32. AND beneath that broken dome marriages beyond count were sealed with a kiss. 
33. His [Tyrion’s] thoughts turned to Tysha, 
34. Who [Tysha] had so briefly been his lady wife. 
35. It was Jaime, 
36. He [Tyrion] thought, despairing. 
37. He [Jaime] was my own blood, my big strong brother. 
38. WHEN I was small 
39. He [Jaime] brought me toys, barrel hoops and blocks and a carved wooden lion. 
40. He [Jaime] gave me my first pony 
41. AND [Jaime] taught me how to ride him. 
42. WHEN he [Jaime] said that 
43. He [Jaime] had bought you for me, 
44. I never doubted him. 
45. WHY would I? 
46. He was Jaime, 
47. AND you [Tysha] were just some girl 
48. Who’d played a part 
49. I had feared it from the start, 
50. FROM the moment you [Tysha] first smiled at me 
51. AND [you] let me touch your hand. 
52. My own father could not love me. 
53. WHY would you [Tysha] if not for gold? (Martin, “Tyrion” 258-59) 

Total Themes/Subjects: 53 
Marked: 21 
Unmarked: 32 
 Containing fifty-three total Themes/Subjects, this passage is comprised mostly of 
unmarked grammar usage, accounting for thirty-two of the clauses. In this passage, the themes of 
memory and decay are evident as Tyrion and company travel down the Rhoyne to witness the 
ruins of such places as the Palace of Love. The first nineteen lines comprise mostly of unmarked 
clauses as the scenery of the Rhoyne is described. Martin wants to invoke in the readers a sense 
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that the Rhoyne and all its beautiful scenery was once alive, thus allowing it to be the causer in 
the sentences. Around line 21, there is a dramatic shift in the number of sequential unmarked 
themes; instead, the unmarked themes become increasingly punctuated with marked themes. The 
diminishing the unmarked themes not only parallels the diminishing of the Rhoynar kingdom, as 
they sail down the river, but it represents the shift from emphasis on the Rhoyne to emphasis on 
Tyrion whose own memories are filled with decay. Upon discussing his older brother, Jaime, in 
line 35, there is an abundance of unmarked themes, but these also begin to diminish just as the 
trust and relationship between Tyrion and Jaime had diminished.  
 In this passage, especially, Martin is able to weave the description of the setting into the 
applied mythology of the world. The Rhoyne and Tyrion become a reflection of one another, 
since they both fall victim to decay and memory, which Martin stresses in his overabundance of 
unmarked structures that slowly decay into marked structures. The marked structures also take 
the form of single words—mostly coordinating conjunctions, revealing a real decay from the 
eloquent lines that had been used to describe the ruin on the Rhoyne. 

Process Analysis 
 Before creating final conclusions about Martin’s writing style and the way he includes 
the variables of worldbuilding (setting, myths, and language) into his narrative, a process 
analysis will be applied. Processes are essentially verbs that can be “classified into material, 
relational, mental, verbal, behavioral, and existential processes, according to whether they 
represent processes of doing, being, sensing, saying, behaving, or existing, respectively” (Noriko 
70). The data is summarized below: 
Table One 

Process Analysis 

Passage Material Behavioral Mental Verbal Relational Existential Total 

“The House of 
the Undying” 

8 
(26%) 

6  
(19%) 

4 
(13%) 

5 
(16%) 

5 
(16%) 

3 
(10%) 

31 

“Braavos” 11 
(21%) 

4 
(8%) 

11 
(21%) 

14 
(26%) 

12 
(23%) 

1 
(2%) 

53 

“The Rhoyne” 12 
(23%) 

8 
(15%) 

10 
(19%) 

3 
(6%) 

11 
(21%) 

9 
(17%) 

53 

 
Data Analysis  

Essentially, a process analysis is to analyze the action of the text and how it relates to the 
Themes/Subjects found in the passages. From the first passage, it is evident that most of the 
processes were material—consisting of twenty-six percent. This makes sense when considering 
that the passage operated as a tour of the House of the Undying as well as a tour of the past for 
Daenerys. While at first glance, the passage appeared to be nothing more than a description of 
what was in the House of the Undying and what Daenerys saw, the stylistic analysis revealed 
that Martin used his descriptions to incorporate the myth of past and prophecy, for Daenerys 
watches the past and prophecy play out before her in a tangible way that lent itself to material 
processes. 
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 The second passage, “Braavos,” focused mostly on verbal and relational processes. 
Verbal processes were apparent when discussing the Themes/Subjects because there was a 
mention of “All men must serve” and “All men must die,” which are references to the 
constructed language of High Valyrian. Verbal processes also littered the passage because the 
myth of storytelling is present in the passage, for Arya is telling the man the story of her 
observations while the man is telling Arya the story of Braavos. Storytelling is a way to pass 
information on from one generation to the next and helps contribute to the formation of 
identities, which is another myth Martin infuses in the passage, for Arya is seeking to escape her 
own identity. This would explain the abundance of relational processes, which concern 
themselves with “being in a world of abstract relations” (Noriko 74). Identity, as an abstract 
concept, then lends itself to being described by relational processes. 
 The third passage, like the first, had a majority of material processes. Like the first 
passage, Martin was also presenting a tour of the Rhoyne, which accounts for the material 
processes used to describe the Rhoyne and its place in history: a symbol of decay from the past 
world. Therefore, it appears that Martin wants to emphasize the past by embedding the ideology 
into the Themes/Subjects and the processes of his novels.  

Conclusions 
Analysis 
 From analyzing the three passages from Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire, conclusions can 
be made to determine how Martin integrates setting, mythology, and language into his novels. As 
mentioned for the setting, the goal is for the writer to create verisimilitude by using 
foregrounding and defamiliarization. Martin’s passages clearly fulfill that category when looking 
at the processes that Martin uses to convey his setting—using an abundance of material 
processes, which relate events and history to the reader. To merge the setting with his 
mythology, Martin alternates his use of unmarked and marked structures, often to give the 
appearance of decay or to emphasize rising or falling action within a scene. While Martin 
actively incorporates mythology into his narrative for the transmission of knowledge, he also 
uses storytelling and the transmission of knowledge as a main theme, which can be seen in the 
passage “Braavos.” While Martin doesn’t overtly include any of his constructed language (either 
Dothraki or High Valyrian) in the selected passages, he references two popular High Valyrian 
phrases: valar morghulis and valar dohaeris. However, because of the mythology concerning 
identity and the fluidity of the Kindly Man’s identity, the foreign phrases are not used because 
the Kindly Man does not need to speak in a different language to disassociate himself from “all 
men.”  
 With these analyses, it is evident that Martin and other authors such as Tolkien actively 
construct their grammar to transmit meaning into the text and embed particular ideologies. In the 
genre of fantasy, authors can also utilize grammar to include the main tenets of worldbuilding: 
setting, mythology, and language.  
Implications 
 The point of this study, besides furthering the lack of research concerning the 
popularizing A Song of Ice and Fire Series, is to familiarize readers with functional grammar and 
how a functional grammar discourse analysis can be applied to discover meaning in a text. 
Understanding that a functional grammar discourse analysis can be applied to analyze the 
grammar and the way that authors incorporate facets of worldbuilding into their grammar has 
different implications for both future writers and future teachers. For future writers, it can 
encourage them to pay closer attention to their chosen grammatical structures and find ways to 
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let their grammar carry messages and themes significant to the narrative. However, there are also 
implications for future educators when considering functional grammar. At its core, functional 
grammar is concerned with understanding the different functions of language and methods of 
transmission in different situations. Functional grammar analyses can then provide students with 
opportunities to see how meaning and form can be used to create meanings. By working with 
and understanding the functions of language and different grammatical structures in relation to a 
narrative, students can better understand the texts they are working with (Feng 92). 
 From this study, it can be seen that functional grammar has a place in the classroom, in 
the minds of literary critics, and in the hearts of future writers. Functional grammar when applied 
to the existing theories of worldbuilding reveals that authors in the fantasy genre deliberately use 
worlds and facets of worldbuilding to actively create meaning through their setting, applied 
mythologies, and language. Not only will this study provide exposure for those unfamiliar with 
functional grammar and worldbuilding, but it will help fill the gap in literature that surrounds 
modern worldbuilding, which had its rise in popularity with Tolkien. While there are many 
critics who have flocked to Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire to analyze it, most appear to have 
tried to remove the grammar from the meaning and only focus on themes and symbolism. 
However, grammar exists and lives within a story, and it also transmits the story’s meaning. 
Beyond simply constructing clauses and sentences, grammar can construct worlds. 
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Abstract 
 Tiny Houses are a craze that is sweeping the nation. People want to get away from it all 
and want to make a statement by doing it. Tiny Houses can live totally off grid using a variety of 
methods and are actually quite affordable. Owners usually want to live this way in an effort to 
shed materialism from their life and get back to a more “natural” lifestyle. This literature review 
explains the Tiny House Movement and takes a brief look into whether or not this type of living 
is a responsible - or possible - choice for millennial. 
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Introduction 
 My thesis creative project has been quite a journey from start to finish. Through 
collaboration with my advisor, other students from the university, and even graduate students 
and professors from Carnegie Mellon University, the project evolved from something humble, to 
something incredible. I started thinking that I would be designing and building my own tiny 
house (which is quite apparent in my literature review), but in the end, it became so much more 
than that. The project went from a selfish endeavor to the most selfless project possible. 
 Dr. Minutolo, my advisor, had a class on Sustainability & Design in the spring of 2016 
that had an idea: what if we started a tiny home village for homeless veterans? They ran with the 
idea and it began to create traction, eventually grabbing the attention of local newspapers. Dr. 
Minutolo encouraged me to pursue this as my project; I am incredibly glad that he did. What 
happened next is a result of an intercollegiate team of highly intelligent people with a diverse 
skill set working for over a year to establish something meaningful for those who need it most… 
 Minimus, as a business, was developed with the intention to compete in the Allegheny 
Clean-Tech Competition at Carnegie Mellon University. Robert Morris University was a 
practically unknown university at this intercollegiate competition, so the Minimus team was 
blazing new grounds. In order to compete in said competition, we would need to establish a 
business plan to qualify. This task was assigned to me. What happened next shocked everyone... 
 Before we get into all of that, though, let’s first take a crash-course on what a tiny home 
is. Then, we’ll take a look at the business model developed for the competition. Finally, we will 
reveal what happened at the competition, followed by the current state of the project. 

Part I: Tiny Houses: An Introduction 
 Trailer homes are an accepted part of society. Many people choose to - or are forced to, 
due to financial situations - live in mobile homes. The stereotype surrounding mobile homes 
perpetuates throughout society, though. The words “Trailer Trash” are thrown around in popular 
entertainment all the time, causing the masses to think that living in a non-permanent structure 
somehow makes them a failure (Adkins, 2011). The Tiny House movement started, in part, to 
abolish this (Norrgard, et al, 2016). 
 Most people know what Tiny Houses are now because of the surge in popularity of the 
HGTV shows Tiny House, Big Living and Tiny House Hunters, even though the Tiny House 
Movement is only around 10 years old. The definition of a Tiny House is very loose because of 
all the different variations of Tiny Houses. In general, though, Tiny Houses “are usually under 
250-300 square feet” and are at least semi permanent (“Jenna and Guillaume”, 2014-). Some can 
be built with a foundation, but most are build on a trailer - no wider than 8½ feet at the wheels - 
to make them portable, but still able to transport with a regular C-Class driver’s licence 
(Norrgard, et al, 2016-). To better understand the Tiny House movement, skeptics need to 
understand the reasoning behind the movement. 
Finance 
 Money is the greatest motivator in the world. Corporations cut costs to increase their 
profit margins and households cut costs in order to have more disposable income. The median 
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price for a home in the U.S. costs around $188,900.00 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010), which is 
highly unattainable for new college graduates, who usually graduate with about $30,000.00 in 
federal student loans, not counting the money they may need to repay their parents for helping 
with tuition charges (Bidwell, 2014). The average cost of tuition at private nonprofit universities 
in the U.S. in 2012-13 was just under $39,000.00 for a year, which is up 39% from 2002-03 
(U.S. Department of Education, National…, 2015). 

The crippling debt on the shoulders of the college graduates is taking a heavy toll on their 
spirit, causing them to turn to the Tiny House movement for a sense of ownership (Mitchell, 
2015). Currently, a fully-furnished professionally built Tiny Home can cost anywhere from 
$30,000-$65,000.00 (Priesnitz, 2010). Tiny Houses can be built for an even cheaper cost to the 
resident if they build it themselves, with the average cost of materials for a Tiny House coming 
in at around $25,000.00, which can be greatly reduced with secondhand shopping (Odom, 2015). 
If the eventual owner can build - or at the very least help build - their Tiny House, the cost of 
labor can be greatly diminished, not counting the intangible skills gained that can “allow the 
owner/occupant... to become more self reliant when it comes to minor home repairs” (Customs, 
2014). When the cost of even the highest-end Tiny Home ($65,000.00) is compared to the 
average price of a home sold in 2010 ($273,000.00, not including the lot), it becomes clear why 
people find them attractive to their wallets (Priesnitz, 2010). 
Self-Reliance 

Every traditional home is connected to the grid. Homes are required by zoning ordinances 
to be connected to the electric grid, have some source of incoming fresh water (well or 
pressurized water), and have a way to process waste (septic tank or sewage lines) (Alley, 2008). 
A well-constructed Tiny House can be either entirely or partially off-grid, depending on where it 
is parked/built. It can achieve this through a multitude of ways, including composting toilets, 
solar systems, and rainwater catchment with filtration systems. 

The first design for a composting toilet - as we know them today - was patented in 
Europe in 1858 by inventor and clergyman Henry Moule. The basic design was such that urine 
and feces were to be held in two separate holding tanks so the bacteria in the urine would not 
break down the feces, releasing the horrid stench that is such associated with feces (Land, et al, 
1995). Modern day composting toilets have advanced in design significantly, adding a churning 
lever for the feces/peat moss mixture, a separator switch that, when activated, automatically 
filters the urine into a separate container, and a fan to blow the air from the feces container out of 
the structure that houses it to ensure that the smell does not dissipate. Cheaper versions of the 
system are available in the form of a bucket with a urine separator and sawdust that is applied 
over the feces to “lock in” the smell. The feces, in turn, is then sealed into a composter - usually 
a 55 gallon water drum - where after one year of bacterial breakdown, the feces is then suitable 
for fertilizer. The urine, however, would need to be put in a French Drain - a hole dug into the 
soil and filled with gravel - for proper off-grid disposal. This systems allows for a Tiny House to 
be completely off the grid when it comes to excrement (Flowerdew, 2012). 
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Secondly, solar systems - solar panels and a battery storage - can allow for a Tiny House 
to be off-grid in terms of electricity. Solar panels have been steadily decreasing - down 50% in 
the last decade alone - and the return on investment period, in turn, has been steadily decreasing 
(Daily, 2014). A solar system with the necessary power to provide for a Tiny House can cost less 
than $5000.00 including installation fees, which account for a good portion of the price tag 
(Scharf, 2010). Some portable solar generators can cost as little as $1500.00 A very generous 
estimate for the amount of solar power required for a Tiny House is around 740 amp/hr which is 
provided by a system consisting of anywhere from 4-9 panels. It is best to have solar panels 
mounted on a movable ground support and not on the roof of the Tiny House in order to 
maximize the solar energy produced by the panels, seeing as the Tiny House may be parked in 
the shade during the warmer months to help with cooling. This system of solar mounting also 
allows for easier cleaning of the panels which keeps the panels running at their highest capacity. 
These systems are best supplemented with a generator or a grid hookup to supplement power 
when the sun is not available (Mitchell, 2015). Solar systems are a one-time cost, meaning that 
the Tiny House owner will not have to pay any kind of electric bill (discounting the cost to run 
the generator when need be). 

Finally, a way to get a Tiny House off the grid in terms of water is to install a rainwater 
catchment and filtration system. These systems catch rainwater and filter it into water suitable 
for human use. A system of gutters would be placed around the roof - preferably a metal roof as 
to avoid harmful chemicals and sediments found in shingles - that would then drain into a 
holding tank. This tank would need to be insulated or buried underground to avoid freezing 
during the colder months (this can be bypassed in warmer climates) (Levy, 2014). The water 
would then need to be pumped by an electric water pump through a water filter and then 
throughout the house to be used in the sinks, shower, and possibly washing machine (Bragdon, et 
al., 1977). The cistern can be any size the owner wishes, but a small tank could not hold enough 
water to adequately supply all of the “wet” devices for a prolonged period of time. Most houses 
with a rainwater catchment system also have an RV style hookup for clean water on the side of 
the house if the weather does not provide enough clean water for the house to sustain itself 
(Levy, 2014). These systems also use a Grey Water (used shower/sink water) catchment tank, 
usually located under the house so that gravity is used to move the water instead of electricity. 
These Grey Water tanks can be legally emptied into any sewer drain if the occupant uses non-
toxic soaps (N.A., 2015). These strategies can take a Tiny House (almost) completely off the 
grid, allowing its occupants a true feeling of self-reliance. 
Minimalism/Lifestyle Simplification 

Perhaps the most widespread reason that people switch to “Tiny Living” is the desire to 
simplify life (“Jenna and Guillaume”, 2014-). In an ongoing web series, Jenna and her husband 
Guillaume travel the continent visiting people in their Tiny Homes asking them about their 
decision to “go Tiny.” Nearly every person she asks always starts by saying something akin to “I 
wanted to declutter my life,” or “live simply and more naturally,” and “let go of the material 
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things that bogged me down.” The people that choose to live this lifestyle are comfortable with 
letting things go and living with less (Jenna and Guillaume”, 2014-; Penny, A.). 

Many bloggers have told their story about “going Tiny,” but few have fully captured the 
essence of the lifestyle change better than Ryan Mitchell. He writes: 

“When I first started with tiny houses, I was in love with the house, the 
design, the materials, and all the appointments. Now that I’m living in my 
house I realize that was so wrong; it has absolutely nothing to do with the 
house. It has everything to do with the lifestyle. The truth is, a tiny house is 
just another thing you buy, under the guise of breaking away from 
consumerism. But the break is not from the diminutive dwelling, it is in the 
mental separation from conspicuous consumption.” 

This brief passage fully captures what the movement is about at its core: a way for people to shed 
the shackles of a materialistic society and embrace the essence of living with less (Mitchell, 
2015). 

Part II: Can a millennial do it?! 
 Short answer: probably. 
 Long answer: the Tiny House movement is sweeping the U.S. Small business owners are 
popping up all over the states offering fully finished tiny homes or “shells” - structure and basic 
framework with a barren inside - for purchase. Some companies have emerged as large-scale 
Tiny Home producers with multiple locations across the country. Even large, established 
companies like 84 Lumber have come out with designs for Tiny Houses available for purchase 
(N.A., 2016). 
 The problem that people will most likely run into is zoning compliance. In some areas, it 
is against zoning policy to build even a non-permanent living structure on a piece of land 
specifically zoned for residential living. In some areas, this is allowed, but regulations will 
always pose a nuisance to the builders. Regulation such as: only being allowed to work on the 
structure for three weeks, at which time it would need to be permanently moved; requiring at 
least a 6ft. privacy fence around the work area for neighbors; and only being allowed to work on 
the home during a certain time frame during the day. Other regulations including requiring a 
building permit and making sure the Tiny House is up to code (Mitchell, 2016). 
 The biggest obstacle for a millennial, in particular, would have to be finance. As 
discussed above, today’s college graduates graduate with immense amounts of debt. Getting any 
kind of financial help from a bank can be troubling with the amount of debt common for recent 
college graduates stacked against a person, but if they can get the financial help, it is doable. 
Even if they cannot get enough financial help to pay for a fully completed Tiny Home, they can 
at least get a portion of the money and hire someone to help them finish a shell. A Federal 
Housing Administration (FHA) loan can be extremely helpful. FHA loans are designed for “low- 
to moderate-income borrowers who cannot afford a large down payment” on a home. FHA’s can 
cover up to 96.5% the cost of a home and the rate of interest is usually low (in comparison to 
other loan types). In order to qualify for this type of loan, though, moderate- to good-level credit 
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is preferred. The problem here exists that it may be difficult to justify to the bank that a Tiny 
Home qualifies for this type of loan (Bell, 2016). 
 A problem looms on the horizon, though. Lawmakers are making it more and more 
difficult for people to live in Tiny Houses with different zoning laws. In San Francisco, for 
example, lawmakers are adding onto the already tough zoning laws for residential areas by 
requiring a main room at least 120 ft2 and “no habitable room smaller than 70 ft2” (Pinkerton, 
2015). The Tiny Home builders have been able to circumvent this regulation by changing their 
building style from permanent to mobile - built on a trailer - thereby classifying the Tiny Houses 
as RVs in the eyes of zoning laws. The federal government is also looking to limit tiny living. 
Under a proposed law, Tiny Houses would have to conform to the same restrictions as RV’s. 
This would mean that Tiny Houses would only be approved for recreational use and not for 
permanent living. This law has yet to pass, and the Tiny House community is very vocal in their 
dissent of the proposed restrictions (Davis, 2016). This law has since been shot down, requiring 
state and regional governments to make their own rules about Tiny Homes, which can be 
extremely frustrating for consumers. 
 Living in a Tiny House has its perks and drawbacks. Every person should do a great 
amount of research before making any kind of monetary investment into a Tiny Home to make 
sure that it will suit them well. If a millennial really wants to do it fresh out of school to cut down 
on material things - especially rent bills - they shouldn’t let bureaucrats and zoning laws get in 
their way, especially if the cost of living in their area exceeds their income. They would, 
however, need to realize that what they are embarking on in a fantastic, difficult, huge journey in 
their fantastic Tiny House. 

Business Model - Introduction to the Market 
Executive Summary 

Minimus seeks to provide hyper-efficient and socially beneficial tiny homes to the high-
end tiny house market. Through deals with suppliers and a substantial profit margin, Minimus 
will be able to provide one tiny home for a homeless veteran for every five sold. Our designs will 
feature the latest technology in the fields of clean energy, dc power, and intelligent design. 
Company Description 
 Minimus is an entirely new and refreshing take on the traditional home builder. Minimus 
offers hyper-efficient, Direct Current (DC) powered homes that are highly customizable, easily 
built, and socially beneficial. Our business model incorporates an easy to use web tool that 
allows customers to choose the specifications of their home that fit within the zoning 
requirements of their location. With shells of homes built in bulk in our warehouses, customers 
can expect quick construction time. For every 5 homes sold, Minimus will donate 1 home to the 
homeless population. Owning a home is permanent and provides a sense of ownership for the 
homeless. Our tiny homes will be built to produce less waste, run on DC power, and be highly 
customizable. 
Market Analysis 
 The market for tiny homes and the like has never been bigger. The amount of tiny homes 
in the US has increased from a few hundred to over 10,000 within the last 5 years (Coleman, 
2014). This increase is due to a multitude of factors, including the introduction of the new HGTV 
series’ Tiny House, Big Living and Tiny House Hunters, their attractive price tags, and the trend 
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of minimization among young people (Rubel, 2015). Minimus’ business model tackles this 
market, as well as other markets, with a diversified marketing plan targeting four key market 
segments: recreation, commercial, resiliency, and accessory. Figure 1 lays these market segments 
out in an extremely visually appealing way. 
 

Figure 1: 

 
 First, the recreation market segment covers what many would consider the traditional tiny 
home; a tiny home designed for permanent residence. This market segment includes much more 
than just the standard tiny home. The recreation segment also includes, as the name states, 
recreational campers and home additions. According to The 2014 American Camper Report, over 
14% of the US population spend at least one day and one night camping, meaning over 44.6 
million people spent time enjoying the great outdoors (Coleman, 2014). If minimus can 
effectively reach this audience and communicate to them that their camping experience would be 
enhanced with an investment into a minimus tiny home, we will be able to thrive in the 
competitive business of tiny home building. The recreation market also includes home additions, 
such as “man caves”. The average reported cost of an addition to a home is just under 
$41,000.00, with reported cost ranging in the general area of $6,000.00 to $102,000.00 (Advisor, 
2017). Not only this, but the time spent on the addition is time that the space cannot be lived in, 
as it will have turned into a construction site. Minimus solves this problem by building our 
“additions” offsite and bringing them to the customer at a similar cost. This allows the customer 
to keep their living space livable while still getting their desired addition. 
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 Second, the commercial market features many different aspects. Food Trucks, for 
example, are an ever expanding market in the US. There are over 4,000 food trucks in the US 
and the annual domestic food truck revenue in 2015 totaled $1.2 billion dollars. Getting into this 
business is no small feat, though. Conservative figures for the average startup costs for a food 
truck exceed $90,000.00, with the majority of those expenses - averaging out to around 
$85,000.00 - coming from the cost of the food truck itself (Myrick, 2016). Figure 2 gives a more 
detailed account of the food truck market in the US.  
 

Figure 2: 

2015 Food Truck Industry Statistics Data 

Annual food truck revenue $1,200,000,000.00 

Industry revenue increase over the last five years 12.4% 

Total number of food trucks in the US 4,130 

Average revenue generated per food truck $290,556.00 

Average spending per order at a food truck $12.40 

Average cost of food truck $85,000.00 

Average total startup cost $90,300.00 
 
 
This market segment also includes mobile libraries, offices, clinics, and workspaces. These can 
be extremely beneficial in the workplace, considering that many people live quite remotely in the 
US and cannot reach a hospital. These people can be properly serviced by a mobile clinic that 
will bring the medical staff and materials to them instead of the other way around. Additionally, 
mobile office units are rented out by construction sites on a daily basis and have an average cost 
of about $40,000.00 and can cost up to $4,500.00/year annually to lease (Owl, 2013). Minimus 
can provide hyper-efficient offices that can be purchased and leased for competitive prices, but 
cost virtually nothing to power and maintain. 
 Next, the resiliency market features Minimus’ social benefit homes and homes that could 
be used in disaster relief. If a disaster relief organization, such as the Red Cross or FEMA, were 
to approach us with an order of x number of houses to produce for disaster relief efforts, we 
could build these houses to be self-sufficient. 
 Finally, the accessory segment of our market is completely uncharted territory. There are 
no tiny home makers that sell accessories for tiny homes. Therefore, Minimus will be the only 
active player in this market. Accessories for tiny houses include, but are not limited to, 
collapsable solar arrays, removable decks, canopies, tiny home connectors, and tiny home 
expanders. These products can both make the space more livable, increase the indoor living 
space, and increase the outdoor living space. The connectors and the canopy can both be 
combined to form a compound of tiny homes, with each home featuring a different function and 
connectors with a canopy bringing the space into one cohesive unit. 
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Organization & Management 
 Our organization features an extremely small team of managers and builders. First, we 
have Dr. Marcel Minutolo and Prof. Azizan Aziz spearheading the company. Dr. Minutolo has 
extensive experience in entrepreneurship and is a professor of sustainability at Robert Morris 
University. Prof. Aziz has an incredible portfolio of architectural design work and is a professor 
in the Carnegie Mellon University School of Architecture. Alongside them, Steve McMannis 
from Leaf Redevelopment is on our team. His breadth of experience with passive home design, 
solar power, and DC power make him an invaluable asset to the company. 
 Also on the Minimus team are Dale J Miller, Mary Funderlich, and Fauzan Wassil. Dale J 
Miller is a senior advertising major with the marketing know-how to reach our audience directly. 
Mary Funderlich is a junior finance major with the financial experience to keep Minimus afloat. 
Finally, Fauzan Wassil is a graduate student at the Carnegie Mellon University School of 
Architecture with extensive design experience. 
Service or Product Line 
 Minimus aims to offer tiny homes that are incredibly efficient and socially beneficial. 
Drawing from the latest research in passive home design and DC (Direct Current) power, 
Minimus seeks to challenge the status quo. Power companies send power over long distances 
using AC (Alternating Current) power, but most common household appliances use DC power. 
The conversion from AC to DC yields significant energy loss in the form of heat. A study done 
by Yale University found that an estimated 8% energy savings could be seen on the national 
level if the AC to DC conversion did not have to take place (Patterson, 2013). Since our homes 
will feature extensive solar and other renewable energy sources along with a massive DC power 
storing battery, our homes will have no need for the wasteful conversion. This coupled with the 
design principles behind passive homes will keep the cost of maintaining the interior climate 
almost negligible. This is extremely significant due to the fact that 48% of an average home’s 
electricity bill is due to the heating and cooling of the interior. This number may be down from 
58% ten years ago (2007), but this figure should make anyone’s eyebrow raise (Energy, 2013). 
 Our tiny homes will have an increased life cycle from the average tiny home. What most 
tiny home builders do is apply regular-sized home building strategies and practices to a small 
space, but Minimus is redefining the standard and rewriting the book on sustainable tiny home 
design. Our tiny homes will be designed on a modular system that allows repairs to be made 
easily and effectively. Our design also affords owners the choice to add sub-units to their tiny 
homes. When we designed the homes, we engineered them to be practical and able to be repaired 
without having to take apart the home. If a light fixture needs replaces, replacing it will be much 
easier in one of our tiny homes as compared to that of a competitor. 
 There are no intellectual property rights to be secured for this business. Lots of other 
companies and private builders create tiny homes, but we are the only one that provides tiny 
homes for homeless veterans and we are the only provider that produces a product like ours. 
Marketing & Sales 
 Our marketing strategies involve reaching our customers on a multitude of online 
platforms. The channels we want to utilize to effectively reach our target audience include: 
Facebook, Instagram, Blogs, YouTube, Paid Search, and Twitter. Additionally, a heavy focus 
will be applied to advertising and reaching our customer that watch the HGTV shows Tiny 
House Hunters and Tiny House, Big Living. 
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 Once we reach our customer base, our main goal will be to take them to our website, 
which is currently under construction. There, customers can use the online web tool to build their 
tiny home to their exact needs. They will be able to choose what they want their tiny home to 
used for (residential, commercial, resiliency), what kind and how long of a trailer they want, the 
types and frequency of windows and doors, the floor layout, materials and design of the roofing, 
a roof-mounted solar array or a removable stand-alone array, and many more options that the 
client can choose. 

Once the customer customizes their house on our web tool, we then start our retargeting 
campaign. The website will install cookies onto the customer’s computer, allowing us to target 
their ads more effectively. Also, the web tool will require customers to provide their email 
address, affording us the opportunity to sent the “cart-abandoning” customer emails talking 
about their home. Once the sense of ownership is established, the customer feels as though they 
own the product. Not only that, but the customer will begin to feel that their product is superior 
(Margalit, 2014). Through effective retargeting, we can effectively bring our customers back and 
get them to purchase. 
Funding Requests 

We have received the following funds from their respective organizations, as illustrated 
in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: 
Finances (updated 4/3/2017) Total 

Home Depot Foundation - Donation $3,000.00 

Colcom Foundation - Grant $50,000.00 

CleanTech Competition, Fan Favorite - Grant $5,000.00 

Business of Humanity Project - Grant $5,000.00 

Total: $63,000.00 
 
Financial Projections 
 Included here is a model that the Minimus team developed, featuring conservative 
estimates that illustrate orders of magnitude over the current and next two fiscal years. 

Figure 4: 
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Conclusion 
 As I stated before, the idea behind my thesis was to develop a business plan to take to the 
Allegheny Clean-Tech Competition at Carnegie Mellon University. When we got there, we 
listened to a speak from Mitsubishi, gave our thirty second elevator pitches, and then proceeded 
to enter the waiting room where we waited to give our presentation of Minimus’ business plan. 
When we gave the presentation, we were only allowed ten minutes to speak with an additional 
ten minutes to field questions from the judges. 
 The judges were quite harsh on us - Mary Funderlich, Fauzan Wassil, and myself - asking 
us questions that were worded in ways that required extensive talk-arounds to try and spin to be 
positives. The feedback they left us with echoed this line of questioning, with “not clear”, “under 
researched”, and “bandwagon” showing up on nearly every judging sheet, of which there were 
five. We were judged on six criteria: Market/Customer/Competition, 
Product/Technology/Innovation/Validation, Business Model & Financial Plans, Team 
Skills/Passion/Enthusiasm, Presentation/Wow Factor, and Policy Opportunities & Barrier 
Strategy. Each category had a maximum of five points awarded, with a maximum of thirty points 
possible. Our average score was an 18.4 out of 30, with our highest score a 23/30 and our lowest 
being a 14/30. We did not advance to the final round. 
 In the final round, the entire audience got to see the finalist’s slideshow presentation. The 
finalists were absolutely jaw-dropping and incredible. All the teams that advanced to the finals 
were absolutely stellar and we did not even stand a chance against them. After the finalists gave 
their presentation, the keynote speaker from Tesla spoke about the company’s commitment to 
technological advancement and presented the company's core values and beliefs. At the end of 
the presentation, I just wanted to leave, but I stayed on the recommendation of Dr. Minutolo. As 
they were announcing the awards, I was shocked to find that Minimus had taken home the fan 
favorite award! We had successful won a $5,000.00 grant to help fund our first tiny home build! 
We were shocked and extremely proud of the result! 
 As for the current state of our project, we would not be in a more optimistic spot. Deloitte 
has agreed to send partners to help construction during their annual “day of giving”. We have 
strong collaboration with our partners, including Carnegie Mellon University, the Business of 
Humanity Project at the Katz Graduate School of Business at Pittsburgh University, the Home 
Depot Foundation, the Colcom Foundation, Robert Morris University, and Veterans Place on 
Washington Boulevard. The feedback we received from the judges during the Allegheny Clean-
Tech competition will be utilized to improve our business model. We are extremely excited to 
get this first tiny home built and we are even more excited to make a permanent difference in the 
life of someone who needs it the most. 
 The next immediate step for the project is getting the first tiny home built and donated. 
After that, Minimus will establish itself as a company and the webtool will be developed. After 
those steps, I am positive that Minimus will become a beacon of hope in the Tiny Space market. 
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Abstract 
Litigation Consultants provide support for attorneys before, during, and after a trial occurs.  
Litigation Consulting Firms claim that the services they provide will help attorneys improve their 
chances of winning a case.  They hope that their services will increase attorney persuasiveness, 
save time, and increase attorney performance.  It is truly unknown if litigation consulting is 
adequately shaping the outcome of a trial.  Before this can be determined, the interactions and 
attitudes of attorneys with litigation consultants need to be studied.  The aim of this study is to 
analyze data from a pilot study survey of four civil litigators on their use of litigation consultants.  
Results showed that participants used litigation consulting mostly for trial strategy, mock trials, 
trial graphics, and jury selection.  The attorneys also reported that using a litigation consultant 
improved the presentation of the case and helped to identify the key elements of the case; 
however, none of the attorneys reported that using litigation consulting helped their chances of 
winning the case.   
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Introduction 
 Working in the legal field comes with a lot of paperwork and long hours; however, there 
may be a way to mitigate the consequences of litigation: litigation consulting.  Litigation 
consulting is a new and developing field.  The three main components of litigation consulting 
include jury selection, witness preparation, and litigation graphics.  The lack of research on 
litigation consulting as a whole makes it difficult to analyze; however, research on its 
components can help researchers understand the career field.  Research on litigation consulting’s 
components can be explored for effectiveness, impact, and usefulness in the courtroom.   
 High-profile cases entail a significant amount of time and resources for lawyers.  This 
can include, but is not limited to, learning facts, researching the law, briefing the case, preparing 
witnesses, preparing the courtroom presentation,  preparing trial strategy, holding mock trials, 
jury selection, and conducting post-trial interviews. When preparing for trial, trial litigators 
spend many hours researching and preparing.  This takes time and energy. Litigation consulting 
can help to mitigate this time dilemma for trial lawyers. 

Litigation consulting can refer to a broad range of services provided by anyone who is 
not the attorney (or part of the attorney’s team) in order to improve the chances of winning a 
case.  It is important to study litigation consulting because it is a relatively new, but fast growing 
field. 

In the 1980s, the trial consulting industry grew out of the demand for scientific jury 
selection.  Today, because a decreasing number of cases have been going to trial, trial 
consultants have diversified their practices from the original jury consulting business and have 
started to refer to themselves as litigation consultants.  For the majority of litigation consultants, 
this service includes jury consulting, litigation graphics, and trial technology consulting (Bailey, 
1993).  Currently, litigation consulting is going above and beyond jury consulting and litigation 
graphics to methods of conducting a trial (Ritter, 2014).  Litigation consultants can also venture 
into the area of risk assessment in litigation (O'Haver, 1988).  Currently, each litigation 
consulting firm seems to have their own set of services, styles, and benefits they offer their 
clients.    

Litigation consulting is not a licensed profession; therefore litigation consultants can have 
a variety of different backgrounds.  These backgrounds can include accounting, psychology, and 
engineering.  Experts with these diverse backgrounds can each bring special strengths and skills 
helpful to attorneys (Myers, 1997).Some call for litigation consultants to become a licensed 
profession, while others embrace the diversity of people who come to the profession (Borden & 
Lee, 2012).  Most of the professionals going into litigation consulting today are consulting 
psychologists.  Psychologists specialize in human decision making, group processes, and 
attitudes and perceptions making them very valuable in litigation (Shuman, 2007).  
 With litigation consulting expanding so quickly, it is important to understand its 
effectiveness; however, much of the focus of research surrounding litigation consulting involves 
its components.  As of now, empirical research evaluations of litigation consulting as a whole 
have not been conducted.  In this field, empirical research has been limited to the predictive 
effect of scientific jury selection, witness preparation, and litigation graphics (Strier, 1999).  
Analyzing these three components of litigation consulting is helpful in understanding litigation 
consulting. 
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Literature Review 
Jury Selection 

The majority of research involving litigation consulting surrounds its relation to the jury.  
Scientific jury selection is the use of social science techniques to strategically choose favorable 
jury members.  Scientific jury selection first began in 1971 in the trial of Philip Berrigan and six 
other antiwar activists (Kressel & Kressel, 2002).  Kressel and Kressel explained that the 
consultants on this trial created a demographic of people most likely to be sympathetic towards 
Berrigan and were very successful.  This victory expanded to more and more case wins with this 
selection process during trials involving the Vietnam War.  In the 1980s, this way of studying 
juries became an industry called trial consulting.   

Over the past three decades, psychologists have researched the implications for 
evaluating the use of scientific jury selection.  There has been limited research directly 
examining the effectiveness of scientific jury selection. Most studies have a variety of limitations 
making it difficult to draw clear conclusions (Lieberman, 2011).  For example, Horowitz (1980) 
investigated the performance of law students trained in either a traditional jury selection or a 
scientific jury selection approach.  Results showed the scientific approach was more successful 
in cases where there was a strong relationship between demographic, personality, and attitudinal 
factors.  Traditional jury selection was more successful when these factors were weak.  However, 
as Horowitz points out, law students are not practicing attorneys or professional consultants 
(1980).    

In other research, estimated accuracy rates were over 70% in cases using scientific jury 
selection (Strier, 1999).  However, Moran, Cutler, and Loftus (1990) explain that these rates may 
not be reliable due to highly artificial materials used and because direct comparisons were not 
made between individuals.  Seltzer somewhat addressed these issues in his research of the cases 
he has been involved in as a trial consultant.  He found that education, race, and church 
attendance had a predictive value in over 25% of the cases.  Factors like gender, media habits, 
employment status, and occupation were predictive in 10% to 25% of the cases, while voter 
registration, income, and marital status had low predictive ability.  Seltzer also explained that 
these results were unreliable in predicting case outcomes because the dependent variables were 
relevant case attitudes and not case outcomes (Seltzer, 2006).   

Most empirical studies of scientific jury selection indicate that attempts to link 
demographic variables and personality variables to case outcomes are only moderately 
successful.  In three different studies with varying sets of background characteristics, results 
showed the variance explained in verdict preferences ranging from 5% to 15% (Diamond, 1990; 
Fulero & Penrod, 1990; Hastie, 1991).  Although these results seem low, Penrod and Cutler 
(1995) suggest that a variance of between 5% and 15% and successful use of the data can 
actually improve the attorney’s performance to between 61% and 69%.   

Despite the emphasis that scientific jury selection places on identifying important 
individual differences among potential jurors, Visher (1987) says research has indicated that 
evidence strength is a much better predictor of jury verdicts than are juror characteristics. In his 
research, jury characteristics accounted for only 2% of verdict variance, while the strength of the 
evidence accounted for 34% of the variance.  It is important to remember that in situations where 
evidence is relatively balanced, a small increase in predictive ability gained from jury selection 
may be very beneficial (Moran et al., 1994).  Marks and Calevoso (2012) agree, saying that trial 
consultants willing to use scientific jury selection is necessary to have a successful trial.   
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Absent from the research on jury selection are the attitudes of lawyers towards it.  Do 
lawyers endorse using scientific jury selection?  Do they receive the opinions of litigation 
consultants regarding jury selection and use them for their advantage?   
Witness Preparation  

Witness preparation is another component of litigation consulting that has been studied.  
Lawyers often hire litigation consultants to prepare an important witness for trial.  This is 
normally in times when the entire trial is resting on the testimony of the witness. The litigation 
consultant will work alongside the attorney with witnesses to prepare them for trial.  Litigation 
consultants can also help prepare expert witnesses when need be (James, 2010). 

According to Carson (1990) and other advocates of witness preparation, pre-trial 
preparation trains witnesses in vital courtroom skills as well as how to negotiate the demands of 
cross examination.  While these claims seem knowledgeable, a review of the literature reveals a 
general lack of empirical research regarding witness preparation involving adult witnesses 
(Boccaccini, Gordon, & Brodsky, 2005).  Most studies seem to have involved easily persuadable 
children.  That is, until 2012 when Jacqueline Wheatcroft and Louise Ellison conducted a study 
involving witness preparation and adults. 

In the Wheatcroft and Ellison (2012) study, 60 mock witnesses observed a ‘crime’ and 
then were cross examined in a mock trial.  The mock witnesses were divided into two groups: 
one receiving a guidance booklet on cross-examination and the other with no familiarization with 
the process of cross-examination.  The results of the study showed that the familiarization of 
witnesses with the process of cross-examination increased accurate responses and decreased 
errors from the mock witnesses.  From their study, Wheatcroft and Ellison concluded that 
preparation of witnesses before the trial can allow witnesses to process information more easily 
and can be less vulnerable to misleading tactics used by advocates.  If one assumes that the more 
accurate a witness’ information is, is better evidence for the court, then this research supports 
witness preparation.   

More research is needed to determine if witness preparation is widely influential in the 
outcome of a case; however, many other factors play into success at trial.  Missing from the 
research to date are studies involving witness preparation is lawyers’ opinions and attitudes 
toward it.  Currently, there is no research on lawyers’ perceptions on how litigation consultants 
aid pre-trial preparation.  Also, lawyers’ perceptions surrounding this would presumably affect 
how lawyers make decisions regarding witness preparation.  This also has not been studied yet.   
Litigation Graphics 
 Litigation consulting also includes helping litigation teams develop and effectively use 
demonstrative evidence to support their presentation at trial.  An important component of this 
includes language and the trial presentation.  The presentation is usually a PowerPoint 
presentation that accompanies oral arguments and witness testimony; however, it can also 
include the use of illustrations such as large permanent boards, 3D animations, models, and other 
visual aids used for demonstration (LeGrande & Mierau, 2004).   
 Based on Bryan Harston’s research in 2008 on demonstrative evidence, there is a 
connection between technology and persuasion.  In his study, mock jurors were considerably 
more responsive to demonstrative evidence using technology than demonstrative evidence 
involving other techniques.  In contrast to Harston’s research, there has been much debate about 
the content of evidence shown in these graphics.  Douglas, Lynn, & Ogloff (1997) researched the 
effect of injury photos as demonstrative evidence on the jury.  Throughout their research, they 
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found that participants who were shown injury photographs were significantly more likely to 
find the defendant guilty than those participants who did not view the photos. 

Other research regarding litigation graphics focuses on the effectiveness of different 
persuasive techniques.  There are many different aspects that make up litigation graphics that 
need to be considered including attitude- affecting colors, subliminal messages, theming, and the 
evidence needing to be conveyed (Flax, 2014).  According to Steven Wisotsky’s research, the 
perception of the lawyer’s character plays a large role in his or her ability to persuade the jury 
(Wisotsky, 2010).  On the other hand, most researchers in the field can agree that the 
presentation of the evidence is the most important part of the litigation presentation (Hartje, 
2005).     

Litigation consultants are experts at helping attorneys decide how to present this 
information to persuade the jury.  They can help attorneys evoke the right emotions from the jury 
based on how they present their graphics.  They can also help lawyers induce the perception of 
cause and effect, which is pertinent in winning a case (Flax, 2014).  Although litigation 
consultants can be considered experts in litigation graphics, there is limited empirical research 
both exploring how effective litigation graphics are in persuasion and how lawyers use them.  
Litigation consultants may suggest a certain graphic; however, how often do lawyers take their 
advice?  What are lawyers’ attitudes towards the litigation graphics consultants suggest? 

The literature on litigation consulting shows a lack of research on the field as a whole but 
focuses more on its components of jury selection, witness preparation, and litigation graphics.  
Research in these fields demonstrates the impact litigation consulting is making in the 
courtroom.  Future studies will revolve around attitudes and interactions of lawyers and litigation 
consultants.  How do these interactions affect a lawyer’s decision making?  Future research will 
usher in more research on the topic of litigation consulting as a whole.  The main question that 
needs to be answered in the field is: Is litigation consulting effective in the outcome of a trial?  
Before this question can be answered, the attitudes and interactions of lawyers with litigation 
consultants and how it affects their decision making must be studied.   

The Study 
In order to study the attitudes and interactions of lawyers with litigation consultants, a 

pilot study was conducted.  The goal of the study was to examine the feasibility of a larger scale 
study to determine the use of litigation consultants by lawyers in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and 
their attitudes towards consulting services. 

Methodology 
Participants 

It was determined to use a small representative sample for the pilot study’s survey.  A 
controlled sample consisting of four attorneys from a local law firm was purposefully assembled. 
Two of the participants were already known to have used litigation consulting before and two of 
the participants were known to have never used litigation consulting.  Each of the participants 
was a practicing civil litigator.  The purpose of controlling this part of the sample was to ensure 
that the survey included results from attorneys who have and have not interacted with litigation 
consultants.  Participants were informed that all information would be kept confidential and that 
they were free to withdraw from the study at any point in time. 
Procedure 

Each participant completed a web-based survey containing three distinct parts: attorneys’ 
usage or intended usage of litigation consulting, the professional credentials of the litigation 
consulting services attorneys have used, and the perceived value of the litigation consulting the 
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attorneys have used.   The survey was sent via email and there were ten questions on the survey.  
It was sent through Question Pro and most questions were “select all that apply”.  The results 
were reproduced from the survey into a word document for interpretation.   

Results 
 Results related to litigation consulting usage showed that the attorneys from the survey 
used litigation consulting for trial strategy, mock trials, trial graphics, and jury selection.  None 
of the attorneys used litigation consulting for witness preparation, post-trial interviews, opening 
arguments, and closing arguments.  When asked what they would consider using litigation 
consulting for, none of attorneys chose witness preparation, post-trial interviews, or opening and 
closing arguments.  One attorney even chose “none” when asked if they would consider using 
litigation consulting in the differing areas.  
 When referring to the credentials of the litigation consultants, none of the attorneys 
worked with consultants who had a Juris Doctor degree.  One attorney used a consultant without 
a Juris Doctor degree 1-3 times while the other attorney used a consultant without a Juris Doctor 
degree more than 10 times.   
 With regard to the value the attorneys placed on the litigation consultants they had used, 
one attorney stated that the litigation consultants they used improved their presentation of the 
case and another said that it helped him identify the key elements of the case.  None of the 
attorneys stated that litigation consultants: saved time, improved the chances for winning, 
increased their ability to persuade the judge/jury, improved the case strategy, helped them choose 
a jury most likely to be sympathetic to their client’s case, or helped them to present complex 
legal and/or technical issues to the jury.  Just as interesting, none of the attorneys said that they 
did not find the services of the litigation consultants to be valuable.   
 Those who have not used litigation consultants stated that they have not used them 
because of time constraints and cost benefit analysis.  When asked for more comments one 
attorney wrote, “More complex, significant injury cases with a lot of issues where the case value 
justifies spending the dollars on trial/litigation consultants. On the few cases I used them on, it 
was very expensive.”  The pilot survey results indicate that a larger scale study would bring more 
representative results.   

Discussion 
The attorneys who self-reported using litigation consultants also self-reported that they 

would not consider using them in other areas.  Participants would not consider using litigation 
consulting in witness preparation, post-trial interviews, and opening and closing arguments.  This 
could mean that the participants feel that litigation consultants are not needed in these areas or 
that the attorneys do not feel that litigation consultants would offer a benefit in these areas.   

Because none of the attorneys have used litigation consultants with a Juris Doctor degree 
before, there was no basis for comparison between litigation consultants with and without Juris 
Doctor degrees.  It was the hope of this study to establish a possible bias attorneys could have 
towards consultants based on their credentials.  Because it is an unlicensed profession, attorneys 
may have biases against consultants’ knowledge of law and the services they bring to the table.  
In this study, those biases were not shown. 

The perceived value that attorneys placed with the litigation consultants they used 
showed some interesting results.  The attorneys self-reported that the consultation helped them 
with the presentation of the case and identifying key elements in the case; however, even those 
attorneys who have used litigation consulting for jury selections did not say that the consultation 
helped them choose a jury most likely to be sympathetic to their client’s case.  This, and the fact 
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that none of them said that it saved time or improved their chances for winning may show that 
the attorneys surveyed do not have a particular appreciation of the effectiveness of litigation 
consulting in those areas. 

The attorneys did not think that litigation consulting services increased their 
persuasiveness or helped them express complex legal issues to the jury.  It seems that the 
attorneys felt that the litigation consultants helped them with the set-up of the case; however, the 
attorneys did not think the consultants affected their own ability to do their job.  This could in 
itself, show biases and would need to be researched further to confirm that.  Most importantly, 
none of the attorneys reported that they did not find the consulting services to be valuable.  So, it 
can be concluded that in this study, those that have used litigation consulting found it valuable in 
some way during that case.   

This pilot study shows the potential for results in a larger-scale study.  Research 
conducted in a larger-scale study with a large sample size would therefore have the possibility of 
advancing the research in the field and drawing conclusions on attorney perception and usage of 
litigation consultants. 

Limitations 
 Though this study has valuable information on how some attorneys view litigation 
consulting, it has limitations.  The research for this study was conducted with a small sample size 
as a pilot study.  Although the sample size is sufficient for the needs of this study; a larger survey 
is needed. 

None of the attorneys in this study have used attorneys with a Juris Doctor degree making 
it impossible to measure any bias surrounding the education of litigation consultants.  This 
limitation would hopefully be resolved with a larger sample size in future studies.   

Conclusions & Recommendations 
 Because this was a pilot study, a larger-scale study in this area is needed before any 
conclusions about the use of litigation consulting in the Pittsburgh Region can be assessed.  Any 
conclusions from this study could not be generalized to a wider population. It is expected that 
results from a larger, more extensive study would yield more concrete conclusions.   

It would be interesting to see results from a larger sample including attorneys from 
multiple firms.  Further research would also need to establish what types of attorneys use 
litigation consulting and on what types of cases.  Because none of the attorneys surveyed worked 
with litigation consultants with a Juris Doctor degree, it would be interesting to see if there 
would be any biases in attorneys who have worked with both litigation consultants with and 
without Juris Doctor degrees.  In future research, it would be important to study whether or not it 
is the individual decision of the attorneys to hire a consultant, or if it is firm policy, or if it is a 
collective firm decision, as this could influence the perception of the individual attorney. 
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Appendix 
Survey on Litigation Consulting –22 March 2017 
Overview:  
Four people opened the survey. It appears that three of these completed it. Two of the three 
responded that they had used litigation consulting services (Q.1). These same two responded to 
questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10. Question 10 was open-ended, asking in which cases litigation 
consulting firms could be most valuable. The third participant responded to question 9, “If you 
have not used litigation consulting services, why not?” There were no responses to questions 7 
and 8. These two questions referred to using litigation consultants who had J.D.s. 
Survey Text and Responses: 
INTRO 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my survey which will form the basis of my Honors 
Thesis. The purpose of the survey is to help me to understand how you use litigation consulting 
services in your practice and the value that you place on those services. 
I chose to study litigation consulting because I am interested in all of the teamwork and 
preparation that goes into creating a case for court.  
Because litigation consulting is a growing field and one that could enhance a trial attorney's 
performance and aid in winning the case, I am interested in learning how you, as litigators, 
evaluate that potential. The lack of research on litigation consulting as a whole makes it difficult 
to analyze; however, research on its components can help researchers understand the career field. 
What I have tried to do with this survey is to focus on the components of litigation consulting to 
determine each's effectiveness, impact, and usefulness in the courtroom.  
In framing the questions, I used the following definitions for key terms: 
Witness preparation refers to the assistance trial consultants provide attorneys … in their effort to 
increase witnesses' understanding, comfort and confidence in the process of testifying for 
deposition or in court, and to improve witnesses' ability to truthfully present testimony in a clear 
and effective manner (James, 2013). 
Trial strategy is the overall plan to be executed with the most likely opportunity for success in 
the case. Trial tactics are the specific tools used to implement the overall trial strategy (Woody, 
2016). 
Post-trial interviews are done to explain why the jurors made the decisions they did (XAP 
Corporation, 2017). 
Mock trials give attorneys the chance to test their case on a group of people similar to real jurors 
(XAP Corporation, 2017). 
Trial graphics are animation, diagrams, visuals, or other persuasive graphics used by lawyers to 
help explain complex technology, issues or situations to jury members during a trial (Trial 
Graphics, n.d.). 
Jury selection is the means by which a jury is chosen, with a panel of potential jurors called, 
questioning of the jury by the judge and attorneys (voir dire), dismissal for cause, peremptory 
challenges by the attorneys without stating a cause, and finally, impaneling of the jury (Jury 
Selection, n.d.). 
The opening statement at the beginning of the trial is limited to outlining facts. This is each 
party's opportunity to set the basic scene for the jurors, introduce them to the core dispute(s) in 
the case, and provide a general road map of how the trial is expected to unfold (Differences 
between Opening Statements & Closing Arguments, n.d.).  
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Closing arguments are the opportunity for each party to remind jurors about key evidence 
presented and to persuade them to adopt an interpretation favorable to their position (Differences 
between Opening Statements & Closing Arguments, n.d.) 
It should take approximately 10 minutes to complete the questionnaire. 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. There are no foreseeable risks 
associated with this project. However, if you feel uncomfortable answering any questions, you 
can withdraw from the survey at any point. 
If you have questions at any time about the survey or the procedures, you may contact me, 
Taylor Miller, at tmmst137@mail.rmu.edu. 
Thank you very much for your time and expertise. 
Please start with the survey now by clicking on the Continue button below. 
 I Agree 
 Q1 
Please respond to the following questions on your use, or election not to use Litigation 
Consulting Services. 
Have you used a litigation consulting firm? 
Yes - 2 
No - 0 
Other - 0  
Q2 
If you answered yes to the first question, please identify in which areas you have used one or 
more litigation consulting services. 

• Witness preparation - 0 
• Trial strategy - 1 
• Post-trial interviews - 0 
• Mock trials - 1 
• Trial graphics - 2 
• Jury selection -1 
• Opening arguments - 0 
• Closing arguments - 0 
• Other- 0 

Q3 
If you have used litigation consulting for some, but not all of their services, would you consider 
using them in any additional areas? 
Please check all that apply. 

• Witness preparation- 0 
• Trial strategy - 1 
• Post-trial interviews - 0 
• Mock trials - 1 
• Trial graphics - 1 
• Jury selection -1 
• Opening arguments - 0 
• Closing arguments - 0 

mailto:tmmst137@mail.rmu.edu
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• Other– 1 [“None”] 

Q4 
The next three questions relate to the professional credentials of the litigation consulting 
services you have used. 
I have worked with litigation consultants who did not have J.D.s - 2 
I have worked with litigation consultants who did have J.D.s - 0 
I prefer to work with attorney-owned litigation consulting services - 0 
Other - 0 
Q5 
If you have worked with litigation consultants who did not have J.D.s, approximately how many 
times you have used their services? 
1-3 times - 1 
4-6 times - 0 
7-10 times - 0 
More than 10 times - 1 
Q6 
If you have worked with litigation consultants who have not had J.Ds, in what areas did you find 
their services to be valuable? 

• Saved time - 0 
• Improved the chances for winning - 0 
• Increased my ability to persuade the judge/jury - 0 
• Improved the case strategy - 0 
• Improved my presentation of the case - 1 
• Helped me to identify the key elements of the case  - 1 
• Helped my choose a jury most likely to be sympathetic to my client's case  - 0 
• Helped me to present complex legal and/or technical issues to the jury - 0 
• Did not find their services to be valuable - 0 

Q7 
If you have worked with litigation consultants who did have J.D.s, how many times you have 
used their services? 
1-3 times - 0 
4-6 times - 0 
7-10 times- 0 
More than 10 times - 0 
Q8 
If you have worked with litigation consultants who have had J.Ds, in what areas did you find 
their services to be valuable? 

• Saved time - 0 
• Improved the chances for winning - 0 
• Increased my ability to persuade the judge/jury - 0 
• Improved the case strategy – 0 
• Improved my presentation of the case -0 
• Helped me to identify the key elements of the case - 0 
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• Helped my choose a jury most likely to be sympathetic to my client's case - 0 
• Helped me to present complex legal and/or technical issues to the jury - 0 
• Did not find their services to be valuable - 0 

Q9 
If you have not used litigation consulting services, why not?  
Cost benefit analysis - 1 
Time constraints - 1 
Not available when needed - 0 
Not necessary - 0 
Other - 0 
Q10 
Finally, please tell us in which cases you believe that litigation consulting services can be most 
valuable. 
I use trial graphics in every single case. I will mainly use medical art to demonstrate the injury 
and surgeries of my client. 
More complex, significant injury cases with a lot of issues where the case value justifies 
spending the dollars on trial/litigation consultants. On the few cases I used them on, it was very 
expensive. 
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Abstract 

Illness born from bacterial infection is a major societal concern. These diseases are 
harmful, with the potential to be fatal, to the individuals they infect. Two common bacteria 
species that constantly pose a threat to humans are Staphylococcus aureus, and Escherichia coli. 
These bacteria species have many strains that can be considered either pathogenic or 
nonpathogenic. Pathogenic strains of Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) are a universally major 
food-borne pathogen as well as one of the most common microorganisms involved in surgery 
site infections. Pathogenic Escherichia coli (E. coli) causes severe illness in humans worldwide 
and while some strains are exclusively pathogenic to the GI tract, others can trigger urinary tract 
infections, meningitis, pneumonia, and septicemia. Public keyboards are a possible contaminated 
site that these bacteria can be found on. The purpose of this study was to inspect keyboards 
around the Robert Morris University campus and determine if S. aureus and E. coli bacterial 
species were present. Based on the results of this study, it is suggested that S. aureus was found 
on the keyboards sampled in all three trials, and that E. coli was found on the keyboards sampled 
in two of the three trials.  
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Examining Keyboards for S. aureus and E. coli 

Illness born from bacterial infection can be fatal. Two common bacteria species that 
constantly pose a threat to humans are Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. While each 
of these species has multiple pathogenic strains, nonpathogenic strains do exist as well. 
Background: Staphylococcus aureus 

Staphylococcus aureus is a pervasive bacteria found to be in the normal flora of 50% of 
all humans. This species takes up residence on the skin and in the nasal passages (Ono et al., 
2012). S. aureus transmission can occur through skin contact and when ingesting contaminated 
food, however, only the pathogenic strains will result in infection. Pathogenic strains of 
Staphylococcus aureus are a universally major food-borne pathogen. Food poisoning is the result 
of staphylococcal enterotoxins produced by these strains (Wu et al., 2016). These enterotoxins 
are heat-stable and possess superantigenic agents that emit an immune response in the host 
(Argudín, Mendoza, & Rodicio, 2010). These enterotoxins are especially harmful as they are 
resistant to the proteolytic enzymes that the body produces (Ono et al., 2012). Recent studies 
have found that S. aureus enterotoxins may also induce allergic inflammatory host responses, 
aggravate eczema, and exacerbate or induce allergic asthma (Bachert & Zhang, 2012; Ludwig et 
al., 2017). If allowed to enter open wounds or other areas of soft tissue, pathogenic S. aureus, 
can induce serious infections that may not only be life-threatening, but extremely painful 
(Bhattacharya et al., 2016). S. aureus is one of the most common microorganisms involved in 
surgery site infections, as it accounts for 20% of surgery site infections in general hospitals 
(Mangram, Horan, Pearson, Silver, & Jarvis, 1999). Since surgical site infections are reported in 
5% of surgical procedures, the study of Staphylococcus aureus is of great importance 
(Bhattacharya, Pal, Jain, Chatterjee, & Jayashree, 2016).  
Background: Escherichia coli 

Escherichia coli is a facultative anaerobe and a common bacteria species found in the 
lower GI tract of humans and animals. Most strains of E. coli harmlessly colonize this area and 
work in a mutualistic fashion with their host, consuming undigested food and then producing 
vitamins or other nutrients that the host can absorb (Lim et al., 2010). Transmission of this 
species occurs through the consumption of contaminated food or water, or by coming into 
contact with surfaces where E. coli is present. Pathogenic Escherichia coli causes severe illness 
in humans worldwide. Harmful strains produce Shiga toxin, which is a powerful cytotoxin (Lim, 
Yoon, & Hovde, 2010). These toxins are the source of food and waterborne gastroenteritis 
associated with E. coli food poisoning (Huszczynski, Gauthier, Mohajer, Gill, & Blais, 2013). 
The diseases caused by Shiga toxin-producing strains vary in their severity and include mild 
diarrhea, hemorrhagic colitis, and hemolytic uremic syndrome, which can be life-threatening, as 
this disease is the main reason of kidney failure for children younger than five (Wang, Bono, 
Kalchayanand, Shackelford, & Harhay, 2012). These infections cause approximately 265,000 
illnesses, more than 3,600 hospitalizations, and 30 deaths in the United States annually (Yin et 
al., 2013). Non-Shiga toxin-producing extra-intestinal E. coli can also be pathogenic and cause 
illness outside of the gastrointestinal tract. These strains can trigger urinary tract infections 
(UTIs), meningitis, pneumonia, septicemia, and other similar infections (Fratamico et al., 2016). 
In fact, uropathogenic E. coli is the most common cause of urinary tract infections and accounts 
for 80% of all outpatient UTIs and 25% of nosocomial UTIs, making E. coli a major issue in the 
medical field (Hannan, Mysorekar, Hung, Isaacson-Schmid, & Hultgren, 2010).  
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Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli are both part of the normal flora found on 
humans. Many objects touched by humans are easily contaminated by these species. Most 
establishments clean door handles and restrooms daily for this very reason (Flores et al., 2011). 
However, public keyboards, surfaces that are touched by many individuals every day, typically 
remain largely un-cleaned (Naeem, 2014). This is problematic, as studies suggest that keyboards 
can serve as great promoting grounds for bacteria (Goldsborough, 2008). It is for this reason that 
I decided to examine keyboards for Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. I hypothesize 
that the public keyboards sampled on the Robert Morris University (RMU) campus will contain 
both species of bacteria. 

Methodology 
A total of three trials were completed in this experiment. During each trial, four public 

keyboards, from areas on the RMU campus, were wiped firmly over their entire surface with a 
sterile swab. The swab was then placed in 2ml of sterile trypticase soy broth (TSB) and swirled 
for one minute. After this time, the swab was removed from the TSB and disposed of. 200ul of 
the TSB was pipetted onto two trypticase soy agar (TSA) plates and then these plates were 
placed in an incubator for three days at 37°C. After this time, the original plates were replicated 
using a sterile velvet covered cylinder. The velvet cylinder was pressed into the TSA plates and 
then pressed into the secondary mannitol salt agar (MSA), blood agar, MacConkey agar (MCC), 
and eosin methylene blue (EMB) plates. This technique reproduced the original spatial design of 
colonies from the TSA plates onto the secondary plates. These secondary plates were given a day 
to grow and then compared. Colonies that grew on the MCC and EMB plates in the same 
positions and displayed identifying characteristics of E. coli were of importance. These colonies, 
taken from the original TSA plates, were re-plated on new TSA plates to create pure colonies. 
Colonies that grew on the MSA and the blood agar plates in the same positions and displayed 
identifying characteristics of S. aureus were of importance. These colonies, taken from the 
original TSA plates, were re-plated on new TSA plates to create pure colonies. All of the pure 
colonies were given a day to grow. The pure colonies that suggested E. coli were gram stained. 
These colonies were also plated in SIM media and tested to see whether they utilized sucrose and 
urea. The pure colonies that suggested S. aureus were gram stained. These colonies were also 
tested to see whether they produced coagulase and whether they were bacitracin resistant. 
Results 

 
Table 1.1 Experimental Trial 1 for S. aureus 
This table illustrates the results of the first experimental trial regarding S. aureus. Nine colonies 
with S. aureus characteristics grew on both the MSA and blood agar plates at the same positions 
on each plate. These nine colonies were taken from the original TSA plates and were re-plated to 
produce nine pure colonies. Of the nine pure colonies, six of these colonies displayed all S. 
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aureus characteristics for coagulase production, bacitracin resistance, and gram stain. Overall, 
only these six colonies suggested S. aureus. 
 

 
Table 2.1 Experimental Trial 1 for E. coli 
This table illustrates the results of the first experimental trial regarding E. coli. Five colonies 
suggesting E. coli grew on both the EMB and MCC plates at the same positions on each plate. 
These five colonies were taken from the original TSA plates and were re-plated to produce five 
pure colonies. Of the five pure colonies, three of these colonies displayed all E. coli 
characteristics for urease production, sucrose utilization, SIM media growth, and gram stain. 
Overall, only these three colonies suggested E. coli. 
 

 
Table 1.2 Experimental Trial 2 for S. aureus 
This table illustrates the results of the second experimental trial regarding S. aureus. Seven 
colonies with S. aureus characteristics grew on both the MSA and blood agar plates at the same 
positions on each plate. These seven colonies were taken from the original TSA plates and were 
re-plated to produce seven pure colonies. Of the seven pure colonies, three of these colonies 
displayed all S. aureus characteristics for coagulase production, bacitracin resistance, and gram 
stain. Overall, only these three colonies suggested S. aureus. 
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Table 2.2 Experimental Trial 2 for E. coli 
This table illustrates the results of the second experimental trial regarding E. coli. One colony 
suggesting E. coli grew on both the EMB and MCC plates at the same position on each plate. 
This colony was taken from the original TSA plate and was re-plated to produce one pure 
colony. This pure colony did not displayed E. coli characteristics for urease production, sucrose 
utilization, SIM media growth, and gram stain. Overall, no colonies suggested E. coli. 
 

 
Table 1.3 Experimental Trial 3 for S. aureus 
This table illustrates the results of the third experimental trial regarding S. aureus. Five colonies 
with S. aureus characteristics grew on both the MSA and blood agar plates at the same positions 
on each plate. These five colonies were taken from the original TSA plates and were re-plated to 
produce five pure colonies. Of the five pure colonies, two of these colonies displayed all S. 
aureus characteristics for coagulase production, bacitracin resistance, and gram stain. Overall, 
only these two colonies suggested S. aureus. 
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Table 2.3 Experimental Trial 3 for E. coli 
This table illustrates the results of the third experimental trial regarding E. coli. Five colonies 
suggesting E. coli grew on both the EMB and MCC plates at the same positions on each plate. 
These five colonies were taken from the original TSA plates and were re-plated to produce five 
pure colonies. Of the five pure colonies, four of these colonies displayed all E. coli 
characteristics for urease production, sucrose utilization, SIM media growth, and gram stain. 
Overall, only these four colonies suggested E. coli. 
 

   
Figure 1.1  
The image on the left illustrates S. aureus characteristics when grown on MSA. Note the yellow 
glowing colonies. The image in the middle illustrates S. aureus characteristics when grown on 
blood agar. Note the beta-hemolytic colonies. The image on the right illustrates S. aureus 
characteristics when gram stained. Note the purple circular bacteria aligned in grape-like 
clusters. Sample colonies that displayed these characteristics during the experiment were 
recorded in Tables 1.1 – 1.3. 
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Figure 1.2  
The image on the left illustrates the coagulase test used in this experiment. The test tube on the 
left marked with a S has been inoculated with the sample, and the test tube on the right marked 
with a C is the control and has not been inoculated with the sample. Note the sample test tube’s 
white precipitate. This indicates coagulase production, which is a characteristic of S. aureus. The 
image on the right illustrates the bacitracin test utilized in this experiment. Two bacitracin disks 
have been placed in a pure colony sample. Note the sample’s resistance to the bacitracin, which 
is a characteristic of S. aureus. Samples that displayed these characteristics during the 
experiment were recorded in Tables 1.1 – 1.3. 
 

   
Figure 2.1  
The image on the left illustrates E. coli characteristics when grown on MCC agar. Note the pink 
colonies. The image in the middle illustrates E. coli characteristics when grown on EMB agar. 
Note the dark colonies with green sheens. The image on the right illustrates E. coli 
characteristics when gram stained. Note the pink rod-shaped bacteria. Sample colonies that 
displayed these characteristics during the experiment were recorded in Tables 2.1 – 2.3. 
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Figure 2.2  
The image on the left illustrates the SIM media used in this experiment. The test tube on the left 
marked with a S has been inoculated with the sample, and the test tube on the right marked with 
a C is the control and has not been inoculated with the sample. Note the sample test tube’s lack 
of black streaks. This indicates a lack of sulfur production, which is a characteristic of E. coli. 
Note the sample test tube’s pink ring. This indicates indole production, which is a characteristic 
of E. coli. Note that the sample test tube’s bacteria grows away from the original inoculation 
path. This indicates that the sample bacteria is motile, which is a characteristic of E. coli. The 
image in the middle illustrates the sucrose utilization test that was used in this experiment. The 
test tube on the left marked with a S has been inoculated with the sample, and the test tube on the 
right marked with a C is the control and has not been inoculated with the sample. Note the 
sample test tube’s change of color. This indicates sucrose utilization, which can be a 
characteristic of E. coli, as this varies between strains. The image on right illustrates the urease 
production test utilized in this experiment. The test tube on the left marked with a S has been 
inoculated with the sample, and the test tube on the right marked with a C is the control and has 
not been inoculated with the sample. Note that the sample test tube and the control test tube are 
the same color. This indicates a lack of urease production, which is a characteristic of E. coli. 
Sample colonies that displayed these characteristics during the experiment were recorded in 
Tables 2.1 – 2.3. 

Discussion 
 Based on the results of the experimental trials, it is suggested that S. aureus was 
identified on the keyboards sampled in all three trials, and that E. coli was identified on the 
keyboards sampled in two of the three trials. The interpretations of all of the tests and media 
utilized in this experiment were based on information from the SMI- standards for microbiology 
investigations- website. This is a collaborative sight authored by microbiologists and other 
researchers to standardize the identification of microbes. It is important to note that this study 
only suggests that these bacteria species were found. There were other identifying methods that 
could have been used in conjunction to the ones utilized in this study to better identify these 
bacteria. For example, the use of PCR techniques that bind DNA primers to genes specific to S. 
aureus and E. coli. The use of these test would have added more confidence to the results that the 
bacterial species identified were S. aureus and E. coli in these trials. Another important note to 
distinguish is that the nature of the bacteria found during the trials, pathogenic or nonpathogenic, 
was not an element that was examined. The results of the study cannot be interpreted to indicate 
a correlation between public keyboard use and sickness from S. aureus and E. coli infection. It is 
also important to recognize that the results of this study are non-generalizable to other public 
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keyboards. Only four keyboards were sampled for each trial in this study. This is a very small 
sample size, so to gain more generalizable results about the public keyboards at RMU, another 
more populous study would need to be performed.  
 There were a couple of obstacles encountered in this experiment. These incidents made 
correctly identifying S. aureus and E. coli difficult at times. An example of such an event would 
be when colonies grew too close together to be distinguished apart. This occurred on some of the 
original TSA plates. It is possible that because these colonies were so close together, I 
mistakenly reproduced a colony that did not suggest S. aureus or E. coli instead of one that did. 
This error might have accounted for some of the pure colonies that tested negative for being S. 
aureus or E. coli. Another obstacle encountered in this experiment occurred when colonies 
would die from being dried out. This happened occasionally when colonies would get to hot 
while in the incubator. Some of these colonies showed S. aureus and E. coli characteristics and 
were of importance to the experiment. It is possible that the death of these colonies distorted the 
results and led to samples of S. aureus and E. coli being unrecognized. One example of an error 
that could have occurred during the experiment would be an unintentional contamination of a 
sample. Aseptic technique was utilized during the entirety of the experiment, however human 
error could have resulted in the contamination of experimental elements. If bacteria not from 
keyboards was introduced into the sample bacteria, the results of this experiment could not be 
considered valid. Any results that indicated the presence of S. aureus or E. coli could not be 
accurately contributed to the keyboards sampled because bacteria from other areas had been 
introduced.  

Conclusion 
 To conclude, this study supported my hypothesis. Based on the experimental trials, it is 
suggested that S. aureus was found on the keyboards sampled in all three trials, and that E. coli 
was found on the keyboards sampled in two of the three trials. Four public keyboards located on 
the RMU campus were swabbed for bacterial samples in this experiment. The pathologies and 
quantities of the S. aureus and E. coli found on these keyboards were not examined in this study. 
Because of this, no inferences can be drawn about public keyboard use and illness from S. aureus 
and E. coli infection. Though the sample size of this experiment is too small for the results to be 
generalizable, this study does give insight onto possible bacteria to look for on public keyboards 
in future studies.  
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to examine sponsorship activation techniques implemented by 
three sponsors of the 2016 Summer Olympic Games, namely Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble and 
Samsung. Following the review of sponsorship-related literature, various secondary sources 
were examined with the goal of identifying the most commonly used sponsorship activation 
techniques within the context of the Rio Games. The findings of this case study point to the 
increased use of digital media in the design and delivery of the activation campaigns of these 
three Olympic sponsors. More traditional ways of sponsorship activation, such as advertising, 
thematic packaging and on-site programs, were also identified. Executives in charge of 
designing and executing sponsorship agreements should capitalize on the new opportunities 
created by digital media in order to reach consumers on various platforms and to build stronger 
relationships between their target markets and their brands. 
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Sponsorship Activation in the 2016 Rio Olympic Games 
In the late 1990s the Pittsburgh Pirates were a struggling baseball team on the field and 

financially (Dvorchak, 2001). The team had been doing poorly for several years and star players 
were being traded. The ownership was often accused of being cheap, and rumors spread that the 
team was going to be sold and moved. Mayor Tom Murphy pushed to keep the team in 
Pittsburgh. Through bureaucracy and careful planning by city officials, the city’s stake in the 
team was able to be raised, along with support from the state of Pennsylvania; however, the 
baseball organization had trouble raising enough capital to support themselves. Then the naming 
rights to the stadium were sold to PNC Bank, and the sponsorship relationship between the team 
and the corporation began (Dvorchak, 2001). This naming rights agreement not only helped the 
Pirates raise capital, it also benefited the sponsor by increasing exposure for the PNC brand 
across the nation. The company became associated with an MLB franchise and was given many 
new opportunities to connect and interact with new and perspective customers. 

The twenty-first century has witnessed significant rise in corporations investing in 
sponsorships (Meenaghan, 2013). According to the 2015 IEG Sponsorship Spending Report, 
total global sponsorship spending was estimated to reach $57.5 billion. Compare that to 
spending of $5.6 billion in 1987 (Meenaghan, 2013) where sponsorships were considered non- 
essential and often a “small…part of the promotions mix” (Gardner & Shuman, 1987, p. 11). 
Sponsorships have since become a popular brand building strategy, and many consider 
sponsorships to be a necessary tool in corporations’ marketing activities (Dumitru & Nichifor, 
2014). 

Sponsorships exist in a wide range of industries including sport, entertainment, causes, 
arts, festivals, fairs, annual events, associations, and membership organizations (“Sponsorship 
Spending Report,” 2015). In fact, more than half of global sponsorship spending in 2015 was 
devoted to sport sponsorship (“Sponsorship Spending Report,” 2015). Sport sponsorships stand 
apart because of the widespread media attention that sport receives, the broad and diverse 
audience it attracts, and sport consumers’ investment in time, money, spirit and emotions 
(Biscaia, Correia, Rosado, Ross & Maroco, 2013). 

However, signing a sponsorship agreement is not enough for a company to develop a 
strong relationship with the consumers it is aiming to reach. In order to fully reap the benefits of 
a sponsorship, companies typically invest additional resources in activities such as advertising, 
sales promotions, employee and client programs or special events (Papadimitriou & 
Apostolopoulou, 2009; Weeks, Cornwell, & Drennan, 2008). These efforts are known as 
sponsorship activation and are designed to create unique experiences and build a stronger 
relationship with potential customers (Papadimitriou & Apostolopoulou, 2009). For example, as 
a sponsor of the 2016 NFL Draft, Dannon’s Oikos Triple Zero brand was placed on a Ferris 
wheel at the festivities area known as Draft Town and was given the right to offer sample 
products to visitors (Lefton, 2016). Activation has continued to evolve, especially with the 
growth of digital media. 

Using one of the biggest sport events in the world as its setting, the present study set out 
to examine sponsorship activation techniques of a sub-set of sponsors of the 2016 Summer 
Olympic Games held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The Olympic Games are viewed by billions of 
people around the world and they attract millions of dollars in sponsorship investments by a 
number of global companies. Olympic sponsors set industry standards with their sponsorship 
practices and are thus a most interesting case study. Moreover, given the increasing presence of 
digital media in all facets of business, particular attention will be paid to how these Olympic 
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sponsors utilize digital media in their activation campaigns. It is the goal of this study to 
contribute to existing sport marketing-related literature by identifying current trends and best 
practices in sponsorship activation. 

This thesis is organized as follows: it begins with a review of sponsorship-related 
literature followed by an overview of the study’s methodology; then, the results of the study are 
presented along with a discussion of findings and implications; the paper concludes with the 
limitations of the study and ideas for future research. 

Literature Review 
Sport Sponsorship 

Gardner and Shuman (1987) defined sponsorship as “investments in causes or events to 
support corporate objectives or marketing objectives” (p. 11). Even though this study was done 
almost thirty years ago, this definition is still sound and supported by today’s practices. Their 
work was one of the first to touch on sponsorship’s importance for business. Sponsorships were 
originally thought of as an alternative to advertising; however, they have blossomed into a 
widely recognized form of marketing communications (Cornwell & Maignan, 1998; 
Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013; Meenaghan, 2001a, 2001b). A sponsorship is a relationship 
between a company (sponsor) and another property (sponsee). In the case of sport sponsorship, 
sponsees are most often sport governing bodies, teams or leagues, events or facilities. Both 
partners invest in the relationship for mutual gains. The sponsor invests either in cash or in kind 
with their products or services and, in return, receives from the sponsee the title of “official” 
sponsor (or some related designation), the right to use their intellectual property, exclusivity in 
their product or service category, space on print or digital platforms to post their brand message, 
and a host of other benefits that can be negotiated to fit the sponsor’s business needs (Mullin, 
Hardy, & Sutton, 2014). 

One of the conditions for a successful sponsorship relationship is to have fit between a 
sponsor and the property they are investing in (Close & Lacey, 2013; Kim, Lee, Magnusen, & 
Kim, 2015). Research has shown that it is important that a sponsored event is carefully planned 
out and logical for the sponsor to be involved with. Furthermore, a company’s sponsorship 
portfolio must be logical and there should be reasonable connections between the sponsor and 
sponsee that allow consumers to make the connection. A sponsorship portfolio refers to the 
“collection of company sponsorships comprising sequential and/or simultaneous involvement 
with events, activities, and individuals utilized to communicate with various audiences” (Chien 
et al., 2011, p. 142). It is important that the multiple sponsorships a company invests in should 
extend to several industry platforms that do not overlap so as to reach a maximum audience. 

The most significant streams of sponsorship-related research are in the areas of 
sponsorship goals (e.g., Apostolopoulou & Papadimitriou, 2004; Cliffea & Motion, 2005), the 
evaluation of sponsorship effectiveness (e.g., Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013; Meenaghan, 
McLoughlin, & McCormack, 2013), and sponsorship activation (e.g., Fahy, Farrelly, & Quester, 
2004; Papadimitriou & Apostolopoulou, 2009). Select findings for each area are presented 
below. 
Sponsorship Goals 

Goals of a sponsorship investment can include building, increasing or achieving brand 
awareness, brand image and goodwill, brand experience, customer loyalty and purchase 
intentions, competitive advantage and market share, employee relations, or a combination of 
these (Chien et al., 2011; Cliffea & Motion, 2005; Cornwell & Maignan, 1998; Hickman, 2015; 
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Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013). A brand is an asset for a company, and strong brands have 
been proven to increase profits and improve goodwill (Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013). 

Sponsorship can increase a brand’s awareness levels by exposing consumers to the brand 
and its products or services through sponsored events and advertisements (Cliffea & Motion, 
2005; Hickman, 2015). Brand awareness is important because, if consumers are not informed, 
they cannot make purchase decisions. Sponsorships can also help a company discern itself from 
other companies by improving brand image (Cliffea & Motion, 2005). Brand image refers to the 
view consumers have of the brand, which can be improved through a partnership with a sport 
property. Sponsors can create a “valuable branded experience for customers,” which can “build 
bonds and aid customer retention” (Cliffea & Motion, 2005, p. 1,074). These brand experiences 
can be, for example, sponsored events at a stadium where sponsors allow fans to interact with or 
sample their products. Improving relations with customers, the community and employees can 
also be goals of sponsorship (Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013). Ultimately, companies want to 
increase consumers’ purchase intention toward their products and services, which can increase 
their sales figures and market share (Apostolopoulou & Papadimitriou, 2004; Hickman, 2015). 
If the goals of a company are achieved, the sponsorship can become a competitive advantage for 
that company (Papadimitriou & Apostolopoulou, 2009). 
Measuring Sponsorship Effectiveness 

Another major topic of research within the sponsorship-related literature is measuring the 
effectiveness of sponsorship agreements. Companies are looking for a return on their investment 
in sponsorships (Meenaghan et al., 2013). Depending on the objectives companies set for their 
sponsorship, some measures may be more suitable than others.  However, “it is easier to 
establish clear lines of attribution between sponsorship and effects at the earlier stages of the 
consumer decision process than later in the process where actual sales effects are sought” 
(Meenaghan et al., 2013, p. 449). Survey research can identify whether sponsorship goals, such 
as brand awareness, are met and how consumers evaluate them to a degree. Also, social media 
provides marketers with ways to measure online interactions such as likes, following and posting 
(Delia & Armstrong, 2015; Meenaghan et al., 2013). The Millward Brown Optimar (MBO) 
model is based on several evaluation models, it focuses on financial metrics and can predict 
possible outcomes for future sponsorship plans (Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013).  Most 
models measure during various parts of the consumer purchasing cycle but don’t capture the 
entire financial picture.  The MBO model “compares the total cost … with the value created by 
it” so that full financial investment can be properly examined (Kourovskaia & Meenaghan, 2013, 
p. 421. 

Aiken, Sukhdial, Kahle and Downing (2015) found that “old school values” have a 
significant positive relationship with sponsorship recognition accuracy rates and consumers’ 
perceptions of sponsors. They defined old school values as putting emphasis on minimizing 
material possessions, focusing less on winning and more on enjoying the sport, and placing 
athletes on a social pedestal (Aiken et al., 2015). In a study of the Ultimate Fighting 
Championship and its sponsors, a fan’s attachment to a favorite fighter was found to be a 
significant predictor of attitudes toward fighter sponsors and fighter sponsor purchase intention 
(Reams, Eddy, & Cork, 2015).  Events like this provide opportunities for sponsors to interact 
with consumers before, during and after the event through interactive booths, sponsored breaks 
in action and follow up with consumers via social media communications. Consumers who 
partake in such brand experiences have an increased level of top of mind awareness, brand recall, 
and attitudes towards the sponsoring brand (Fransen, van Rompay, & Muntinga, 2013). 
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Sponsorship Activation 
Leveraging and activation are two terms that are used when sponsorship implementation 

is discussed. Leveraging a sponsorship can be defined as “exploiting the commercial potential of 
the association between a sponsee and sponsor,” while activation is “communications that 
promote the engagement, involvement, or participation of the sponsorship audience with the 
sponsor” (Weeks et al., 2008, p. 638). To fully implement a sponsorship so that maximum return 
on investment is realized, it must be leveraged.  For the purposes of this study, the term 
activation will be used throughout the paper. 

Activation is the method many sponsors use to reach their goals and realize a return on 
their investment (Meenaghan et al., 2013). It can occur through advertising campaigns, sales 
promotions, brand events, employee programs, and social media campaigns (e.g., Cahill & 
Meenaghan, 2013; Cornwell et al., 2005; Delia & Armstrong, 2015; Papadimitriou & 
Apostolopoulou, 2009; Petersen & Pierce, 2014; Radicchi, 2014; Watkins & Lewis, 2014). 
Essentially, these are efforts and an investment that goes beyond the cost of the sponsorship 
rights fee; anywhere from two to five times the original cost as well as expenditure of other 
resources; and become further investment in the sponsorship (Fahy et al., 2004). 

Advertising campaigns are designed to bring attention to the brand and inform consumers 
of their products and services. Toyota started a campaign with a Super Bowl 50 advertising spot 
to re-brand the Prius focusing less on fuel efficiency and more on style (“Fiat Chrysler 
Announces,” 2016). Sales promotions, like branded events at games or buy-one-get-one-free 
offerings, are techniques used to increase consumer interest in a product and make them more 
likely to purchase. Huawei became the official smartphone supplier of the NHL’s Ottawa 
Senators, and the manufacturer planned giveaways of their newest phone as well as front-row 
seats to their games (“Senators Announce,” 2015). 

Using the 2004 Athens Olympic Games as their setting, Papadimitriou and 
Apostolopoulou (2009) examined activation campaigns of National Olympic sponsors that had 
agreements with the Organizing Committee of the Games. They found that companies activated 
their sponsorship using electronic and print advertising, sales promotions, publications, special 
events, new products/services, customer hospitality, and employee programs.  An example of 
one of those programs was the joint venture of the telecommunications companies OTE, 
COSMOTE and OTEnet, who created a road show called “Athlopolis.” The four-year traveling 
show promoted the modern Olympic Games, the event’s ties to Greek history, and the 
companies’ profiles and products, linking them to Olympic values (Papadimitriou & 
Apostolopoulou, 2009). The authors contended that “Athlopolis served well in ensuring that the 
three companies had a long lasting visual attachment and association to the Games” 
(Papadimitriou & Apostolopoulou, 2009, p. 104). Interestingly, this study also found that not all 
National Olympic sponsors were as active with respect to their activation plans, despite their 
sizable investments. 

The sports industry is a platform for many unique examples of activation. One occurred 
during the Indianapolis 500 where companies like MillerCoors, Verizon and Fuzzy’s Premium 
Vodka allowed consumers to experience their brands by selling their products and merchandise 
in event areas (Stern, 2016).  They also had advertisements throughout the racetrack on 
billboards and the track walls. Petersen and Pierce (2014) reported that larger high schools in the 
United States are starting to witness activation efforts by local and nationwide sponsors. Game 
program advertisements, signage around stadiums and schools, and small giveaways are the most 
common forms of sponsorship activation in that setting. 
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In the case of O2, extensive sponsorship programs were put in place to drastically change 
the interactions between the cellular network and its consumers (Cahill & Meenaghan, 2013). 
Along with being the main sponsor of the English and Irish rugby teams, this agreement 
culminated in acquiring the naming rights of the Millenium Dome in London. In addition, O2 
later became a sponsor of the Arsenal Football Club. The company began to be more interactive 
on social media websites, altered their advertising strategy to reach out to fans to “be the 
difference” at rugby games, and started a wildly successful “Priority Ticket” campaign. 
Consumers’ awareness increased, knowledge of the sponsor and its services increased, and sales 
saw a significant increase during these programs (Cahill & Meenaghan, 2013). 

In another case, MasterCard teamed up with Major League Baseball in 2011 to promote 
the Stand Up to Cancer charity, and has been sponsoring it ever since (Fortunato, 2013). 
MasterCard executed a number of activation campaigns including “Eat, Drink, and Be 
Generous” and “Dine and Be Generous.” Both these campaigns were received well and, through 
purchases made by its customers, the company was able to donate over $8 million to Stand Up to 
Cancer. MasterCard aimed to increase people’s perceptions of their social responsibility and 
interact more with their customers. Consumers appeared to like the campaign and the company 
saw increased profits (Fortunato, 2013). It can be concluded that activation increased the 
effectiveness of the sponsorship and there were stronger bonds with consumers after the 
conclusion of the campaigns. MasterCard has become a more prominent sponsor in Major 
League Baseball since this event occurred (Fortunato, 2013). 
Digital Media 

Computer-based activities that consist of Internet browsing, social media, mobile 
applications, software, video games, and other online interactions can all be considered digital 
media (Delia & Armstrong, 2015; Lamberton & Stephen, 2016). Digital media has become a 
popular tool for marketers attempting to activate their sponsorship (Delia & Armstrong, 2015; 
Lamberton & Stephen, 2016; Meenaghan et al., 2013). The widespread use of digital media, 
along with the increased access to the Internet in recent years, has companies clamoring to try to 
take advantage of new business opportunities created by these advancements (Lamberton & 
Stephen, 2016). Social media websites like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram have allowed 
companies to develop closer relationships with their customers (Delia & Armstrong, 2015; 
Meenaghan et al., 2013). For example, during the 2013 French Open, Twitter users could use 
hashtags (e.g. #FrenchOpen) to catalog worldwide conversations and keep up to date with the 
event (Delia & Armstrong, 2015). Consumers can follow their favorite company or brand, enter 
contests and join promotions (e.g., retweet the MLS’s tweet and be entered to win an 
autographed soccer ball), like and retweet posts, and converse with company representatives. 
Applications for mobile devices exist for many major sport leagues and teams around the world 
providing new platforms for marketing and communications (Watkins & Lewis, 2014). Banners 
and load screens can pop up and inform consumers about new products or keep them updated on 
the latest promotion for their favorite NHL team (e.g., PensPoints for the Pittsburgh Penguins). 

As digital media evolves, sponsorship activation will have to, as well. Researching 
current practices of sponsorship activation, especially in a setting as grand as the Olympic 
Games, and examining how digital media is being incorporated in activation campaigns can 
result in a better understanding of these processes and techniques. The following section 
provides some background information on Olympic sponsorship. 
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Olympic Sponsorship 
The Ancient Olympic Games started in Greece around the seventh century BC as a 

dedication to their gods. Emphasis was placed on testing the physical limits of humans and 
athletes from the empire would come to the festival to test their skills in various events. The 
Games were held until the third century AD, at which point they were discontinued (“Ancient 
Olympics: History,” 2016). They were revived over a millennia later in 1896 by Baron Pierre de 
Coubertin and the newly formed International Olympic Committee (IOC) (“IOC Marketing: 
Media Guide,” 2016). 

The IOC is the “supreme authority” of the “Olympic Movement” and is primarily 
responsible for preserving the Olympic values and celebrating Olympic Games every four years 
(“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016, p. 4; “Olympic Marketing Fact File,” 2016, p. 2). The 
IOC earns approximately $8 billion in a four-year period (quadrennium) from broadcasting 
rights, sponsorships, ticket sales and licensing (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016; “Olympic 
Marketing Fact File,” 2016). About 90% of the revenues generated are distributed to National 
Olympic Committees (NOCs), International Federations (IFs) and Organizing Committees of the 
Olympic Games (“Olympic Marketing Fact File,” 2016). 

In 1985 the IOC created The Olympic Partner program (TOP), which is Olympic 
sponsorship at the highest level (“Olympic Marketing Fact File,” 2016). Companies become 
sponsors for a minimum of four years that include two Olympic Games, and are guaranteed 
exclusivity in their product or service category (“Olympic Marketing Fact File,” 2016). The 
number of TOP sponsors usually ranges from nine to 12. Sponsors at the TOP level supply the 
Games with various materials, transportation, sustenance, and financial aid (“IOC Marketing: 
Media Guide,” 2016). In turn they gain the right to display their brand in venues, on uniforms, in 
print publications, on websites, and on countless products. 

Rights fees for TOP sponsorships have increased drastically since 1985 (“Olympic 
Marketing Fact File,” 2016). This is apparent when comparing revenues of $95 million from 
TOP I, the first generation of the program (1985-1988), to over $1 billion in revenue from TOP 
VIII (2013-2016) (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016). The TOP VIII sponsors are Atos SE, 
Bridgestone, Coca-Cola, Dow, General Electric, McDonald’s, Omega, Panasonic, Procter & 
Gamble, Samsung, Toyota, and Visa (“Olympic Marketing Fact File,” 2016).  Companies that 
are not interested or able to become TOP sponsors can invest in the Games as supporters or 
suppliers (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016). 

It can be argued that the Olympic platform is perfectly positioned for sponsorships. Over 
200 countries participate in the Games and billions of people around the world follow via 
traditional and new media (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016; “Olympic Marketing Fact 
File,” 2016). There is incredible exposure and opportunities for sponsors to attract new 
consumers and strengthen their brands. The most recent Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro 
offered many of these opportunities, as well, and is the setting for the present study. 

Methodology 
This research project used a case study method to explore activation efforts of three TOP 

sponsors of the 2016 Rio Olympics: Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble and Samsung. According to 
Rowley (2002), “Case studies are one approach that supports deeper and more detailed 
investigation of the type that is normally necessary to answer how and why questions. Case 
study research is also good for contemporary events when the relevant behaviour cannot be 
manipulated” (p. 17). It was the intention of this study to focus on only a subset of TOP 
sponsors, but to provide as much detail as possible on their activation campaigns. Furthermore, 
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the context of this study, the 2016 Summer Olympic Games held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 
qualified as a contemporary event and the activities of the sponsors under examination could not 
be manipulated by the researcher. Data were collected from secondary sources that included 
scholarly articles, trade journals, periodicals, social media sites, company websites and press 
releases. 

The three TOP sponsors examined in this case study were chosen because they are well- 
known global brands, their respective businesses are large in size and scope, and they operate in 
different industries.  Background information on each company is provided below. 
The Coca-Cola Company 

Coca-Cola was invented by American pharmacist John Pemberton in 1886 in Atlanta, 
Georgia.  The company later changed hands to Asa Candler and was incorporated in 1889. 
Coca-Cola has risen to become the most popular and most profitable soft drink company in the 
world with revenues over $44 billion (“Statistics on Coca-Cola,” 2016). The company sells over 
3,800 beverage products in 200 countries in the world and consumers drink approximately 1.9 
billion beverage servings per day (Moye, 2016). Coca-Cola has approximately 25% worldwide 
market share (“Statistics on Coca-Cola,” 2016). 
Procter & Gamble Company 

Procter & Gamble was formed in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1837 by William Procter and James 
Gamble. Both men immigrated to the United States from the United Kingdom. They were 
brothers-in-law who formed a company making cleaning agents and personal care items.  In 
2015, the company reported revenue of $93 billion from selling over 100 products that range 
from mouthwashes to detergents in 70 countries (“Statistics on Procter & Gamble,” 2016).  Of 
the top 15 personal care brands in the world in 2015, four of the company’s top brands were 
within the rankings (“Statistics on Procter & Gamble,” 2016).  Procter & Gamble has some of 
the most recognizable and trusted brands in personal care, such as Tide detergent and Crest 
toothpaste (“Strong Moms Inspire,” 2016). 
Samsung Group 

Samsung was founded in 1938 by Lee Byung-Chul in what is today South Korea. It 
originally was a trading company, but later expanded into food processing, textiles, retail, 
insurance, securities, ship-building, construction, and eventually electronics. The portion of the 
conglomerate involved with the Olympic Games is its electronics subsidiary (“Olympic 
Marketing Fact File,” 2016, p. 14). Samsung Electronics was founded in 1969 and it is the 
world's largest manufacturer of mobile phones and smartphones (“Statistics on Samsung 
Electronics,” 2016). The company sells electronic products worldwide in more than 200 
countries. Revenues in 2015 were approximately $117 billion with about a 20% worldwide 
market share (“Statistics on Samsung Electronics,” 2016). 

Results 
Coca-Cola 

Coca-Cola has been a sponsor of the Olympic Games since 1928 (“Olympic Marketing 
Fact File,” 2016).  It was a charter member of TOP and has been a member of every generation 
of TOP (“Olympic Marketing Fact File,” 2016). The activation of their 2016 Olympics 
sponsorship involved advertising, social media campaigns, thematic packaging, on-site 
programs, and community outreach. In terms of advertising, two major television commercials 
were created and included film from previous Olympic Games along with contemporary athletes’ 
performances (“Rio profile – Coca-Cola,” 2016). The continuation of the “Taste the Feeling” 
campaign reached over 50 countries and included media and print advertisements that featured 
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popular athletes (“Coca-Cola trying,” 2016; Fischer, 2016a; “Rio profile – Coca-Cola,” 2016). 
Approximately 20 athletes partnered with Coca-Cola for all their campaigns including Ashton 
Eaton, Alex Morgan and Nathan Adrian (Moye, 2016). With respect to social media, the 
company’s #ThatsGold marketing campaign was focused on its fans sharing their “gold” 
moments on Twitter and Instagram to build stronger connections with younger generations 
(“Coca-Cola trying,” 2016; “Rio profile – Coca-Cola,” 2016). Several videos were created to 
challenge followers of the Olympic Games to share their “gold moments” by using the hashtag 
#ThatsGold (“Coca-Cola trying,” 2016; “Rio profile – Coca-Cola,” 2016). Moreover, limited 
edition packaging was created for several main Coca-Cola products to be sold worldwide 
(Fischer, 2016a; Moye, 2016). 

The company also had several sponsorship activation programs in Rio de Janeiro. The 
Coke Lounge was located in the Olympic Village where many sponsors create a unique zone for 
athletes, their families and others involved with the Games.  It was a place for athletes to relax 
and celebrate their accomplishments (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016). Within this area, 
limited edition gold aluminum bottles were given away. Olympic Park Showcase was a brand 
experience that included sampling of special edition bottles, a display of the Olympic Torch 
Relay, an area dedicated to the partnership between the company and the Olympic Games, and a 
retail shop (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016). The Coca-Cola Station acted as an attractant 
for adolescents and young adults (Fischer, 2016a). This area was oriented to be the company’s 
digital hub during the festivities and included areas to take pictures with the Olympic torch, have 
dance competitions, and enjoy Coca-Cola products (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016). 
Finally, the Coletivo Coca-Cola Project helped educate young people from Rio de Janeiro on 
working in the hospitality and service industry (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016, p. 17; 
“Rio profile – Coca-Cola,” 2016). This program, which is delivered by Coca-Cola in a number 
of underdeveloped countries, is designed to teach young people basic work skills in order to be 
successful and begin their careers with some experience (“Rio profile – Coca-Cola,” 2016). The 
program also supports sustainable activities to prevent harm to the world. 
Procter & Gamble 

Procter & Gamble joined the TOP program in 2010.  For their 2016 Olympics 
sponsorship activation, the company invested in advertising, on-site programs, outreach efforts 
via social media. The “Thank You, Mom” advertising campaign successfully continued from the 
2012 London Olympic Games and included the taglines “P&G, Proud Sponsor of Moms” and “It 
takes someone strong to make someone strong” (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016, p. 33; 
“Rio profile – Procter & Gamble,” 2016). Athletes and their mothers were interviewed to inspire 
this campaign (“Rio profile – Procter & Gamble,” 2016).  The company created Olympic- 
inspired content on one of its websites (PGeveryday.com) and several brands had their own 
individual campaigns delivered on their social media platforms (“Rio profile – Procter & 
Gamble,” 2016). For example, Venus’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram were updated with 
Gabby Douglas content like cover photos, Gabby-inspired emojis, and pictures from practices 
(“Always updates,” 2016).  Several videos were created and distributed through several 
products’ social media pages along with encouragement to use hashtags like 
#MovesLikeNoOther and #LikeAGirl (“Always updates,” 2016; “Rio profile – Procter & 
Gamble,” 2016). These hashtags were designed to empower female consumers and to speak out 
against gender inequality (“Always updates,” 2016). Other sponsorship activation efforts 
included a video in which Simone Biles was compared to Tide Pods because of her size and 
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abilities and a Gillette video chronicling Ashton Eaton’s attempt to earn another gold medal in 
the decathlon (“Rio profile – Procter & Gamble,” 2016). 

In Rio de Janeiro, the P&G Family Home at the Royal Tulip Hotel in Sao Conrado was a 
place for athletes and their families to relax with the comfort of Procter &Gamble products (e.g., 
Tide, Pantene and Aussie) (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016).  The company had 
previously created a P&G Family Home at the 2010 Olympic Winter Games (Rio profile – 
Procter & Gamble, 2016). In the Olympic Village Plaza, the P&G Salon helped male and female 
athletes look their best with haircuts, hair washes and facial makeovers (“IOC Marketing: Media 
Guide,” 2016).  This initiative was also popular at the 2012 London Olympics.  On-site 
activation in Rio de Janeiro allowed the company to work closely with athletes and their families 
and, ultimately, comfort them on their stay. 
Samsung 

Samsung joined the TOP program in 1997. At the most recent Olympics in Brazil the 
company chose to activate their sponsorship agreement through advertising, a social media 
campaign tied to their advertisements, as well as exclusive use of and access to new technology 
and content. Samsung’s television advertisements were inspired by their tagline “Proud Sponsor 
of Those Who Defy Barriers” (“Rio profile – Samsung, 2016”, para 1). The company developed 
several short films involving athletes who overcame certain odds to compete and two others 
about Brazil’s success with their first Olympic Games (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016, p. 
35). These advertisements were distributed worldwide to over 50 countries (“Rio profile – 
Samsung,” 2016). In connection with these advertisements, #DoWhatYouCant was tagged to the 
video online and people were encouraged to create inspiring videos with that hashtag (“Rio 
profile – Samsung,” 2016). One of the commercials featured Visa and Samsung together 
illustrating how the application Samsung Pay works (“Olympic marketing,” 2016). This service 
was the only one of its kind allowed to be used in Rio de Janeiro (“Rio profile – Samsung,” 
2016). 

Samsung released the Galaxy S7 Edge Olympic Games Limited Edition, which came 
with an Olympic ring design in several colors (“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016, p. 35). 
The company played a large role in running and maintaining the Official Rio 2016 application 
(“IOC Marketing: Media Guide,” 2016; “Olympic marketing,” 2016). The mobile application 
had the full schedule for the Olympic Games, featured every sport and its rules, and included 
information on the venues, a full list of athletes, and complete country rosters. It also gave users 
the ability to save preferences for their favorite athletes, countries, and sports (“Olympic 
marketing,” 2016). A separate Olympic Athletes’ Hub application was created to help athletes 
make the most of their time in Rio and have access to several emergency services (“Rio profile – 
Samsung,” 2016). On top of that, the company was involved with the release of the Olympic 
Channel, which allowed anyone with Internet access the ability to watch the Olympic Games for 
free (Fischer, 2016b). 

Another sponsorship activation initiative was the Samsung Galaxy Studio that showcased 
the company’s latest mobile devices, including new virtual reality headsets (“IOC Marketing: 
Media Guide,” 2016). With virtual reality headsets recently being developed, a new tool of 
digital media was brought into the realm of activation. Visitors in the Samsung Galaxy Studio 
were able to experience the Olympic Games in virtual reality, as well as 4D (“Rio profile – 
Samsung,” 2016). The virtual reality headsets included certain Olympic clips one could view in 
exclusive, never-before-seen perspectives (“Olympic marketing,” 2016). Around the world, 
Samsung users were the only consumers allowed access to virtual reality content (Fischer, 
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2016b; “Olympic marketing,” 2016; “Rio profile – Samsung,” 2016). The company also gave 
away pins for collectors that were Olympic-themed at their Samsung Galaxy Studio (“Rio profile 
– Samsung,” 2016). 

Discussion and Implications 
The goal of this research was to contribute to our understanding of sponsorship activation 

by examining the activation campaigns of three sponsors of the 2016 Summer Olympic Games 
held in Brazil. The main findings are summarized as follows: a) Olympic sponsors used mixed 
media campaigns to activate their sponsorship agreements, with a significant portion of their 
activation being delivered via digital media; b) As expected, activation initiatives were designed 
to create a strong connection between the sponsors and the Olympic Games; and c) Themes of 
family and friendships were prevalent in sponsorship activation campaigns. 

The three TOP sponsors under study, Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble and Samsung, 
designed and executed sponsorship activation campaigns that included traditional activation 
techniques such as advertising, thematic packaging, sampling, on-site activation and community 
outreach programs. But what was evident in their activation was the significant use of digital 
media, which was often intertwined with more traditional aspects of activation leading to a 
mixed media approach. For example, advertisements were released prior to the start of the main 
events. They were viewed as banners, pop-ups, precursors to desired videos on various websites, 
and on YouTube. This finding is aligned with recent literature that has shown these platforms to 
be effective promotional tools (Lamberton & Stephen, 2016). 

Social media and mobile applications were also used by all three TOP sponsors examined 
to interact with consumers and to build relationships. Hashtags and various posts were used as 
ways to create buzz on various topics and to interact with fans on both Facebook and Twitter. 
Moreover, Facebook became the platform for updates on partnering athletes as well as news 
about the progress of the Games. This finding is consistent with research by Delia and 
Armstrong (2015) who suggested that social media can help consumers build relationships with 
their favorite brands. It is evident from the findings of this study that digital media played a big 
role in the Olympic Games consumption and overall experience. The sponsors in the present 
study created or helped develop applications to enhance fans’ experience with the Games. 
Special edition technology (e.g., Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge) was created exclusively for the 
Olympics in a limited quantity and fans were able to watch the Olympics through more platforms 
(e.g., television, mobile devices, etc.) than ever before. Support for the importance of fan 
experience in sponsorship activation has also been provided by a study on a marathon event 
where Fransen and her colleagues (2013) found that engaging in the experience increases 
awareness, brand recognition, and attitudes towards the sponsor. 

When digital media was first introduced it appeared to be more of a gimmick to grab 
consumers’ attention. Now it has been legitimized in marketing, partially due to consumers’ 
extensive use of such platforms. And as the present study showed, digital media is quickly 
becoming one of the main tools in activating a sponsorship. It is expected that the widespread 
acceptance and use of digital media, the ability of these platforms to connect brands with their 
target consumers, and the savings in terms of time and cost almost guarantee that some form of 
digital media will be included in all sponsorship activation plans from now on. Sponsors must 
allot more of their activation budgets toward digital media including the management of social 
media platforms and the creation of applications. Furthermore, the interconnectedness of 
sponsorship activation initiatives shown in the present study suggests that, now more than ever, 
activation campaigns should adopt a mixed media approach.  This could mean creating a 
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unifying theme among all platforms while being able to relate to both the sponsor’s goals and the 
event the sponsorship is associated with. Setting clear goals and designing and executing well- 
thought out digital media campaigns that will be connected with more traditional methods of 
activation can contribute to the effectiveness of a sponsorship agreement. 

With respect to more traditional techniques, all three TOP sponsors examined in this 
study used advertising both on television and on other digital platforms as a way to activate their 
Olympic sponsorship agreements.  What is noteworthy is that advertisements seemed to focus 
less on the sponsors’ products and more on the Olympic Games and related themes. One of the 
prominent themes was the relationships between athletes and their families and friends. Products 
were depicted either being used by or supporting athletes and their family members. Using 
athletes in sponsorship activation is consistent with previous literature (Cliffea & Motion, 2005). 

Additionally, the sponsors invested in on-site activation to interact with athletes and fans 
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The focus was on making people feel comfortable in a foreign country 
as well as informing them about their products and services. Popular techniques like sampling 
and demonstrations were used at these on-site activations, which are considered effective 
sponsorship activation tactics (Cornwell et al., 2005). These efforts were advertised publicly to 
show that companies were family-oriented and that they were invested in making consumers’ 
lives better. 

Finally, all three sponsors examined in this study created Olympic-inspired packaging as 
a way to activate their sponsorship, a finding consistent with previous research (Kourovskaia & 
Meenaghan, 2013; Papadimitriou & Apostolopoulou, 2009). Product containers featured 
familiar symbols or attributes associated with the Olympic Games (e.g., Olympic logo and 
stylization on Tide Pods containers). Collectible pins with Olympic themes were also part of 
sponsorship activation efforts. 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
The present study is not without limitations, the first of which is the exclusive reliance on 

secondary sources for data gathering. The results could have benefited from primary sources of 
information, such as interviews with sponsorship executives of the sponsoring companies, the 
Rio 2016 Organizing Committee and even the IOC, which would have enhanced our 
understanding of sponsorship activation efforts.  Another limitation of this study is its setting. 
The Olympic Games are a worldwide sporting event unlike any other in both size and scope and 
they provide a very unique platform for sponsors to achieve their business goals. It is possible 
that certain activation techniques may only be effective on a large-scale and thus cannot 
realistically be applied to lower levels of sport sponsorship. Lastly, this study examined the 
activation campaigns of only three of the 12 TOP sponsors. Even though the chosen companies 
represent three distinct industries, they do not give us the full picture of Olympic sponsorship 
activation that occurred around the 2016 Olympic Games. 

Based on the results of this study a number of ideas for future research can be proposed. 
Future studies in sponsorship activation should focus more on digital media. It is clear from the 
present study that digital media was used extensively by all three TOP sponsors as the various 
aspects of each sponsor’s activation were connected to websites, videos, social media and mobile 
applications. This reflects the current trend in marketing techniques. Future research should 
examine further how digital media can be used in sponsorship activation not only in the Olympic 
Games context, but also in other sporting events of varying size and reach. 

Another area of interest is looking at sponsorship effectiveness and developing ways to 
measure the effectiveness of digital media as a sponsorship activation platform.  Research 
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should examine what measures companies are currently using to determine the effectiveness of 
their sponsorship-related digital media campaigns and also propose new measures of sponsorship 
evaluation. Moreover, examining consumer perceptions about whether sponsors’ digital media 
activation campaigns provide them with value is another useful avenue for research. 

Finally, it would be useful to study the topic of sponsorship activation in general, and the 
increased role of digital media within the context of sponsorship activation in particular, using 
other research methodologies, including a qualitative approach. For example, conducting in- 
depth case interviews with marketing or sponsorship directors would help answer questions such 
as the future of digital media in sponsorship, limitations of these types of platforms, and the 
potential rise of other marketing and communications tools that could compete with digital 
media. 

Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to examine current practices of sponsorship activation of 

three TOP sponsors of the 2016 Rio Summer Olympic Games. The results revealed the use of 
traditional techniques of sponsorship activation as well as an increased emphasis on digital 
media by all three sponsors. The interconnectedness of campaigns and delivery platforms was 
also highlighted. It is apparent that digital media has become an integral component in 
sponsorship activation and an important tool for companies to develop more intimate 
relationships with their consumers and ultimately build stronger brands. 
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Abstract 
Predictive modeling of health care costs is an important area of research for health care 

insurers and providers to accurately assess future risks and costs, to plan financially, and to 
adjust payments in applications such as Medicare. Researchers have used various data types and 
mathematical models to predict claim costs, but no single model type has emerged in the 
literature as the best model to use in every situation. This thesis uses two datasets to explore 
several model types using R programming. These model types include linear regression models, 
Poisson regression, negative binomial regression, gamma regression, least absolute shrinkage 
and selection operator (lasso) regression, Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), 
Tweedie regression, and two-part models to predict claim frequency, claim severity, and 
aggregate claims for health insurance. Model types are compared based on statistical criteria and 
predictive accuracy. 
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Introduction 
National spending on health care in the United States has grown considerably over the 

past few decades. In 2013, the United States faced almost $2.9 trillion in health care spending, or 
$9,255 per capita, as compared to an inflation-adjusted cost of $1,714 per capita in 1970 (Levitt, 
Claxton, Cox, Gonzales, & Kamal, 2014). As health care costs have been rising, predictive 
models have emerged as a valuable tool to help predict future health care costs and to help health 
care providers and payers assess their risks for the coming year (Cucciare & O’Donohue, 2006). 
Predictive modeling, also called risk prediction, determines the members or populations that 
have a high probability of future loss or frequent losses. In the context of health care costs, high-
risk members are defined as patients with a high probability of having greater losses than 
expected within a future period of time, generally one year (Duncan, 2011a).   

Predictive models can classify the risk level of patients and help identify the small 
percentage of the population that generally accounts for a large proportion of the country’s health 
care costs (Duncan, 2011a). In addition to calculating expected health care costs, predictive 
modeling has a variety of functions that are important to payers, providers, and patients. 
Programs that make payments per insured member, such as the Medicare program, would like to 
make sure that they do not overpay or underpay for services (Cucciare & O’Donohue, 2006). 
Health care providers would like to make sure that they are properly reimbursed for the risk of 
their population of patients, and they would like to be able to plan their distribution of funds and 
resources. Predictive models may also be able to help patients by identifying high-risk members 
who may benefit from additional care to prevent high-cost health events from occurring 
(Duncan, 2011a). 

This thesis explores several predictive models for health insurance claims and costs. 
Several models were created and tested for predicting claim frequency, claim severity, and 
aggregate claims. These models were implemented using the R software and programming 
language. Several traditional linear methods as well as nonlinear methods were implemented and 
compared. Before describing the study, a review of the literature on health care costs and 
modeling can be beneficial to understanding the background for this thesis. 

Literature Review 
While predicting health care costs has been a subject of interest for a number of years 

(e.g., Freeman et al., 1995; Gustafson, Kestly, Greist, & Jensen, 1971; Mullahy, 1998), 
researchers have examined the subject more widely since the early 2000s as new forms of health 
care data have become available and new mathematical techniques have been tested. Models 
have grown from simpler models using demographic and prior cost data (e.g., van Vliet, 1992) to 
the addition of diagnostic and pharmacy data (e.g., Y. Zhao et al., 2005) and finally to the more 
advanced statistical methods (e.g., Duncan, Loginov, & Ludkovski, 2016) and computing 
algorithms (e.g., Hamad, Modrek, Kubo, Goldstein, & Cullen, 2015) explored today. Many 
models exist for predicting health care costs, and the accuracy and results of each model depend 
on the data type, population, and mathematical modeling technique used. A review of past and 
current predictive modeling techniques for health care costs is beneficial to understanding the 
current state of research on the topic and possible future directions for predictive modeling of 
health care costs. 
Models by Type of Health Care Data 
Claims Data 
 Two main types of claims have been used in predictive modeling of health care costs: 
physician and hospital claims, which include diagnosis codes, and pharmacy or drug claims. 
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Some studies focus exclusively on one type (e.g., Chang, Lee, & Weiner, 2010; Powers, Meyer, 
Roebuck, & Vaziri, 2005), while other studies have compared models using the two types of data 
(e.g., Prinsze & van Vliet, 2007). One source of claims that is often used by researchers is the 
Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) due to its free cost and public availability. Various 
MEPS panels from different years have been used in studies (e.g., Cohen, Ezzati-Rice, & Yu, 
2006; Fleishman, Cohen, Manning, & Kosinski, 2006; Frees, Gao, & Rosenberg, 2011; Frees, 
Jin, & Lin, 2013). Other studies obtained data from private health databases, hospitals, 
employers, or other sources (e.g., Powers et al., 2005; Rosenberg & Farrell, 2008). Based on 
these studies, claims data appears to be commonly used in the predictive modeling of health care 
costs. Still, some researchers suggest that while administrative data is valuable for cost 
prediction, predictions may be improved further by linking claims data with other datasets, such 
as disease registries and surveys (Riley, 2009). 
Self-Reported Health Data 
 Self-reported health data comes from the members being studied. Sources include survey 
responses from Health Risk Assessments (HRAs) and national surveys (Duncan, 2011a). One 
study using survey data is the Health Enhancement Research Organization (HERO) study 
performed in 1998, which has since been replicated in 2012. The 2012 study assessed the 
relationships between ten modifiable health risks and health care costs and found that several 
factors from this data were significant in predicting costs, including risk of depression, obesity, 
high blood pressure and blood glucose, physical inactivity, tobacco use, and stress (Goetzel et 
al., 2012). 
 Researchers have also analyzed models using the SF-12 survey, a self-reported survey of 
twelve items related to physical and mental health. The researchers found that survey data helped 
to increase the R2 of models. These results reveal a potentially more cost-effective way to 
enhance predictive health care models, particularly for new patients with little known 
information (Fleishman et al., 2006). However, some researchers find that the use of R2 may 
have some restrictions and that studies would benefit from using additional measures of 
goodness-of-fit (Bertsimas et al., 2008). A more recent study validates the SF-12 findings by 
comparing models using administrative data, demographics, and self-reported health data and 
assessing accuracy using the C-statistic instead of R2. The study still found that self-reported 
health data greatly contributes to the predictive power of models and suggests that this data 
should be incorporated in future research when possible to enhance the identification of high-
cost patients (Boscardin, Gonzales, Bradley, & Raven, 2015).   
Laboratory Values 
 With the more recent increase in the use of electronic medical data, researchers have also 
begun to test patient laboratory values as a possible predictor in health care cost models. In a 
study using automated, electronic data taken at the time of admission to the hospital, predictions 
for length of hospital stay were improved in terms of R2 and mean squared error (MSE) by 
adding such data (Liu, Kipnis, Gould, & Escobar, 2010). Consistent with these findings, a study 
using laboratory values, vital signs, and mental health status found that these additional variables 
also improved predictive power (Tabak, Johannes, & Silber, 2007), indicating the future 
potential of this data type if it is available for use in models. 
Other Data Types 
 Other researchers have studied the impact of a few specific health variables on health 
care costs, such as lifestyle-based variables. For example, in a study using body mass index 
(BMI) and waist circumference, researchers concluded that a model using waist circumference 
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alone performed better in predicting health care costs than a model with the addition of BMI data 
(Højgaard, Gyrd-Hansen, Olsen, Søgaard, & Sørensen, 2008). Several newer studies have also 
considered the use of electronic health record (EHR) data in predictive modeling. Many of these 
studies used machine learning techniques such as Boosting, Bagging, Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Naïve Bayes, decision tree, random forest, and K-Nearest Neighbors. However, 
electronic health record data present their own set of challenges, such as availability of data from 
multiple sources and irregular data collection based on when a patient utilizes health care 
services (Duncan, 2011a; Wu, Roy, & Stewart, 2010; J. Zhao, Henriksson, Asker, & Bostrom, 
2015). This data type may present a future area of research if more health care networks 
implement an electronic medical record system. 
Data Considerations 
 When choosing from these data types, modelers take into consideration both the 
reliability and practicality of each data type for identifying risks and predicting costs. While 
sources such as electronic medical records and laboratory values have high reliability, they may 
be less practical due to their limited availability. The use of this data may be limited by the cost 
of implementing an electronic health record system, accessibility of data between insurers and 
providers, or health care laws (Duncan, 2011a). 
 Several federal laws have been passed concerning health care data in order to protect the 
privacy of individuals. For example, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA), which fully went into effect in 2003, required health care companies to follow rules 
regarding how they use, disclose, and protect patient health data. The Health Information 
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, which was part of the 2009 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, provides additional requirements for reporting and 
data disclosure. These laws, as well as state laws on health data privacy in states such as 
Massachusetts, are another consideration for modelers when selecting data to use (Duncan, 
2011a). 
Mathematical Modeling Techniques 
Linear Regression and Issues with Health Care Data 
 With these data types available, researchers have built and tested many types of 
mathematical models to predict health care costs. One of these model types, linear regression, is 
a common technique for statistical modeling. In the health care context, linear methods are used 
for their simplicity, flexibility to transform, ability to be modified for categorical or nonlinear 
data, and helpfulness in developing and understanding more complicated models (Duncan, 
2011a). However, researchers have discovered that linear regression does not take into account 
some of the unique features of health care data. For example, health care cost data tends to be 
skewed to the right and have a large mass of probability at zero due to the large number of 
people with little to no health care utilization during the year (Basu & Manning, 2009, Powers et 
al., 2005). As a result, researchers have proposed various other modeling methods over the years 
in an ongoing effort to address these issues. 

Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with a log transformation has been used to 
transform health care data to address the issue of right-skewed data. However, the results are 
represented on a logarithmic scale, making them harder to interpret or to convert to dollar 
amounts without another transformation. Researchers have found that estimates using OLS may 
be mathematically biased (Basu & Manning, 2009; Powers et al., 2005). In a study of several 
versions of the OLS model for predicting health care costs using pharmacy data, researchers 
found that the OLS model was not necessarily improved even by the use of a log transformation. 
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Two-part modeling with a log transformation slightly improved results in terms of R2 and 
positive predictive value (PPV), but the researchers concluded that other available modeling 
methods should also be considered before using an OLS model (Powers et al., 2005). A more 
recent study using Monte Carlo simulation to generate data found that the ability of OLS models 
to estimate means can be improved by increasing the sample size of the study (Malehi, 
Pourmotahari, & Angali, 2015). 
Generalized Linear Models (GLM) 

In addition to OLS, generalized linear modeling (GLM) has been another proposed 
solution to address the problems of right-skewed data and data transformations. GLMs allow 
variables that are not normally distributed and use a link function (Duncan, 2011a). GLMs 
encompass several special cases, including linear regression, logistic regression, Poisson 
regression, gamma regression, Tweedie models, and other models (Frees et al., 2013). Based on 
the articles in this review, which includes predictive modeling and risk adjustment studies 
specifically for predicting health care costs, GLMs appear to be frequently used (e.g., Baldi et 
al., 2013; Bayerstadler, Benstetter, Heumann, & Winter, 2014; Kuwornu et al., 2013). 
 One recent study used different sample sizes to test lognormal, Weibull, and gamma 
GLMs; OLS models; and Cox proportional hazards models. Out of all of the models compared, 
the researchers found that GLMs were the best predictor of population means. The researchers 
concluded that the GLM with the gamma link function performed the best across all sample sizes 
for estimating health care costs, but no one model would always be best in every situation 
(Malehi et al., 2015). These findings are consistent with a similar previous study, which found 
that the generalized gamma (GGM) distribution produced better estimates than other measures, 
such as OLS (Manning, Basu, & Mullahy, 2005). 

One study suggested that several characteristics of the data used, such as 
heteroscedasticity, need to be considered before choosing among models such as OLS, nonlinear 
least-squares (NLS), GLM, Poisson-like models, or Gaussian models (Manning & Mullahy, 
2001). Building off of this result, another study proposed a step-by-step approach to selecting a 
model by first starting with a GLM, then turning to other models, such as a two-part GLM or a 
transformed OLS model, as issues arise in the data (Buntin & Zaslavsky, 2004). Even though 
some researchers have indicated that GLM methods may not be very precise in some data 
situations (Manning & Mullahy, 2001), other studies within the past few years indicate that 
GLM, especially its variations, is still a viable method of predicting health care costs. For 
example, one study found the Gamma Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) to be a 
suitable predictor (Baldi et al., 2013), and another study found that GLM approaches were still 
appropriate compared to more complex methods, which may end up overfitting the model to the 
dataset used (Bayerstadler et al., 2014). 

Another possible modification that has been tested is a GLM with a Box-Cox link 
function to deal with heteroscedasticity in data, which occurs when error terms have a non-
constant variance (Baldi et al., 2013; Basu & Manning, 2009).Variations of GLMs continue to be 
explored, and researchers are still expressing the need for further research in the area of 
statistical modeling for health care expenditures (Baldi et al., 2013; Malehi et al., 2015). 
Logistic Regression 
 As a special case of GLM, Logistic regression is used to handle discrete, binary, 
categorical, or qualitative data (Duncan, 2011a). The logistic model is a notable type of 
regression, as it has been used in several studies (Boscardin et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2010; Wu et 
al., 2010). A particular example is when the logistic model is used as the frequency part of a two-
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part model to indicate whether or not someone has utilized health care services (Frees et al., 
2013; Powers et al., 2005). 
Two-Part Models 
 Building off of the previous models, two-part models (TPMs) are another type 
mathematical modeling that has been used to predict health care costs. Frequency, the first part 
of the model, can be used to indicate whether or not a member used health care services at all 
(Frees et al., 2013), or it could be used to reflect the number of health care utilizations (Basu & 
Manning, 2009; Frees et al., 2011). The second part focuses on severity, or the amount of health 
care expenditures used by an individual (Frees et al., 2011). Studies have stressed the importance 
of taking into consideration both frequency and severity because each could present differences 
in costs and relationships between variables (Frees et al., 2013).  

In one study of a two-part annual expenditures model using a negative binomial 
distribution for frequency and a mixed linear regression model for severity, researchers found the 
two-part model to be a better predictor of frequency for outpatient events than inpatient events, a 
result that may be used to better predict the costs of chronic diseases (Frees et al., 2011). Another 
more recent study found significant findings for several demographic, socioeconomic, and health 
variables using multivariate two-part regression modeling (Frees et al., 2013). 
Other Methods 
 Besides the methods mentioned above, other models have been tested for predicting 
health care costs, including Bayesian parametric and nonparametric modeling (Fellingham, 
Kottas, & Hartman, 2015; Rosenberg & Farrell, 2008) and Cox proportional hazards models 
(Malehi et al., 2015). For example, Bayesian nonparametric models were found to be accurate in 
predicting health care claims costs (Fellingham et al., 2015), and a 2012 study found a Bayesian 
Tobit model to work well with data in the structure of the MEPS demographic and health data 
(Yue & Hong, 2012). Cox proportional hazards models were found to underperform compared to 
GLMs, particularly for GLMs using gamma regression (Basu, Manning, & Mullahy, 2004; 
Malehi et al., 2015). 
 Recent research has also suggested that some other models of the hierarchical 
nonparametric regression type may be more useful than the traditional methods. These methods 
include lasso GLM, elastic nets, Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), 
Classification and Regression Trees (CART), M5, random forests, and Generalized Boosting 
Models (GBM). Researchers suggest that these and several other types of modeling may be 
explored further in the future as potential methods for predicting health care costs (Duncan et al., 
2016). 
Applications to Risk Adjustment 
 In practice, one important application of health care predictive modeling is risk 
adjustment, a method used to normalize populations that have different levels of risk (Duncan, 
2011a). These models are used to modify capitated payments made to health plans or Managed 
Care Organizations (MCOs) in order to compensate them for the risk of their insured population 
(Winkelman & Mehmud, 2007). Risk adjustment models, which may be based on diagnosis data 
or pharmacy data, have been reviewed and compared extensively in studies released by the 
Society of Actuaries (SOA) over the past twenty years (Cumming, Knutson, Cameron, & 
Derrick, 2002; Dunn et al., 1996; Winkelman & Mehmud, 2007). Researchers have consistently 
found that both diagnostic cost group (DCG) models and pharmacy-based cost group (PCG) 
models are able to improve predictions over models using just demographic data (Cucciare & 
O’Donohue, 2006; Chang et al., 2010; Prinsze & van Vliet, 2007; Y. Zhao et al., 2005). 
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 The Society of Actuaries’ most recent risk adjustment study recognized several related 
areas of research that need to be considered, including modeling costs for groups of similar 
members, such as the Medicare or Medicaid population, adding new data such as lab results or 
survey results to predictive models, using data over a period of more than one year, and testing 
model consistency over time or between data sets. The SOA also recommended considering 
populations with members who are not enrolled throughout the entire period, varying the sample 
size used, quantifying the impact of regulations, and researching models for disease management 
(Winkelman & Mehmud, 2007). 
Implications for Research 
 Rather than contradicting each other, many of the studies in this literature review 
generally find and propose new mathematical methods and models to improve or build off of 
existing techniques (e.g., Malehi et al., 2015). While researchers have tested many methods for 
modeling health care costs, one consistent finding is that no one model is always the best to use 
in every data modeling situation (e.g., Basu & Manning, 2009; Basu et al., 2004; Malehi et al., 
2015; Manning & Mullahy, 2001). Therefore, an exploration of many different model types can 
be useful in determining the best model to use for a particular data set and purpose. In addition, 
many of the previous studies have only built and validated their models based on one data set or 
population (e.g., Powers et al., 2005). More research could be done to compare a model’s 
accuracy on data from a new population. Further research could also be done on predictive 
modeling for specific subgroups of the population, such as U.S. Medicare patients, different age 
groups, or other demographic groups. Finally, several researchers indicate that predictive 
modeling of health care costs has great potential and should be further explored through 
nonlinear, nonparametric, data mining, or machine learning techniques in addition to traditional 
methods (Bayerstadler et al., 2014; Duncan et al., 2016). 

The Current Study 
The Modeling Process 

For this study, the predictive modeling process was used to explore datasets and create 
several predictive models for health insurance claims. As with any predictive modeling project, 
the relevant datasets first needed to be identified and prepared for modeling. Preparations 
included exploratory data analysis, data cleanup, and separation into training and validation sets. 
Initial models were then run and modified by adding or removing variables until the most 
suitable model was found based on theory and several statistical criteria. Finally, model results 
were compared and explained. Each of these steps, in relation to the specific data and models 
used, are described in more detail below. 
Data 
 In order to test several models for predicting health care costs, the sample dataset from 
the book Healthcare Risk Adjustment and Predictive Modeling by Ian Duncan (2011b, 2011c) 
was used for initial testing. The sample dataset consists of 10,000 records, each record 
corresponding to a person. Each person may or may not have had health care costs throughout 
the year. The dataset included a total of 133 variables, including age, gender, plan type, zip code, 
counts for the number of visits to primary care physicians, the emergency room, or the hospital, 
and health care costs for year one and year two, each broken down by inpatient, outpatient, 
pharmaceutical, and professional costs. Diseases were indicated by binary Hierarchical 
Condition Code (HCC) variables, which created 83 of the variables in the dataset. The dataset 
was provided as a way to create and test models using sample data (Duncan, 2011a, p. 114). 
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Dataset variables and definitions can be found in Appendix A. This dataset will be referred to 
throughout this thesis as the “sample dataset.” 
 Testing was then continued with data publicly available through the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) website. Five files from the CMS 2008-2010 Data Entrepreneurs’ 
Synthetic Public Use Files (DE-SynPUF) were downloaded, including beneficiary summary files 
for each of the three years available (2008-2010), an inpatient claims file to cover all three years, 
and an outpatient claims file to cover all three years (CMS, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c, 2013d, 2013e). 
The data was provided in twenty samples on the CMS website. Sample 1 was chosen to use for 
testing. This sample contained 116,352 records in the 2008 beneficiary summary file, 114,538 
records in the 2009 file, and 112,754 records in the 2010 file, where each record represented a 
beneficiary. The inpatient sample contained 66,504 records spanning all three years, and the 
outpatient sample contained 779,225 records spanning all three years, where each record 
represented a Medicare claim. Each of the beneficiary files contained 32 variables, including 
birth date, gender, disease codes for chronic conditions, and more. The inpatient file contained 
81 variables, such as claim payment amount, day count for the claim, and ICD-9 procedure code. 
The outpatient file contained 76 similar variables. The data was based on a sample of 5 percent 
of 2008 Medicare beneficiaries after undergoing a process to make the dataset synthetic. None of 
the records in the dataset represent an actual beneficiary. Due to the synthetic process, some 
variable relationships may be different and some modeling results may be biased (CMS, 2013f, 
pp. 1-3); however, synthetic data was used due to availability and the need to protect individuals’ 
privacy. Dataset variables and definitions for this data can also be found in Appendix A. 
Throughout this thesis, these datasets will be referred to as the “public use datasets,” or more 
specifically, the “beneficiary summary dataset,” the “inpatient dataset,” and the “outpatient 
dataset.” 
Methods and Resources 

For all datasets, the R statistical programming language was used to perform data 
analysis and modeling (R Core Team, 2016a). Several specific R packages were used for 
modeling and analysis, including bootstrap, car, corrgram, doBy, earth, flexmix, foreach, 
ggplot2, glmnet, gmodels, gplots, gvlma, hexbin, Hmisc, ISLR, lars, leaps, MASS, Matrix, mice, 
plotrix, plyr, pscl, psych, qcc, reshape2, statmod, and tweedie. A full list of R packages used is 
provided after the references in the section titled “R Packages Used.” Several resources were 
used for learning R and the specific R functions used for modeling, including R in Action by 
Robert Kabacoff (2015); An Introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications in R by 
James, Witten, Hastie, and Tibshirani (2015); and The Elements of Statistical Learning: Data 
Mining, Inference, and Prediction by Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2013). CAS Monograph 
Series Number 5, Generalized Linear Models for Insurance Rating by Goldburd, Khare, and 
Tevet (2016), was also used for reference on the modeling process. 

First, data preparation and cleanup was performed on both the sample dataset and the 
public use datasets. Exploratory data analysis was needed to look for relationships and summary 
statistics for both datasets. Data transformations were chosen for some of the potential model 
variables. In the modeling process, several model types were attempted on each dataset. The 
sample dataset was used for initial testing, while the public use datasets were used for more 
detailed analysis and modeling. The steps in both exploratory data analysis and modeling for 
each of the two sets of data are described below. 
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Exploratory Data Analysis 
Data Preparation 
 To begin the modeling process, data cleanup was first performed on the sample dataset. 
Missing values were coded as “NA” in the dataset, and groups were created from certain 
continuous variables for later testing. For example, the variable “age” was broken down by age 
group in ranges of “18-24”, “25-44”, “45-64”, “65-74”, “75-84”, and “85+”. Because this dataset 
was a sample dataset available through a textbook, few data management issues needed to be 
addressed in this case. 
 For the public use data, cleanup was also performed. The three beneficiary datasets were 
merged into one larger dataset based on beneficiary ID and claim year. Date values were 
formatted. Beneficiary information for each of the three years was then merged onto the inpatient 
claims file based on beneficiary ID and claim year, creating a total dataset of 66,504 inpatient 
claims. Similar merging was performed on the outpatient data, creating a total dataset of 779,225 
outpatient claims. The total number of both inpatient and outpatient claims for each individual 
beneficiary was then aggregated from the claims files and merged onto the beneficiary summary 
file, and total claims for each beneficiary were calculated by summing these two variables. A 
flag (0/1) variable was added to indicate whether or not a beneficiary had any claims (either 
inpatient or outpatient). The total claim amounts for 2008, 2009, and 2010 were merged onto the 
beneficiary dataset, and fields were calculated for total inpatient claims and average inpatient 
claims. The process was similarly repeated for outpatient claim amounts. The final beneficiary 
dataset had 116, 352 observations (each an individual beneficiary) and 64 variables. The final 
variable descriptions, including calculated variables, can be found in Appendix A. 
 Once merging was complete, additional data management was performed. Beneficiary 
age was calculated using the beneficiary’s birth date and the current beneficiary year. Variables 
were observed to look for missing values in the dataset. A total of 1,814 beneficiaries died within 
the three years of the sample, while the remaining 114,538 beneficiaries survived throughout the 
three-year sample and therefore had missing death date values, which were coded as “NA” in R. 
All variables in the dataset were also coded as numeric, integer, or factor variables based on their 
type (continuous numbers, integers, or categorical variables, respectively). Missing values were 
coded as 0 (such as when there was no claim) or NA (such as when a disease was not present) 
where appropriate. The inpatient and outpatient datasets were also reviewed for missing or NA 
values. Some negative claim amounts were found. They may have been payment amounts less 
than the deductible (Research Data Assistance Center [ResDAC], 2016), so the insurer’s claim 
payment amount was set to zero for these claims. 
 Once the datasets were prepared, a sample was ready to be taken. Due to size constraints 
in the R environment, a sample of 20,000 patient IDs was taken from the public use datasets. 
This resulted in three final Medicare datasets: a beneficiary summary file of 20,000 individuals, 
an inpatient claims file of 35,264 claims for those beneficiaries, and an outpatient claims file of 
223,853 claims for those beneficiaries. The claims files are larger than the beneficiary summary 
file because each individual could have more than one claim. Training and validation sets were 
taken to be used for modeling, with 60% of the beneficiary IDs being used for a training set 
during modeling and 40% of the beneficiary IDs being used for validation of the model 
performance (Goldburd, Khare, & Tevet, 2016, p. 38). Using training and validation sets is a 
form of cross-validation for the model. The training set was used to create the model and to see 
how close the model’s fitted values came to the actual values in the dataset. After the model was 
created with the training set, the validation set, also known as the hold-out set, was applied to the 
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model to make predictions and to evaluate the model’s error (James, Witten, Hastie, & 
Tibshirani, 2015, p. 190). Using a validation set also makes sure that the model will be 
generalizable to new data (Hertzmann & Fleet, 2010, p. 56). A summary of the datasets used for 
modeling is in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Public Use Training, Validation, and Total Datasets 
Dataset # Training Records # Validation Records Total # Records 
Beneficiary Sample 12,000   (60%) 8,000   (40%) 20,000 
Inpatient Sample 6,941     (60.6%) 4,505   (39.4%) 11,446 
Outpatient Sample 81,706   (60.5%) 53,397 (39.5%) 135,103 
 
Data Exploration 
 The purpose of exploratory data analysis (EDA) is to learn more about the data being 
used for modeling, to discover relationships between variables, to correct data errors, and to 
examine the data in different ways (Kane, 2015a). During exploratory data analysis of the 
training set for the sample data, initial plots were produced, including histograms of variables 
such as age, scatter plots comparing two variables such as costs for different years, and box plots 
to compare costs for different groups, such as those with or without a certain disease. Summary 
statistics were also computed, including percentiles for continuous variables and correlations to 
test for linear relationships between variables. Scatter plot matrices were made to compare the 
relationships between each variable and other variables of interest in the dataset. The results of 
the exploratory data analysis for the sample dataset can be found in Appendix B. 
 Overall, the number of health care claims was found to increase with age and peak 
around age 50 or 60 (Figure B1). Claim cost was found to increase with age, with the highest 
costs occurring for those age 85 and older (Figure B2). Professional costs were found to make up 
the largest portion of total health care costs based on median values (Tables B1-B2). The 
variables most correlated to future health care costs were claim counts, previous year total costs, 
primary care physician visits, current professional costs, and current outpatient costs (Tables B3-
B4). Scatter plots revealed a stronger linear relationship between variables such as current cost 
and future cost after the variables were logged (Figures B3-B4). Based on box plots, several 
conditions were found to potentially result in higher health care costs, such as metastatic cancer 
and acute leukemia, dialysis, and chemotherapy (Figure B5). 

Similar exploratory data analysis was also performed for the public use synthetic 
datasets, including scatter plots, histograms, boxplots, and tables. Results can be found in 
Appendix C. Tables were made to compare inpatient, outpatient, and total claim frequency 
(Tables C2-C3). More beneficiaries appeared to have outpatient claims than inpatient claims. 
Quantiles were also calculated for continuous variables (Tables C4-C5). Histograms and scatter 
plots show the distributions for claim counts and claim costs (Figures C1-C2, C5-C6). Some 
differences occur over the three years of the study, possibly due to the number of deaths that 
occurred over the three year period, which would affect the number of claims that occur. Costs 
were also compared by age and gender using histograms and box plots (Figures C3-C4, C7). 
Data Transformation 

Based on the results of exploratory data analysis, not all of the variables were found to be 
linearly related. In order to improve model results, a transformation of the response and some of 
the predictor variables was considered. Models were first tested without any transformations, and 
then transformations were tested to check for improved results. A logarithmic transformation 
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seemed to improve the results in terms of R2 and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for several 
of the models, so the natural logarithm of the response variable (future health care costs) and 
some of the predictor variables (those related to costs) was used. 

The exploratory data analysis also showed that many records with zero health care costs 
in the first year were found. However, the natural logarithm is undefined at zero. In order to 
allow the log transformation to be taken on health care costs, a constant was added to each total 
cost. Half of the smallest non-zero health care cost was used as an initial constant to be added to 
each of the records with zero health care costs before logging (Hyndman, 2010). Several values 
were then attempted to adjust the constant, and the final constant was chosen based on highest 
adjusted R2 and lowest AIC of each of the resulting models. A constant of 100 seemed to work 
well for most of the severity models. 

Regression Models 
Once data preparation and exploratory data analysis were complete, the datasets were 

ready for modeling. The sample dataset was used for initial testing with linear regression and 
lasso regression for future claims costs. The public use datasets were used for more detailed 
analysis and modeling for frequency of claims, severity of claims, and aggregate claims. The 
model types constructed for claim frequency were linear models, Poisson regression, and 
negative binomial regression. The model types for claim severity were linear models, gamma 
regression, and Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS). For aggregate claims, a two-
part negative binomial/gamma regression model was constructed, as well as linear models and 
Tweedie regression models. A summary of the models used can be found in Appendix D. 

Sample Dataset 
Linear Regression Models 
 Multiple linear regression is a method of predicting a dependent variable as a linear 
function of the values of several independent predictor variables. This model type is a form of 
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression, which minimizes the sum of squared residuals in the 
data. Each residual is the difference between the actual value in the data and the predicted value 
based on the model. OLS regression models take the following form: 
 
Y�i=β�0+β�1X1i+…+β�kXki,   i=1,…,n 
 
where X1i, … , Xki represent the independent variables for observation i, β�0 represents the 
intercept, β�1, … ,β�k represent the estimated regression coefficients, and Y�i represents the 
predicted value of the dependent variable based on the model (Kabacoff, 2015, pp. 169-171). 
 For the initial models, the dependent variable to predict in the sample dataset was future 
total costs for each person, and the independent variables were chosen from the other variables 
available in the dataset. To begin modeling, linear regression models were first created using the 
lm() function in R. Models were tested using various combinations of the variables, and they 
were compared using statistics such as R2 and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 
1974). The most representative linear model was chosen based on high R2, low AIC, a low 
number of variables, and the ability to logically explain the variable coefficients and 
relationships based on theory. 

The final linear model contained 11 predictor variables, including age, gender, an 
urban/rural dummy variable, a non-claimant dummy variable, plan type, the number of 
emergency room and primary care physician visits in year one, and the logged cost variables for 
inpatient costs, outpatient costs, professional services costs, and prescription drug costs. The 
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response variable was the natural logarithm of the sum of future total health care costs and 100. 
Note that since the natural logarithm is undefined at zero, 100 was added to each total cost so 
that the log transformation could be taken. The adjusted R2 was 0.4408, and the AIC was 
31,609.93. The specifications for this model can be found in Table 2, and a Q-Q plot for this 
model can be found in Figure 1. In the Q-Q plot, points falling along the forty-five degree dotted 
line indicate that the dependent variable is normally distributed for a given set of predictors, 
which is an assumption of the OLS regression model (Kabacoff, 2015, p. 183). The points 
generally fall along this line except for in the right side of the plot. 
 
Table 2: Summary of Model Fit for Linear Regression Model, Sample Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 2.356575 0.134514 17.519 < 2e-16  *** 
age 0.013089 0.000974 13.445 < 2e-16  *** 
gender 0.230261 0.02422 -9.507 < 2e-16  *** 
urban_rural1 0.110975 0.078478 -1.414 0.15737 
Er_visit_cnt_current 0.437831 0.094457   4.635 3.61e-6   *** 
pcp_visit_cnt_current 0.049095 0.003438 14.282 < 2e-16   *** 
log(allow_current_op+100) 0.075708 0.011534   6.564 5.49e-11 *** 
log(allow_current_prof+100) 0.335600 0.017084 19.644 < 2e-16   *** 
log(allow_current_rx+100) 0.347697 0.010462 33.233 < 2e-16   *** 
log(allow_current_ip+100) 0.037714 0.012280 -3.071 0.00214    ** 
non_claimant 0.364657 0.045217 -8.065 8.19e-16 *** 
plan_type 0.051109 0.033068   1.546 0.12225 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(allow_future_total+100). The adjusted R2 is 0.4408. The AIC is 
31,609.93. 
 

 
Figure 1. Q-Q Diagnostic Plot for Linear Regression Model on Sample Dataset. 
 
 A plot of actual versus fitted values was also created to see how close the model output 
came to the actual costs. The results are shown in Figure 2. Based on this plot, the model did not 
seem to perform well at fitting high-cost patients who had costs roughly greater than $50,000. 
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For lower amounts, the model seemed to predict claim amounts in the same general area, but 
individual estimates may be inaccurate. 
 

 
Figure 2. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Linear Model on Sample Dataset. The gray line represents 
a 45 degree line between actual and fitted values. The plot on the left shows all values. The plot 
on the right is zoomed in to values between 0 and 100,000. 
 
Stepwise Regression 
 Stepwise regression is a method of variable selection for a model with a given set of 
variables available. The stepwise selection process systematically adds or drops variables one at 
a time from the model based on some statistical model selection criterion, such as AIC. In 
forward stepwise regression, the model starts with no variables, and variables are added one at a 
time. In backward stepwise regression, the model starts with all of the variables, and variables 
are removed one at a time. In stepwise regression, variables are systematically added or removed 
as necessary. For each of these three approaches, at each step, the decision to add or remove a 
variable is based on what would optimize the model selection criterion. In the case of AIC, the 
value of the model is based on finding the lowest AIC possible with the given set of predictors 
(Kabacoff, 2015, p. 203). 
 Stepwise regression was tried to predict future total costs for the sample dataset. This 
procedure was completed using the stepAIC() function from the MASS package in R, which fits 
models by adding or dropping variables until the model with the lowest AIC is found. The 
variables used to begin the stepwise regression were age, plan_type, urban_rural, gender, 
admit_cnt_current, Er_visit_cnt_current, pcp_visit_cnt_current, log(allow_current_ip + 100), 
log(allow_current_op + 100), log(allow_current_prof + 100), log(allow_current_rx + 100), 
non_claimant, HCC2, HCC7, HCC8, HCC31, HCC33, HCC44, HCC45, HCC68, HCC78, 
HCC79, HCC81, HCC82, HCC95, HCC96, HCC119, HCC128, HCC130, HCC131, HCC158, 
HCC161, HCC164, HCC174, HCC175, HCC176, and HCC181. The results of the lowest-AIC 
regression model from stepwise regression are shown in Table 3. The adjusted R2 was 0.4438, 
and the AIC was 31,562.18, which is lower than the AIC of the linear model in Table 2. The 
stepwise regression procedure chose similar variables to those in the linear model in Table 2, 
with the addition of 7 HCC variables. The normal Q-Q plot for the stepwise regression model 
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can be found in Figure 3. The plot looks similar to the linear model’s Q-Q plot in Figure 1, 
except that there may be less of a fit on the left of the plot than the first model. 
 
Table 3: Summary of Model Fit for Stepwise Linear Regression Model, Sample Dataset 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 2.516616 0.133586 18.839 < 2e-16   *** 
age 0.012833 0.000972 13.209 < 2e-16   *** 
urban_rural1 -0.130978 0.077433 -1.691 0.090773    . 
genderM -0.237442 0.024195 -9.814 < 2e-16   *** 
Er_visit_cnt_current 0.436611 0.094210   4.634 3.62e-06  *** 
pcp_visit_cnt_current 0.046833 0.003468 13.506 < 2e-16   *** 
log(allow_current_ip + 100) -0.054925 0.012725 -4.316 1.6e-05    *** 
log(allow_current_op + 100) 0.065999 0.011597   5.691 1.30e-08  *** 
log(allow_current_prof + 100) 0.342172 0.017075 20.039 < 2e-16   *** 
log(allow_current_rx + 100) 0.342898 0.010312 33.252 < 2e-16   *** 
non_claimant -0.361637 0.045076 -8.023 1.15e-15  *** 
HCC7 0.852171 0.222632   3.828 0.00013   *** 
HCC33 0.209064 0.080861   2.585 0.009738   ** 
HCC82 0.299971 0.137262   2.185 0.028883     * 
HCC128 0.796254 0.330507   2.409 0.016006     * 
HCC131 0.514564 0.148180   3.473 0.000518 *** 
HCC176 -1.099371 0.422884 -2.600 0.009344   ** 
HCC181 -1.621857 0.699177 -2.320 0.020379     * 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(allow_future_total+100). The adjusted R2 is 0.4438. The AIC is 
31,562.18. 
 

 
Figure 3. Q-Q Diagnostic Plot for Stepwise Linear Regression Model on Sample Dataset. 
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A plot of actual versus fitted values was also created for the stepwise regression. The 
results are shown in Figure 4. Similar to the first model, many of the lower fitted values are 
clustered around the actual values, but the results may not be very accurate. 
 

 
Figure 4. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Stepwise Linear Model. The gray line represents a 45 
degree line between actual and fitted values. The plot on the left shows all values. The plot on 
the right is zoomed in to values between 0 and 100,000. 
 
Lasso Regression 
 Because of the many variables available in the sample dataset, least absolute shrinkage 
and selection operator (lasso) regression was also used to try to determine the suitable predictors 
to be used in a regression model to predict future claims costs. Lasso is a shrinkage method 
which works to shrink the number of independent variables used in the regression by finding the 
minimum of a penalized log-likelihood function (Tibshirani, 1996; Duncan et al., 2016, p. 72). 
Each variable’s coefficient adds a penalty to the function being minimized, where larger 
coefficients of greater magnitude add a larger penalty term (Goldburd et al., 2016, p. 92). 

Lasso is similar to the methods of elastic nets and ridge regression, which are both used 
when a large number of independent variables are available. These shrinkage methods all use a 
penalty of the form: 
 
Penalty = 𝜆𝜆(𝛼𝛼∑|𝛽𝛽| + (1 − 𝛼𝛼) 1

2
∑𝛽𝛽2) 

 
The term in the outer parentheses is a weighted average of different functions of the beta 
coefficients. The alpha parameter determines the weights in this weighted average (Goldburd et 
al., 2016, p. 92). For alpha equal to 1, lasso regression is performed. For alpha equal to 0, ridge 
regression is performed, and for an alpha between 0 and 1, the result is an elastic net model 
(Hastie & Qian, 2014). The lambda parameter is a tuning parameter used to alter the size of the 
penalty used for each coefficient. A higher lambda will result in a higher penalty and therefore 
lower coefficient estimates that are closer to 0. Some coefficient estimates will become 0, which 
will remove them from the model specification and leave only the selected variables in the model 
(Goldburd et al., 2016, p. 92; Kane, 2015b). 
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For the sample dataset, the glmnet() function from the glmnet package in R was used. A 
total of 38 predictors were used to begin the regression, including age, plan_type, urban_rural, 
gender, admit_cnt_current, Er_visit_cnt_current, pcp_visit_cnt_current, log(allow_current_ip), 
log(allow_current_op), log(allow_current_rx), log(allow_current_prof), non_claimant, HCC2, 
HCC7, HCC8, HCC31, HCC33, HCC44, HCC45, HCC68, HCC78, HCC79, HCC81, HCC82, 
HCC95, HCC96, HCC119, HCC128, HCC130, HCC131, HCC158, HCC161, HCC164, 
HCC174, HCC175, HCC176, and HCC181. The dependent variable was log(allow_future_total). 
The lasso regression generated a total of 100 possible lambdas for the model. 

A plot of the fit is presented in Figure 5. In this plot, each line represents a possible 
predictor variable to be used in the model. The vertical axis on the left represents the coefficient 
for each variable. The bottom horizontal axis represents the L1 norm, which is the ∑|𝛽𝛽| portion 
of the penalty term above for a vector of coefficients (James et al., 2015, p. 219). 

The top horizontal axis represents the number of nonzero coefficients in the model for a 
given value of lambda. Looking from left to right in the graph, a variable enters the model once 
its coefficient becomes nonzero. Also going from left to right in the graph, the tuning parameter 
lambda decreases. This decrease in lambda will decrease the penalty applied for each coefficient, 
thus allowing more variables into the model as you go from left to right (Hastie & Qian, 2014). 

For a given value of lambda, you could draw a vertical line on the plot. Any variables 
that have already entered the model (showing a nonzero coefficient to the left of the vertical line) 
would be included in the lasso model. Any variables whose lines begin to the right of the vertical 
line would not be included. For example, if lambda is at its maximum, the vertical line would be 
drawn at the far left of the graph, and no variables would be included in the model. If lambda is 0 
(indicating no penalty for added variables), then the vertical line would be drawn at the far right 
of the graph, and all variables would be included in the model. Lambda can be chosen 
somewhere in between these values to create the best fit for the model. This can be achieved 
through cross-validation, in which the model is tested to see how well it can be generalized to 
new data (Goldburd et al., 2016, pp. 92-93). 
 

 
Figure 5. Lasso Plot. 
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Cross-validation for the lasso model was completed using the cv.glmnet() function in the 

glmnet package in R. This function performs k-fold cross-validation (Friedman, Hastie, & 
Tibshirani, n.d.). K-fold cross-validation is a method in which a sample of data is divided into k 
groups. While one group is held out, the other k-1 training groups are used for modeling. The 
resulting model is then applied to the remaining kth group of data. Each of the k groups gets a 
chance to be the held-out group, and once this process is complete, the results are averaged 
(Kabacoff, 2015, p. 207). The resulting plot for cross-validation of the mean-squared error 
(MSE) of the lasso model using the plot() function on the cv.glmnet object in R is shown in 
Figure 6. 

The dark gray dots represent the cross-validated MSE for various values of lambda (the 
scale of the plot uses the natural log of lambda). Vertical error bars are shown on either side of 
the dots. The two vertical dotted lines that extend through the height of the plot represent two 
selected values of lambda. The vertical line on the left represents the value of lambda for which 
the cross-validated MSE is the lowest. For this model, the minimum-MSE value of lambda is 
0.01692833. The vertical line on the right represents the value of lambda for a model with error 
that is one standard error from the minimum. For this model, this value of lambda is 0.19016. 
The coefficient values of the lasso model for each of these values of lambda are shown in Tables 
4 and 5. Both values could be options for the lambda to be used in the lasso model, keeping in 
mind that a higher lambda applies a higher penalty to each variable and reduces the number of 
variables in the model, but decreases the percent of deviance explained by the model. A lower 
lambda increases the percent of deviance explained but allows more variables into the model 
(Hastie & Qian, 2014). The mean cross-validated lambda value for all of the lambdas in Figure 6 
was 0.229903. 
 

 
Figure 6. Lasso Cross-Validation. The dark gray dots represent the cross-validated MSE for 
various values of lambda, with error bars on either side. The left vertical line represents the value 
of lambda for which the cross-validated MSE is the lowest. The right vertical line represents the 
value of lambda for a model with error that is one standard error from the minimum. 
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Table 4: Summary of Model Fit for Lasso Model with Minimum-MSE Lambda 
Variable Estimate  Variable Estimate 
(Intercept) 3.13241200  HCC33 0.20446710 
age 0.01565174  HCC45 0.00593383 
plan_typeSF 0.04634118  HCC68 0.34540030 
urban_rural0 0.09214564  HCC79 0.58178350 
urban_rural1 0.00000000  HCC82 0.44201650 
genderM -0.44024610  HCC95 0.22666520 
Er_visit_cnt_current 0.45045440  HCC96 0.02009418 
pcp_visit_cnt_current 0.06445107  HCC119 0.53322240 
log(allow_current_ip) -0.03498784  HCC128 0.08152044 
log(allow_current_op) 0.03966403  HCC131 0.19553670 
log(allow_current_rx) 0.16501850  HCC158 0.49913350 
log(allow_current_prof) 0.37896020  HCC161 -1.16629000 
non_claimant -0.14365630  HCC174 0.59151450 
HCC2 0.25462190  HCC175 0.75411930 
HCC7 0.41179790  HCC176 -1.11443200 
HCC31 -0.04079549  HCC181 -1.27420900 
Note. The minimum-MSE lambda was 0.01692833. 

 
Table 5: Summary of Model Fit for Lasso Model with Error One Standard Error from Minimum 
Variable Estimate 
(Intercept)  3.607013 
age  0.005994 
genderM -0.155050 
pcp_visit_cnt_current  0.050394 
log(allow_current_op)  0.022450 
log(allow_current_rx)  0.128810 
log(allow_current_prof)  0.382614 
Note. The lambda for this model was 0.19016. 

 
 Actual versus fitted plots were also created for these two lasso models. The plot for the 
minimum-MSE lambda model is shown in Figure 7, while the plot for the model with error one 
standard error from the minimum is shown in Figure 8. As can be shown in the plots, the first 
model with the lower lambda and more variables seems to be more spread out in predicting costs 
for low amounts. These fits are also shown on a log scale in Figure 9, where a linear trend can be 
seen more clearly. Based on these plots, the lasso models seem to be predicting values in the 
correct direction, with increasing cost values generally receiving increasing values from the 
model output. 
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Figure 7. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Lasso Model with Minimum-MSE Lambda. The gray line 
represents a 45 degree line between actual and fitted values. 
 

 
Figure 8. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Lasso Model with Error One Standard Error from 
Minimum. The gray line represents a 45 degree line between actual and fitted values. 
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Figure 9. Actual vs. Fitted Values on Log Scale for Lasso Models. The left plot is for the lasso 
model with the minimum-MSE lambda. The right plot is for the lasso model with error one 
standard error from the minimum. 
Model Comparisons 
 A comparison of the three model types (linear, stepwise, and lasso) can be seen in the 
actual versus fitted plot comparison in Figure 10. The plots are limited to amounts of $100,000 
or less to better see the detail in each model. Of the three models, the lasso model appears to be 
more concentrated around the low cost amounts, while the first two models tend to generate a 
higher prediction than the actual amount for low amounts. 
 

 
Figure 10. Comparison of Actual vs. Fitted Plots for Three Cost Models. The far left plot is the 
linear model, the middle plot is the stepwise model, and the far right plot is the lasso model with 
the minimum-MSE lambda. 
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Public Use Datasets: Models for Claim Frequency 
Linear Regression Models 
Linear Model 
 To begin testing on the public use data, models were created for the frequency of claims, 
starting with linear models. These models were used as a baseline for comparison with two types 
of Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) described below, which were Poisson regression and 
negative binomial regression. Linear models were constructed similarly to those used in the 
sample dataset, using a variety of combinations for the independent variables from the 
beneficiary dataset described in Appendix A, Table A2. The dependent variable was inpatient 
claims in 2009. The results of the linear model based on low AIC, high R2, and interpretability in 
terms of theory can be found in Table 6. The adjusted R2 was 0.1091, and the AIC was 
19,353.81. 
 
Table 6: Summary of Model Fit for Linear Regression Model for Frequency, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 1.54752 0.057697 26.821 <2.00e-16  *** 
BENE_RACE_CD2 0.009499 0.015983   0.594 0.552293 
BENE_RACE_CD3 0.010275 0.024592   0.418 0.676100 
BENE_RACE_CD5 -0.081236 0.031313 -2.594 0.00949       ** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.083972 0.021433 3.918 8.98e-05    *** 
SP_ALZHDMTA -0.029467 0.014223 -2.072 0.038314       * 
SP_CHF -0.070902 0.013689 -5.179 2.26e-07    *** 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.124622 0.016874 -7.385 1.62e-13    *** 
SP_COPD -0.142188 0.016425 -8.657 <2.00e-16  *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.077928 0.013583 -5.737 9.85e-09    *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.058061 0.013146 -4.417 1.01e-05    *** 
SP_ISCHMCHT -0.084632 0.012821 -6.601 4.26e-11    *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.048301 0.014057 -3.436 0.000592   *** 
SP_RA_OA -0.0234 0.015066 -1.553 0.120400 
SP_STRKETIA -0.085612 0.024769 -3.456 0.000549   *** 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is NUM_INP_CLMS_2009. The adjusted R2 is 0.1091. The AIC is 
19,353.81. 
 
 A plot of actual versus fitted values was also created to see how close the model output 
came to the actual costs. The results are shown in Figure 11. Because the actual values were 
discrete, many of the points overlap each other in the plot on the left side of Figure 11. To better 
see the distribution of fitted values for each actual value, box plots were overlaid on the plot on 
the right side of Figure 11. The actual versus fitted values are shown in black, and box plots of 
fitted values categorized by actual values are overlaid in gray. The fitted values seem to be much 
lower than the actual values, but they do seem to follow an upward trend. 
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Figure 11. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Linear Model on Public Use Data. The plot on the left 
shows all values, and the gray line represents a 45 degree line between actual and fitted values. 
The plot on the right shows the same plot overlaid with box plots to better show the distribution. 
 

The model was also used to make predictions using the beneficiary validation dataset. 
This validation set was not used for building the model, so predictive performance on this data 
can show how well the model can be generalized to new data. In order to compare the non-
integer number of claims predicted by the model to the actual integer number of claims in the 
dataset, the predicted claim counts were rounded to the nearest integer. The results are presented 
in Table 7. 

In Table 7, the actual number of claims is on the left in the first column, and the predicted 
number of claims is across the top in the first row. As shown in this table, in the actual dataset, 
there were several observations with more than 1 claim; however, the model only predicted a 
maximum of one claim. Based this data, 92.05 percent of the number of patients with no claims 
was predicted to have no claims in the model. Another 20.15 percent of the number of patients 
with one claim was predicted to have one claim. Of the total of 8,000 patients in the validation 
dataset, 6,391 or 79.89 percent of the actual number of claims was matched by the predicted 
number of claims. This figure includes the 6,198 predicted patients with no claims and the 193 
predicted patients with one claim. The relevant values that were correctly predicted are 
highlighted in gray in the table. The results of this data in bar chart form are in Figure 12. 
 
Table 7: Actual vs. Predicted Values for Validation Set, Linear Model 
Actual \ Predicted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 6,198 535 6,733 92.05% 
1 765 193 958 20.15% 
2 155 65 220 0.00% 
3 33 32 65 0.00% 
4 2 16 18 0.00% 
5 1 3 4 0.00% 
6 0 1 1 0.00% 
7 0 1 1 0.00% 
Total 7,154 846 8,000 79.89% 
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Figure 12. Actual and Predicted Number of Claims for Linear Model. 
 
Linear Model with Log Transformation 
 Because the previous model fit appeared to have low fitted values for higher claim 
counts, another linear model was tried, this time logging the dependent variable for the number 
of claims. The resulting adjusted R2 was 0.1105, which is a slight increase, and the AIC was 
14,987.84, which is a decrease of over 4,300 over the previous linear model. The results of this 
log-transformed model are shown in Table 8. 
 
Table 8: Summary of Model Fit for Logged Linear Regression Model, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 0.598228 0.048101 12.437 <2.00e-16 *** 
BENE_RACE_CD2 0.001891 0.013325   0.142 0.887147 
BENE_RACE_CD3 0.006176 0.020502   0.301 0.763243 
BENE_RACE_CD5 -0.068311 0.026105 -2.617 0.008888   ** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.064865 0.017868   3.63 0.000284 *** 
SP_ALZHDMTA -0.03844 0.011858 -3.242 0.001191   ** 
SP_CHF -0.0607 0.011412 -5.319 1.06e-07  *** 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.09146 0.014068 -6.501 8.28e-11  *** 
SP_COPD -0.097088 0.013693 -7.09 1.41e-12  *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.059683 0.011323 -5.271 1.38e-07  *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.055225 0.010959 -5.039 4.74e-07  *** 
SP_ISCHMCHT -0.085247 0.010689 -7.976 1.65e-15  *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.03765 0.011719 -3.213 0.001318   ** 
SP_RA_OA -0.026527 0.01256 -2.112 0.034705     * 
SP_STRKETIA -0.061342 0.020649 -2.971 0.002977   ** 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(NUM_INP_CLMS_2009+0.5). The adjusted R2 is 0.1105. The 
AIC is 14,987.84. 
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Similarly to the last model, plots of actual versus fitted values alone and overlaid with 

box plots were created. These plots are in Figure 13. The results show that this model actually 
predicted lower means than the previous model, but the upward trend in fitted values is still 
present. 

 

 
Figure 13. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Logged Linear Model on Public Use Dataset. The plot on 
the left shows all values, and the gray line represents a 45 degree line between actual and fitted 
values. The plot on the right shows the same plot overlaid with box plots. 
 
 Predictions were also performed on this model. The results are displayed in Table 9 and 
Figure 14. The results show that this model correctly predicted more of the patients with zero 
claims, but it performed poorly when trying to predict the number of patients with one or more 
claims. 
 
Table 9: Actual vs. Predicted Values for Validation Set, Logged Linear Model 
Actual \ Predicted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 6,724 9 6,733 99.87% 
1 955 3 958 0.313% 
2 218 2 220 0.00% 
3 64 1 65 0.00% 
4 18 0 18 0.00% 
5 4 0 4 0.00% 
6 1 0 1 0.00% 
7 1 0 1 0.00% 
Total 7,985 815 8,000 84.09% 
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Figure 14. Actual and Predicted Number of Claims for Logged Linear Model. 
 
Stepwise Regression 
 Stepwise regression was also used for variable selection in a linear model for claim 
frequency. The stepAIC() function in the MASS package was once again used in R to perform 
the stepwise regression using both the forward and backward directions. Once again, low AIC 
was used as the criterion for selecting a model. These models were compared to the linear 
models described above, in which variables were chosen based on judgment and manually 
adding or subtracting variables at each step. 
 The results of the stepwise model for inpatient claim frequency can be found in Table 10. 
The adjusted R2 was 0.1091 and the AIC was 19,353.63. These results are very similar to the 
previous linear model for claim frequency in Table 6, except that the stepwise regression now 
added the variable SP_CNCR, which indicates the condition of cancer. 
 
Table 10: Summary of Model Fit for Stepwise Linear Regression Model, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 1.59091 0.06474 24.572 <2.00e-16  *** 
BENE_RACE_CD2 0.00936 0.01598   0.586 0.558134 
BENE_RACE_CD3 0.01064 0.02459   0.433 0.665361 
BENE_RACE_CD5 -0.08105 0.03131 -2.588 0.009654    ** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.0846 0.02144   3.947 7.97e-05   *** 
SP_ALZHDMTA -0.02888 0.01423 -2.03 0.042391      * 
SP_CHF -0.07042 0.01369 -5.143 2.75e-07   *** 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.12279 0.01692 -7.257 4.20e-13   *** 
SP_CNCR -0.0302 0.02045 -1.477 0.13977 
SP_COPD -0.14082 0.01645 -8.561 <2.00e-16 *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.07762 0.01358 -5.714 1.13e-08   *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.05731 0.01316 -4.357 1.33e-05   *** 
SP_ISCHMCHT -0.08367 0.01284 -6.518 7.40e-11   *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.04764 0.01406 -3.387 0.000708  *** 
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SP_RA_OA -0.0226 0.01507 -1.499 0.133893 
SP_STRKETIA -0.08501 0.02477 -3.432 0.000602  *** 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is NUM_INP_CLMS_2009. The adjusted R2 is 0.1091. The AIC is 
19,353.63. 
 

A plot of actual versus fitted values and box plots can be found in Figure 15. This figure 
is similar in shape to the results in Figure 11 from the previous linear model. Predictions were 
also made and presented in table form in Table 11. Based on this table, only 4 values were 
predicted differently than the previous linear model in Table 7. 
 

 
Figure 15. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Stepwise Linear Model on Public Use Dataset. The plot 
on the left shows all values, and the gray line represents a 45 degree line between actual and 
fitted values. The plot on the right shows the same plot overlaid with box plots. 
 
Table 11: Actual vs. Predicted Values for Validation Set, Stepwise Linear Model 
Actual \ Predicted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 6,196 537 6,733 92.02% 
1 765 193 958 20.15% 
2 156 64 220 0.00% 
3 34 31 65 0.00% 
4 2 16 18 0.00% 
5 1 3 4 0.00% 
6 0 1 1 0.00% 
7 0 1 1 0.00% 
Total 7,154 846 8,000 79.86% 
 
Generalized Linear Models 

Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) were also used to attempt to predict the frequency of 
claims for the public use data. GLMs allow the model to account for a dependent variable that 
does not follow a normal distribution. GLMs use a link function, which is a function of the mean 
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of the dependent variable. Instead of following a normal distribution, the dependent variable only 
has to be a member of the exponential family, which includes distributions such as the normal, 
Gaussian, Poisson, negative binomial, and gamma. GLMs take the following form: 

 
g(𝜇𝜇𝑌𝑌)=β�0+β�1X1i+…+β�kXki,   i=1,…,n 
 
where i, X1i, … , Xki, β�0, and β�1, … ,β�k represent the same meanings as in linear regression, 𝜇𝜇𝑌𝑌 
represents the conditional mean of the dependent variable, and g(𝜇𝜇𝑌𝑌) represents the link function 
taken on the mean. Instead of minimizing the residual sum of squares to obtain the coefficients, 
the beta coefficients are found using maximum likelihood. The ordinary linear regression models 
used in previous sections are a subset of GLMs where the link function is the identity function 
and the distribution is normal (Kabacoff, 2015, pp. 302-304). 

For the public use data, GLMs were tried to predict claim frequency and severity. For 
claim frequency, both Poisson and negative binomial GLMs were attempted. The Poisson and 
negative binomial regressions are described in the next sections. 
Poisson Regression 
 Poisson regression is a type of GLM that uses a log link function and assumes a 
dependent variable that follows a Poisson distribution. The Poisson distribution is a discrete 
distribution that is often used for count data (Kabacoff, 2015, p. 312). In insurance and actuarial 
applications, this distribution is often used for claim counts. The distribution has one parameter, 
lambda (λ), and the variance of the distribution equals the mean (Goldburd et al., 2016, p. 18). 

For the public use data, Poisson regression was used to try to predict claim counts for 
inpatient claims in 2009. The glm() function with the “family=poisson” option was used in R to 
perform the regression. The results of this regression can be found in Table 12. The AIC was 
12,861.25. A plot of actual versus fitted values is shown in Figure 16. This figure shows 
predictions somewhat higher than the previous linear models, which may show a better fit to the 
actual values than the linear models. 
 
Table 12: Summary of Model Fit for Poisson Regression 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error z-value 
Pr(>|z|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 2.45292 0.13834 17.731 < 2e-16 *** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.17588 0.05776   3.045 0.00233   ** 
SP_ALZHDTMA -0.1446 0.04577 -3.159 0.00158   ** 
SP_CHF -0.42425 0.04862 -8.725 < 2e-16   *** 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.37905 0.05196 -7.295 2.98e-13 *** 
SP_COPD -0.39528 0.04932 -8.014 1.11e-15 *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.30764 0.04444 -6.923 4.41e-12 *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.54606 0.05101 10.705 < 2e-16   *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.21129 0.04469 -4.728 2.27e-06 *** 
NUM_INP_CLMS_2008 -0.03665 0.02082 -1.76 0.07844 . 
Notes: *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is NUM_INP_CLMS_2009. The AIC is 12,861.25. 
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Figure 16. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Poisson Model. The plot on the left shows all values, 
where the gray line represents a 45 degree line between actual and fitted values. The plot on the 
right shows the same plot overlaid with box plots to better show the distribution of values. 
 

Since the Poisson GLM was predicting the mean of a distribution, the predicted number 
of claims for each person in the dataset was not necessarily an integer. In order to compare these 
non-integer predictions to the actual integer number of claims in the dataset, the predicted claim 
counts were once again rounded to the nearest integer as they were for the previous models. The 
results of the actual versus fitted values from the training dataset are presented in Table 13. 

In Table 13, based on this rounding method, 93.33 percent of the number of patients with 
no claims was found to have no claims in the model. Another 17.54 percent of the number of 
patients with one claim was found to have one claim. Of the total of 12,000 patients in the 
training dataset, 9,628 or 80.23 percent of the fitted number of claims matched the actual number 
of claims. This figure includes the 9,373 predicted patients with no claims and 255 predicted 
patients with one claim. 
 
Table 13: Actual vs. Rounded Fitted Values for Poisson Model 
Actual \ Fitted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 9,373 670 10,043 93.33% 
1 1,199 255 1,454 17.54% 
2 274 116 390 0.00% 
3 43 32 75 0.00% 
4 2 19 21 0.00% 
5 6 5 11 0.00% 
6 2 3 5 0.00% 
7 0 1 1 0.00% 
Total 10,899 1,101 12,000 80.23% 
 
 The Poisson model was also used to make predictions using the public use beneficiary 
validation dataset. This validation set was not used for building the Poisson model, so predictive 
performance on this data can once again show how well the model can be generalized to new 
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data. The results with a similar rounding method are shown in Table 14. The percentages in this 
table are near or slightly better than the previous table, indicating that this model performed just 
as well or better on a new dataset. The percentages for the number of zero claims and total 
claims predicted correctly are also slightly higher than the percentages for the non-transformed 
linear models. These results can also be observed in bar chart form in Figure 17. 
 
Table 14: Actual vs. Predicted Values for Validation Set, Poisson Model 
Actual \ Predicted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 6,279 454 6,733 93.26% 
1 785 173 958 18.06% 
2 158 62 220 0.00% 
3 38 27 65 0.00% 
4 3 15 18 0.00% 
5 1 3 4 0.00% 
6 0 1 1 0.00% 
7 0 1 1 0.00% 
Total 7,264 736 8,000 80.65% 
 

 
Figure 17. Actual and Predicted Number of Claims for Poisson Model. 
 
Negative Binomial Regression 
 Negative binomial regression is another type of GLM, this time assuming a negative 
binomial distribution for the dependent variable. The negative binomial distribution is a discrete 
distribution that can also be used to model count data, such as the number of insurance claims. In 
this distribution, there are two parameters, and the variance is greater than the mean. 

For the public use data, negative binomial regression was also used to predict year 2009 
inpatient claim counts. The variance of the number of claims in the dataset (0.3292) was greater 
than the mean number of claims (0.2196), suggesting that the negative binomial may be a good 
choice. Also, since the negative binomial has one more parameter than the Poisson distribution, 
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more flexibility may be allowed in the model specifications than the Poisson regression. The 
glm.nb() function in the MASS package in R was used for the regression. 

Several attempts were made to fit a negative binomial model, and as more variables were 
removed in successive attempts, the models got better at predicting observations with 0 claims 
and worse at predicting observations with 1 claim. The percentage of correct predictions also 
improved when the variable SP_ISCHMT was removed, as it was found to be correlated with 
SP_DIABETES (Biscaldi, 2016; National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney 
Diseases [NIDDK], 2017). The final model was chosen to compromise a combination of low 
AIC, interpretability and logic of the variables, and accuracy of predictions. The final results of 
the negative binomial model fit can be found in Table 15. The AIC was 12,565.47, a slight 
decrease from the Poisson Model. 
 
Table 15: Summary of Model Fit for Negative Binomial Model 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error z-value 
Pr(>|z|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 2.69281 0.17140 15.711 < 2e-16   *** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.17054 0.07253   2.351 0.018706     * 
SP_ALZHDTMA -0.18269 0.05444 -3.356 0.000791 *** 
SP_CHF -0.43822 0.05556 -7.888 3.07e-15 *** 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.38312 0.06204 -6.175 6.62e-10 *** 
SP_COPD -0.41119 0.05964 -6.895 5.39e-12 *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.33015 0.05246 -6.293 3.11e-10 *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.54763 0.05682 -9.637 < 2e-16   *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.25267 0.05338 -4.733 2.21e-06 *** 
NUM_INP_CLMS_2008 -0.04351 0.02654 -1.639 0.101185 
Notes: *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is NUM_INP_CLMS_2009. The AIC is 12,565.47. 
 
 An actual versus fitted plot for the negative binomial regression is shown in Figure 18. 
These plots show an upward trend in predictions as the number of actual claims increases, which 
is similar to the previous models. The plot also shows slightly higher fitted values than the 
Poisson model, which may indicate a better fit at predicting a higher number of claims. 
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Figure 18. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Negative Binomial Model. The plot on the left shows all 
values, where the gray line represents a 45 degree line between actual and fitted values. The plot 
on the right shows the same plot overlaid with box plots to better show the distribution of values. 
 

Since the negative binomial regression was predicting the mean claim count of an 
individual in a given year, as in the Poisson model, the predicted amounts could be non-integers. 
Claim counts were once again rounded to the nearest integer for comparison with the actual 
integer number of claims. The results are presented in Table 16. Compared to the Poisson model, 
the negative binomial model fit more of the patients with one claim correctly and slightly less of 
the patients with no claims correctly. 
 
Table 16: Actual vs. Rounded Fitted Values for Negative Binomial Model 
Actual \ Fitted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 9,308 735 10,043 92.68% 
1 1,186 268 1,454 18.43% 
2 266 124 390 0.00% 
3 40 35 75 0.00% 
4 2 19 21 0.00% 
5 5 6 11 0.00% 
6 2 3 5 0.00% 
7 0 1 1 0.00% 
Total 10,809 1,191 12,000 79.80% 
 
 The negative binomial model was also tested on the validation set of data. The results of 
actual versus predicted values can be found in Table 17. These results can also be observed in 
bar chart form in Figure 19. The model actually performed slightly better on the validation set, 
based on the percentage of actual claims that were predicted correctly. 
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Table 17: Actual vs. Predicted Values for Validation Set, Negative Binomial Model 
Actual \ Predicted 0 1 Total % Correct 
0 6,246 487 6,733 92.77% 
1 772 186 958 19.42% 
2 154 66 220 0.00% 
3 36 29 65 0.00% 
4 3 15 18 0.00% 
5 1 3 4 0.00% 
6 0 1 1 0.00% 
7 0 1 1 0.00% 
Total 7,212 788 8,000 80.40% 
 

 
Figure 19. Actual and Predicted Number of Claims for Negative Binomial Model. 
 
Comparison of Frequency Models 
 Based on the frequency models tested, the negative binomial model may be the best 
choice for modeling frequency of 2009 inpatient claims in the public use dataset. The fitted 
values in the negative binomial model were higher than the fitted values in the linear and Poisson 
models, which may bring the results closer to the actual values. The negative binomial model has 
a slightly lower AIC than the Poisson model. The negative binomial distribution also has an extra 
parameter compared to the Poisson, which may help the model to be more flexible to new data. 
Both the Poisson and negative binomial models appear to perform better than the linear and 
stepwise linear models, confirming that these two types of GLMs may be better distributions for 
predicting claim counts than linear models. Also after comparing the linear and log-transformed 
versions of the models, the models with a non-transformed dependent variable appeared to 
perform better than a model with a log-transformation on the dependent variable for claim count. 
The logged version of the model predicted more patients with zero claims, but it hardly predicted 
any patients with one or more claims. 
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Public Use Dataset: Models for Claim Severity 
Linear Regression Models 

To continue testing on the public use datasets, several models for claim severity were 
created, once again starting with linear models. Because there were fewer variables to work with 
in the public use datasets than the sample dataset, lasso regression was not used on the public use 
datasets. For the severity models, the inpatient dataset in Appendix A, Table A3 was used, where 
each record in this dataset represented a claim. As discussed in the section on data 
transformation, the dependent variable CLM_PMT_AMT was logged after a constant of 100 was 
added to the variable. The resulting linear model is shown in Table 18. The adjusted R2 was 
0.2021 and the AIC was 19,544.43. The independent variable CLM_DRG_CD was a factor 
variable, so the model automatically gave each level of this variable its own coefficient. This 
variable indicated the Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) code assigned to each claim. The 
remaining 670 levels of the CLM_DRG_CD variable are not shown in this table due to space 
constraints. Without the CLM_DRG_CD variable in the model, the adjusted R2 would have 
dropped to 0.04747. Such a large drop in adjusted R2 when this variable is excluded indicates 
that the claim diagnosis code has a large influence on the variation in claim severity amounts. 
Descriptions for the DRG codes can be found on the CMS website (CMS, 2009). 
 
Table 18: Summary of Model Fit for Linear Regression Model for Severity, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 4.574164 0.203291 22.501 < 2e-16    *** 
CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT 0.031849 0.002041 15.606 < 2e-16    *** 
SP_ALZHDMTA 0.081522 0.024827   3.284 0.00103  1 ** 
SP_CHF -0.02689 0.02926 -0.919 0.358154 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.11252 0.026103 -4.311 1.65e-05  *** 
SP_DEPRESSN 0.04044 0.024983   1.619 0.105564 
SP_DIABETES 0.068235 0.030787   2.216 0.026705    * 
CLM_DRG_CD001 5.408358 0.578219   9.353 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD002 5.369397 0.578718   9.278 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD004 5.748545 0.577947   9.946 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD005 5.232905 0.466064 11.228 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD006 4.953636 0.962764   5.145 2.75e-07 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD007 5.517309 0.694418   7.945 2.28e-15 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD008 5.049851 0.964958   5.233 1.72e-07 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD009 3.382026 0.713176   4.742 2.16e-06 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD010 2.613555 0.582069   4.490 7.25e-06 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD011 5.21412 0.511676 10.190 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD012 5.272366 0.512116 10.295 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD013 5.468933 0.695429   7.864 4.35e-15 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD020 4.096848 0.405277 10.109 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD021 4.259885 0.368778 11.551 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD022 4.126976 0.354969 11.626 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD023 3.08076 0.463653   6.645 3.30e-11 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD024 3.487055 0.354916   9.825 < 2e-16   *** 
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CLM_DRG_CD025 3.905448 0.405155   9.639 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD026 3.831047 0.509605   7.518 6.36e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD027 4.783919 0.463668 10.318 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD028 4.113266 0.463752   8.870 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD029 3.778413 0.36882 10.245 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD030 3.740585 0.464674   8.050 9.84e-16 *** 
… … … … … 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100). The adjusted R2 is 0.2021. The AIC is 
19,544.43. The variable CLM_DRG_CD was a factor variable where each level was given a 
coefficient in the model. The remaining 670 levels of the CLM_DRG_CD variable are not 
shown in this table to save space. 
 
 A plot of actual versus fitted values was also created for this model. The result is 
presented in Figure 20. The left side of the plot includes all values and a 45 degree line in gray. 
The right side of the plot is zoomed in to observe the cluster of lower values. 
 

 
Figure 20. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Linear Model for Severity, Public Use Data. 
 
Stepwise Regression 
 Stepwise regression by AIC was also performed for severity. The stepAIC() function in 
the MASS package in R was used. The result of this model is shown in Table 19. Similarly to the 
previous model, the factor variable CLM_DRG_CD was included, where each level of the 
variable was given a coefficient. The remaining 670 coefficients for these levels are not 
displayed in the table. The adjusted R2 of the model was 0.2032, a slight increase from the 
previous model, and the AIC was 19,536.74, a slight decrease from the previous model. The 
stepwise procedure dropped the variables SP_ALZHDMTA, SP_CHF, SP_CHRNKIDN, 
SP_DEPRESSN, and SP_DIABETES to indicate chronic conditions and just kept the 
CLM_DRG_CD variable to identify claim diagnosis codes. 
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Table 19: Summary of Model Fit for Stepwise Linear Model for Severity, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) -70.84224 33.470775 -2.117 0.034338    * 
CLM_ADMSN_YR 0.037551 0.016672   2.252 0.024335    * 
CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT 0.031805 0.002036 15.619 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD001 5.447214 0.578033   9.424 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD002 5.365330 0.578477   9.275 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD004 5.766561 0.577731   9.981 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD005 5.207406 0.465833 11.179 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD006 4.891717 0.962324   5.083 3.82e-07 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD007 5.491591 0.694034   7.913 2.96e-15 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD008 5.093086 0.964570   5.280 1.33e-07 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD009 3.369892 0.712709   4.728 2.31e-06 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD010 2.604375 0.581731   4.477 7.71e-06 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD011 5.192830 0.511364 10.155 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD012 5.306696 0.511810 10.368 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD013 5.457492 0.694948   7.853 4.75e-15 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD020 4.090612 0.405021 10.100 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD021 4.262830 0.368356 11.573 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD022 4.147674 0.354795 11.690 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD023 3.090551 0.463352   6.670 2.78e-11 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD024 3.510746 0.354750   9.896 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD025 3.909067 0.404928   9.654 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD026 3.879864 0.509467   7.616 3.02e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD027 4.823499 0.463546 10.406 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD028 4.135296 0.463618   8.920 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD029 3.794348 0.368576 10.295 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD030 3.738495 0.464396   8.050 9.82e-16 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD031 4.305170 0.355057 12.125 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD032 3.718251 0.354691 10.483 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD033 3.854979 0.509327   7.569 4.31e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD034 3.796019 0.577141   6.577 5.18e-11 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD035 3.793249 0.430244   8.816 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD036 3.907518 0.384831 10.154 < 2e-16   *** 
… … … … … 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100). The adjusted R2 is 0.2032. The AIC is 
19,536.74. The variable CLM_DRG_CD was a factor variable where each level was given a 
coefficient in the model. The remaining 670 levels of the CLM_DRG_CD variable are not 
shown in this table to save space. 
 
 A plot of actual versus fitted values was also created and displayed in Figure 21. The 
results are similar to the previous linear model in Figure 20. 
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Figure 21. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Stepwise Linear Model for Severity, Public Use Data. 
 
Gamma Regression 
 Gamma regression is a type of GLM in which the dependent variable is assumed to 
follow a gamma distribution. The gamma distribution is a right-skewed, two-parameter 
distribution with a peak at the left and a long tail on the right. The alpha parameter is considered 
the shape parameter of the distribution, while the beta parameter is the scale parameter. The 
gamma distribution is often used to model claim severity in insurance applications (Goldburd et 
al., 2016, pp. 17-18). 

For the public use dataset, gamma regression was used to try to predict claim severity for 
inpatient claim amounts in 2009. The dataset was the inpatient claims file used in the previous 
linear models. The glm() function was used in R to fit the gamma GLM. The results of the 
gamma regression can be found in Table 20. The remaining 670 CLM_DRG_CD levels were 
once again not shown to save space. The AIC of this model was 21,168.34. 
 
Table 20: Summary of Model Fit for Gamma Regression Model, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 4.643197 0.128593 36.108 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT 0.030051 0.002209 13.605 < 2e-16   *** 
SP_ALZHDMTA 0.083196 0.025598   3.250 0.001160  ** 
SP_CHF -0.047968 0.029936 -1.602 0.109132 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.117931 0.026748 -4.409 1.06e-05 *** 
SP_DEPRESSN 0.043873 0.025729   1.705 0.088210    . 
SP_DIABETES 0.064208 0.031732   2.023 0.043067    * 
CLM_DRG_CD001 5.408658 0.698509   7.743 1.12e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD002 5.414044 0.700743   7.726 1.28e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD004 5.744922 0.713516   8.052 9.71e-16 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD005 5.271176 0.549537   9.592 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD006 4.937108 1.138598   4.336 1.47e-05 *** 
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CLM_DRG_CD007 5.514696 0.842522   6.545 6.40e-11 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD008 5.076353 1.223514   4.149 3.38e-05 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD009 3.492948 0.872615   4.003 6.33e-05 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD010 2.752822 0.560277   4.913 9.18e-07 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD011 5.300634 0.60877   8.707 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD012 5.303341 0.622834   8.515 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD013 5.492362 0.865149   6.348 2.33e-10 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD020 4.080907 0.38747 10.532 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD021 4.219403 0.352224 11.979 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD022 4.101277 0.332573 12.332 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD023 3.031269 0.402929   7.523 6.10e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD024 3.449448 0.311741 11.065 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD025 3.892292 0.386976 10.058 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD026 3.795173 0.499224   7.602 3.34e-14 *** 
CLM_DRG_CD027 4.731962 0.486321   9.730 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD028 4.080019 0.453255   9.002 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD029 3.759411 0.342200 10.986 < 2e-16   *** 
CLM_DRG_CD030 3.763990 0.458414   8.211 2.64e-16 *** 
… … … … … 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100). The AIC is 21,168.34. The variable 
CLM_DRG_CD was a factor variable where each level was given a coefficient in the model. The 
remaining 670 levels of the CLM_DRG_CD variable are not shown in this table to save space. 
 
 A plot of the actual versus fitted values is shown in Figure 22. This plot once again looks 
similar to the actual versus fitted plots for the linear models in Figures 20 and 21. 
 

 
Figure 22. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Gamma Regression Model, Public Use Data. 
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 Because some of the points may overlap in the actual versus fitted plots, a set of box plots 
was created to better see the distribution of fitted values for each cluster of actual values 
(rounded to the nearest 5,000). The results are presented in Figure 23. This plot shows a 
relatively stable pattern with the mean fitted value (represented by the thick black horizontal line 
in the middle of each box plot) remaining relatively constant even as the actual value increases. 
 

 
Figure 23. Actual vs. Fitted Boxplots for Gamma Regression Model. 
 
 The gamma regression model was also applied to the inpatient validation dataset to see 
how well it would perform on new data. The results are shown in Figure 24, where the left plot 
shows all values and the right plot shows the lower values. Compared to the actual versus fitted 
values plot in Figure 22, this plot on the validation set may show a slight shift in the density of 
the points. There may be slightly less predicted points in the 20,000 to 40,000 range of actual 
values and more points in the 0 to 20,000 range. Overall, the trend and results are similar 
between the training and validation sets. 
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Figure 24. Actual vs. Predicted Values for Gamma Regression, Public Use Validation Dataset. 
 
 As another way to look at the actual and predicted values for the gamma regression 
model, a quantile plot was created. Quantile plots look at how well the model can differentiate 
between high and low risks. To create this plot, the predicted health care costs were sorted from 
lowest to highest. Data was then separated into 10 equal groups or “buckets” of data, creating 
deciles. Within each decile, the average predicted cost, as well as the average actual cost, was 
calculated and plotted (Goldburd et al., 2016, p. 70). The results are shown in Figure 25. 
 In this plot, predicted values (shown as filled circles) being closer to actual values (shown 
as open triangles) would represent predictive accuracy. The model seems to be predicting well 
for lower values, particularly in the first through sixth deciles. These beginning deciles contain 
values of around 8,000 or less. The predicted values also follow an increasing pattern as the 
decile increases, just as the actual values do. A large vertical distance between the values for the 
first and last deciles would indicate that the model can differentiate between high and low-cost 
patients well (Goldburd et al., 2016, pp. 70-71). There is a spread between the first and last 
decile for the actual values, but the tenth decile for the predicted values is far off from the actual 
values. Overall, the model seems to perform well for low values. 
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Figure 25. Decile Plot for Gamma Model. The validation dataset was used for predicted values. 
 
 To further assess the predictive accuracy of the gamma model, a histogram was created 
with the inpatient claim amounts for the validation dataset. The actual density function of claim 
costs was overlaid with a solid line, and the density of predicted values from the gamma model 
was overlaid in a dashed line. The results are shown in Figure 26. Both the actual and predicted 
densities create a curve that rises, peaks for claim amounts at or slightly above 5,000, and 
decreases sharply after this amount. Both densities have a long right tail. The largest difference 
between the two densities is that the predicted density places a higher probability on values 
between 5,000 and 10,000 and a slightly lower probability on values before or after this range. 
 

 
Figure 26. Actual and Gamma Density Curves for Claim Payment Amount. 
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MARS Regression 
 Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) is a model type first created by 
Jerome Friedman as a continuous model to deal with nonlinearities in data (Friedman, 1991, p. 1; 
Goldburd et al., 2016, pp. 90-91). MARS models are based on multiplying hinge functions, 
which allow for more flexibility in specifying the density function. A hinge function is a straight 
line in one direction that switches to a straight line of a different slope at a single point known as 
the knot. Hinge functions can also be known as hockey-stick functions because their shape 
resembles a hockey stick (Duncan et al., 2016, pp. 72-73). Individual hinge functions take on the 
form maximum(0,x-c) or maximum(0,c-x), where x is the variable and c is the knot, which is a 
constant. Hinge functions allow for nonlinear patterns in the data when these functions are 
multiplied. The idea is that small portions of the data can each be fit with a straight line, and 
these straight lines connected together can better fit the overall pattern of the data (Kane, 2015c). 
The overall result is a continuous model (Friedman, 1991, p. 1). 

For the public use data, MARS techniques were used to create a model for claim severity 
in the inpatient dataset. The earth() function in the earth package in R was used to create the 
MARS regression model. The results of the model are in Table 21. The hinge functions within 
the model are represented by the function h(). For example, h(CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT – 14) 
is the same as maximum(CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT – 14). Similar to lasso regression, MARS 
also has tuning parameters that can be adjusted to specify how many knots are allowed and how 
many variables are selected. The MARS model only keeps variables that it finds to be 
statistically significant (Goldburd et al., 2016). The R2 of the model was 0.1393039. 
 
Table 21: Summary of Model Fit for MARS Regression Model, Public Use Data 
Variable Estimate  Variable Estimate 
(Intercept) 5.066818  CLM_DRG_CD747 -3.925010 
h(CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT-14) -0.320310  SP_ALZHDMTA 0.096492 
h(14-CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT) 0.265603  SP_CHRNKIDN -0.085970 
CLM_DRG_CDOTH -3.76318  CLM_DRG_CD095 -1.340510 
CLM_DRG_CD734 -1.77126  CLM_DRG_CD882 -0.551400 
CLM_DRG_CD724 -4.33345  CLM_DRG_CD011 1.476843 
CLM_DRG_CD959 -4.18509  CLM_DRG_CD005 1.319768 
CLM_DRG_CD138 -4.08389  CLM_DRG_CD004 1.656713 
CLM_DRG_CD708 -4.02150  CLM_DRG_CD012 1.432497 
h(CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT-1) 0.327994  CLM_DRG_CD897 -0.952150 
CLM_DRG_CD896 -1.185320  CLM_DRG_CD711 -1.640550 
CLM_DRG_CD778 -3.935530  CLM_DRG_CD887 -0.481980 
The dependent variable is log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100). The R2 is 0.1393039. 

 
In order to come up with the final model, the earth() function runs through several passes 

of the model with different subsets of variables (Milborrow, 2017, pp. 6-7). A variable that 
shows up in more subsets of the created models may indicate higher importance. The evimp() 
function in the earth package was used to determine variable importance based on the earth 
model. The results are shown in Table 22. The variables are listed from highest to lowest 
importance according to the MARS model, where the “# Subsets” column indicates the number 
of subsets in which each variable was included in the model (Milborrow, pp. 48-50). The claim 
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DRG code for “other” Diagnosis Related Group received the highest ranking for variable 
importance, followed by claim utilization day count and a variety of additional diagnosis codes 
and chronic conditions. 
 
Table 22: Variable Importance for the MARS Model. 
Variable # Subsets  Variable # Subsets 
CLM_DRG_CDOTH 23  SP_CHRNKIDN 10 
CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT 22  CLM_DRG_CD095 9 
CLM_DRG_CD734 20  CLM_DRG_CD882 8 
CLM_DRG_CD724 19  CLM_DRG_CD011 7 
CLM_DRG_CD959 18  CLM_DRG_CD005 6 
CLM_DRG_CD138 16  CLM_DRG_CD004 5 
CLM_DRG_CD896 15  CLM_DRG_CD012 4 
CLM_DRG_CD708 14  CLM_DRG_CD897 3 
CLM_DRG_CD778 13  CLM_DRG_CD711 2 
CLM_DRG_CD747 12  CLM_DRG_CD887 1 
SP_ALZHDMTA 11    

 
Similar to the lasso model from the sample dataset, cross-validation was also performed 

for the MARS model. Using the plot() function on the earth fitted object in R, the plot in Figure 
27 was created. The horizontal axis shows the number of terms in the model, which can change 
based on the model parameters. The vertical axis shows the resulting R2 of the model. In the top 
part of the plot, k-fold cross-validation is performed on part of the data which was used as a 
training set. Each fold is plotted as a thin dark gray line, and the mean R2 out of these attempts is 
plotted by the bold black line. In the bottom part of the plot, the same procedure was performed 
for the remaining validation data that was held out (Milborrow, 2017, pp. 40-41). 
 As shown in the plot, the R2 is lower for the validation data in the lower part of the plot, 
which may be because the held-out data was a sample that was smaller than the entire dataset 
(Milborrow, 2017, p. 45). In the validation set, the variation in the R2 also tends to increase more 
than the training set as the number of terms increases. More randomness may be present with 
more terms (Milborrow, p. 40). Using this plot, a vertical line could be drawn at any point to 
indicate the number of terms and the resulting R2 of the MARS model. 
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Figure 27. Cross-Validation Plot for MARS Model. 
 
 A plot of actual vs. fitted values was also created and is shown in Figure 28. Compared to 
the previous plots from the linear and gamma models in Figures 20, 21, and 22, the fitted values 
for the MARS model appear to show less variation. Many of the values appear to be in a range of 
around 5,000 to 15,000. Fewer points were over-predictions of the actual values compared to the 
previous models. The points also appear to decrease in density from low to high actual values. 
 

 
Figure 28. Actual vs. Fitted Values for MARS Regression Model, Public Use Data. 
 
 A set of box plots was also created for the actual versus fitted values. The results are 
shown in Figure 29. These box plots appear similar to those for the gamma model in Figure 23, 
except that there is less variation in the box plot at the far right for higher actual values. The 
largest fitted value is also smaller in the MARS model than the gamma model, which affects the 
vertical scale of the plot. 
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Figure 29. Actual vs. Fitted Boxplots for MARS Regression Model. 
 
 The MARS model was also used with the validation dataset to make predictions. The 
resulting plots are shown in Figure 30. The results appear very similar to the actual versus fitted 
values for the MARS model in Figure 28, showing generalizability to new datasets. 
 

 
Figure 30. Actual vs. Predicted Values for MARS Model, Public Use Validation Dataset. 
 
 A quantile plot was also created for the MARS model using deciles of the actual and 
predicted values. To allow for comparison with the decile plot of the gamma model in Figure 25, 
the same scale on the vertical axis was used. The result for the MARS model is shown in Figure 
31. The two figures are similar, both performing very well in the first through sixth deciles. 
However, in the last decile, the MARS predicted values come closer to the actual values than the 
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gamma model’s predicted values. This difference in the graph could be the result of a few very 
large predictions in the gamma model for high values. 
 

 
Figure 31. Decile Plot for MARS Model. The validation dataset was used for predicted values. 
 
 A histogram of actual claim cost values overlaid with density plots was also created for 
the MARS model. The result is shown in Figure 32. The MARS model appears to assign a lower 
probability than the actual probability for low claim amounts, a much higher probability for 
claim amounts in the range of roughly 5,000 to 8,000, a slightly lower probability for claim 
amounts from around 8,000 to 20,000, and a similar probability for claim amounts 20,000 and 
higher. Compared to the gamma density function in Figure 26, the MARS density has a much 
higher and sharper peak, peaking around 0.00038 instead of around 0.00017. 
 

 
Figure 32. Actual and MARS Density Curves for Claim Payment Amount. 
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Comparison of Severity Models 
 Overall, the plots of actual versus predicted values appear to be fairly similar between the 
linear, gamma, and MARS regression models. In choosing a model for claim severity, the 
gamma and MARS models may be good choices because of the greater flexibility in model 
specification and the similarity in shape of their density functions to the actual density function. 
 To compare the gamma and MARS severity models to each other, a plot of the actual, 
gamma, and MARS densities was created overtop of the histogram of actual claim amounts. The 
result is in Figure 33. Based on this plot, the gamma density appears to be closer than the MARS 
density to the shape and values of the actual density function. Both densities appear to be close to 
the actual distribution in the right side of the plot in the tail, which is important in an insurance 
context because most of the risk for insurance companies is in the tail. 
 

 
Figure 33. Comparison of Density Functions for Actual, Gamma, and MARS Densities. 
 
 To further compare the gamma and MARS models, a double lift chart was created in 
Figure 34. To create this chart, first the ratio of gamma to MARS cost predictions was 
calculated, and the ratios were sorted from lowest to highest. Then the data was divided into 
deciles. The average costs for the actual values, the gamma model predictions, and the MARS 
model predictions were calculated within each decile, divided by the overall average for each 
model, and plotted. The first and last quantiles in the plot show the points for which the gamma 
and MARS models differ the most. The “better” model is supposed to be chosen based on how 
close each model’s line is to the actual line (Goldburd et al., 2016, pp. 71-72). Based on this plot, 
the MARS model appears to be closer than the gamma model to the actual values, especially in 
the second through ninth deciles. The gamma model appears to increase much more than the 
actual line as decile increases, and it only comes closer to the actual and MARS values in deciles 
6 and 7. 
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Figure 34. Double Lift Chart to Compare Gamma and MARS Models. 
 
 Overall, the results are somewhat mixed as to whether the gamma or MARS model is 
better for predicting claim severity for this particular dataset. Based on the density plot 
comparison in Figure 33, the gamma density appears to be a closer fit to the actual density, but 
this difference is not too large when considering the scale of the vertical axis. Based on the decile 
plots in Figures 25 and 31, the MARS model may be a closer fit, especially in the last decile. The 
gamma model tends to make a few predictions that are too high for high claim values. The 
double lift chart in Figure 34 also seems to indicate a closer fit to the actual values for the MARS 
model than the gamma model. Based on these comparisons, the MARS model may be a good 
choice for modeling claim severity. 

Public Use Dataset: Models for Aggregate Claims 
Linear Regression Models 
 Aggregate claims are the sum of each of the individual claim amounts for a person. In 
this case, the total amount for all inpatient claims made in 2009 was predicted for each person. 
To begin modeling for 2009 inpatient aggregate claims, linear models were first constructed. The 
beneficiary summary file in Appendix A, Table A2 was used for modeling. The results are 
shown in Table 23. The adjusted R2 was 0.09507 and the AIC was 45,707.48. 
 
Table 23: Summary of Model Fit for Linear Regression for Aggregate Claims, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 6.563527 0.134758 48.706 < 2e-16   *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.213739 0.040644 -5.259 1.48e-07 *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.26379 0.038509 -6.850 7.74e-12 *** 
SP_ISCHMCHT -0.342688 0.037698 -9.090 < 2e-16   *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.135303 0.042038 -3.219 0.00129    ** 
NUM_CLMS_2008 0.058185 0.004954 11.746 < 2e-16   *** 
log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008_INP+100) 0.039811 0.010348   3.847 0.00012  *** 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100). The adjusted R2 is 0.09507. 
The AIC is 45,707.48. 
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 A plot of the actual versus fitted values is shown in Figure 35. The linear model does not 
appear to predict well for large aggregate claim amounts, particularly those amounts roughly 
greater than 2,000. 
 

 
Figure 35. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Linear Model for Aggregate Claims, Public Use Data. 
 
Stepwise Regression 
 Stepwise regression was also performed for aggregate claims. The result is presented in 
Table 24. The adjusted R2 was 0.1060 and the AIC was 45,573.15. The stepwise procedure 
included more variables in the model, which slightly increased the adjusted R2 and slightly 
decreased the AIC. 
 
Table 24: Summary of Model Fit for Stepwise Model for Aggregate Claims, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 7.779908 0.262017 29.692 < 2e-16   *** 
BENE_RACE_CD2 -0.001837 0.047683 -0.039 0.969264 
BENE_RACE_CD3 0.025857 0.073316   0.353 0.724338 
BENE_RACE_CD5 -0.253518 0.093357 -2.716 0.006626   ** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.178346 0.064179   2.779 0.005463   ** 
BENE_HI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS -0.010618 0.006745 -1.574 0.115459 
BENE_SMI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS 0.009475 0.00528   1.794 0.072769     . 
SP_ALZHDMTA -0.106604 0.042691 -2.497 0.012535     * 
SP_CHF -0.136559 0.04119 -3.315 0.000918 *** 
SP_CHRNKIDN -0.228294 0.05133 -4.448 8.76e-06  *** 
SP_COPD -0.20986 0.050043 -4.194 2.77e-05  *** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.145825 0.041007 -3.556 0.000378 *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.149072 0.039822 -3.743 0.000182 *** 
SP_ISCHMCHT -0.232222 0.039193 -5.925 3.21e-09  *** 
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SP_OSTEOPRS -0.098408 0.042108 -2.337 0.019453     * 
SP_RA_OA -0.07458 0.04507 -1.655 0.098000     . 
SP_STRKETIA -0.175097 0.07438 -2.354 0.018584     * 
NUM_CLMS_2008 0.03258 0.006222   5.236 1.67e-07  *** 
log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008+100) 0.040503 0.014909   2.717 0.006605   ** 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP + 100). The adjusted R2 is 0.1060. 
The AIC is 45,573.15. 
 
 A plot of actual versus fitted values is shown in Figure 36. This model appears similar to 
the linear model in Figure 35, except that the cluster of fitted points for actual values greater than 
30,000 appears to be slightly less dense. 
 

 
Figure 36. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Stepwise Model for Aggregate Claims, Public Use Data. 
 
Tweedie Regression 
 The Tweedie distribution is often used to model pure premium or aggregate claims in the 
insurance context. The Tweedie distribution is a three-parameter distribution that allows for a 
mass of probability at 0 and the remaining probability distribution to be skewed to the right. The 
first two parameters of the distribution are the exponential family parameters, while the third 
parameter, p, is the power parameter. This parameter can take on real-number values, excluding 
the range of numbers greater than 0 and less than 1 (Goldburd et al., 2016, p. 21). 

Several distributions are actually special cases of the Tweedie distribution. When p=0, 
the distribution is normal; when p=1, the distribution is Poisson; when p=2, the distribution is 
gamma; and when p=3, the distribution is inverse Gaussian. Since the Poisson distribution is 
often used for modeling frequency and the gamma distribution is often used for modeling 
severity, a value of p between 1 and 2 is often used for modeling aggregate claims. The Tweedie 
distribution can be considered a sum of gamma distributions, where the number of elements in 
the sum is Poisson distributed (Goldburd et al., 2016, p. 21; Jørgensen, 1987; Tweedie, 1984).  

For the public use datasets, a Tweedie model for frequency and severity was used to 
predict aggregate claims. The glm() function with the “tweedie” family option and a power of 
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1.8 was used. For insurance applications, p is typically chosen to be in the range of 1.5 to 1.8, 
where a higher value of p assigns a higher probability mass at zero (Goldburd et al., 2016, pp. 
21-23). The value of p was chosen to be 1.8 so that the model would be similar to a 
Poisson/gamma mixture and would have a high enough probability at zero to predict the number 
of people with no claims. The results of the Tweedie regression model can be found in Table 25. 
 
Table 25: Summary of Model Fit for Tweedie Regression, Public Use Data 

Variable Estimate 
Standard 

Error t-value 
Pr(>|t|) =  
p-value 

(Intercept) 1.911078 0.024019 79.564 < 2e-16    *** 
BENE_ESRD_INDY 0.05261 0.010854   4.847 1.27e-06  *** 
BENE_RACE_CD2 -0.001858 0.008614 -0.216 0.829248 
BENE_RACE_CD3 0.001800 0.013263   0.136 0.892075 
BENE_RACE_CD5 -0.047125 0.016952 -2.780 0.005445   ** 
SP_DEPRESSN -0.038463 0.007249 -5.306 1.14e-07  *** 
SP_DIABETES -0.047758 0.006918 -6.904 5.32e-12  *** 
SP_ISCHMCHT -0.065296 0.006767 -9.649 < 2e-16    *** 
SP_OSTEOPRS -0.026382 0.007496 -3.519 0.000434 *** 
NUM_CLMS_2008 0.009462 0.000887 10.667 < 2e-16    *** 
log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008_INP+100) 0.005199 0.001853   2.805 0.005041   ** 
Notes. *** p<0.001. ** p<0.01. * p<0.05. . p<0.1.  p<1. 
The dependent variable is log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP + 100). 
 
 A plot of actual versus fitted values is shown in Figure 37. The Tweedie model was able 
to predict some amounts that were higher than the maximum predicted values in the linear 
models, indicating that the Tweedie estimates may be slightly more realistic. 
 

 
Figure 37. Actual vs. Fitted Values for Tweedie Model, Public Use Data. 
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 The Tweedie model was also applied to new data in the validation set to assess its 
performance. The results are shown in Figure 38. The results are similar to the actual versus 
fitted plot in Figure 37. 
 

 
Figure 38. Actual vs. Predicted Values for Tweedie Model, Public Use Validation Dataset. 
 
 A plot of the density function of the Tweedie model compared to the actual density of 
aggregate claims is shown in Figure 39. The Tweedie distribution has a higher peak than the 
actual distribution for the probability of aggregate claims near zero, but the right tail of the 
distribution seems to follow a similar path to the actual distribution. Accurately predicting the 
tail is important in an insurance context, since most of the risk is in the tail where high claim 
amounts could occur. 
 

 
Figure 39. Actual and Tweedie Density Curves for Aggregate Claims. 
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Two-Part Model 
 Two-part models consider the pieces of frequency and severity separately in order to 
model aggregate claims. For this portion of the project, a two-part frequency and severity model 
was created for aggregate inpatient claim amounts in the public use data. 
Negative Binomial Simulation 

First, the number of claims was simulated for each beneficiary in the public use dataset 
using the negative binomial model previously mentioned. Based on the model results, the actual 
parameters were found for the negative binomial distribution used in the model. First, the fitted 
model object for the negative binomial model in R was used to retrieve the size parameter (n) for 
the model, which was taken to be 0.9512206. Next, the negative binomial model was used to 
make predictions for claim frequency using the inpatient validation dataset. Since this model is a 
GLM, each prediction was the mean of predicted claim counts for a person. Using the negative 
binomial formula for the mean and the size parameter found above, the probability parameter (p) 
was calculated for each person in the validation dataset. The formula for the mean of the 
negative binomial using this parameterization was n(1-p)/p (R Core Team, 2016b). The average 
of all probability parameters for the people in this dataset was 0.8298402. 

At this point, each person in the dataset had the same size parameter and their own 
unique probability parameter for the negative binomial distribution. The rnbinom() function in 
the stats package in R was used to randomly generate a claim count for each person in the dataset 
using their set of negative binomial parameters. The results of the actual versus predicted values 
for this part of the model are shown in Table 26. While the previous negative binomial model 
only predicted claim counts of 0 or 1, this model, which was randomly generated from a set of 
negative binomial parameters, was able to predict some cases with a higher number of claims. 
The cells highlighted in gray in Table 26 were added, and the sum was divided by the total 8,000 
records in the validation set to calculate the overall percentage of claim counts that were 
correctly predicted. 
 
Table 26: Actual vs. Predicted Values for Negative Binomial Part of Two-Part Model 

Actual \ Pred 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
% 

Correct 
0 5,629 914 163 23 3 0 1 6,733 83.60% 
1 814 120 20 4 0 0 0 958 12.53% 
2 186 29 5 0 0 0 0 220 2.27% 
3 54 8 1 1 1 0 0 65 1.54% 
4 15 3 0 0 0 0 0 18 0.00% 
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0.00% 
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.00% 
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.00% 

Total 6,704 1,074 189 28 4 0 1 8,000 71.94% 
 

The results are also shown in bar chart form in Figures 40 and 41. In Figure 40, the 
number of actual claims is shown on the horizontal axis. Each vertical bar is split by the number 
of cases in which a certain number of claims was predicted, as shown in the legend. Figure 41 
shows, for each number of claims possible to have in the year, how many actual cases had that 
many claims and how many predicted cases had that many claims, regardless of whether or not 
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the prediction was correct. Based on Figure 40, the predictions from the model may not always 
be correct for each individual, but based on Figure 41, the model seemed to predict claim counts 
well overall for the group. This may be beneficial in an insurance context when a large group of 
people are insured. 
 

 
Figure 40. Actual Number of Claims by Negative Binomial Predicted Number of Claims. 
 

 
Figure 41. Actual and Negative Binomial Predicted Number of Claims. 
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Gamma Simulation 

For each claim predicted from the simulated negative binomial model, the severity of the 
claim was simulated from a gamma distribution. The gamma parameters were obtained from the 
gamma severity model previously mentioned, except that the model was now modified to include 
only variables available in the beneficiary sample file because the inpatient file variables were 
not part of the negative binomial model. The shape (alpha) parameter was obtained from the 
gamma severity model and was found to be 55.94161. The gamma model was then used to 
predict a mean claim severity amount for each person in the validation dataset. Using the mean 
and the gamma shape parameter, the formula for a gamma mean was used to calculate the 
remaining scale (beta) parameter for each person. The gamma mean equals the product of its two 
parameters. The scale parameter varied by the individual characteristics of each person, and the 
mean scale parameter was 0.156298. 

Once each person had a shape parameter and a unique scale parameter, the rgamma() 
function in the “stats” package in R was used to randomly generate several claim amounts for 
each person. Each claim was transformed to return to a dollar scale. Then a loop was used to 
assign a certain number of these claims to each person, based on the number of claims that was 
predicted for each person in the negative binomial model. The overall density of the simulated 
gamma distribution, using the mean scale parameter for each person, is compared to the actual 
density of claim severity in Figure 42. The plot shows that the gamma simulation has a density 
that is close to the actual density, following the same general shape and having a peak that is 
only slightly lower than the actual peak. This model, which uses a unique parameter for each 
person and random simulation of claim amounts, actually appears closer to the actual density 
than the previously tested gamma model in Figure 26. 
 

 
Figure 42. Actual and Predicted Density for Gamma Severity Part of Two-Part Model. 
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Two-Part Simulation 
 Putting the two pieces for frequency and severity together, a two-part model was created. 
The predicted claim amounts for each predicted claim were added up for each person to get that 
person’s predicted aggregate claims. The actual versus predicted values are shown in Figure 43. 
Compared to the Tweedie model in Figure 38, the two-part model appeared to predict some 
aggregate claim amounts that were much higher, which may be more realistic when looking at 
the total amount of claims for a person. Most of the predicted aggregate claim amounts still seem 
to be clustered low in the plot for the two-part model in Figure 43, but the model seems to allow 
for more flexibility in assigning an amount to each person. Also, if the simulation was randomly 
performed again, the results may be slightly different. 
 

 
Figure 43. Actual vs. Predicted Values for Two-Part Model, Validation Dataset. 
 
 The density of the two-part negative binomial/gamma model is shown in Figure 44 
compared to the actual density for aggregate claims. As shown in the plot, the predicted density 
follows the same general shape but is slightly wider than the actual density. The peak also 
appears to occur at the same aggregate claim amount, but the height of the peak is slightly lower. 
The tail of the predicted density closely follows that of the actual density. 
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Figure 44. Actual and Two-Part Predicted Densities for Aggregate Claim Payment Amounts. 
 
Comparison of Aggregate Claims Models 
 Overall, the Tweedie and two-part negative binomial/gamma models may be more 
flexible for predicting aggregate claim amounts than the linear models. For example, the 
Tweedie model has three parameters that can be varied to adjust the model, and the two-part 
model is based on negative binomial and gamma parameters for each person. Based on Tables 
23, 24, and 25, the Tweedie model also appears to have lower standard errors in the coefficient 
estimates than the linear and stepwise linear models. 
 When comparing the Tweedie and two-part models, the Tweedie model tended to predict 
low amounts for aggregate claims, while the two-part model allowed for some higher aggregate 
claim amounts. The densities for these two models are compared to the actual aggregate claims 
density in Figure 45. As shown in the figure, the Tweedie density is very narrow near zero and 
has a very high peak, while the two-part density has a low peak and a distribution which is more 
spread out, which may allow for some higher aggregate claim amounts to be predicted. If it is 
suspected that the dataset has a very high number of people with zero claims, the Tweedie model 
may be the best choice out of the models tested, while if the dataset has more people with higher 
aggregate claim amounts, a two-part model may be a better choice. The two-part model would 
also work well if the modeler would like to run through several random simulations for 
aggregate claims without changing the model parameters. Both models appear to predict well in 
the tail of the distribution, especially past roughly $10,000 in aggregate claims. 
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Figure 45. Comparison of Actual, Tweedie, and Two-Part Densities for Aggregate Claims. 
 

Results: Model Comparisons 
Summary of Models Tested 
 The models used to predict the frequency, severity, and aggregate claims for the public 
use data are described in Table 27. A total of 15 models were created, all relating to inpatient 
claims in 2009. The model type, dependent variable, dataset, and main R function used for each 
model is described in the table. 
 
Table 27: Summary of Models for Public Use Datasets 
# Model To Predict R Function Dependent Variable Dataset 
1 Linear Model Frequency lm() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
2 Stepwise Linear 

Regression by AIC 
Frequency stepAIC() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 

3 Linear Model Frequency lm() log(NUM_INP_CLMS_2009+0.5) Beneficiary Train 
4 Poisson Frequency glm() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
5 Negative Binomial Frequency glm.nb() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
6 Simulated NegBin Frequency rnbinom() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
7 Linear Model Severity lm() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
8 Stepwise Linear 

Regression by AIC 
Severity stepAIC() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 

9 Gamma Severity glm() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
10 Simulated Gamma Severity rgamma() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
11 MARS Severity earth() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
12 Linear Model Aggregate 

Claims 
lm() log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 

13 Stepwise Linear 
Regression by AIC 

Aggregate 
Claims 

lm() log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 

14 Tweedie Aggregate 
Claims 

glm() log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 

15 Two-Part Model 
(NegBin/Gamma) 

Aggregate 
Claims 

rnbinom(), 
rgamma() 

log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 
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Summary Statistics 
 Summary statistics for each of the models were computed, including quantiles, mean, 
variance, and standard deviation. Quantiles for the actual data and for the fitted models are 
shown in Table 28. Summary statistics including the mean, variance, and standard deviation are 
shown in Table 29. Based on this data, many patients have no claims, since the third quartile of 
actual claim frequency is still zero. The median claim severity is 7,000. Some of the models vary 
in mean and standard deviation. The two-part model and its components (the simulated negative 
binomial and the simulated gamma models) have a very high variance compared to the other 
models, but they also allow for higher predicted aggregate claims amounts. 
 
Table 28: Quantiles for Actual Data and Models 
Actual Data: 
# Dataset To Predict Min 1st Q. Med. 3rd Q. Max 
- Actual Training Set Frequency 0 0 0 0 7 
- Actual Validation Set Frequency 0 0 0 0 7 
- Actual Training Set Severity 0 4,000 7,000 11,000 57,000 
- Actual Validation Set Severity 0 4,000 7,000 11,000 57,000 
- Actual Training Set Aggr.Clms. 0 0 0 0 103,000 
- Actual Validation Set Aggr.Clms. 0 0 0 0 84,000 

Models for 2009 Inpatient Claims: 
# Model To Predict Min 1st Q. Med. 3rd Q. Max 
1 Linear Model Frequency -0.02395 0.05729 0.14190 0.32940 0.88640 
2 Stepwise Linear Model Frequency -0.02408 0.05697 0.14320 0.33010 0.90850 
3 Logged Linear Model Frequency -0.00183 0.03339 0.08086 0.17760 0.55100 
4 Poisson Frequency 0.08745 0.09410 0.13250 0.26320 1.24700 
5 Negative Binomial Frequency 0.08328 0.09085 0.12930 0.26640 1.37400 
6 Simulated Negative Bin. Frequency 0 0 0 0 5 
7 Linear Model Severity -2.02 5,031 6,462 8,357 179,800 
8 Stepwise Linear Model Severity 94.32 5,127 6,545 8,475 180,200 
9 Gamma Severity 0 5,040 6,471 8,330 180,300 
10 Simulated Gamma Severity 87.10 2,640 5,943 13,480 547,900 
11 MARS Severity 0 5,478 6,073 7,265 77,232 
12 Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 25.94 25.94 78.56 203.10 2,978 
13 Stepwise Linear Model Aggr.Clms. -12.43 26.43 79.28 193.80 2,236 
14 Tweedie Aggr.Clms. 2.30 27.89 77.42 197.40 5,624 
15 Two-Part Model Aggr.Clms. 0 0 0 0 556,000 
 
Table 29: Summary Statistics for Actual Data and Models 
Actual Data: 
# Dataset To Predict Mean Variance SD 
- Actual Training Set Frequency 0.219583 0.329227 0.573783 
- Actual Validation Set Frequency 0.212250 0.316990 0.563018 
- Actual Training Set Severity 9,504.23 80,859,038 8,992.17 
- Actual Validation Set Severity 9,658.56 89,134,170 9,441.09 
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- Actual Training Set Aggr.Clms. 2,135.09 48,566,582 6,968.97 
- Actual Validation Set Aggr.Clms. 2,118.91 50,928,165 7,136.40 

Models for 2009 Inpatient Claims: 
# Model To Predict Mean Variance SD 
1 Linear Model Frequency 0.219583 0.036245 0.190381 
2 Stepwise Linear Model Frequency 0.219583 0.036298 0.190521 
3 Logged Linear Model Frequency 0.122024 0.011583 0.107623 
4 Poisson Frequency 0.219583 0.037572 0.193834 
5 Negative Binomial Frequency 0.222312 0.042553 0.206284 
6 Simulated Negative Bin. Frequency 0.194500 0.225315 0.484536 
7 Linear Model Severity 7,331 26,685,622 5,166 
8 Stepwise Linear Model Severity 7,432 26,921,771 5,189 
9 Gamma Severity 7,313 26,301,471 5,129 
10 Simulated Gamma Severity 12,630 2,381,588,343 30,239 
11 MARS Severity 6,826 9,616,396 3,101 
12 Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 143.88 29,151 170.74 
13 Stepwise Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 149.90 35,807 189.28 
14 Tweedie Aggr.Clms. 148.86 46,379 215.36 
15 Two-Part Model Aggr.Clms. 3,058 240,005,522 15,492 
 
Comparison of Model Selection Criteria 
 The models were also compared using a variety of statistical criteria, including R2, 
Adjusted R2, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for each model. 
The R2 measure explains the proportion of variation in the dependent variable that can be 
explained by the independent variables in the model. Adjusted R2 modifies the R2 to take into 
account the number of degrees of freedom. 

The error is the difference between the actual and predicted values. ME takes the mean of 
these errors (where positive and negative errors could cancel each other out), MAE takes the 
mean of the absolute values of these errors, MSE is the mean of the squared errors, and RMSE is 
the square root of the mean of the errors (Kabacoff, 2015, p. 355; Malehi et al., 2015, p. 9). The 
results are presented in Tables 30 and 31. Note that some measures are not available because 
when the dependent variable is transformed to a nonlinear form or a GLM is used, R2 cannot be 
used to compare models (Studenmund & Johnson, 2017, pp. 206-207). 
 
Table 30: Model Selection Criteria (R2, Adjusted R2, AIC) for Inpatient Claims Models 
# Model To Predict R2 Adj. R2 AIC 
1 Linear Model Frequency 0.1101 0.1091 19,353.81 
2 Stepwise Linear Model Frequency 0.1103 0.1091 19,353.63 
3 Logged Linear Model Frequency 0.1115 0.1105 14,987.84 
4 Poisson Frequency - - 12,861.25 
5 Negative Binomial Frequency - - 12,565.47 
6 Simulated Negative Binomial Frequency - - - 
7 Linear Model Severity 0.2825 0.2021 19,544.43 
8 Stepwise Linear Model Severity 0.2837 0.2032 19,536.74 
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9 Gamma Severity - - 21,168.34 
10 Simulated Gamma Severity - - - 
11 MARS Severity 0.1393 0.1372 - 
12 Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 0.0955 0.0951 45,707.48 
13 Stepwise Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 0.1074 0.1060 45,573.15 
14 Tweedie Aggr.Clms. - - - 
15 Two-Part Model Aggr.Clms. - - - 
Note. This table calculates R-squared, Adjusted R-squared, and Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC) for each model. 
 
Table 31: Model Selection Criteria (ME, MAE, MSE, RMSE) for Inpatient Claims Models 
# Model To Predict ME MAE MSE RMSE 
1 Linear Model Frequency -0.006596 0.320640 0.284343 0.533238 
2 Stepwise Linear Model Frequency -0.006421 0.320431 0.284165 0.533071 
3 Logged Linear Model Frequency 0.909412 0.271858 0.297883 0.545787 
4 Poisson Frequency -0.006501 0.324751 0.289612 0.538156 
5 Negative Binomial Frequency -0.008979 0.324897 0.290976 0.539422 
6 Simulated Negative Bin. Frequency 0.017750 0.350000 0.547750 0.740101 
7 Linear Model Severity -5,410.66 7,844.18 122,046,176 11,047.45 
8 Stepwise Linear Model Severity -4,993.34 7,485.50 110,236,975 10,499.38 
9 Gamma Severity 2,141.91 5,533.33 95,721,968 9,783.76 
10 Simulated Gamma Severity -3,343.63 12,575.16 898,029,182 29,967.14 
11 MARS Severity 2,842.38 5,307.16 85,029,489 9,221.14 
12 Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 1,980.04 2,184.26 54,371,476 7,373.70 
13 Stepwise Linear Model Aggr.Clms. 1,972.38 2,182.68 54,217,925 7,363.28 
14 Tweedie Aggr.Clms. 2,736.31 2,790.98 65,417,800 8,088.13 
15 Two-Part Model Aggr.Clms. -939.46 4,609.38 283,672,744 16,842.59 
Note. This table calculates Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error 
(MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for each model. 
 
Kullback-Leibler Divergence Test 
 The Kullback-Leibler divergence test was used to compare model performance for 
several of the continuous public use models for severity and for aggregate claims. The Kullback-
Leibler divergence test can be used to compare populations or densities (Kullback & Leibler, 
1951, p. 79). The test computes the following distance metric: 
 

�𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)[log�𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)� − log�𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)�] dx 

 
This value gives a distance between clusters of data (Leisch, 2004, p. 1410). 

To perform the test, the KLdiv() function from the “flexmix” package in R was used. 
This function computes the Kullback-Leibler divergence value shown above. When comparing 
multiple densities, the results are listed in a table, where the function used as f(x) is listed in the 
row and the function used as g(x) is listed in the column (Leisch & Gruen, 2006, pp. 10-11). The 
results for the severity models and the actual severity data are shown in Table 32. To compare 
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each model to the actual data, the “Actual” row highlighted in gray can be used. As shown in the 
table, the smallest distance is found between the actual data and the MARS model, indicating 
that MARS may be the best fit for the severity data. MARS is followed by the gamma model, 
then the linear and stepwise linear models. 
 
Table 32: Kullback-Leibler Divergence for Claim Severity Models 
 Gamma MARS Linear Stepwise Actual 
Gamma 0.000000 0.114829 0.000366 0.003704 0.804109 
MARS 0.161884 0.000000 0.170262 0.182813 0.803547 
Linear 0.000370 0.117926 0.000000 0.003172 0.801077 
Stepwise 0.003682 0.118431 0.003158 0.000000 0.800097 
Actual 0.418916 0.302267 0.424297 0.444545 0.000000 
 

The Kullback-Leibler divergence test was also performed for the aggregate claims 
models. The results are shown in Table 33. This test shows a higher distance between the two-
part model and the actual data than between the other models and the actual data. This distance 
may have been so high because the two-part model predicted more high-valued aggregate claims 
amounts than some of the other models and perhaps not enough individuals with zero claims. 
The remaining linear models have distances to the actual data that are similar to the Tweedie 
model, but the Tweedie model may still be a better choice because of the flexibility to adjust its 
parameters and its ability to predict enough zeros in the dataset. 

 
Table 33: Kullback-Leibler Divergence for Aggregate Claims Models 
 Tweedie Two-Part Linear Stepwise Actual 
Tweedie 0.000000 12.680540 0.018291 0.044733 12.313940 
Two-Part 2.360244 0.000000 2.380580 2.322934 15.153870 
Linear 0.018975 12.786490 0.000000 0.074572 12.457150 
Stepwise 0.044411 12.489150 0.056629 0.000000 12.192750 
Actual 1.942634 14.786550 1.933608 1.905002   0.000000 
 

Discussion 
 The results of this study suggest that certain models may perform better than others for 
models related to health insurance claims. For frequency, the negative binomial and Poisson 
models tended to perform better than the linear and logged linear models, where the negative 
binomial’s extra parameter and lower AIC may make it a better choice over the Poisson model. 

For severity, the MARS model tended to make more accurate predictions than the gamma 
or linear regression models. The gamma model had a density function that appeared closer to the 
actual density than the MARS model, but the MARS model showed better results based on a 
decile plot and a double lift chart. The Kullback-Leibler divergence test also showed the shortest 
distance between the MARS model and the actual data, so MARS may be a good choice for 
claim severity models. 

For aggregate claims, the Tweedie and two-part models seemed to be reasonable choices 
for aggregate claims models. The Tweedie density appeared to have a much higher peak than the 
actual density, but it also had a lower Kullback-Leibler divergence distance than the two-part 
model. The two-part model had the advantage of having some parameters that were unique to 
each individual, and it was able to predict higher aggregate claims amounts. However, the two-
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part model may not have predicted enough patients with zero claims, which widened the distance 
between the model and the actual values. The Tweedie model may be the best choice if there are 
many zeros present in the data, while the two-part model may be a better choice if more patients 
have higher claim amounts. Both models appear to predict very well in the tail of the 
distribution. 

Considering all of the models tested, the models seemed to generally provide reasonable 
results on a group level, but not on the individual level. For example, the negative binomial 
model did not accurately predict that each patient with zero claims would have zero claims, but it 
came close in predicting the total number of people out of a group that would have zero claims. 
Therefore, these models might be better for making predictions about a population of people 
rather than making predictions about an individual. 
Possible Sources of Error 

Some of the error present in the model predictions could have been due to the artificial 
nature of the data used in the study. For example, the original CMS public use data was based on 
a process to create synthetic data, which may result in biased model coefficients and unreliable 
results. None of the records in the data represent an actual person, so the relationships between 
variables may not always be accurate (CMS, 2013f, pp. 1-2). Also, as mentioned in the data 
preparation phase, some of the variables in the public use data had missing values, which could 
have impacted results if those variables were included in the models. Finally, if an important but 
unavailable variable was omitted from a regression equation, the remaining coefficient estimates 
could be biased (Studenmund & Johnson, 2017, p. 159). For example, additional variables from 
pharmacy claims or electronic health record data may have helped to improve estimates, but this 
data was unavailable. 
Areas of Future Research 
 For frequency models, one additional area of research would be zero-inflated Poisson or 
zero-inflated negative binomial models. These models may be better for predicting data with a 
large number of zeros than the regular Poisson and negative binomial models. The zero-inflated 
models work by first looking at whether or not a person would have at least one claim (similar to 
logistic regression), and then looking at how many claims each person would have if they were 
predicted to have at least one claim (Kabacoff, 2015, pp. 317-318). 
 For the severity models, one option would be to try different link functions on the gamma 
GLM. For example, the gamma family of distributions in the glm() function in R has the option 
to use an identity, inverse, or log link function in the GLM. Another option would be to try 
different model types such as Generalized Boosting Models (GBMs) or elastic net models 
(Duncan et al., 2016, p. 72-74). 
 For the aggregate claims models, an option could be to try to use different values for the 
power parameter in the Tweedie distribution. Several values for p between 1 and 2 could be 
tested to see which model had the closest fit to the actual data. A two-part model could also be 
structured using a zero-inflated negative binomial model instead of a regular negative binomial 
for the frequency part of the model. This may help to increase the number of people predicted to 
have no claims in the dataset, which may make predictions more accurate. 

An extension of the models in this study to outpatient claims data could also be an option 
for future research. Due to time constraints, this study just focused on inpatient claims, but a 
comparison of inpatient and outpatient claims models may also provide interesting results. 
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Conclusion 
Overall, a variety of models have been studied to predict claim frequency, claim severity, 

and aggregate claims for several datasets. The models all have some predictive ability when 
applied over a group of people, but they vary in the accuracy of their predictions. Several 
statistical distributions (such as the negative binomial, gamma, and Tweedie distributions) and 
several newer methods (such as lasso regression, MARS, and two-part models) may provide 
more accurate predictions than ordinary linear models. Negative binomial models may be an 
appropriate choice for claim frequency, MARS models may be a suitable choice for claim 
severity, and both Tweedie models and two-part models could be considered for aggregate 
claims, depending on the characteristics of the data. The findings of this research are important 
for health care organizations to be able to choose model types that will best fit their claims data, 
as well as to predict health care costs in order to plan funds accordingly, identify potentially 
costly members, and adequately cover the risks of their population. As researchers continue to 
improve the predictive performance of models through new model types and the availability of 
new data, the predictive modeling of health care costs remains a promising area of research with 
many future models to explore. 
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R Packages Used 
 The following R packages were used while doing data preparation, analysis, and 
modeling in R. Information about each package was obtained using the citation() function in R. 
 
bootstrap: Tibshirani, R., & Leisch, F. (2015). bootstrap (Version 2015.2) [R package]. 

bootstrap: Functions for the book "An introduction to the bootstrap". S original, from 
StatLib and by Rob Tibshirani. R port by Friedrich Leisch. Available from 
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=bootstrap 

car: Fox, J., & Weisberg, S. (2011). car (Version 2.1-4) [R package]. An R companion to applied 
regression (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. Available from 
http://socserv.socsci.mcmaster.ca/jfox/Books/Companion 

corrgram: Wright, K. (2016). corrgram (Version 1.9) [R package]. corrgram: Plot a 
correlogram. Available from https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=corrgram 

doBy: Højsgaard, S. & Halekoh, U. (2016). doBy (Version 4.5-15) [R package]. doBy: 
Groupwise Statistics, LSmeans, Linear Contrasts, Utilities. Available from 
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=doBy 

earth: Milborrow, S., Hastie, T., Tibshirani, R., Miller, A., & Lumley, T. (2016). earth (Version 
4.4.7) [R package]. earth: Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines. Available from 
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=earth 

flexmix: Gruen, B., & Leisch, F. (2007). flexmix (Version 2.3.13) [R package]. Fitting finite 
mixtures of generalized linear regressions in R. Computational Statistics & Data 
Analysis, 51(11), 5247-5252. doi:10.1016/j.csda.2006.08.014 

flexmix: Gruen, B., & Leisch, F. (2008). flexmix (Version 2.3.13) [R package]. FlexMix Version 
2: Finite mixtures with concomitant variables and varying and constant parameters. 
Journal of Statistical Software, 28(4), 1-35. Available from 
http://www.jstatsoft.org/v28/i04/ 

flexmix: Leisch, F. (2004). flexmix (Version 2.3.13) [R package]. FlexMix: A general 
framework for finite mixture models and latent class regression in R. Journal of 
Statistical Software, 11(8), 1-18, 2004. Available from http://www.jstatsoft.org/v11/i08/ 

foreach: Revolution Analytics & Weston, S. (2015). foreach (Version 1.4.3) [R package]. 
foreach: Provides foreach looping construct for R. Available from https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package=foreach 

ggplot2: Wickham, H. (2009). ggplot2 (Version 2.2.0) [R package]. ggplot2: Elegant Graphics 
for Data Analysis. New York: Springer-Verlag. Available from http://ggplot2.org 

glmnet: Friedman, J., Hastie, T., & Tibshirani, R. (2010). glmnet (Version 2.0.5) [R package]. 
Regularization Paths for Generalized Linear Models via Coordinate Descent. Journal of 
Statistical Software, 33(1), 1-22. Available from http://www.jstatsoft.org/v33/i01/. 

gmodels: Warnes, G.R., Bolker, B., Lumley, T., & Johnson, R.C. (2015). gmodels (Version 
2.16.2) [R package]. gmodels: Various R Programming Tools for Model Fitting. 
Contributions from Randall C. Johnson are Copyright SAIC-Frederick, Inc. Funded by 
the Intramural Research Program, of the NIH, National Cancer Institute and Center for 
Cancer Research under NCI Contract NO1-CO-12400. Available from https://CRAN.R-
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Appendix A: Datasets 
 The following tables present the datasets and variable definitions used for data analysis 
and modeling. Original variables as well as calculated variables are included in each table. 
 
Sample Dataset 
Table A1: Sample Dataset Variable Names and Descriptions from Duncan Textbook 
Variable Name Type Description 
member_id Char Recipient ID Number 
gender Char Gender 
age Num Age  
Member_months_current Num Member months in the first year 
Member_months_future Num Member months of the second year 
A_UNDER1 Num Child under Age 1 
A_1_4 Num Child Age 1-4 
A_15_24F Num Female Age 5-14 
A_15_24M Num Male Age 5-14 
A_5_14F Num Female Age 15-24 
A_5_14M Num Male Age 15-24 
A_25_44F Num Female Age 25-44 
A_25_44M Num Male Age 25-44 
A_45_64F Num Female Age 45-64 
A_45_64M Num Male Age 45-64 
A_65_74F Num Female Age 65-74 
A_65_74M Num Male Age 65-74 
A_75_84F Num Female Age 75-84 
A_75_84M Num Male Age 75-84 
A_O85F Num Female Age 85 and over 
A_O85M Num Male Age 85 and over 
A_OVER64 Num Age 65 and over 
plan_type Char Plan type: FI, Fully-insured; SF, self-funded 
urban_rural Char Whether a member residence is urban or rural 
zip_code Char Three-digit zip code of the member 
zip_income Num Average income in the zip code region 
zip_state Char Member state 
admit_cnt_current Num Number of admissions in the first year 
admit_flg_current Num Whether or not a member  had admissions in the first year 
admit_cnt_future Num Number of admissions in the second year 
admit_flg_future Num Whether or not a member  had admissions in the second year 
Er_visit_cnt_current Num Number of ER visits in the first year 
Er_visit_flg_current Num Whether or not a member had ER visits in the first year 
Er_visit_cnt_future Num Number of ER visits in the second year 
Er_visit_flg_future Num Whether or not a member had ER visits in the second year 
pcp_visit_cnt_current Num Number of primary care physician visits in the first year 
pcp_visit_flg_current Num Whether or not a member had primary care physician visits in the first 

year 
pcp_visit_cnt_future Num Number of primary care physician visits in the second year 
pcp_visit_flg_future Num Whether or not a member had primary care physician visits in the second 

year 
allow_current_ip Num Inpatient allowed amount in the first year 
allow_current_op Num Outpatient allowed amount in the first year 
allow_current_prof Num Professional allowed amount in the first year 
allow_current_rx Num Pharmacy allowed amount in the first year 
allow_current_total Num Total allowed amount in the first year 
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allow_future_ip Num Inpatient allowed amount in the second year 
allow_future_op Num Outpatient allowed amount in the second year 
allow_future_prof Num Professional allowed amount in the second year 
allow_future_rx Num Pharmacy allowed amount in the second year 
allow_future_total Num Total allowed amount in the second year 
non_claimant Num Whether or not a member was a non-claimant in the first year 
HCC2 Num Septicemia/Shock 
HCC4 Num Tuberculosis 
HCC5 Num Opportunistic Infections 
HCC7 Num Metastatic Cancer and Acute Leukemia 
HCC8 Num Lung, Upper Digestive Tract, and Other Severe Cancers 
HCC9 Num Lymphatic, Head and Neck, Brain, and Other Major Cancers 
HCC10 Num Breast, Prostate, Colorectal and Other Cancers and Tumors 
HCC11 Num Other Resp and Heart Neoplasms 
HCC12 Num Other digestive and Urinary Neoplasms 
HCC13 Num Other Neoplasms 
HCC14 Num Ben Neoplasms of Skin, Breast, Eye 
HCC15 Num Diabetes with Renal or Peripheral Circulatory Manifestation 
HCC16 Num Diabetes with Neurologic or Other Specified Manifestation 
HCC17 Num Diabetes with Acute Complications 
HCC18 Num Diabetes with Ophthalmologic or Unspecified Manifestation 
HCC19 Num Diabetes without Complication 
HCC21 Num Protein-Calorie Malnutrition 
HCC22 Num Other Significant Endocrine/Metabolic 
HCC24 Num Other Endocrine/Metabolic/Nutritional 
HCC25 Num End-Stage Liver Disease 
HCC26 Num Cirrhosis of Liver 
HCC27 Num Chronic Hepatitis 
HCC31 Num Intestinal Obstruction/Perforation 
HCC32 Num Pancreatic Disease 
HCC33 Num Inflammatory Bowel Disease 
HCC37 Num Bone/Joint/Muscle Infections/Necrosis 
HCC38 Num Rheumatoid Arthritis and Inflammatory Connective Tissue Disease 
HCC39 Num Back/Spine 
HCC41 Num Osteoporosis and Other Bone/Cartilage 
HCC43 Num Osteoarthritis 
HCC44 Num Severe Hematological Disorders 
HCC45 Num Disorders of Immunity 
HCC67 Num Quadriplegia, Other Extensive Paralysis 
HCC68 Num Paraplegia 
HCC69 Num Spinal Cord Disorders/Injuries 
HCC70 Num Muscular Dystrophy 
HCC71 Num Polyneuropathy 
HCC72 Num Multiple Sclerosis 
HCC73 Num Parkinsons and Huntingtons Diseases 
HCC74 Num Seizure Disorders and Convulsions 
HCC75 Num Coma, Brain Compression/Anoxic Damage 
HCC76 Num Headaches/Migraine 
HCC77 Num Respirator Dependence/Tracheostomy Status 
HCC78 Num Respiratory Arrest 
HCC79 Num Cardio-Respiratory Failure and Shock 
HCC80 Num Congestive Heart Failure 
HCC81 Num Acute Myocardial Infarction 
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HCC82 Num Unstable Angina and Other Acute Ischemic Heart Disease 
HCC83 Num Angina Pectoris/Old Myocardial Infarction 
HCC91 Num Hypertension 
HCC92 Num Specified Heart Arrhythmias 
HCC95 Num Cerebral Hemorrhage 
HCC96 Num Ischemic or Unspecified Stroke 
HCC100 Num Hemiplegia/Hemiparesis 
HCC101 Num Cerebral Palsy and Other Paralytic Syndromes 
HCC104 Num Vascular Disease with Complications 
HCC105 Num Vascular Disease 
HCC107 Num Cystic Fibrosis 
HCC108 Num Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
HCC111 Num Aspiration and Specified Bacterial Pneumonias 
HCC112 Num Pneumococcal Pneumonia, Emphysema, Lung Abscess 
HCC119 Num Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy and Vitreous Hemorrhage 
HCC128 Num Kidney Transplant Status 
HCC130 Num Dialysis Status 
HCC131 Num Renal Failure 
HCC132 Num Nephritis 
HCC143 Num High-risk pregnancy 
HCC144 Num Low-risk pregnancy 
HCC148 Num Decubitus Ulcer of Skin 
HCC149 Num Chronic Ulcer of Skin, Except Decubitus 
HCC155 Num Major Head Injury 
HCC157 Num Vertebral Fractures without Spinal Cord Injury 
HCC158 Num Hip Fracture/Dislocation 
HCC161 Num Traumatic Amputation 
HCC164 Num Major Complications of Medical Care and Trauma 
HCC174 Num Major Organ Transplant Status 
HCC175 Num Other Organ Transplant/Replacement 
HCC176 Num Artificial Openings for Feeding or Elimination 
HCC177 Num Amputation Status, Lower Limb/Amputation Complications 
HCC181 Num Chemotherapy 
HCC182 Num Rehab 
HCC183 Num Screening/Observation/Special Exams 
HCC184 Num History of Disease  
Source. Original variable descriptions from Duncan, I. (2011). Healthcare risk adjustment and predictive modeling. 

Winsted, CT: ACTEX Publications, pp. 136-138. 
 
Public Use Datasets 
 
Table A2: Beneficiary Summary File Variable Names and Descriptions 
Variable Name Type Description 
DESYNPUF_ID Factor Beneficiary ID Code 
BENE_BIRTH_DT Int Birth date 
BENE_DEATH_DT Int Death date 
BENE_SEX_IDENT_CD Factor Sex 
BENE_RACE_CD Factor Race 
BENE_ESRD_IND Factor End stage renal disease indicator 
SP_STATE_CODE Factor State Code 
BENE_COUNTY_CD Factor County Code 
BENE_HI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of Part A Coverage 
BENE_SMI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of Part B Coverage 
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BENE_HMO_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of HMO Coverage 
PLAN_CVRG_MOS_NUM Int Total Number of Months of Part D Coverage 
SP_ALZHDMTA Int Chronic Condition: Alzheimer or related disorders 
SP_CHF Int Heart Failure 
SP_CHRNKIDN Int Chronic Kidney Disease 
SP_CNCR Int Cancer 
SP_COPD Int Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
SP_DEPRESSN Int Depression 
SP_DIABETES Int Diabetes 
SP_ISCHMCHT Int Ischemic Heart Disease 
SP_OSTEOPRS Int Osteoporosis 
SP_RA_OA Int Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoarthritis 
SP_STRKETIA Int Stroke/Transient Ischemic Attack 
MEDREIMB_IP Num Inpatient annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_IP Num Inpatient annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_IP Num Inpatient annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
MEDREIMB_OP Num Outpatient annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_OP Num Outpatient annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_OP Num Outpatient annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
MEDREIMB_CAR Num Carrier annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_CAR Num Carrier annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_CAR Num Carrier annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
BEN_YR a Int Claim Year 
NUM_INP_CLAIMS a Num Number of Inpatient Claims 
NUM_OUT_CLAIMS a Num Number of Outpatient Claims 
TOTAL_NUM_CLAIMS a Num Number of Total Claims (Inpatient + Outpatient) 
CLM_FLAG a Num Claim Flag (0 for no claims, 1 for 1 or more total claims) 
BENE_BIRTH_YR a Int Birth Year 
BENE_AGE a Int Beneficiary Age 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008_INP a Num Total Amount of Inpatient Claims 2008 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP a Num Total Amount of Inpatient Claims 2009 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2010_INP a Num Total Amount of Inpatient Claims 2010 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_INP a Num Total Amount of Inpatient Claims 
AVG_INP_CLAIM a Num Average Inpatient Claim Amount 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008_OUT a Num Total Amount of Outpatient Claims 2008 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_ OUT a Num Total Amount of Outpatient Claims 2009 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2010_ OUT a Num Total Amount of Outpatient Claims 2010 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_ OUT a Num Total Amount of Outpatient Claims 
AVG_ OUT _CLAIM a Num Average Outpatient Claim Amount 
INP_CLM_FLAG a Num Inpatient Claim Flag (0/1) 
OUT_CLM_FLAG a Num Outpatient Claim Flag (0/1) 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008 a Num Total Amount of Claims 2008 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009 a Num Total Amount of Claims 2009 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2010 a Num Total Amount of Claims 2010 
TOT_AMT_CLMS a Num Total Amount of Claims (all three years) 
NUM_INP_CLMS_2008 a Num Number of Inpatient Claims 2008 
NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 a Num Number of Inpatient Claims 2009 
NUM_INP_CLMS_2010 a Num Number of Inpatient Claims 2010 
NUM_OUT_CLMS_2008 a Num Number of Outpatient Claims 2008 
NUM_OUT_CLMS_2009 a Num Number of Outpatient Claims 2009 
NUM_OUT_CLMS_2010 a Num Number of Outpatient Claims 2010 
NUM_CLMS_2008 a Num Number of Claims 2008 
NUM_CLMS_2009 a Num Number of Claims 2009 
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NUM_CLMS_2010 a Num Number of Claims 2010 
Source. Original variable descriptions from Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). (2013). User 
manual: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) linkable 2008-2010 Medicare data entrepreneurs’ 
synthetic public use file (DE-SynPUF), pp. 6-7. Retrieved from https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-
Systems/Downloadable-Public-Use-Files/SynPUFs/Downloads/SynPUF_DUG.pdf 
a These variables were calculated based on the variables provided in the dataset. 
 
Table A3: Inpatient Claims File Variable Names and Descriptions 
Variable Name Type Description 
DESYNPUF_ID Factor Beneficiary ID Code 
CLM_ADMSN_YR Int Claim Admission Year 
CLM_ID Num Claim ID 
SEGMENT Int Claim Line Segment 
CLM_FROM_DT Int Claims Start Date 
CLM_THRU_DT Int Claims End Date 
PRVDR_NUM Factor Provider Institution 
CLM_PMT_AMT Num Claim Payment Amount 
NCH_PRMRY_PYR_CLM_PD_AMT Num National Claims History (NCH) Primary Payer Claim 

Paid Amount 
AT_PHYSN_NPI Factor Attending Physician National Provider Identifier 
OP_PHYSN_NPI Factor Operating Physician National Provider Identifier 
OT_PHYSN_NPI Factor Other Physician National Provider Identifier 
CLM_ADMSN_DT Num Claim Inpatient Admission Date 
ADMTNG_ICD9_DGNS_CD Factor Claim Admitting Diagnosis Code 
CLM_PASS_THRU_PER_DIEM_AMT Num Claim Pass Thru Per Diem Amount 
NCH_BENE_IP_DDCTBL_AMT Num NCH Beneficiary Inpatient Deductible Amount 
NCH_BENE_PTA_COINSRNC_LBLTY_AM Num NCH Beneficiary Part A Coinsurance Liability 

Amount 
NCH_BENE_BLOOD_DDCTBL_LBLTY_AM Num NCH Beneficiary Blood Deductible Liability Amount 
CLM_UTLZTN_DAY_CNT Int Claim Utilization Day Count 
NCH_BENE_DSCHRG_DT Num Inpatient Discharge Date 
CLM_DRG_CD Factor Claim Diagnosis Related Group Code 
ICD9_DGNS_CD_1 through 
ICD9_DGNS_CD_10 

Factor Claim Diagnosis Code 

ICD9_PRCDR_CD_1 through 
ICD9_PRCDR_CD_6 

Factor Claim Procedure Code 

HCPCS_CD_1 through HCPCS_CD_45 Logic Revenue Center HCFA Common Procedure Coding 
System 

CLM_FROM_YR Int Claims Start Year 
BENE_BIRTH_DT Int Birth date 
BENE_DEATH_DT Int Death date 
BENE_SEX_IDENT_CD Factor Sex 
BENE_RACE_CD Factor Race 
BENE_ESRD_IND Factor End stage renal disease indicator 
SP_STATE_CODE Factor State Code 
BENE_COUNTY_CD Factor County Code 
BENE_HI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of Part A Coverage 
BENE_SMI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of Part B Coverage 
BENE_HMO_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of HMO Coverage 
PLAN_CVRG_MOS_NUM Int Total Number of Months of Part D Coverage 
SP_ALZHDMTA Int Chronic Condition: Alzheimer or related disorders 
SP_CHF Int Heart Failure 
SP_CHRNKIDN Int Chronic Kidney Disease 
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SP_CNCR Int Cancer 
SP_COPD Int Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
SP_DEPRESSN Int Depression 
SP_DIABETES Int Diabetes 
SP_ISCHMCHT Int Ischemic Heart Disease 
SP_OSTEOPRS Int Osteoporosis 
SP_RA_OA Int Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoarthritis 
SP_STRKETIA Int Stroke/Transient Ischemic Attack 
MEDREIMB_IP Num Inpatient annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_IP Num Inpatient annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_IP Num Inpatient annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
MEDREIMB_OP Num Outpatient annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_OP Num Outpatient annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_OP Num Outpatient annual primary payer reimbursement 

amount 
MEDREIMB_CAR Num Carrier annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_CAR Num Carrier annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_CAR Num Carrier annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
BENE_BIRTH_YR a Int Birth Year 
BENE_AGE a Int Beneficiary Age 
Source. Original variable descriptions from Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). (2013). User 
manual: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) linkable 2008-2010 Medicare data entrepreneurs’ 
synthetic public use file (DE-SynPUF), pp. 6-8. Retrieved from https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-
Systems/Downloadable-Public-Use-Files/SynPUFs/Downloads/SynPUF_DUG.pdf 
a These variables were calculated based on the variables provided in the dataset. 
 
Table A4: Outpatient Claims File Variable Names and Descriptions 
Variable Name Type Description 
DESYNPUF_ID Factor Beneficiary ID Code 
CLM_ADMSN_YR Int Claim Admission Year 
CLM_ID Num Claim ID 
SEGMENT Int Claim Line Segment 
CLM_FROM_DT Int Claims Start Date 
CLM_THRU_DT Int Claims End Date 
PRVDR_NUM Factor Provider Institution 
CLM_PMT_AMT Num Claim Payment Amount 
NCH_PRMRY_PYR_CLM_PD_AMT Num National Claims History (NCH) Primary Payer Claim 

Paid Amount 
NCH_BENE_BLOOD_DDCTBL_LBLTY_AM Num NCH Beneficiary Blood Deductible Liability Amount 
NCH_BENE_PTB_DDCTBL_AMT Num NCH Beneficiary Part B Deductible Amount 
NCH_BENE_PTB_COINSRNC_AMT Num NCH Beneficiary Part B Coinsurance Amount 
ADMTNG_ICD9_DGNS_CD Factor Claim Admitting Diagnosis Code 
ICD9_DGNS_CD_1 through 
ICD9_DGNS_CD_10 

Factor Claim Diagnosis Code 

ICD9_PRCDR_CD_1 through 
ICD9_PRCDR_CD_6 

Factor Claim Procedure Code 

HCPCS_CD_1 through HCPCS_CD_45 Logic Revenue Center HCFA Common Procedure Coding 
System 

CLM_FROM_YR Int Claims Start Year 
BENE_BIRTH_DT Int Birth date 
BENE_DEATH_DT Int Death date 
BENE_SEX_IDENT_CD Factor Sex 
BENE_RACE_CD Factor Race 
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BENE_ESRD_IND Factor End stage renal disease indicator 
SP_STATE_CODE Factor State Code 
BENE_COUNTY_CD Factor County Code 
BENE_HI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of Part A Coverage 
BENE_SMI_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of Part B Coverage 
BENE_HMO_CVRAGE_TOT_MONS Int Total Number of Months of HMO Coverage 
PLAN_CVRG_MOS_NUM Int Total Number of Months of Part D Coverage 
SP_ALZHDMTA Int Chronic Condition: Alzheimer or related disorders 
SP_CHF Int Heart Failure 
SP_CHRNKIDN Int Chronic Kidney Disease 
SP_CNCR Int Cancer 
SP_COPD Int Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
SP_DEPRESSN Int Depression 
SP_DIABETES Int Diabetes 
SP_ISCHMCHT Int Ischemic Heart Disease 
SP_OSTEOPRS Int Osteoporosis 
SP_RA_OA Int Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoarthritis 
SP_STRKETIA Int Stroke/Transient Ischemic Attack 
MEDREIMB_IP Num Inpatient annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_IP Num Inpatient annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_IP Num Inpatient annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
MEDREIMB_OP Num Outpatient annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_OP Num Outpatient annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_OP Num Outpatient annual primary payer reimbursement 

amount 
MEDREIMB_CAR Num Carrier annual Medicare reimbursement amount 
BENRES_CAR Num Carrier annual beneficiary responsibility amount 
PPPYMT_CAR Num Carrier annual primary payer reimbursement amount 
BENE_BIRTH_YR a Int Birth Year 
BENE_AGE a Int Beneficiary Age 
Source. Original variable descriptions from Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). (2013). User 
manual: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) linkable 2008-2010 Medicare data entrepreneurs’ 
synthetic public use file (DE-SynPUF), pp. 6-9. Retrieved from https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-
Systems/Downloadable-Public-Use-Files/SynPUFs/Downloads/SynPUF_DUG.pdf 
a These variables were calculated based on the variables provided in the dataset. 
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Appendix B: Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) for Sample Dataset 
The following plots and statistics are based on exploratory data analysis of the sample 

dataset. 
Demographics 
 Initial plots were created to get an overall picture of the demographics of the dataset, 
including gender, age, urban versus rural status, and plan type. 
 

 
Figure B1. Histograms of Sample Dataset Members by Gender, Age, Urban vs. Rural Status, and 
Plan Type. 
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Costs 
 Plots were created to explore health care costs in each year and health care costs by age. 
 

 
Figure B2. Cost Plots. The left plot is a scatter plot of health care costs in year 1 versus year 2. 
The right plot is a histogram of mean cost by age group. 
 
Quantiles 
 The quantiles for each variable were computed to get an overall idea of the range of 
possible values for each variable. 
 
Table B1: Quantiles for Continuous Variables in Sample Dataset (Minimum to 50%) 
Quantiles Min 0.5% 1% 5% 10% 15% 25% 35% 45% 50% 
age 18 18 18 20 27 31 36 41 45 47 
allow_current_rx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
allow_current_ip 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
allow_current_op 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 
allow_current_prof 0 0 0 0 0 52 171 299 468 573 
allow_current_total 0 0 0 0 0 88 279 517 873 1,120 
allow_future_rx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
allow_future_ip 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
allow_future_op 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 
allow_future_prof 0 0 0 0 0 70 203 347 561 696 
allow_future_total 0 0 0 0 0 116 320 614 1,043 1,326 
zip_income 11,341 16,151 20,077 27,047 31,761 35,652 41,160 46,520 51,347 53,479 
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Table B2: Quantiles for Continuous Variables in Sample Dataset (55% to Maximum) 
Quantiles 55% 65% 75% 85% 90% 95% 99% 99.50% Max 
age 48 52 55 59 60 63 70 74 92 
allow_current_rx 0 32 281 944 1,707 3,132 7,245 10,711 205,426 
allow_current_ip 0 0 0 0 0 3,537 18,506 30,532 258,496 
allow_current_op 107 271 632 1,393 2,171 3,777 11,035 17,735 292,674 
allow_current_prof 724 1,089 1,678 2,808 3,813 5,888 15,452 24,208 214,058 
allow_current_total 1,423 2,269 3,585 6,224 8,660 14,331 46,503 75,019 325,980 
allow_future_rx 0 20 284 1,018 1,774 3,347 7,997 12,677 231,033 
allow_future_ip 0 0 0 0 0 3,851 25,990 40,672 428,463 
allow_future_op 151 382 796 1,659 2,620 4,447 14,061 28,429 287,154 
allow_future_prof 850 1,266 1,963 3,215 4,261 6,494 17,690 25,177 176,531 
allow_future_total 1,634 2,562 4,014 6,904 9,920 17,663 55,201 91,621 461,163 
zip_income 56,784 61,712 68,109 72,367 77,497 86,659 103,229 148,992 196,298 

 
Correlations 
 The correlations between different pairs of variables were computed in order to see which 
variables were most correlated with future total costs. Correlations were also considered in order 
to avoid putting two highly correlated variables in the same model. 
 
Table B3: Future Cost Correlations with Age and Current Cost Variables, Sample Dataset 

Correlations 

allow 
_future 
_total age 

allow 
_current 

_ip 

allow 
_current 

_op 

allow 
_current 

_prof 

allow 
_current 

_rx 

allow 
_current 

_total 
allow_future_total 1.0000 0.1483 0.1901 0.3413 0.3566 0.2869 0.4634 
allow_current_total 0.4634 0.1276 0.6764 0.6958 0.6830 0.3415 1.0000 
allow_current_prof 0.3566 0.1195 0.3541 0.2213 1.0000 0.1140 0.6830 
allow_current_op 0.3413 0.0570 0.1622 1.0000 0.2213 0.0794 0.6958 
allow_current_rx 0.2869 0.1166 0.0732 0.0794 0.1140 1.0000 0.3415 
allow_current_ip 0.1901 0.0582 1.0000 0.1622 0.3541 0.0732 0.6764 
age 0.1483 1.0000 0.0582 0.0570 0.1195 0.1166 0.1276 
Note. The rows are sorted by the strength of the correlation to allow_future_total. Cells are also color-coded by the 
strength of the correlation, where darker shading indicates a higher correlation between two variables. 

 
Table B4: Future Cost Correlations with Count Variables, Sample Dataset 

Correlations 

allow 
_future 
_total 

admit 
_cnt 

_current 

admit 
_cnt 

_future 

Er_visit 
_cnt 

_current 

Er_visit 
_cnt 

_future 

pcp_visit 
_cnt 

_current 

pcp_visit 
_cnt 

_future 
allow_future_total 1.0000 0.2096 0.6061 0.0341 0.0628 0.3190 0.4175 
admit_cnt_future 0.6061 0.2222 1.0000 0.0462 0.0514 0.1996 0.2620 
pcp_visit_cnt_future 0.4175 0.1865 0.2620 0.0548 0.0564 0.7177 1.0000 
pcp_visit_cnt_current 0.3190 0.2524 0.1996 0.0425 0.0636 1.0000 0.7177 
admit_cnt_current 0.2096 1.0000 0.2222 0.0083 0.0443 0.2524 0.1865 
Er_visit_cnt_future 0.0628 0.0443 0.0514 0.4518 1.0000 0.0636 0.0564 
Er_visit_cnt_current 0.0341 0.0083 0.0462 1.0000 0.4518 0.0425 0.0548 
Note. The rows are sorted by the strength of the correlation to allow_future_total. Cells are also color-coded by the 
strength of the correlation, where darker shading indicates a higher correlation between two variables. 

 
Scatter Plots 
 Scatter plots were created in order to get a better idea of the relationships between the 
variables and to help determine the functional form for the models. In the scatter plot matrices 
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below, each individual plot is made based on the variable names listed in the same row and same 
column as the plot. All variable names are listed on the diagonal. For example, the scatter plot in 
the first row, second column is a scatter plot with allow_current_total on the horizontal axis and 
allow_future_total on the vertical axis. The plot in the second row, first column plots these same 
two variables but with the axes switched. 

The first scatter plot matrix in Figure B3 is based on the original variables. The scatter 
plot matrix in Figure B4 shows the scatter plots after logging these same variables. Logging 
seemed to improve the linear relationship between several of the variables, so logging was 
considered as a transformation for the cost variables during the modeling process. 
 

 
Figure B3. Scatter Plot Matrix of Variables in Sample Dataset. 
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Figure B4. Scatter Plot Matrix of Logged Variables in Sample Dataset. Note that the linear 
relationship and upward trend improved for the cost variables after logging. 
 
HCC Codes 
 For the Hierarchical Condition Codes (HCCs), box plots were created to try to see if a 
disease or condition made a difference on health care costs for the current year. Examples of four 
box plots are shown in Figure B5. On the horizontal axis, a 0 indicates that the person does not 
have the condition, and a 1 indicates that the person does have the condition. The vertical axis 
measures health care costs. The goal was to identify costly diseases by looking for box plots in 
category 1 that were vertically higher than the box plots in category 0. The conditions that were 
identified as having potentially higher costs than members without the condition were HCC2, 
HCC7, HCC8, HCC45, HCC68, HCC77, HCC78, HCC79, HCC81, HCC95, HCC96, HCC111, 
HCC128, HCC130, HCC131, HCC161, HCC164, HCC174, HCC175, HCC176, and HCC181. 
Three of these identified HCCs are shown in the top left, top right, and bottom left box plots of 
Figure B5. An example of a box plot without a considerable cost increase under the presence of 
the condition is shown by HCC5 in the bottom right corner of Figure B5. 
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Figure B5. Sample of Box Plots for HCC Codes. The top left box plot is for HCC7, Metastatic 
Cancer and Acute Leukemia. The top right box plot is for HCC130, Dialysis. The bottom left 
box plot is for HCC181, Chemotherapy. The bottom right box plot is for HCC5, Opportunistic 
Infections. 
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Appendix C: Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) for Public Use Datasets 
The following plots and statistics are based on exploratory data analysis of the public use 

datasets, including the beneficiary summary files and the inpatient claims file. 
Public Use Beneficiary Summary File EDA 

Exploratory data analysis was first performed on the beneficiary summary training 
dataset. The following names in Table C1 are used throughout this appendix to refer to the 
datasets. The total beneficiary summary file was the file with all of the beneficiaries available 
from Sample 1 of the CMS public use data (CMS, 2013a, 2013d, 2013e). The beneficiary sample 
contained 20,000 records from this data that were used for analysis throughout this thesis. The 
training and validation sets were split as described earlier, with 60% of the beneficiaries used for 
training and 40% for validation. 
 
Table C1: Dataset Descriptions 
Dataset Name Dataset Description 
Beneficiary Summary Total beneficiary summary file 
Beneficiary Sample Beneficiary summary file sample of 20,000 
Beneficiary Training Beneficiary summary training set from sample 
Beneficiary Validate Beneficiary summary validation set from sample 
 
Claim Flags 
 For each set of data, the total number of records, where each record was a patient, is 
recorded in Table C2. Inpatient, outpatient, and overall claim flag variables were also created. A 
flag of 1 indicates that the person had at least 1 claim, and a flag of 0 indicates that the person 
did not have a claim. The percentage of people in each dataset with a flag of 0 or 1 is also shown 
in Table C2. The percentages show that the training and validation sets have a distribution of 
people with or without claims that is similar to the total sample used for the study and to the total 
beneficiary summary file.  
 
Table C2: Inpatient, Outpatient, and Total Claim Flags for Training, Validation, and Total Data 
Data Inpatient Claim Flag 0 Inpatient Claim Flag 1 Total Rows 
Beneficiary Summary 78,607 (67.6%) 37,745 (32.4%) 116,352 (100%) 
Beneficiary Sample 13,513 (67.6%) 6,487   (32.4%) 20,000   (100%) 
Beneficiary Training 8,070   (67.3%) 3,930   (32.7%) 12,000   (100%) 
Beneficiary Validate 5,443   (68.0%) 2,557   (32.0%) 8,000     (100%) 

 
Data Outpatient Claim Flag 0 Outpatient Claim Flag 1 Total Rows 
Beneficiary Summary 31,116 (26.7%) 85,236 (73.3%) 116,352 (100%) 
Beneficiary Sample 5,295   (26.5%) 14,705 (73.5%) 20,000   (100%) 
Beneficiary Training 3,183   (26.5%) 8,817   (73.5%) 12,000   (100%) 
Beneficiary Validate 2,112   (26.4%) 5,888   (73.6%) 8,000     (100%) 

 
Data Claim Flag 0 Claim Flag 1 Total Rows 
Beneficiary Summary 29,653 (25.5%) 86,699 (74.5%) 116,352 (100%) 
Beneficiary Sample 5,031   (25.2%) 14,969 (74.8%) 20,000   (100%) 
Beneficiary Training 3,018   (25.2%) 8,982   (74.8%) 12,000   (100%) 
Beneficiary Validate 2,013   (25.2%) 5,987   (74.8%) 8,000     (100%) 
Note. A claim flag of 0 indicates no claims, while a claim flag of 1 indicates at least one claim. 
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 For those beneficiaries with claims (having a claim flag of 1 in the table above), Table C3 
shows the claims by type. The majority of claims were outpatient claims. If a person did have an 
inpatient claim, it was more likely to be paired with an outpatient claim than to just occur on its 
own. 
 
Table C3: Beneficiaries with Claims by Type of Claim 

Data Inpatient Only 
Outpatient 

Only 
Both Inpatient 
and Outpatient 

Total Beneficiaries 
w/Claims 

Beneficiary Summary 1,463 (1.7%) 48,954 (56.5%) 36,282 (41.8%) 86,699 (100%) 
Beneficiary Sample 264    (1.8%) 8,482   (56.7%) 6,223   (41.6%) 14,969 (100%) 
Beneficiary Training 165    (1.8%) 5,052   (56.2%) 3,765   (41.9%) 8,982   (100%) 
Beneficiary Validate 99      (1.7%) 3,430   (57.3%) 2,458   (41.1%) 5,987   (100%) 
 
Quantiles 
 Quantiles were also calculated for some continuous variables in the dataset. The results 
are shown in Table C4. 
 
Table C4: Quantiles for Specified Beneficiary Summary Variables 

Variable Min 
1st 

Quartile Median 
3rd 

Quartile Max Mean 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2008 0 0 50 1,040 130,800 2,917 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009 0 0 200 1,700 119,400 2,909 
TOT_AMT_CLMS_2010 0 0 10 550 103,000 1,526 
TOT_AMT_CLMS 0 0 1,200 8,200 165,900 7,352 
NUM_CLMS_2008 0 0 1 4 34 2.721 
NUM_CLMS_2009 0 0 2 5 32 3.033 
NUM_CLMS_2010 0 0 1 2 22 1.633 
NUM_INP_CLMS 0 0 0 1 10 0.5784 
NUM_OUT_CLMS 0 0 4 11 59 6.809 
TOTAL_NUM_CLAIMS 0 0 4 12 60 7.387 
 
Number of Claims 
 Plots were created to explore the number of claims in the dataset. A histogram of the 
number of inpatient claims is shown in Figure C1. Many of the beneficiaries have no claims. 
Figure C2 shows a comparison of the number of claims over the different years in the study. The 
plot on the right side seems to be slightly more spread out, perhaps showing more of a difference 
between 2009 and 2010 claim counts compared to 2008 versus 2009 claim counts. Looking at 
the vertical axis of each plot, 2010 also appears to have less claims than 2008 and 2009. This 
may be due to deaths in the population of the study over the three years. 
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Figure C1. Histogram of Number of Claims for Beneficiary Training Sample. 
 

 
Figure C2. Scatter Plots of Number of Claims in 2008 versus 2009 and 2009 versus 2010. 
 
Age and Gender 
 The number and cost of claims was also explored by age and gender of the beneficiaries. 
In Figure C3, the left plot shows a histogram of claim frequency by age. Note that Medicare is 
generally for people age 65 and older, but it may also cover younger patients with specific 
disabilities or End-Stage Renal Disease (U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2017). 
Most beneficiaries in this dataset are 65 or older, and the largest group of people falls in the age 
range of 65 to 70 years old. In the right plot of Figure C3, claim costs are shown by gender in 
box plots. Claim costs appear to have similar distributions for both genders. 
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Figure C3. Histogram of Beneficiary Ages and Claim Costs by Gender. 
 
 The number of claims by age was also plotted in Figure C4. The left plot shows the total 
distribution for both inpatient and outpatient claims. The middle plot shows the number of claims 
by age for inpatient claims. This plot seems to be more consistent in having beneficiaries with 0 
claims or 1 claim across all ages. The plot also shows a slight upward trend, showing more 
claims as age increases. The right plot shows the claims by age for outpatient claims. Based on 
these plots, a large amount of the variability in the number of claims appears to come from the 
outpatient claims. 
 

 
Figure C4. Scatter Plot of the Number of Total, Inpatient, and Outpatient Claims by Age. 
 
Costs 
 Scatter plots were also made to compare costs within the three years of the study. The 
results are in Figure C5. The 2008 versus 2009 claim costs and 2009 versus 2010 claim costs are 
shown in the top two plots of the figure. The same plots using logged costs are shown in the 
bottom two plots. The logged plots suggest an upward linear relationship between the logged 
costs in one year and the logged costs in the next year. 
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Figure C5. Scatter Plots of Total Claim Amounts and Logged Total Claims in 2008 versus 2009 
and 2009 versus 2010. The top two scatter plots show claim amounts, and the bottom two scatter 
plots show logged claim amounts, which suggest a positive or upward relationship. 
 
Public Use Inpatient File EDA 

The following plots and statistics are based on exploratory data analysis of the inpatient 
claims training data set. 
 
Quantiles 
 Quantiles were calculated for the claim payment amounts for the inpatient data. The 
results are shown in Table C5. Note that these quantiles are taken on claim payment amounts 
given that a person had a claim, so no zero claim amounts are included in these quantiles. 
 
Table C5: Quantiles for Specified Inpatient Dataset Variables 

Variable Min 
1st 

Quartile Median 
3rd 

Quartile Max Mean 
CLM_PMT_AMT (2008) 0 4,000 7,000 11,000 57,000 9,224 
CLM_PMT_AMT (2009) 0 4,000 7,000 11,000 57,000 9,723 
CLM_PMT_AMT (2010) 0 4,000 7,000 11,000 57,000 9,686 
CLM_PMT_AMT 0 4,000 7,000 11,000 57,000 9,504 
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Claim Payments 
 Histograms of claim payment amounts were made for each of the three years in the data. 
The results are shown in Figure C6. The shape is similar for all three histograms, but the number 
of claims decreases overall as the year increases. The number of claims in each year was 2,945 
claims in 2008, 2,635 claims in 2009, and 1,361 claims in 2010. The decrease in claims could be 
due to the 1,814 beneficiaries that died within the three years of the sample. 
 

 
Figure C6. Histogram of Inpatient Claim Amounts in 2008, 2009, and 2010. 
 
 A scatter plot of claim payment amounts by age is shown in the left side of Figure C7. 
This plot shows more claims and greater claim costs for higher ages. To better see the 
distribution of claim payment amounts for each age, box plots were created in the right side of 
Figure C7, where ages were grouped in five-year intervals. This plot shows similar mean 
payment amounts across all ages, represented by the thick black bars in the middle of each box 
plot. More outliers for high payment amounts also seem to occur as age increases. 
 

 
Figure C7. Scatter Plot and Box Plots of Claim Payment Amounts by Age. 
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Appendix D: Models 
 Summaries of the models created for the sample dataset and the public use datasets are 
shown in Tables D1 and D2 below. 
 
Table D1: Summary of Models for Sample Dataset 
# Model To Predict R Function Dependent Variable Dataset 
1 Linear Model Severity lm() log(allow_future_total+100) Sample 
2 Stepwise Linear Regression by AIC Severity stepAIC() log(allow_future_total+100) Sample 
3 Lasso Model Severity glmnet() log(allow_future_total+100) Sample 

 
Table D2: Summary of Models for Public Use Datasets 
# Model To Predict R Function Dependent Variable Dataset 
1 Linear Model Frequency lm() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
2 Stepwise Linear 

Regression by AIC 
Frequency stepAIC() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 

3 Linear Model Frequency lm() log(NUM_INP_CLMS_2009+0.5) Beneficiary Train 
4 Poisson Frequency glm() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
5 Negative Binomial Frequency glm.nb() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
6 Simulated NegBin Frequency rnbinom() NUM_INP_CLMS_2009 Beneficiary Train 
7 Linear Model Severity lm() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
8 Stepwise Linear 

Regression by AIC 
Severity stepAIC() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 

9 Gamma Severity glm() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
10 Simulated Gamma Severity rgamma() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
11 MARS Severity earth() log(CLM_PMT_AMT+100) Inpatient Train 
12 Linear Model Aggregate 

Claims 
lm() log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 

13 Stepwise Linear 
Regression by AIC 

Aggregate 
Claims 

lm() log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 

14 Tweedie Aggregate 
Claims 

glm() log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 

15 Two-Part Model 
(NegBin/Gamma) 

Aggregate 
Claims 

rnbinom(), 
rgamma() 

log(TOT_AMT_CLMS_2009_INP+100) Beneficiary Train 
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Abstract 
The consumption of life insurance has been declining and is concerning, especially in 

regards to the group that could benefit the most from this protection – the American middle 
market. Though studies on life insurance demand factors have been inconclusive, optimal ranges 
of life insurance coverage amounts can be recommended. The Internet is a key channel for 
educating and providing financial tools to these middle-market consumers. This paper 
investigates the variability of life insurance coverage recommendations given by a sample of 
online life insurance calculators to the variability of life insurance coverage recommendation 
given by “live” financial professionals. The advice given by the online calculators and the “live” 
advisors was characterized by large amounts of variation, and the ranges of advised amounts for 
both groups were similar. Through these findings, online life insurance calculators appear to be a 
reasonable substitute for “live” advice in determining an optimal range of life insurance coverage 
recommendations; the exact optimal amount falls within this continuum based on an individual’s 
or family’s personal preferences. The life insurance industry should enhance these online 
calculators by representing recommendations as a range instead of single values, and the 
recommendations should be followed by an explanation of the results which incorporates 
guidelines for an individual to choose his or her optimal spot within the continuum. 
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Introduction 
When Brittney LaCombe was just 20 years old, her mother unexpectedly died from a 

pulmonary embolism, leaving her with the responsibility as head of household, the custody of 
two younger sisters, and $300 in a bank account (LaCombe & Wicker, 2013). This frightening 
situation becomes an avoidable reality for too many people who lack proper life insurance 
coverage.  

Life insurance may seem like an abstract concept to those unfamiliar with the industry as 
the concept of paying for a service or benefit that you may or may not receive years into the 
future is unlike many other products that consumers purchase. In addition, the insured is left with 
the responsibility of choosing the appropriate amount of life insurance coverage needed for his or 
her financial situation. This decision is crucial to ensure that a sufficient financial security net is 
in place in the event of an unexpected death. In determining appropriate coverage amounts, it is 
likely that consumers would consult a trusted resource, such as a financial professional or the 
Internet. This paper will examine the variability of recommendations of life insurance coverage 
amounts given by both online resources and financial professionals for three fictional family 
scenarios. 
Middle Market 

Many American families, especially within the middle market, are underinsured when it 
comes to life insurance; however, this has not always been the case. The trend of insurance 
decline has been a relatively new development in the history of the industry.  The insurance 
industry has been an important aspect of the American economy since it was launched in March 
1812 when the Pennsylvania Company for Insurance on Lives and Granting Annuities 
incorporated (Murphey, 2007). Yet, since 1984, there has been a 62% decline in American 
households that currently have individual life insurance. Of households that include children 
under 18 years old, 11 million have no coverage at all (Leary, Kane, & Woods, 2014). In 1991, 
30% to 40% of middle aged American wives were determined to be poorly insured (Auerbach & 
Kitlikoff, 1991).  This nationwide decline of life insurance has been cause for concern, and many 
researchers have examined the reasons for this trend. 

There are numerous theories that try to explain the causes for underinsurance. Individuals 
may lack a basic understanding of life insurance to realize a need, or they may believe that their 
employer’s group coverage is adequate (Leary, Kane, & Woods, 2014). Others may seek 
coverage but misunderstand the amount of insurance actually needed for their situations. Still 
others may understand insurance but not feel a personal need – either they believe that the 
chance of getting a worthwhile return on their investment is too low, or they are willing to make 
lifestyle adjustments in the event of an untimely death (Mitchel, 2003). Financial advisors may 
also be to blame if they are not providing consumers with enough true information to make an 
educated decision (Baldwin, 2008). A final, widespread factor is that consumers overestimate the 
true cost of life insurance. In reality, a policy roughly costs 2% to 4.2% of the primary wage 
earner’s income – a similar percentage as property taxes and cash contributions to charities 
(Mitchel, 2003). Amidst all of these suggestions, an overarching issue is that optimal amounts of 
insurance are difficult to calculate, but insurance models can be used to generate reasonable 
ranges.  
Insurance Models 

Researchers have long debated the factors that influence life insurance demand.  In the 
1960s, early studies began to emerge which focused on demand factors such as risk aversion or 
psychographic characteristics. Hammond, Houston, and Melander’s 1967 study was the first to 
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look at specific demand factors. Following this precedent, many other researchers have tried to 
determine which specific factors significantly influence insurance demand, but many of the 
results have been conflicting (Zietz, 2003). Undisputedly, life insurance is a tool that is useful 
only to those who have a need for it. Rarely will a nonworking individual who is fully supported 
by accumulated wealth ever purchase life insurance (Fischer, 1973). By focusing on the 
population that would benefit from insurance coverage, academics have tried to accomplish the 
impossible by creating a definitive list of factors that influence insurance demand. These demand 
factors can be classified into five categories – cash needs at death, salary replacement, retirement 
contributions replacement, college education funding, and mortgage payoff (Larson, 2015). 
Others have concentrated on the impact of specific factors such as Social Security benefits 
(Fitzgerald, 1987), beneficiaries (Lewis, 1989), and changes in the number of wage earners, 
income, age, and family size (Showers & Shotick, 1994). Attempts have also been made to 
categorize American life insurance purchase trends by age groups, period, and cohort groups 
(Chen, Wong, & Lee, 2001). Life insurance purchase and termination trends are believed to be 
triggered by major life events such as marriage, the birth of a child, the purchase of a new home, 
divorce, unemployment, and retirement (Liebenberg, Carson, & Dumm, 2012). Another study 
looking at cultural values determined that the level of individualism has a positive relationship 
with life insurance consumption (Chui & Kwok, 2008). While all of these factors certainly may 
be significant considerations during the acquisition of a life insurance policy, a meta-analysis 
study found that many of these studies demonstrate conflicting results (Zietz, 2003). Even when 
studies agreed on whether or not a factor influenced demand, there was not unanimous 
agreement on whether there was a positive or negative correlation. With these considerations in 
mind, three widely-used insurance calculation techniques have been developed.   

The multiple earnings approach, needs analysis, and human life value approach are three 
common methods used to determine the amount of insurance coverage needed for an individual 
or household (Elger, 2003).  The simplest, and therefore perceived to be the least accurate, 
approach is the multiple earnings method. This perception is supported by the findings that the 
multiple earnings method tended to highly overestimate insurance needs; however, this method 
also underestimated needs in a few scenarios (Brayman, 2009). The history, calculations, and 
shortcomings of the other two models are detailed within the literature (Hashim & Service, 
2013). Subsequent studies have been conducted to test the accuracy of life insurance 
recommendations calculated using the needs and human life value approaches. Compared to 
Quicken Financial Planner, the needs-based software ESPlanner tends to recommend lower 
amounts of insurance (Gokhale, Kotlikoff, & Warshawsky, 1999). Despite the differences and 
drawbacks of these three models, a realistic range of optimal insurance amounts can be 
generated. Since no method appears to be superior to the others, an individual’s true optimal 
insurance amount is determined by personal preference.  

The influence of personal preference is illustrated by the fact that optimal insurance 
amounts are actually less than the recommended, complete insurance amounts. The difference 
should be substituted by accumulated wealth and a self-insured portion (Campbell, 1980). 
Although insurance recommendations may not be exactly precise for each situation, the advice is 
offered as a guide to a market that is largely underinsured. In modern America, the middle 
market is a largely underinsured group that could drastically increase their financial security 
through greater life insurance penetration and coverage.  
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Potential of the Middle Market 
The middle market holds great potential for life insurance companies. This group of 

individuals ranges from ages 25 to 65 with a household income between $35,000 and $125,000.  
According to LIMRA statistics, 51% of middle market families are dissatisfied with their current 
financial situation, but only 10% intend to seek the advice of a financial advisor. While 73% feel 
that life insurance is a necessity, 33% rely solely on group life insurance to provide financial 
protection. Survey results also show that this group of consumers turns to the Internet to self-
educate themselves on life insurance products.  Insurance companies have incentive to capitalize 
on this market – the service of financial protection is compensated with increased margins, i.e. 
higher rates of return, for the insurers (Hall, 2010). Although the symbiotic nature of this 
relationship seems to be clear, there are challenges to effectively reaching this market. 

Figure 1. Data Source: Google Trends (www.google.com/trends). 
The bulk of these challenges are linked to the agent. One article suggests that a change in 

mindset is necessary to shift the focus of insurance agents from big sales (larger commissions) to 
a larger quantity of smaller sales. Insurance companies are also faced with higher distribution 
and underwriting costs relative to premiums (Shumrak, 2011). An additional challenge is 
marketing to such a widespread group of people. The middle market represents 46% of 
American households (Hall, 2000). The Internet is a key resource, especially for engaging 
consumers who seek life insurance coverage. 
Internet Revolution 

The Internet is an enormous marketing, sales, and education opportunity that can be 
accessed by a high volume of individuals. This channel is particularly beneficial for consumers 
as they experience a more consumer-oriented approach to insurance products as well as more 
transparent pricing (Garven, 2002). Since it is less likely for cost-sensitive middle market 
consumers to meet with financial advisors, free insurance calculators are essential for providing 
these individuals with an estimated amount of life insurance needed for their personal financial 
situations. It is somewhat surprising and concerning that very few researchers have analyzed the 
reliability of online insurance calculators when such a large market could benefit from their use. 

A consistent finding in studies that attempt to determine the accuracy of online 
calculators is that they offer a very wide range of advice. Similar to “live” advice, web advice is 
not perfect. Online insurance recommendations increase in variability as inputs become more 
elaborate, but reasonable financial advice is given for middle market consumers (Ciccotello & 
Wood, 2001). Suggested reasons for the differences given by online calculators include bias 
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toward overinsurance if compensation is paid as a premium percentage, differences in underlying 
models, and internal errors from computer programs (Dorfman & Adelman, 2002).  

Figure 2. Data Source: Google Trends (www.google.com/trends). 
The typical, intuitive methodology for these studies involved testing various financial 

situations in a sample of online life insurance calculators and comparing the outputs to each 
other and to some benchmark. A second approach analyzed the calculators by looking solely at 
the number of inputs requested (Adelman, Dorfman, & Wells, 2003). These few studies have 
begun the research on online insurance calculators, but there is a great need for further research 
on this topic. Past research has shown that the advice provided by online calculators varies 
widely. It is important to study whether the variation has decreased due to calculator 
enhancement and to secondarily encourage these websites to improve their online tools since 
such a large consumer block can greatly benefit from their use.  

Details of Research 
The middle market is a largely underinsured section of the American population. The key 

to reaching this consumer group is through the Internet, but little research has been conducted to 
analyze the online insurance calculators that these individuals are likely to utilize to determine 
their insurance needs. 

The remainder of this paper will consider the variation of “live” advice compared to the 
variation of online advice to better understand what amounts of variation should be expected. To 
measure this, three fictional family case studies, of increasing complexity, were used as test 
inputs for a sample of online calculators. As a benchmark, a survey, containing the same three 
case studies, was sent to a sample of financial professionals. By comparing the variability of 
advice given by the online calculators to the variability of “live” advice, conclusions will be 
drawn about the reliability of the online calculators.  

The researcher hypothesizes that the online calculators will generate a wide range of 
advice on life insurance coverage amounts due to the differences in inputs, calculation methods, 
and underlying assumptions between each calculator. The online calculators will likely not 
reflect large differences between each case as many of the calculators request only a few generic 
inputs which are not customizable to fit complicated financial scenarios. Tools sponsored by life 
insurance companies may recommend higher insurance amounts as they are directly tied to the 
product and are looking to generate sales. Lastly, the advice given by online calculators and 
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“live” advisors will likely be characterized by similar variability as each advisor will have his or 
her own calculation methods, judgments, and expertise.  

Data 
Case Study Data  

Three fictional case studies were designed by the researcher and used to model 
increasingly complex financial scenarios of a family within the American middle market. The 
family model includes a husband (Nick), a wife (Judy), and three kids living in the state of 
Virginia. The first case assumes that only the husband works. The second case assumes that both 
the husband and wife work, and the case introduces retirement savings for the wife, varied 
investment strategies, inherited property, a jewelry collection, and a few additional liabilities. 
The third case assumes that both the husband and wife work, care for a dependent parent, and 
receive rental property income. This case introduces a varied investment strategy, the acquisition 
of an additional vehicle, and a wedding bequest for each of two daughters. Full details of each 
case are listed in Appendix A. 
 The requested input varied between each online calculator, so the researcher used her best 
judgment to adapt the information provided in each case study to meet the conditions of the 
requested input. In addition, some calculators allowed for more flexibility than others. For 
example, some calculators allowed any number of years to be inputted as the number of years 
that income replacement is needed while some required the number of years inputted to be in 
multiples of five. In these cases, the closest choice was selected in an attempt to keep inputs 
relatively consistent between calculators. Lastly, many calculators did not provide options to 
input all details of the cases, such as the opportunity cost of the hours spent doing household 
chores. These details were unavoidably omitted in these instances. 
Online Calculator Data 

A sample of 23 online life insurance calculators were selected to test based on the ease of 
locating such calculators through the Google search engine to simulate a consumer’s realistic 
experience to find online resources (see Table 1). The Google search engine handles the largest 
amount of queries and serves as a likely resource for consumers to utilize. The order in which 
search results are displayed heavily influence which results are clicked on the by user. Users 
click on results that are presented higher on the page, implying that users trust Google’s 
algorithms and are therefore unlikely to explore results listed after the first page (Pan et al., 
2007).   

The sample of calculators was classified into two categories of sponsors – life insurance 
company and other. A life insurance company website is defined as a site belonging to a 
company which sells its own life insurance products. All consumer and consolidator websites 
were classified into the “other” category. These groupings allow the researcher to test whether 
the calculators sponsored by a life insurance company recommended higher amounts of 
insurance coverage due to the companies’ direct opportunities to profit from the product being 
sold. In addition to this stratification, the number of inputs asked by each calculator was recorded 
to test whether the variation in advice increased with the number of inputs requested.  
Advisor Data 

Virginia-based financial professionals from four different professional groups were 
surveyed. The first group constituted of Certified Financial Professionals (CFPs). The names and 
firms for every fifteenth CFP, for which a valid email address could be determined, in Virginia 
was collected from the CFP Board’s member directory. The second surveyed group were 
members of the National Association of Personal Financial Advisors (NAPFA). Again, contact 
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information was found through the NAPFA member directory. All advisors meeting the criteria 
of being within 640 miles of Virginia and specializing in insurance-related issues were surveyed,  
contingent on whether the listed email address was valid.  The third sampled group was a subset 
of the National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors (NAIFA). All NAIFA advisors 
with valid email address listed in the cities of Arlington, Norfolk, Richmond, and Virginia Beach 
were surveyed. The fourth group was the entire population of member agencies and branches 
with valid email addresses belonging to the Independent Insurance Agents of Virginia (IIAV). 
Table 1 

 
Each individual sampled was invited to complete a QuestionPro survey via email with 

incentive to be entered into a raffle for a gift card upon completion. The survey comprised of a 
few demographic questions followed by the three case studies. After each case, the respondent 
was prompted to enter a recommended amount of additional life insurance coverage for each the 
husband and wife into text boxes. 

Results 
Web Advice 
The spread of coverage amounts advised by the online life insurance calculators was quite large, 
indicating a large variability in advice consistent with previous studies. The range of 
recommended amounts exceeded $1 million in all instances.  

The average amount of coverage recommended for Nick was largest for Case 1 as 
expected since he was the sole income provider and primary breadwinner. The average 
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recommendation increased from Case 2 to Case 3. Again, this is consistent with intuition as Case 
2 and Case 3 were similar aside from the introduction of additional variables in Case 3.  

Table 2 
The average recommended coverage amounts on Judy increased in each case. As her status 
progressed from non-working wife to working wife, her life became more valuable as a result of 
her financial contributions to her family. The increase from Case 2 to Case 3 illustrates the 
concept that complex financial situations with higher liabilities require higher insurance cover. 
The median coverage recommendations were higher for Nick than for Judy in all three cases, 
agreeing with the fact that Nick’s salary accounts for a higher proportion of total family income. 
Full descriptive statistics for each case are illustrated in Table 2 above.  

 
Figure 3. Box Plot of the distribution of coverage recommendations for Nick. 

To determine whether websites sponsored by life insurance companies recommended 
higher coverage amounts, t-tests were used to test the null hypothesis that the means between the 
two groups of sponsor types were equal. The test proved insignificant in all three cases for both 
Judy and Nick. The null hypothesis could not be rejected, meaning the means between the two 
groups were not significantly different. This is inconsistent with the researcher’s original 
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hypothesis and may be attributed to the fact that some calculators sponsored by life insurance 
companies were still provided and maintained by third party organizations. Online calculators  

    
Figure 4. Box Plot of the distribution of coverage recommendations for Judy. 
categorized as “other” sponsor were not proportionally represented in the sample tested, so 
perhaps the inclusion of additional calculators sponsored by consumer and consolidator 
organizations would yield different results.  
 The sampled online calculators were split into two groups based on the number of inputs 
requested – less than or equal to 13 inputs requested and more than 13 inputs requested. Using F-
tests, the null hypothesis that the variances of the two groups were equal was tested. Using a p-
value of .05, the null hypothesis was rejected in all cases for both Judy and Nick, thus concluding 
that the group of calculators with more than 13 inputs resulted in significantly greater variability 
than the group of calculators with less than or equal to 13 inputs. This conclusion is consistent 
with the conclusions of previous studies.  
Live Advice 
 Three respondents, representing three of the four sampled organizations – Certified 
Financial Planners (CFP), the National Association of Personal Financial Advisors (NAPFA), 
and the National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors (NAIFA), completed the 
survey. All respondents had been providing financial advice for more than 10 years, but only one 
respondent specifically specialized in insurance. There was also an equal representation of fee 
structures used – fee only, commission only, and both fee and commission.  
 For all cases, the median coverage recommendation given by the “live” advisors 
exceeded the median coverage recommendations of the online calculators. A large amount of 
variability was also seen in the “live” advice, with the range of recommended amounts exceeding 
$1 million in all instances. This amount of variability is comparable to the amount of variability 
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seen in the online recommendations, suggesting that optimal life insurance coverage amounts are 
subjective to personal discretion.  

Figure 5. Additional insurance coverage recommendations on Nick’s life by calculator sponsor. 

Figure 6. Additional insurance coverage recommendations on Judy’s life by calculator sponsor.  
Interestingly, the entirely fee-based advisor recommended the highest amounts of 

coverage for all cases, while the entirely commission-based advisor recommended the lowest 
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amounts of coverage for all cases. This is the opposite of what was expected, though it is 
difficult to generalize these results as the sample was quite limited. The medians and ranges of 
the “live” recommendations are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3

 
Discussion of Results 

The recommended life insurance coverage amounts provided through both online and 
“live” channels were characterized by high amounts of variability. These large differences 
support the proposition that life insurance coverage amounts should be recommended as an 
interval, allowing for more flexibility to incorporate each individual’s risk appetite. Surprisingly, 
only the online calculator sponsored by FinAid recommended a range of insurance. The 
recommended interval given by FinAid’s calculator was also very wide – a greater than $500 
thousand range.   

Though the availability of “live” advice was limited in this study, the “live” advisors tended 
to recommend larger amounts of coverage than the web advice. The highest and lowest amounts 
recommended by the “live” advisors for each case were not too far from the highest and lowest 
amounts recommended by the online calculators for each case. As compared to the “live” advice, 
the online calculators appeared to provide relatively similar advice.  

The findings of this study mostly agreed with the conclusions of previous studies, but there 
were some limitations to the research. It was difficult to ensure that the inputs to each online 
calculator were perfectly consistent due to the differences in requested information. Also, the 
researcher used her best judgment in adapting the information from each case study to fit the 
input criteria of each calculator. In addition, the survey response rate was low. Stronger 
conclusions could have been drawn if a larger sample of “live” advice was available.  

For consumers, the findings of this study suggest that online life insurance calculators are a 
reasonable substitute for meeting with a financial advisor based solely on the numbers. However, 
consumers would be forfeiting the professional counselling and interpretation of 
recommendations provided by a “live” advisor. Even so, a consumer should be able to determine 
a sensible range of suggested life insurance coverage amounts by testing a few online 
calculators. The individual could then select an appropriate coverage amount from that range 
based on his or her risk preferences.  

For the insurance industry, measures should be taken to improve the transparency of online 
calculators. As larger volumes of consumers turn to the Internet for advice, these resources may 
be the only insurance advice available for cost-sensitive families. The calculators could be 
improved by recommending ranges instead of a single value. The recommendations should be 
followed by explanation of how an individual’s own judgement must be used to determine the 
optimal amount of insurance for his or her situation. This explanation should also include a 
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discussion on risk preferences and the change in standard of living acceptable to the family if one 
member were to die unexpectedly.  

Conclusion 
The Internet is becoming an increasingly popular source of information, and can act as a 

communication channel between insurance companies and consumers. For middle market 
families, the communication, awareness, and understanding of life insurance is the key to 
bridging the epidemic of the decline of life insurance consumption. The variability of advice 
provided by both online life insurance calculators and “live” advisors were characterized by high 
levels of variation, yet the ranges of advice given were not too different between the groups. 
These findings suggest that reasonable ranges of recommended life insurance coverage can be 
obtained by consulting a few online calculators; the tradeoff is the loss of personalized 
explanations provided by in-person advisors. Future studies should be conducted to compare the 
recommendations of a larger sample of “live” advisors to the recommendations of online life 
insurance calculators. It would also be interesting to interview experienced financial advisors to 
determine their opinions of online life insurance tools. 
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Appendix A 
Case Study 1 – Non-working Wife and Three Kids 

Nick (born 1972) and Judy (born 1973) were high school sweethearts and married shortly 
after Judy graduated from college in 1995. After repaying their college debts, the couple bought 
a house in Arlington, Virginia, in 2000 to live close to Judy’s parents. They took out a 30-year 
mortgage at a 5% annual effective interest rate to finance their $400,000 home. Their home 
equity at the end of 2016 is valued at $155,530. 

Nick now works as a mechanical engineer and plans to continue working until he retires 
at age 67. Through his employer, Nick received an amount equal to his annual salary in group 
life coverage, and he feels that this is sufficient coverage for his family. He is also enrolled in a 
410(k) account in which he has accumulated $175,000 between his and his employer’s 
contributions. As an engineer, Nick does not have much knowledge in the area of financial 
markets, so he is afraid to invest his money in the stock market. Instead, Nick invests his money 
in bonds and bank accounts. Currently, he and Judy have $40,000 invested in bonds, $65,000 in 
a savings account, and $5,000 in a checking account. He expects to receive a 6% ROI through 
his bonds, so he believes this is a good investment as his return percentage is greater than the 
expected annual inflation rate of 3.22%. Nick and Judy each have their own cars which they are 
still making payments on. The two cars have a total value of $20,000 after accounting for their 
$10,000 in outstanding auto loans. Their combined auto insurance comes to about $200/month. 

Nick’s annual salary of $60,000 has allowed Judy to stay home permanently to take care 
of their three kids and the household duties. Their oldest child, Mia, is 14 now and dreams of 
attending Bluefield College in Virginia to major in Education. Their middle child, Aria, is 11 and 
loves Florida. She wants to eventually go to college at The University of Tampa and study 
Applied Dance. Ethan is their youngest child. Although he is only 7, he loves building and wants 
to be a carpenter when he grows up. 

While the kids are at school, Judy spends her time managing the family’s finances. She 
calculates that the family spends about $200/month on household duties, $180/month on their 
cell phone bill, $80/month on cable, $70/month on Internet, $600/month on groceries, 
$300/month on gas, $200/month on clothing, and $100/month on donations. Judy also spends 
about 10 hours per week helping her kids with homework, 8 hours per week cooking, 7 hours per 
week driving around her children, 5 hours per week housekeeping, 2 hours per week on home 
repairs, 2 hours per week on yard work, and 2 hours per week paying bills. 

Judy is worried about how her family would manage if something were to happen to 
Nick. They depend heavily on his income, and she expects that she and the kids would need 
about 90% of his income to maintain their current standard of living if Nick were to die. They 
would also need $8,500 to cover funeral expenses. She is not sure if Nick’s group life coverage 
is enough, and she wants to consult a financial planner. 
Case Study 2 – Working Wife and Three Kids 

Nick (born 1972) and Judy (born 1973) were high school sweethearts and married shortly 
after Judy graduated from college in 1995. After repaying their college debts, the couple bought 
a house in Arlington, Virginia, in 2000 to live close to Judy’s parents. They took out a 30-year 
mortgage at a 5% annual effective interest rate to finance their $400,000 home. Their home 
equity at the end of 2016 is valued at $155,530. 

Nick now works as a mechanical engineer, earns a salary of $60,000, and plans to 
continue working until he retires at age 67. Through his employer, Nick receives an amount 
equal to his annual salary in group life coverage. He is also enrolled in a 401(k) account in which 
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he has accumulated $175,000 between his and his employer’s contributions. Currently, he and 
Judy have $30,000 invested in stocks (these stocks pay about $1,000 annually in dividends), 
$10,000 invested in bonds, $65,000 in a savings account, $20,000 in mutual funds, and $5,000 in 
a checking account. He expects to receive 6% ROI through his investments, so he believes this is 
a good investment as his return percentage is greater than the expected annual inflation rate of 
3.22%. Nick and Judy each have their own cars which they are still making payments on. The 
two cars have a total value of $20,000 after accounting for their $10,000 in outstanding auto 
loans. Their combined auto insurance comes to about $200/month. They also have an 
outstanding credit card balance of $6,500. 

Judy works as a nurse at a nearby hospital, and she plans to retire at the same time as 
Nick. Her annual salary is $45,000. Judy also has group life coverage for the amount of her 
salary, and her employer offers both 401(k) and defined benefit pension plans. She has 
accumulated $120,000 in her 401(k) account, and her accumulated annual pension benefit is 
$8,000. Judy has always collected jewelry since she was young, and she now has accumulated an 
estimated value of $12,000 in jewelry. 

Judy and Nick have three children. Their oldest child, Mia, is 14 now and dreams of 
attending Bluefield College in Virginia to major in Education. Their middle child, Aria, is 11 and 
loves Florida. She wants to eventually go to college at The University of Tampa and study 
Applied Dance. Ethan is their youngest child. Although he is only 7, he loves building and wants 
to be a carpenter when he grows up. 

Since their kids were born, Judy and Nick have taken them on a family vacation each 
year. They plan to spend about $5,000/year on travel expenses. In addition, Judy’s parents just 
recently moved into a retirement community, so they passed along their family cabin to Judy and 
Nick. The cabin, built by Judy’s grandfather, has an approximate value of $110,000. 

Judy manages the family’s finances. She calculates that the family spends about 
$200/month on household duties, $180/month on their cell phone bill, $80/month on cable, 
$70/month on Internet, $600/month on groceries, $300/month on gas, $200/month on clothing, 
and $100/month on donations. Judy also spends about 10 hours per week helping her kids with 
homework, 8 hours per week cooking, 7 hours per week driving around her children, 5 hours per 
week housekeeping, 2 hours per week on home repairs, 2 hours per week on yard work, and 2 
hours per week paying bills. 

Judy is worried about how her family would manage if something were to happen to her 
or Nick. She expects that in the event of a death, the survivor and the kids would need to replace 
about 70% of the lost income to maintain their current standard of living. They would also need 
$8,500 to cover funeral expenses. She is not sure if their group life coverage is enough, and she 
wants to consult a financial planner. 
Case Study 3 – Working Wife, Three Kids, Dependent Parent, and Rental Properties 

Nick (born 1972) and Judy (born 1973) were high school sweethearts and married shortly 
after Judy graduated from college in 1995. After repaying their college debts, the couple bought 
a house in Arlington, Virginia, in 2000 to live close to Judy’s parents. They took out a 30-year 
mortgage at a 5% annual effective interest rate to finance their $400,000 home. Their home 
equity at the end of 2016 is valued at $155,530. 

Nick now works as a mechanical engineer, earns a salary of $60,000, and plans to 
continue working until he retires at age 67. Through his employer, Nick receives an amount 
equal to his annual salary in group life coverage. He is also enrolled in a 401(k) account in which 
he has accumulated $175,000 between his and his employer’s contributions. Currently, he and 
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Judy have $30,000 invested in stocks (these stocks pay about $1,000 annually in dividends), 
$10,000 invested in bonds, $65,000 in a savings account, $20,000 in mutual funds, and $5,000 in 
a checking account. He expects to receive 6% ROI through his investments, so he believes this is 
a good investment as his return percentage is greater than the expected annual inflation rate of 
3.22%. Nick and Judy each have their own cars which they are still making payments on. The 
two cars have a total value of $20,000 after accounting for their $10,000 in outstanding auto 
loans. Their combined auto insurance comes to about $200/month. They also have an 
outstanding credit card balance of $6,500. 

Judy works as a nurse at a nearby hospital, and she plans to retire at the same time as 
Nick. Her annual salary is $45,000. Judy also has group life coverage for the amount of her 
salary, and her employer offers both 401(k) and defined benefit pension plans. She has 
accumulated $120,000 in her 401(k) account, and her accumulated annual pension benefit is 
$8,000. Judy has always collected jewelry since she was young, and she now has accumulated an 
estimated value of $12,000 in jewelry. 

Judy and Nick have three children. Their oldest child, Mia, is 14 now and dreams of 
attending Bluefield College in Virginia to major in Education. Their middle child, Aria, is 11 and 
loves Florida. She wants to eventually go to college at The University of Tampa and study 
Applied Dance. Ethan is their youngest child. Although he is only 7, he loves building and wants 
to be a carpenter when he grows up. 

Since their kids were born, Judy and Nick have taken them on a family vacation each 
year. They plan to spend about $5,000/year on travel expenses. In addition, Judy’s parents just 
recently moved into a retirement community, so they passed along their family cabin to Judy and 
Nick. The cabin, built by Judy’s grandfather, has an approximate value of $110,000. Judy and 
Nick have decided to rent this cabin as a source of additional income. They expect to receive 
about $400/month from rent payments. 

Since her husband’s passing, Nick’s 70-year-old widowed mother has been facing many 
health problems and recently suffered a stroke. Judy and Nick have moved her into their home to 
care for her. Judy has switched to an overnight shift so that she can watch over her mother-in-law 
during the day while Nick is at work. This has been working for the time being, but Judy and 
Nick are not sure what the long term solution will be as Nick’s mother will need care for 
approximately the next 15 years. Since his mother can no longer drive due to her stroke, he has 
decided to keep her car for when Mia is old enough to drive. This increases the family’s total 
outstanding auto loans to $15,000. 

Judy manages the family’s finances. She calculates that the family spends about 
$200/month on household duties, $180/month on their cell phone bill, $80/month on cable, 
$70/month on Internet, $600/month on groceries, $300/month on gas, $200/month on clothing, 
and $100/month on donations. Judy also spends about 10 hours per week helping her kids with 
homework, 8 hours per week cooking, 7 hours per week driving around her children, 5 hours per 
week housekeeping, 2 hours per week on home repairs, 2 hours per week on yard work, and 2 
hours per week paying bills. 

Judy is worried about how her family would manage if something were to happen to her 
or Nick. She expects that in the event of a death, the survivor and the kids would need to replace 
about 70% of the lost income to maintain their current standard of living. They would also need 
$8,500 to cover funeral expenses. Having two young daughters, Judy would also like her 
insurance coverage to bequest $30,000 to each daughter for wedding expenses. She is not sure if 
their group life coverage is enough, and she wants to consult a financial planner.  
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Appendix B 
Inventory of Online Calculators  
AAA 

https://www.aaalife.com/needs-calculator/ 
AAFMAA 

https://www.aafmaa.com/Decision-Center/Tools-Forms-Resources/Calculate-your-
 insurance-needs 
Allstate 

https://www.allstate.com/tools-and-resources/financial/how-much-life-insurance-
 calculator.aspx 
American Family Insurance 

https://web.amfam.com/learn-and-plan/interactive-tools/calculators-and-
 widgets/calculators/life-needs-calculator/main.html 
AXA 

https://us.axa.com/tools/calculators/life-insurance-calculator.html 
Bankrate 

http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/insurance/life-insurance-calculator.aspx 
CalcXML 

https://www.calcxml.com/calculators/life-insurance-calculator 
Edward Jones 

https://www.edwardjones.com/preparing-for-your-future/calculators-
 checklists/calculators/life-insurance-needs-calculator.html 
FinAid 

http://www.finaid.org/calculators/lifeinsuranceneeds.phtml 
John Hancock 

https://www.johnhancockinsurance.com/life/life-insurance-calculator.aspx 
Life Happens 

http://www.lifehappens.org/insurance-overview/life-insurance/calculate-your-needs/ 
Mutual of Omaha 

http://www.mutualofomaha.com/life-insurance/determine-need 
Nationwide 

https://lifesales.nationwide.com/life/insurance-amount/ 
Nerd Wallet 

https://www.nerdwallet.com/life-insurance/do-i-need-it 
Physicians Mutual 

https://www.physiciansmutual.com/cs/promotions/life/calculator/ 
Protective 

http://www.protective.com/learning-center/calculate-your-needs/ 
Prudential 

https://www.prudential.com/personal/insights/tools/life-insurance-calculator/ 
Securian 

https://web1.lifebenefits.com/lb/mmedia/InsNeedsCalc/InsNeedsCalc.html 
SmartAsset 

https://smartasset.com/life-insurance/how-much-life-insurance-do-i-need 
Sun Life Financial 

https://www.aaalife.com/needs-calculator/
https://www.aafmaa.com/Decision-Center/Tools-Forms-Resources/Calculate-your-
https://www.aafmaa.com/Decision-Center/Tools-Forms-Resources/Calculate-your-
https://www.allstate.com/tools-and-resources/financial/how-much-life-insurance-
https://www.allstate.com/tools-and-resources/financial/how-much-life-insurance-
https://web.amfam.com/learn-and-plan/interactive-tools/calculators-and-
https://web.amfam.com/learn-and-plan/interactive-tools/calculators-and-
https://us.axa.com/tools/calculators/life-insurance-calculator.html
http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/insurance/life-insurance-calculator.aspx
https://www.calcxml.com/calculators/life-insurance-calculator
https://www.edwardjones.com/preparing-for-your-future/calculators-
https://www.edwardjones.com/preparing-for-your-future/calculators-
http://www.finaid.org/calculators/lifeinsuranceneeds.phtml
https://www.johnhancockinsurance.com/life/life-insurance-calculator.aspx
http://www.lifehappens.org/insurance-overview/life-insurance/calculate-your-needs/
http://www.mutualofomaha.com/life-insurance/determine-need
https://lifesales.nationwide.com/life/insurance-amount/
https://www.nerdwallet.com/life-insurance/do-i-need-it
https://www.physiciansmutual.com/cs/promotions/life/calculator/
http://www.protective.com/learning-center/calculate-your-needs/
https://www.prudential.com/personal/insights/tools/life-insurance-calculator/
https://web1.lifebenefits.com/lb/mmedia/InsNeedsCalc/InsNeedsCalc.html
https://smartasset.com/life-insurance/how-much-life-insurance-do-i-need
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https://www.sunlife.ca/ca/Learn+and+Plan/Tools+and+Calculators/Life+insurance+calcu
lator 

TIAA 
https://www.tiaa.org/public/li_calc/calculator.html 

USAA 
https://www.usaa.com/inet/life_insurance_advice/LifeInsuranceAdvice/ 

Voya  
https://www.voya.com/tool/life-insurance-calculator 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.sunlife.ca/ca/Learn+and+Plan/Tools+and+Calculators/Life+insurance+calculator
https://www.sunlife.ca/ca/Learn+and+Plan/Tools+and+Calculators/Life+insurance+calculator
https://www.tiaa.org/public/li_calc/calculator.html
https://www.usaa.com/inet/life_insurance_advice/LifeInsuranceAdvice/
https://www.voya.com/tool/life-insurance-calculator
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Abstract 
Consumer demand for sustainable products and services is growing more than ever 

before. This growth in demand may provide socially and environmentally responsible companies 
with some financial benefits through increased sales and price premiums, if they can connect 
with consumers. Corporate Social Responsibility, specifically through obtaining a third party 
sustainability certification, is a way for sustainable companies to reach out to consumers and 
convey their ethical business practices. However, the sheer number of certifications available 
today can confuse consumers and negate any benefits of having the certification. It is important 
to determine how companies can promote their certification to consumers and reap the financial 
benefits. B Corp Certification, which is offered by a global nonprofit organization, is an ideal 
certification for this study because it is offered to many types of companies that advertise their 
certification status differently to consumers.  
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Introduction 
As consumers become more aware of the social and environmental issues facing our 

world, they are increasingly interested in purchasing products and services from companies that 
seek to provide a positive environmental and/or social impact. A 2015 Nielsen study revealed 
that sales of sustainable products and services grew more than four percent globally, while 
products and services from companies without a commitment to sustainability only grew by 
about one percent. Current research indicates that consumers are willing to pay a premium for 
these sustainable products and services, too. In 2014, Nielsen found that fifty-five percent of 
global consumers were willing to pay more for products and services if they knew that the 
company engaged in sustainable business practices. Nielsen expanded this study in 2015 and 
found that sixty-six percent of global consumers are willing to pay more for these sustainable 
products and services. It is clear that there is a growing market for sustainability, but truly 
sustainable companies must learn how to tap into it on their own.   

Corporate Social Responsibility 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a means through which companies give back to 

their communities. CSR activities can help connect conscientious consumers with like-minded 
companies by raising consumer awareness of a company’s positive impact on society. CSR 
efforts have the potential to create value for internal and external stakeholders and make them 
feel more connected to the company participating in CSR. As a result, that company may receive 
favorable responses from customers and other stakeholders (Bhattacharya, Hildebrand & Sen, 
2011). There is limited research regarding what these favorable responses are, but existing 
research suggests that CSR can help companies increase shareholder wealth through increased 
sales and price premiums (Mishra & Modi, 2016). This research seems to support the 
aforementioned Nielsen polls. Studies also show that companies have generally increased their 
CSR efforts in recent years. This increase in CSR could be the result of an organic movement 
toward more ethical business practices. However, the increase could also be the result of the 
potential financial benefits (Carroll, Primo & Richter, 2016).  

There are two main perceptions of CSR: that it is reflective of genuine, sustainable 
business and that is an insincere move by companies to maximize profits (Darsono, 2009). 
Recent research shows that the motivations of companies who participate in CSR closely align 
with these perceptions; companies participate in CSR to either amend their past mistakes or 
simply because their natural corporate values lead to CSR efforts (Kang, Germann & Grewal, 
2016). Since there are two very different corporate approaches to sustainable activities, 
consumers are skeptical of companies’ motives for engaging in them. According to Mahler’s 
2015 study, consumers, especially Millennials, view CSR as “mere table stakes.” Consumers 
have trouble connecting even with genuinely sustainable companies because they do not trust the 
motivations behind their marketing. This is important because consumer trust plays a major role 
in the potential financial benefits of CSR. Consumers have more favorable perceptions of 
sustainably marketed products and their prices when the consumers feel the companies behind 
those products are genuinely committed to social and environmental responsibility (Chernev & 
Blair, 2015; Habel, Schons, Alavi & Wieseke, 2016). As a result, companies that act on their 
genuine, sustainable values see greater financial returns for their CSR activities than those that 
partake in CSR solely for financial reasons (Kang et al, 2016; Petrenko, Aime, Ridge & Hill, 
2015). These previous findings indicate that consumer trust in a sustainable company should be 
measured when determining the effectiveness of CSR activities.  
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Sustainability Certifications 
Sustainability certification is one subset of CSR. Companies that have a certification go 

through an extensive verification process monitored by a third-party organization to obtain it, 
and in return gain the rights to use a special label on their products denoting that they have the 
certification. Generally, there are costs associated with obtaining a certification so companies 
must realize some benefit from it before committing to the certification process. Companies do 
believe that there are some benefits to certification, but they are unclear as to what those benefits 
are exactly (Delmas & Gergaud, 2014; Jarvis, Weeden & Simcock, 2010; Matisoff, Noonan & 
Mazzolini, 2014). Research on the potential benefits of third-party sustainability certification is 
limited and findings conflict with each other. For example, a handful of recent studies have 
shown that consumer purchase intention and willingness to pay a price premium is higher for 
sustainably certified products than for products without any certification (Harris, 2007; de Silva, 
Bioto, Efraim & Queiroz, 2016; Sparks, Perkins & Buckley, 2013; Terlaak & King, 2006; 
Vecchio & Annunziata, 2015). This is especially the case in younger consumers who are moving 
into their prime spending years. However, many of these studies lack empirical testing to support 
their claims, while additional studies have produced empirical evidence that there are no or 
limited financial benefits associated with obtaining a sustainability certification (Blackman & 
Rivera, 2011; Rivera, 2002). Furthermore, research has shown that a company may realize more 
financial benefits through meeting certification standards than by having a certification (Corbett, 
Montes-Sancho & Kirsch, 2005).  

One explanation behind these contradictions in the literature is that there are many 
different sustainability certifications available, so consumers become confused about which 
products to consider when presented with different certification labels. Lim (2016) illustrates the 
concept of sustainability marketing myopia, which suggests that consumers do not buy into 
sustainable marketing messages such as certifications because they cannot distinguish between 
the certification labels to determine the benefits of purchasing each of the different products. 
Consumers have far too much information and therefore cannot distinguish between genuine and 
superficial marketing messages. Other research studies support this theory that consumers are 
confused by all the certification labels out there; this confusion can potentially diminish the 
benefits and value of certifications with more rigorous standards (Buckley, 2012; Dietsch & 
Philpott, 2008).  

The biggest hurdle companies must overcome when engaging in marketing sustainable 
practices is figuring out how to minimize sustainability marketing myopia and maximize the 
benefits associated with a sustainability certification. Using their certification label on product 
packaging can make consumers aware that the company engages in sustainable activities. Miles 
and Munilla (2004) found that environmental certifications could have a positive impact on a 
company by creating a competitive advantage and allowing them to charge a price premium for 
their products. However, not much is known about the effectiveness of these labels in increasing 
consumer purchase intention. Research suggests that extensive communication of sustainable 
practices will lead to enhanced identification with sustainable brand; a certification label alone 
may not be effective (Maignan & Ferrell, 2004). In addition, more recent research reveals that 
consumers may not necessarily trust certification labels on products (Marin-Burgos, Clancy & 
Lovett, 2015). Instead, consumers might need some more explanation, as standards for obtaining 
various labels are very different and some companies may strive to obtain more rigorous 
certifications while others choose the cheapest option purely for the perceived marketing benefits 
(Raynolds, Murray & Heller, 2007; Vertinsky & Zhou, 2000). More research is needed to 
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determine the exact benefits of obtaining a sustainability certification and best practices for 
marketing it to consumers.  

B Corp Certification 
As previously mentioned, there are many types of sustainability certifications. Some 

certifications are designed for products, while others are designed for services. B Corp 
Certification is a comprehensive third party sustainable business certification offered by B Lab, a 
global nonprofit organization headquartered in Southeastern Pennsylvania. The organization was 
established in 2006 and has since then certified over 1,800 sustainable companies globally, 
including Method, Seventh Generation, Patagonia, and Ben & Jerry’s. There are no restrictions 
regarding the type of companies that can be certified; B Lab certifies manufacturing companies, 
retail stores, law firms, marketing firms, and many more. To obtain B Corp Certification, 
companies must complete and score 80 or higher on a 200-plus question assessment of their 
business practices in the Governance, Worker, Community, Environment, and Social Impact 
areas. Once a score of 80 is achieved, companies complete a thorough review of their assessment 
with a member of the B Lab team, sign a term sheet, meet a legal requirement depending on the 
company’s location of incorporation, and pay an annual fee.  

When they finally become certified, companies gain access to numerous resources 
including the rights to use the Certified B Corp logo on their marketing materials and product 
packaging. Each company makes different uses of the logos and information provided to them by 
B Lab. For example, Method does not use the logo on its products but does include a section of 
its website devoted to explaining its certification and the B Corp movement. Badger, on the other 
hand, uses the logo and creates retail displays further explaining the B Corp movement to 
customers in the stores that carry the company’s products. B Lab touts several benefits 
associated with becoming a certified B Corp, but it is unknown if the certification impacts 
consumer purchases of Certified B Corps’ products. Given the conflicting literature regarding the 
effectiveness of certifications and their respective logos, it would be interesting to determine if 
there is a quantifiable marketing benefit to using the Certified B Corp logos on product 
packaging.  

It is evident that there is a growing market for sustainable products and services. 
Consumers want to buy from companies that engage in socially and environmentally responsible 
practices. Corporate Social Responsibility, specifically in the form of obtaining a third-party 
sustainability certification, is a way for companies to convey their ethical practices to consumers 
and reap some financial benefits from tapping into this increased demand. However, due to the 
large number of certifications currently available, consumers may not be able to distinguish 
between rigorous, genuine certifications and relaxed, superficial ones, which could diminish any 
benefits of having these certifications. Research suggests that the certification alone may not 
benefit companies as expected, partially due to this confusion. Further research should not only 
measure the impact of a third-party certification on consumer purchase intention and willingness 
to pay a price premium (the two major perceived and researched benefits of certification), but it 
should also measure these benefits depending on the type of marketing messages used to convey 
the certification to consumers. Does a logo on a package alone generate these benefits, or should 
a company further elaborate on what their certification means? B Corp Certification is an ideal 
certification for this research because it can be applied to multiple types of companies, is 
incredibly rigorous, and offers multiple methods for conveying the certification to consumers.  
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Research Questions 
As a result of the limited, conflicting prior research that has been done regarding 

sustainability certifications, the following research questions emerged: 
1. What effect does a sustainability certification logo have on consumer purchase intention, 

if the consumer knows what the certification means? 
2. What effect does a sustainability certification logo have on consumer trust in the 

company, if the consumer knows what the certification means? 
3. To what extent are consumers willing to pay more for a product that has a sustainability 

certification logo, if the consumer knows what that certification means? 
4. What effect does a retail display indicating a sustainability certification have on 

consumer purchase intention? 
5. What effect does a retail display indicating a sustainability certification logo have on 

consumer trust in the company? 
6. To what extent are consumers willing to pay more for a product that has a retail display 

indicating a sustainability certification logo? 
Methodology 

Stimuli 
A brief, three-part survey was developed in Google Forms that encouraged respondents 

to imagine themselves shopping in the freezer section of a grocery store. They were then 
presented with the following three conditions: 
 

1. An image of a Ben & Jerry’s pint of Cake Batter ice cream 
2. The same image of the Ben & Jerry’s pint with a B Corporation Certification logo and an 

explanation of what the logo means 
3. An image of retail display with information about the B Corp movement toward 

sustainable business 
The first condition, the plain image of the Ben & Jerry’s pint, was designed as a control 

to which responses to the other two conditions could be compared to determine differences. The 
second condition was designed to measure the effectiveness of just a certification logo in 
changing consumer purchase intention, willingness to pay a price premium, and trust in the 
brand. The final condition was designed to measure the effectiveness of using an additional retail 
display in changing the three measures.  
Measures 
 After respondents were exposed to each of the three conditions, they were prompted to 
answer a series of ten questions designed to measure their intent to purchase the product, their 
willingness to pay a price premium for the product, and their trust in the brand. Respondents 
answered these ten questions each time they were exposed to one of the three conditions.  
 Purchase intention was measured using four questions slightly adapted from a purchase 
intention scale used in a 2012 study by Schreier, Fuchs, and Dahl (Bruner, 2015). The first two 
questions were five-point Likert scale questions asking respondents to rate the degree to which 
they agree that they would seriously consider purchasing products from the company and 
actively search for the company when shopping. The remaining two questions were five-point 
semantic differential scale questions asking respondents to indicate their likeliness and 
probability of purchasing products from the company.  
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 Willingness to pay a price premium was measured using three questions slightly adapted 
from a scale used in a 2012 study by Folse, Netemeyer, and Burton (Bruner, 2015). The 
questions used were five-point Likert scale questions that asked respondents to rate the degree to 
which they agree that the price of the product would have to go up before they’d switch to 
another brand of ice cream, they are willing to pay a higher price for this brand of ice cream than 
other brands of ice cream, and they are willing to pay 10% more for this brand of ice cream than 
other brands.  
 Trust in the company was measured using three questions slightly adapted from a trust 
scale used in a 2012 study by White, MacDonald, and Ellard (Bruner, 2015). The questions used 
were five-point Likert scale questions that asked respondents to rate the degree to which they 
agree that they can depend, rely, and that they are confident that the company is truthful about its 
products.  
 Once respondents were exposed to all three of the study’s conditions and answered the 
ten questions for each condition, they answered simple demographics questions as well as three 
scaled questions indicating their political leanings, the extent to which they are concerned about 
the environment, and the extent to which they examine labels on product packaging.  
Sampling 
 This survey was distributed to respondents through social media. A convenience sample 
based on voluntary responses was taken over the course of two weeks.  

Results 
Sample 
 A total of 133 respondents filled out the survey. In terms of gender, the sample was not 
very diverse; 90.2 percent of respondents were female, while the remaining 9.8 percent were 
male. Most the respondents (59.1 percent) were 30 years old or younger. 42.4 percent of the 
respondents were students, while 38.6 percent were employed full time. In terms of education 
level, the sample reflected the high student population, with 39.1 percent of respondents having 
completed some college. 25.6 percent of respondents had completed their Bachelor’s Degree. 
The responses to the scaled questions at the end of the demographics section indicated that, on 
average, respondents were concerned about the environment (mean score: 4.10), had moderate to 
somewhat liberal political leanings (mean score: 3.43), and occasionally examined product labels 
and packaging (mean score: 3.74). The Tables section at the end of the report shows a full listing 
of all demographics results.  
Reliability 
 Chronbach’s Alpha was calculated for the purchase intention, price premium, and 
consumer trust scales for all three of the conditions presented in the study. Scales with a 
Chronbach’s Alpha of 0.7 or higher are considered reliable. For each of the three conditions in 
the study, all three scales were highly reliable. The following table presents the Chronbach’s 
Alpha results: 
 Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 
Purchase Intention 0.909 0.926 0.918 
Price Premium 0.890 0.891 0.917 
Consumer Trust 0.938 0.961 0.972 
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Results 
 Mean scores were calculated for each of the scaled questions in the study. The Tables 
section at the end of the report shows the mean scores for each individual question. These scores 
were then summed up to find total scores for purchase intention, willingness to pay a price 
premium, and consumer trust in the brand for all three of the study’s conditions. The following 
table shows those mean scores: 
 
 Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 
Purchase Intention 14.48 15.37 15.39 
Price Premium 8.53 9.91 10.22 
Consumer Trust 11.51 12.47 12.49 
 
 The mean scores increased with each condition, indicating that providing more 
information about the sustainability certification can have a higher impact on consumers’ 
purchase intention, willingness to pay a price premium for the product, and trust in the company. 
However, the differences between the second and third conditions of the study were much closer 
together, indicating that there is a point where there can be too much information, potentially 
confusing consumers and actually reducing the positive effects of providing information about 
the certification.  
 To test previous studies’ findings that consumer trust can have an impact on purchase 
intention and willingness to pay a price premium, regression tests were run on the data. All of the 
regression tests were statistically significant at the 0.05 level, supporting previous research that 
trust does influence purchase intention and willingness to pay a price premium. The following 
tables show the Beta Coefficients and P Values for each of the six regression tests run:  
 

Impact of Consumer Trust on Purchase Intention 
 
 Beta Coefficient P Value 
Condition 1 0.585 0.000 
Condition 2 0.627 0.000 
Condition 3 0.673 0.000 
 

Impact of Consumer Trust on Willingness to Pay a Price Premium 
 
 Beta Coefficient P Value 
Condition 1 0.559 0.000 
Condition 2 0.536 0.000 
Condition 3 0.545 0.000 
 

Tests were also run to examine differences in responses among various demographic 
categories. There were no statistically significant differences in survey responses based on age, 
gender, employment, or level of education. However, statistically significant regression test 
results indicated that, for the second and third conditions of the study, respondents’ political 
leanings influenced their purchase intention and willingness to pay a price premium for the 
product. The following table shows the Beta Coefficients and P Values for these tests: 
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Impact of Political Leaning on Purchase Intention 

 
 Beta Coefficient P Value 
Condition 2 0.249 0.009 
Condition 3 0.238 0.011 
 

Impact of Political Leaning on Willingness to Pay a Price Premium 
 
 Beta Coefficient P Value 
Condition 2 0.256 0.008 
Condition 3 0.220 0.021 
 
Discussion, Limitations, and Directions for Future Research 
 The main finding of this study is that providing consumers with more information about a 
company’s sustainability certification, such as what the label means or how the certification was 
obtained, can increase the consumers’ purchase intention, willingness to pay a price premium for 
the product, and overall trust in the company. For companies with these certifications, these 
results mean that in order to maximize the financial benefits of having the certification, they 
cannot simply place a label on their products or website and expect consumers to understand 
what it means. They must elaborate on the certification. However, companies can choose to do 
this in a way that best matches their current branding strategy. For example, one company may 
include a section about the certification on the side of their product’s box, while another may 
create an in-store retail display about the certification.  
 Another finding of this study is that consumer trust in the company directly affects 
consumers’ purchase intention and willingness to pay a price premium for the company’s 
products. This supports the idea that, by providing consumers with more information about the 
sustainability certification, companies can establish trust among consumers and reap the financial 
benefits of the increased purchase intention and willingness to pay a price premium.  

One of the primary limitations of this study is that it only provided three conditions for 
sustainability certification marketing. There are many ways in which companies can 
communicate information about their certification to consumers that are not captured in this 
study. In addition, while the results indicated that there may be a point where the amount of 
information is too much and therefore becomes ineffective, future research with more conditions 
is necessary to determine that point. This research could help companies further determine how 
to best advertise their certification to achieve the maximum financial benefit.  
 Another limitation of this study is that the image of a Ben & Jerry’s pint was used to 
gauge consumer purchase intention, willingness to pay a price premium, and trust in the 
company. The choice of product studied could have boosted the scores compared to an image of 
a body wash or cleaning product, because people generally have favorable attitudes toward ice 
cream. Because this study was limited to just one product, a future study should examine 
responses to the same scaled questions and conditions using a wider variety of products. The 
sample would have to be much larger in order to produce accurate results, but it would show how 
consumer attitudes change depending on both the type of communication method used and the 
product.  
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 A final limitation of this study is that it only examined B Corporation Certification. 
While this certification is difficult to obtain and generalizable to many types of companies, there 
are many other certifications available to companies. Future research should examine the impact 
of different labels on the three variables studied to determine if there are differences in responses 
based on the label presented to respondents.  
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Tables 
Demographics 
 

Gender 
 

Gender Percentage 
Male 9.8% 
Female 90.2% 
 

Education 
 

Level of Education Percentage 
High School Diploma or Equivalent 11.3% 
Some College, No Degree 39.1% 
Trade/Technical/Vocational Training 0.8% 
Associate Degree 9.8% 
Bachelor’s Degree 25.6% 
Master’s Degree or Higher 13.5% 
 

Race 
 

Race Percentage 
White 95.5% 
Black or African American 1.5% 
Asian or Pacific Islander 2.3% 
Other 0.8% 
 

Age 
 

Age Percentage 
20 years old or younger 22.7% 
21 to 30 years old 36.4% 
31 to 40 years old 8.3% 
41 to 50 years old 9.1% 
51 to 60 years old 18.9% 
61 to 70 years old 3.8% 
71 years old or older 0.8% 
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Employment 
 

Employment Status Percentage 
Unemployed 1.5% 
Student 42.4% 
Employed Part-Time 11.4% 
Employed Full-Time 38.6% 
Retired 3.8% 
Other 2.3% 
 
 
Mean Scores for Scaled Questions 
 

Question Mean Score 
Condition 1 – Purchase Intention 1 3.97 
Condition 1 – Purchase Intention 2 3.12 
Condition 1 – Price Premium 1 2.61 
Condition 1 – Price Premium 2 2.94 
Condition 1 – Price Premium 3 2.98 
Condition 1 – Consumer Trust 1 3.76 
Condition 1 – Consumer Trust 2 3.91 
Condition 1 – Consumer Trust 3 3.84 
Condition 1 – Purchase Intention 3 3.66 
Condition 1 – Purchase Intention 4 3.66 
Condition 2 – Purchase Intention 1 4.10 
Condition 2 – Purchase Intention 2 3.55 
Condition 2 – Price Premium 1 3.13 
Condition 2 – Price Premium 2 3.41 
Condition 2 – Price Premium 3 3.37 
Condition 2 – Consumer Trust 1 4.15 
Condition 2 – Consumer Trust 2 4.20 
Condition 2 – Consumer Trust 3 4.11 
Condition 2 – Purchase Intention 3 3.86 
Condition 2 – Purchase Intention 4 3.85 
Condition 3 – Purchase Intention 1 4.11 
Condition 3 – Purchase Intention 2 3.64 
Condition 3 – Price Premium 1 3.27 
Condition 3 – Price Premium 2 3.47 
Condition 3 – Price Premium 3 3.48 
Condition 3 – Consumer Trust 1 4.14 
Condition 3 – Consumer Trust 2 4.19 
Condition 3 – Consumer Trust 3 4.17 
Condition 3 – Purchase Intention 3 3.83 
Condition 3 – Purchase Intention 4 3.81 
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Abstract 
The Pennsylvania pension crisis has caused issues with funding and retirement pension plans for 
many years. Many solutions have been proposed from both sides of the political aisle to solve the 
issue, including increasing state taxes or decreasing retiree benefits to allow the system to be 
fully funded, privatizing the plans to take the risk off of the state, or creating a hybrid plan 
structure that would take some strain off of the state budget while also guaranteeing a return for 
current and future retirees. This paper conducts an analysis of the different solutions and 
investment strategies and presents a list of possible results that different plans could yield. It 
attempts to find which of the proposed solutions would have the best long-term effects on the 
state finances and retiree benefits by analyzing how changes to the current pensions formula 
would affect the outcomes of the employee benefits.   
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Introduction 
 The Pennsylvania Pension Crisis is an issue that has arisen in recent years as a result of 
the rising pension contribution requirements for state employers. Starting July 1, 2017, 
employers will be required to contribute 32.57% of their employees’ salaries to the state pension 
funds (Pennsylvania’s Pension Crisis, n.d.). Worse, this contribution rate will continue to grow 
over the years, with a projected contribution rate of 36.40% by 2021 (PSERS Chart for 2017). 
The current course of the Pennsylvania pension system is unsustainable, and so several new 
plans have been posed as possible solutions.  
 Although cutting funding from other areas or increasing taxes are options, these actions 
have proven unpopular. To pay for the rising pension costs without changing the plan design or 
cutting funding, the state would need to raise the amount of taxes paid by 8% - that is, the state 
of Pennsylvania would need to increase its tax rate by 8% (e.g. income tax would increase from 
3.07% to 3.32%) (Miller, 2016). Act 2010-120, passed in 2010, attempted to address the issue by 
reducing benefits for employees hired after January 1, 2011, but the system still does not have a 
solid plan to pay for the employees hired before this date (Legislation, n.d.). More recently, 
many legislators have proposed various hybridization plans, which combine aspects of both the 
current defined benefit plans and defined contribution plans. However, legislators have been 
unable to pass these hybrid plans into law (Reiner, 2017). Furthermore, these plans and reforms 
have been opposed by democrats and unions, who argue that the reduction in benefits unjustly 
harms state employees (Reiner, 2017).  

Defined Benefit vs. Defined Contribution Plans 
 The two main types of plans used in retirement systems are referred to as defined benefit 
(DB) and defined contribution (DC) plans. DB plans outline the benefits that will be paid upon 
retirement using an actuarial pension formula, which takes into account salary earned and years 
worked, among other things such as job title (Defined Benefit Plan, n.d.). The contribution rate 
for employees under these plans is generally fixed, while the employer rate may vary. These 
plans guarantee benefits, and use assumed interest rates and retirement ages to determine how 
much the employer and employee need to contribute to receive a designated payout upon 
retirement.  
 DC plans, on the other hand, only outline the contributions the employee and employer 
must make to a fund, and afterward the employer does not owe the employee any retirement 
benefits (Defined Contribution Plan, n.d.). An example of a DC plan is a 401(k). By only 
needing to contribute money with no guaranteed benefit, the employer transfers risk to the 
employee, and as such DC plans have become more popular in recent years (What Is the 
Difference Between a Defined Benefit Plan and a Defined Contribution Plan?, 2017).  
 While DC plans have become much more popular in the private sector, many state 
governments continue to use DB plans for their own pension systems. Pennsylvania is one of 
these states. The current crisis was caused because the state increased the benefits for state 
employees in the early 2000’s but failed to increase the contribution rates in turn. The projected 
interest rates did not stay as high as expected, and now the state owes benefits for employees 
without a proper framework to pay them (Hoopes, 2016). The only action the state is taking now 
is increasing the employer contribution rates drastically, but this practice is unsustainable 
(Pennsylvania’s Pension Crisis, n.d.).  
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Pennsylvania’s Pension Plan 
 Pennsylvania currently still uses a defined benefit pension plan for state employees. An 
image of the process is below:  

 
Source: http://sers.pa.gov/members-pension-formula.aspx 
To get a person’s maximum annual retirement allowance, we multiply 2% by the individual’s 
Class of Service Multiplier, which is determined by when the person was hired and what work 
they do. We multiply this number by the person’s years of work and the average of their highest 
three salary years (Pension Formula, n.d.). This number is the maximum annual retirement 
allowance, and is used to determine their payments based on their payment scenario (Monthly 
Payment Options, n.d.).  

Pennsylvania Hybrid Plan 
 One of the most common solutions suggested is the adoption of a hybrid plan that 
combines aspects of both a DB and DC plan. A plan often suggested for Pennsylvania is a 
“stacked” hybrid plan. This plan Functions as a DB plan up to a $50,000 cap, after which all 
contributions are placed into a DC plan (Thompson, 2016). This plan did not make it through the 
state legislature, as the Senate disagreed with amendments made by the House of 
Representatives; a new bill is planned to be introduced some time in 2017 (Reiner, 2017).  

Other State Hybrid Plans and Results 
 Several other states, including Rhode Island, Indiana, Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia have 
adopted hybrid plans to help solve their own pension funding requirements. These plans have 
had various effects on the states’ liabilities and employee benefits.  
 Rhode Island instituted a hybrid retirement plan in 2011 which consists of a small DB 
portion and larger DC portion (Brainard & Brown, 2016, p. 64). Under this plan, employees must 
contribute 5% of their salaries to a DC plan and 3.75% of their salaries to a DB plan, while 
employers contribute 1% of salary to the DC plan and 23.64% to the DB plan (Contribution 
Rates for Defined Contribution Plan, n.d.; FY2016 Contribution Rates State Employees, 2016). 
A projection of the benefits earned and cost to taxpayers found that two-thirds of newly-hired 
teachers would receive more lifetime benefits under the hybrid plan than under the old plan. In 
addition, the cost to taxpayers due to new hires would be reduced by one-third (Johnson, Butrica, 
Haaga, Southgate, 2014, p. 24). The projection also predicted that teachers who stay in state 
employment for their entire career would see their benefits reduced, but these benefits would still 
provide a sufficient standard of living as compared to income before retirement (Johnson, 
Butrica, Haaga, Southgate, 2014, p. 25). This change also reduced Rhode Island’s unfunded 
liabilities by around 40% (Brainard & Brown, 2016, p. 64).  

However, a paper by Hiltonsmith argues that some employees could take a yearly benefit 
cut ranging from 14 to 22 percent, and that the switch to DC plans will end up costing the state 
more due to the inefficiencies of DC plans (2013). He also points out that the inherent risk of DC 

http://sers.pa.gov/members-pension-formula.aspx
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plans is that some employees will not invest funds optimally due to inexperience, leading to 
smaller retirement benefits.  

Indiana has had a hybrid system in place since 1955 (Brainard & Brown, 2016, p. 27). 
This plan has been generally stable over the years, with consistent funding and dedicated 
reserves to ensure the system’s stability (Gottschlich, 2017, p. 16).  

Tennessee established a hybrid DB/DC plan in 2013. Under it, employees must 
contribute at least 5% of their salary to the DB plan and at least 2% of it to a DC plan, although 
they can opt out of the DC plan. Employers must pay a minimum of 4% of the salary to the DB 
plan and 5% to the DC plan (Brainard & Brown, 2016, p. 67). The state public pension was 
already well funded, and the funding remains in the high 90% range (McGee, 2016).  

Utah stopped offering their DB plan to new hires in 2010, instead offering a pure DC and 
a hybrid plan (Brainard & Brown, 2016, p. 70). Utah’s plan requires the employer to pay a 
variable percentage of salary up to 10% into the DB plan, which is calculated using an annual 
valuation of the DB fund. If the variable percentage for the year is less than 10%, then the 
difference goes into the DC plan (DC = 10% - variable %). If the variable percentage exceeds 
10%, the employee must make up the difference (Tier 2 Public Employees Retirement System, 
n.d.). A study by Clark, Hanson & Mitchell found that, although the new plan saved the state 
money, many employees were not investing in supplemental plans, therefore not saving as much 
as they would under the DB plan (Clark, Hanson & Mitchell, 2015, 22). In addition, more 
employees were leaving their jobs in the public sector, possible because of subpar retirement 
plans (although the authors note that this is not necessarily a causal relationship).  

Virginia established a hybrid plan in 2014 (Brainard & Brown, 2016, p. 72). This plan 
requires employees to pay 4% into a DB plan and 1% into a 401(k) DC plan, with the state also 
contributing 1% into the DC plan and a variable amount into the DB plan (Editorial: State's 
unfunded pension liability raises concerns, 2016; Hybrid Retirement Plan Handbook for 
Members, 2016, pg. 39). However, this plan has not been as successful as some others. For one, 
the interest rate has been lower than expected, leading to more unfunded liabilities. The 
voluntary contribution rate is also lower than expected, meaning that the state still requires 
around $22 billion to pay the pensions (Commission on Employee Retirement Security and 
Pension Reform, 2016, p. 35). As a result, the state is considering raising the default employee 
contribution rate.  

Potential Pennsylvania Hybrid Plan 
Although many discussions about a Pennsylvania hybrid pension mention a stacked plan, 

this paper would also like to analyze the possibility of a split plan, similar to Rhode Island’s, 
which has a 5%/3.75% split in contributions between DC and DB plans, respectively. Currently, 
Pennsylvania state employees contribute 6.25% of their salary to the DB plan (Johnson, Butrica, 
Haaaga, & Southgate, 2014, p. 4). We will split this along a 5% and 1.25% line, with 5% going 
to the DB plan and 1.25% going to the DC plan. In addition, we will analyze a hypothetical 
stacked hybrid plan with a cap of $50,000, which has been proposed in the past (Thompson, 
2016). We can then calculate the benefits from each plan and compare them to the original 
formula to see how it affects the state’s costs and the retiree’s benefits.  

Methodology 
This study used several Microsoft Excel spreadsheets to calculate the yearly benefit for 

an individual who started employment at the state in 2017. Calculations were done for the Rhode 
Island Schedule B (pure DB) pension plan, the Rhode Island Retirement Security Act (hybrid 
split DB/DC) plan, the current Pennsylvania pension plan (pure DB), a hypothetical split DB/DC 
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PA plan, and a hypothetical stacked DB/DC plan with a cap of $50,000. For each pension plan, 
the salary increase rate was assumed to be 3%, as this was the approximate rate used by both 
Rhode Island and Pennsylvania. The defined contribution return was assumed to be 2% based on 
data from TIAA (Retirement Investments: Current Performance, 2017). Starting salaries ranging 
from $25,000 to $60,000, and starting ages from 25 to 55 were used. It was assumed that all 
employees retired as soon as they reached retirement age. The Pennsylvania class of service 
multiplier was assumed to be 1, as the vast majority of state employees fall under this category.  

Results and Discussion 

 
 In each case, the defined benefit plan resulted in a higher yearly benefit than the 
corresponding hybrid plan. The Pennsylvania DB plan was slightly more generous than the 
Rhode Island DB plan in most cases, although the Rhode Island plan gave better benefits when 
the employee’s starting age was 55 years old.  
 For the Rhode Island plan, the yearly benefit was considerably reduced for employees 
starting at age 25. An employee starting with a $25,000 salary at age 25 would receive 
$14,128.19 less under the hybrid plan than an employee under the old DB plan. The difference 
between the DB and hybrid plan was reduced at higher ages.  
 For Pennsylvania, the DB plan was also more generous than either hybrid plan, although 
which hybrid plan was more generous depends on the employee salary and starting age. For 
employees with more years with salaries greater than $50,000, the split plan was better, as a 
greater amount of money was put into the DB plan. Consequently, the stacked hybrid plan had 
better returns when there was a greater percentage of years with salaries below $50,000. The 

Salary Age RI DB RI Hybrid PA DB PA Stacked Hybrid PA Split Hybrid
$25,000.00 25 $52,806.03 $38,677.84 $54,420.39 $41,566.31 $37,939.19
$40,000.00 25 $84,489.65 $61,884.54 $87,072.63 $45,425.15 $60,702.70
$50,000.00 25 $105,612.06 $77,355.67 $108,840.78 $49,278.42 $75,878.38
$30,000.00 35 $36,850.04 $34,530.22 $58,022.18 $41,840.36 $39,331.69
$45,000.00 35 $55,275.06 $51,795.32 $87,033.26 $45,418.93 $58,997.54
$60,000.00 35 $73,700.08 $69,060.43 $116,044.35 $50,469.12 $78,663.38
$35,000.00 40 $42,991.72 $40,285.25 $58,392.18 $41,870.40 $38,112.29
$45,000.00 40 $55,275.06 $51,795.32 $75,075.66 $43,687.08 $49,001.51
$65,000.00 40 $79,841.76 $74,815.47 $108,442.62 $48,682.32 $70,779.97
$35,000.00 45 $42,991.72 $40,285.25 $50,369.61 $46,053.35 $31,544.37
$45,000.00 45 $55,275.06 $51,795.32 $64,760.92 $42,469.91 $40,557.05
$65,000.00 45 $79,841.76 $74,815.47 $93,543.55 $46,013.63 $58,582.41
$20,000.00 55 $24,566.69 $23,020.14 $21,416.98 $21,416.98 $12,193.83
$40,000.00 55 $49,133.39 $46,040.29 $42,833.96 $40,903.24 $24,387.66
$60,000.00 55 $73,700.08 $69,060.43 $64,250.94 $42,248.09 $36,581.49
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reason for this is that the pension calculation multiplies 2% by the final average contribution and 
the number of years to get the yearly benefit for the stacked plan, but multiplies the above by 1% 
instead of 2% for the split plan. Therefore, a plan with a $100,000 final average contribution 
would have equivalent benefits for each DB portion of the hybrid plans, an FAC below $100,000 
favors the stacked plan, and an FAC above $100,000 favors the split plan. Due to this, the 
stacked plan generally makes more sense to people with low starting salaries, while the split plan 
makes more sense for people with high starting salaries.  
 The Pennsylvania hybrid plans have the largest proportional difference at both low 
starting ages and high starting salaries. A 25 year old employee starting at $25,000 per year 
would receive $12,854.08 less per year under the stacked hybrid plan and $16,481.2 less per year 
under the split hybrid plan upon retirement. This difference increases as the starting salary rises.  
 It is important to note, therefore, that although Rhode Island claims to have reduced its 
unfunded liabilities by 40%, this cost will be borne by the new hires upon retirement (Brainard & 
Brown, 2016, p. 64). Retirement benefits across the board will be reduced for new hires in the 
state, and it is important to remember that the money to pay the state’s liabilities must come from 
somewhere. Similarly, although Pennsylvania’s hypothetical hybrid plans might reduce the 
state’s unfunded liabilities (few, if any, sources have done the calculations to find out how 
much), they would also significantly reduce the yearly retirement benefits of state employees – 
even more severely than the Rhode Island plan.  

Restrictions, Changes 
This study is meant to illustrate how an average state employee’s yearly benefit under the 

current DB plan and proposed hybrid plan would change. One aspect not accounted for is the 
inherent risk in defined contribution plans. The calculations for the DC portion of the hybrid 
plans did not account for the risk of economic downturn, lower interest rates or other 
catastrophes; nor did they account for the potential to have much greater returns. As such, there 
is always the possibility that the employee would receive even lower or higher benefits under the 
hybrid plans, which is not accounted for in the Excel spreadsheets.  

In addition, this study only includes newly hired employees. The benefits already earned 
for employees currently retired or working will not change with the passing of a new pension 
law, due to the “grandfathering” of the old plans into the new, and the calculated benefits apply 
to employees who are first hired today. Consequently, the state will still owe the pension benefits 
to its currently employed workforce and must find a way to further reduce current unfunded 
liabilities.  

Future studies may want to account for the possible changes in interest rates or other 
issues inherent to DC funds. They may also want to calculate the unfunded liabilities of the state 
and how they would change under different plans to perform a cost-benefit analysis.  

Conclusion 
The Pennsylvania pension crisis is a difficult subject. The issue has been growing for 

some years now, and no significant legislation has come forward to deal with it. A proposed plan 
to create a stacked hybrid or split hybrid plan incorporating parts of a DC plan may end up 
saving the state money to go toward unfunded liabilities, but this comes at the expense of the 
state retirees. The state will also need to find a way to deal with the current unfunded liabilities 
caused by current employees and retirees. It remains important to analyze the impact of 
legislation from the perspective of everyone it affects in order to discover the best solution to 
pension problems.  
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Abstract 
The job “actuary” has been named one of the best jobs in the United States for over a decade, 
topping out at #1 in 2015 (Business Insider, 2015). However, despite the growth within the field, 
few outreach programs specifically address actuarial science, resulting in a generally uneducated 
population on the subject. A potential program, aimed to educate high school students on the 
career is presented here. This program contains three components: an introductory video, an 
informational PowerPoint presentation, and an interactive game. Through this program, students 
will learn about actuarial science, eventually leading to more students ultimately considering and 
pursuing careers in the actuarial field. 
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Introduction 
Careers in actuarial science are among the fastest growing in the nation, but are also 

among the least known about. There has been extensive investigation and introduction of 
successful programs in related fields, specifically engineering and similar STEM career paths 
(Bertram & McDonald, 2016). Further research has been conducted on these programs to 
determine their effectiveness (McCuen & Yohe, 1997). However, there has been very little 
research, development, or implementation of actuarial-specific outreach and educational 
programs directed to secondary-age students (Collins, Dewing, & Russel, 2009). This presents a 
unique opportunity to create these programs, utilizing the best practices from established STEM 
outreach programs.  

Review of Literature  
 To effectively build a program to introduce actuarial science to secondary students, it is 
necessary to first review the literature currently available not only on the current state of 
actuarial science outreach programs, but the profession itself, in addition to established STEM-
related outreach programs and their best practices. 
The Actuarial Profession 

There are a variety of avenues an actuary can choose to pursue, with 71% of actuaries 
working in an insurance setting. This may be health, life, or property and casualty insurance. 
Others may work for consulting firms or government agencies (Society of Actuaries, 2016). In 
the insurance setting, an actuary often analyzes probabilities and uses those probabilities, along 
with financial mathematics principles, to calculate insurance premiums (Tosetti, Behar, 
Fromenteau, & Ménart, 2001). These actuaries are highly trained in math, deal with managing 
risk, and work to balance a company’s profitability and competitiveness (Kakar, 2012). 
Exam Process 

In the United States, there are two professional actuarial societies: the Society of 
Actuaries and the Casualty Actuarial Society (Gunz, Mccutcheon, & Reynolds, 2009). Both 
societies provide a path to credentials, known as associateship and fellowship, within the society 
through a series of exams. These requirements occasionally change over time, but generally each 
society requires about ten exams to attain the highest credential (Minassian, 1996). The Society 
of Actuaries suggest studying upwards of 300 hours per preliminary exam, with an average pass 
rate of 35% for these first five exams (Society of Actuaries, 2016). These series of exams are 
usually considered the major barrier to entry in the actuarial field. 
Job Outlook 

The actuarial profession is expected to experience 18% growth over the next decade, 
which is much higher than the expected US total growth of 7% (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
2015). However, some of these newly created jobs are considered non-traditional actuarial roles, 
as they are more analytic in nature rather than focusing on the pricing and product development 
of insurance products (Society of Actuaries, 2016). 

There are many benefits to working professionally as an actuary. The median income in 
the United States for actuaries is $97,000 per year (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015). Actuaries 
typically work in an office environment, and actuarial work is often described as low-stress 
(Casualty Actuarial Society, 2016). They may also have projects with cross-functional teams, 
working with those in underwriting, finance, and accounting, among others (Be An Actuary, 
2016). 
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Current Secondary Outreach Programs 
Specifically in the United States, there are few to no outreach programs for actuarial 

science. There are records of professors going into local schools and giving short presentations 
on the topic, but no widespread curriculum or consistency in these presentations (Dorfman, 
Ferguson, & Ferguson, 2006). The largest program available to secondary age students in the 
United States is a summer camp program at Lebanon Valley College in Annville, Pennsylvania. 
In this week-long overnight camp, which requires an application process, high school students 
are exposed to actuarial work by both professors and actuarial science majors from a top-notch 
actuarial institution (Lebanon Valley College, 2016). This program has been in place for almost 
30 years with success, but no other schools have followed suit and developed any similar 
programs.  
Collegiate Programs 

Once a student is interested in pursuing actuarial science, there are a variety of collegiate 
programs available in the United States. The Society of Actuaries (SOA) distinguishes colleges 
with strong actuarial science programs as Centers of Actuarial Excellence (CAE). There are 
currently 17 CAEs located in the United States, and these schools must pass stringent 
requirements (Boa & Gorvett, 2014). These requirements include offering an actuarial science 
specific major, graduating a minimum of ten students per year, maintaining sufficient faculty, 
and providing courses following the syllabi of at least four of the five preliminary SOA-
sponsored exams (Society of Actuaries, 2016). While not required, strong actuarial programs 
tend to also emphasize business and communication courses, create a tight-knit community 
among students in the actuarial program, and maintain an ability to adapt over time to an ever-
changing field (Charlwood, 2014).  
Recruitment Techniques 

While there is room for further research on how to identify those who will be successful 
in an actuarial career and those who will not, there are many traits that will assist students on 
their journey to become and succeed as actuaries. A multitude of these are listed on websites and 
literature produced by the actuarial societies, which include an aptitude for math, a natural 
curiosity and attention to detail, as well as strong computer and communication skills (Wamala, 
Maswere, & Mwanga, 2013). In addition, research shows that the ability to easily adapt to and 
quickly learn new technologies and modeling structures (Macdonald, 2006), as well as being 
self-motivated are traits commonly found in those successful in statistics and mathematics 
(Richard & Schumacher, 2006). These traits can be transferred to actuarial science. 
STEM Outreach 

While there have not been many actuarial outreach programs, there have been many 
programs developed to introduce students to a variety of fields related to actuarial science. These 
programs include anything from hour-long seminars, in which students receive basic information 
on how a subject they are currently studying can be translated into a career (Merrill, Custer, 
Daugherty, Westrick, & Yong, 2008), to week-long summer camps where students can be 
immersed in a subject with a variety of workshops and projects (Bischoff, Castendyk, Gallagher, 
Schaumloffel, & Labroo, 2008).  

Some basic traits that are encompassed in many of these programs include interaction 
with a person who is employed in the field (either actively working in the profession itself or in 
academia) (Angeli, Voogt, Fluck, Webb, Cox, Malyn-Smith, & Zagami, 2016), a presentation 
component, usually done through a video or powerpoint (Saeli, Perrenet, Jochems, & 
Zwaneveld, 2011), and often includes a tie to a particular school or organization (McCuen & 
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Kucner, 1993). While not all programs necessarily contain every single trait, these are common 
themes among the most successful programs. Some additional standout components of various 
programs include field trips to a lab or a related experience and follow-up seminars related to the 
same program (Denson & Lammi, 2014). 

One particularly large program of its kind is the “Expanding Your Horizons” conference, 
which has received awards from the National Science Board for making significant contributions 
in the public understanding of STEM (National Science Foundation, 2010). The Expanding Your 
Horizons Network aims to bring middle-school age girls into STEM related fields (Expanding 
Your Horizons Network, 2013). Hundreds of these one-day seminars are held each year, and 
many other programs have been modeled after it (Byko, 2007). The programs are hosted by 
colleges and universities nationwide, which allow students to get hands-on experience with math 
and science, and it also allows them to interact with college students studying these fields 
(Conwell & Prichard, 1992) .  
Best Practices 

Most researchers agree that the most effective programs, in terms of getting the most 
students interested in the field, are those that have a hands-on aspect. Students that are immersed 
in the subject, rather than just hearing a presentation or reading about a particular subject, are 
more likely to later pursue further information regarding that subject (Kordaki, 2011). Also, 
when presentations are given by those who are well-versed in the field, such as a professor or 
professional rather than one of the students’ familiar teachers, students tend to be more interested 
as well (Angeli, Voogt, Fluck, Webb, Cox, Malyn-Smith, & Zagami, 2016). 

However, if effectiveness is defined as being able to identify students who will are a best 
fit for the field, the traits of effective programs shift slightly. While simply observing how 
students act and react will often show to a degree who will succeed in a field, it is best if you can 
weed out those who may not be a good fit from the start, and only present the program to those 
who are “qualified.” To do so, opportunities to attend presentations and programs are often given 
only to those in higher-achieving classes in a related subject, such as an honors or advanced 
placement science or mathematics courses rather than to a general section of a course (McCuen 
& Yohe, 1997). Similarly, programs can only admit students who have shown a prior interest 
through requiring a sign-up or application process (Straf, 2003).  

Development of Actuarial Science Outreach Program 
Actuaries have consistently ranked as one of the top careers in the United States, but 

there is currently a lack of research and development for actuarial outreach programs. However, 
by utilizing educational resources regarding the actuarial profession, an actuarial outreach 
program can be created by replicating programs already implemented in other STEM fields. This 
also provides an opportunity to study the effectiveness of these future actuarial science outreach 
programs and to eventually compare their effectiveness and retention rates to those of their 
established STEM counterparts. 
Components 
 To effectively introduce, educate, and engage students, the program will be made up of 
three components: an introductory video, an informational powerpoint presentation, and an 
interactive game. Ideally, students will receive all three components in one session, to reinforce 
the material and appeal to various types of learners. However, if there are time constraints, 
certain portions can be left out without losing content. 
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Video 
The program will begin with a video, containing interviews from current students 

pursuing a degree in actuarial science. This provides insight into the day-to-day life of an 
actuarial student, the opportunities available, and what sparked their interest in actuarial science 
as well. Hearing from current students provides a greater sense of relatability to these secondary 
students, as they can envision themselves being in their shoes in just a few years. This portion of 
the program will show students the future face of actuarial science, and how they can join them 
too. 

Within the students included in the video, there is a lot of diversity in experiences and 
backgrounds, so each student will be able to identify or aim to be like any one of the collegiate 
students. This broadens the relatability of the video, and allows it to be more engaging for 
everyone.  

Some of the topics touched on in the video include how they first became interested in 
actuarial science, their academic and extracurricular balance, professional opportunities, and 
proudest accomplishments. Providing a wide variety of topics covered can help to give students a 
bigger picture of what studying actuarial science is like - something that can be their future. The 
questions that each interviewee is asked is included in Appendix One. 
Powerpoint 
 Next, to further delve into what actuarial science is at a slightly more technical level, the 
program will include an informational powerpoint. This will tell students explicitly what 
actuaries do, where they work, and what they have to do to be successful. This is necessary, and 
most likely new, information for the students. Then, the presentation explains some of the 
benefits of being an actuary, and how students can prepare now, or decide if this is the right 
career path for them. The powerpoint will also include helpful links to websites that contain a 
wealth of knowledge and information about actuarial science, as the greatest message from the 
powerpoint is that it is most important to continue learning more. The transcript of this can be 
found in Appendix Two. 
Game 
 Finally, students will participate in a car insurance simulation game. The development 
and usage of this is twofold. First, it introduces the concept of insurance and how it works from a 
practical standpoint. Students will learn terminology related to insurance and actuarial work, 
such as premium, claim, and catastrophe, as well as a basic understanding of some of the factors 
that go into pricing, including location, age, and type of car. Discussion questions, which can be 
found in Appendix Three, are also provided to facilitate a conversation about how insurance 
premiums are priced as an actuarial process. Second, the simulation involves a lot of 
probabilities, so the students will be exposed to and can discuss some of the underlying 
mathematics that goes into the game itself. This is a good introduction of probability to students 
who have not yet had any coursework with probability, as well as show how probabilities come 
into play in a practical sense. 

The simulation itself is presented as a PowerPoint, found in Appendix Four, and the 
materials needed include paper, writing utensils, dice, and a projector of some kind. Students will 
be placed in groups of 3-5, with each group receiving 2 dice. The first few slides of the 
PowerPoint set up the game. Students choose where their desired location, age, car, and gender. 
Then, students learn how each of their choices may increase or decrease their annual premium. 
Once each student has determined their annual premium, they begin with $5,000 in their ‘bank,” 
and play begins. Each student takes turns rolling the dice, and depending on what they roll, one 
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of five things can happen: a gain or a loss to their bank, an increase or decrease to their premium, 
or nothing at all. One year is equivalent to two times around the group, so each member of the 
group will have to subtract their annual premium from their bank accordingly. Play continues 
until only one member of the group is left with a positive balance in his or her bank. 

Another game that may be utilized, but may be more suited to college students, is 
outlined in an article in the Society of Actuaries’ newsletter, “Expanding Horizons.” Albert Beer, 
a professor at St. John’s University, explains another game which “illustrate[s] some 
fundamental principles of Insurance, Risk Management, and Actuarial Science.” This game 
relies on the students’ university identification cards, which are used for a variety of necessary 
purposes in a student’s day-to-day life. These cards are, as Beer explains, essential to college 
life, and expensive to replace. Therefore, it seems easy to show how a hypothetical insurance on 
these cards may be implemented. In this exercise, students explore the risks and pricing that goes 
along with this insurance product. This game can then also be included within the actuarial 
outreach program, but only if the presenter knows of an item that is equally essential, expensive 
to replace, and does not currently have insurance offered.  
Execution 
 In addition to the content of the program, the execution is imperative to its success in 
meeting the objectives laid out for the program. Some guidelines will accompany the materials 
included in the program for any and all coordinators, presenters, or professional contacts to those 
administering the program. 
Presenters 

This presentation will be most effective if presented by someone within the actuarial 
field. Options include professionals in the insurance or consulting industries, professors of 
actuarial science collegiate programs, or even college students who have completed at least one 
professional internship in an actuarial role. These presenters will be able to effectively present 
the material with the ability to expand on the material, give personal insight, and answer any 
questions that the students may have.  
Students 

The program will also be more effective if the students receiving it already contain the 
characteristics that are often needed to be interested in, and ultimately succeed at, being an 
actuary. These include a high aptitude and interest in mathematics, probabilities and statistics, 
computer skills, and a passion for learning. To reach these students, the program will be given 
primarily in upper level honors and AP courses, where the students have already shown not only 
their achievement and abilities in mathematics, but their desire to take challenging classes. 

Also, the program will be given to students at a point in their academic year and college 
search that it is still a relevant option to most students. If presented too early, students may not 
retain the information or be interested in their pursuing their collegiate and professional goals, 
and if done too late, students may already have plans to attend and study different fields.  
Goals  
 This actuarial outreach program aims to fill a current gap in the opportunities and 
understanding of actuarial science at the secondary level. While there are often many challenges 
with this, the program will seek to be adaptive over time to continue to meet this need. 
Effectiveness 

The primary goal of this program is to educate secondary students on the topic of 
actuarial science, and to introduce the field as a viable career option. The intention then, is to see 
some of these students actuarial science at a collegiate and professional level. To track success of 
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the program long-term, students will be asked to fill out a survey, providing contact info and 
current plans post-high school. Then, working with the school and presenter, students will be 
tracked to see if they do indeed pursue actuarial science through college, and ultimately if they 
end up in the actuarial science field professionally.  

While the success of this program will not be able to fully be seen for years after the 
program occurs, presenters and the students; teachers will be able to provide feedback in a 
survey as well, which will allow them to give comments or suggestions to help the program 
become more effective moving forward. There are secondary outcomes to the program as well, 
most notably, simply a more educated population on what actuarial science is. 
Beneficiaries 

The program will benefit many in and outside of the actuarial science world. First and 
foremost, the program will allow for future populations to be more educated on the field of 
actuarial science. Whether or not a student enters the field, he or she will at least have awareness 
and knowledge on the subject moving forward. Another way students are affected is the premise 
of the program itself: being interested and pursuing a career in actuarial science. Students who 
may have never heard of an actuary may now, after being exposed to it even just for one day, can 
pursue it at a collegiate and professional level. This program will also allow college programs 
and future employees have a more knowledgeable pool of students entering the field. 

In addition to the students themselves, educational bodies can use the program as well for 
their own benefit. This may include educators and counselors at the high school level, including 
gifted program coordinators, mathematics or business teachers, and guidance or career 
counselors. These professionals may elect to bring the program to their school to educate their 
students on a growing career option, and can use it as a springboard for future projects and 
assignments within a classroom. At the collegiate level, recruiters, counselors, and even 
education majors can use the program as well. Future high school mathematics teachers can learn 
about a career field to later teach their students about, college admissions offices can use it to 
obtain more talent in an actuarial science program, and counselors may help those looking to 
change majors learn more about a new field.  

Conclusion 
 In conclusion, actuarial science is a growing and dynamic field that deserves the attention 
that its SEMS counterparts receives. To combat this imbalance, an actuarial science outreach 
program for secondary students should be created. Utilizing the best practices from the 
developed and established SEMS programs, this can be done by creating a three component 
program. This program, given by those in the field and to those interested and containing the 
criteria necessary for a career in actuarial science, aims to introduce actuarial science as a viable 
career path, and ultimately see participants in the program pursue actuarial science and the 
collegiate and professional level. 
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Appendices 
Appendix One 
 

● Year in school, number of exams passed, major/minor, internships/full time 
● How do you prepare for exams? What is the exam process like? 
● Describe your internship experience - what types of projects did you work on? What 

technology did you use? What opportunities were available? Favorite/least favorite part? 
How has this experience helped you moving forward? 

● How did you search for an internship/full-time job? 
● What courses in high school were most relevant/best prepared you for a career in 

actuarial science? 
● What extracurricular activities are you involved in? How do you balance social/school 

work? 
● How did you first hear about actuarial science? What made you interested in actuarial 

science? What makes you stay? 
● What is your favorite thing about the field? What is the biggest challenge within the field 

and how do you overcome it? 
● What has been your proudest accomplishment thus far? 
● What do you wish you had known before pursuing an actuarial career? Do you have any 

words of advice for high school students interested in pursuing actuarial science? 
 
Appendix Two 
 
CAREERS IN ACTUARIAL SCIENCE 
KATIE SHIRLEY 
 
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR PERFECT JOB? 

● Something you are good at and enjoy 
● Meaningful and interesting work 
● Can work anywhere 
● High paying 
● Lots of opportunities 

WHAT IS AN ACTUARY? 
● What do actuaries do? 
● Where do actuaries work? 
● How do you get credentials? 

WHAT DO ACTUARIES DO? 
● Manage risk to solve insurance problems 
● Use probabilities and math in finance 
● Predict how expensive future events will be 

WHERE DO ACTUARIES WORK? 
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● Life Insurance 
● Health Insurance 
● Property & Casualty Insurance 
● Consulting 

HOW DO YOU GET CREDENTIALS? 
● Series of exams to reach credentials 

○ Associateship 
○ Fellowship 

● Two tracks 
○ Society of Actuaries 
○ Casualty Actuarial Society 

WHY SHOULD I BE AN ACTUARY? 
● What are the benefits? 
● What skills are needed? 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? 
● Top ranked job 
● High salary 
● Strong career outlook 
● Work-life balance 
● Meaningful work 

WHAT SKILLS ARE NEEDED? 
● Analytical thinker 
● Problem-solving skills 
● Business sense 
● Mathematics and statistics knowledge 
● Passion for learning 
● Oral and written communication 
● Computer skills 
● Leadership and teamwork 

HOW DO I BECOME AN ACTUARY? 
● What can I do in high school? 
● How do I choose a college? 

WHAT CAN I DO IN HIGH SCHOOL? 
● Learn as much as you can! 
● Explore websites 

○ beanactuary.org 
○ soa.org  
○ casact.org 

● Shadow an actuary 
● Attend a career fair 
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● Develop your actuarial skills! 
○ Take math classes each year 
○ Develop computer skills 
○ Challenge yourself with AP courses 
○ Take on leadership and team-oriented experiences 

HOW DO I CHOOSE A COLLEGE? 
● Major in actuarial science, math, statistics, finance, or business 
● Consider attending a Center of Actuarial Excellence 
● Look for colleges that prepare you for exams and help you find internship opportunities 

QUESTIONS? 
 
Appendix Three 
 

1. What are some of the factors that affected your premium? 
a. Location 
b. Type of car 
c. Gender 
d. Age 
e. Driving record 

2. What are some of the events that caused your bank to change in value? 
a. Accidents 
b. Surprises 
c. Catastrophes 

3. Why do you think these factors affected premiums in the way they did? 
a. Location 
b. Type of car 
c. Gender 
d. Age 
e. Driving record 

4. How do you think premiums are calculated? 
a. Averaging  
b. Probabilities 
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Appendix Four 
 
INSURANCE SIMULATION 
KATIE SHIRLEY 
HOW TO BEGIN 
Bank = $5,000 
Premium = $250 
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LIVE? 

● Des Moines, Iowa 
● Detroit, Michigan 
● New York City, New York 
● Orlando, Florida 
● Pittsburgh, PA 

HOW OLD ARE YOU? 
● 16-19 
● 20-24 
● 25-34 
● 35-54 
● 55+ 

WHAT KIND OF CAR DO YOU DRIVE? 
● New 
● Used 
● Sedan 
● Sports 
● SUV 

WHAT GENDER ARE YOU? 
● Male 
● Female 

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LIVE? 
● Des Moines, Iowa → Subtract $50 
● Detroit, Michigan → Add $50 
● New York City, New York → Add $25 
● Orlando, Florida → No Change 
● Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania → Subtract $25 

HOW OLD ARE YOU? 
● 16-19 → Add $50 
● 20-24 → Add $15 
● 25-34 → No Change 
● 35-54 → Subtract $15 
● 55+ → Subtract $5 
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WHAT KIND OF CAR DO YOU DRIVE? 
● New → Add $50 
● Used → No Change 
● Sedan → Subtract $10 
● Sports → Add $50 
● SUV → Add $10 

WHAT GENDER ARE YOU? 
● Male → Add $15 
● Female → No Change 

HOW TO PLAY 
● Keep track on a piece of paper how much money is left in your bank, and how much your 

insurance costs 
● In your group, take turns rolling two dice to see what will happen! 
● You must pay your premium before beginning, and then once a year (twice around your 

group) 
● Once you run out of money, you are out of the game 
● Last person in the group to remain in the game wins! 

HOW TO PLAY 
● Double 1s → Lower Premium! Subtract $50 from premium 
● Double 2s or 4s → Catastrophe! Everyone subtract $150 from bank 
● Double 3s or 5s → Car Accident - not at fault! Nothing happens 
● Double 6s → Surprise! Add $100 to bank 
● Sum < 7 → Car maintenance! Subtract $100 from bank 
● Sum = 7 → Car accident - at fault! Add $100 to premium 
● Sum > 7 → Upgrade on car! Subtract $50 from bank 
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Abstract 
In colleges and universities across the US approximately 56 to 60 percent of the student 

population is female. However, when breaking it down by field of study only about 20 to 30 
percent of female students are enrolled in undergraduate degree programs in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics referred to as STEM fields. Engineering specifically 
has the lowest enrollment rate among females at 6.90%. The question then remains to why this 
gender gap exists? Some reasons include stereotypes which are introduced to girls at young 
ages such as the notion that these subjects are masculine or unfeminine. There is the 
preconceived notion that in these fields there is little room for curiosity, fantasy, and creativity; 
areas which are heightened in young girls during adolescence. Studies show no lack in ability 
between males and females regarding standardized test scores in science and math so there is 
an untapped pool of potential that can be reached through outreach programs targeted to 
middle and high school girls. As part of my thesis I decided to experiment with an alternative 
method of STEM outreach by creating a booklet with advice, insight, and profiles of successful 
female professionals, professors, and undergraduate students in the engineering field. The 
booklet itself is aimed at being presented to high school girls considering entering the field of 
engineering as well as their parents and teachers in order for all parties to gain a better 
understanding of what pursuing an education in engineering means and to learn about what it 
means to be an engineer in today’s world. 
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Introduction 
In recent history there has been a rise in women entering into the job market and the 

number of women earning college degrees has dramatically increased; however, this trend has 
not remained consistent in all areas of study of further education. To this day there still exists a 
significant gap between men and women in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics) fields. In the United States women make up 11% of the engineering workforce, 
in China, South Africa, Sweden, and Portugal women constitute between 17-20% of 
professional engineers. In Switzerland, Germany, and Japan the percentage is drastically lower 
with women only accounting for 2% or less of the population of engineers (Little and León de 
la Barra, 2009).The question then arises as to why? Unfortunately, there is not one decisive 
answer for this dilemma. The majority of the research and studies related to this matter have 
been conducted over the past twenty years with a spike in interest in interest within the last ten 
years. The scope of this study will focus on the literature that was published between the years 
1995 and 2015. 
During this time frame there arose a push towards advocating for an increase in knowledge and 
understanding of STEM fields in middle and high- school aged children. Although this 
increase has seemed to have been successful, the success is mainly one sided towards males in 
regards to increase in enrollment and graduation rates with undergraduate degrees. Most girls 
enrolled in undergraduate degree programs in STEM focus more on the biological sciences 
versus the more math intensive areas of specialization. According to a study done in 2009, the 
distribution of female enrollment in undergraduate STEM fields showed high enrollment in 
Psychology and Biology but lower enrollment rates in fields such as Physics and Engineering. 
(Little and León de la Barra, 2009). 
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Increasing the number of women entering into STEM fields, particularly math, 
computer science, physics, and engineering, would be beneficial across the board. Not only 
would it increase diversity and inclusion in the workplace, but women could bring a fresh new 
perspective and outlook to the field with the potential to discover new ideas from a group who 
previously had little to no success having their voice heard in this field. Diversifying the 
STEM workforce would also have a pipeline effect and trickle down towards younger 
generations. This gives young girls in middle and high school more role models in these fields 
to look up to and be inspired by. The positive role models will give them the confidence and 
aspirations to know that they are capable of achieving their goals. Studies show that scores on 
standardized tests show equivalence between male and females in science and mathematics so 
it is not a matter of lack of ability, but rather a matter of a lack of untapped potential (Dubetz 
& Wilson 2013). The time is now that we work towards diversifying STEM fields and 
positioning ourselves to be engineered towards a brighter future for generations to come. 

Reasons Why the Gender Gap Exists 
To understand the nature of this problem fully it is important to first consider why the 

gender gap in STEM fields actually exists. One of the main underlying issues is that certain 
stereotypes about STEM fields exists. These stereotypes include the subjects being perceived 
as unfeminine or masculine, math being generalized as being a field in which only those with 
natural ability and talent for the subject can succeed, and there being a lack of room for 
curiosity, fantasy, and creativity in the field. These stereotypes can have an adverse effect on a 
young girl’s decision to further explore and pursue a career or further her education in a STEM 
associated field of study (Kessels 2015). It also doesn’t help the matter that mostly all children, 
teens, and adults automatically make more associations between males and STEM fields than 
they make associations between females and STEM. This brings up the challenge of working 
to combat some thoughts and ideals that are already so hard wired into the brains of individuals 
that it makes the notion of changing and diversifying mindsets that much more of an obstacle. 
There also exist negative stereotypes about the types of people who show an interest in or 
excel in STEM fields. Typically these individuals are perceived as lacking in physical 
attractiveness, showing traits of social awkwardness, and are less in touch with their creative 
and emotional selves. All of these negative associations and stereotypes are red flags for 
adolescent girls who are at an age where being the opposite of these descriptions becomes a 
pressing matter for social acceptance among her peers and often the decision is made that 
rather than to fight these stereotypes it is easier to just choose to avoid them and not make 
associations all together. 

Kessels brings up the notion that students are more inclined and more likely to become 
involved and more fully engaged in realms of study which in their eyes they believe more 
closely resemble and fit their own concept of self and that they avoid engaging in realms which 
stray too far from how they see themselves or stray from who they want to be seen by their 
peers (Kessels 2015). Emotions come into play as a factor to be observed in that positive 
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receptiveness to STEM fields facilitate positive memories associated with the field. Negative 
emotions work in the same sense that negative receptiveness about STEM fields fosters 
negative memories with STEM fields. (Wegner, C., Strehlke, F., & Weber, P. 2014). 

Importance of Parental Involvement 
But then, if all of these stereotypes exist isn’t it the role of the parent to work to combat 

these notions and allow their children to become their best selves, whether that best self be 
conforming to or in contrast to societal stereotypes which exist? The truth is that this is a lot 
easier said than done as most of a child’s societal development takes place in school among his 
or her peers. However, not all hope is lost for parental involvement as there are still things 
which can be accomplished on their front. The first piece of advice for parents is for them to 
work towards busting some of the myths and stereotypes, mentioned in the previous section, 
that their daughter might have as preconceived notions towards the STEM fields. Additionally, 
they can work towards not even acknowledging that these stereotypes might exist. It is also 
important for parents and guardians to encourage their daughters and other young girls to think 
critically about the world around them and to ask questions, problem solve, and use naturally 
inherent creativity and experimentation to make discoveries. Parents can also show their 
daughters how their own interests and aspirations for what they want out of a career can be 
achieved through a profession in a STEM field. And finally, work towards boosting her self-
esteem, confidence, and work ethic so that if she ultimately chooses to pursue a career or 
education in a STEM field that she can be confident and decisive in knowing her abilities and 
strengths in her decision (La Paz 2012). It can also be beneficial for parents and guardians to 
be knowledgeable and somewhat versed in what is going on in the field so that they have some 
perspective into the situation at hand (Gore 2006). Parents must help work towards finding a 
solution to the problem rather than adding to it. 

Importance of the Role of Teachers 
Classroom behavior and teaching styles can play a big factor in the disinterest of girls 

towards STEM fields. Often how the information in the classroom is being presented to them 
doesn’t always match their preferred learning style and therefore they are less likely to stick 
with the material because they have the notion that they don’t understand it and never will so 
why even bother trying to work towards it. Besides, another popular stereotype is that those 
who are good at math and science don’t put in hard work or effort they are just naturally 
talented and skilled in those areas so it is essentially effortless. However, some of these issues 
can be resolved simply by switching up some of the ways in which STEM related materials are 
taught in the classroom. Research has shown that girls prefer to work and learn in group 
settings and collaborate with their peers (Dubetz & Wilson 2013). Girls prefer to discuss and 
brainstorm solutions to a problem in a group setting rather than be forced to work on their 
own. Working in a group has the ability to eliminate some of the self doubt about their ability 
in the subject through the collaboration with others in an effort to combat the notion that they 
might not be good in a particular subject. Girls also show preference towards learning through 
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the inclusion of hands-on activities, and also through practical experiments and building 
projects. Additionally, when split up into mixed gender and single gender groups, girls tend to 
be more willing to participate when they are in single gender groups in regards to science and 
math classes (Wegner, C., Strehlke, F., & Weber, P. 2014). 

Aspects of STEM Fields that Girls Find Interesting 
Another successful method that can help to foster an interest in STEM fields in young 

girls is by teaching them about these subjects by using materials and information that they find 
interesting. Research has shown that it is worthwhile to teach girls about STEM subjects by 
using materials which focus on the application of the field that they consider more interesting 
and engaging like human health and wellness and humanitarian aspects of engineering such as 
engineering a better solution to providing water to citizens in third world countries (Little and 
León de la Barra, 2009). It has also been proved successful to introduce girls to STEM topics 
by using things that they are familiar with but might not necessarily associate with STEM 
fields. For example, instead of presenting hydraulic car lifts, talk about hairdresser’s chair lifts 
instead. 

Many girls walked away from programs that included things they were interested in 
and expressed how they never thought about how engineering could be applied to things that 
they found interesting as they always thought that engineering was just related to things that 
boys are interested in (Kekelis, Larkin, & Gomes 2014). 

How Profiling Successful Women in Engineering and Providing Role Models 
Can Make a Difference 

Providing girls with positive role models in engineering can prove to be a successful 
method of both informing them of the options that they have if they would decide to pursue a 
career in engineering and it also gives them someone to look up to. (Bystydzienski, J. M., 
Eisenhart, M., & Bruning, M. 2015). Hearing stories from older women who are actually in the 
engineering field can allow to diminish some of the preconceived stereotypes about the field 
and help the young girls to make better well-informed decisions (Colvin, W., Lyden, S., & 
León de la Barra, B. A. 2013). Role models and mentors also help to put a face and a name to a 
profession and field of study. In my project I decided to add in profiles of information from 
professional female engineers in order to allow girls to hear their personal stories about their 
respective engineering journeys. The goal is to add a more personalized aspect to the search for 
choosing a college major and see the human aspect behind it. 

Motivation 
For this project I wanted to create an alternative outreach method in which to target 

high school girls and expose them to what it actually means to go to school to study 
engineering and to learn about what being an engineering in today’s society entails. Through 
my research I saw that most outreach methods involve engineering workshops and are targeted 
towards middle school girls. The hope for theses workshops is to spark an interest in 
engineering within the girls by getting them involved in hands on engineering related 
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activities. The intent is to have the girls walk away from the workshop with a newfound 
interest and knowledge about the engineering field. However, the question remains as to what 
the girls are supposed to do once they know that they are interested in engineering? Where do 
they proceed from there? My motivation in this project is to bridge the gap by creating a 
booklet to serve as an informational guide for girls who are considering pursuing an 
undergraduate education and future career in engineering. Within this booklet I chose to 
include testimonial interviews from female undergraduate students, university professors, and 
professional engineers to give readers a first-hand taste as to what life as an engineering 
student and professional is really like. An additional benefit to the interview format is that any 
reader of the booklet can reach out to any of the interview subjects if they discover something 
which particularly spoke to them or if they just want to learn more about the individual. The 
interview format opens up opportunities for mentoring partnerships to be formed moving 
forward. 

Methods 
In order to select student interview subjects I opened up the opportunity to members of 

the Robert Morris University chapter of the Society of Women Engineers and asked for 
volunteers to participate. From the pool of volunteers I selected a group of students with 
whom to conduct interviews with. When selecting university professor and professional 
interview subjects I chose from individuals whom I had met through personal connections as 
well as through networking events. While completing the actual interviews I followed a semi-
structured interview format in which I had a list of prepared questions; however, I would 
branch off and form new questions based on the responses received from the interview 
subjects. This method allowed for the interviews to have some structure while also factoring 
in the opportunity for freedom in responses. 

Results and Conclusions 
A copy of the prototype of the booklet that I created can be found preceding the 

references section. Conducting these interviews and creating this booklet has been an eye 
opening experience. The research has broadened my knowledge on the issue surrounding not 
only encouraging more girls to enter into the engineering field, but also on educating both 
male and female students about what being an engineer actually consists of. Many of the 
interview subjects echoed similar sentiments such as not knowing what they could do with an 
engineering degree after graduation when they decided that they wanted to study engineering. 
They also voiced concerns about not knowing all of the different engineering disciplines 
available to them (I included a references section in the booklet listing different engineering 
disciplines to attempt to combat this problem.) Each of the interview subjects also spoke about 
their journeys and how they ended up where they are today, relevant information for readers of 
the booklet as they can gain a better understanding of the different paths which they can take 
while pursuing engineering. Overall, all of my interview subjects expressed praises for the 
project and voiced that they would have loved to have had access to a booklet such as this 
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when they were considering what to study in college. This further solidified the notion that 
what I have created is something that there is both a want and a need for. 

Future Research 
There are many different possibilities for ways in which this project can be expanded 

and adapted moving forward. For the project as it related to my research, I made the decision to 
include only female interview subjects as my focus was to educate and inspire girls through 
positive female role models. However, in the future male engineers could be interviewed and 
included in the booklet for a more comprehensive overview of the field to be provided to the 
reader. Additionally, the overall format of the booklet could be adapted to any field of study. 
The possibilities for the project are endless and the subject matter can constantly be adapted, 
updated, and improved upon for years to come. As a result, high school students will be better 
able to gain an understanding of the options and possibilities that they have available to them 
when choosing an undergraduate field of study to pursue. They will also be made aware of the 
opportunities and career options that they have upon graduation. In the future I plan to make the 
booklet available to high school girls so that they can read the stories that I have collected from 
my interview subjects. The hope is that more girls will choose to enter into the engineering field 
after reading the stories in the booklet. 
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in Engineering 
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─ 
 

Kendra Slis 
Advisor: Dr. Rika 
Carlsen Robert Morris 
University 

 
Introduction 
In colleges and universities across the US approximately 56 to 60 percent of the 
student population is female. However, when breaking it down by field of study only 
about 20 to 30 percent of female students are enrolled in undergraduate degree 
programs in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics referred to as STEM 
fields. 
Engineering specifically has the lowest enrollment rate among females with 6.90%. This 
booklet is aimed to give high school girls a first hand look at what it really means to be 
an engineer by combining interviews from female professionals, university 
professors, and undergraduate engineering students. Within the interviews the 
subjects discuss topics such as why they decided to go into engineering, what being 
an engineering student has taught them, and what females can bring to the 
engineering discipline. It is my hope that through the stories told through these 
interviews I can paint an accurate picture to all of those reading this book about what 
it means to be an engineer, and as a result encourage more females to enter into the 
engineering field. 

Interview Subjects 

Stephanie Hippo 
Software Engineer at Google 
Case Western Reserve University B.S. Computer Science 

Jameela Al-Jaroodi 
Associate Professor and Coordinator of Software Engineering 
Robert Morris University 
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Kris Noel Dahl 
Associate Professor of Chemical and Biomedical Engineering 
Carnegie  Mellon University 

Devin Kiska 
Biomedical Engineering 
Robert Morris University 

Jordan Williams 
Industrial Engineering Robert 
Morris University 

Maria French 
Mechanical Engineering 
Robert Morris University 
 

Hannah Arnold 
Manufacturing and Mechanical 

Engineering Engineering Management 

Robert Morris University 

 
Why did you first decide to study engineering? 
 

“My interest in engineering started very early, because when I was in school I was more 
of a math and science person. I loved math and the feeling that it is more of a puzzle 
you have to solve. I did well overall across everything; math, literature, science, 
history, geography. I liked everything, but I really felt like I found myself in the math and 
science classes. I was also exposed to computers pretty early in my life. I was in 
middle school when my uncle, who worked in the IT department of a company at the 
time, got a loaner desktop computer that he could bring home. At the time desktops 
were not a common thing, they were very expensive and not everyone was able to 
afford them, so that was a great opportunity. I started with a little bit of game playing 
but then I got bored of those games and I thought, ‘Okay let me do something 
different,’ and I went to the bookstore and went and got my first programming book 
and I taught myself a little bit of programming and from there it just stuck with me.” 
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-Jameela Al-Jaroodi 
 
“I was always good at math and science, so no matter what I did I knew that I had to 
do something with math and science. Math and science had to be in whatever it was 
that I did, but I didn’t want to do just one or the other, engineering does both for me.” 
-Devin Kiska 
 
“I’m a really creative person and I wanted to use math more creatively and work more 
hands on and with people. Industrial engineering, my major, has more to do with the 
business side of engineering and I really liked that. I liked that I could work with 
people and use my math skills creatively and apply them in the business setting.” 

-Jordan Williams 

“I’ve always had an interest in engineering and how things work, so it seemed fitting to 
go into engineering so that I could learn more about building and designing new 
systems.” 

-Hannah Arnold 
 

What have your experiences been as an undergraduate 
engineering student? 
“If your college gives you the option do not declare your major your first year. Take your 
first year and try out different kinds of disciplines, you might be shocked at what you 
like or don’t like. Exploring the discipline doesn’t mean that you have to take eight 
classes in eight different majors, it can mean talking to students from that discipline or 
talking to professors. Maybe going to clubs in different majors.” 

-Stephanie Hippo 

 
“It challenges you to be a better you and to know that you have limits, but you can push 
them. I think that’s what engineering does, it creates a space where you can push 
yourself within the comfort of knowing that there has to be an answer, but you might not 
get to the right one the same way as everybody else does.” 

-Devin Kiska 
“It's hard, but anything you want to do in life that is going to be worth doing is going to be 
hard, this is just one of those things. I think it’s definitely worth the work you put into it. 
Going to school for engineering has definitely just helped me to become a better 
student. I know in high school, I didn’t have to apply myself to be successful, but here it 
is like you have to work, at least I have to, work hard to like do well in my classes, so it 
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has definitely given me confidence in myself that I am able to do things that I didn’t 
think I could do before because of the hard classes and the hard projects ” 

-Maria French 

 
“I’ve liked the classes because we have done so many hands on things. that is a 
big difference from just lecturing and doing problems. The engineering classes that I 
have taken so far we have done projects and case studies and things like that. There 
were more hands on activities in class and labs. I think it is really cool that the 
program has all of those hands on things to give you more experience not just 
memorizing facts.” 

-Jordan Williams 
 
“Whenever I tell people I’m majoring in Engineering, they always seem impressed. It’s 
not easy, but if it is something that you really enjoy, it is fun! I feel like a lot of the 
projects, if not all, aren’t tedious or boring, but a time to apply the things you learned 
in class and actually put it into practice. This is the best part about engineering; the 
ability to not just sit in a classroom all day but to be able to actually go out and do 
hands on projects.” 

-Hannah Arnold 

 
What do you like most about being an engineer? 
“One of the coolest things about working in software in general is building things 
quickly that people will use and use to solve everyday problems. The best thing about 
software is that it lets you do that really quickly, so it is something that anybody can 
do from their home, just on their computer where it is not something like civil 
engineering where you are not just going to go build a bridge in your free time. So I 
like that with software you can do it from anywhere, and accomplish things much 
more quickly, it is easier to learn on your own, so stuff like that about my job is really 
nice. And working specifically at Google there probably aren’t too many other 
companies that are doing this kind of work on such a large scale, so you are doing 
things that are affecting a lot more people so you are leaving a much larger mark on the 
world.” 

-Stephanie Hippo 
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What can parents do to encourage their daughters to consider a career 
in engineering? 
“I think that the biggest thing that a parent can do is expose their kids to a lot of 
stuff early on and at least recognize where the fit is.” 

-Kris Noel Dahl 

 
“Don’t discourage your daughter from doing engineering just because you think that 
she won’t make it. Make sure that you are always supporting the ideas that she 
does have and the things that she wants to do. Parents just need to make sure they 
let their kids know that it is okay to go into something just because you like it and not 
that you’re going to get the money out of it in the end.” 

-Devin Kiska 
 
“If you have a child that loves their math and science classes and they love how things 
work I think parents can do more research about what can my child do to kind of 
hone these skills, and pursuing engineering is a good way to do that.” 

-Jordan Williams 
 
“Encourage going to science camps, get science kits, and if they show an interest early 
on try to help them to flourish within that interest.” 

-Hannah Arnold 

What can teachers do to encourage female students to consider a 
career in engineering? 
 
" I was lucky to have some awesome teachers in high school, and I still keep in touch 
with  a lot of them because I am so grateful. I think the biggest thing that one of them 
ever did for me, I had one teacher who had this assignment that I still remember, but 
every two weeks we had to read a science article, not like a scientific paper, but even 
just news coverage on a scientific breakthrough and write a one paragraph summary on 
it. At the time we all sort of thought that it was annoying, but it actually got me to look 
into    different kinds of sciences. I explored space, and animal behavior, and 
oceanography,  and all sorts of things and it sort of gave me the indication that there 
were all different  kinds of fields and I didn’t necessarily have to go one traditional route. 
I had these  teachers, both male and female, that were actively talking to me about it 
and asking me what I was considering and what I wanted to learn more about. So even 
for teachers to  just show that they are interested and encouraging I think goes a long 
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way to normalize  the idea that being a woman in computer science is nothing to be 
nervous about even if you are in the  minority.” 

-Stephanie Hippo 

“The very first thing that I can think of is don’t single them out. Just don’t make them 
feel that they are girls and those are boys and that there is something different. 
What I feel like within a classroom the teachers need to be talking to everybody as if 
they are all the same. It doesn’t matter if you are a boy or a girl, you want to increase 
interest in any topic and talk to everybody on an equal level on that topic.” 

-Jameela Al-Jaroodi 
 
“Try to show more of a wide array of different sciences and not focus just on biology, 
physics, and chemistry. Encourage students to grow interested in subjects such as 
geology, marine biology, astronomy, computer programming, or circuits. Maybe plan 
day or week long activities into these branches just so students can be introduced to 
topics they might not have been otherwise.” 

-Hannah Arnold 

 
What words of encouragement and advice can you offer to 
girls considering pursuing a career in engineering? 
“I think that the world is changing a lot with science and technology becoming 
increasingly part of our lives and the world needs to hear women's’ perspectives on both 
science and technology. We are going to start having discussions around morals and 
ethics and their voices need to be represented in that. On the product side, as we are 
building more products and as science and technology is able to open more doors, those 
products being built need to be built for women too. You want to see yourself 
represented in those things too. So having women just sitting on the sideline or in the 
background is not going to be good enough. They should be speaking up and taking 
initiative and jumping into fields like computer science that are great opportunities to 
leave a pretty big mark on the world, and it doesn’t hurt that they are pretty lucrative sort 
of fields as well. So I definitely think that it is something that women and girls should be 
encouraged to jump into and I think that engineering is a great place to satisfy that 
hunger for making a difference and impact and for something that pays off in the long 
run.” 

-Stephanie Hippo 
 
“Being pushed beyond your comfort zone is the best kind of exposure to engineering. 
It is solving problems that don’t have a set answer that you get to circle at the end of 
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your problem, that’s engineering. That scares a lot students, but that is how you can 
tell who will make a great engineer.” 

-Kris Noel Dahl 

 

 
“If you love it, do it. That is the most major thing that I can think of. Don’t wait and try 
and think of what will happen at the next stage. If you come to school and you find 
yourself in your science and in your engineering classes and your math classes. If you 
feel that you are good at this and you like it, and you enjoy it just go ahead and 
continue with it. Don’t think about it being a tough time,or don’t think about what 
others are doing or about what other difficulties might come about because these 
things will resolve themselves one way or another.” 

-Jameela Al-Jaroodi 

 
“The female brains just work differently. I don’t know how, I don’t know why but it 
does. So there are things that you will care about and pay attention to that guys will 
miss and that's something that needs to be included. Don’t be afraid to be different. 
You can break those barriers, you can be different and you can help someone more 
than you think you can.” 

-Devin Kiska 

 
" Don’t worry about whether or not you can do it, because you can. It is okay to 
challenge yourself, and it is okay to also screw up. So don’t be afraid to take the harder 
class if it is what you are interested in. Don’t wait until you think that you are ready go 
ahead, you will make yourself ready. You know how to work hard, and if it is 
something that you enjoy, don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t or that you 
shouldn’t pursue it, go out and chase those opportunities because it will pay off in the 
long run. Don’t be afraid to reach out to other women in engineering. You will always 
be surprised by how willing women are to help each other, and there is a big value in 
building a network even if you are only 17 or 18 and in high school, those people will 
remember you later. Feel free to ask them about their careers and reach out and do 
keep in touch because a lot of them will want to see you to succeed just as much.” 

-Stephanie Hippo 

 
“Do it, it will be great! You have nothing to lose, and it is a great field for women. I know 
in my personal experiences, I have learned so much with working with women engineers. 
They have an easier time of explaining processes and dumbing down concepts, even 
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professionally. I’ve also really enjoyed having female professors because they 
definitely take more time to ensure you understand and they often explain it 
multiple different ways. I think having older female mentors and being able to see 
them as seniors and realizing that “they did it, I can do it” is wonderful motivation.” 

-Hannah Arnold 

 
Appendix of Engineering Majors 

1. Aerospace 
a. Aerospace Engineers work to create machines with the capability to 

travel to space or assist in space travel. Design, development, testing, 
and supervising of the manufacturing of these products is a big part of 
the job description. 

2. Computer 
a. Computer Engineers focus on analyzing and evaluating the hardware 

and software of computer systems. 

3. Manufacturing 
a. Manufacturing Engineers are involved primarily in the manufacturing 

process of finished goods. This includes every step of the process 
from start to finish. Robotics and other programmable devices play a 
role in the assembly, packaging, and shipping components of 
manufacturing engineering. 

4. Architectural 
a. Architectural Engineers work to apply the basis of engineering principles 

to be integrated into the construction, planning, and design of buildings 
and structures. They aim to combine function and aesthetics in their 
finished product. 

5. Computer Science 
a. Computer Science Engineers work on designing computer systems 

including social media sites, medical information systems, gaming 
systems, search engines, and web browsers. 

6. Materials 
a. Materials Engineering consists of the different types of materials (metals, 

ceramics, polymers, semiconductors, and composites) in manufacturing 
and how to use them in appropriate instances. 

7. Bioengineering/Biomedical Engineering 
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a. Bioengineering/Biomedical Engineering is a discipline that specializes in 
knowledge of engineering, biology, and medicine in the effort to improve 
human health and well-being. 

8. Electrical 
a. Electrical Engineers deal with the electrical components of many of the 

elements of products which we encounter during everyday life including 
computers, lighting, cell phones, microchips, solar panels, etc. 

9. Mechanical 
a. Mechanical Engineering is typically considered to be the broadest discipline 

of engineering. Combining elements of energy, materials, and mechanics 
this engineering discipline works to design and manufacture different 
machines and devices. 

10. Chemical 
a. Chemical Engineers typically can be found working in manufacturing, 

pharmaceuticals, healthcare, construction, pulp and paper, food 
processing, polymers, biotechnology, and environmental health and safety 
industries as they deal with the basic chemical elements that are found in 
these fields. 

11. Environmental 
a. Focusing on principles of biology and chemistry Environmental Engineers 

work to imagine solutions to environmental issues. Environmental 
engineers create solutions to water and air pollution, recycling, and public 
health issues. 

12. Nuclear 
a. Nuclear Engineers research, develop, and perfect the processes, 

instruments, and systems to be used in the study of nuclear energy and 
radiation. 

13. Civil 
a. Civil Engineers work to improve the maintenance, construction, and design 

of buildings, roads, railways, bridges, airports, power plants, and water and 
sewage systems. 

14. Industrial 
a. Industrial Engineers work to find the most efficient and effective way to 

utilize factors of production (including people, machines, materials, 
information, and energy). Industrial engineers deal a lot with people and 
often work on the business and management side of engineering. 

15. Software 
a. Software Engineers combine the principles and functions of computer 

science, engineering, and mathematics to the design, development, testing, 
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and evaluation of the software systems that allow for computers to operate. 

16. Agricultural 
a. Agricultural Engineers apply knowledge of engineering technology and 

biology to science to agriculture. They design agricultural machinery, 
equipment, and structures. 

17. Ceramic 
a. Ceramic Engineers work with inorganic and nonmetallic materials to 

develop materials to support different products and systems such as fiber 
optics which are readily used in communication systems. 

18. Engineering  Management 
a. Engineering management graduates have gained a strong understanding 

of the relationships between engineering and the management tasks of 
planning, organization, leadership, control, and the human element in 
production, research, and service organizations. 

19. Engineering  Mechanics 
a. Mechanics is the study of forces that act on bodies and the resultant 

motion that those bodies experience. With roots in physics and 
mathematics, Engineering Mechanics is the basis of all the mechanical 
sciences: civil engineering, materials science and engineering, mechanical 
engineering, aeronautical and aerospace and engineering. 

20. Forest/Paper  Engineering 
a. Forest Engineers apply engineering and forestry principles to solve various 

challenges with a goal of supporting sustainable forests with both social 
and economic responsibility. Paper Engineers combine training in chemical 
and physical sciences and chemical engineering as applied to pulp and 
paper processing. 

21. Geological  Engineering 
a. Geological Engineers solve engineering problems and design engineering 

systems with geological materials, while protecting the environment. They 
also design structures in soil and rock for dams or tunnel construction. 

22. Metallurgical Engineering 
a. Metallurgical Engineers extract, refine, and recycle metals. Some of the 

problems they work to solve include reducing corrosion, maintaining heat 
levels, and increasing the strength of a product. They help to develop and 
improve metals that are used in healthcare, transportation, defense, and in 
the entertainment industry among other fields. 
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23. Microelectronic 
a. Microelectronic Engineering is an area of engineering that focuses on the 

design and fabrication of electronic devices and systems using integrated 
circuits. Microelectronic Engineers are employed in the rapidly changing 
industry of microelectronics and microelectronic packaging. 

24. Mining Engineering 
a. Mining Engineers work to find, extract, and prepare coal, metals, and 

minerals for use by manufacturing industries. These engineers design 
open-pit and underground mines, supervise the construction of mine 
shafts and tunnels, and devise methods for transporting minerals to 
processing plants. 

25. Naval and Marine Engineering 
a. Naval and Marine Engineers design, construct, and maintain ships, boats, 

and other relevant and related equipment. 
 

26. Ocean Engineering 
a. Ocean Engineers study and work with the world's ocean environment and 

apply their engineering knowledge in order to analyze the effect on oceanic 
and sea faring vessels and structures. They work with deep sea 
explorations. 

27. Petroleum Engineering 
a. Petroleum Engineers work to discover oil and natural gas reservoirs and 

work with geologists and other specialists to understand geological 
formations and rock properties. They work to develop new drilling and 
monitoring methods to be during petroleum and oil excavations. 

28. Surveying and Geomatics 
a. Surveying Engineers or Geomatics Engineers manage global spatial 

infrastructure to develop systems and equipment to be used in gathering 
and analyzing information about the Earth. These engineers work with 
digital mapping and global positioning systems, photogrammetry, remote 
sensing, and other surveying tools. 
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Abstract 
 The Antikythera mechanism is a complicated and sophisticated device that displays the 
astronomical phenomena as known to the ancient Greeks. Corroded fragments of this device 
were found in shipwreck off of the coast of Antikythera and have since been studied by many 
researchers. The literature review combines the known research of these scientists for a 
comprehensive list of the findings of the Antikythera mechanism. Reconstructions and working 
models that have been designed after research on the original mechanism are also considered. Of 
particular interest of the replicas is a model that was created from LEGO pieces by Andrew 
Carol and built by a group of Robert Morris University students. This model used a less direct 
approach to achieve the same functions of the original model. 
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Literature Review 
Introduction 
 A great invention from the ancient world with technology unparalleled for another 1500 
years laid corroding at the bottom of the sea for over 2000 years. This device, come to be known 
as the Antikythera mechanism, named after the island it was found near, has gained the interest 
of many researchers since its discovery. Many have speculated over the mechanism’s purpose, 
creator, capabilities, and actual construction, but all have agreed that it was a sophisticated piece 
of technology that displayed astronomical phenomena. Possible reconstructions have been made 
from the fragments, as well as models using modern building materials.  
Discovery of the Antikythera Mechanism  
 In the spring of 1900 AD, an ancient shipwreck with many treasures was discovered off 
of the coast of the Greek island Antikythera by a group of divers. From 1900 to 1901 AD, the 
shipwreck was excavated by a team of divers and archaeologists. Among the remnants of the 
shipwreck, the divers found various bronze and marble statues of the fourth and fifth century BC, 
Hellenistic and Roman pottery, glass and silver vases, the bronze leg of a couch, remains of a 
bone flute, jewelry, an ancient board game, a lead torpedo-shaped object that was used to punch 
holes in enemy ships, and various bronze and marble scraps (De Solla Price, 1974; Koenig, 
2016; Lobell, 2007). Reconstruction of the broken statues and research on the shipwreck 
continued during and after the excavation. It was determined that ship had wrecked between 80 
and 50 BC, and the wood used to construct the ship was cut around 220 BC ± 43 years (De Solla 
Price, 1974). 
 The most valuable of these findings was a lump of bronze gears with inscriptions that we 
now know as the remnants of the Antikythera mechanism. They went overlooked for months 
after the excavation because their purpose was unclear. The largest fragments, as displayed by 
Tony Freeth, are shown in Image 1 after enhancements were made so the surface details could be 
seen more easily (2014). Seventy-five other small fragments also exist. The first report of the 
remnants occurred in 1902, when the meaning of some of the inscriptions were noticed (De Solla 
Price, 1974). All of the relevant reports in 1902 reported the findings of the inscriptions 
regarding to ancient Greek astronomical terms and guessed at the purpose of the mechanism and 
its creation date. Little progress was made over the next few years since the remnants of the 
mechanism were heavily corroded and fragmented. With continued research of the fragments 
through 1928, it had been determined that the device was too sophisticated to have been used as 
an astrolabe or planetarium device and that the mechanism indeed related to the Egyptian 
calendar. 
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 Extensive research continued on the fragments of the Antikythera mechanism around 
1995 by Derek de Solla Price. By 1958, the number of letters that were readable extended from 
220 to 793; and by 1961, Price attempted to reconstruct the mechanism but found that there was 
missing gears or dials (1974). The largest breakthrough in the research surrounding the 
Antikythera mechanism occurred in 1971, when x-ray investigation of the fragments became 
possible, allowing more inscriptions and details of the gear trains to be able to be seen more 
clearly (De Solla Price, 1974). After the x-ray images of the fragments, Price was able to 
continue his research on the components of the mechanism, the inscriptions, and the construction 
of the mechanism. In total, the remnants of the Antikythera mechanism is comprised of 82 
fragments of flaking bronze, including fragments of 30 gears, and wooden fragments of a casing 
(Ball, 2008; De Solla Price, 1974; Edmunds, 2014). From the fragments and inscriptions, it was 
confirmed that the mechanism was created to be an astronomical calculator of some kind that 
was used to display the position of the moon and sun and predicted astronomical events.  
Research on the Antikythera Mechanism 
 Many researchers continued examining the fragments in order to understand the purpose 
of the Antikythera mechanism, a possible creator of the device, the underlying astronomical 
theory behind the mechanics of the device, and the accuracy of the mechanism. The construction 
of the device was determined to lie between the ranges of 300 BC to 60 BC, but most likely 
occurred between 150 BC and 100 BC. The date of construction of the Antikythera mechanism 
was determined by a wide variety of techniques, such as fitting the astronomical events on the 
mechanism to possible epochs, dating the other cargo found on the ship, and dating the Greek 
inscription found on the fragments.  

Image 1. Fragments of the Antikythera Mechanism. The seven largest fragments of 
the Antikythera Mechanism are shown from both sides (Freeth, 2014). 
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The device is approximately 2000 years old and is now considered to be the world’s first 
computer, with pre-determined functions rather than programmable functions, and first device 
involving such a complex arrangement of gears. Nothing as complicated or sophisticated was 
documented until over a thousand years later. The first instance of a geared mechanism as 
complicated occurred during the era of cathedral and town clocks in the fourteenth century AD. 
The only other surviving artifact from before 1000 AD is a much simpler geared sundial from 
520 AD, which is not surprising because broken devices had little value but the metal would 
have been valuable for other purposes (Edmunds, 2014). Freeth, Jones, Steele, and Bitsakis were 
able to extend the knowledge of the fragments by extending the x-ray investigations (2008). 
PTM data was used to show new details of the inscriptions on the surfaces of the fragments, and 
CT data was used to reveal the internal structure of the gearing, both methods revealing 
information previously invisible through visual inspection or with the previous generation of x-
ray technology. With their new information, the theme that the design was an ingenious 
combination of ancient Babylonian and Greek mathematical astronomy. 

Many have been shocked by the scientific, technological, and mechanical ingenuity 
presented by the Antikythera mechanism. This is not surprising because of the many other 
scientific, mathematical, and technological advancements and knowledge that the ancient Greeks 
contributed to the modern world. Most people are aware that the ancient Greeks extensively 
studied philosophy, biology, astronomy, mathematics, physics, and many other fields important 
to us. It is also widely known that the ancient Greeks created democracy and invented various 
devices. Some important inventions that they created that have been widely used over the past 
few centuries include the water mill, the odometer, the alarm clock, and medicine as a practice 
(Adhikari, 2015). The ancient Greeks also made significant contributions to cartography, 
geometry, biology, astronomy, and the physical sciences. 

The purpose of the device is still not completely clear, but many researchers have 
proposed possible and most likely purposes for the creation and construction of the Antikythera 
mechanism. Anastasiou, Seiradakis, Carman, and Efstathiou reported that the mechanism was 
capable of calculating the position of the moon and sun, predicting eclipses, and displaying the 
year in which the Olympian games occurred, and that the mechanism could have been used as a 
calendrical device that combined astronomical events with a societal calendar (2014).  Edmunds 
first shows that the Antikythera mechanism could have been used as an astronomical calendar or 
as a teaching or display device, but that it may not have been accurate enough for practical use 
for calculating astronomical events, so the device was likely used for display or education 
purposes (2011). Edmunds later confirms this stance by stating there is no current evidence 
suggesting that the mechanism was used in a temple, there are no functions of the device that 
would have been useful for navigation, and that the device is too sophisticated to have been a toy 
(2014). He also speculates that it is unlikely that the device was used as a daily calendar because 
one turn of the main wheel represents one year, meaning one day would need to be 1/365th of a 
revolution of time. While it is possible to turn the dial daily with careful turning and inspection 
of the sun’s position pointer on the front dial, it is more likely that the main wheel was moved 
forward or backward at a much faster rate to allow prediction or retrodiction of astronomical and 
calendrical events. However, Pinotsis suggests that the Antikythera mechanism could have been 
used as a navigation instrument since Hipparchus of Rhodes described the celestial phenomena 
for various latitudes, navigation was mainly based on observations of the positions of the stars, 
and calendars were very important for Rhodian sailors who were often on the sea for long 
periods of time (2007). Calendars were considered important to all ancient Greek people for 
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agricultural activities and religious festivals, and astronomical phenomena were often considered 
to be omens or the marking of special events (Freeth et al, 2006). While it is uncertain what the 
creator’s intention for the mechanism was, it stands to reason that the device could have been 
created for any of the proposed purposes and was certainly used to display astronomical events 
based on astronomical and mechanical calculations of that time. 
 There is even more controversy surrounding the creator of the Antikythera mechanism. 
Some have speculated that the device was probably from the eastern Mediterranean, where the 
majority of the other items on the ship were from, and many have considered the mechanism to 
have been created one of the great scientists and inventors of the ancient Greek world. One point 
of focus in determining the place of creation of the mechanism is the inscription of the months. 
The months that were used were used in the inscriptions were of a regional calendar known only 
to the Corinthian colonies. Many have attributed the creation of the device to Archimedes, who 
devised a planetarium within the Corinthian colonies, and the construction to one of his 
followers (Ball, 2008). Others have noted that Cicero wrote of Archimedes having created a 
similar device between 54 and 51 BC: 

... The famous Sicilian had been endowed with greater genius than one would imagine it 
possible for a human being to possess... this... globe... on which were delineated the 
motions of the sun and moon and of those five stars which are called wanderers... (the 
five planets)... Archimedes... had thought out a way to represent accurately by a single 
device for turning the globe those various and divergent movements with their different 
rates of speed... 

And that it was stolen around 212 BC by a Roman general (Freeth, 2014; Marchant, 2006). 
Freeth supported this claim by finding the epoch, or first year of the mechanism at its zero 
position, to be 205 BC, which is close to the life of Archimedes (2014). Carman and Evans found 
a similar epoch date, within the range of 204 BC to 186 BC, by comparing possible eclipse 
patterns of the mechanism with the actual eclipse patterns that occurred between 300 BC and 60 
BC (2014). Anastasiou, Seiradakis, Evans, Drougou, and Efstathiou also confirmed the 
possibility of Archimedes having had part in creating the Antikythera mechanism by finding 
Syracuse of the Corinthian colonies to be within the latitude range of the most optimal 
performance of the device (2013). While there is much evidence of the Antikythera mechanism 
originating within the Corinthian colonies, it is possible that the device was simply designed to 
perform best in this location.  
 Many researchers have found other possible creators of the mechanism. Charette suggests 
that the Antikythera mechanism was created or heavily influenced by Hipparchus because the 
irregular lunar movement created by a pin-and-slot device is consistent with the concept of the 
irregular motion of the moon that was developed by Hipparchus in the second century BC 
(2006). However, Freeth states that epoch of the Antikythera mechanism was also close to the 
life of Apollonios of Perga and that he initiated the epicyclic theories on which the lunar 
mechanism was based (2014). Pinotsis showed that the knowledge demonstrated by the 
mechanism was mostly found in Rhodes and with Posidonius, a Rhodian astronomer and 
philosopher who made contribution to science consistent with the mechanism and who conceived 
the idea of constructing a more advanced planetarium that was made by Archimedes (2007). This 
possibility was also confirmed by the research of Anastasiou et al. that placed Rhodes within the 
latitude range of the most optimal performance of the mechanism (2013). While many would 
like to think that the device was created by one of the known great minds of ancient Greece, it is 
a possibility that the mechanism was created by an unknown scholar with knowledge of the 
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astronomy and mathematics of the time. It is also likely that the mechanism was influenced by 
many great minds. The complexity and relative accuracy of the mechanism likely required 
considerable development from simpler mechanical devices, and it is unlikely that these 
rudimentary devices would have been preserved because bronze and other metals were a scarce 
resource that was often recycled in ancient Greece. 
Construction of the Antikythera Mechanism 
 The Antikythera mechanism was mostly constructed out of a bronze plate that was cut 
into dials, gears, and the front and back faces of the device that held inscriptions, and it was 
housed by a wooden frame or case. The overall dimensions of the box of the mechanism is 
believed to be about 320 to 330 mm tall, 170 to 180 mm wide, and at least 80 mm front to back 
(Edmunds, 2014). The front face of the mechanism contained one dial, where the inner ring of 
the dial contained the signs of the zodiac and other inscriptions and the outer ring of the dial 
displayed the names of months of the Egyptian calendar. The back face of the mechanism 
contained two main dials: the upper dial displaying the Metonic cycle and the lower dial 
displaying the Saros cycle. A dial displaying the Olympic games, a dial calculating the time 
adjustment between Saros cycles, and a Callipic dial are also believed to have been on the back 
panel of the Antikythera mechanism. A main wheel attached to a handle or knob for turning was 
used to drive a series of gear trains that drove the dial outputs. Price believed the mechanism was 
made of separate assemblies, allowing the front and back assemblies of gears and dials to be 
assembled and disassembled from each other (1974). A model of the exterior of the Antikythera 
mechanism, displaying an impression of the front and back panels and a knob for turning, housed 
in a wooden frame is shown in Image 2 (Edmunds, 2014). Freeth also modeled what he believed 
the construction of the mechanism to be. His model is shown in Image 3, with the interior of the 
model exposed so all of the elements can be seen (2014). Finally, Freeth, Bitsakis, Moussas, et 
al. presented a model of the Antikythera mechanism with the concept of the wooden doors 
protecting the exterior of the device, highlighting the main dials and the position of the main 
components of the device, as shown in Image 4 (2006). 
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Image 2. Exterior of the Antikythera Mechanism. A model of the exterior of the 
Antikythera Mechanism housed in a wooden frame, displaying an impression of 
the front and back faces of the device and a knob for turning (Edmunds, 2014). 
 

Image 3. Expanded model of the Antikythera Mechanism. Freeth’s 
model of the Antikythera Mechanism expanded so the exterior and 
interior of the device can be seen (2014). 
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The Front Face 

The front dial of the Antikythera mechanism displayed an outer ring with the names of 
the months of the Egyptian calendar and an inner ring with the sings of the zodiac. Above the 
divisions of the zodiac signs, inscriptions of letters of the Greek alphabet can be seen. Each of 
these letters corresponds to a line of text on the plates of inscriptions on the front face, where the 
beginning of each line of text begins with a Greek letter for reference. The lines of text belong to 
a parapegma, which is a list or calendar of astronomical events. Parapegmata were used by 
Greeks and Romans to predict astronomical events and weather patterns and marked each day in 
the annual cycle like a calendar (Volk & Lehoux, 2008). Each zodiac sign is followed by an 
inscription meaning “begins to rise”, which is believed to mark the crossing of the sun from one 
zodiac sign to the next, even though the inscription does not necessarily mark the first day that 
the sun is in the zodiac sign of the same name (Anastasiou et al, 2013). A star rising can be 
defined as a true or visible, where a true star rising can be calculated with basic spherical 
trigonometry as the time where the sun and star are simultaneously on the ideal horizon and a 
visible star rising occurs when the start first becomes visible above the eastern horizon. By 
calculating the star events for 150 BC with modern procedures and with the inscriptions and 
dials of the mechanism, Anastasiou et al. found that the mechanism was accurate to within 5 
days within the latitude range of 33.3 N to 37 N, where the device is most accurate at displaying 
visible star risings (2013). The outer ring of the calendar dial has 365 small holes around it that is 
believed to allow for manual adjustment for the effect of the quarter of a day of each year, and a 
radial mark can be found outside of the Egyptian calendar dial, which could just be a crack but 
has been suggested to be a reference mark for setting the ring (Edmunds, 2014).  

Image 4. Antikythera Mechanism with Doors. A model of the 
mechanism where the concept of the device being protected by doors 
is displayed and the main dials and inscriptions are highlighted (Freeth 
et al., 2006). 
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 The motion of the pointer to the calendar dial displayed the inequality in motion of the 
lunar and solar cycles. This irregular circular motion was produced by a complex pin-and-slot 
device that was previously unattested to in the any known ancient astronomical literature. 
Carman, Thorndike, and Evans led the research on the pin-and-slot device and reproduced the 
device, as shown in Image 5 (2012). They found the device to consist of four of the gears of two 
equal pairs, all with 50 teeth. One gear from each pair was driven by a hollow shaft at the rate of 
the moon’s mean frequency. A radial pin engaged in a radial slot and produced quasi-sinusoidal 
oscillation in the speed of another gear. These two gear rotations superimposed to create the non-
uniform motion of the outer dial. The team of researchers were not sure how the device would 
have been applied to the movement of the planets (2012). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Through both rings on the same dial, the star risings are linked to the solar calendar of the 
zodiac. Evans, Carman, and Thorndike demonstrated that despite physical evidence, the 
mechanism did display the position of the sun with regard to the solar anomaly with the non-
uniform divisions of the zodiac dial, allowing a single pointer to indicate the day of the year and 
the position of the sun (2010). Based on the inscriptions surrounding the calendar dial, it is 
believed that the pointer for the sun contained a golden sphere and the pointer for the moon 
contained a half-silvered ball that was driven by a simple gear train to indicate the phase of the 
moon along with the position (Edmunds, 2014).  

Image 5. Pin-and-slot Mechanism. The pin-and-slot 
mechanism that could have produced an inequality in the 
lunar motion is demonstrated by Carman, Thorndike, and 
Evans (2012). 
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Further inscriptions, such as the word Aphrodite (Venus), also indicate that the changing 
positions of the planets were indicated by pointers on the dial. It has been shown that this feature 
was possible with the co-axial movement of multiple pointers for the planets; however, no gear 
train for the planets was found, besides possibly a 63-teeth gear that has not been assigned a role 
(Evans et al, 2010). Evans, Carman, and Thorndike suggest that the mechanism displayed the 
planetary phases rather than a kinematic display of epicycle theory, and they proposed a phase 
display based on the Babylonian pattern of Venus, which found a use for the 63-tooth gear. They 
provided an explanation for the main drive gear containing 224 teeth – a multiple of 8 would be 
needed to drive the gears for Venus and Saturn and a multiple of 7 would be needed to drive 
Mars, Jupiter, and Mercury (2010). Many other researchers, support that calculations of the 
device were based on Babylonian calculations and predictions. Steele states that there are many 
documented Babylonian lunar eclipse records from ancient Greek astronomers and adaptations 
of these Babylonian methods can be found throughout the mechanism (2008). A complete model 
of the front dial was presented by Jo Marchant, as shown in Image 6 (2006). Marchant’s model 
of the front dial includes the calendar and zodiac rings, sun and moon pointers that show their 
positions, and planetary displays (2006). 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Image 6. Front Dial of the Antikythera Mechanism. The front dial of the device, 
including the possible planetary display dials, is shown (Marchant, 2006). 
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The Back Face 
The back panel of the Antikythera mechanism contained two main dials – the Metonic 

cycle dial and the Saros cycle dial – and a few other smaller dials. Image 7 shows all five of the 
possible dials on the back face of the mechanism as Freeth and his fellow researchers modeled 
them (2006). The Metonic cycle was displayed on the upper back dial, which had 235 divisions 
in a five-turn spiral that had forty-seven divisions per turn. The Metonic cycle occurs over a 
period of nineteen years, or 235 lunar months, where twelve of the years contain twelve lunar 
months and the remaining seven years contain thirteen lunar months. The phrase “spiral divided 
into 235 sections” was found in the inscriptions near the dial and was the key to associating it 
with the Metonic cycle (Anastasiou et al, 2014). Anastasiou et al showed that the spirals of the 
dials were half-circle spirals, drawn from two semicircle with two different centers, and the 
center of the right half of the Metonic dial was the pointer center and the center of the left half of 
the dial was placed above the center of the right half (2014). The half-circle spiral described can 
be seen in Image 8. Again, the inscriptions found near the dials were key in identifying and 
confirming the pointer mechanism. The three phrases that were found that are believed to relate 
to this pointer mechanism are: “two braces around a disk,” “holes to these braces,” and “slide 
through the holes.”  

The lower back dial displays the Saros cycle with a four-turn spiral with a total of 223 
division, representing the 223 lunar months of the Saros cycle, a repeating pattern of solar and 
lunar eclipses. Freeth demonstrated that the device followed the Babylonian Saros cycle, which 
followed a 8-8-7-8-7 scheme, where each “8” represents a period of eight eclipses at intervals of 
six synodic months, each “7” represents a period of seven eclipses at intervals of six synodic 
months, and each “-” represents an interval of five synodic months occurring between each 
period (Carman & Evans, 2014). Both the lunar cycle and the solar cycle have their own Saros 
cycles, which were both displayed on the same Saros dial with differing inscriptions. Some of 
the divisions were marked with inscriptions to mark the occurrence of an eclipse, where the 
inscriptions described whether the eclipse was solar or lunar and described what time the eclipse 
would occur. Freeth found that the index letters were grouped so that each group shared eclipse 
characteristics, such as direction, magnitude, and color of eclipse (2014). These new findings of 
the inscriptions resulted in substantial changes to previous works. Anastasiou et al. found the 
center of the right half of the Saros dial to be placed below the pointer center and center of the 
left half of the dial, similar to spiral demonstrated in Image 8 (2014). With the lower range of the 
possible error, it is believed that the Metonic and Saros dials would have correctly indicated their 
respective astronomic events within a day or two, but this error could have been higher 
(Edmunds, 2011). 
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Image 7. Back Face 
of the Antikythera 
Mechanism. The 
dials on the back 
panel of the device 
are modeled. The 
upper main dial is 
the Metonic Dial, 
with the month 
names of the 19-year 
calendar written on 
it. Inside it are two 
smaller dials. To the 
left is the 
hypothetical 
Callippic dial, and to 
the right is the 
Olympiad dial. The 
main lower dial is 
the Saros dial, with 
glyphs indicating 
eclipses. Within it is 
the Exeligmos dial. 
All text in red was 
found on the 
remains, and all text 
in blue was 
reconstructed 
(Freeth et al., 2006). 
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Another dial on the back panel of the Antikythera mechanism displayed the calendar of 

the Olympic games. The first clue that suggested the link of the dial to the Olympian games 
came when the word “Nemea” was deciphered near the small dial – the Nemean games make up 
a portion of the Olympiad cycle. Then, “Isthmia” and “Pythia”, for the games at Corinth and 
Delphi, and “Olympia” were deciphered (Cowen, 2008). Edmunds states that the Olympic games 
dial could have served as a social function in the display of the mechanism but that it also could 
have served as a reality check since most people were aware of the calendar of the Olympic 
games (2014). Ball also added that each Olympic game began on the full moon closest to the 
summer solstice, which would require expertise in astronomy to calculate (2008). The final dial 
on the back panel of the mechanism was the Exeligmos dial, which was needed to adjust the time 
between Saros cycles because each Saros cycle is equal to eighteen years, eleven days, and eight 
hours (“Building Complex Machines,” n.d.; Freeth et al., 2006). It is also believed that a fifth 
dial that displayed the Callipic cycle was located on one of the side panels of the device. 
Although no physical evidence exists for the Callipic cycle dial, this conclusion has been made 
by some because the number seventy-six occurs in the inscriptions, and a Callipic cycle is 
seventy-six years, or four Metonic cycles (Edmunds, 2014). 
The Gear Trains  

All of the dials of the Antikythera mechanism were driven by gear trains within the 
device. In total, thirty gears have been found in the remnants of the mechanism, and various 
proposed numbers of the remaining gears exist. All of the gears have been modeled in a 
composite drawing by De Solla Price, as shown in Image 9 (1974). All of the gears were chosen 
as needed to calculate the astronomical events, with each gear having between five and 223 
teeth, where 223 is a prime number and the number of months in a Saros cycle (“Artifact,” 
2011). There is no known ancient Greek sources describing the manufacture of bronze gears, but 
the teeth are ideally 60-degree equilateral triangles, which could have been relatively easy to 
shape by hand-sawing and filing. Even with special care taken to cutting and filing the teeth of 
the gears, variation in the pitch and teeth of the gears would be inevitable.  

Image 8. Half-circle Spiral. The half-circle spiral 
used to create the spirals on the Antikythera 
mechanism is modeled (Anastasiou et al, 2014). 
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Edmunds did initial research on the gear trains and their possible error (2011). The exact 
error of the mechanism cannot be calculated because of the poor condition of the existing and 
because of the lack of all of the gears of the device. Edmunds recognized three types of error that 
were possible: representational error, systematic error, and random error. The representational 
error is displayed when the output of the device does not fully match the behavior of the stars, 
either because the underlying theory of the creation of the mechanism was not sufficiently 
accurate or because the theory was difficult to put into mechanical form. Systematic error is 
deviation from the ideal construction, such as shifts in tooth spacing over a whole gear, and 
random error could occur in the form of random variation in the teeth position in comparison to 
an ideal gear of the same number of teeth. Petrescu also determined the parameters surrounding 
the gear efficiency to include the number of teeth on the primary wheel, the number of teeth on 
the second gear, the normal pressure angle acting on the gears, and the inclination angle (2014).  

It is believed that the lunar train was made up of twelve gears, or six pairs of gears, which 
involves the quasi-sinusoidal pin-and-slot mechanism. The pin-and-slot mechanism would 
introduce additional error to the gear train. The motion of the moon in twenty-four hours is about 

Image 9. Gear Trains. A composite drawing of the gear trains of 
the Antikythera mechanism as modeled by De Solla Price (1974). 
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a 13.2-degree rotation. Edmunds found that the average error produced in the output dial that 
would be experienced with no sinusoid error on the teeth was 4.4 degrees, and that this possible 
error increased to a possible error of more than 43 degrees with amplification from the sinusoidal 
error on the teeth (2011). The gear train of the Saros cycle was less complicated and is believed 
to only contain ten gears, or five pairs of gears. Each lunar month division is approximately 6.5 
degrees, meaning one day is approximately 0.22 degrees. It is important that the pointer indicates 
the correct month when either a lunar or solar eclipse is predicted. With no or a 0.5-degree error 
on the teeth, this performance would likely be adequate. However, with one or more degrees of 
error on the teeth, an incorrect month would be indicated at some time during the Saros cycle 
(Edmunds, 2011). Backlash was also a likely source of error. Backlash is known as the clearance 
between the meshing gear teeth that results in lost motion at the end of the gear train due to space 
between the teeth when the direction of the rotation is reversed and contact between the teeth is 
reestablished. This would be hard to determine with the extensive corrosion and damage on the 
gears. 
Replicas of the Antikythera Mechanism 
 Many researchers have constructed replicas of the Antikythera mechanism during their 
research to test their theories or to demonstrate how they believed the device was constructed. 
Price first created a possible construction of the mechanism with the twenty-nine known gears 
and two hypothetical gears (Charette, 2006; De Solla Price, 1974). After the final known gear 
was found, Freeth and his colleagues created a reconstruction of the device involving the thirty 
existing gears and seven hypothetical gears (Charette, 2006; Freeth et al, 2006). Petrescu devised 
a more efficient device by optimizing the gear mechanism by avoiding interference between the 
teeth (2014). Wright completed a working model that demonstrated the mechanism with a 
complete planetarium, displaying the orbits of the sun, moon, and the five known planets 
(Holden, 2005).  
 A replica of the Antikythera mechanism was even devised with LEGO parts. The first 
LEGO reconstruction of the device was created by Andrew Carol. In the article, “Artifact,” it 
was reported that it took Carol thirty days to build the working model of the Antikythera 
mechanism (2011). This working model includes gear calculations that are less direct than the 
original model – the LEGO replica uses more than one hundred standard LEGO gears assembled 
into several modules, which are then reconciled with seven differentials. In addition to being 
more complex, the LEGO model of the Antikythera mechanism is less accurate. The working 
model predicts an eclipse within twenty-four hours of the occurring eclipse, whereas the original 
device is believed to have been able to predict an eclipse within twelve hours of the occurrence 
(“Artifact,” 2011). Build instructions for Carol’s working model have since been made available 
for others (“Building Complex Machines,” n.d.; Pilgrim, 2014). 
Conclusion 
 The remnants of Antikythera mechanism were discovered among a shipwreck and 
disregarded for a period of time. After the identification of the remnants, much research was 
conducted on the fragments to determine the purpose and capabilities of the device. The research 
front was accelerated after x-ray technology allowed the inscriptions and details of the gear trains 
to be better identified. With more inscriptions and details of the fragments available, more 
researchers were able to explore more hypotheses regarding the mechanism’s purpose and 
capabilities. From early research, it was determined that the Antikythera mechanism was an 
astronomical calendar of some kind that was made up of a front dial that displayed the position 
of the moon and sun and may have displayed the phases or position of the five known planets, an 
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upper back dial that displayed the Metonic cycle, a lower back dial that displayed the Saros 
cycle, a small dial that displayed the calendar of the Olympic games, a dial that adjusted the time 
between Saros cycles, and possibly a dial that displayed the Callipic cycle. All of the dials were 
driven by complicated gear trains that displayed the creator’s astronomical knowledge and could 
be manipulated by an input handle or knob. Many reconstructions and working models have 
been created by researchers, including a model made with LEGO pieces.  
 It is still unknown exactly who created and manufactured the Antikythera mechanism and 
whether there were similar devices constructed during the era of the ancient Greece. In addition, 
the exact purpose for the mechanism has not been determined. It is also pondered how this 
knowledge and technology was known to create this working model but otherwise lost to the rest 
of the world for over another 1000 years. 
 

RMU LEGO Club Build Project 
Building the LEGO Replica 
 A group of students from Robert Morris University’s LEGO Club and I worked together 
to build the LEGO model of the Antikythera mechanism. The device was built according to the 
LEGO instructions found on Rebrickable’s website (Pilgrim, 2014). All of the LEGO parts 
needed to build the Antikythera replica were purchased and sorted by the Head of the 
Mathematics Department, Dr. David Hudak. The other students in the LEGO Club and I used the 
instructions to gather the correct parts and build the device over a series of short meetings over 
the Fall 2016 semester. 
 Because of the short meetings, the LEGO Club president, Hannah Arnold, and I tried to 
make the building process as efficient as possible. We worked together to implement the 
technique of breaking the build instructions into modules that could be worked on by individuals 
or small groups simultaneously. Each small group or individual was given the hard copy of the 
module of instructions needed to build their portion of the mechanism. Whenever enough pieces 
of the mechanism were built into modules, they were assembled according to the assembly 
instructions.  
 However, through this process, errors were introduced in the building process. Some of 
the wrong portions were combined, or a part or two was connected incorrectly in a module or 
two. Sometimes these errors occurred because we were unsure of what modules were built, 
which ones were built partially, and which ones still needed to be built. Whenever an error was 
discovered, we were unsure of where the error came from or who to ask about it. Because of this, 
a system was later implemented where each member that worked on building a module of the 
mechanism initialed at the end of the page to confirm they had built the module according to 
those instructions and to identify the builder. This system did not add too much time to the build 
process, but helped to keep the process more organized.  
 With the implementation of the efficiency technique and the completion system, we were 
able to complete the build of the device in less than 10 meetings. After all modules of the device 
were combined, we had to test and troubleshoot its operation. We first found that the mechanism 
was not entirely connected and the main drive of the machine would not drive all of the dials. 
After looking through all of the instructions and comparing them to the mechanism, we found 
that one of the modules was installed upside down, leaving a set of gears unconnected. After 
reinstalling the module, the main drive was able to drive all of the dials; however, it was very 
hard to turn the main drive. We adjusted the position of some of the gears so they were in better 
contact with each other, and this seemed to lessen the force on the main drive slightly. Finally, 
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we lessened the tension in the chains connecting the modules by adding additional links. This 
change lessened the force on the main drive significantly. The completely built mechanism can 
be found in Image 10, where the device has been built but not yet configured. The next step in 
building the LEGO replica was adding and calibrating the dials of the device. 
 

 
 
 
 
Calibrating the Mechanism 
 After building the device, the dials needed to be added and calibrated. The dials were first 
retrieved and printed from Andrew Carol’s website detailing the LEGO replica (“Building 
Complex Machines,” n.d.). The dials printed from Carol’s website can be seen attached to the 
device in Image 11. However, these dials as retrieved and printed were not scaled to attach to the 
device correctly enough to correspond to all of the dials, and it was unclear how to calibrate the 
dials.  

Image 10. LEGO Antikythera Mechanism Replica. The fully built 
LEGO replica of the Antikythera mechanism is shown. 
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 After searching Carol’s website, we found that there were no instructions or guidance for 
calibrating the mechanism. After inspection of the Calendar Dial and its smaller dials, a few 
members of the LEGO club were able to figure out how to calibrate those dials to correspond to 
each other, except for the shorter, gray dial of the large calendar dial. However, the meaning of 
the inscriptions on the Saros dial were unclear. For further instruction, Rebrickable’s website 
was consulted (Pilgrim, 2014). No direct instructions or documents were found to help with the 
calibration process or to explain the inscriptions on the Saros dial, so the comments were 
reviewed for advice. In the comments, Daniel Glomski offered to provide a universal dial that he 
created for the mechanism (Pilgrim, 2014). 

After contacting Glomski by email, he sent a new Saros dial and a spreadsheet detailing 
the inscriptions of the dial (personal communication, November 28, 2016). Each inscription 
represented either a solar or lunar eclipse, and the spreadsheet provided the date that 
corresponded to each eclipse. With the new dials and spreadsheet, we were able to print it for the 
mechanism and begin calibrating all of the dials. The mechanism with the new Saros dials can be 
seen in Image 12. We were able to successfully calibrate the Calendar dial and its Decade, Year, 
and Leap Year dials; the Saros dial and its spiral count dial. However, the calibration of the Time 
Adjust dial for the Saros Dial and the smaller, gray pointer of the Calendar dial were still 
unclear, so we contacted Glomski for advice again. 
 

Image 11. LEGO Replica. A completely built LEGO replica of the 
Antikythera mechanism is shown with the incorrectly sized and 
uncalibrated dials attached. 
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 After talking to Glomski, we learned the information we needed for the Time Adjust dial 
and the smaller, gray pointer of the Calendar dial. Daniel Glomski informed us that, because the 
Saros cycle lasts 18 years, 11 days, and 8 hours, an increase of 8 hours would need to be added 
onto the time of the next Saros cycle after a completion of a Saros cycle (personal 
communication, February 1, 2017). With this information, we calibrated the mechanism to the 
beginning of the current Saros cycle so the Time Adjust dial could be set to its beginning. From 
our conversation, Glomski also informed us that the smaller, gray pointer of the Calendar dial 
refers to the phase of the moon; when it is opposite the larger, black pointer (the sun pointer) 
there is a Full Moon, and when it is aligned with the sun pointer there is a New Moon; and 
during a solar eclipse the two dials should point in the same direction because a solar eclipse can 
only occur on a New Moon (personal communication, February 1, 2017). With this complete 
information, we were able to calibrate all of the dials.  
 The final step in the LEGO replica build project was to reprint and mount the dials for the 
mechanism. Both sets of dials needed to be scaled to fit the physical mechanism, and unaligned 
dials and additional holes in the dials were undesirable. After finding the correct scale for the 
dials, they were reprinted and carefully mounted to the mechanism, taking great care to keep the 
dials calibrated. The completed LEGO replica of the Antikythera mechanism can be seen in 
Image 13.  
 

Image 12. Partially Calibrated LEGO Replica. A completed LEGO replica 
of the Antikythera mechanism is shown with a new Saros dial and is 
mostly calibrated. 
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Automating the Mechanism 
 After finishing building and calibrating the LEGO replica of the Antikythera mechanism, 
we were asked to automate the model by connecting a motor to it. The main reason for wanting 
to introduce a motor to the device was to allow the LEGO model to be operated from within a 
display case without physical contact from the user. With this information, the president of the 
LEGO Club and I looked motor and power source options. She suggested finding options from 
the LEGO Shop website so the new parts could easily be integrated into the existing model.  
 On the LEGO Shop website, various options were available for motors and power 
sources, and the various options were analyzed and compared (n.d.). For a power source, three 
options were available: LEGO Power Functions Battery Box, LEGO Power Functions AAA 
Battery Box, and LEGO Power Functions Rechargeable Battery Box. The first two options 
would require continuous purchase of batteries, and the last option would only require the 
additional purchase of a transformer 10V DC cable. All three options had different initial and 
long-term costs and performance levels, which are shown in Table 1. With cost in high 
consideration, the original battery box would have the lowest initial cost but its cost would 
become higher as time continued, whereas the rechargeable battery box would have the highest 
initial cost but would not have any recurring costs. In addition to costs, environmental impact 
and convenience of accessing the battery box for maintenance were also considered. With all 
factors in mind, it was decided that the rechargeable battery box would be used as the power 
source for the motorization of the LEGO model. 
 
 
 

Image 13. Completed LEGO Replica. The finished model of the LEGO 
Anitkythera mechanism is shown. 
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Power Source Comparisons 
Battery Box Purchase Cost Additional Purchases Output Voltage 

Original (AA) $6.99 6 AA batteries per replacement 7.4+ V 
AAA Battery $12.99 6 AAA batteries per replacement 7.4+ V 
Rechargeable $49.99 Transformer 10 V DC cable ($29.99) 7.4 V 

 
 

 
Various motor options were also available on the LEGO Shop website (n.d.). All of the 

possible options included: LEGO Power Functions M-Motor, LEGO Power Functions L-Motor, 
LEGO Power Functions XL-Motor, LEGO Power Functions Servo Motor, and LEGO Power 
Functions Train Motor. For compatibility reasons, the servo motor and train motor were removed 
from consideration. The remaining motor options only differed in size and cost. As the size of 
the motor increased, the available power of the motor also increased; and the costs of the motors 
were as follows: $7.49 for the medium motor, $13.99 for the large motor, and $9.99 for the 
extra-large motor. Power requirements were going to be calculated from the necessary torque to 
operate the mechanism; however, because the price difference between the extra-large motor and 
the medium-motor was small and the large motor cost more than the extra-large motor, it was 
decided that the extra-large motor would be purchased to ensure it could provide the sufficient 
amount of power to the model.  

Within the power source options on the LEGO Shop website, the ability to implement a 
LEGO Power Functions IR Speed Remote Control and LEGO Power Functions IR Receiver was 
discovered (n.d.). The addition of these two components would only add $27.98 to the project 
($12.99 for the IR speed remote control and $14.99 for the IR receiver), but would enhance the 
motorization of the LEGO replica. The variable speed remote control would both allow the 
mechanism to be controlled without being disturbed and allow the speed of the operation to be 
varied during demonstrations. It was decided to implement the remote control into the 
motorization of the LEGO model.  

After receiving the mentioned LEGO parts for motorization, the motor and battery box 
were attached to the LEGO Antikythera mechanism. Because the gears in the back of the 
machine required less force to turn, the motor was attached to one of those motors, as seen in 
Image 14. The motor was then mounted to the frame of the mechanism and attached to the 
battery box for power. The motor is capable of rotating clockwise and counter-clockwise so that 
the LEGO Antikythera mechanism can be operated in forward and reverse order.  

Table 1. Power Source Comparisons. Details of the various power source options from the 
LEGO Store website are shown.  
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Composition of the LEGO Replica 
 The LEGO Replica of the Antikythera mechanism accomplishes many of the same 
functions of the original device using prefabricated LEGO parts. This LEGO model was much 
more complicated than the original model, using 110 prefabricated gears, 1500 LEGO Technic 
parts, and about two thousand other LEGO pieces, where the original model used only about 30 
gears (Artifact, 2011; Nature Video, 2010). The LEGO model is not only more complicated, it is 
also less accurate: the original model can calculate an eclipse to within twelve hours, whereas the 
LEGO replica is only precise within twenty-four hours (Artifact, 2011). 
 The entire model can be separated into two wings that are connected by drive chains. 
Each wing contains four gear boxes, each of which performs a different mathematical operation 
using a combination of gears. The input from the knobs goes through the mathematical 
operations of each gear box until getting to the output dials. For example, the front lower gear 
box behind the Saros Dial multiples each turn of the input knob by 47 then connects to the gear 
box behind it that multiplies by 5/19 (Nature Video, 2010). 
 Each gear box was designed depending on important constants to astronomical 
calculations and available gear ratios using the prefabricated LEGO gears. Andrew Carol 
considered the most important constants for construction to be 4, 5, 19, 47, 127, and 223 because 
the moon repeats about 13.368 lunar months in a solar year �5∗47

19
≈ 13.368� and one solar year 

is about 5.546% of the 223-month Saros cycle � 235
223∗19

≈ 5.546%� (“Building Complex 
Machines,” n.d.). The available gear ratios using prefabricated LEGO gears included 1, 3, 4, and 
5, which can easily be combined to get many gear ratios that are products of these values (i.e. 9, 
12, 15, 20, 25, 27, etc.).  

Image 14. Motorized LEGO Replica. The finished model of the 
LEGO Anitkythera mechanism with the motor attached to one of the 
rear gears is shown. 
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However, 19, 47, 127, and 223 cannot be achieved using simple gear ratios because they 
are prime numbers (“Building Complex Machines,” n.d.). Because gear differentials average 
axle rotational speed, the output of a differential could be defined as 

𝐶𝐶 =
𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵

2
 

where C is the gear ratio of the output and A and B are the gear ratios of the input gears of the 
differential. This equation can be rearranged as  

𝐴𝐴 = 2𝐶𝐶 − 𝐵𝐵 
to solve for Input A. Using the readily available gear ratios and this equation, the remaining 
construction constants can be achieved using gear differentials as shown in Table 2. The negative 
values represent the axle rotating in the opposite direction of the other gears, where clockwise 
rotation can be defined as positive and counter clock-wise as negative. Through a combination of 
these simple and differential gear ratios, the gear modules were created to control the pointers of 
the dials. 

  Differential Gear Ratios 
Output C Gear Ratio Input B Gear Ratio Input A Gear Ratio 

3 5*5 -19 
5*5 3 47 
-1 5*5*5 -127 
1 5*5*3*3 -223 

 
 
 
The dials of main concern in the design are the Saros Dial and the Calendar Dial, which display 
the date and the possibility of an eclipse on that date. Both dials are supported a Spiral count dial 
which indicate which spiral from the center the pointer is on. The Decades and Years dials are 
used to indicate the year of the date being observed. The Saros Dial also has a Time Adjust dial, 
comparable to the Exeligmos dial of the original model, to account for the 8 hours at the end of 
each Saros cycle. Individual pointers are used to display the position of the moon and sun as with 
the original model. The LEGO replica does not include a Callipic dial or Olympiad dial. 

Conclusion 
 Fragments of the Antikythera mechanism were discovered in a shipwreck and remained 
unidentified for many years. After sparking the interest of many scientists, the fragments were 
researched for many years and determined to belong to an ancient astronomical calculator. The 
researchers made various replicas of the Antikythera mechanism working with the existing 
fragments of the device and their knowledge of the ancient Greek’s knowledge. Andrew Carol 
later made a working model of the mechanism using LEGO parts, which is more complex and 
less precise than the original model but was made available to be built by others. A group of 
Robert Morris University students built this LEGO replica of the Antikythera mechanism, 
calibrated it, and motorized it. 
 One of the most impressive aspects of the original model is its precision and 
sophistication. Creative gear combinations and mechanisms were used to control the output 
displays with a relatively small number of gears and other internal parts. While creating a 
working model with LEGO parts is a notable achievement, it would be the next step to be able to 
recreate the Antikythera mechanism in a creative way that is not just available to others but also 
precise and less complex. 

Table 2. Differential Gear Ratios. The construction constants are 
achieved through differential combinations of gears.  
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Abstract 
 Some conditions have proven to predispose people to shorter life spans, and one of 
these conditions is having little education. There exists a gap in the expected lifespan 
between someone who acquires more education and someone who has fewer years of 
education. Even more concerning, this gap appears to be increasing over time, and this 
effect can be compounded when paired with race. The effects of these paired variables are 
examined, and further implications of the shortened lifetimes of those with less education 
are detailed. The gap is shown to persist across genders and race. Suggested policies and 
actions to remediate this disparity are recommended. 
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Introduction 
 Generally, the life expectancy in developed nations, including the United States, has 
increased for the entire population consistently over the past century (Olshansky, Antonucci, 
Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012). In fact, life expectancy at birth has 
increased by roughly thirty years over this time span (Cutler, Deaton, & Lleras-Muney, 
2006). However, this improvement has not been experienced equally for all members of the 
population. Research has shown that people who receive less education are more prone to 
shorter life spans, people who have more education will live longer, and the gap in life spans 
between these two groups continues to grow. The improvements to the population’s 
mortality are less meaningful if a significant portion of the population experiences fewer 
years of life than their more educated peers. According to Merriam-Webster, mortality is 
“the number of deaths in a given time or place” or “the proportion of deaths to population,” 
and life expectancy is “an expected number of years of life based on statistical probability,” 
(Merriam-Webster, 2017). Numerous studies examine levels of attained education while 
accounting for other significant variables such as sex, race, and country of origin. The 
following study will focus only on research based in the United States but will explore life 
expectancy varying by race, gender, worker type, and education. Across the board, evidence 
shows that more education will lead to longer life spans, and the gap in life spans between 
the more and less educated is increasing, but little research provides proposed solutions for 
how policy could be enacted in order to rectify this disparity. 

Life Expectancy over Time 
 Over the past century, life expectancy has generally increased in the United States 
(Kochanek, Maurer, & Rosenberg, 1994). There are numerous contributing factors to this 
improvement. One of these factors is the advancement in sanitary and hygiene habits, which 
has lessened the spread of infectious diseases. The resulting decrease in mortality most 
notably affected infants and young children, who are more vulnerable to infections (Cutler, 
Deaton, & Lleras-Muney, 2006). Also, significant progress was made in the 1930s through 
the 1950s to improve waste removal, food safety, and perhaps most notably water treatment 
(Crane, Johnson, Rutledge, & Wilbanks, 1999). Water purification alone may be able to 
explain half of the reduction in mortality in the US during the earlier portion of the twentieth 
century (Cutler, Deaton, & Lleras-Muney, 2006). This decreased the frequency of diseases 
such as TB, dysentery, and cholera, and malaria. For example, in 1900, 194 of every 
100,000 U.S. residents died from TB. In 1940, the death rate due to TB decreased to 46 per 
100,000 persons. Given this decrease occurred prior to the development of antibiotic 
therapy, it may be due to other indirect influences, such as water purification. Below is a 
chart graphing the crude death rate for infectious diseases. The crude death rate is defined as 
the number of deaths per year per 100,000 individuals. The graph is also annotated with 
notable medical progress at certain points throughout history (Crane, Johnson, Rutledge, & 
Wilbanks, 1999). 
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Figure 1: Crude death rate for infectious diseases - United States, 1900-1996 

 
Crane, J., Johnson D. C., Rutledge, T. F., & Wilbanks, C. R., (1999). Achievements in public health, 1900-1999. 

Center for Disease Control and Prevention Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, 48(29), 621-628.  
 There were also notable improvements to what Cutler, Deaton, and Lleras-Muney 
call “micro public health.” These improvements are lifestyle-based. While they are 
encouraged by those in the public sector, these lifestyle changes are made on an individual 
basis. Some of these changes include washing one’s hands, boiling baby bottles, and 
ventilating rooms. These changes, once adopted by the larger American population, helped 
to improve Americans’ health and improve their life expectancy. The development of 
various antibiotics and other drugs, such as penicillin, in the 1930s and 1940s also helped to 
improve health in the United States. All of these advancements, whether on a micro or 
macro scale, were particularly important due to urbanization within the United States. 
During the earlier twentieth century, crowded living conditions worsened the spread of 
infectious diseases and lack of sanitation that previously existed (Cutler, Deaton, & Lleras-
Muney, 2006).  
 In addition to changing health habits and social practices, there were numerous 
vaccines introduced throughout the 1900s including diphtheria, pertussis, tuberculosis, 
tetanus, yellow fever, polio, measles, mumps, rubella, and hepatitis B. Somewhat 
surprisingly, the available data suggests that many of these diseases, excluding tuberculosis, 
did not directly affect mortality. Hence, these vaccinations did not have a significant impact 
on mortality improvement. However, by reducing sickness within the population, mortality 
may have been indirectly improved due to a healthier population that may have been less 
vulnerable to other conditions or diseases that could cause earlier death (Cutler, Deaton, & 
Lleras-Muney, 2006).  
 From 1930-1933, the United States experienced the Great Depression. While one 
might assume that life expectancy would decrease during this period, it actually had the 
opposite effect. Life expectancy actually increased during this four-year span, especially for 
the non-white population. An exception to this trend was deaths due to suicide, which 
increased during this period but which constituted a relatively small portion of deaths (2%.)  
Likewise, researchers found that mortality was higher during periods of economic expansion 
shortly before and after the Great Depression. Researchers theorize that economic expansion 
brings about stressful conditions that are detrimental to health, such as increased smoking 
and alcohol consumption, reduced sleep, and greater frequency of strenuous labor. There is 
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also shown to be an increase in deaths due to traffic accidents and industrial injuries during 
expansions (Tapia Granados, Diez Roux, & Portes, 2009). 
 In the latter portion of the twentieth century, improvements to life expectancy were a 
product of a reduction in cardiovascular disease, which accounts for seventy percent of the 
increase in life expectancy from 1960 to 2000. Much of this improvement was due to 
medical advancements, and the rest of this improvement was due to reductions in smoking 
in the United States. There were also notable reductions in infant mortality as well as deaths 
due to motor vehicle accidents, pneumonia/influenza, and a slight reduction in deaths due to 
cancer. The effect of these medical breakthroughs and lifestyle changes over the course of 
the twentieth century can be seen in the graphs below. The graphs compare the top ten 
causes of death in 1900 versus 1997. One can see the evolution of the influence of 
pneumonia over the past century, as it was the top leading cause of death in 1900 while it 
was only the sixth leading cause of death in 1997 in conjunction with influenza. Also, the 
common leading causes of death between these two time periods are pneumonia, heart 
disease, stroke, liver disease, injuries, and cancer (Cutler, Deaton, & Lleras-Muney, 2006).  
 
Figure 2: The 10 leading causes of death as a percentage of all deaths - United States, 
1900 and 1997 

 
Crane, J., Johnson D. C., Rutledge, T. F., & Wilbanks, C. R., (1999). Achievements in public health, 1900-1999. Center for Disease 

Control and Prevention Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, 48(29), 621-628. 
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 Hence, due to these improvements over the past century, Americans have 
experienced increased life expectancy. However, there have been certain instances where 
life expectancy has decreased for some members of the population. What is especially 
important about this mortality improvement is that all subsections of the American 
population have not experienced this mortality improvement uniformly. 

Life Expectancy Varying by Race 
 When studying life expectancy and race, it is sometimes difficult to acquire a 
comprehensive understanding of these variables over time. For example, in a study 
conducted by Meara, Richards, and Cutler in 2008, researchers used two sets of data: one 
using census and population estimates paired with information from birth certificates and 
another from the National Longitudinal Mortality Study (NLMS). The NLMS data was used 
to supplement the former dataset with mortality information from earlier years (1981-1998.) 
To develop mortality rates, the researchers divided the number of deaths for a given age-
race-sex-education group by the group's population. In the researchers’ findings, they 
mention that while differences in life expectancy due to socioeconomic factors increased 
during the period of 1990 to 2000, differences in mortality due to race decreased.  While this 
is encouraging, their study omits a piece of the picture due to their insufficient sample of 
black individuals from their NLMS data during the span of 1981-1989, as shown below 
(Meara, Richards, & Cutler, 2008). 
 

 
Meara, E. R., Richards, S., & Cutler, D. M. (2008). The gap gets bigger: Changes in mortality and life 
expectancy, by education, 1981-2000. Health Affairs, 27(2), 350-60. 

 
 However, a study by Kochanek, Maurer, & Rosenberg is able to provide the missing 
part of this story. This study provides additional insight into black men’s mortality 
experience during the 1980s that the former study did not. They found that in the time span 
of 1984-1989, the life expectancy for black men actually decreased from 65.6 to 64.8. 
(Kochanek, Maurer, & Rosenberg, 1994). 
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United States? American Journal of Public Health, 84(6), 938-44. 
 As mentioned above, increasing mortality over time is unusual in the United States. 
This phenomenon can be partly attributed to heart disease. Deaths due to heart disease have 
decreased over the last third of the 20th century for the overall population (Begier, Li, 
Maduro, & Olshansky, 2013). Yet this progress has not occurred at a uniform rate across all 
subsets of the population. The decline is happening much more rapidly for the white 
population than the black population. A secondary cause to this decrease in life expectancy 
for black men during this time period is HIV, which made up one third of the total negative 
contribution to life expectancy (Kochanek, Maurer, & Rosenberg, 1994). 
 As a larger portion of black individuals acquire higher levels of education, there is a 
potential for the gap in life expectancy between whites and blacks to decrease. On the other 
hand, researchers pointed out that if the overall black population in the United States 
continues to increase, and black individuals begin to encompass the majority of the less 
educated population, this could reverse the current trend and cause the gap in life 
expectancy to increase. Hence, there is a level of uncertainty regarding the direction of this 
trend (Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012).  
 While in the former study conducted by Meara, Richards, and Cutler the mortality 
experience of black Americans is misrepresented, in some cases, certain races are not 
represented at all. A study by Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, 
et. al was conducted in 2012 using the Multiple Cause of Death public data file from 2008. 
This file contains data for non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, Hispanic, American 
Indian, and Asian and Pacific Islanders. However, the latter two groups were excluded from 
the study due to small sample sizes. While this study did not include Asian and Pacific 
Islanders, researchers did highlight another commonly ignored minority: Hispanics. The 
data for this group proves to be particularly telling. Life expectancy for Hispanics within the 
United States is greater than life expectancy for either whites or blacks across genders 
(Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012).  
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 However, there are a few additional factors that may contribute to this phenomenon. 
The researchers point out that the Hispanic population in the United States has been steadily 
increasing in recent years (Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. 
al, 2012). According to the Pew Research Center, in 1980, Hispanics comprised 6.5% of the 
US population. In 2014, that proportion has increased to 17.3% (Stepler & Brown, 2016). 
 This is largely due to increases in immigration in recent years. When analyzing life 
expectancy in a particular country, immigration can cause variance in life expectancy when 
comparing immigrants to native-born individuals. Male Hispanic immigrants to the United 
States are shown to live on average 4.3 years longer than their native-born counterparts, and 
the corresponding statistic for female Hispanic immigrants is 3.0 years.  
 This may be caused by advantages that can be attributed to all immigrants, including 
Hispanic immigrants. Researchers state that due to an effect known as “healthy immigrant 
effect,” those who immigrate to the United States tend to be in better health from the start. 
Also, immigrants tend to exhibit healthy behaviors and tendencies, including an aversion to 
smoking and obesity as well as better eating habits (Singh & Miller, 2004). What this means 
is that the disparity in life expectancy between Hispanics and other races might be skewed 
due to factors that are contingent on one’s country of birth. However, the proportion of 
foreign-born Hispanics in the United States has been decreasing since 2000, perhaps more 
recently mitigating the effect of immigration on Hispanics’ greater life expectancy. Further 
confirming this, researchers also stated that second and third-generation Hispanics have 
worse mortality experience than their predecessors. This could mean that the positive effects 
of immigration for the Hispanic population may wear off after a few generations as the 
group becomes more assimilated to the general American population (Olshansky, 
Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012).  
 When analyzing Hispanics’ life expectancy and accounting for education, the pattern 
is similar to that of blacks’ and whites’ life expectancies - life expectancy increases as the 
amount of acquired education increases. This effect is less dramatic for Hispanic females, 
who did not show an increased life expectancy upon acquiring a high school education 
compared to those who did not receive a high school education. However, an increase in life 
expectancy is still seen for Hispanic females upon acquiring education above a high school 
diploma (Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012). 
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 Conclusively, to analyze the effect of race on mortality in the United States, it is 
necessary to admit that due to limited samples that are used in many studies, minorities are 
sometimes underrepresented, if they are represented at all. During the 80s, black males 
experienced decreased life expectancy due to the effect of HIV and less rapid improvement 
for heart disease than their white counterparts. After this period, their mortality experience 
began to improve again, but still not at the pace of whites. Also during this time, Hispanics 
began to comprise a greater portion of our population, specifically Hispanic immigrants, 
bringing with them greater life expectancies than Hispanics born in the United States, but 
this effect is shown to wear off over time. If Hispanic immigration continues to decrease, 
the life expectancy for Hispanics in the United States may no longer be greater than that of 
other races in the future. Due to the various challenges faced in our country by these 
minorities, greater attention must be paid to these individuals, especially as they continue to 
constitute a greater portion of the population in the United States. Without considering all 
minorities, we cannot have a clear picture of how socioeconomic factors, including 
education, influence life expectancy.  

Life Expectancy Varying by Gender 
 Women have been shown to live longer than men at every age, regardless of 
education (Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012). 
Research has been relatively inconclusive regarding whether the relationship between 
education and life expectancy is stronger for men or women, but women have recently 
experienced greater gains in earned education (Rogers, Everett, Zajacova, & Hummer, 
2010).  
 However, even with these educational advancements for the female population 
overall, the life expectancy of white women with low education decreased .3 years from 
1981 to 1998 and .9 years from 1990 to 2000 for twenty-five year olds. White men with low 
education did not experience this decrease in life expectancy (Meara, Richards, & Cutler, 
2008). This was reinforced by another study, which found that life expectancy for twenty-
five year-old women with less than eleven years of education decreased 3.1 years from 1990 
to 2000 and 2.2 years from 2000 to 2008 (Olshansky, Antonucci, Berkman, Binstock, 
Boersch-Supan, et. al, 2012). 
 In the earlier portion of the 1900s, men’s smoking rates were higher than those of 
women’s. Male smoking habits increased far sooner in the United States than they did for 
women. However, women have been slower to quit this habit than men (Cutler, Deaton, & 
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Lleras-Muney, 2006). This may be a contributing factor to the decrease in life expectancy 
experienced by less educated women in the late twentieth century. 

Life Expectancy Varying by Education and Worker Type 
 As evidenced in earlier sections, life expectancy does vary by level of attained 
education, even when controlling for other variables such as gender and race. In one study 
using the 1997–2002 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) Linked Mortality File, 
researchers found that the modal category of attained education was a high school diploma. 
Males and females exhibited similar patterns, but males acquired higher levels of education 
more than females, as evidenced below. The subcategories of education that were used 
throughout the study are detailed in the Figure 7 below, followed by Figure 8, which 
displays the distribution of the population that comprised each group (Rogers, Everett, 
Zajacova, & Hummer, 2010).  
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 The researchers then evaluated each of the education groups’ hazard ratios using 
Cox proportional hazards modeling. The researchers point out that this accounts for both the 
binary outcome variable (whether one dies or survives) as well as the timing of death. A 
hazard ratio of one would mean that there is no relationship between mortality risk and the 
given level of education. If the hazard ratio is greater than one, this implies greater mortality 
risk given the specific covariate, while a value less than one indicates a reduced mortality 
risk. The group containing those who received a high school diploma was used as referent 
category. Those with less than twelve years of education had a hazard ratio of 1.21, and 
those with twelve years of education but no degree had a hazard ratio of 1.07.  On the other 
end of the spectrum, those with a bachelor’s degree had a hazard ratio of .695, and those 
with a professional degree had a hazard ratio of .551, as shown below in Figure 9 (Rogers, 
Everett, Zajacova, & Hummer, 2010). 

Rogers, R. G., Everett, B. G., Zajacova, A., & Hummer, R. A. (2010). EDUCATIONAL DEGREES AND ADULT MORTALITY RISK 
IN THE UNITED STATES. Biodemography and Social Biology, 56(1), 80–99. http://doi.org/10.1080/19485561003727372 

 While education has been shown to be related to life expectancy, there are issues 
with using education as an indicative variable. Due to issues such as college dropout rates 
and an increase in the amount of time it takes many people to acquire a college degree, there 
is more variability in using acquired education as a measure of life expectancy. Also, many 
studies use “years of acquired education” as a variable when comparing life expectancy and 
education. However, the number of years one spends working towards a degree does not 
always indicate the credentials or degrees that someone earns. For example, students 
typically require four and a half years to earn a BA degree. Another issue with many 
researchers’ categorization of individuals’ acquired education levels is that unlike the 
aforementioned study, there is a common lack of distinction between those who have a high 
school diploma and those who earn their GEDs, because those who earn a high school 
diploma tend to fare better financially than those with their GEDs (Rogers, Everett, 
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Zajacova, & Hummer, 2010).  
 Another way of looking at life expectancy is by analyzing the workforce 
composition. One study did this by separating the population into two groups: blue collar 
workers and white collar workers. In the formulation of the RP-2014 Mortality Tables 
created through the Society of Actuaries’ Pension Mortality Study, the researchers utilized 
data and experience from companies that offer their employees pensions. When requesting 
this data, the researchers asked companies to differentiate their employees by “collar type.” 
If 70 percent of the plan participants were hourly employees or belonged to a union, they 
were classified as blue collar. If at least 70 percent of the plan participants were salaried and 
did not belong to a union, they were classified as white collar. If a plan did not meet either 
of these categories, it was designated as mixed collar.  
 Their findings showed that the life expectancy did vary on the basis of whether a 
population was more dominantly white collar or blue collar. The RR values (relative risk 
values) for blue collar healthy annuitants compared to white collar healthy annuitants were 
1.42 for males and 1.20 for females when controlling for salary, but the differences between 
white collar and blue collar workers diminished with age. An RR value closer to one 
demonstrates that the mortality rates relating to the variable that is being tested are not 
significantly different than the population mortality rates, while a value that is outside of a 
small range close to one demonstrates statistical significance for predicting mortality. Blue 
collar workers were considered a higher risk and were expected to have worse mortality 
than their white collar counterparts (RP-2014 Mortality Tables Report, 2014).  

Future of Mortality Improvement 

 As previously mentioned, there has been a nearly consistent trend of mortality 
improvement in the United States. However, data has shown that this trend has changed in 
recent years. There were notable improvements in mortality improvement from 2000 to 
2010, but these mortality improvement trends have decreased and in some cases reversed 
from 2010 to 2014. While mortality experience in the United States is still improving, 
especially at older ages, these increases are less dramatic than they were in the early 2000s. 
A potential explanation for this is the continued increase in life expectancy due to fewer 
deaths caused by strokes and heart disease. The rate of mortality improvement that has been 
experienced due to these causes thus far may not be sustainable for a long time period. As 
these causes of death become less frequent, they will be replaced by other causes of death 
which may not be experiencing similar rates of improvement as heart disease and stroke 
have been (Fenton, Kelley, & Steiner, 2016). 
 Other conditions that have contributed to the decreased rate of mortality 
improvement are influenza, pneumonia, liver diseases, cancer at younger ages, chronic 
lower respiratory disease, and accidental poisonings due to prescription drug overdoses. 
There have been improvements due to Alzheimer’s, kidney disease, and cancer at older 
ages, but not enough to offset the negative effects of the aforementioned conditions on life 
expectancy (Fenton, Kelley, & Steiner, 2016).
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 Researchers predict that in the future, smoking will not have as significant of an 
impact on mortality improvement. Also, they predict that socioeconomic factors will begin 
to play a larger role in predicting life expectancy (Fenton, 2014). 
 Another consideration for the future development of life expectancy is mortality 
compression. Mortality compression is the idea that life expectancy approaches a limit, and 
that the variance of the age-at-death converges to zero, meaning that more deaths are 
occurring during a shorter time span (Yue, 2014). This mortality compression is more 
evident in populations that have higher levels of education, as shown in the graphs below 
(Brown, Hayward, Montez, et al., 2012).  
 
Figure 11: Age-specific percentage of life table survivors from 
simulation models by education, HRS men

 
Brown, D.C., Hayward, M.D., Montez, J.K. et al., (2012). Demography 49: 819. doi:10.1007/s13524-012-0104-1 
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Figure 12: Age-specific percentage of life table survivors from simulation models by 
education, HRS women

 
Brown, D.C., Hayward, M.D., Montez, J.K. et al., (2012). Demography 49: 819. doi:10.1007/s13524-012-0104-1 

 

 However, this phenomenon has been somewhat difficult to measure due to limited 
sample sizes of individuals at very old ages, thereby making it difficult to quantify this limit 
(Yue, 2014).  

Policy Suggestions 
 While there are a number of variables that inevitably interact with education as it 
affects life expectancy such as income, addressing this issue of disparity in life expectancy 
from the perspective of attained education presents a unique opportunity. By seeking ways 
to allow education to be more accessible for those who face greater challenges, this may 
provide them with access to other resources and opportunities later in life that may 
contribute to healthier habits and extended life expectancies. Michael Marmot, director of 
the Institute of Health Equity in England, suggests that an effective way to tackle this 
difference in life expectancies is to provide better education and developmental resources to 
children in order to give them a foundation on which to continue their education and careers 
(Torjesen, 2012). 
 Through this research, education appears to be an influential factor in determining 
life expectancy. Some researchers consider education to be relatively interchangeable with 
other variables such as social status or income. However this ignores the effect of education 
on an individual and how an individual’s mind and behaviors are different than if these 
individuals had not received this education at all (Lutz & Wolfgang, 2010). 
 From an ethical standpoint, people should have greater access to higher education. 
This leads to the question of how education can be made available to a greater portion of the 
population. In many cases, the foundation for educational success is built at younger ages, 
namely those who are still in grade school. The academic opportunities available to students 
after this portion of their lives is largely contingent on their performance prior to high 
school graduation, hence solutions focused on this younger demographic have a greater 
potential impact. 
 Students should be provided with a greater array of resources regarding post-
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graduate employment opportunities. While many high schools organize college visits, career 
fairs, and college representative presentations, these resources are not often available to 
students in low-income school districts or rural communities. In the case of low-income 
school districts, these schools have fewer financial resources with which to coordinate such 
events. For rural school districts, these schools are often geographically distant from many 
college campuses, making campus visits or campus representative presentations costly and 
inconvenient. Another barrier for these students is that they may be first-generation college 
attendees. This can be a disadvantage because their parents may not be able to provide 
guidance while these students navigate the complicated college preparation and application 
process. Hence, students in school districts that face these challenges should receive 
government support to provide these students with the same opportunities their more 
affluent peers have access to. This financial support can be used to increase outreach to 
universities as well as employ more faculty members who are able to educate students about 
their postgraduate opportunities. 
 A sound counterargument to the assertion that everyone should have access to higher 
education is that it is not entirely practical or prudent for all individuals to attend college or 
reach the highest echelons of education. However, there are other options for expanding 
educational resources beyond a college education. While many of the US studies previously 
mentioned throughout this study focus on high school and college education, there are some 
studies conducted outside of the US that suggest that this relationship between education 
and life expectancy may be applied to other forms of education as well. For example, a 
study conducted in Switzerland also considered teachers’ training colleges and vocational 
education in addition to college degrees. The study showed that acquiring further education 
through these avenues also resulted in longer life expectancy (Spoerri, Schmidlin, Richter, 
Egger, & Clough-Gorr, 2014). However, a study conducted in Denmark introduces 
complications to this assumption. In this case, in 2011 men’s life expectancy at age 30 upon 
acquiring upper secondary education was 49, but this decreased to 48.3 upon acquiring 
vocational or technical education. This was not the case for women, whose life expectancy 
was 52.6 for women who acquired upper secondary education and 52.8 for women who 
acquired vocational or technical education. This is shown in Figure 13 below (Brønnum-
Hansen & Baadsgaard, 2012).  

 
Brønnum-Hansen, H., & Baadsgaard, M. (2012). Widening social inequality in life expectancy in 
denmark. A register-based study on social composition and mortality trends for the danish 
population. BMC Public Health, 12, 994. doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1186/1471-2458-12-994 
 

 One possible explanation of this variance in life expectancy by gender is that some 
roles that vocational or technical training prepare individuals for, such as plumbers or 
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HVAC technicians, are very physically demanding and may have an adverse effect on life 
expectancy. Additionally, these fields are often dominantly male, which may explain why 
this phenomenon affects males and not females. There is relatively little research examining 
life expectancy and education that highlights those who have acquired technical or 
vocational training, so this demonstrates a need for further research in the future. 
 However, it is worth noting that there are opportunities through vocational or 
technical training that are less physically demanding that provide those who do not wish to 
attend college the opportunity to expand their educational horizons. Some potential careers 
in these areas include cosmetologist and dental assistant. Trade schools provide career-
focused training while also providing these individuals access to jobs that have higher pay 
and may provide more benefits which may help improve overall health. Trade schools and 
vocational training open doors for those for whom college is neither feasible nor desirable. 

Conclusion 
 As evidenced through numerous studies that were conducted, life expectancy does 
vary vastly between people with different levels of education. This gap proves to persist 
even as race and gender vary. There are some areas where research is still needed. Many of 
the studies that focused on race conducted in the US solely assessed blacks, whites, and 
occasionally Hispanics. It begs the question of how other races experience this gap in life 
expectancy by education or if they even do. Additionally, many studies did not distinguish 
between those who attended trade school or received vocational training and those who only 
graduated high school. These types of education provide an alternative for high school 
graduates to improve their standard of living without attending college, which could impact 
their life expectancy, pointing to a need for further research in this area. Also, mortality 
improvement will provide many opportunities for research in the future to see if mortality 
may continue to decline in the future, and how this decline will impact different portions of 
the population. This variance in life expectancy provides an ethical dilemma that deserves 
attention. If prudent policy is enacted, individuals may receive access to higher education, 
improving their standard of living. 
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Abstract  
This study addresses the relationship between the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP) and health problems, particularly obesity. The SNAP program was originally created to 
encourage spending on foodstuff following economic hardship.  Currently, however, these 
benefits seem to promote obesity by forcing participants to choose unhealthy options in order to 
have enough food to survive. There have been multiple attempts to remedy the problems with the 
SNAP program, but making changes to a program as sensitive as SNAP is complicated and there 
are many obstacles policy makers face. The study offers a proposal is to weaken the link between 
SNAP and obesity 
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Introduction 
Food insecurity, and hunger, have been long studied including the correlation between 

obesity and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)’s low-income households 
that qualify and opt to receive these benefits. Food insecurity is an indicator of one’s nutritional 
state and is defined as a point in time in which the availability of nutritionally adequate and safe 
food, or the ability to acquire these acceptable foods in a socially acceptable manner, is either 
limited or uncertain (Olson and Strawaterman 2008). Food insecurity is an involuntary food 
shortage that is a significant indicator for poverty. Substantial research links food insecurity to 
income level (Townsend, et al. 2001). Hunger is defined as a relatively severe manifestation of 
food insecurity (Vozoris and Tarasuk 2003). In 2004, forty million people – approximately 12% 
of the United States’ population, lived in households that experienced food insecurity, and eleven 
million Americans – approximately 3% of the population experienced food insecurity as well as 
documented hunger (Seligman, et al. 2007). Just two years later, the percentage of people 
experiencing food insecurity as well as hunger increased to 4% of the population; the beginning 
of an upward trend (Olson and Strawaterman 2008). Data taken from The National Longitudinal 
Survey of Children and Youth, beginning in 1994, shows that families who reported child hunger 
were thirteen times more likely to report that they had received income from a social assistance 
program than those who did not report child hunger – one of the many links that begin to tie 
welfare programs to food insecurity and ultimately hunger (Vozoris and Tarasuk 2003). Food 
insecurity may also be linked to poor health, most notably obesity. Obesity is calculated by 
measuring one’s body mass index (BMI), a mathematical formula that is the product of one’s 
weight in kilograms, divided by the square of their height in meters. For adults, a healthy BMI is 
between nineteen and twenty-five and an obese BMI would be over thirty. For children, aged 
two to nineteen, rather than the product of their weight and height, a percentile system is used to 
evaluate them. Healthy children are between the fifth and ninety-fifth percentile (Ploeq, Mancino 
and Lin, Food Stamps and Obesity: Ironic Twist or Copmlex Puzzle 2006). The linking of low 
income families to obesity through welfare programs has two leading explanations. The first 
explanation is based on the idea that benefits encourage increased spending; however, this is the 
less likely option. The option that is more supported by physiology is based around the fact that 
food benefits are released in long intervals that create the “food stamp cycle,” periods of 
starvation followed by periods of binging (Ploeq and Ralston, Food Stamps and Obesity: What 
We Know and What it Means 2008). 

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) 
 The  Food Stamp Program was created as a result of the Great Depression as a nutritional 
safety net for low-income households; today, it is the nation’s largest food assistance program in 
the United States with twenty-four million people, costing 27 billion dollars in 2004 (Ploeq, 
Mancino and Lin, Food Stamps and Obesity: Ironic Twist or Copmlex Puzzle 2006). The Food 
Stamp Program was renamed to be SNAP in 2008 and is still the largest of 15 federal nutrition 
programs (Leung, et al. 2013). Since its creation, the goals of SNAP have been modified. 

Programs like SNAP were designed to encourage food expenditures, since they were 
developed during a time where the only goal was to alleviate hunger; the original inventors of 
these welfare programs did not have the negative side effects, such as obesity, in mind when they 
created these hunger-eliminating policies (Tolbert-Kimboro and Rigby 2003). SNAP can be used 
to purchase most foods and beverages, except for alcohol, supplements, and prepared foods; 
there is no defined food -list or menu standards that those who qualify for snap must abide by 
(Leung, et al. 2013). 
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SNAP participation is an optional behavior for those who qualify. A 1997 panel study of 
income dynamics did, however, find that the majority of low-income families voluntarily 
participate in at least one food assistance program. Eligibility and benefits are based upon a 
household’s size, the household’s asset’s and the both the gross and net income received by the 
household. Monthly income cannot exceed 130% of the federal poverty guidelines (Ploeq, 
Mancino and Lin, Food Stamps and Obesity: Ironic Twist or Copmlex Puzzle 2006). In 2011, the 
highest qualifying monthly income was measured to be $2,389 for a four person household. 
SNAP distributed 72 billion dollars in food stamps in 2011 to forty-five million participants 
(Leung, et al. 2013). This money is distributed via an electronic benefit transfer (EBT) card that 
can be used at participating grocery stores to purchase foodstuff. In 2004, the amount loaded on 
to these cards monthly was 86 dollars per person or two hundred dollars per household (Ploeq, 
Mancino and Lin, Food Stamps and Obesity: Ironic Twist or Copmlex Puzzle 2006). This 
distribution method is limiting and problem-causing:  the benefits can only be used at 
participating stores, and the cards are only distributed on a monthly basis. 

SNAP Limitations 
 SNAP limitations begin at where they can be claimed. When one considers a low-

income family, they must consider their location and their assets. Low-income families must first 
locate a qualifying grocery store and then find a mode of transportation, which causes the family 
to limit the amount of trips that are made to the grocery store and forces them to choose quantity 
over quality foods. Those with poor access to food stores likely travel farther to shop for their 
groceries or rely solely on stores with fewer choices or higher priced foods. This results in poor 
access to foods such as fruits and vegetables, whole grains, lean meats, and low-fat dairy 
products; these shortages could lead to poor diets and health conditions (Ploeg and Rankovsky 
2016). Low income neighborhoods in inner cities are less likely to have access to healthy, fresh, 
and affordable food choices (Nguyen, et al. 2015).  

Store access is not the only problem that low-income families face. SNAP participants 
surveyed by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) reported to be even more 
sensitive to food price than to food store access (Ploeq and Ralston, Food Stamps and Obesity: 
What We Know and What it Means 2008). A survey on living conditions found that 25% of low-
income households reported buying cheaper foods due to economic problems, nine percent 
feared that they would run out of food because of economic reasons, 11% experienced running 
out of food because of economic reasons, and 3% had reported having too little food because of a 
lack of money (Sarlio-Lahteenkorva and Lahelma 2001). Fears of not having enough food are 
what cause people to sacrifice the quality of food that they buy to attempt to ensure they have 
enough. 

Quantity over quality is often a choice that low-income households make regarding food 
and this is how the SNAP program begins its ties with obesity. People in food insecure 
households try to compensate for nutrition by choosing cheaper alternatives that are nutritionally 
poor and calorically dense, they reduce the amount of fruits and vegetables they consume, and 
the increase the amount of fat they consume (Seligman, et al. 2007). Obese people are more 
likely to report buying cheaper food and having fears or experiences of running out of money to 
buy food, reducing the quality of their diet (Sarlio-Lahteenkorva and Lahelma 2001). Food 
insufficiency is associated with the consumption of fewer than five fruits or vegetables daily 
(Lyons, Park and Nelson 2008). Dietary intake of 2,200 calories calls for three servings of fruit 
as well as four servings of vegetables daily (Reed, Frazao and Itskowitz 2004). In any given 
week, approximately 19% of all low-income households bought no fruits and vegetables, and 
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those that do splurge for the fruits and vegetables still spend on average approximately one dollar 
and forty-three cents less per person per week on fruits and vegetables (Blisard, Stewart and 
Jolliffe 2004). Low-income families are aware that as well as costing more than processed foods, 
fresh produce can go bad in a few days and will need to be thrown out if not consumed in time. 
Keeping in mind that benefits are only distributed monthly and most families have limited access 
to grocery stores, it is not surprising that there is a link between SNAP and obesity.  

These food choices that adults make are mimicked by children. As the concerns about 
food adequacy of the adults of the household escalate, adjustments to food management take 
place and these bad habits are transferred from older house members to younger members 
(Lyons, Park and Nelson 2008). Research done by the University of Minnesota’s School of 
Public Health in public school cafeterias found that school-aged children changed their purchases 
when the prices of unhealthy snacks were lowered and prices of healthy snacks were raised 
(Todd and Li 2012). Children who did not have a home-made lunch and had to purchase their 
lunch had a higher rate of obesity than children who packed a lunch (Tolbert-Kimboro and Rigby 
2003). Children mimicking adult’s decisions to choose quantity over quality because of price 
will continue the trend of low-income families suffering from obesity. 
 These children who cannot pack a nutritional lunch from home are at a greater risk of 
food insecurity during the summer months when the school is not able to provide them with a 
lunch. Food insecurity, even without evidence is associated with adverse health outcomes in 
young children. These low-income children are significantly more likely to display poor health 
results and be hospitalized (Cook, Frank and Berkowitz, et al. 2004).  

Adverse Health Outcomes Caused by Obesity  
 Food insecurity and hunger are the cause of a variety of poor health outcomes. Food 
insecure people are 11% more likely to be in general poor health than food secure persons (n = 
6,857), 25% more likely to be in poor functional health (n = 8,691), 15% more likely suffer from 
multiple chronic conditions (n = 23,390), 11.8% to suffer from major depression (n = 2,965),  
21.9% are more likely to report being under distress (n = 7,486), and  9.1% more likely to report 
having a poor social support network (n = 7,486) (Vozoris and Tarasuk 2003). These are just a 
few of the many chronic conditions in which are exasperated by food insecurity. It is easy to 
believe that food insecurity is liked with increased stress-levels and reduced overall well-being 
(Nguyen, et al. 2015). Those who are food insecure suffer more daily hardships than those who 
are secure. 
 Food insecure persons deal with a greater amount of stressors in their life. Environmental 
adversity, disadvantages, and stressful events associated with low socio-economic status are 
known to contribute to the onset of depression symptoms, which can cause a cascade of 
problems for food insecure individuals (Kim and Frongillo 2007). There is evidence that low 
socioeconomic status can lead to psychosocial stress, which promotes central obesity through the 
psychoendocrinological pathways. Food deprivation has the possibility of resulting in a variety 
of behavioral and cognitive changes, including a preoccupation with food and eating (Sarlio-
Lahteenkorva and Lahelma 2001). Being in a stressed state, as many food insecure low-income 
individuals are, can cause one to become what is known as an “emotional eater,” a person who 
consumes increased amounts of fatty and energy-dense foods (Lyons, Park and Nelson 2008). 
Because food insecurity is a stressor, food-insecure persons may choose to cope with this onset 
of stress by eating uninhibitedly or excessively and thus experience a higher body weight (Kim 
and Frongillo 2007). Another common pattern seen by SNAP members stuck in the “food stamp 
cycle” is binge eating when benefits restore with a new month after an involuntary food 
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restriction when benefits and food ran low or out from the previous month. Binge eating is well-
known to result in weight gain (Townsend, et al. 2001). Food insecurity and SNAP place people 
in the “food stamp cycle,” a cycle of periods of food restriction followed by food binging and 
this causes weight gain, which leads to obesity. Both concurrent and long-term SNAP 
participation is associated with increased absolute risk of obesity by about 2% and 4.5%, 
respectively (Frongillo 2003). The average BMI of a person from a food-insecure household is 
2.6 points higher than the average BMI of a person from a food-secure household, a statistically 
significant number. Food-insecure households see a 37% obesity rate, compared to a much 
lower, 26% obesity rate for food-secure households (C. M. Olson 1999). The “food stamp cycle” 
seems to be causing obesity when the numbers are examined.  

The Cost of Obesity  
 Obesity is a medical condition that requires care and treatment by professionals with 
pricy bills and prescription costs. In 2008, the cost of medical obesity care was $147 billion, 
approximately 10% of all medical spending done in the United States   Obesity has both direct 
costs, as well as opportunity costs. The direct costs associated with obesity include: counseling, 
surgery, and medication. Opportunity costs include: missed days of work, quality of life issues, 
as well as related health problems   Economists have used a model to demonstrate that the obese 
people had a 36% higher average annual health care cost compared with a healthy-weight group; 
this includes 105% higher prescription costs and 39% higher primary care costs (Ma, et al. 
2013). 

Previous Changes and Studies of SNAP  
 Leading experts and policy makers seem to realize that there is a problem with SNAP, as 
they have attempted to make changes to modify it; however, the appropriate changes have not 
been made. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 expanded the 
eligibility of SNAP to stimulate the economy. ARRA increased the benefits of households by 
13.6% and gave benefits to jobless individuals who did not belong to a household – that children. 
These changes in the food welfare program did result in changes in participation which could 
suggest that ARRA SNAP enhancements improved food security among low-income households 
during a period of tough economic conditions; however, they could also simply be seen as 
inflation-adjusted food spending. SNAP expansions were intended to stimulate the economy, 
create and save jobs, as well as improve the food security of low-income households; once again, 
the policy makers did not consider the health implications that could be caused by these sorts of 
changes (Nord and Prell 2015). This is an example of how different experts will need to work 
together to solve this problem. 
 A separate attempt at solving the SNAP obesity problem was a USDA pilot study called 
the Healthy Incentives Pilot (HIP) in 2011-2012. HIP allowed SNAP participants a thirty cen1t 
bonus for every dollar of SNAP benefits that were spent on fruits and vegetables. HIP resulted in 
spending 11% more on fruits and vegetables and approximately a 25% percent increase in fruits 
and vegetables consumption. These increases bring SNAP participants 17% closer to the Healthy 
People 2010 objectives that HIP was designed to meet (Kennedy and Guthrie 2016). HIP seems 
to be a step in the correct direction, until one realizes that the numbers are likely low and not 
meeting goal standards because many of SNAP participants, low-income households, are located 
in regions where access to healthy food is less available than other regions, even completely 
inaccessible in some places. SNAP participants also still only receive their benefits monthly, 
which maintains a fear of fresh food because its expiration date will likely come before benefits 
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are redistributed. The USDA is not solving the problem of SNAP’s connection to obesity, but 
they are at least considering the health of the participants. 
 Currently, the USDA is investigating behavioral economic research to investigate how in-
store prompts, such as the placement and availability of items such as shopping carts and the 
visibility, coloring, and placement of signage, encourage healthy choices in a grocery store. If 
this is seen as successful, it could be another correct step towards lowering SNAP-related 
obesity, but it is doubtful that something like this could solve the problem.  
 It seems that there is not enough adequate research and changes being researched and 
conducted on SNAP based upon all of the negative health outcomes that can be caused by food 
insecurity. The reason behind the lack of ongoing changes is the sensitivity of the subject matter. 
For some people, SNAP is the only benefits that go towards feeding a family. For example, 
many have suggested “food bans,” that would limit what kinds of products that people could buy 
using their snap benefits (i.e. no fatty or sugary foods), but when the amount of food restrictions 
and allergies that are possible are considered, there is a chance that a person could lose too much 
of their calorie intake. Food bans are also opposed by policy makers because criteria for banning 
food would have to be developed. Also, even if a ban could be established that would not 
jeopardize any participant’s health, a consumer response would need to be sufficient enough to 
reduce the caloric intake to truly see a change in obesity (Kennedy and Guthrie 2016). A change 
to SNAP that would be effective, yet still not detrimental to the health of any of the participants 
is a challenge. It is a complicated, as well as sensitive subject.  
 The sensitivity of the subject matter being reported also creates a challenge in devising 
new studies to even evaluate the extent to which SNAP needs to see change. Much of SNAP data 
is self-reported, which likely biases study results. For example, an obvious measurement of 
SNAP asks the question of what did one spend their benefits on and what was consumed. A 
family may be unwilling to admit that they purchased and consumed unhealthy, calorie-dense 
foodstuff and report that they consumed a healthier option, such as fruits and vegetables, out of 
fear of losing their benefits. Regardless of what they report, the high-calorie foods that are 
consumed by the participants lead to poor diet quality and a rise in the rate of obesity (Todd and 
Li 2012). Measuring obesity is also a problem. BMI is measured with height and weight, but it is 
self-reported. It is not uncommon for many people to lie on a report and claim a taller height and 
a lower weight for a variety of reasons, including a simple attempt to conform to social 
standards. Misreporting of BMI is particularly common in the elderly, a group very likely to be 
considered low-income and qualified for SNAP benefits. The elderly often do not purposefully 
misreport their height and weight, but simply report the height and weight of their “adult-self” 
rather than their “elderly-self,” this also results in a miscalculation of BMI. Self-reporting 
represents a huge delay in programs to be created to change SNAP because it hinders the ability 
for accurate data to be collected. 

SNAP Changes are Desperately Needed  
 With 45 million participants, SNAP has the potential to influence the diets of a very large 
amount of Americans. Of these participants, 47% are children. However, SNAP’s beneficiaries 
promote a low-intake of nutritious food among children, which represents a significant missed 
opportunity to promote a healthy lifestyle in an important stage of life (Leung, et al. 2013). It is 
clear that changes need to be made to SNAP, but these changes must not further disadvantage an 
already vulnerable group (Aldhous 2013). SNAP is already an expensive program to run and this 
is before the medical costs of the program induced obesity is considered. If the problems of 
obesity are not addressed nationally, its costs, both social and economic, will only increase (Ma, 
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et al. 2013). It is in the entire nation’s best interest to develop proposals that consider both the 
health of the participants and the economic situation of the country. 

The Proposal 
 It is clear that a solution needs to be found to the rising obesity crisis that appears to be 
caused by SNAP benefits and the way in which they are distributed. There needs to be more 
options for those who require SNAP benefits to survive. SNAP participants, especially those 
with children, who continue to choose healthy options, such as consuming fruits and vegetables, 
should to be rewarded. Most importantly, there needs to be a change in the frequency that in 
which benefits are distributed. 
 It is possible that a household that qualifies and requires SNAP benefits to survive may 
not live near a grocery store that accepts EBT cards. This is a serious problem. A radius, no 
larger than approximately five miles, should be created to require at least one grocery store to 
accept the SNAP benefits. Additionally, the majority of grocery stores – if not all grocery stores, 
should be required to accept SNAP benefits for basic grocery items that are required for survival, 
such as bread, milk, and eggs.  
 Healthy behavior should also continue to be rewarded. It has been proven that when the 
participants are offered a reward for choosing healthy options, such as fruits and vegetables, 
many both purchase and consume more of these important food groups. This could help to shift 
participant’s purchases away from “junk” food and towards healthier options in a permanent 
way. This is especially important for households containing children who will hopefully continue 
to choose the healthy options into adulthood 
 The most important change that needs to take place is the changing of the frequency in 
which the benefits need to be distributed. Currently, benefits are uploaded onto participants’ 
EBT cards monthly. This is problematic, as it can encourage participants to only purchase 
grocery items once a month. Items that are purchased in a monthly manner are not fresh produce, 
they are processed foods with a long expiration date and a high calorie and fat content. However, 
if benefits are uploaded on a biweekly basis (half of the original amount at the beginning of the 
month and the remainder two weeks later) instead, this will force participants to have to do their 
grocery shopping more frequently, which will make it more likely for them to purchase fresh 
produce, such as fruits and vegetables. Biweekly benefits could also work to eliminate the “food 
stamp cycle.”  This is the most important change that needs to take place.  
 This proposal, which includes increasing access to grocery stores, continuing to reward 
healthy behavior, and changing the frequency in which the benefits are distributed, may be 
successful. If participants are encouraged to go to the store more often and to have easier access 
to use their benefits, they may be more likely to purchase healthier options. This behavior can be 
further encouraged by rewarding choosing healthy options. These methods help reduce obesity 
connected to SNAP benefits.  
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Fairy tales are stories parents have shared with their children for generations, but 
ironically, the parental figures within fairy tales are normally flawed characters.  Whether they 
are sending their child off into a forest full of danger, locking them up in a tower, or forcing 
them into servitude, parents in fairy tales are notoriously horrible.  In his book, The Uses of 
Enchantment, Bruno Bettelheim argues that imperfections in these parental figures teaches 
children a valuable lesson. He discusses how children are negatively affected by stories where 
characters have no flaws and live in a perfect world.  He argues that children need to be exposed 
to evil and to flawed characters with these words: 

There is a widespread refusal to let children know that the source 
of much that goes wrong in life is due to our very own natures—
the propensity of all men for acting aggressively, asocially, 
selfishly, out of anger and anxiety. Instead, we want our children to 
believe that, inherently, all men are good. But children know that 
they are not always good; and often, even when they are, they 
would prefer not to be. This contradicts what they are told by their 
parents, and therefore makes the child a monster in his own eyes. 
The dominant culture wishes to pretend, particularly where 
children are concerned, that the dark side of man does not exist. 

Not only do flawed characters expose children to “the dark side of man” but they also 
help a child cope with the idea that their parents are not perfect.  In many fairy tales, the main 
character uses a parent’s mistakes or a hard family situation to grow and mature.  Three fairy 
tales where children were forced to grow due to hard circumstances with their parents are 
“Beauty and the Beast,” “Sun, Moon, and Talia,” and “Cinderella.”  Within these three stories 
there are several different types of flawed parents: a well-meaning but incapable father, a parent 
that abandons his child, an abusive father and stepmother, and a loving mother whose death 
prevents her from fully caring for her child. 

In Jeanne-Marie LePrince de Beaumont’s adaptation of “Beauty and the Beast,” Beauty’s 
father is introduced in the first sentence of the tale even before Beauty herself. Beaumont begins 
the tale with the words, “There once was a very rich merchant, who had six children, three sons 
and three daughters; being a man of sense, he spared no cost for their education….”  This 
description identifies him first by his wealth and his success as a merchant and second by his 
children and his attentiveness to their education. This passage mentions nothing about any 
emotional connection between the father and his children, only that he spends money to educate 
them well. His behavior towards his children fits what eighteenth-century upper-class 
expectations were for parents. Parents had shallow relationships with their children, recognizing 
their obligation to care for and educate their children but avoiding too much involvement in the 
day-to-day affairs of raising them.  Emotional attachment between parent and child was rare.  
One French author during this period wrote, “One blushes to think of loving one’s children” 
(Lawrence).  At first, the father in “Beauty and the Beast” seems to match the contemporary 
parenting model; however, it is clear throughout the tale that Beauty loves her father and her 
father seems to have a deep level of affection for her as well. The sons are rarely mentioned 
throughout the story, and the other two daughters do not have the same relationship with their 
father as Beauty. In fact, they do not care for their father at all. When he loses his fortune, they 
try to abandon him in his plight by seeking someone to marry, while Beauty chooses to stay with 
him. Their complete sense of disregard for their father may stem from their father’s preference 
for their younger sister, Beauty, or the father’s reluctance to connect emotionally with them. The 
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father feels a sense of duty to educate them and provide for them, but he displays no affection 
towards them.  Another fruit of the father’s distant relationship to five of his six children is his 
inability to reprove or to correct his children’s behavior.  He proves to be a weak parent who 
cannot train his children. Beauty’s two sisters become vain and proud due to the social standing 
their father’s wealth provides to them. Beaumont makes no attempt to blame the father for his 
two daughters’ actions. The father is absent in the story as his daughters’ prideful behavior 
emerges. His glaring absence as his daughters establish their reputation in society is a 
consequence of eighteenth-century upper-class parenting styles. The father is there to support his 
daughters financially and educate them so they can successfully establish themselves in their 
society and find wealthy husbands. He is not there to offer reproof or correction to his two 
daughters. He acknowledges to himself at one point how spoiled and vain his two daughters have 
become, but he never voices his thoughts. Even when the two sisters taunt and tease Beauty, his 
favorite, he does nothing to correct them. He allows them to grow into the women they become 
without any involvement on his part to shape their character. Although he cares about the girls’ 
education, the father does not attempt to establish a relationship with the two daughters. They are 
left to mature by themselves into selfish, mean-spirited adults. 

Although an eighteenth-century reader would not see Beauty’s father’s inadequate 
emotional bond with his children or his indifference in training his daughters as a fault, the father 
becomes a true failure when he loses his fortune and is unable to provide for his family. He tells 
his children of his failure with “tears in his eyes;” this is the first record of any kind of emotion 
from the father. The father has another tearful moment on his return home after visiting the 
Beast’s castle. He cries this time, because he knows he must return to the Beast’s castle and end 
his life there. When Beauty offers to go in her father’s place, the father weakly refuses and 
eventually accepts her sacrifice. His love for Beauty is not enough for him to be willing to 
sacrifice himself, while Beauty’s love for him not only inspires her to take his place at the castle 
but also gives her the strength to remain calm and resolute when she meets the Beast and bids her 
father goodbye. In contrast to Beauty’s strong behavior, the father announces to Beauty, “I am 
almost frightened to death,” makes insincere offers to stay behind instead of Beauty, and cries 
bitterly. The roles in this story have switched. Instead of a strong father protecting his daughter, 
the story establishes Beauty as the strong daughter who protects her weak father. The father’s 
weak performance when his daughter is in danger discounts his supposed love for Beauty and his 
ability as a parent. Not only has he become financially unable to protect his daughter but now he 
is physically incapable of protecting her from harm. Beauty’s father changes throughout the story 
from a wealthy “man of sense” to the weak, incapable poor father who “[pines] himself sick for 
the loss of [Beauty].” This change is what forces Beauty to mature to protect her father. The 
moment she decides to take her father’s place at the Beast’s castle, her childhood ends. She is 
alone, facing the dangers of the castle as an adult. 

In contrast to Beauty’s difficult transition into adulthood, her selfish sisters never grow 
up. Although there are many difficult moments for their family when they could choose to 
mature and become adults, they continue to act like spoiled children. Eventually, the sisters are 
turned into stone statues for their selfish ways. Their father does not care enough for his other 
two daughters to protest their treatment, and he happily comes to live at Beauty’s palace in spite 
of the fact that at the gate, his two other daughters stand, turned to stone. The two daughters 
warn the audience of the dangers of refusing to grow and mature and the consequences of 
perpetually childish behavior. The father experiences no repercussions for not training his 
daughters or teaching them virtue. The blame is completely placed with his daughters and the 
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father is left to enjoy his old age in Beauty’s castle. 
Although Beauty’s father has little to do with her eventual happiness, he appears multiple 

times throughout the story. In contrast, the father and mother of Sleeping Beauty have a very 
minimal role in the story. In the Italian version of Sleeping Beauty titled, “Sun, Moon, and 
Talia,” the parents of Sleeping Beauty, or Talia, only appear at the beginning of the tale. When 
her parents hear the prophecy that Talia will die from pricking her finger, the king goes to great 
lengths to ban spinning wheels and keep his daughter safe. After Talia pricks her finger and falls 
asleep, her father takes her away to a home in the woods and abandons her there, hoping to 
forget the heartache of her tragic life.  Talia never sees her father again, and during the rest of her 
story, she is left to struggle with the repercussions of being abandoned in the woods.  When she 
wakes up, she is no longer a child but a parent of two twin babies. Interestingly, she becomes a 
much better parent to her children than her mother and father were to her. She tenderly cares for 
them and even tries to fight for them when they are threatened by the evil queen.  In spite of her 
own parents’ abandoning her, Talia matures and becomes a good parent to her children. 

The plotline of a parent abandoning his children is prevalent throughout other fairy tales 
as well; however, in stories like “Hansel and Gretel,” the children are abandoned due to the 
financial burden they put on the family. In Talia’s case, her father abandons her due to the 
emotional burden that she put on her parents. During the seventeenth and eighteenth century, 
abandoning children was common among many different classes (Lawrence). Families contained 
many children, but few lived to adulthood. Thus, children were expendable, and calloused 
parents were often careless toward their young children.  Parents in the upper and middle classes 
sent their newborns to the country with hired wet nurses until they were two or three, and many 
children during this time died in the care of hired wet nurses. Poor families who could not afford 
another child would abandon or neglect the baby (Lawrence). Although Talia, Hansel, and Gretel 
were not infants when they were abandoned by their parents, they endure hardship due to their 
loss of parental protection, and they are forced to provide for and protect themselves. Despite 
their difficulties, parental abandonment is never chastised in these fairy tales, but the actions of 
the parents are unemotionally relayed to the reader. Abandonment of children, despite the 
hardship it creates for the children, is never identified as wrong.  Once again, the emphasis of the 
story is on the children and how they grow and mature to react to their difficult circumstances 
rather than on the failures of the parent.  

Although parental abandonment may seem harsh to twenty-first-century readers, other 
fairy tales showcase even more abusive parent-child relationships. In the Grimm version of 
Cinderella, there are three parental figures: the mother, the father, and the stepmother.  Two of 
these characters, the father and stepmother, are extremely abusive to Cinderella and even try to 
kill her during the story.  When Cinderella’s mother dies, it is clear that the father did not have a 
close relationship with his wife or with Cinderella. He quickly remarries, and as the stepmother 
and stepsisters begin to abuse Cinderella, the father is strangely absent from the story. He makes 
no attempt to protect his daughter as she is forced to be a servant and to give up her bed and 
sleep by the hearth. Perhaps, it is because he wants to be closer to his new stepfamily. Possibly, 
he is aware of the magical powers that she and her mother possessed.  These powers make him 
feel threatened so he allows her to be turned into a servant. Despite his tolerance for his 
stepfamily’s cruel treatment of Cinderella, he seems to continue to consider her one of his 
daughters.  When he offers to bring his stepdaughters home presents from his travels, he also 
asks Cinderella what she would like from his journey.  Cinderella’s magical powers become 
visible in the story when she asks her father to bring her the first twig that brushes against his hat 
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on his way home. On the father’s way home, a hazel twig knocks off the father’s hat. He brings 
Cinderella the hazel twig, but makes no comment on the absurdity of her request. Possibly, 
because he knows Cinderella has magical purposes for this item.  She plants it on her mother’s 
grave, and eventually, the tree that grows there will allow her to escape her family home.  The 
father’s willingness to procure magical instruments for Cinderella does not match his disregard 
for her emotional and physical wellbeing throughout the story.  Possibly he performed this 
errand for her out of guilt or perhaps he thought the gift of a hazel twig would further 
differentiate Cinderella from her more privileged stepsisters who received beautiful dresses and 
jewels he procured during his trip.  It was Cinderella’s magic that allowed her father’s hat to be 
knocked off; she was more responsible for procuring her own gift than her father was.  After 
Cinderella goes to the ball, her father’s neglect heightens to abuse when he tries to kill her by 
cutting up the pigeon coop she is hiding in with an axe.  He tries to kill her again the next night 
by chopping up the tree she is hiding in with the axe.  Possibly, he tries to kill her here because 
he recognizes that if the prince falls in love with Cinderella, she might retaliate at him for his 
neglect of her.  Finally, when the prince comes to the father with Cinderella’s slipper, the father 
works with the stepmother to try to fool the prince into marrying one of his stepdaughters.  When 
the prince asks about another daughter, the father dismisses his “deformed little Cinderella” who 
“cannot possibly be the bride.” Cinderella’s conduct in response to her abusive father shows that 
she is no longer a child.  She reveals her maturity in the way that she does not crumble or 
retaliate under her father’s abuse, but bravely continues to work towards improving her own life.  
She is not a child searching for the validation of a parental figure. She is a competent adult with 
her own powerful inner sense of self-worth. 

Although the father’s physical and verbal cruelty towards his own daughter is hard to 
understand or explain, the stepmother’s cruelty towards Cinderella is much more 
straightforward. She sees Cinderella as inferior to her own daughters and treats her accordingly. 
When the stepsisters and the stepmother first move into the house, there is no detail written of 
the interaction between Cinderella and her stepmother. Instead, the stepmother’s evil treatment is 
only expressed through the way the stepsisters treat Cinderella and how they force her to become 
a servant, which is clearly condoned by the stepmother. The first dialogue recorded in the story 
between Cinderella and her stepmother occurs when Cinderella repeatedly asks her stepmother if 
she may go to the ball. Instead of telling Cinderella that she is not allowed to go to the ball, the 
stepmother points out Cinderella’s poor dress and her bare feet.  From the stepmother’s words, it 
is Cinderella’s fault she may not go to the ball, not her stepmother’s.  It is Cinderella’s fault that 
she is clothed in rags, not her stepmother’s for not taking care of her. Finally, when the 
stepmother is tired of Cinderella asking to go to the ball, she throws lentils in the ash and tells 
Cinderella she may go if she picks all the lentils up before the ball.  When Cinderella finishes, 
the stepmother rescinds her promise, once again telling Cinderella that she does not have the 
right attire and that she cannot dance.  The stepmother tells Cinderella that she would be 
ashamed of her and leaves for the ball.  This interaction between Cinderella and the stepmother 
shows how the stepmother is perpetually picking out Cinderella’s flaws and reminding 
Cinderella of her own inferiority.  The stepmother’s constant reminders to Cinderella that she is 
beneath herself and her daughters establish in her own daughters’ minds the justice of 
mistreating Cinderella. Her daughters are inspired to torment Cinderella even further due to the 
example of their mother.  Although the stepmother sets a terrible standard for how her daughters 
should treat Cinderella, the stepmother is clearly concerned for the welfare of her own daughters, 
desperately wanting one of them to marry the prince. When the prince arrives to see if the 
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stepsisters will fit Cinderella’s shoe, the stepmother tells her daughter, “Cut off your toe. When 
you are queen, you will no longer have to go on foot." She is so desperate to see her children 
succeed that she forces them to endure physical pain to attract the prince. The stepmother instills 
within her daughters the childish need for the validation of others, specifically the prince.  This 
need to be admired by others is a stark contrast to Cinderella’s strength in the face of the abuse 
of others around her. Unlike Cinderella, the stepsisters never mature or develop their own sense 
of self-worth.  In the end their own desperation to be admired by other people leads to their eyes 
getting pecked out by Cinderella’s pigeons at the wedding. The stepsisters are left to live out the 
rest of their lives blind and maimed as punishment for their childish ways. Interestingly, the 
stepmother, who trained her daughters, receives no direct punishment for her cruelty. Instead, her 
only punishment is the pain of her two daughters. Both Cinderella’s father and her stepmother 
are not mentioned again in the story after Cinderella leaves their house with the prince. 

In contrast, Cinderella’s mother is one of the few examples of a good parental 
relationship in fairy tales. The Grimm version introduces her first in the story with the opening 
words, “A rich man's wife became sick, and when she felt that her end was drawing near, she 
called her only daughter to her bedside and said, ‘Dear child, remain pious and good, and then 
our dear God will always protect you, and I will look down on you from heaven and be near 
you.’”  This opening reveals that Cinderella and her mother have a very close relationship. 
Cinderella follows her mother’s instructions to remain pious and good, and she visits her 
mother’s grave every day and weeps. Cinderella’s mother also keeps her promise to watch over 
her from heaven.  The tree that grows from the hazel twig planted over Cinderella’s mother’s 
grave provides Cinderella with everything she needs to go to the ball. It becomes clear that 
Cinderella and her mother are both witches. Cinderella learns her magic from her mother and 
then throughout the story uses her powers to escape her difficult family circumstances. Not only 
do she and her mother share their magic, but Cinderella’s mother must have also shared her own 
moral strength with her daughter. They both lived with a man who seems to care little for both 
Cinderella and her mother.  Cinderella’s ability to face the verbal and physical abuse of her 
father is a testament to her mother and to the moral strength Cinderella gained from her.  
Cinderella’s mother is the only fairy-tale parent whose child matures due to parental strength 
rather than parental failure; however, Cinderella’s mother still fails her in a way by her death. 
Because of her early death, she is forced to abandon Cinderella early in her child’s life. 
Cinderella is forced to mature as she independently faces her father and stepmother. 
     Through “Beauty and the Beast,” “The Sun, Moon, and Talia,” and “Cinderella,” writers 
explored parental weakness, parental abandonment, parental abuse, and finally a healthy parent-
child relationship that is cut short by death.  Through these parental failures, each heroine is 
forced to grow and mature into an adult. As the prime vehicle for story-telling has moved from 
paper to film, each of these heroines have also appeared in a Disney film in the last sixty years.  
In each film, the heroines’ parents’ roles, actions, and personalities have been slightly altered.  
Proponents of Disney argue that these changes have made the stories more appropriate for 
children; however, many of these changes keep the heroines from attaining the same level of 
growth and independence, because other forces shelter the heroines from the harsh reality of 
their parents’ flaws. Instead of giving the heroines the opportunity to grow, Disney introduces 
parental substitutes to shield the heroine from danger and difficulty.  In his article, “Breaking the 
Disney Spell,” folklorist Jack Zipes denounces Disney’s “pale and pathetic” heroines as 
“helpless ornaments in need of protection…. When it comes to the action of the film, they are 
omitted” (qtd. in Bell 349). Although parental failures still occur in the films, the heroines allow 
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other individuals to take care of them instead of becoming independent or fighting for their own 
happy ending the way they did in older, written versions of the story. 

Disney’s Sleeping Beauty changed drastically from the earlier adaptation, “Sun, Moon, 
and Talia;” however, the theme of abandonment remains.  The king and queen rejoice at the birth 
of their daughter and throw an elaborate celebration in her honor; however, after she is cursed by 
the evil fairy, they allow their daughter to be sent away for her entire childhood to a cabin in the 
woods with the three good fairies.  She does not even know who her parents are or that they are 
still alive. Her parents are not there to provide emotional support or even financial support as she 
grows up as a poor country girl in the woods.  Although the theme of abandonment continues 
from the written story to the film, Disney allows the three good fairies to take the place of the 
missing parents. Despite their atrocious housekeeping skills, the fairies shield Sleeping Beauty 
from the struggles of parental abandonment and hide her identity from her so that she is unaware 
of the true challenges she faces. She is never given the chance to grow and mature due to her 
parents’ abandonment because of Disney’s “substitute parents,” the three good fairies.  The three 
fairies love Sleeping Beauty and they try to keep her happy, but they also isolate her from 
society. Her only friends are woodland animals. She complains to them that the fairies, “still treat 
[her] like a child;” however, she exhibits childhood behavior multiple times after this complaint.  
She plays “dress-ups” with the owl, dressing him up like a man and dancing around the wood. 
Her appearance and dress is childish; she wears no shoes but dances through the forest barefoot 
like a playful child.  She even pouts like a child when the fairies tell her she cannot see the boy 
she met in the woods again.  She continues to pout and cry about losing “the man of her dreams” 
until Maleficent hypnotizes her into pricking her finger and falling into a deep sleep.  Instead of 
abandoning their daughter after she pricks her finger, the king and queen now share in her plight, 
but not by their own choice. The three good fairies cause the whole castle to fall asleep along 
with the princess and to wait for the prince to wake them all.  While Sleeping Beauty’s true 
parents are sleeping, the three fairies continue with their parental role as they coach the prince 
through defeating Maleficent.  Sleeping Beauty is also asleep during the action scenes.  Sleeping 
Beauty wakes up to a kiss from the man of her dreams, the man she was pouting about just 
before she fell asleep. Like a spoiled child, Sleeping Beauty has the three fairies work to get her 
everything she wants while she does nothing.  She sees her parents for the first time at the very 
end of the film; however, it is the three fairies who frame the film with the final scene where they 
are fighting over Sleeping Beauty’s dress color. This final interaction once again emphasizes that 
Sleeping Beauty is still a child, and her parental substitutes, the three fairies, continue to make 
even the smallest decisions for her like what color her dress should be.  Sleeping Beauty does not 
grow by being abandoned by her helpless parents, because she receives three new “parents” who 
smother her and do not allow her to grow up. 

Like Sleeping Beauty, Disney’s animated Cinderella film takes away much of the 
heroine’s independence and opportunity for growth.  Disney begins the story with the death of 
both Cinderella’s mother and her father to avoid the complicated and abusive relationship 
between Cinderella and her father that occurs in the Grimm story.  Disney does not want to 
introduce the concept that birth parents could mistreat their own children, so they transfer all the 
blame to Cinderella’s stepmother. Cinderella’s stepmother treats her like a servant due to her fear 
that Cinderella’s beauty and grace will outshine her own two daughters.  Cinderella submissively 
accepts the mistreatment of her stepmother and stepsisters but encourages herself by dreaming 
about someday when her dreams will come true.  Cinderella’s childlike daydreaming about her 
bright future shows no maturity or independence but rather a childish dependence on outside 
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forces to “someday” act on her behalf.  She illustrates her childishness in the way she daydreams 
in one scene while washing the floor. The playful bubbles from the soap around her reflect a rosy 
picture of her happily wiping the floors. Her daydreaming keeps her from realizing that Lucifer 
has ruined her work by running all around her with dirty paws.  In the same way, Cinderella 
never faces the harsh reality of her life with her stepmother, but instead she daydreams in a rosy 
imaginary world, waiting for her happy ending to appear. Over time, Cinderella might have 
matured and learned to take responsibility for her own happiness; however, Disney gives 
Cinderella a parental substitute in her fairy godmother who steps into the parental role when her 
stepmother fails her. The fairy godmother gives Cinderella her carriage, her dress, and her glass 
slippers that allow her to go to the ball.  The fairy godmother also treats her like a child by giving 
her a curfew for when she must leave the ball. Once again, the Disney heroine has no agency or 
independence. She is told what she must wear, where she must go, and when she must return, 
and she is left to happily obey.  In addition, Cinderella’s mice and bird friends also take on 
Cinderella’s stepmother later in the story, allowing Cinderella to continue to play the helpless 
heroine.  When Cinderella’s stepmother locks Cinderella in her room so that she cannot try on 
the slipper, Cinderella does nothing to save herself.  Instead, her mice friends must bravely steal 
the key from her stepmother and bring it to her. The largest action scene in the movie takes place 
outside Cinderella’s locked door when the mice are struggling to get Cinderella the key and are 
attacked by the stepmother’s cat.  Meanwhile, Cinderella is left to peer out of the keyhole of her 
door, waiting for the mice to defeat the cat.  Eventually, she tries on the slipper and she becomes 
the prince’s bride; however, her happiness is made possible by her fairy godmother and her mice 
friends, not by anything she did.   

In the early Disney films of Sleeping Beauty and Cinderella, the heroines lose their 
independence and agency to parental substitutes who shield the girls from the harsh family 
circumstances they face. The girls do not grow or mature but remain unchanged at the close of 
the story.  Disney uses these one-dimensional characters to entertain his child audience, but the 
films never force the audience to think about the true hardship associated with some of the 
difficult positions the heroines are placed in.  Jack Zipes criticizes Disney in his book, Fairy 
Tales and the Art of Subversion, stating, “The diversion of the Disney fairy tale is geared toward 
non-reflective viewing. Everything is on the surface, one-dimensional, and we are to delight in 
one-dimensional portrayal and thinking, for it is adorable, easy, and comforting in its simplicity” 
(208).  Disney excels at creating a perfect, sterile environment where audiences take the 
characters and action at face value rather than questioning the deeper messages within the film. 
Much like the Disney parks, a controlled environment where everything runs perfectly and 
smoothly due to careful planning, Disney movies create a perfect environment where hardships 
are softened and evil is somehow, through little effort on the heroine’s part, destroyed. 

Possibly due to the large amounts of criticism for these early one-dimensional heroines, 
Disney has introduced new fairy tale heroines in the last twenty years with much more 
autonomy; however, Disney continues to use parental substitutes to shield the heroines and 
Disney’s young audience from some of the most difficult parts of maturing and coping with 
parental failures.  Forty years after Disney’s Cinderella was released, Disney introduced a new 
heroine in Beauty and the Beast.  The Beauty in this movie also varies greatly from earlier 
written adaptations of the story; however, Beauty retains more of her own agency, and she is 
given more opportunity for growth than the two previous heroines. Beauty is no longer one of six 
children belonging to a wealthy merchant but the only child of a poor inventor who has yet to 
create a profitable invention. Her father is judged by everyone around the town for being crazy.  
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Just like Beaumont’s earlier adaptation, Beauty is kind and loving toward her father despite his 
incapability to care for her and the bad opinion others in her village have of her father.  At the 
start of the movie, Beauty is a childish daydreamer. Much like her father, she is not involved in 
the day-to-day life of the village. She is constantly reading stories of adventure and romance. 
Just like a child, she becomes obsessed with the excitement of these tales and dreams of leaving 
her life in the small town.  In spite of Beauty’s initial childish dreams, her moment of growth 
arrives when she travels to the Beast’s castle to save her father.  There she relinquishes all her 
hopes for the adventure and romance when she promises to stay locked up in the castle forever in 
place of her father. Her father’s inability to protect himself or his daughter costs Beauty her 
future, but it also forces her to mature and grow.  Unfortunately, Disney diminishes the bravery 
and selflessness of Beauty’s actions by once again introducing parental substitutes. Several of the 
servants in the castle, who have all been turned into talking household objects, comfort Beauty 
and support her during her time in the castle. Their presence shields Beauty from one of the most 
difficult things a child faces when a parent fails them: loneliness.  After her father leaves the 
castle, Beauty lays down in her room and weeps bitterly, but she is quickly interrupted by the 
cheerful dresser sitting in her room who is anxious to make friends with Beauty and make her 
stay more comfortable.  Instead of being lonely due to her father’s forced abandonment, Beauty 
is surrounded by new supporters in Mrs. Potts, Cogsworth, Lumière, and others. They perform 
many parental roles from feeding and entertaining her to establishing the rules she must follow in 
the castle. Beauty is not left alone to struggle with her new life, but she is surrounded by parental 
substitutes to assist and instruct her.  The first night she is at the castle, Lumiere puts on a grand 
show for Beauty, treating her as if she is a young child in need of entertainment rather than a 
brave woman who took her father’s place in prison. The show, full of dancing inanimate objects, 
and Beauty’s wide-eyed face conjure the image of a fascinated child at a circus. To eat that night, 
Beauty dips her fingers into one dish after another like a child sampling different circus treats.  
Once again, Disney sterilizes the fairy tale to shield children from some of the harsh realities of 
Beauty’s sacrifice.  In spite of this, Beauty still has much more independence than previous 
Disney heroines. She explores the west wing of the castle because she knows it is forbidden, she 
runs away when the Beast mistreats her instead of accepting his cruelty, and, eventually, she 
develops feeling for the Beast despite his hideous visage.  Finally, when Beauty recognizes that 
her father is in trouble, she leaves the Beast to save her incapable father. She protects her father 
from the townspeople who want to take him to asylum; however, in attempting to save her father, 
she is forced to tell the townspeople about the Beast, whom they decide to attack.  Once again, 
the main action scene, the fight between the townspeople and the Beast and his servants, is 
fought by parental substitutes and excludes the heroine; however, Beauty returns at the end of the 
scene to save the Beast by professing her love for him.  Disney’s Beauty and the Beast continues 
the fairy tale tradition of parental failure; however, Disney’s parental substitutes in this film play 
a much smaller role than other substitutes have in the past, allowing room for the heroine to grow 
and mature.  She exhibits growth as she protects her father, as she develops a relationship with 
the Beast, and as she professes her love for the Beast.  

Will Disney continue this trend towards dynamic heroine roles? Will they begin to 
introduce more difficult themes or will they continue to shield their heroines and their child 
audiences from the harsh realities of parental incompetence, abandonment and abuse? Last year, 
Disney released a new live action Cinderella film. Although the film follows a similar plotline to 
the 1950 animated film, the newer film delves more into the relationship between Cinderella and 
the three parental figures in her life.  Cinderella is very close to her mother who dies, but not 
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before instilling in Cinderella how important it is for her to “have courage and be kind.”  This 
lesson supports her through the difficult transition of receiving her stepmother and stepsisters 
into her home.  Unlike the Grimm story, Cinderella is very close with her father, and while he is 
in the home, the stepmother does nothing to mistreat her. Once again, Disney does not want to 
introduce the theme that a birth parent could wrong their own child. Disney uses Cinderella’s 
kind father to soften the hardship of losing a mother. In the Grimm story, Cinderella had no 
compassionate father to comfort her after her mother’s death. She would go out to her mother’s 
grave and weep alone; however, a scene from this film shows Cinderella and her father, arm in 
arm, walking to visit her mother’s grave together. Cinderella’s head is leaning against her 
father’s as a mark of affection. A lush meadow surrounds them. The warm surroundings and the 
comfortable home of her father have provided comfort to Cinderella. She has not yet been forced 
to grow up despite the hardship of losing her mother, because her father is there for her.  After 
her father dies, the stepmother begins to treat Cinderella as a servant. The stepmother’s dislike of 
Cinderella comes from her jealousy of Cinderella’s close relationship with her father and the way 
that Cinderella is a constant reminder to the stepmother of her late husband’s first wife, whom he 
loved more than her. She also resents Cinderella’s open-heartedness and the goodness she sees in 
the world around her. In one of Cinderella’s first interactions with her new stepmother, she 
addresses her as “Stepmother” to which her Stepmother replies, “You needn’t call me that. 
Madam will do.” Cinderella quietly obeys. In this way, the stepmother continues to gain small 
victories over timid Cinderella until the girl becomes no more than a servant in the house.  
Cinderella is quicker to recognize the injustice of her situation than her earlier cartoon self was in 
Disney’s 1950 film; however, she continues to stay with her stepfamily and serve them due to 
her mother’s teachings to be kind and have courage. She never stands up for herself or pushes 
back as her stepfamily takes advantage of her. The new film continues to send the same message 
of the old film: if you are good-hearted and you believe in your dreams, one day, someone will 
make them come true. There is no message of independence or of fighting to achieve your own 
dreams but only the message that if you are a kind person, someone else will come and save you 
from your difficulties. Once again, Cinderella’s parental substitute, her fairy godmother, arrives just 
in time to provide Cinderella with everything she needs to make her dreams come true. Not only does 
the fairy godmother come to Cinderella’s rescue, but her voice is also the narration throughout the 
story. The fairy godmother’s voice frames the story, giving the audience the impression that the fairy 
godmother is constantly there, looking out for Cinderella. The heroine is never truly alone even 
though her parents have died, because her fairy godmother is intimately acquainted with every detail 
of her life just like a parent would be. This new Disney adaptation of an old classic reveals that not 
much has changed. Disney continues to tell the same story of parental failure, followed by the 
entrance of a parental substitute, followed by that parental substitute bringing about the fulfillment of 
the heroine’s dreams.   

Today, Disney represents the dominant culture Bettelheim described that, “wishes to 
pretend, particularly where children are concerned, that the dark side of man does not exist.”  As 
the traditional medium for the fairy tale has transitioned from oral to written to film, the “dark 
side of man” has been better concealed.  The heroines and their stories have changed 
dramatically. Each story begins with a parental failure that creates the hardships each heroine 
faces; however, the hardships are softened due to Disney’s parental substitutes that shield the 
heroines from the reality of their unfortunate circumstances. These heroines are robbed of the 
opportunity to face challenges and mature; meanwhile, the child audiences are robbed of the 
opportunity to understand the difficulties of the world around them and to realize the necessity of 
maturing and growing up in order to face “the dark side of man.” 
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	Appendix A
	Case Study 1 – Non-working Wife and Three Kids
	Nick (born 1972) and Judy (born 1973) were high school sweethearts and married shortly after Judy graduated from college in 1995. After repaying their college debts, the couple bought a house in Arlington, Virginia, in 2000 to live close to Judy’s par...
	Nick now works as a mechanical engineer and plans to continue working until he retires at age 67. Through his employer, Nick received an amount equal to his annual salary in group life coverage, and he feels that this is sufficient coverage for his fa...
	Nick’s annual salary of $60,000 has allowed Judy to stay home permanently to take care of their three kids and the household duties. Their oldest child, Mia, is 14 now and dreams of attending Bluefield College in Virginia to major in Education. Their ...
	While the kids are at school, Judy spends her time managing the family’s finances. She calculates that the family spends about $200/month on household duties, $180/month on their cell phone bill, $80/month on cable, $70/month on Internet, $600/month o...
	Judy is worried about how her family would manage if something were to happen to Nick. They depend heavily on his income, and she expects that she and the kids would need about 90% of his income to maintain their current standard of living if Nick wer...
	Case Study 2 – Working Wife and Three Kids
	Nick (born 1972) and Judy (born 1973) were high school sweethearts and married shortly after Judy graduated from college in 1995. After repaying their college debts, the couple bought a house in Arlington, Virginia, in 2000 to live close to Judy’s par...
	Nick now works as a mechanical engineer, earns a salary of $60,000, and plans to continue working until he retires at age 67. Through his employer, Nick receives an amount equal to his annual salary in group life coverage. He is also enrolled in a 401...
	Judy works as a nurse at a nearby hospital, and she plans to retire at the same time as Nick. Her annual salary is $45,000. Judy also has group life coverage for the amount of her salary, and her employer offers both 401(k) and defined benefit pension...
	Judy and Nick have three children. Their oldest child, Mia, is 14 now and dreams of attending Bluefield College in Virginia to major in Education. Their middle child, Aria, is 11 and loves Florida. She wants to eventually go to college at The Universi...
	Since their kids were born, Judy and Nick have taken them on a family vacation each year. They plan to spend about $5,000/year on travel expenses. In addition, Judy’s parents just recently moved into a retirement community, so they passed along their ...
	Judy manages the family’s finances. She calculates that the family spends about $200/month on household duties, $180/month on their cell phone bill, $80/month on cable, $70/month on Internet, $600/month on groceries, $300/month on gas, $200/month on c...
	Judy is worried about how her family would manage if something were to happen to her or Nick. She expects that in the event of a death, the survivor and the kids would need to replace about 70% of the lost income to maintain their current standard of ...
	Case Study 3 – Working Wife, Three Kids, Dependent Parent, and Rental Properties
	Nick (born 1972) and Judy (born 1973) were high school sweethearts and married shortly after Judy graduated from college in 1995. After repaying their college debts, the couple bought a house in Arlington, Virginia, in 2000 to live close to Judy’s par...
	Nick now works as a mechanical engineer, earns a salary of $60,000, and plans to continue working until he retires at age 67. Through his employer, Nick receives an amount equal to his annual salary in group life coverage. He is also enrolled in a 401...
	Judy works as a nurse at a nearby hospital, and she plans to retire at the same time as Nick. Her annual salary is $45,000. Judy also has group life coverage for the amount of her salary, and her employer offers both 401(k) and defined benefit pension...
	Judy and Nick have three children. Their oldest child, Mia, is 14 now and dreams of attending Bluefield College in Virginia to major in Education. Their middle child, Aria, is 11 and loves Florida. She wants to eventually go to college at The Universi...
	Since their kids were born, Judy and Nick have taken them on a family vacation each year. They plan to spend about $5,000/year on travel expenses. In addition, Judy’s parents just recently moved into a retirement community, so they passed along their ...
	Since her husband’s passing, Nick’s 70-year-old widowed mother has been facing many health problems and recently suffered a stroke. Judy and Nick have moved her into their home to care for her. Judy has switched to an overnight shift so that she can w...
	Judy manages the family’s finances. She calculates that the family spends about $200/month on household duties, $180/month on their cell phone bill, $80/month on cable, $70/month on Internet, $600/month on groceries, $300/month on gas, $200/month on c...
	Judy is worried about how her family would manage if something were to happen to her or Nick. She expects that in the event of a death, the survivor and the kids would need to replace about 70% of the lost income to maintain their current standard of ...
	Appendix B
	Inventory of Online Calculators
	AAA
	https://www.aaalife.com/needs-calculator/
	AAFMAA
	https://www.aafmaa.com/Decision-Center/Tools-Forms-Resources/Calculate-your- insurance-needs
	Allstate
	https://www.allstate.com/tools-and-resources/financial/how-much-life-insurance- calculator.aspx
	American Family Insurance
	https://web.amfam.com/learn-and-plan/interactive-tools/calculators-and- widgets/calculators/life-needs-calculator/main.html
	AXA
	https://us.axa.com/tools/calculators/life-insurance-calculator.html
	Bankrate
	http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/insurance/life-insurance-calculator.aspx
	CalcXML
	https://www.calcxml.com/calculators/life-insurance-calculator
	Edward Jones
	https://www.edwardjones.com/preparing-for-your-future/calculators- checklists/calculators/life-insurance-needs-calculator.html
	FinAid
	http://www.finaid.org/calculators/lifeinsuranceneeds.phtml
	John Hancock
	https://www.johnhancockinsurance.com/life/life-insurance-calculator.aspx
	Life Happens
	http://www.lifehappens.org/insurance-overview/life-insurance/calculate-your-needs/
	Mutual of Omaha
	http://www.mutualofomaha.com/life-insurance/determine-need
	Nationwide
	https://lifesales.nationwide.com/life/insurance-amount/
	Nerd Wallet
	https://www.nerdwallet.com/life-insurance/do-i-need-it
	Physicians Mutual
	https://www.physiciansmutual.com/cs/promotions/life/calculator/
	Protective
	http://www.protective.com/learning-center/calculate-your-needs/
	Prudential
	https://www.prudential.com/personal/insights/tools/life-insurance-calculator/
	Securian
	https://web1.lifebenefits.com/lb/mmedia/InsNeedsCalc/InsNeedsCalc.html
	SmartAsset
	https://smartasset.com/life-insurance/how-much-life-insurance-do-i-need
	Sun Life Financial
	https://www.sunlife.ca/ca/Learn+and+Plan/Tools+and+Calculators/Life+insurance+calculator
	TIAA
	https://www.tiaa.org/public/li_calc/calculator.html
	USAA
	https://www.usaa.com/inet/life_insurance_advice/LifeInsuranceAdvice/
	Voya
	https://www.voya.com/tool/life-insurance-calculator
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